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JEAN-BAPTISTE AU DESERT 

Par Elie Bikerman 

A la memoire de S. A. Zebelev 

‘‘Ascendamus ad divinam scripturam per expositiones pro^ 
babiles patrum, velut per quandam scalam visionis.” La critique 

moderne de la Bible neglige ce conseil de Cassiodore.^ Creee dans 
la lutte contre la Tradition, eile se detourne de Texegese patristique 
de TEcriture. Pourtant, eile pourrait y trouver ce qui lui manque 

necessairement; ä savoir un moyen independant de contröle de 

ses recherches. 
Considerant les livres bibliques comme ceuvres humaines, le 

critique y trouve naturellement des imperfections, des erreurs, 
des contradictions. Sachant que tous les auteurs inspires n’avaient 
'‘qu’un seul et meme maitre,”^“ les Byzantins pensaient, au 

contraire, que ces auteurs avaient ete preserves de toute erreur, 

que c’est surtout notre propre “betise” qui nous cache la verite 
de rEcriture.^^* Les obscurites memes de la Bible sont providen- 
tielles, ‘‘pour que prennent de la peine” ceux qui veulent 

s’instruire.^*' 
Les commentateurs byzantins de la Bible peuvent donc donner 

au critique moderne la plus grande aide critique que celui-ci 
pourrait esperer ou attendre; ä savoir la faculte de voir le texte 
sacre d’un autre point de vue que le sien. Ce que je voudrais 

montrer par un exemple pris dans TEvangile de Saint Luc. 
Apres avoir relate les circonstances de la naissance merveil- 

leuse de Jean-Baptiste, TEvangeliste ne donne sur Penfance et la 

jeunesse du Precurseur que ce renseignement bref et curieux: “Et 
le petit enfant grandissait et se fortifiait en esprit, et il etait dans 
les deserts jusqu’au jour de sa presentation ä Israel” (Lc i, 8o). 

Indifferents ä Pexactitude d’une narration “legendaire,” les 

exegetes modernes passent sous silence ce sejour de Penfant dans 

^Cassiod., De inst. div. litt., Migne, P. L. LXX, 1107. 
“Confession de foi du Patriarche Gennadius” ap. E. J. Kimmei, Ubri sym- 

bolici eccles. Orient. (1843), 21. Cf. August., De doctr. Christ., I, 37. 
^‘’Photius, Migne, P. G., CI, 816. 
^‘^Just., Dial. 90. Cf. August-, De doctr. chrisL, II, 6; “facile investigata 

plerumque vilescunt.” 
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le desert.^ Les lecteurs byzantins s’etonnaient, au contraire, de ce 
trait singulier dans la vie du Precurseur. ‘‘Ton pere est pretre,” 
dit Chrysippe de Jerusalem dans son eloge de Jean-Baptiste, “ta 

mere ägee s’adonne aux prieres, pourquoi donc t’es tu enfui dans 

le desert”? 
En effet, on s’attendait ä ce que ce fils unique, enfant de la 

viellesse, reste dans le sein de sa famille venerable. Ainsi, une 
legende copte raconte que ses parents amenaient S. Jean chaque 

jour dans le temple de Jerusalem.® Mais Luc ne connait pas cette 
Version. Selon lui, des sa plus tendre enfance, Jean-Baptiste 
demeura au desert. Les peres de TEglise n’en doutaient pas et 

cherchaient une explication raisonnable de ce fait extraordinaire.'* 

I 

Certains, parmi les exegetes anciens, pensaient que Jean-Bap¬ 
tiste dut quitter sa famille pour echapper au massacre des Inno¬ 
cents. Les chronographes byzantins acceptaient cette Interpreta¬ 
tion rationaliste qu’on trouve formulee pour la premiere fois, que 
je Sache, dans le Protoevangile de Jacques.® Mais eile ne tient pas 

pour la simple raison que le troisieme Evangile ne sait rien de cette 
extermination des enfants de Bethleem ordonnee par Herode et 
racontee dans le premier Evangile. 

Une autre Interpretation, celle-ci appartenant ä la speculation 
spiritualisante, fut avancee par Origene ® et variee plusieurs-fois 

*Voir p. ex. les commentaires de J. M, Creed, W. Manson, A. Loisy, etc. ad l. 
ou les 6tudes sp^ciales sur F^vangüe de Fenfance, p. ex. M. Goguel, Jean-Baptiste 
(1928); A. V. Hamack, Beiträge, IV, 108; G. Erdmann, Die Vorgeschichten des 
Lukas- und Matthäus-EvangeUums (1932); M. Dihelius, Sitzungsber. Heidelb. 
Ahad. 1931-2, No. 4. 

Chrysipp., ed. A. Sigalas, p. 34 {Texte und Forschungen zur byzantinisch- 
neugriech. Philologie, XX, 1937)- 

^Texts and Studies, IV, 2, 163 et 236. Le recit passa dans la litterature 
apocryphe des Arabes. Voir R. Reitzenstein, Hellenistische MysterienreUgionen, 

3-toe ed., p. 199, n. i. 
‘L’art byzantin figure quelquefois S. Jean empörte par ange dans le desert. 

Voir N. Pokrovski, VEvangile dans les monuments d*iconographie (1892, en russe), 

179. 
^Protoev. Jacobi, 22, Cedrenus, I, p. 328; Niceph. Call., I, 14 {P. G., CXLV, 

78); A. Vassilieff, Anecdota graeco-byzantina I, 1893, n° i; Cod. Athos 1007, dans 
A. Kirpitschnikoff, Vizant. Vremennih, I, 1896, p. 186; texte Syrien dans A. Mingana, 
Woodbrook Studies, I, p. 239. 

®Orig., Hom. XI in Lucam, ed. M. Rauer, p. 80: “non expectavit ut a patre 
nutriretur et a matre . . . sed recessit, fugiens tumultum urbium ... et abiit in 
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depuis/ Selon Origene Jean chercha le desert, ‘‘oü Tair est plus 
pur, oii le ciel est plus degage, oü Dieu est plus proche.” 

II est arrive plus d’une fois que des hommes inspires de Dieu 
aient cherche la solitude et en soient sortis prepares pour la lutte 
spirituelle.® Simon ben Jochai’ devint un thaumaturge redoutable, 
dont les regards jetaient feu et flamme, quand il eut passe douze 

ans dans une grotte, oü il s’adonnait ä la priere. Rabbi Hanina 
ben Dosa, ou saint Pachome, ou saint Cyprien n’acquirent leur 
puissance spirituelle que dans la retraite. Car “celui qui ne voit 
pas le visage humain, voit pres de lui le visage du Christ, le 
Grand-Roi,” comme Tange Ta explique ä saint Zosime qui avait 

passe quarante ans dans la solitude.® 
Deux singularites distinguent, pourtant, le cas du Precurseur 

et le mettent hors de pair. Dans les paralleles cites il s’agit d’un 
homme dejä dans Tage de raison qui fuit ce nionde deprave. 

Meme saint David de Mytilene qui, encore enfant, se refugia au 
Mont Ida et y resta trente-six ans, avait neuf ans, selon Thagio- 

graphe, ä la date de sa fuite, en 725.^® Or, Jean-Baptiste ‘‘fuit le 
bruit des villes,’’ quand il est encore dans les langes.^^ Origene 
souligne avec force cette particularite et note cette difference entre 

Jean-Baptiste et Moise qui vivait, lui aussi, dans les deserts.^^ 
Et il explique Tenigme par un miracle: et nativitas Johanni plem 

deserta, ubi purior aer est et coelum apertius et familiarior Deus, ut quia necduni 
sacramentum baptismi nec predicationis tempus advenerat, vacaret orationihus et 
cum angeüs conversaretur.” 

"^Cf. par ex. Theodore!, P.G., LXXXIV, 45; Theophylacte, P.G., CXXIII, 720; 
Tite de Bostra dans.I. Sickenberger, Texte und Unters., XXI, 146; Vie syriaque dans 
F. Nau, Patr. Or. IV, 526; Hymne latin dans /4.4SS, juin, V, 592. Selon Chrysostome 
{de bapt. Christi, Montfaucon, II, 439), TEsprit-Saint a mis S. Jean dans le 
d^rt pour qu’il püt temoigner de Jesus en toute objectivit^ (d^apr^ Jn 1, 31). 

*Cf. A. D. Nock, Harvard Theol. Rev., 1934, p. 59. 
^Sabb., 33 b; Kethub., 62 b; Sozomene, h. e., III, 14 (P.G., LXVII, 1072; cf. 

AASS, mai, III, 338); L. Radermacher, Sitzungsber. der Wiener Ak., CCVI, 4, p. 35; 
Vita S. Zosimce, dans A. Vassilieflf, Anecd. graeco-byzant., I, p. 166. Cf. Sulp. Sever. 
Dial., I, 17; “ewwj qui ab hotninibus jrequentaretur, non posse ab angelis jre- 
guentari.” Cf. en general R. Reitzenstein, Sitzungsber. der Heidelb. Akad., 1919, 
n"* 8, p. 12 SS. 

^Anal. Soll., 1899, p. 213. Cf. Patr. Or., V, 704. S. Aaron choisit la vie 
monachique ä Päge de cinq ans. 

“Cf. Orig. Horn. X in Lucam, ed. Rauer, P.G., XIII, p. 70; Th6odoret, P.G., 
LXXXIV, 45. Pour rendre le fait moins singulier certains laissent S. Jean se 
retirer dans la solitude a un äge plus avance; 5 ans {Patr. Or., IV, 523) ou 7 ans 
(A. Berendts, Studien über Zacharias-Apokryphen. Diss. Dorpat, 1895, p. 67). 

“ Orig. Hom.X in Lucam, 6d. czt6e, ibid. 
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miraculo est. Cependant en rapportant le sejour du Precurseur au 

desert, Luc s’abstient de toute allusion ä un evenement surnaturel. 
D’autre part, dans la retraite, le futur prophete entre en rela- 

tions avec les forces celestes. Pour sauver Abraham d’un roi 
mechant, sa mere le cacha dans une caverne, sitot apres sa nais- 

sance. L’ange Gabriel l’y visita, et vingt jours plus tard le nou- 
veau-ne marchait et parlait dejä et annongait qu’il n^ a de dieu 

que PUnique et le seul Dieu.^® De meme, Origene nous assure 
qu’au desert Jean-Baptiste “s’adonnait ä la priere et s’entretenait 
avec les anges.’' Mais Luc ne le dit pas. La tournure qu’il emploie 
pour dire les progres de Tenfant en force et en sagesse est em- 
pruntee aux recits de la Bible sur Samson, et sur Samuel.^^ Elle 
devait rappeier au lecteur ces histoires saintes. Or, celles-ci ne 
mentionnent aucun fait surnaturel dans la jeunesse de ces heros 
de Pancienne histoire. L’hypothese d’Origene, fort seduisante de 
prime abord, se trouve donc en contradiction avec les donnees du 

Probleme. 
Nous avons du recuser les interpretations patristiques du pas- 

sage enigmatique. Cependant, elles sont de la plus grande valeur 
pour nous. Car les efforts deployes par les docteurs de PEglise 

montrent que nous ne soulevons pas des objections imaginaires, 
mais qu’il y a une difficulte exegetique dans Pindication singuliere 

du troisieme Evangile. Reprenons donc la question posee par 
Pexegfese patristique:^® Pourquoi Jean-Baptiste fut-il dans les 

deserts? 

II 

Pour apprecier le trait saillant d’une narration il faut consi- 
derer Pensemble dont il fait partie. 

L’histoire de Jean-Baptiste commence par Papparition de Pange 
ä Zacharie. Comme il est naturel,^® cette vision n^a pas de temoins. 

“Voir les variantes du in€me recit dans B. Beer, Leben Abrahams, 1859, p. 5; 
A. Wünsche, Aus Israels Lehrhallen, I, p. 14 et p. 35; Micha bin Gorion, Die Sagen 
der Juden, p. 191. Le gnostique Terebinthe etait de virgine natum . . . ab angelis 
in monübus enutritum (H. Usener, Weihnachtsfeier^, 1911, p. 73). 

^*Cf. Juges 13, 24; I Sam. 2, 21; 2, 26; 3, 19. Sur le sens de telles imitations 
cf. F. Dornseiflf, Z. Neutest. Wiss., 1936, p. 130 s. La meme formule biblique est em- 
ployte dans une histoire apocryphe de Moise (Bin Gorion, l.c., p. 417)- 

“Th6ophylacte, P. G., CXXI, 730; AtÄ tI 5e Ijv kv rafs iprffiois; 
^Cf. p. ex. Gen. 16, 7 et 17, 19; Juges 13, i; Daniel 10, 7; Act. Ap. 9, 7; Taan. 

23b, Achill. Tat. III, 18, 2; Proclus, Comment. in Platonis Rempubl., ed. W. Kroll, 
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Ce qui est surprenant c^est que le peuple ne peut pas apprendre 
le sujet de la vision, car Zacharie est prive de la parole par ordre 
de Tange. Les Peres cherchaient une raison theologique de ce 
mutisme qu’on ne trouve pas dans les recits bibliques paralleles.^^ 
Le röle constructif de cet element dans la composition de Thistoire 

est pourtant evident. Le secret n’est connu de cette maniere que 

par Zacharie et par le lecteur. 
Devenue enceinte, Elisabeth se tient cachee {Lc i, 25). Pour- 

quoi? Les commentateurs anciens cherchaient sans succes la 

raison de cette reserve.^® Mais sa signification dans Tagencement 
de la narration est aisement reconnaissable.^® Dans Tannonciation 

ä Marie Tange peut donner un signe ä la Vierge en lui apprenant 
la gräce octroyee en cachette ä Elisabeth {Lc i, 36). 

A la naissance du Precurseur, les voisins celebrent, comme il 

est naturel,^® la misericorde divine. Premier miracle: sans se 
mettre d’accord prealablement, les parents de Tenfant lui donnent 
le nom de Jean. Tout le monde en est surpris {Lc i, 65). 
Deuxieme miracle: la langue de Zacharie se delie. Tout le monde 

s^^tonne et se demande “qui sera donc cet enfant”? {Lc i, 66). 
Ainsi, comme apres la vision de Zacharie, le peuple voit la main 
du Seigneur agir, mais ne peut pas saisir la signification de Tinter- 
vention divine. Cette inintelligence est assez surprenante. II n’est 

pas question de cela dans les recits de la Bible qui servaient de 

modMe ä la composition de Luc.^^ 

n, p, 119; Doctrina Jacobi dans Bonwetsch, Nachr. Gotting. Wiss. Ges.^ 1921, p. 27, 
etc. Orig^ne {Hom. III in Lucam, 6d. Rauer, p. 20), l’expKque fort bien: les forces 
Celestes ne sont visibles aux hommes que dans la mesure oü elles le d^sirent. 

p. ex. Orig. Hom. F, ed. Rauer, p. 30. Euseb. P.G. XXIV, 532; Athanas. 
P.G. XXVII, 1392. On remarquera que dans la Bible plusieurs ont demande un 
signe avant de croire ä une chose miraculeuse et ne furent pas reprimandes. Voir 
par ex. Gen. 15, 8; Juges 6, 37; IV Roh 20 s. 

“Origene {Hom. VI in Lucam, ed. M. Rauer, p. 34) dit qu^Elisabeth avait honte 
d’fitre enceinte si tard. Cette explication, reprise par S. Ambroise {in Lucam, i, 43) 
et Theophylacte {PG. CXXIII, 701), ne correspond pas aux idees juives (cf. par ex. 
Apoc. Esrae, IX, 45; H. Gunkel, Das Märchen im Alten Testament, p. 112) et 
contredit Lc i, 26. 

“A. Loisy, Les Evangiles synoptiques, I, p. 285. 
Cf. par ex. Gen. 19, 19. 

^ Cf. les passages des LXX citfe par A. Resch, dans Texte und Untersuch., X, 5, 
p. 30, et en general G. Erdmann, Die Vorgeschichte des Lukas- und Matthäus- 
Evangeliums, 1932, p. II. Selon son hagiographe, Tavenir dlsaac, futur patriarche 
d'Antioche (686-689), lui fut predit pendant le bapteme. Ravis, les parents 
b6nirent Dieu, tous ses condisdples s’inclinaient devant Isaac, etc. {Patr. Or. XI, 
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Dernier tableau. “Alors Zacharie fut rempli de TEsprit-Saint 
et prophetisa” {Lc i, 67). Cette prophetie, le BenedictuSy n’est 

pas adressee au peuple. Zacharie apostrophe plutot son fils {Lc 
I, 78). Pourquoi, demande Origrae, Zacharie parle-t-il au nou- 
veau-ne qui ne saurait le comprendre?^^ De nouveau, Texegete 
explique l'enigme par le miracle. Acceptons cette Interpretation. 

Elle n’empeche pas de voir que cette scene, comme toutes les 
precedentes, n’a pas eu de temoin importun. Le psaume de 
Zacharie n’est entendu que par le Precurseur lui-meme et par le 
lecteur de Luc. 

Ainsi Teconomie de la narration lucanique est evidente. 
Zacharie est muet. Elisabeth se cache, les miracles restent inin- 

telligibles aux contemporains, les oracles ne sont entendus que par 
Zacharie et Jean-Baptiste, et celui-ci, aussitot ne, demeure dans 
la solitude. Ainsi, du commencement jusqu'ä la fin, les person- 
nages du drame sacre sont isoles des contemporains et le secret de 
Jean-Baptiste reste ignore du monde jusqu’au jour oü le Precur¬ 
seur va precher sur les bords du Jourdain. 

Ce mystere qui enveloppe la prehistoire de saint Jean est 
surprenant. Rappeions de nouveau que Luc imite dans la mise en 
scene de sa narration les recits de la naissance d’Isaac, Samson, 

Samuel. Or ces saints de la Bible suivent, apres leur naissance 
merveilleuse, la voie de la gräce ouvertement, dans le monde, sous 
les yeux de tout le monde. “Et Samuel grandissait ... et TEter- 
nel etait avec lui . . . et tout Israel, de Dan jusqu'ä Beerseba, 
connut que Samuel etait etabli comme prophete de PEterner’ 
(/ Sam, 3, 19). Pourquoi le destin de Jean-Baptiste est-il ainsi 

Sans exemple? 

III 

La naissance du Precurseur est liee etroitement dans le troi- 
sieme Evangile ä la nativite du Sauveur. Les deux histoires sont 

paralleles et la Visitation associe Tune avec Tautre. L’histoire de 
Jesus se developpe en cinq tableaux: Annonciation (i, 26-36), 

Visitation (i, 39-57), Nativite (2, 4-21), Purification de Marie 

305). La legende talmudique developpe de manifere semblable les donnees bibliques 
sur Tenfance de Samuel. L. Ginzberg, The legends of ihe Jews IV, 59. 

“Orig., Hont. X in Lucant^ 6d. Rauer, p. 73: Kar* e^avrhv Siört r^v vcpl 
'ludvvov 7rpo<f>rir€lav oiiK elvev (I>s vepl a^roD, dW’ irpbs avrov . . . nepioffbv ydp 
ioTt tÖ \4yeiv rqf dKQVovn, 
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(2, 22-39), decouverte de Jesus dans le temple (2, 49“S2). Les 
deux premieres scenes n'ont pas de temoins, mais nous, lecteurs, 
nous assistons ä la rencontre de Gabriel et de Marie, nous enten- 
dons le Magnificat. Dans les trois tableaux suivants, la divinite 

de Tenfant est revelee. A Bethleem, les bergers entendent le 
Gloria in excelsis. A sa presentation au temple, Jesus est reconnu 
comme le Messie par Simeon et par Anne. A douze ans, parmi les 
docteurs, il se proclame le Fils de Dieu.^^* Mais dans les trois cas 
la Bonne Nouvelle n’est pas comprise. Tous ceux ä qui les 

bergers Fannongaient “s’en etonnaient^’ {Lc 2, Ayant 
entendu Toracle de Simeon, les parents de Jesus, seuls presents ä 

la scene, s’etonnferent de ce qui avait ete dit de Tenfant {Lc 
2, 33).^® Et ils ne comprirent pas que Jesus se donnait pour le 

Fils de Dieu {Lc 2, 50). 
Pourquoi ce mystere qui se devoile ä moitie? Pourquoi Marie 

a-t-elle garde ces oracles dans son cceur {Lc 2, 19 et 2, 51)®^? 

Elle seule, dit Origene,^® soupgonnait dejä que son fils etait plus 
qu’un homme, eile seule savait “que le temps devait venir oü ce 

qui etait Cache en Jesus serait devoile.’^ 

IV 

Ainsi F^conomie de Fhistoire sainte est la meme dans les deux 
r^cits paralleles, et le mystere de Jesus correspond ä Fisolement 

de S. Jean. La question dont notre recherche est partie: “Pour¬ 
quoi le Precurseur fut-il au desert des sa naissance?” se presente 
maintenant comme subordonnee ä un problfeme plus ample. Pour¬ 

quoi Jean-Baptiste et Jesus ont-ils passe leur premier äge dans 
Fobscurite? Pour le comprendre, il faut considerer la place des 
deux histoires de Fenfance, etroitement liees dans le plan du 
troisieme Evangile, 

“•Cyrill., P.G. LXXII, 510; Timoth., P.G. LXXXVI, 252. Cf. Isid. Uvy, La 
ligende de Pythagore (1927), p. 299. 

Sur la signification de cette expression cf. G. Bertram dans G. Kittel, Theol. 
Woerterbuch III, 38. 

“Cf. Photius, P.G. CI, 826. Luc ne reproduit pas la formule aprfes Tintervention 
d’Anne {Lc i, 38), car il evite, on le sait, les rep^titions. 

Luc n’indique pas ici discretement ä quelle source il a puise, comme le veut 
l’ex^gese orthodoxe. La formule vient plutöt de Gen. 37, i et son sens est explique 
par Josephe, Ant. II, 15. 

“Orig., I.C.J p, 134: 6ti ^<rrai Kaipbs Kad* Sv t6 KCKpvfifiivov €v 

^<ivep<a$i^ff€Tai. 
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L’Evangile de Tenfance n’est qu'un prologue du ministere de 

Jesus. Or, ce prologue se trouve en contradiction apparente avec 
rhistoire de la carriere publique de Jesus ä laquelle il sert dMn- 

troduction. D'apres cette histoire Jesus etait äge de trente ans 

environ lorsqu^il commenga sa mission {Lc 3, 22). Pendant le 
bapteme TEsprit-Saint descendit sur lui et Dieu le reconnut 
comme son fils bien-aime. Ce jour-lä, jour de Tepiphanie, “la 

divinite du Christ a ete revelee au monde par le temoignage 
solennel de la voix divine.’’ Au contraire, selon TEvangile de 

Tenfance, Jesus, le Fils de Dieu, saint par sa naissance, fut con- 
sacre des sa conception, et Tenfant, ä peine ne, fut proclame Messie 

par les puissances celestes et reconnu tel par les pieux. Les deux 
idees sont incompatibles. Ainsi, FEglise a celebre longtemps 
comme epiphanie, selon les regions, soit la Nativite, soit le 

Bapteme.^® 
De meme, selon le corps principal de la narration, la parole de 

Dieu ne fut adressee ä Jean que la quinzieme annee de Tibere, et 
c'est alors que le prophete sortit de son desert pour precher la 
penitence {Lc 3, i s.). Pourtant, selon le recit preliminaire, Jean- 
Baptiste, ne au temps d’Herode {Lc i, 5), fut rempli de TEsprit- 
Saint des sa naissance {Lc i, 15).^®* Or, TEsprit-Saint c’est cette 
force divine par laquelle les heros de la Bible agissaient pour Dieu. 

Ainsi dans le troisieme Evangile Fceuvre salutaire debute deux fois, 
SOUS Herode et sous Tibere, ä la naissance et ä la maturite de Jean- 
Baptiste et de Jesus. 

Ce double depart cree une difficulte qui n’est pas necessairement 
d’ordre dogmatique. Elle est d’ordre logique en premier lieu. 
Etant donne que le saint ne se revele qu’ä Theure determinee, 
comment a-t-il pu se manifester encore avant cette date? Sur le 
plan litteraire, c’est le meme probleme qu’on retrouve dans tous 

^'Const. Apost.i Vlir, 33, 7. 
^Cf. B. Botte, Les origines de la Noel et de VEpiphanie (1932); H. Lietzmann, 

Gesch. der alten Kirche^ III (1938), p. 324 ss. II semble que l’importance de ce fait 
que l’epiphanie a pu etre identifiee soit avec rincamation, soit avec le Bapteme, n’est 
pas appr6ci6e suffisamment dans les debats sur l’histoire de la Noel. Ainsi, si l’on 
fStait les noces de Cana le 6 janvier (Botte, o. c., p. 42 ss.), c’est parce que le miracle 
de Cana fut, selon le quatrieme Evangile, le commencement de l’epiphanie du Christ 
{Const, Apost. V, 13, 2). Cf. Just. Dial. 87. 

Augustin {Sermon CCXCII) souUgne cette diflference entre le Precurseur, qui 
fut elu des sa naissance, et les autres prophetes et disciples du Christ, qui n’etaient 
appel^s qu’ä Page mür. 
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les recits oü la manifestation du heros est differee pour une raison 
quelconque; comment comprendre ce retard et cette meconnais- 
sance du heros par les autres personnages de Taction? La reponse 
qu'on donne est toujours la meme, qu'il s’agisse d’un copte popu- 

laire ou d’une histoire sainte, car les procedes techniques de la 
narration ne dependent pas de la dignite du sujet. Ou le heros 
teste place dans la coulisse jusqu’au terme de sa manifestation, 

ou, s’il apparait sur la scene, il est meconnaissable. 

V 

Endormis d’un sommeil de mort Blanche-Neige ou Epimenide 

peuvent attendre indefiniment le moment de leur rentree dans 
l’action.^^ De meme, llman, qui selon la doctrine shiite, est dejä 
präsent, mais ne se manifeste pas encore, il est isole du monde. 
Cache dans le desert ou dans une montagne du Hedjaz, il attend 

le temps messianique, ayant ä cote de lui du miel et de Teau.^® 
L’^trange recit mandeen place le commencement de la predication 
de Jean-Baptiste ä Tepoque oü le prophete avait vingt-deux ans. 
Pour comprendre ce retard de la manifestation de Telu, le Livre 

de Jean raconte qu’Anosh-Uthra aurait enleve Tenfant aussitot 

apres sa naissance au Parwdan, la montagne blanche, et lä Jean 
serait reste vingt-deux ans et aurait appris la sagesse. Ensuite, 
revetu de vetements de gloire, il serait apparu pres du Jourdain et 

aurait commence son apostolat.^® De meme la tradition bouddhiste 
est unanime ä affirmer que Siddhärtha etait äge de vingt-neuf ans 
lorsqu’il quitta son palais et choisit la vie eremitique. Pour ex¬ 

pliquer ce retard etonnant pour un Bodhisattva, qui a daigne 
descendre du ciel sur la terre comme sauveur du monde et dont 

la naissance et Penfance miraculeuses manifestaient sa nature, la 
tradition se sert du theme du heros isole du monde. Prevenu par 
des devins que son fils va choisir la vie monastique des qu’il 

” Selon une Variante bouddhiste du theme d’Epimenide, le heros est transporte 
au ciel jusqu^au terme de sqn retour parmi les hommes (H. Günther, Buddha in der 
christlichen Legende, 1922, p. 148). De meme Elie qui est reserv6 pour le temps 

{Sirac. 48, 10) s^journe au ciel oü il ecrit, selon une tradition juive, les actes de 
son peuple {Seder Olam, c. 17, dans M. Zobel, Gottes Gesalbter, 1938, p. 64). 

Cf. E. Blochet, Le Messianisme dans VhStSrodoxie musulmane 1901, p. 37; 
Schahrastani, Religionsparteien, trad. Th. Haarbrücker, I, 1850, p. 198. Il nV a 
aucune raison de chercher dans ce thfeme l’indice des idtes gnostiques (cf. T. Andrae, 
Die Person Mohammeds, 1918, p. 295). 

® Voir A. Loisy, Le MandHsme, 1934, p. 38 s. 
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apercevra un vieillard, un malade, un cadavre et un religieux, le 
pere du futur Bouddha avait fait tout pour que son fils vecüt 

Separe du monde dans son palais. Mais quand le terme fut proche, 
les dieux amenerent les quatre apparitions necessaires, et le prince 

s’enfuit.^® Zoroastre regut Tillumination, selon la tradition maz- 
* 

deenne, le 15® jour du mois Artavahista, en Tan 35® du roi Vistäspa, 
ä Tage de ttente (ou de trente-sept) ans.^^ Pour expliquer ce 

debut tardif du fils d^Ormuzd, les auteurs classiques, suivant cer- 
tainement la version d’un theologien mazdeen, placent avant 

Tapostolat du prophete une retraite de trente ans. A Tage de sept 
ans, oü commengait son education, Zoroastre se mit ä observer le 
silence et, s’eloignant des autres hommes, il se retira sur une 

montagne (ou dans des lieux deserts), il y resta jusqu’au debut 
de sa mission, se nourrissant d'un fromage qui ne se corrompait 

jamais/^ Comme on le voit, le cas de Jean-Baptiste, qui attend 
au desert le terme de son apparition, n^est pas isole. 

Dans d’autres cas, le heros reste parmi les hommes, mais, 
travesti, il n^est plus reconnaissable. Ainsi Cendrillon doit cacher 

sa beaute sous Taccoutrement d’une miserable servante jusqu’au 
bal oü eile va rencontrer le Prince charmant. Athena rend Ulysse 
meconnaissable meme pour sa femme, et quand la vieille nourrice 
le reconnait ä une cicatrice, les dieux detournent le regard de 

Penelope qui assistait ä cette scene. N’est-il pas etonnant que 
personne ne semble ajouter foi aux paroles des bergers qui avaient 
entendu le Gloria in excelsis et que Tevangeliste les laisse rentrer 

chez eux, bien qu’en principe celui qui a regu un message divin ne 
doive pas cesser de Pannoncer ä tous?^^ Pour des raisons ana- 
logues, dans le premier livre de VOdyssee, Penelope empeche 

Paede de chanter sur le retour des Acheens. Autrement, dit le 
Scholiaste, toute ^'Peconomie du sujet’^ serait bouleversee, si 
Telemaque et les pretendants avaient appris d'avance les aventures 
d’Ulysse.^^ 

L’hagiographie emploie aussi volontiers le theme du heros 

masque pour expliquer le retard de sa manifestation. Dans les 

“Cf. H. Kem, Histoire du bouddhistne, I, 1901, p. 33 ss. 
”Cf. A.-W. Jaclcson, Zoroaster, 1899, p. 40. 
” Cf. J. Bidez et F. Cumont, Les mages hellenises, II, 1938, p. 27 s. et 1, p. 24 ss. 
“Cf. par ex. Plut., De Is. et Os. 12; Plut., De def. orac. 17; Liv., V, 32, 6; Cic. 

De divin. I, 26, 55; Jambl. V. Pyth. 148. 
“Sch. Odyss. I, 328. 
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ecoles rabbiniques on affirmait que le Messie etait dejä ne, et l’on 
se demandait: “Oü est-il?” Et la reponse etait qu’il se tenait cache 
ä la porte de la ville de Rome, parmi des incurables, en attendant 
le moment de son avenement.®® Mahävira, le saint des Djainas, ne 
se decida, selon son biographe, pour la vie eremitique que dans sa 
trentieme annee. Et l’hagiographe d’expliquer ainsi ce delai. Des 

l’etat embryonnaire le saint aurait resolu de ne pas se faire ana- 
chorete avant la mort de ses parents.®® Hakim, le Sauveur des 
Druses, apparut, selon un chroniqueur, des l’an 1009/10 de notre 
ere, mais il cacha sa nature et ne se fit passer pour Dieu que huit 
ans plus tard. En effet, c’est en 1017/8 que le calife Al-Mansur se 
proclama Dieu/^ La legende parle quelquefois de saints qui 

operaient des miracles avant leur premiere manifestation publique. 
Tel Nicolas de Myres, tels ces ascetes qui passaient leur vie 
dans le monde sous le masque d’un komme seculier, d’un mime, 

etc. Mais ces revelations anticipees se produisent toujours en 

cachette.*® 

VI 

Dans la litterature profane le thfeme du secret est utilise pour 
agrementer l’action. Si Xouthos exige que sa rencontre avec Ion 

reste inconnue ä Creuse, c’est simplement pour retarder le denoue- 

ment de l’intrigue inventee par Euripide. Dans l’hagiographie le 
meme procede doit expliquer ce qu’il y a d’anormal dans le retard 

de la manifestation. En effet, l’appel divin est un acte subit et 

unique qui ne souffre ni refus ni atermoiement. 
“L’Eternel te saisira et tu seras change en autre komme.” 

S. Paul et S. Augustin, apres les propketes, en ont fait l’experience 

®®Isr. Levy, Rev. Si. juiv., LXXVII, 1923, p. 3. Cf. M. Zobel, Gottes Gesalbtery 

1938, pp. 79> i37> 154- 
A. Guerinot, La religion Djainay 1926, p. 34. Cf. A. v. Glasenapp, Der Jainis- 

ff^nsy 1935, p. 23. 
"’S. de Sacy, Religion des Druses, I, 1838, p. 98 ss. Cf. E. Graefe dans Encycl. 

de Vlslam, II, 10, 288. 
^Vita S. Nicolai per Michaelem, c. 17 et 21, dans G. Anrich, Hagios Nikolaos, 

1913. Cf. ibid.y p. 57 et II, p. 264 et 511. W. Bousset, Arch. j. Religionswiss. XX, 
1922, p. 7 SS.; H. Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum, 1916, p. $6 ss. Encore sur la 
route vers le nionastere le futur saint Dometios op6ra un miracle. Mais il demanda 
k ses compagnons de voyage de ne pas le divulguer (Anal. Boll., 1900, p. 299. Cf. 

P. Peeters, Anal. Boll., 1939, p. 72). Sur le “secret messianique*’ de Jesus, cf. 
Z. /. neutest. Wiss., XXIIj p. 122 ss. 
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et les paiens ne contredisaient pas cette constatation.^® En face 

de cette experience, le cas oü Thomme inspire de Dien differe son 

apostolat apparaissait comme une anomalie exigeant une explica- 

tion raisonnable. 
En effet, cette anomalie n’est creee que par contamination des 

doctrines et des traditions discordantes. Si TApocalypse de Zoro- 

babel affirme que le Messie, ne au temps de David, se tient cache 
ä Rome,^® c’est parce que Tauteur de cet ecrit a cherche ä mettre 
en harmonie deux idees contradictoires: la conception de TOint ä 
venir et la croyance qu’il doit etre le fils de David. La tradition 
manicheenne offre un autre exemple de tels procedes redactionnels. 

Mani raconte lui-meme que le Paraclet lui a revele toute la 

sagesse au temps de Tavenement (?) du roi Ardasher. Vers la fin 
du meme regne, Mani commenga ä precher, partit pour Tlnde et 

revint en Perse dans la premiere annee de Sapor. II avait vingt- 
cinq ans environ.^^ La doctrine de TEglise manicheenne, inter- 
pretant cette illumination operee par le Paraclet comme Tappel ä 
rapostolat, negligea Tevangelisation de Finde et considera Fap- 
parition de Mani au couronnement de Sapor, comme le com- 

mencement de sa predication. Ainsi eile crea cette difficulte exe- 
getique qu'est le retard de la mission apostolique. Pour la tourner, 
eile introduisit le theme du secret. Mani aurait regu ä Tage de 

treize ans les revelations du roi du paradis de la lumiere, mais 
Fange lui aurait dit qu’ä cause de sa jeunesse le terme de sa mani- 
festation n’etait pas encore venu. Lorsqu^l eut accompli sa vingt- 

quatrieme annee, Fange revint et lui dit que le temps etait venu 
de paraitre en public et de prodamer sa doctrine. Et Mani se 
manifesta le jour de Favraement de Sapor.^^ 

Selon une Version, les revelations divines ä Mahomet avaient 

®®Cf. par ex. Verg. Aen., VI, 77 ss. avec le commentaire de Ed. Norden; Lucain, 
I, 677; Liv. V, 15, 5; Paus., IX, 23, 2; H. Lietzmann, An die Galater^ ad I, 13-24; 
pour les prophHes cf. J. Hempel, Gott und Mensch im Alten Testament (1936), 

P- 95- 
"Isr. L6vy, Rev. St. juiv., LXVIII, p. 148. 
“ Mani, Kephalaia^ 6d. H.-J. Polotski, p. 14 s. 
*®Mani 6tait ne en 216/7, Pan 5 d’Artaban V (Al-Biruni, dans H.-J. Polotski, 

Real-Enc., Suppl. VI, c. 243). Je note que ce synchronisme important permet de 
fixer la Chronologie du demier Arsacide, qui est tout ä fait confuse dans nos manuels 
historiques. Voir, par ex. N.-C. Debevoise, History of Parthia, 1938, p. 263. 

“An-Nadim dans K. Kessler, Mani (1889), p. 384 ss. Cf. H. Ch. Puech, dans 
MSlanges R. Dussaud (1939), 597. 
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debut6 lorsqu^l avait quarante ans. Selon un autre recit Mahomet 
ne regut rillumination qu’ä Tage de quarante-trois ans. Pour 
raccorder ces deux traditions, Phagiographie musulmane a invente 

une “pause’' de trois ans apres la premiere revelation.^^ Si Tin- 
formateur druse antidate de huit ans Tapparition de Hakim et 
raconte que celui-ci se faisait passer pour un descendant de Ma¬ 
homet afin de cacher sa divinite, il est induit dans cette erreur par 
la connaissance d'une ordonnance de Hakim, publiee en 1009/10, 

et dont il n’a pas bien compris la teneur.^® 
D’autre part, la necessite d’expliquer les atermoiements du 

heros peut echapper ä un hagiographe distrait. Pärshva, un saint 
du Djainisme comme Mahävira, ne quitta lui aussi la vie seculiere 

qu’ä Page de trente ans. Cependant, son biographe n’a pas trouve 
n6cessaire d’expliquer ce retard.^® Mar Abdulmasich, enfant juif 
converti au christianisme et tue pour cette raison par son pere, a 
eu le temps avant son martyre de convertir sa mere, d’etre beni 

par un eveque, etc. Son biographe, pour expliquer ce delai sup- 
posa que Penfant avait ete cache par sa mere apres la conversion 
et que le pere, trop occupe, n’avait fini par rencontrer son fils que 

plus tard.^^ Les memes elements du recit se retrouvent dans la vie 
de S. Constantin. Mais cette fois Phagiographe ne se soucie nulle- 
ment de comprendre comment le saint enfant a pu rester parmi 
les Juifs infideles jusqu’ä son martyre sans etre inquiete par eux.^® 

Aussi le theme de la vie cachee d’un saint avant sa manifesta- 
tion, tel qu’il est employe par deux fois dans PEvangile de Luc, 

n’est pas une creation de la legende pieuse. C’est un artifice d’un 
esprit logique et historique qui juxtapose des traditions contra- 

dictoires et cherche ensuite ä resoudre par cet arrangement les 
antilogies creees. Vous penserez, peut-etre, que ce raisonnement 
ne correspond pas ä Pesprit de Pauteur sacre? Mais S. Jean 
Chrysostome explique de la meme maniere ce fait remarquable 
que Jesus n’a opere aucun miracle avant le bapteme. Car, dit le 

predicateur, “si, etant encore enfant Jesus avait opere des miracles 
des son premier äge, il ne pourrait pas etre reste ignore si long- 

“A. Sprenger, Z. Deutsch. Morgenländ. Ges., 1859, p. 173. 
“ S. de Sacy, Religion des Drtises, I, p. 100. 
“ Voir H. V. Glasenapp, Der Jainismus, 1935, p. 19. 
"Anal. BoU., 1886, p. 17. 

Acta Sanct. Nov., IV, p. 628. 
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temps,’’ et toute V “economie” de sa vie serait bouleversee par sa 

manifestation prematuree/®* 

VII 

Revenons maintenant ä TEvangile de Luc. Pour Thistoire du 

ministere de Jesus, Luc suit la narration de Marc. Or, celle-ci ne 
commence quWec le bapteme, au moment oü le Saint-Esprit est 
descendu sur Jesus. L’autre source principale de Luc, le recueil 
de sentences de Jesus, ne contenait, par definition, que les paroles 
du Maitre, enoncees dans sa predication. En effet, pour la foi, les 

faits et les discours d'un homme inspire de Dieu n'ont d’interet 
qu’ä dater de sa vocation. Unde igitur incipiam^ dit Tantique 
biographe de S. Cyprien,^® nisi a principio fidei el nativitate cae- 
lesti? St quidem hominis Dei facta non debent aliunde numerari^ 
nisi ex quo Deo natus est, Pour cette raison toute histoire d’un 
prophete, d’un thaumaturge est substantiellement “aretalogique” 

et ne debute qu^avec son illumination. Mais c’est aussi pourquoi 
la date reelle ou fictive de sa vocation est particulierement impor¬ 

tante dans la narration de ses vertus et de ses miracles.^®“ 
Ce qui est remarquable, c’est que Tancienne tradition chretienne 

ne donnait aucune indication chronologique sur Jesus. La “Bonne 
Nouvelle'' est en dehors de la Chronologie comme de la geographie. 
Mais Luc, qui ecrivait pour les Gentils, avait besoin de reperes 
chronologiques. Faute de mieux, il s’est servi de la date que les 

Baptistes donnaient pour la vocation de leur Maitre: “en Tan 
quinzieme de Tibere Cesar . . . la parole de Dieu fut adressee ä 

Jean, fils de Zacharie’' {Lc 3, i). 
II est ä noter que ce sont les conventicules baptistes qui ont 

Chrys. Hont, XXI in Joh. P.G, LIX, 130. Cf. Chrys. Hont. VIII in Mih. 

P.G. LVII, 85. 
® Pontius, Vita Cypriani, c. 2 (Cypriani Opera, ed. W. Harte), III, p. xc). 

Pontius imite Ciceron, De fin., 11, 31, 103: quod si dies notandus fuit, eum ne potius 
quo natus (sc. Epicurus) an eum quo sapiens factus est? 

Cf. R. Reitzenstein, Hellenist. Wundererzählungen, 1906, p. 97, et mes obser- 
vations dans Z. für neutest. Wiss., XXII, p. 124 ss., 130 s. L’Evangile de Marcion 
comme celui des Ebionites s’ouvrait par une notice chronologique sur l’apparition 
de Jean-Baptiste, ou (chez Marcion) de Jesus. La tradition donne une date exacte 
de la premifere manifestation de Mani, de Zoroastre, etc. Cf. encore, par ex., le 
debut de l’histoire d’Audi, fondateur d’une secte gnostique; ^‘En Pan 30 du regne 
de l’empereur Constantin parut un homme nomme Oudhi d’Edesse” (Agapius dans 
Patr. Or., VII, p. 562. Cf. sur ce gnostique H.-C. Puech, dans Melanges Cumont, 

n. p- 93S SS.). 
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donne cette indication chronologique detaillee, comportant plu- 
sieurs synchronismes. II est probable que leur litterature con- 

tenait un recueil d’oracles de Jean-Baptistej compose ä rimitation 
des livres prophetiques de la Bible.®® Dans ceux-ci, comme on le 
sait, la vocation du prophete, qui coYncide necessairement avec le 
debut de son activite, est datee toujours exactement. Luc con- 
siderait cette date de Tillumination de Jean-Baptiste, qui 
correspond ä Tan 27/28 de notre ere/^ comme indiquant approxi- 

mativement aussi le debut de la carrifere publique de Jesus. II 

tenait d’autre part, de la source baptiste que S. Jean etait ne sous 

Herode {Lc i, s). H considerait Jesus comme etant du meme äge 
que le Precurseur, et il en conclut qu’au debut de son ministere 
Jesus avait trente ans environ (Lc 3, 22). Toute la Chronologie 
de la vie de Jesus n’a d’autre fondement que ces deux conjectures 

de Luc.^^ 
Venu apres d’autres narrateurs “des faits accomplis parmi 

nous,” Luc se proposait d’etre plus complet que ses devanciers et 
de traiter son sujet “des le debut.” II insera aussi dans son ouvrage 

les traditions sur les antecedents de Jesus et il y rattacha la narra- 
tion baptiste sur les origines de S. Jean.®^ Mais ces recits merveil- 
leux etaient d’abord incomplets. La legende raconte la conception 

miraculeuse du heros, mais eile passe sous silence sa croissance et 

son education, car ce sont des faits communs ä tous les etres 
humains/^ D’autre part, la legende qui fleurit le berceau du heros 

Comme le Systeme des synchronismes employes ä cette occasion le montre, 
rindication chronologique fut redigte avant le regne de Caligula, qui avait donne ä 
Agrippa T’’ les tetrarchies d’Herode Antipas et de Philippe, ainsi que la principaute 
de Lysanias. Comme la date est empruntee ä une source baptiste, eile ne presente 
donc pas un indice, comme on Ta pretendu (M.-J. Lagrange, ad /.), que Luc ecrivit 

avant 66. 
Cf. Lagrange, in Lc.j 3, i; C. Cichorius, Z. j. Neutest. Wiss., 1923, p. 17. La 

quinzieme annee de Tibere commen<;a en Syrie le i*'' octobre 27. 
®*Sur les assertions du quatrieme Evangile touchant l’äge de Jesus et la 

polemique d’Iren6e k ce sujet (Iren., Adv. Haer^ II, 22) cf. A. Loisy, Les origines 
du Nouveau Testament, 1936, p. 59 ss. 

Sur Porigine baptiste de cette tradition cf. M. Goguel, Jean^Baptiste, 1928, 
p. 71; M. Dibelius, Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb. Ak., 1931-2, n® 4, p. 4 et 10, M, Dibelius 
disceme avec raison, semhle-t-il, plusieurs recits independants que Luc a entrelaces 
dans sa narration de I’enfance de Jesus: legende baptiste sur S. Jean, recit sur la 
naissance de J6sus {Lc i, 26-38), visite des bergers {Lc 2, 1-19); presentation au 
temple, etc. . . . 

®*De meme, sur les monuments egyptiens montrant les origines du roi, les 
artistes ne choisissent que les moments critiques de l’existence: la conception, la 
naissance, le couronnemerit. Cf. G. Maspero, J. des Savants, 1899, p. 413. 
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est congue en dehors de Thistoire et ne se preoccupe pas de ranger 
dans la biographie du saint les miracles qu’elle narre. 

Luc qui ecrivait pour les Gentils se proposait de donner, comme 
il le dit dans la preface de son livre, un recit ‘‘ordonne.” Or les 
traditions relatives ä Tenfance du Fils de Dieu et de son Precurseur 
anticipaient sur Fhistoire de la predication de Jean-Baptiste et 
sur le ministere salutaire de Jesus. Luc etait donc contraint de 
mettre en harmonie ces versions contradictoires en apparence et 
de remplir la lacune entre les recits de la naissance et les debuts 
de la vie publique de Jesus et de Jean-Baptiste. II recourut, 

comme font les historiographes dans ces cas-lä, ä des conjectures.®^" 
L’anecdote sur la decouverte de Jesus dans le temple montrait 

le Sauveur ä Tage de douze ans. Pour masquer le vide de ses 

informations touchant la vie de Jesus avant et aprfes cet episode, 
Luc insera, selon son habitude,®® d’innocentes formules de transi- 
tion, composees de reminiscences bibliques; “Fenfant grandissait 
en äge et en sagesse” {Lc 2, 40 et 52).®® 

Pour la jeunesse de Jean-Baptiste, Tevangeliste ne disposait 
d’aucun renseignement. De nouveau, une notice de transition, 

redigee en imitation voulue des passages des Septante qui de- 
crivaient le developpement de Samson et de Samuel, servit ä 
couvrir Fintervalle chronologique entre deux traditions indepen- 
dantes, Tune sur les origines, Fautre sur la predication du Pre¬ 
curseur: ‘‘et Fenfant croissait et se fortifiait en esprit” {Lc i, 80). 

On remarquera que Luc, qui parle en historien, s’abstient de toute 
invention pour suppleer aux lacunes de son Information. II raconte 

les faits comme ils ont ete relates par les “temoins oculaires et 
serviteurs de la parole” {Lc 1,2) eFles coordonne moyennant des 
conjectures aussi discretes que possible. 

Je ne citerai qu’un seul exemple, pris dans l’historiographie grecque. D’apres 
Herodote (I, 65), Lycurgue a legif^re lorsqu’il toit le tuteur du roi Charilaos. 
Mais comme Ephore croyait plutot que Lycurgue avait attendu la majorite de son 
pupille pour executer ses plans, il remplit le “trou” ainsi cre^ dans la biographie de 
Lycurgue en y plagant de longs voyages ä Tetranger du futur reformateur (Ephore, 
ap. Strabon, X, 4, 19; Just. III, 2, 5. Cf. K. Kessler, Pluiarch's Leben des Lykurgus, 
1910, p. 17). 

** Sur ces artifices de transition chez Luc cf. H.-J. Cadbury, dans The Acts of the 
Apostles V (1933) 395, et J. Jeremias, Z. /. neutest. Wiss., 1938, p. 206. 

Les docteurs de l’Eglise ont vu que ce progrfes en sagesse conceme l’intelligence 
humaine de l’enfant et n*a rien de miraculeux. Cf. J. Turmei, Histoire de la thio- 
logie positivey 1904, p. 40; J. Lebreton, Histoire du dogme de la Trinite, I, 1926, 

P- 573. 
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Ensuite, pour resoudre les antilogies creees par la juxtaposition 
de traditions independantes, Luc introduit dans la prehistoire de 
TEvangile le theme de la vie cachee. Pouvait-il faire autrement? 
En rangeant chronologiquement les faits rapportes par ses sources, 
il constatait que c’est des sa nativite que Jesus avait ete qualifie 
de Sauveur. Or, selon la narration de Marc, oü Luc a pris les 
grandes lignes de son ceuvre et dont il respecte soigneusement 
Vordonnance, c’est seulement au bapteme, quand Jesus etait äge 

de trente ans environ, que Dieu Ta adopte pour son fils. Ce double 
Etablissement de Jesus comme le Fils de Dieu, la critique moderne 
Fexplique par deux Etats differents de la croyance. La Christologie 
adoptianiste s^est juxtaposee ä la conception qui attribue ä Jesus 

üne divinite expliquee par ses origines. Mais comme Luc ne con- 
naissait pas cette hypothese, il dut penser que les deux versions 

ne se contredisaient qu’en apparence et que Tintronisation de Jesus 
comme le Fils de Dieu le jour du bapteme ne faisait pas double 
emploi avec le miracle de sa conception, mais le reiterait et le 

rendait manifeste. 
De meme, quand Luc vit qu’il fallait placer en Fan quinzieme 

de Tibere seulement la vocation de Jean-Baptiste, investi pourtant 
de la force divine des sa naissance, Texperience de son siede, son 

^ experience chretienne et les exemples de la Bible qui donhait les 

modeles et les regles de toute experience lui apprirent que ce 
retard pouvait n’etre qu'apparent, qu’en realite Tinspiration qui 
fait parier et agir pour Dieu immediatement le personnage elu 

avait ete efficace egalement dans le cas du Precurseur. Comme 
tous les hagiographes qui se sont trouves en face de contradictions 
du meme genre, Luc a conjecture que la prise de possession de 
Jesus et de Jean-Baptiste par TEsprit divin avait dü rester d'abord 
ignoree du monde. Par quelques retouches inoffensives il isola 

donc les miracles qui avaient precede ou accompagne la naissance 
de ses heros, et qui auraient dü rendre manifestes des Tabord tant 

Fessence divine du Sauveur que Felection prophetique du Pre¬ 
curseur. Et comme il ne savait rien de la jeunesse de celui-ci, il 
remplit cette lacune par Fhypothese qui expliquait le mieux cette 
absence d’informations touchant la voix qui criait dans le desert: 

Cf. sur ce role de l’Ecriture les observations penetrantes de L. Baeck, Das 
Evangelium als Urkunde der jüdischen Glaubensgeschichtey 1938, p. 17 ss. Cf. aussi 
N.-N. Glatzer, Untersuchungen zur Geschichtslehre der Tannaiten, 1933, p. 32 ss. 
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le prophete aurait et6 cache dans le desert jusqu’au jour oü Dieu 

lui adressa son appel et le revela ä Israel.^® 

VIII 

Les lecteurs anciena ont parfaitement compris ces intentions de 
rEvangeliste. Pourquoi, demande Chrysostome, n’est-ce pas le 
jour oü Jesus est ne, mais celui oü il a regu le bapteme que Ton 
appelle TEpiphanie et oü Ton celebre Tapparition de la gräce 
salutaire? “C’est que sa manifestation ä tous les hommes ne date 
pas de sa naissance, mais de son bapteme. Jusqu'ä ce jour-lä il etait 
reste ignore de la multitude.’’ Sa nativite, insistent les Peres, 
demeura pour ainsi dire secrete et il fut ignore du monde jusqu’au 
debut de son ministere.®® Homo apparuit inter komines latens 

Deus.^^ 
Et Jean-Baptiste? Ecoutons de nouveau le temoignage d'Ori- 

gene. Le Precurseur vecut au desert des sa plus tendre enfance, 

“car le temps n’etait pas encore venu pour le sacrement du 
bapteme et pour la predication.’’ 

Ainsi, ä la question posee par les Peres, nous avons trouve une 

reponse conforme ä leur propre doctrine. Seulement, lä oü ils 
reconnaissent une suite d'evraements s’accomplissant selon les 
desseins de la Providence, nos yeux, moins perspicaces, ne voient 

que Tarrangement litteraire. Mais cette difference de la perspec¬ 
tive ne doit pas nous empecher de chercher modestement des 
legons chez des hommes qui etaient plus proches que nous de la 
langue et de Tesprit des Evangiles. Aucun philologue ne neglige 
les scholies des auteurs classiques. Or, l’ceuvre exegetique de 

PEglise n’est pas moins imposante que le travail des grammairiens 

Sur le sens du terme dvdöei^n {Lc i, 8o) cf. mes remarques dans les Melangen 
ßoisacq, I, p. 117 ss. Le mot est en quelque sens technique pour la manifestation 
d*une qualite jusque-lä cachee. Cf. par ex., Const. Apost.y V, 13, 2: le jour de 
TEpiphanie, le 6 janvier, Kad* 6 K^fpios Avddei^iv vp.lv Trjs oUeias deoTrjros 

ivoiiiffaro cf. ib. II, 55, i; VIII, 33, 7. 
®®Joh. Chrys., De bapt. Christi, ed. Montfaucon, II, p. 436 (PG-, XLIX, 365): 

€7r€i6h ovx irix^V tötc iractv eyevero KardSrjXos d\\* Sre eßavriffaTO. yäp 

Tai/Trfs ifyvoeiTo rijs TToWots. Cf. encore Chrys., in Ps. 49, 2. 
*^Voir, par ex., Hieron., PL., XXV, 18: la nativite de Jesus n’est pas encore son 

epiphanie. Tum enim absconditus est et non apparuit. Cf. encore Ps. Hieron., PL., 
XXX, 221, etc. . . . 

August., Sermo, CCXCIII, 5. 

®Orig., Hom. XI, in Lucam, ed. Rauer, p. 80. Cf. Theophyl., PG., CXXIII, 720. 
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alexandrins, et personne n’a surpasse Telegance de Chrysostome, 
la subtilite d’Origene. Et c’est ä S. Ambroise que nous emprun- 
tons cette regle d^interpretation du troisieme Evangile que nous 
avons suivie, ä savoir que Luc ecrivait en historien averti et con- 
sciencieux; Est enim historicus, 

Ecole Libre des Hautes Etudes, 

New York. 

Juin, 1943. 

“ Ambros., Explan, in Lucanty 1. 



THE ORIGINAL LISTS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 

COUNCIL OF NICAEA, THE ROBBER-SYNOD 

and THE COUNCIL OF CHALCEDON 

By Ernest Honigmann 

There still exist lists of the bishops who attended the two first 
ecumenical councils, that of Nicaea (325) and that of Constanti- 

nople ('381), not in the original form, to be sure, but doubtless 
based on authentic records. The original lists were rearranged 

after some time, and the members are grouped according to the 
provinces from which they came. They have been preserved in 

the collections of the canons of the councils. It was customary 
for Compilers of such collections to add to the canons passed by 

a council a list of the members of that council, and these lists 
were always arrariged on what we might call a ‘‘geographical” 
basis, i.e., according to the provinces whence the members came. 

Also the list of the members of the council of Chalcedon is pre¬ 
served in this changed form in these collections; but in the case 
of this council, there are also other lists which are nearer to the 
original. 

Of the council of Constantinople (381 a.d.) we have only a 
single list, preserved in Greek (F), as well as in Latin (O) and 

Syriac (S) transliterations. Two copies of the Greek list were 
discovered not long ago in the two MSS of Patmos POB and POr, 

written in about 800 a.d. The Greek list, almost identical in both 
MSS, is in many cases more carelessly written than either the Latin 
or the Syriac version, but with the help of these and certain other 
evidence concerning the council it has been possible to arrive to a 
more correct form. 

The original list, on which both the Greek texts and the Latin 

and Syriac versions are based, was somewhat confused towards 
the end where the Pontic and Thracian bishops were recorded. I 
have tried to rearrange the text of this final section and to deter- 
mine the correct form of one particularly puzzling name;^ it is of 
course impossible to maintain that my rearrangement of this part 
of the list corresponds exactly to the original. Moreover, the list 

^E. Honigmann, “Recherches sur les listes des Pferes de Nicee et de Constanti¬ 
nople,’* Byzantion, XI (1936), 440-449 (“Agrios, eveque d’Appiaria en 381”)• 
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is not quite complete, although not more than four or five names 
are missing out of the total of 150 bishops, the number usually 
cited in connection with the council of Constantinople in 381 a.d. 

The missing names can, however, be supplied from other texts. 

These texts mention several members of the council not included 
in the list. Three of these members, Peter, the brother of Gregory 
of Nyssa,^ Acholios of Thessalonica ^ and Inos (?) of Z-b-nos (?) 
in Armenia Minor, a bishop found only in the Chronicle of 

Michael the Syrian,^ are mentioned by name, while others are 
referred to as ‘‘Macedonians” and ‘^Egyptians.’' ® Now the list 
makes no mention of Macedonians and Egyptians, with the excep- 

tion of the bishop of Oxyrhynchos and, of course, Timothy of 

Alexandria. There is still another case, though somewhat dubious, 
which is worth considering. According to the heading of the 
Canons — and of the list — in the two Patmian MSS, these canons 

were found in the Collection of canons (KavoviKov) of bishop 
Palladios of Amasia (about 431 a.d.). They had been pro- 

cured by a certain bishop Valerian (KofiurOevres 'irapa tov Iv oo-tot? 

hruTKOTfov OvaXepiavov pera Kal r&v Xoiir&v Kavovoiv r&v eKredivroiv 

‘Ko)vo-TavTLVOV7r6X€L €7rl TOV paKapLov Ne/craptov irapa r&v ^). 

From this Statement we may assume that Valerian was the bishop 

of Amasia who attended the council of 381 a.d. But Eduard 
Schwartz ® explains it otherwise; according to him, this Valerian 

was the metropolitan of Iconium who attended the council of 

Ephesus in 431 a.d. 

*Theodoretus, Historia Ecclesiastica {= H. E.) V, 8, 4, ed. L6on Parmentier, 
p. 287, 22. 

* Socrates, H, £., V, 6, 8. 
‘Michel le Syrien, Chronique, ed. J. B, Chabot, IV (Syriac text), 160, col. I, 

line 10; n (French translation), 316, No. 67. 
“Gregory of Nyssa, llepl eavTov, in Migne, Patrologia Graeca (= P. G.), 

XXXVn, col. 1155, V. 1800. But these bishops arrived belatedly. 
® Eduard Schwartz, “Buszstufen und Katechumenatsklassen,” Schriften der 

wissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft in Strassburg, Heft VII (1911), 31 f.; Id., “Die 
Kanonessammlungen der alten Reichskirche,” Zeitschrift der Savignystiftung für 
Rechtsgeschichte, LVI, Kanonistische Abteilung, XXV (Weimar 1936), 23. Cf. also 
A. Bretz, “Studien und Texte zu Asterios von Amasea,” Texte und Untersuchungen 

zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur, XL, I, 77, n. i. 
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I 

The Original List of the Council of Nicaea (325 a.d.) 

Of the list of the fathers of Nicaea there are a great number of 
copies, in Greek, Latin, Syriac, Coptic, Arabic, Armenian &c., all 

of which are based on a single source, a list arranged according to 
provinces, containing about 221 names, which was published in 
the Corpus canonum of Antioch. In a former article ^ I have 
shown that the list found in the Corpus canonum must, in its turn, 

have been based on an earlier and more exact list of about 194- 
?03 names which is best preserved in the Latin dass of MSS A V. 
The editors of the Corpus canonum took this list, already arranged 
according to provinces, as a model for their own, preferring it for 

their particular purpose to the original form. 
In Connection with the above-mentioned article I should like to 

remark: I had gathered from Robert Roesler that there existed a 
City called Tomea in Lower Moesia or Dacia, which was not the 
well-known Tomi, But my quotations have been proved to be er- 
roneous, for Mr. J. Bromberg has convinced me that Tomea, men- 

tioned by Theophylact Simokatta and Theophanes, to whom I 
referred in my article (p. 40), was in fact the famous Tomi in 
Scythia Minor.'^* Mr. Bromberg thinks that the Dacian Marcus 
Tomes refers to a place, something like Mdpyov o-rofia. But I 

believe Marcus was the name of the bishop of Tomi; he therefore 
belonged neither to Dacia nor to Calabria nor to the province of 

Europa, as the different copies of the Nicaean lists pretend, but 
to Scythia. Accordingly, on p. 48 of my article, the heading 

<SKv0ta5> should be inserted between the names Nos. 187 and 
188: 

187. Ilpo)roy€V7j^ SepSt/c'^g 

< ’^Kvdla^’ > 
188. Map/co5 Topecüv or To/xt]?. 

^E. Honigmann, “La liste originale des Peres de Nicee,” ßyzantion, XIV (1939), 
17-76. 

There existed, however, a town Tofies in the region of Remesiana (Procop., 
De aedy IV, iv; ed. Downey, VII, 263), a city of Dacia, and perhaps once of Calabria 
in Illyricum (cf. Gelas. Cyzic., H.E., II, 28, 10; ed. Loeschke, p. 105, 20: ev Aok/^i, 
KaXajdp/^, AapdaW^ Kal rots d/uöpo(s roi^rots; Strabo, Geogr., VII, 316: FaXd/Sptot). 
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We know that a bishop of Scythia (SkvÖtj?) was present at the 
council. This is clearly stated in the Vita Constantini and other 
texts based on the Vita. One might of course think it referred to 
bishops of Gk»tthia and Bosporus/** but the latter do not appear in 
the Latin dass A V which, as I believe I have proved, is the near- 
est approach to the lost original. But in that case, instead of 
%icv07}^y we would expect to find the plural ^Kvdai. There can be 
no doubt that the province of Scythia (Minor) existed at the time 
of the council of Nicaea, for it is mentioned by the Anonymus 
Valesianus and by Sozomenos. With the above correction the 
results of my research, to which I can now make some minor 
additions,® are still valid. 

I pointed out above that the list based on the Latin dass of 
MSS A V was already geographically arranged. But it is quite 
possible that originally there was still another list which was 
differently arranged. There is a text where vestiges of such a list 
are traceable. The Vita Constantini^ generally ascribed to Eu- 
sebios,® contains an incomplete enumeration of the provinces 
represented at the council of Nicaea. The order of the provinces 
in this text is unusual, and it is worth while investigating whether 
this enumeration is not based on another list. If so, this would be 
older than the list based on the Latin dass A V. In the Vita the 
provinces are enumerated in the following order (the ijumbers 
indicate the order in the Vita^ and those in brackets refer to my 
numeration in Byzantion^ XIV, 44-48; I have added, somewhat 

Zeiller, Les origines ehret, dans les provinces danubiennes (Paris, 1918), 

p. 172. 
^ Codex Vaticanus 1587 contains an unpublished list of the 318 fathers. Mgr 

Robert Devreesse kindly drew my attention to this list and sent me photographs of 
it, but as result of the war these are not at my disposal at the moment. This list is 
almost identical with and comi>letes that of codex Vatic. Reg. XLIV {Patrum 
Nicaenorum nominal ed. Geizer, Cuntz, Hilgenfeld, list VI). Both texts are very 
late and distorted copies of the original list and cannot therefore be used to recon- 
struct the latter. — I here add a reference to the controversial question of the total 
number of Nicean fathers: A. L. Feder, “Die Zahl der Bischöfe auf dem Konzil von 
Nicäa 325,” Zeitschrift für katholische Theologiey XXX (1906), 172-178, and an 
addition signed “K.”, ibid., 382-384; this paper had not come to my notice when I 
wrote my other article. — As to the so-called “historical note” (p. 72 flf.) and its date, 
cf. Eduard Schwartz, “Kanonessammlungen . . . ,” loc. cit., 14. 36. 42 f. 

® “Eusebius,” Eis röv ßiov KavaTavrlvov ßaaiXews, III, 7, ed. Heikel, p. 80. The 
general view, that the Vita Constantini is by Eusebios, has recently been questioned. 
H. Gregoire, “Eusebe n^est pas l’auteur de la Vita Constantini dans sa forme actuelle,” 
Byzantiony XIII (1938), 561-583, 
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arbitrarily, the names of the provinces omitted in the Vita): 
Tcjv yovv €KKk7}O-L0}v aTTao-atv, at r^v Evpo)7r7}v airoxrav Aißvriv T€ 

Kal TYiv *Ao-tav inX'qpovVj opov o-wrjKTo r&v rov öeoC Xetrovpywv ra 

aKpodivLa, et? t oI/co? ev/crjjpto? San-ep e/c Oeov n-kaTuvopevo^ evSov 

e^copet Kara to avro I, [7] Svpov? äpa Kal 2 [lo] KtXt/ca?, 3 [6] 

Ootvt/ca? T€ Kal 4 [8] *ApaßLov^ Kal 5 [5] UakauTTivov^, Kal cttI 

TOVTOI^ 6 [l] AtyvTTTtov?, 7 [2] 07jßaLovgj 8 [34] Atßva^ 9 [9] 

Toif? T* e/c picTT}^ T&v norapatv oppojpivov^' •»jStj Kal 10 Ilepcn}? [scil. 

*Iö)avi^5 Ilepo-tSo? in 9] emcr/coTro? Tjj trvvoSf^ napTjv, ovSe II 

Skv07}^ [seil. Map/co? Topecüv] dn-ekipn-dveTo tt}*; ^2 [14.15] 

UovTos T€ Kal <13 [16] na<^Xayovta,> 14 [17] Takarla, 15 [ii] 

KttTTTraSo/cta, <16 [12.13] *App€vla> re Kai 17 [18] *Ao-ta, 

<18 [19] Av8ta,> 19 [20] Opiryta, <20 [21] IlMrtSta, 2l [22] 

Av/cta> T€/cat22 [23] nap<^vXta, <23 [24] N'^crot, 24 [25] Kapta, 

25 [26] ^Icravpta, 26 [27] Kwpo? re Kal 27 [28] Bt0vvta> rov? 

Trap* avTot? Trapelxov e/c/eptrov? dXXd /cat 28 [29] 0p$/ce? [i.e, 

EvpcüTTTj] <Kal 29 [30] Aa/cot, 30 [32] Mwot> Kal 31 [33] 

Ma/ceSove?, 32 [34] ’Axo-tot, <33 [ßS] 0eo'O'aXot> re Kal 34 [—] 
’HTretpwTat, tovto)v ff ot ert TrpocrcoTepco ot/coCi^e? d-Tnyi^cov, avrwv tc 

35 't/Trdvfüv 6 Trdin/ j3ocüp€i^o? et? 'jjv rot? rroXXot? dpa crvveSpeucüi/ 

[i.e. *^0(rto5 KopSovjÖij?]. 7^5 8e ye ßao-Lkevova-rj^ rroXeco? 6 

TrpoecTTW? verrepet 8td y'^pa?, 36 irpecrßxnepoi 8* avroC Trapovre? ttjv 

avTov rd^LV iirkijpow [i.e. Btrcoi/ /cat Bt/cevrto?]. 

Both, Sokrates and Theodoret quoted the above passage in 
their Church Histories as coming from Eusebios. Instead of 

^‘bishop of the Royal city/’ Theodoret wrote quite correctly ^‘the 
[bishop] of Rome” (6 8e t*^? 'PcopT}?). Later, Gelasios of 

Kyzikos copied the passage from Sokrates, adding, quite arbi¬ 
trarily, that Silvester, the bishop of the ‘‘greatest Rome” (TcopT/ 

peyto-TTj), attended the council together with the priests Biton and 
Bikentios. Besides, he inserted before the phrase “the Royal 
city,” the word “present,” intending it to refer to Constantinople, 

and interpolated in the text the name of the bishop of the new 
Capital and that of the presbyter who succeeded him: 

“Socrates, H. E., I, 8. In Migne, P. G., LXVII, col. 6i^-b, the text is incorrectly 
reproduced. 

“Theodoretus, H. I, 7, 3, ed. Pannentier, p. 30, 22 f. 
“ Gelasius of Cyzicus, H. E., ed. Loescheke, p. 44, 22. Likewise Gelasius of 

Caesarea, H. JE., apud Photium, ßiblioth., cod. 88; the IToXtrem riov ayicjy vareptay 
MriTpo<f>dvovi Kai *A\€^dv8pov, ibid., cod. 256; and some Byzantine chroniclers. 
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{Vita Constantini) {Gelasios) 

T^s 5c ye ßcuriXevoiffris iröXews T^y 5^ yvy ßaffiXevoiicrrjs voXetos 6 fiev irpoe- 

6 fiiv vpo€ffTU)i varipei. 8iä yfjpas, ar^i M.riTpo<f>dvrii Toüvofxa 8iä yijpai vffripei, 

rpe<rß^repoi S' avTov irapovrei rifv Tpeffßvrepot dk aifrov vapoyres rijv avrov rd^iv 

ai)roO rd^tv ^Xiipovv. ^tcXovv, uv b eis *AXi$aySpos ^v, b ßer* avTbv 

eiriiTKOTros rrjs avrijs yeyovus TrdXewy. 

It is quite clear that Gelasios deliberately altered the text of his 
source in order to mention the court-bishop Metrophanes and his 
gnccessor Alexander. This forgery served the interests of the 

bishop of “New Rome.” Possibly Gelasios of Kyzikos was not 
responsible for this forgery; it may have been his namesake 

' Gelasios of Kaisareia, for Gelasios of Kyzikos’s version seems to 
have been based on a Vita Metrophanis et Alexandri of a legendary 
character, which in turn was perhaps based on the work of Gelasios 

of Kaisareia.^^ 
The mere fact that, in the Vita Constantini, Rome is called “the 

Royal city” may indicate that the incomplete enumeration of the 

provinces in the Vita was made at the time of the council, for it 
must have been written before Constantinople was made the capi* 
tal (March ii, 330).^® To be sure, the expression “Royal city” 
{ßaxriki^j ßaxrikevova-a was Still in use much later, but it 

is significant that in this passage the author uses the term 
ßaj(rtk€vovo-a TroXt? without considering that it might be misunder- 

stood, i.e., interpreted as meaning the “present Royal city.” The 
new Royal city probably did not exist at his time. 

Before we definitely conclude from the Vita that there existed 
an older list of the Nicene fathers not arranged geographically, let 
US try to reconstruct its probable appearance and arrangement. 
It is possible, as is true in the case of most of the later lists, e.g., 
those of the council of Chalcedon, that it began by mentioning the 
leading personalities whom the Vita Constantini (III, 13) calls 
the “presidents of the synod” {irpoehpoi crwohov)) then, that 

“ According to Fr. Fischer, “De patriarcharum Constantinopolitanorum cata- 
logis . . . Comment. phüol. lenenses^ HI (Leipzig, 1884), 297-329, Metrophanes 
died already on June 4, 314, and Alexander became bishop in the same year. 

“Cf. P. Heseler, Byzantinisch-neugriechische Jahrbücher^ IX (1932), 328 ff. 
“ As to the date, cf. Maurice, Centenaire de la Sociiti nationale des Antiquaires 

de France (1904), 281 f. 
“Ed. Schwartz, “Prosopographia et topographia actorum Chalcedonensium et 

Encycliorum,” Acta concüiorum oecumemcorum^ tomus II, vol. VI (Berlin and 
Leipzig, 1938), 100, s. v. "Püfirjs. 
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it enumerated the metropolitans of the provinces; after the metro- 
politans probably came an enumeration of the ordinary bishops, 
arranged in the same order as the metropolitans. It is quite pos- 

sible, however, that this principle was less strictly followed in the 
earlier councils than in the later ones. The order in which the 

metropolitans and bishops were listed, was determined by their 
respective ranks in the dioeceses and provinces. At the time of 
Nicaea, however, the rank of metropolitans and bishops was still 
in a state of flux. 

Let US examine the list in the Vita Constantini and determine 
whether our assumption conforms with it. We assumed that in the 

original list the metropolitans preceded the suffragan bishops, and 
that the bishops were arranged correspondingly, i.e., that the 

provinces were enumerated twice, once for the metropolitans and 
once for the bishops. It is not surprising that the Vita Constantini 
did not follow the same procedure. The author naturally confined 
himself to naming the various provinces once. 

All existing lists seem to bear some trace of the original non- 
geographical arrangement. For, though the provinces are ordered 
from East to West, the list is headed by Hosios (Ossius) of Cor- 

duba and the papal legates. We would expect to find this trace of 
the non-geographical arrangement in the Vita Constantini. But 
just here Hosios and the legates are placed towards the end. 
Probably the reason for this was that the author decided to place 
the most important personalities towards the end. 

It seems odd that in the list of the Vita the Antiochene provinces 
are placed before those of Alexandria. But this is due to the fact 
that, until the time of Theodosios I, Egypt belonged to the 
Dioecesis Oriens. Eduard Schwartz concludes from the existing 

lists that the church of the Empire took no official notice of the 
fact that Egypt belonged to the Dioecesis Oriens; but this con- 

clusion does not apply to the Vita Constantini. This proves the 
antiquity of this enumeration of provinces. The preeminence of 
the Oriens explains the important role played at the council of 
Nicaea by Eustathios of Antioch, the head of the church of the 
whole Oriens. 

It is also surprising that the Egyptian provinces are placed 

Ed. Schwartz, *‘Über die Bischofslisten der Synoden von Chalkedon, Nicaea 
und Konstantinopel,” Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
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after most of the other provinces of the Dioecesis Oriens^ but 
before Mesopotamia. But about 343 a.d. two imperial officials, 
known to us from certain inscriptions, bore the title Comes Ori- 
entis^ Aegypti et Mesopotamiae}^ Although this office did not 
yet exist in 325 a.d., its functions being performed by the Vi- 
carius Orientisy the order of the provinces in this title may have 
reflected their actual position in relation to one another at about 

325- 
I We supposed that the ‘‘Scythe” (No. ii) was bishop Marcus 
of Tomi or Tomea. According to the existing lists, this bishop 
should have been found towards the end among the bishops of the 
Thracian Dioecesis (Nos. 28-30). But instead we find him after 
the Persian bishop. This may be because the author of the Vita 
thought “Scythe” referred to the vast Scythian territories in 
Southern Russia, and purposely put two bishops representing 
nations beyond the frontier of the Empire together. But as I 
consider that Scythe refers to the bishop of Tomi, he was wrong 
in my opinion. 

It is remarkable that the “Epirotes” are mentioned in the 
enumeration, while they do not appear in any other version of the 
Nicene list. This mention of Epirote bishops may enable us to 
solve one of the enigmas connected with the existing lists. In these 
we find a certain Marcus of Euboia among the bishops of Greece. 
Although he does not figure in the list of the Latin dass of MSS 
A V, this fact does not necessarily prove that he did not appear 
in the original list. There could not have been only one bishop 
for the entire island of Euboia, nor do the variants Bota?, Bvcorta?, 
Bv^avriaq explain the matter. If we could change Evßo'ia^ into 
Evpota?,^® there would be an Epirote bishop in the list. Now a 
certain Marcus, bishop of Euroia, is known to have existed in 
449 ^nd 451 A.D., but in the Syriac version of the list of 449 a.d. 

Phil.-hist. Abt., Neue Folge, Heft XIII (Munich, 1937), 72, 87 (quoted henceforth: 
Schwartz, “Bischofslisten''). 

^ Codex Theodosianus-, XII, i, 33. CIL, X, 1700 = Dessau, Inscr. lat. sei., I 
(Berlin, 1892), p. 271, No. 1231 (Napoli, Puteoli); ibid., p. 272, No. 1237 (Roma). 
O. Seeck, Real-Encyclopädie . . . of Pauly-Wissowa (quoted henceforth: R. E.), 
I A, col. 1187, 30 s. V. Rufinus, No. 15; Kroll, ibid., XIV, col. 236 f., s. v. Maecius 
No. 16 (Kroll does not mention that he occupied the quoted office). 

“The Latin lists have always [Eu^boias &c.; one MS. of A IV has Euloensis, 
but none Euroias. C. H. Turner, Ecclesiae Occidentalis Monumenia Iuris Antiquis- 
sima, tom. I, fase. I, pars I (Oxford, 1899), p. 85, No, 211 c; p. 87-8, No. 211. 
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he is wrongly called Marcus of Euboia.^® Also in the principal list 
of 451, the writer of Codex M changed Euroia into Euboia. This 
shows that there was often confusion between these two geographi- 

cal names. 
Both the list I have based on the Latin dass A V and the enu- 

meration in the Vita omit the provinces, which appear towards the 
end of the list of the Corpus canonum, 

It is thus quite obvious that the list of provinces in the Vita 
Constantini in some measure represents the original list of the 
fathers of Nicaea. This view is strengthened by the fact that the 

arrangement of the provinces in the Vita coincides with the ar- 
rangement of the original list in so far as it was made according 
to the Dioeceses of the Empire. The enumeration of the Vita how- 

ever is too short to make an exact reconstruction of the original 

possible. 

11 

The Original List of the Robber-Synod of Ephesos (449 a.d.) 

There exist several lists of the members of the so-called Latro- 
cinium or Robber-Synod of Ephesos of 449 a.d. Many passages 

of the minutes of the first session were quoted in Greek at the 
council of Chalcedon. These quotations included several lists, 
one enumerating those present/^ another those voting on the case 

of Eutyches,^® and a third those who declared Flavian and Eusebios 
guilty.^^ This third list is immediately followed by a list of signa- 
tories at the first session.^^ In the Greek text this last list includes 
only eleven names, adding: Kal ol konrol irdvre^ ovtco? vTriypaxlsav. 

But in the Latin version of the minutes the list of signers is 

complete.^® 

“L’abhe [Jean Pierre Paulin] Martin, Actes du brigandage d'Ephhe (Amiens, 

1874), p. 7, note a. 
^ Act. Conc. Oec., ed. Schwartz, t. 11, vol. IV, p. 51, 4 (Leonis papae epist. 51, 

of July 20, 4SI). 
““Acta Chalcedon., I, 78,” in Act. Conc. Oec., t. 11, vol. 1, pars I, p. 78, 15- 

82, 6 Mansi, VI, col. 608 ff.): list of 135 bishops (== P). 
““Acta Chalc. I, 884,” ibid. p. 182, 11-186, 12 (= Mansi, VL col. 836 ff.): list 

of 113 names. 
^“Acta Chalc, I, 966-1065,” ibid.^ p. 192, 3-194, 38 (= Mansi, VI, col, 909 ff.): 

95 names, not numbered by Schwartz. 
““Acta Chalc., I, 1067,” ibid., p. 194, 39-41, and 195, 1-9. 
““Act. Chalc., I 1070 [1067],” in Act. Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. III, pars I (1935), 
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In addition to these lists of the first session of August 8, there is 
a list comprising 113 members of the second session on August 22, 

preserved in a Syriac version of the minutes;^^ the Greek original 
of the minutes of this session has been lost. Of the various lists 

we have mentioned, we are more particularly concerned with the 
following three: the list of those present (P); that of those who 

signed at the first session (^); and that of those present at the 
second session (o-). The two others are almost identical with P. 

Each of the three lists P, ^ and er contains names not found in 

the other two. Accordingly P and O, which relate to the same 
session, must be incomplete. With respect to the second session, 
it has been generally supposed heretofore, that it was attended by 

no more than the 113 bishops who are enumerated in the Syriac 
list.^® But we shall prove by a comparison of P, O and er that all 

three are based on a single original list. 
If we compare the Greek (P) and Syriac (o-), that is, the list 

of those present at the first and that of those present at the second 

session, we see that all the names mentioned, with the exception of 
three, are given in exactly the same Order. The three exceptions 

are: 

(1) Thalassios of Kaisareia in Kappadokia is placed before Stephen of Ephesos 
in (f 3, while he is found after him in P 7. But in this case the Syriac list agrees 
with One of the other two Greek lists of the first session.*® 

(2) John of Sebasteia in First Armenia is placed after the bishop of Ankyra in 
P 9, while he is found in a lower place in c 10, viz. after that of Kyzikos (= P 18). 
However we find the order of er again in the other two Greek lists.*^ 

(3) Photeinos of Teucheira is placed before the bishoprics of Kleopatris and 
Paralos in <t ioo, while he is placed behind them in P 30. But here again <r coincides 
with the other two Greek lists.** The Latin list $ mentions Photeinos twice, both 

p. 252, 20-258, 12 (= $): list of eXL numbered and five unnumbered names 

(Xllla. XXXa. LIXa [= CVI]. Cllla. CXa). 
*^J. Flemming, “Akten der Ephesinischen Synode vom Jahre 449 syrisch mit 

Georg Hoffmanns deutscher Übersetzung und seinen Anmerkungen hrsg.,’^ Abhand¬ 
lungen der kgl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu GÖttingen, phil.-hist. Kl., N. F. 
XV (Berlin, 1917), No. i, p. 6, 18-8, 22 (= <r). 

*®L’abbe Martin, Revue des questions hisioriques, XVI (1874), p. 13, n. 4. 
S. G. F. Perry, The second synod of Ephesus; English version (Dartford, Kent, 
1881), p. 14, n. * . Hefele-Leclercq, Histoire des Concilesj 11, I (Paris, 1908), 
p. 586, n. I. Ed. Schwartz, Act. Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. VI (“Prosopographia 
1938), passim-, “adest sessioni alteri.” 

“Numbered according to the editions of Schwartz and Hoffmann-Flemming. 

“ “Acta Chalc., I, 968-9,’’ Act. Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars I, p. 190, 15. 20. 
*^“Acta Chalc., I, 884. 975,” ibid., p. 183, 22 and 192, 33. 
““Acta Chalc., I, 884, 99. 1054,” ibid., p. 185, 30 and 194, 24. 
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before (No. CXVI: Teuchiranorum) and after (No. CXIX: Teuchiron) the bishops 

of Kleopatris and Paralos. 

Thus we see that the order is identical in P and er except in 

three cases; and even in these cases the order in o- coincides with 
that of one or both of the other Greek lists. Further P and o- differ 

in that o- omits 25 names, listed in P, viz., P 2.4.5.12.13.16.17. 
21.22.25.28.30.45.48.62.64.68.82.92.103-107.112, and lists nine 

names omitted in P: o- 51.54.84-90. 
If the arrangement of the bishops in these lists represented the 

Order of their rank, the similarity of P and o- in this respect would 

be insignificant. But this is not so, for in both lists seven metro- 

politans (P 47-SI-S4 SS- o" 32-3S-38.39) are placed after a group 
of ordinary bishops. Nor is the list arranged according to senior- 

ity, although the first few names of the Greek list P (Nos. 3-5) 
are apparently in that order.^^ 

Thus the fact that the order, in which the members of the 
council are listed in the Greek (P) and the Syriac (o-) version, is 

identical, can only be explained if we assume that they are based 
on the same source. We can reconstruct the original source by 
completing one list with the help of the other, inserting the names 
missing in the first exactly where they are found in the second. 

But this reconstruction would not be complete, if we did not 
take into consideration the Latin list of those who signed at the 
first Session (O); for ^ contaiiis names missing in both P and o-. 

The Order of the names in 4> is almost identical with that in P. 
But O differs from P in the following instances:^^ in P 2 (Julius, 

the legate of the pope) and P 5 (Flavian of Constantinople) are 
missing. Further in where we would expect P 37, we find (No. 
XXXa) Lzicianus episcopus Bizoae agens vices Cyriaci episcopi 

civitatis Heracliae Thraciae, while P 37 comes much later (No. 
LXII). True, we know Lucian from the council of Chalcedon 
and from the Enkyklia of 457-8; but it was not he who repre¬ 
sented Cyriacus of Heraclea in 449, but Peter of Chersonesus 

(= or 84), as even list O (No. XCVI) states; so Schwartz was 

“Cf. Erich Caspar, Geschichte des Papsttums^ I (Tübingen, 1930), p. 484. 
“ In bis edition of the list P, Eduard Schwartz gives a number both to the 

representative of a bishop and to this bishop himself (P 12-17. 31. 32), while in $ he 
enters both only under one number (^ X-XII. XXIV). This fact must be taken 
into account, when viewing the total number of bishops of the different lists given 
by Schwartz, which we have quoted above (notes 22-27). 
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right in bracketing and not giving a number to Lucianus, who is 
mentioned in only three of the nine Mss. of O. O XLI corresponds 
to P 48, but has, in addition: per Romanuni episcopum Myrorum, 
eo quod nesciam litteras. These words show that Helias of Adri- 
anopolis was a Lycian bishop; I shall speak about his bishopric 

later. The bishops P 63 and 64 correspond to O LVII and LVI. 
O LVIII is a repetition of O XII. Epiphanius of Perge (P 75) is 
listed in O among the additions as No. XCV. Dionysius of Syca- 
mazon (P 80 = O LXXIII) signed for Kaiumas of Phaino (P 81) 
according to O LXXIV, “because I do not know the letters’’ 

{propter quod litteras ignorem), P 82 is also placed among the 
additions in 4> IC. 

Just before the enumeration of the Egyptian bishops in all 

three lists, there are certain entries which we have already re- 
ferred to as “additions.” In two of the additions correspond to 
names in the main part of P;^® two are mere repetitions of names 
occurring in the main part of the same list and some cor¬ 

respond to names found in a similar place in o-.®® If in O we place 
Nos. XCV and IC in the positions given them in P (to ^ XCV 
also in o-), and leave the repetitions out of account, there still 

remain some other entries. Here again we can reconstruct the 
original text by completing one list with the help of the two 
others, inserting the missing names in the most appropriate, place. 

In O we find, after the Egyptian group, the three bishops 
Marinianus of Gaza, Martyrius of Gortyna and Gennadius of 
Cnosus; they even occur twice, as C^Ö^X-CXXXII and as 
CXXXVIII-CXL. This double entry shows that the copyist did 

not know where to place them. But probably they should have 
been placed where they are in o-, viz. o- 51.87.88. 

At the very end of O (CXXXIII-CXL) we find the names of 

the Presbyter and archimandrite Barsumas, of four priests repre- 
senting four metropolitans of the Dioecesis Pontica, and finally of 
the three bishops Marinianus, Martyrius and Gennadius once 

108-130. ^ cvn-cxxix. 91-112. 
“ ^ XCV = P 75. IC = P 82. 

CIV = LXVIII and CVI (Uranios of Himeria) = LlXa = or 48. ^ LIXa is 
omitted in some MSS. To ^ CVI is added that the priest Eulogios signed for him; 
this Statement is also found in the Grefek lists I, 884, 54 and ioo6j p. 184, 24 f. and 
193, 21 f. 

“ ^ XCVI = <r 84. ^ CV = <r 89. 
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again. Rusticus informs us that these eight names were missing 

in two Greek Mss. at his disposal . duo Graeci Codices non 

kabent). 
^ shows that the differences between P and er are not due (ex- 

cept in a few cases to which we shall revert) to the fact that P 
reports the members of the first session and er those of the second. 
For which reports the bishops who signed at the first session, 

contains six of the nine names listed in o- and not in P. This 
proves that at least these six bishops were present at the first 
Session, although they do not appear in P. It is quite possible that 
the omission in P and ^ of the other three names figuring in o- is 

due to the negligence on the part of the copyists. 
The omission in o- of some of the 25 names figuring in P can 

perhaps be explained as follows; first, the legate of the pope 
refused to attend the second session; second, Domnos of Antioch 
pleading illness absented himself on account of his pending expul- 

sion;^® and third, Flavian of Constantinople was deposed already 
during the first session. The omission of the names of three ordi- 
nary bishops (P 25.28.30) is obviously due to another reason; in 
P, as doubtless also in the original list, these three bishops are 
intercalated among the metropolitans, and the copyist probably 
passed them over temporarily, intending to insert them later in 
the list of the bishops, but for some reason forgot to do so. In the 
Same manner the omission of P 48 can be explained. That of P 45 

is probably due to the fact, that it is followed by the same phrase 
’HTTetpov TraXata? which appears after P 46. It is however possible, 

that the representative of the bishop of Thessalonica (P 12-13. 
^ X - XXVIII) and some bishops of Illyricum (P 45.62.64), 

imitating the papal legate, really stayed away from the council. 
All the other omissions may have been caused by the carelessness 
of the copyist. 

The incompleteness of the Syriac list is already proved by the 
minutes of the second session; for these make mention of a bishop 

not figuring in the list of those present. The minutes of the second 
session mention very few bishops as actually taking part in the 
discussions, viz., about 30 out of the 113 enumerated in the list;^® 

Syriac Version of the acts of August 22, ed. Flemming, p. 114-150. 
“These are; <t 1-6. 8-18. 20-22. 24. 33. 35. 43. 48. 50. 78. 80. 85. 89. But only 13 

among these express an opinion more than once (<r 1-6. 9-11. 13. 15. 16. 21). 
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had the participation of more bishops been recorded, this might 
have led to the discovery of further omissions in the list. In the 
very beginning of the Syriac minutes of the session, Onesiphoros 
of Ikonion is cited as one of the four delegates sent to Domnos 

of Antioch. He is omitted in but mentioned in P, where he is 
placed far down in the list, viz. under P 104, although he was a 
metropolitan. Here the omission of his name in er may again be 
explained by the fact that the copyist temporarily passed him over 

^ntending to insert him higher among the metropolitans, but failed 

to do so. 
My Investigation has thus lead me to the conclusion that the 

lists of both sessions, viz., those of the first (P^) and that^^ of 
the second (er), are based on the same source, and that the 
numerous omissions, especially those in the Syriac list, are not due 
to the failure of many of the bishops who attended the first Session 

on August 8 to attend the second session on August 22. This 
view is supported by certain general considerations: as Eduard 
Schwartz has stressed,^^ “the synod was formally a legitimate 

council of the Eastern Empire, convoked by the Emperor and 
directed by the bishops to whom he had given authority, especially 
by Dioskoros and Juvenal.’^ This would have made it very dan- 
gerous for the members to express their disapproval by absenting 

themselves from the second session. Furthermore, if there were 
such cases, they were more likely to have been among the influ- 
ential metropolitans. But in actual fact the names omitted are 

principally those of ordinary bishops, while er contains the names 
of nearly all the metropolitans. Moreover we know that Dioskoros 

permitted only his adherents to take notes of the proceedings of 
the synod,and these persons are not likely to have omitted 

"Syriac acts, p. 10, 14 f., ed. Flemming; p. ii, 21, transl. G. Hoflfmann. English 
translation: Perry, loc. cit.^ p. 25. 

"Martin, Actes du brigandage d'Ephese (Amiens, 1874), p. 10, note d, has already 
observed this fact. G. Hoffmann, on the contrary, said nothing about Onesiphoros, 
while he asserts erroneously (p. 179, ad p. 151, 14), that the name of Mares or 
Maras of Dionysias is missing in the Syriac list (p. 7-9); it figures in his own 
edition p. 9 f., No. 89. Eduard Schwartz also has not noticed the presence of the 
Lycaonian metropolitan in the Syriac minutes either {Prosopographia, p. 50, s. v. 
*Ovri<TL<p6pos [2]). 

“In the Histoire de VEglise ed. A. Fliehe and V. Martin, IV, p. 220, n. 2, refer- 
ence is wrongly made to “les listes syriaques.” 

“E. Schwartz, Byzantinische Zeitschrift, XXXIV (1934), p. 135. 
““Acta Chalc., I, 122,’^ Act. Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars I, p. 87, ii: tovs 
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names, for absence from the second session was synonymous with 

disapproval of the synod. 
I here add a list of 150 names representing my attempt at recon- 

structing the original. To my own numeration I adjoin the 
numeration of the lists P, O and o- as they appear in Eduard 

Schwartz's and Flemming's editions. 

CONCILIVM EPHESIANVM a. 449 

P = Conc. Chalc. I 78; Acta Conc. Oec,, t. 11, vol. I, pars I, p. 78, 15-82, 6. 
$ = ib. I 1070 [1067], versio latina; Act. Conc. Oec.y t. II, vol. III, pars I, p. 252, 

20-258, 12. 
ff = actorum sessionis alterius versio syriaca, ed. Job. Flemming, Abh. d. Kgl. 

Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. zu Goettingen, phil.-hist. Kl., N. F. t. XV, Berlin, 1917, 

No. I, p. 6. 

1. AioffKOpos ’AXe^avdpeias [P i. $ I. er i] 
2. ’Ioi^'Xios in. inix^f' ronov rov ayutirdiTQv Kal OffibiTdTQV in. riji ’Pw/ia/w*' 

iKKXrjffias Aiovros [P 2] 

3. 'loujdei'dXtos 'Iepo(roXi)/iü>i' [P 3. $ II. ff 2] 

4. A6p.vos *AvTioxeias [P 4. $ III] 
5- ^Xaßiayhs KtiJvffTavriyovnSXeufs [P 5] 
6. ^Te<j>avos ''E<j>€ffiwu [P 6. ^ IV. ff 4] 

7. OaXdfffftos KatffapeLas KannaSoKlas nptOTrjs [P 7. $ V. ff 3] 

8. E^fffjdtos ’AyKvpas PaXartas npiorijs [P 8. VI. ff 5] 
9. ’liodvyris ^eßaffrelas 'App-evias npttiTrjs [P 9. ^ VII. ff 10] 

10. K-Vpos ’A0po5iff<.d5os rijs Kaplas [P lO. ^ VIII. ff 6] 
11. ’EpaffiffTparos Kopiv&ov rrjs 'EXXdSos [P ii. IX. ff 7] 

12.13. KvlvTiXXos 'ÜpaKXeLas cirexw»' «at t6v T6nov ^AvaffTaffiov rijs OeffffaXoviKearv 

[P 12-13. ^X = XXVIII] 
14. 15. MeXmos AapiffffTfi inix^^ toitov Aofivov rov evXaß. in. r^s *Anaix^<av 

[P 14-15. ^ XI = XXVII, ff 8] 

16.17. KvpiaKbs in. TpOKvdSujv eire;^c«;i' roy rdnoy OeoKrlffTOv tov cuX. in. Hiffivovvroi 

raXaWos ß [P 16-17. ^ XII = LVIII] 
18. Aioyivyjs KufiVoi; [P 18. ^ XIII. ff 9] 
19. Baffi'Xcios SeXeuKetas rfjs 'Iffavpias [P 19. ff Ii] 
20. ’lojdvprjs ToSou [P 20. 4* Xllla. ff 12] 
21. Qc6Sü}pos Tapffov [P 21. ^ XIV] 

2 2. *P(üju,ai'6s M.vpu>v rfjs AvKias [P 22. $ XV] 
23. ^(^Tios Tvpov [P 23. 4» XVI. ff 13] 
24. QeoSiopos Aap.affKov [P 24. $ XVII. ff 14] 
25. ’lovXiaybs Taßlas [P 25. ^ XVIII] 
26. ^XwpdvTios Av5ü)v [P 26. ^ XIX. ff 15] 
27. M.apiyLaybs ^vyydduv [P 27. $ XX. er 16] 

28. M.OVfftbviOS NiJffl/S [P 28. ^ XXI] 
29. KwvffTavrivos BöffTpas [P 29. $ XXII. ff 17] 

30. *J<advPris NiKOTTÖXews *App.€vias npArrfs [P 30. ^ XXIII] 

eavTov inoir)ff€v ypd^eiv. Later Akakios of Ariaratheia even said {ibid., I, 134, 
p. 88, II f.): “We were locked up in the church until evening, until we had signed.’* 
In spite of this coercion, Akakios attended both sessions. 
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31 32. ^AkA-kios 'ApiapaOeias Öevrepas ’App,€p(as eirixiop t6v tottov Ktoverravrlvov 

cir. McXtTi/y^s [P 31-32 XXIV. ff 18] 
33. Src^ai'os 'lepas iroXews [P 33. ^ XXV. ff 19 (Mabog)] 
34. ^'Attikos NtKoiroXews ’Hneipov iraXaias [P 34. ^ XXVI. ff 20] 

35. EvffT&Oios BrjpOrov [P 35. ^ XXIX. ff 21] 

36. Nowix*-^^ AaoSiKeias Tpißiraplas [P 36. ^ XXX, ff 22] 
37. 'OXu/iirtos KwvffTavrias Trjs Kiiirpou [P 37. $ LXII. ff 23] 
[37a. Lucianus ep. Bizoae (Bufi/s) agens uices Cyriaci ep. Heracliae Thraciae 

$ XXXa] 
38. KavSiStai'OS ’AvTtoxeicts Trjs HifftSias [P 38. ^ XXXI. ff 24] 
39. Xr^tpavos ’Ava^dpßov [P 39. ^ XXXII. ff 25] 
40. TepovTLOS SeXcu/cetas Si^pi'as [P 40. ^ XXXIII. <r 26] 
41. ‘Poi;0t*'os ^aßoffdTUp [P 41. ^ XXXIV. ff 27] 
42. *'lvdißOS ElprfpovrroXews [P 42. ^ XXXV. ff 28] 
43. TtjU-oÖcos BaXav^wv [P 43* ^ XXXVI. ff 29] 
44. 0eo56(Tios K.ap()t}6as [P 44- ^ XXXVII, <r 30] 
45. EvTVXf’^^ ’A8piapovir6\€ü>s 'Jirrelpov rraXaias [P 45. ^ XXXVIII] 
46. KXcuJSiOf ’Ayxi^ffp-ov 'Hrreipov iraXaiäs [P 46. ^ XXXIX. <»■31] 

47. Zvßf^p ’A/itÖTjs M.€fforroTap.ias [P 47. XL. ff 32] 
48. ’HX^as 'ASpiapoviroXeios [P 48. ^ XLI: per Romanum ep. Myrorum eo quod 

nesciam litteras] 
49. SeXeuKos 'Ap^aoeLas [P 49. $ XLII. ff 33] 

50. JIcTpos Toiyypfap [P 50. ^ XLIII. ff 34] 
51. AoUKtts AvppaxLov [P 51. $ XLIV. ff 35] 
52. *Apr(i>pio$ AvxvLbov [P 52. $ XLV. ff 36] 

53. MdpKos Eifpolas [P 53- ^ XLVI. ff 37] 
54. Bt'ytXdi'Tios Aapiffffrjs [P 54. ^ XLVII. ff 38] 
55. BaffiXeios TpaiapovnSXews cvapx^as ToSöirijs [P SS- ^ XLVIII. ff 39] 
56. AoKip.dffiOS MaptiJpeias errapx^ffs 'PoSöitt^s [P S^- ^ XLIX. ff 40] 
57. Kupffrapripcs Arjp.riTptd.5os [P 57* ^ L. er 41] 
58. *AXi^apöpos ^eßaffrrjs Trjs Tapffov [P 58. ^ LI. ff 42] 

59* 2tp^(ifp ^iXimrup [P 59- ^ LII. ff 43] 
60. Evffdßios Aoßijpov MaKcSopias rrptoTrjs [P 60. ^ LIII. ff 44] 
61. M.a^ip.ipos ^eppeup MaKedopias rrpdiTrjs [P 61. $ LIV. ff 45] 
62. 'Epp.Qy4vrjs Eaffap5petas Ma/ceSoWas nptOTrjs [P 62. $ LV] 
63. Aoukäs BepoCas MaKeÖopias irp^Trjs [P 63. $ LVII. ff 46] 
64. Ato^ei'iai'^s 'Pe/icffiaj'^s ttjs AaKlas [P 64. $ LVI] 
65. *l<i)dpprjs Trjs 'M.effffi^prjs Trjs ’A^a^as [P 65. ^ LIX. ff 47] 
66. Odpdptos 'lp.€plas i'n-apxia.s 'Offdporjprjs [P 66. ^ LIXa; ^ CVI Eulogius presb. 

hortatu Uranii ep. ciu. Himeriorum etc.; ff 48] 
67. *A$avd.ffios 'OrrovpTos Trjs ’Ax^.^o.s [P 67. ^ LX. ff 49I 
68. Qeddtapos EXavdiovrrdXeus Trjs ’Iffai;p/as [P 68. LXI] 
69. AeöpTios ’AffKdXtüpos [P 69. ^ LXIII. ff 50] 
70. Uaptpiapbs Vd.^rjs CXXX = CXXXVIII. ff Si] 
71. ^wretj^ös AiDSSiüv [P 70. 4» LXIV. ff 52] 
72. *ApaffTdfftos 'ApeorroXetos [P 71. $ LXV. ff 53 elprjPorroXetoffl 

73* IlaCXos ^Apßrjdopos [ff S4] 
74* 0co56fftos ’AßadovpTos [P 72. ^ LXVI. ff 55] 
75* IlauXos Maiou/Att [P 73. $ LXVII. ff $6] 
76. Ziiiffißos M.tPwlSos [P 74. ^ LXVIII ^ CIV. ff S?] 
77- ’Eirt0dvtos mpyrjs [P 75. 4* XCV. ff 58] 
78. Bapovx^os ^w^ovffrjs BaXaiffTiprjs [P 76. $ LXIX. ff 59] 
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79. 'Hpd/c\etos [P 77- ^ LXX. ff 60] 
80. T(/3f/9id5os [P 78. ^ LXXI. ff 61] 

81. Mouffiüptos Zoöpwp [P 79- ^ LXXII. ff 62] 
82. Atopi)fftos SuKa/Attfövos [P 80. ^ LXXIII. ff 63] 
83. Katoi/(£ids ^aei'oCs [P 8r. 4* LXXiV + per coepiscopum meum Dionysium (82) 

propter quod litteras ignorem. o 64] 

84. Aieifux^s 'S.fivfivTfis [P 82. $ XCIX] 
85. Kwi'ffrd^'rtos 'Leßacrreia.s [P 83: l^(tjvtrTavTivos Sejöaffr^s. $ LXXV. ff 65] 
86. Ttdßevvos [P 84. ^ LXXVI. ff 66] 
87. ’AXuirios BaKdßiov [P 85- ^ LXXVII. ff 67] 
88. IIo\u;:^/)6i»tos ’AvTnraTpiSo^ [P 86. LXXVIII. ff 68] 
89. HayKpdrios AißidSos [P 87. $ LXXIX. ff 69] 
90. Av^öXaos ^apaKfjyup rtov iiiroffiropduv [P 88 ai/^iXaos. ^ LXXX. ff 70I 

91. Aop,vivos nXaratiSi» rijs 'EXXdSos [P 89. ^ LXXXI. ff 71] 
92. 0eo56fftos Ma<rTa(ipü}v [P 90. LXXXII. er 72] 
93. KvpmKos Alydrjs [P 91. ^ LXXXIII. er 73] 
94. ^Xaßiavbs 'Arpap.vTTlov [P 92. ^ LXXXIV] 

95. KvpiaKÖs AeßeSov [P 93. $ LXXXV. ff 74] 
96. AeopTios Maypijfflas M.aidvdpov [P 94. $ LXXXVI. ff 7$] 
97. EvTpomos Hepydp-ov rijs 'Affias [P 95. ^ LXXXVII. ff 76] 
98. re»'pdSios TrjtüJv [P 96. ^ LXXXVIII. ff 77] 
99. ’OXvßTTios Bvd^üJv [P 97. ^ LXXXIX. ff 78] 

100. Md^t/ios TpdXXewv [P 98. $ XC. ff 79] 
101. ’louXtai'ds 'Tiraiirup [P 99. $ XCI. ff 80] 
ro2. Xpt/ffd^/dios Bd7i;s [P 100 dayrj. <t» XCII balgenus. ff 81] 
103. noXuKapTTos ♦TajödXw»' [P loi yaßdXwv, $ XCIII Gabalenus. ff 82 qblwn] 
104. IlauXos TptiroXews AvÖias [P 102. $ XCIV. ff 83] 

105. MfXL^doyyos ’louXioi^iröXews [P 103] 
106. 'Opr}ffi(f>opos 'Ikoplov [P 104 (post 104 sequitur Herum 56) ; cf. a p. 10, 14-15] 
107. Aoyylvos Xepffov'fjaov [P 105] 
108. EüSö^ios Boffiröpov [P 106] 
109. Tiß6d€OS UpißOvnoXeus r^s HaßpvXias [P I07] 
rio. Petrus ep. Chersonissensis (Xlirpos Xepporrfaov) faciens uerba et pro Cyriaco 

ep. Heracliae Thraciensis [4» XCVI. ff 84] 
111. ’OXu/iTTtos SwfoTTÖXews [$ XCVH + prouinciae Pisidiae. <t 85] 
112. UauXtJ'os 0eoÖoffioi;7r(5Xec«;s [ff 86] 

113. Florentius ep. Tenedu et Pordoselenae et littorum [f» XCVIII] 
114. Bassus ep. Sion [$ C] 
115. Danihel ep, ciuitatis quondam Cadusinae [i.e., AavirjX ev. TröXews KdSwi', a. 

451] sanctae dei ecclesiae CI] 
116. Symmach<i>us ep. attulae [i.e., 'ArrovStapI sanctae dei ecclesiae [4» CII] 
117. Philetus ep. sanctae dei ecclesiae quae est cerassiae [i.e., Kepardirwi'?] [$ CIII] 
118. Epiphanius ep. Colassaenorum [$ (cod. Y) Cllla] 
119. Pe^dSios Ki'Wffffou [^ CXXXII = CXL. ff 87] 
120. MapTupios VopT^Prjs Kp'^rrjs [4* CXXXI = CXXXIX. a 88] 
121. Mdpa^ AiovviTidSos CV (Maris ep. ciu, Dionysiae). a 89] 
122. ’Avpiavös XairercoXiddos [ff 90] 

123. 0e6ire/iirTos KajQdffwv [P 108. ^ CVH. ff 91] 
124. KaXofflpios 'Apffipolrov [P 109. ^ CVIII. ff 92] 
125. *Iiodvv7is 'JIpaiffTov [P iio. ^ CIX. ff 93] 
126. 'HpaKXeidrjs 'HpaicX^ws [P iii. ^ CX. ff 94] 
127. ’lffad/c 'EXeapxlaf [P 112. $ CXa] 
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128. Fc/i.cWti'os *^pvdpov [P 113* ^ CXI. <r 95] 
129. ’AiroXXtöi'tos Tdi'ews [P 114. ^ CXII. <r 96] 
130. 'Epp-oviroXeus p.€yd\rjs [P iiS - ^ CXIII. <r 97] 
131. KOpos BajQuXwvos [P 116. ^ CXIV. <t 98] 
132. *Adavdaios Bouai'piSos [P 117. CXV. <t 99] 
133. 06Ö0tXos KXeonarplSos [P 118. $ CXVII. <r loi] 
134. Uaa/i^ios IlapdXot^ [P 119. ^ CXVIII. a 102] 
135. ^cjTeivös Tev^c^pas [P 120. ^ CXVI = CXIX, <t ioo] 

136. Stöfftos ^(p^ovaris [P 121. $ CXX. ff 103] 
137. 0e(55ouXos TrjffiXä [P 122. ^ CXXI. ff 104] 
138. 0e65wpos BdpKTjs [P 123. ^ CXXII. er 105] 
139. *PoC0os Kvp'^vrjs [P 124. ^ CXXIII. ff 106] 

*^140. 'BivoKovpovpuv [P 125. CXXIV. ff 107] 
141. AoiJkios ZvypuJv [P 126. $ CXXV. ff 108] 

142. Avffovios ^eßevvdrov [P 127. $ CXXVI. ff 109] 
143. *I<radic Tai)a [P 128. ^ CXXVII. ff iio] 
144. ^tXÖKttXos ZayvXetav [P 129. $ CXXVIII. ff lii fa7i;eXw»'] 
145. 'H<ratas 'Epp.oi;ir<5Xews p.iKpds [P 130. ^ CXXIX. ff 112] 
146. Baperovßds irpeffßdrepof Kal dpxtp-o-vdpiTTiS [P 131. CXXXIII. <r 113] 

147. Aoyylvos Trpeffßvrepos tottov Aupodeov cTTiffKOTrov Neo/caitrapeias 
[P i32.^CXXXIV] 

148. *'Avdip>os TTpeffßvrepos Tdirov HarpiKiov in. Tvdvuv KannaSoKias ß 

[P i33.^CXXXV] 
149. ’ApiffTUJv np€ffßvT€pos inix*^*' 7'6*' rdnov Eivoßiov in. ^LKOßrjdeias [P 134. 

^ CXXXVI] 

150. 'OXy/iirtos np€ffßvT€pos CTre'xw*' rbv rdnov EaXoyi^pov in. EXavSiounoXeus rijs 

[P I3S. ^ CXXXVII] 
"'IXapos didKovoi 'Büjp.iji 

AovXkItios vordpios 'Bup-ijs. 

My reconstruction of the original list contains all traceable 
members of the Robber-Council. Before I can make use of the 
list, however, I should examine the few cases where doubt exists 
concerning the identity of bishops or bishoprics: 

No. 28. Nysa, the bishopric of Musonios, was that of Asia, as we know from the 
lists of Chalcedon. 

No. 48. Hellas of Adrianopolis was a Lycian bishop, as is shown by $ XLI, 
where he is represented by the Lycian metropolitan Romanos. Some scholars think 
they have found a reference to bis bishopric in the writings of Maximus Confessor,^ 
where he says: ’Avdyvudi Medodlov rov dyiov p.dpTvpos Kal 'OXvp,niov 'AdpiapovnöXeus 

iniffKdnov rrjs AvKias rd Kar' avrov ['Clpiyipovs] vn* avTu>p nepl dpaffrdffetJS ypacßipra. 

Valesius*^ changed Kal 'OXvp,niov to 'OX{jp,nov and deleted vn' avriap., for he sup- 
posed that Adrianopolis was another name for the Lycian city of Olympos {“quae 

et Adrianopolis^')^ and that the passage refers to one pamphlet against Origenes, 
viz. that by Methodios of Olympos. But Olympos and Adrianopolis must have 
been two different bishoprics, for that of Olympos was held by Aristokritos in 431 

“Maximus Confessor, Scholia ad Dionysium Areopagitam de ecclesioe hierarchia, 
Migne, P. G., IV, col. 176B. 

H. Valesius ad Euseb. H. £., VI, 24, reprinted in Migne, P. G., XX, col. 578^ 
not. 50. 
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and 451, while that of the Lycian Adrianopolis was held by Hellas, the only known 
bishop of the city at about the same time, i.e., in 449 *® Theodor Zahn,"*® Erwin 
Preuschen “ and, foUowing the latter, Eduard Schwartz changed this passage by 
inserting a name from another Quotation from Maximus Confessor:“ ''A/x/iuv 6 

^AdpiavlTris iv rois ‘rrepl dvaffrdffem /cara ^Üpiy^vovs. Schwartz gives the text as 
foHows: ’Avdyvudi MeßoSiov ro^ dylov p.dpTvpos [/cai] 'OXyp-iriov <[/cat Ap.pnavcs'^ 

'AbpiavovTToXeüäs kviaKdirov ttjs AvKlast and cites this emended passage as further 
evidence of the Lycian bishopric of Adrianopolis. But his alteration is not justified, 
for the Egyptian Ammon, who is mentioned as member of the council of Constanti- 
nople of 394 and in another connection in 399,“ was bishop of the Thracian 
Adrianopolis and not of the Lycian city of that name. As it is hardly likely that 
two Pamphlets ‘/repl dyaffrdffeofs against Origenes were written by two bishops 
(Ammon and “Olympios”) of two different cities both called Adrianopolis, I think 
that the passage by Maximus Confessor must be emended as follows: 'Avdyi'iodi 

McßoSlov Tov dylov fidprvpoi Kal *0\vp.Triov (or 'O\u/uiroi;) iiriffKÖirov t^s AvKias 

^Kal ''Aßßujvos'^ ^AdpiapovnSXeufi rd Kar’ avrov vv* avruv vepl dvaffTdaeus 

ypa<pivTa, and accordingly cannot be used as a proof of the existence of a Lycian 
Adrianopolis. Ramsay’s “ Identification of the Adrianopolis in Lycia with Olbasa- 
Adriane in Pamphylia is of little value. Henderson“ does not mention a Lycian 
city called after Hadrian. There is not possibility of locating this city or of estab- 
Üshing its identity with another city in Lycia. 

No. 74. Eduard Schwartz ^ considers Theodosios to be the bishop of Amathös 
in Cyprus. But as Theodosios is mentioned among the Palestinian bishops, he was 
presumably bishop of the Amathüs in Palestina II, as was hitherto assumed.“ 

No. 85. Sebasteia (Sebaste), Konstanti(n)os’s bishopric, was probably the one 
in Palaestina I, as is generally supposed,®® for his name is also placed among the 
Palestinian hishops. 

It would be far-fetched to suppose that the Aristokritos of 451 a.d. was not 
the one of 431, and that Helias had been bishop of the bishopric in the meantime. 

*®Th. Zahn, Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte, VIII (t886), 19, n. i. 
E. Preuschen apud A. v. Harnack, Geschichte der aitchristlichen Literatur, I, I 

(1893), 473. 

®^Ed. Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 82, s. v. ’AßpiavoviroXem (3). 
“Maximus Confessor, Scholia ad Dionysii Areopagitae de coelesti hierarchia, 

Migne, P. G., IV, col. 65^^. 
E. Gerland and V. Laurent, “Les listes conciliaires,” Corpus Notitiarum 

Episcopatuum Ecclesiae Orientalis Graecae, vol. I, fase. I (KadikÖy, 1936), p. 8, 
No. 12. Palladius, Dialogus de vita loannis Chrysostomi, p. 83, 13, ed. P. R. Cole- 
raan-Norton (Cambridge, 1928). 

Palladius, loc. cit.: diro Qp^-Krjs ”Ap.p.o}vos rov Alyvirriov. Cf, E. Vfenables], 
Dictionary of Christian Biography, I, loi. A. Lehaut, Dictionnaire d*IIistoire et de 

Giographie eccUsiastique, II (1914), col. 1310, s. v. Ammon No. 9. 
“W. M. Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor (London, 1890), p. 421. 

Le Quien, Oriens Christianus, I (1740), col. 1049-50, makes even Olympios bishop 
of the Pisidian Adrianopolis. 

“B. W. Henderson, The life and principate of the etnperor Hadrian (London 
[1923]), p. 85. 292 (e). 

“E. Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 83. 
“M. Le Quien, Oriens Christianus, III, col. 715 f. S. Vailhe, “Amathus (2)'* 

Dict. d^Hist. et de Giogr. eccUs., II (1914), col. 983. 
“M. Le Quien, ibid., III, col. 652. E. Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. lOI. 
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No. 87. According to Cyril of Scythopolis,®® Bakatha was apparently situated in 
Palaestina I. This Statement is corroborated by the fact that Gregory of Bakatha 
(BaKdÖas) and Barachos of Bakatha (eirtVKoiros rrjs BaKavav, read BaKdÖas)®^ 
attended the councils of Jerusalem, in which only Palestinian bishops participated, 
in 518 and 536 a.d. On the other hand, there are two pieces of evidence pointing to 
Bakatha having been in Arabia: in a letter from Pope Martinus I to Bishop John of 

Philadelphia in Arabiadated 649 a.d., Bishop Antonios of Bakatha is referred to 
jointly with two other bishops of the province Arabia, viz. Theodore of Esbüs and 
Peter of Adraa, as being Monotheletes,“ and secondly, according to S. Epiphanios 
of Salamis, Bakatha was a firjTpoKWfMia ’Apaßias ^tXaSeX^tas.®* Probably the 
same bishopric is referred to in each case; for had there been two, the Arabian 
bishopric Bakatha would have been listed in the Notitia Antiochena^ published in 
570 A.D. Some scholars have even placed Bakatha in Palaestina III, for an alleged 
“ecclesiastical Notitia^'^ actually George of Cyprus’s brief description of the Eastern 
Empire (v. 1056, ed. Geizer), mentions a place there called MijrpoKw/ii'a, supposing 
it to be the fMrjrpoKWfiia Bakatha of S. Epiphanios.®^ This deduction is obviously 

erroneous.®® 
No. 107. Longinos was hishop of Chersonesos (Cherson) in the Crimea, while 

Peter (No. iio) represented the Chersonesos of the province of Europa. The omis- 
sion of my Nos. 107-109 (= P 105-107) in <r can be explained by the supposition 
that the copyist skipped from the first to the second Chersonesos; perhaps this also 

appKed to 
No. 112. Theodosiopolis, the bishopric of Paulinos, was that in the province of 

Asia (also called Perperene), as we know from the lists of 451. 
No. 117. As Philetus of Cerassia is here placed between the bishops of Attuda 

and Kolassai (KoXa^o-cti;), he can hardly have been the bishop of Kipaaa or 
Ki^poffffa in Lydia,®^ where two years later MeveKpdTijs Kipdffffwv was bishop. The 
name Cerassia must be a corruption of KepdTana (or Xaipdraira) ^ where Philetos 

was still bishop in 451. 

Let US now examine how many members of the “Robber- 

CounciP’ participated in the council of Chalcedon two years later. 

Among those who did not participate, there were some well-known 
Personalities whose absence is easily explained: Dioskoros (No. 

®® Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita Sabae, 73, ed. E. Schwartz {Texte und Unter¬ 

suchungen z. Gesch. d. altchristl. Lit., IL, Leipzig, 1939), p. 177, 20: Barachos of 
Bakatha, at the request of Patriarch Peter, built a church to the Virgin, which was 

completed in 543 a.d. 

Mansi, VIII, col. 1074A. 1174C. Le Quien, Or. Christ., III, col. 761-2. 
“Regarding the representation of the vacant see of Jerusalem by John of Phila¬ 

delphia cf. R. de Vaux, Revue hibliquey XLVII (1938), 255. 
“Mansi, X, col. 813^; a letter to Antonios himself, written after his conversion 

to orthodoxy, ibid.y col. 817. 
®^ Epiphanius, Panarion, ed. K. Holl, II, 213, 8 {Änakepkal.); 358, 7 {kaeres. 

58, I, 2). 
®®Le Quien, Oriens Christ., III, col. 761 f. 
®®F. M. Abel, Geographie de la Palestine, II (Paris, 1938), p. 178, identifies 

Metrokomia with at-Tafile, and suggests (p. 201, n. 5) that Bakatha was §afüt, 
“qui commande la Buqei'a entre Salt et 'Amman.” 

As assumes Ed. Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 92, s. v. Kipdatrojv. 
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i), who was deposed on October 13, 45^! Julius or Julianus (of 
Puteoli No. 2), the Pope’s representative, and the two other 
papal legales (without number at the end of P), who had returned 
to Rome; Domnos of Antioch (No. 4), who was deposed in 449 

and preferred to accept an indemnity in 451; and finally Flavian 
of Constantinople (No. 5), who died at the beginning of 450. 
Apart from these, all but 26 metropolitans and bishops, who 

attended the council of 449, were present or represented in Chal- 

cedon. These 26 are; 
METROPOLITANS 

10. Kyros of Aphrodisias 

11. Erasistratos of Korinthos 
38. Kandidianos of Antiocheia (Pisidia) 
39. Stephanos of Anazarbos 

BISHOPS 

48. Hellas of Adrianupolis (Lykia) 
52. Antonios of Lycbnidos 
62. Hermogenes of ICassandreia 
63. Lukas of Beroia (Makedonia) 
64. Diogenianos of Remesiana 
66. Uranios of Himeria 
72. Anastasios of Areopolis 
74. Theodosios of Amathüs 
75. Paulos of Mai’uma 
78. Baruchios of Sozusa (Palestine) 
82. Dionysios of Sykamazön 
83. Kaiumas of Phainö 
85. Konstantios of Sebaste(ia) 
87. Alypios of Bakatha 
90. Auxolaos of the Saracens 
92. Theodosios of Mastaura 
95. Kyriakos of Lebedos“ 

102. Chrysanthios of Bage 
107. Longinos of Cherson(esos) 
108. Eudoxios of Bosporos 
109. Timotheos of Primupolis (= Aspendos, Pamphylia) 

114. Bassos of Sia. 

In none of these 26 cases do we know the reason for their ab- 

sence in 451, but it is not likely that any of them were deposed. 
Only four of the 41 metropolitans and 22 of the 104 ordinary 

“His successor Julian, who was bishop of Lebedos in 451 A.D., was present at 
the Latrocinium as one of the two secretaries of Stephen of Ephesos whom those of 
Dioskoros tore away the tablets and effaced their notices (“Acta Chalced., I, 130,” 
Acta Conc. Oec., vol. II, t. I, pars I, p. 87, 35). Nos. 10. ii. 38. 39- 

"'’Nos. 6-11. 13. 15. 17-24. 26. 27. 2g. 32-39. 47. 49-51- 54- 55- 77- 106. iiob 
[= 37a]. 120. 147-150. 
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bishops/^ who were present in 449 a.d., fail to appear in the list 
of 4SI A.D. The four metropolitans, who were present at Ephesos 
but not at Chalcedon, and four of the 22 bishops had already 

been replaced, while the bishoprics of the other 18 were not 
represented in 451.^^ 

Whereas 23 Egyptian bishoprics were represented at the Latro- 
cinium^^ only 19 were represented at Chalcedon.^^ In 9 cases the 

same bishops attended both councils. Of the 14 bishops who failed 
to attend, two (viz., those of Kabasa and Erythron) had already 

been replaced, while the bishoprics of the other twelve were 
not represented at all. The 10 newcomers at the council of Chal¬ 

cedon were sent by bishoprics not represented in Ephesos. The 
small Proportion of Egyptian bishops at the council of Chalcedon 
is due to the fact, that they were adherents of Dioskoros, who was 
deposed on October 13; this adherence and Dioskoros’ popularity 
in Egypt were the reasons of their disappearance from the council 
after the first Session. It is for this reason that I have dealt with 

the Egyptian bishops separately. 

III 

The Original List of the Council of Chalcedon (451 a.d.) 

There exists a number of lists of the members of the council of 
Chalcedon, some of them being more or less complete,^^ some of 

■^Nos. 12. 14. 16. 25. 28. 30. 31. 40-46. 48. 52. 53. 56-76. 78-105. 107-119. 
121-145. 

’®Nos. 90. 92. 95. 114. 
^Besides attending the council of 449, three of these 18 bishops (Nos. 107-109) 

had attended the avvohos kvhritiovaa in November 448. 
Nos. 123-145. 

’®Nos. 129. 132-134. 137. 138. 142. 143. 145 = Act. Conc. Oec., t. 11. vol. I, pars 

P- 59) Nos. 142. 144. 147. 145. 148a. 148b. 151. 152. 154. As to Nos. 137-138 (of 
449 A.D.) = i48a-b (of 451), in my opinion the text should be completed according 
to the Latin version and read as follows: 

148a. GeoSouXou <[T4fftXa 
148b. 06o56t^pov nei'rairöXews. 

Incidentally this Theodorus Pentapolitanus is also to be found in the list of the 
Collectio Prisca {Act. Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. II, pars II, p. 44 [136], 30, No. 145)- 
Schwartz identihes him wrongly with Theodoros of Tripolis in Phoenicia (6, 9^^’). 

^ Four of these twelve (Nos. 125-127. 143) had attended the synod of Ephesos 
in 431. 

” PL I. III. IV. VI. (“PL” Stands for the list of those present in the . . . 
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them greatly abbreviated/® Eduard Schwartz has proved that 
all the lists found in the Greek acts of this council, with the ex- 
ception of two which deal with the second session,®^ are based on 
one particular list,®^ the most complete in existence. This is the 
list of those who signed the minutes of the solemn sixth session 
of October 25, during which the definition of faith of the synod 
was approved. We shall refer to this list, which Schwartz calls 

SL 6,9, simply as s. The shorter lists enumerate no more than 53 
or, if Berytos is placed among them, 54 metropolitans and four 

bishops, viz. three lirapxif^rai of Syria I and Eusebios of Dory- 
laion, and then follows the remark; Kal Trj^ Xoin-rjs a-vvoSov o-vyKpo- 

TTjßela-rjs. One of these lists, the one of the so-called ipth session, 
was added, according to Schwartz, in the beginning of the seventh 
Century. Furthermore Schwartz has demonstrated that the list of 

those signing the acts of the second session is without value, while 
that of those present at this session is independent of all other lists 

and thus of some interest. 
Besides these lists, contained in the report of the counciFs trans- 

actions, there is another preserved in the Syriac (S) and Latin 
(A) translations of the original Corpus canonum of Antioch.®® 

I shall in future refer to this list as SA. As in the case of the lists 

of Nicaea and Constantinople, the Chalcedonian list of the Corpus 
canonum is arranged “geographically,’^ i.e., the metropolitans and 
bishops of the same province are grouped together. This list differs 
from s in many respects, but more especially in the total number 

of bishops given. While s, according to the numeration of 
Schwartz, contains 452 or rather, as we shall show, 457 names, 

session). SL VI (“SL” Stands for the list of those who signed the minutes of the 
. . . Session). 

"®PL V. VIII-X. XII. XIV-XVIL 
™ Ed. Schwartz, Bischo/slisten, p. i ff. 

II and SL II. 
®^The “Einheitsliste” SL 6, g; Acta Conc. Oec,^ t. II, vol. I, pars II, p. 141 13373- 

155 [3Si]- 
®®Actually that of October 20, held between the “fourth” and “fifth” sessions, 

but not numbered in the minutes. 
2 ed. Schulthess, Abh. Gott. Ges. Wiss.^ NF X, 2, pp. 130-144; A ed. Schwartz, 

Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. II, pars II, p. 65 [1571-77 [169]. 
“ The two later Greek collections of canons, the crvyayuy'fi of 50 r/rXot by 

John Scholastikos (about 550 ad.) and the coUection of 14 WrXot (7th-9th Century), 
which have been radically changed and rearranged, do not contain any lists. Cf. the 
editions by N. V. Beneäeviö, “loannis Scholastici synagoga L titulorum ceteraque 
eiusdem Opera iuridica,” I (Munich, 1937), Abhandl. d. ßaier. Akademie der 

Wissensch.^ N. F., Heft XIV. Idem, Kanoniöeski sbomik XIV titulov so vtoroi 

detverti Vll veka do 883 goda^ S. Petersb., 1905. 
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the Syriac list (S) includes only 362, and the Latin (A) 353 
names. Schwartz, who has thoroughly examined both SA and s 
and compared them with each other, has come to the conclusion 

that, like SA is reliable and therefore useful; for where one of 
them shows an excess of entries in comparison with the other, it 
can almost always be proved or at least assumed with good reason, 

that these names “were personally or through representatives 
affixed to the minutes of the proceedings during the synod.” 
Thus s and SA are based upon equally authentic records, which 
were probably available only at the time of the council, and, like 
the lists of the council of 449 a.d., complete each other. 

Nevertheless Schwartz insists emphatically that the two lists, 

s and SA, must have been compiled and published quite independ- 
ently of each other.®^ He bases this view chiefly on the fact that 
each contains a number of names which are missing in the other, 

and that s includes an addition, an appendix of 109 bishops (actu- 
ally 114, for we must add Nos. 390a. 396a. 397a. 425^*". 426^*®, as 
will be shown below). These bishops were not present at the 
council, but were represented by their metropolitans, who signed 
the acts for them after the sixth session, but before July 18, 452. 

Although most of these later signatures are missing in SA, not all 
of them are. The fact that some of these signatures are found in 
Sa is for Schwartz sufficient proof that this list was compiled 

independently from s. 
Despite Schwartz's insistence, we find that he produces no con- 

vincing evidence of his assertion that the two lists were compiled 
independently of each other. I find that his own Statements con- 
tradict it. There is every reason to believe that the list, on which 
the Greek original of SA is based, had no appendix. Exactly when 

“Schwartz, ßisckofslisten, p. 55: “Ueberblickt man das Material im ganzen, so 
findet sich kein Grund, daran zu zweifeln, dass die in SA erhaltenen, in SL ausgelass¬ 
enen Unterschriften wirklich während der Synode persönlich oder durch Vertreter 
geleistet sind.” 

®®E. Schwartz, ßischofsUstefij p. 22, n. 2: “Das eine ist jedenfalls klar: die Liste 
2A ist von SL unabhängig”; p. 57: “Eine Tatsache ist sicher und unwiderleglich: 
die ausdrücklich nach den mit Namen genannten Provinzen geordnete Liste 2A ist 
Von der Einheitsliste der Aktenpublikation unabhängig”; p. 58: “Dass die Ein¬ 
heitsliste diese Stücke aus der offiziellen entlehnt haben sollte, ist ebenso undenkbar 
wie das Umgekehrte: der Nachweis, dass die beiden Listen voneinander unabhängig 
sind, kann durch die Beobachtung eines nur teilweise zutreffenden consensus nicht 
umgestossen werden.” 
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the appendix was added to s is not known; it may be it was added 
after the i7th session, the date of which, although not found in 
the minutes, was probably October 30.®® For in the list of this 

Session (17,9) we find under Nos. 183-185 a much shorter appen¬ 
dix, partly identical with the appendix of the sixth session, con- 

taining a number of bishops who were represented by their 
metropolitans and whose names appear in the more complete 
appendix which we have mentioned. The shorter appendix in- 
cludes only the bishops of three provinces, those of Hellespontos, 

Augustoeuphratesia and Phrygia Pakatiane, but it is just possible 
that it was once more complete and contained all the names found 
in the other appendix. If these two appendices were really identi- 

cal, which is probable, it would mean that the metropolitans who 
approved, in the name of the suffragan bishops they represented, 
the resolutions concerning the Privileges of the see of Constanti- 

nople which were passed in the i7th session, added these names 
subsequently to the end of the list of signatures of the minutes of 
the sixth session, thereby indicating their approval of the definition 

of faith reached at that session. In any event, the appendix of s 
must have been added before July 18, 452, for the decree of 
Emperor Markianos, issued on this day, already speaks of 520 
bishops,^^ this number certainly including the 114 bishops enu- 

merated in the appendix. 
We have already pointed out that some of the bishops (about 

30) mentioned in the appendix to s and represented in absentia 
by their metropolitans, are also to be found in SA, where most of 

them are listed as represented either by their metropolitans or by 
other bishops. This fact, which greatly puzzled Eduard Schwartz, 

must in my opinion be explained as follows: none of these 30 
bishops personally par^icipated in the council, but each had on his 
own account asked either his metropolitan or a fellow-bishop to 
represent him. Afterwards, presumably at the request of the 
Emperor, some metropolitans undertook to represent several ab- 
sentee suffragan bishops, and it was then that the appendix was 

added to s. Thus isolated cases of represented bishops figured in 

®®Ed. Schwartz, Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Akademie^ 1930, p. 614; Byzan¬ 

tinische Zeitschr.y XXXIV (1934), 132. Cf. Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars III, 
p. XXII. 

Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars III, p. 122 [481I, 34. Schwartz, Bischofs¬ 

listen, p. II, n. I; p. 56. 
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the list, before the appendix was added. Probably the Compiler 
of s noticed that some of the bishops in the appendix were already 

in the original list he used as source, and to avoid duplication he 
omitted their names in the body of his list. For it made no differ- 

ence whether he placed Matronianos of Pompeiopolis (s 349) or 
Flaccus (Plakkos) of Gerasa (5 427), represented by their metro- 
politans (S 49* A 43 and S 98. A 92), in the body of his list or in 
the appendix, nor did he think it important to indicate that 

Salustios of Korykos was represented by his fellow-bishop Philip- 
pos of Adana (S 55. A 49) and not by his metropolitan (s 348). 
We must also suppose that after such names as Philippos of 

Ankyra Sidera (S 348. A 337), the two Mesopotamian bishops 
Eusebios of Ingila (S 120. A 113) and Kaiumas of Suphanene 
(S 121. A 114), and Maximinos (in 458 a.d. Maximus) of 
Zo<r>ziIa in Pisidia (X 311. A 302), in the original list there 

followed a phrase indicating that they were represented by their 
metropolitan or a fellow-bishop. For although this phrase does 

not appear in SA, there is no doubt that it was added to the original 
list, for we know from the appendix to s that these bishops were 
represented by their metropolitans.®® Besides, as Eduard Schwartz 

has already pointed out, cases of representation are not very care- 
fully indicated in SA; he cites nine instances, where mention is 

omitted.®® 
In the appendix of s is stated that the metropolitan of Pisidia 

signed for the bishops Eutropios and Musonios, but this is perhaps 
an error, for Eutropios and Musonios are probably identical with 
the bishops of Adada (s 282) and Limena (5 295) who signed 
personally. There are besides two other bishops whose names are 

included in the appendix, who affixed their own signatures (s 424 
= s 185.s 425 = s 188). 

We cannot quite understand Schwartz’s explanation of the 
“origin” of the appendix. According to him, the appendix was 
added to the main list in order to reach a total of 520 members of 
the council.®® But there is no reason why this number should have 
been 520. It is quite conceivable that in the case of the council of 

®®s 390a (see below). 396. 397. 402. 
Schwartz, ßischofsUsten^ p. 55. 

^ Ibid.f p. 56: . . die offizielle Zahl 520 sollte soweit erreicht werden, dass 
sie als zulässige Abrundung gelten konnte.” 
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Nicaea tradition fixed the total of the participants at 318, though 
actually it was far smaller, so that it might be the same as that of 
the 318 servants of Abraham. But in the case of Chalcedon, there 
is no apparent isopsephic significance in the number 520 nor do 
we find any hint that Lhis number had a metaphorical significance. 
Moreover in later times, when it became customary to seek a 

further meaning in the number of the fathers of Chalcedon, it was 
increased from 520 to 636, i.e. twice the number of the bishops at 

Nicaea (we also find 630, which may perhaps be an abbrevi- 

ation of the name XaX/cT^Scüv, and 636, x^?, may be derived from 
XaXKrßovo^). In view of the fact that we can give no explanation 
of the number 520, it may have been the actual total of those who 

attended; or were represented at, the council of Chalcedon. 

Schwartz points out that Rusticus gives 519 (Ol©) as the number 

of bishops who attended this council; but he thinks that Rusticus 

arrived at this figure arbitrarily, and that therefore this does not 
represent the actual number of bishops who participated in the 

council.®^ 
If we assume that as many as 520 ecclesiastics actually partici¬ 

pated or were represented in the council, what elements besides 
metropolitans and bishops did this number include? The metro- 

politans and bishops alone feil short of 520. But if we add the 
names of the priests, deacons, readers, chorbishops &c., who also 
acted as representatives of bishops, we arrive at the number of 

520. Needless to say, a member of the council in his own right, 
who also represented another and consequently appeared twice in 

the list, only counted as one.^^ 
Frequently the bishops represented, but not actually present, 

were counted in the total number of members. This was even done 

in cases where the number of the absentees who registered their 
assent by letter was large in comparison with that of those present. 

Evidence of this in connection with the synod of Serdica is found 
in the writings of St. Athanasios.®^ Generally most of the repre- 

Schwartz, ßischofslisten, p. ii, n. i: ^^$10 p. 434, 7 wird erreicht dadurch, 
dass Vertretungen doppelt gezählt werden.” 

E.g. Apragmonios of Tios, who signed (5 36) for his absent metropolitan and 
(5 164) for himself. 

Athanasius, Werke, ed. H. G. Opitz, t. II, pars I, p. 132, 7; cf. Athanas., “Hist. 
Arian. 28,” Migne, P. G., XXV, col. 725A. Opitz, loc. cit., p. 123. 
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sentatives were bishops who were also members of the coundl in 
their own right and thus already figured in the number of those 
present. It was only one Step further then to include, in the total, 
the representatives, who were not members in their own right, 
not being bishops. This was apparently done in the case of the 
council of Chalcedon. 

Let US now see if the total number of the members of this coun¬ 

cil, given by Rusticus, was reached according to this procedure. 
We find that Rusticus is often careless; in addition to many other 
errors, he frequently counts the same person twice, as the follow- 
ing enumeration shows (Rusticus used Greek numbers, which are 
often missing, but can be guessed from the context): IB = O. 
[MB] = Pq. [MA] = PEB. SA = TMA. O? - OA. PIP = 

PI5. PIE = KP. SMA = SMB. SEE = SE?. TKA = TIZ. 

No. 285 without Greek cipher in Schwartz’s edition is = TKZ. 

The cipher TA@ is twice employed for two different bishops of 
Adrianopolis and Lesbos (Nos. 293 and 297) of the same name 
Florentius. TME = TMP. TMZ = TMB. TM© = TMP. TNP = 

TMP. TO9 = TOH. TqP = IE. T = K9. Rusticus con- 
siders TB Curico, var. CyriacOj i.e., the Cilician city Korykos, to 

be a personal name and therefore gives it a separate number. 
TA=N. TIB=KZ. Tl9=NA. TK9 = KB. TA9=M@. TN =AE. 

TNA = TMB. TNA = AP. [TS] == [AA]. TSA = NB. TO = lA. 
TqP=SKZ. TqA = KH. OZ= A. ^IA=AA. 

We see from these cases that Rusticus was quite thoughtless in 

numbering his entries. Therefore his total does not help us to 

ascertain whether the actual number was 520. But this does not 
affect the possibility that 520 is the correct total. 

The supposition that s and SA were based on a common source, 
which I henceforth call P, is supported by another fact, to which 

Schwartz, however, has attributed no importance. We often find 
series of names, varying in length, arranged in exactly the same 

Order in both lists, but here and there a single name from such a 
series is omitted in s. Furthermore we sometimes find these missing 
names in other Greek lists of this council exactly or almost in the 
same place as in SA; so it is very probable that they figured al¬ 
ready in P. Schwartz attributes the existence of these series to 
the fact, that the Compilers of s and SA independently made use 

** Schwartz, ßischojslisten^ p. 60. 
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of a catalogue of bishoprics arranged in that order. This explana- 
tion would account for the order of the bishoprics, but not for the 
correctness of the names of the bishops occupying these bishoprics 
in 4SI A.D.; other evidence generally establishes this correctness. 

As an example of the above-mentioned similarity between s and 
SA, I add an almost identical series appearing in both: 

(GALATIA II) 

538. 2 170. A 163. 06ÖKTt<rTos XLiaivowritjiv 

s 171. 2 171. A 164. 'EXir^Stos rSiv 
s 172. 2 172. A 165. ’AfcuXas EuSo^tdSos 
s 173. 2 173. A 166. 'Äfioplov 
s 174. 2 174. A167, KvptaKÖs TpoKvdduv 

— 2 175. A168. nios Uerrfyiorffuv 
s 175. 2 176. A 169. Aoyylpos 'OpKiffTOv. 

It is clear that Pios of Petenissoi must have been left out before 
No. 175 in s. In another series, that of the Lycian bishops (s 219- 
228. S 277-287. A 268-278), Kratianos of Panormos has obvi- 
ously been omitted in s between Nos. 225 and 226. This bishop 
also figures in a list of the second session,®® but in this case he is 
placed after the No. 226.®® We are of course only able to ascertain 
the exact place of an omission, if the whole series of bishops of a 
province or at least the names before and after the name concerned 
is identical in both lists. Schwartz refers to the existence of such 
almost identical series in s and SA. But taking into account only 
those provinces, in which the similarity is especially obvious, he 
underestimates the frequency of the occurrence, merely remark- 
ing®^ that “a few groups show the same order of suffragan 
bishops.” There are however other groups where the similarity is 
less apparent either because the group is very small, or because its 
Order is slightly different, as in the case of Galatia I and Pamphylia 
Pergensis. Thus we should add these to the provinces already 
mentioned by Schwartz as well as the small groups of Bithynia, 
Galatia II, Armenia I and II, the Island province, Cyprus and 
Kappadokia II. We then obtain out of a possible total of 300, 

““Acta Chalced. 11, 97^,” Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars II, p. 37 [233], 26. 
“And not after No. 225, the bishop of Kaunos, as would have been correct, as 

Panormos was the harbor of Kaunos. Stadiasmus marh magni, § 517 (262), ed. 
R. Helm, Hippolytos Werke, IV (Leipzig, 1929), p. 125. Bürchner, R. E., XI, col. 
85, s. V. KavvLuv Ila.vopp.os, and col. 87, s. v. Kaunos. 

Schwartz, Bischofslisten, p, 57: ... “dass einige wenige Listen die gleiche 
Reihenfolge der Suffraganbischöfe aufweisen.” 
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120 names, the order of whose entries coincides. The above- 
mentioned 300 exclude about 50 metropolitans, whose names are 
arranged differently in s and SA. It is true that the greater part of 
the names are differently arranged. But still in a number of cases 
we are able by means of comparing other lists to indicate the 
exact or approximative place where the name was passed over. 
Sometimes it is possible to fix it merely according to some outward 
characteristic, in other cases we can try to discover it by more or 

less plausible combinations. So only a small number of entries 
will remain, whose exact place in the original list cannot be deter- 
mined. This fact strongly supports the assumption that a complete 
original list must have existed. Besides this assumption would 
eliminate all Schwartz’s doubts as to whether SA is older or “more 

official” than 5; for of course P must have contained all the entries 
which are now missing either in s or SA. 

Another argument in favor of assuming the existence of this 

common source P is the fact, that the Latin Collectio Prisca 
cOntains a list (P), in which besides names figuring in s there are 
three which exist only in SA: P 124.125.148 = S 14.276.118. 

A 15.267.1 II. It is not probable that the Compiler of this careless 
list collected the names from two different sources; he certainly 

found these three names in his original, viz., the presumed list P. 
P is very fragmentary, containing no more than 165 names (while 

S has 457, S 362, and A 353), i.e., less than a third of the total 
number.®® 

I here add my reconstruction of P containing (together with the 

appendix) 521 names. Here again I adjoin my own numeration to 
that of s or, where this omits names, to those of S and A, as they 
appear in the editions of Schwartz and Schulthess. 

Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. II, pars II, p. 44 [136I-45 [137]. 
In his edition Schwartz adds the corresponding number of s (SL 6, 9) to the 

names of P. In a few cases, where he assumes certain corruptions, I do not agree 
with him. I see in John of Tripolis (P 117) the successor of Paul of Tripolis in 
Lydia, who is mentioned in 458 a.d. {Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. V, p. 57, 39) and 
was apparently his rival bishop in 4S1 a.d. Concerning P 145 see above, p. 41, 
n. 75. The entry “Bassianus chorepiscopus” should be read “Bassianus <Mop“ 
suhestiae per Sophronium> chorepiscopum” (5 in. 2 61. A 55). I suppose that 
P 118, “Rusticianus chorepiscopus,” was the African bishop Resti(tu)tianus (5 338). 
To P 150 “Paternus chorepiscopus” no number is added, but Schwartz saw later 
{Prosopographia, p. 70), that this was the name of the representative of lordanes 
of Abila (j 126), known from actio XVII, 9 
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CONCILIVM CHALCEDONENSE a. 451 [ACTIO VI die 25 mens. Octob.] 

r = catalogus Graecus qui sequitur restitutus 
s = catalogus subscriptionum actionis VI (SL 6, 9) sec. numeros Schwartzii 

M = cod. Venetus 55s s. XI 
ßa = cod. Vindobon. hist. gr. 27 s. XII 
ßb = cod. Vatican. 831 s. XV 
^ = versio antiqua 
^ = versio antiqua correcta 

= versionis antiquae correctae editio Rustici 

S = catalogi in ordinem sec. provincias redacti versio Syriaca 
A = eiusdem catalogi versio latina 
P = catalogus sec. Priscam q. d. versionem 
II = catalogus episcoporum in actione altera praesentium (PL II = 2, 2) 

1 <SANCTVS LEO DEPVTATVS> 
2 [s i] llaaKafflvos in. <liAi\vßaiov II 94^ cirexw*' tÖv Tonov rov (i) in. nSXeus 

'Pd'firfs Aiovros 
3 [S2] AovKLvffios in. [iröXews] iKKkrjfflas *A<TKOv\dv<i)v inix^ ron. tov . . . 

(i.) in. vSXecJS 'Pti/iTys Acoi'tos 
4 [53] 3ovnp&rioi npeffßvrepos ttöXcws ‘Ptö/ui;s eTTc^wv t. rdnov roß . . . (l) in. 

iröXecos ‘Ptö/iijs A^oi'tos 
5 [s 4] 'AvaroXioi in. KuvffTavrivovnöXeus viai 'ViopLrjs 
6 [s $] M.d^ißOs €ir. ‘AvTtoxelas 
7 [s6] ’loujöei'dXtos in. 'lepoffoXifp-uv 

8 [s 7] Kßi'TtXXos in. 'HpaKXelas inix(»}v r6v rSnoy roß ... 9 cir. r^s Ocffffa- 

XoviKiuv ’AvaffTacrlov 

10 [s 8] 0aX(i<r<rios in. Kaiaapelas KannaSoKlas 
11 [s 9] ^Ti<pavoi in.’^cpiffov 

(66) [s 10] AouKtai'ös in. BufTjs inix<»^v tov Tonov 12 'K.vpiaKov roß . . . in. 'JipaKXcias 

13 [sii] Eixrißios in. *AyKvpas 

14 [s 12] Aioyivrjs in. KuftVou 
15 ts 13] IleTpos in. 'KoplvOov 
16 [s 14] ^Xü;p^VT(Os in. ^dpöecjv 

17 [s 15] E(fv6p.ios in. 'S^iKop.rjdeias 

18 [s 16] *Ava<TTd<Tioi in. "NiKaias 
19 [S17] TouXtaj'ös . . . in. <C.t^s Kü>]> Kai npeffßevrrii (i) roß d7ro<rToXticoß 

dpovov 

20 fs 18] ’EXeuÖepioj in. ^aXKrjdovos 

21 [s 19] Bcw/Xctos in. SfXeuKctas Trjs p.'ijrpondXews ’lcravpiaf 
22 [s 20] McXerios in. Aaplffcrrjs noiovp,evos tov X6yov xal vn^p ... 23 A6p,vov 

in. ’Anap.eia$ 'Lvplas hevTcpas Kai vnep i/j,ov 

24 [s <[2i]>] <^’AM0tX(Sxtos in. Sidrjs 4*2 266 A 257]> 
2$ [s 22] Oeodüfpos in. ttjs /iijr/joiroXews Taptroß 
26 [s 23] Kßpos in. Trjs iv ’Ava^dpß<a t% noXet dyias roß Beov iKKXijaias 

27 [524] KwvffTavTivos [Constantius ^1 Eoarpwv p.7fTpon6X€<as 
28 [s 25] ^WTtos in. Trjs ^vpitav p.ijTpon6Xe<i)s 
29 [s 26] 0e65(opos in. [p-rjTponSXeios M^] Aap.a<TKQv 

30 [s 27] ^T€<j>avos in. 'lepäs TröXews 
31 [s 28] Nd»'i'os in. rrjs ^ESeaffrjvSv ttöXcws 

32 [s 29] ^vßetbvrjs in. *Ap,l5rjs Trjs ßrjTponoXews . . . öid 33 IleTpoi; npcffßvTipov 

34 [530] ’OXßp,7rtos in. Trjs p.r}rpon. l^^üvffTaVTias . . . ßtd (371) 'Eni(j>aviov 

iniffKonov <26Xc«;»»> [per (369) Didymum ep. Lapithensem 2 354. 
A 345] 
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35 [sßl] ’ltjiavvrfs k'K.'LeßaareLas 

36 [532] SeXeuKos eir. t^s ßr)Tpon6\€u}s ^Afxaaeias 

37 [533] KojyffravTivos [Constantius P 31] irr. M^Xirijprjs 

38 [534] HarplKios CTT. Trjs Tvdvuv p.ijTpoirSXetiJs 

39 [535] n^rpos CTT. T^s p.ijTpoir6X€<i)s Vayypüjv 

40 [536] KaXoyrjpos eir. rijs p.ijrpo'jr. KXavSiovnoXews . . . Slcl (206) ’A7rpayp.oyiov 

^ir. <;T^ou> 

41 [537] A<i)p6$€os iir. T^s p.ijrpov. NeoKaLaapelas . . . 5iÄ (174) 'Arapßiov lir. 

TpairefoOi'ros 

42 [s 38] 0eÖKTt<rTOs €7r. t-^s XLKfLvovvrLiov fxriTpo'jrdXews . . . dia 43 ^ureivov 

44 [539] 'Pw/ua*'^s ^TT. T'^s firfTponoXews M.vp<av 

45 [s 4^1 Kp(rw)'(ai'6s irr. *A<ppo5iaia5os Kaplas 

46 [S41] Nowix^os iv. AaoSiKeias riji p.ijTpoirSXeiüs 

47 [542] Mapt<i>t>ai>6s €7r. Sui'aSwi'T^s/iijTpOTTÖXews 
48 [S43] *Ovr}<Ti^6pos €v. p.rjTpo'jrdXews *lKoviov 

49 [s 44] ll€py6.p,ios eir. *Avriox^^o.i rrjs XltffiSias 

50 [545] ‘Eft^<l>dvios eir. nipyrjs rijs p.rjTpoirdXews llafi<f>vXLai 

51 [s 46] ’Attikas in. NtKoiröXeus r-^s Karä rrfv naXaiäv ''’B.rreipov 

52 [s 47] Mapruptos roprwijs rrjs KpijTWi^ p,>jTp07r6\ews 

53 [548] Aovk&s in. TTji Avppaxrjy&v p,rjTp07r6X€ws 

54 [549] B(7tXd)'Ttos in. fxrjrponSXeus AapLffffris OeffffaXias 

55 [550] ^payKlwy [^poyriov 2 8 Frontion A 9] in. Trjs p-rirponiXeus 

^iXinnovnSXeuJS 

56 fsS^] ^eßa<rriay6s in. [ttöXcws M] Bepö?;} 

57 [552] BaatXeios in. rijs TpaiayovnoXiri^v p.rjrpon6X€tos 

(364) [553] Tpv^uv in. rrjs X^ou . . . vnip 58 *Iudvyov in. 'PöSoi^ 
59 [s 54I OeiKTiffTOs in. Bepolas 

60 [s5Sl TepSyriOi in. ^eXevKclas 

61 [s 5^1 MaKdpios in. AaodiKcias . . . 5id 62 Evaeßlov npeffßvripov *Avtiox€^o.s 

^3 [s 57] Eü<r^jötos in. AopvXaiov 

64 [558] "Zdßas [Xdßßas B] in. ndXrov [B add.:^ did 65 GaXaacr/ov ÖLaKivov 

66 [559] AouKtai'is in. inix<>^v t6p rinov (12) KvpiaKOv in. 'HpoicXcias 
Op^KIJS 

67 [239A40I <CiOvpdvioi in. TaßdXuy'^ 

68 [s 60] n^Tpos eir. PajQjQouXa [PajQouXa B] 
(168) [s 61] [2(ü0pd)'(os in. EcovffTavTivyfsl 

69 [562] IlaTptKios eir. NeoKattrape^as 
70 [563] Mdpas eir. ’A>'a<rdp0as 

71 [564] 'Pwp,dXos eir. XaXW5os . . . (7^) Mdpa tou auweirKTKÖirou pov 

72 [2123A116] <[rXdKan' Kaiaapeias [prjTp. HaXatffTLprjs ä] 5id . . . (85) 
TtWffipov in. M.ijPwiSos'^ _ 

73 [2 131 A 124] <[2ei;i;pcaf6s 2Ki;0oir6X€ü>s [p-ijrp. HaXaiffrivris /3]^ 
74 [565] EifffTddios in. rfji ’Rrjpvriup prjTponoXeus 

75 [s66] Aedi^rios eir.’AffKdXwi'Os 
76 [567] ’Avvcapos VAvayias actio IV 9, 107] eir. KairerwXidSos 
77 [s68] Zißeypos in. irdXeais IleXXi;* 
78 [s 69] 'ludpvrjs in. iröXews TtjöcpidSos 
79 Is 70] ^Aptioxos in. *'ApKrjs 

80 [571] B'^pi^XXos dir. 'AtXd 
81 [572] ’Aperas eir. *EXoi)ffi;s 

[s 73] Moi/<ra»iftos eir. ^yjyuip [ZtoSptoy actio IV 9, 113] 
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83 [s 74] 'Pou^^vos ^TT. B/jQ\ou [BujQXou B^] 

84 [s 75] 'HayKp&Tios ev. AtjöidSoy 

85 [2 123 A 116] <CZw<ri/ios eir. Mi/i'w^Sos [Medinensem A]]> 

86 [576] NaTTjpas eir. t^s Kara Pdfav 

87 [s 77] *AvTt7raTp^5os 

88 [s 78] ’lwdi'wys cir. t^s FaSapewi' 

89 [s 79] IlaOXos eir. t^s ’Ai'0i;5oi>ewi> 

90 [s 80] ^<iJT€ivbs €ir. Ai)55i;s 

91 [s8i] 'HpÄKXetos in. 'A^ojtov 

92 [2 14O A 133] <CM.apiviavbs [2 Mapiavos A Marcianus] in. Td^ijs'^ [M.apivtav6s 

a. 449: I 1070 ^ CXXX. CXXXVIII. <r 51] 

93 [s 82] MapKiavös in. Vepdpioy [2 139 CSiuTa A 131 diotanus IV 9, 114 ’IwTtlTrijsl 

94 [583] ^T€(f>avos in. 'lap.v€las [*Jap.vias B] 

95 [s 84] ’EWktijtos in. AioKXrjriavovndXeui 

96 [585] ‘Pw/iai'6s in. ^vdo^iovn6Xe<iJs 

97 [s86] ’^IjQas in. 'EScaai^s [’ESetn/s MB] 

98 [267A61] <C,Jlap.npi^niyos [2, cod. F: Trairapos; A mampreus] Tiritai^lou- 

TTÖXews^ 

99 [587] 0eö5(üpos in. K.Xavdiovn6X€<iJs 'Icravplas 

100 [s 88] ’IouXcos [lulianus KeXei'Sepews rrjs ’lffavpias 

101 [589] Tvpavvos in. VepßayiKOvnoXeus t^s 'Iffavpias 

102 [s 90] 'ludvvrjs in. TröXews AioKaiffapeiai . . . diä 103 rov dvayvuxrrov ßov 

Ne^Xov 

104 [S91] AiXiavbs in. noXeus ^eXivovvTOS . . . biä 105 tou vnodiaKOvov ßov 

HaCXov 

106 [592] 'AKdKios in. noXews 'Avriox^ias <[*Aa/iWTt5os [leamanditos A] 5iÄ 

io6a. Tldna biaKbvov 2 69 A 62^ 

107 [s 93] 'Eiri^di^tos in. iröXews ld.iaTp(t>v 

108 [2 267 A 258] <[rdtos eir, 'Lvihpwv'^ 

109 [s 94] 'Aßßoyvios in. 'Itardnrfs 

HO [595] MdraXos [Magalus Me7dXos Metalus Me7eXXos B*] in. 

TTÖXews ^iXabeX(f>€ia$ 

111 [596] MdpKOs in. ’ApcÖouffijs . . . 5<.d (112) TißoBiov in. BaXai'^wv 

112 [597] Ti/iö0cos in. "RaXavitav 

113 [598] Eyffcjötos in. iroXews 2eXei;KO/3i7Xoi; . . . 5id (115) IlauXoi; Maptdju.^ 

\.-ßv'n^ B^ corr. B^*^^*"] 

114 [599] Et»Ti;xta*'^s [Eutychius in. ’Eirt^ai'e/as . . . 5td (22) McXer^oi; in. 

Aapiffcrrjs 

115 [s 100] IlaOXos in. Mapidßßrfs \.M.apidßvris B^ corr. B^ ^cr] 

116 [siOl] AaßndSios in. ndXeus 'Pa^ai'ewi' 5(d . . . 117 ’lai'ot/apiov diaKÖvov ßov 

118 [s 349] [M^aTpitiviavbs in. XloßnrfLOvnbXetas <Cbici (25) 0eo5(6pov rov ßrjTponoXlrov 

2 49 A 43>] 

119 [s 102] 'AXe^aybpos in. noXeios ^eßaffrrjs [Sebastiae 

120 [s 103] ^iXiTTTTOs in. nbXeus 'ASdvris 

121 [s 104] 'TndrLos in. noXetos Ze^vpiov 

122 [s 105] Oeobwpos in. nbXeus AiyovoTrjs 

123 [s 106] XpuffiTTiros in. noXews MdXXou [MdXoi; MB] 

124 [5348] [2aXou<rTtos in. 'KojpvKov [Kop. M] <^8iä (120) ^tXtiriroi; 'Addvrjs 

2 SS ^ 49 >] 
125 [s 107] noXi;;i^p6i'tos in. 'Eni^aveiai 

126 [s 108] ’^f^dypTjs in. ^Xaßidbos 

127 [s 109] ’ Ipbißos in. ^IprjvovnoXeus 
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128 [s lio] ’louXiai'os TTÖXews 'PwffoO 

129 [sill] iroLoi^evos tqv \6yov virep 130 Baö’ffiai'oO eir. 

<C,Mo\j/ov€ffrlas 2 61 A 55> 

131 [s I12] Ei;X67tos en. iröXetos ^iXaSeX^elas 

132 [s 113] npÖKXos [Petrus ttöXcios 'ASpdioy 

133 [s 114] 0eo56fftos CTT. TTÖXews Kaj'wPcts 

134 [s 115] 'Opp.l(r5as iir. ^iXmTrovnoXews 

135 [5427] [nXdKKOs €7r. TTÖXews repdffwi' <[5td (27) Ktovarayrivov en. (t'^s 

p-rfTp.) 36aTpuv 2 98 A 92]>] 

136 [sil6] Aap.Laybs in. nSXeus 2t5(3t'os 

137 [SI17] QeöSupos in. TpinöXeus 

138 [s II8] ’OXvfxnios in. IlavedSos 

139 [SI19] IlauXos in. llroX€p.al5os 

140 [s 120] IlaCXos in. nSXews ’ApdSov 

141 [2 79 A 73] <[IIeVpos in. BüjöXou 5ti (28) ^ojtIov T'upov^ 

142 [282 A 76] <^’npdKXctTos ['Hpa/cXc/5i;s 2A] in. ''ApKrjs [XVII 9, iii: 6id 

(28) ^wriov Tupou]> 

143 [2 83 A 77] C^’AXe^avdpoi in. ’Ai'TapdSou^ 

144 [s 121] Bujuds in. llop(l>vp€u>vos 

145 [s 122] nop0i^p(os in. 'BoTpCwy . . . 5iä 146 2Aa [2 84; Seloseum A 78 

Tip-odiov MB] StaKovov 

147 [s 123] $w<r06pos in. 'OpOuffiddos . . . 5td 148 Tißodiov SiaKÖvov 

149 [s 124] OvpdvLOs in. ndXeus ’Ep.tff7;s <[5id 150 llop(l>vpiov dpxf-^to.Kdvov VI i, 

123 et alias> 

151 [s 125] in. 'HXiovnSXeus ^oiviKrjs 

l$2 [s 126] ’lopddvrjs in. 'AßiXrjs [act. XVII, 9, 43: Haripyioi (= ^ 

150) vnep ’I. in. 'A.] 

153 [s 127] BaXepios [BaXX. B Valens P 149] in. noXeus AaoSiKciai rijs ^oivIktjs 

154 [s 128] Biojuds in. Evaplas [+ ^olvikijs M, Evapeias B^] 

155 [s 129] OeoSiüprjTOS [QeoSuJpiTOs B] in. Ki>pov 

156 [s 130] ’^ov^lvos in. ^aßoffariiov 

157 ts 131] 'Itadvvrjs in. V€pp.aviK€las ' 

158 [SI32] Tip.6$eos in. AoXlxrjs 

159 [S133] EvöXKiOi in. Ze^typ-aros 

160 [s 134] ’Adavdaios in. II^ppijs 

(i7i)[s 135] [Zißevvos in. MaprvponoXeoJs] 

161 [s 136] KaXXii'tKOS in. ’Anap.eias 

162 [s 137] Kaiovp.ds in. MapKovnoXeoJs 

163 [s 138] ’ludvvrjs in. noXews Kappwi^ \_Kapiav B] 

164 [s 139] 'Aßpadp.LO$ \.dßpdp.ioa B] in. ELpKrfvalov 

165 [2ii2 A105] C^Aai'i'^Xos in. Ma/ceSoj'oi^iroXews {.EipBtav 2]]> 

166 [2113A106] <[Aap,ia»'6s €7r. KaXXt*'/Koi;> 

167 [s6i] <C.'2,(t>(f>p6vLOs in. EnyvaravrivTi^'^ 

168 [2 115 A108] <C.*ltodyvris in. ^apaKrjPu>v [Tairjvtov 2]]> 

(i8i)[si40] [AeuKdStos in. M.vi^ov {om. ] 

169 [s 141] Nwi;s in. Ki;0ds 

170 [2ii8 Am] <;Mdpas in. [tou A] ^Ay^irrjyiov ['A^ftr 2]>- 

171 [s 135] K^iZeßeyyos [^ißevoff B ^eBivvocr M] in. MapTUpoir6Xews> 

(466) [2 120 A 113] C^Euffejöios [s 396] in. ’lyyiifis (5td [32] 2up,ea»i'ou in. ’Ap.i5rjs 

ß'n'rp.)> 

(468) [2 121 A 114] <C.Kaiovp.ds [s 397] in. ^ov<pavr)y7is (Ötd [32] llvp.€ibpov in. 

’Ap.l5r}S p.rfTp.)'^ 
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172 [2 178 A 171 P 80] <Moi;<rwvtos cir. Nu<ri7S> 

173 [2 179 A 172] •C^ipfilvos kir, eep/iw*'> 

174 [SI42] ^Ardpßios CTT. TTÖXcws Tpaire^ovvTOi 

175 [s 1433 €Tr. llo\ep,üJvLov 

176 [s 144] TpariSiai'its [KpartS. MB Gratianus duo codd. ctt. TroXews 

li.€pa(TQVVTOS 

177 [S14S] 'louXtapÄs CTT. TttjQtas [TajQet'aff B] 

178 [s 146] MeX/00O77os eir. ’Ioi/Xtoi/TröXews [’HXtoi/iroXews B] 

179 [s 147] *T7repe;^tos cir. 'Aairihviav ['A(T‘k6vo}v B] 

180 [s 148] 'Ak6.klo$ iv. li.Lvvi^s 

181 [s 140] <!Aei;Kd5tos [AouKdStos B^] ctt. 

182 [s 149] Ev0pa(rios cir. Aayavias 

183 [s 150] KeKpoirios ^tt. 2ejöao’TOi;7röXec«;s 

184 [S151] ’lwdi'i'ijs eir. NiKOTTÖXews 

185 [s 152] *AvaroXios iir. ttöXcws 2aTdXc«;i' . . . 5td 186 AwpoÖeoi; Trpeffjöi/TCpou 

187 [s 153] 'ÄTTLKbs TTÖXeWS Z'^XWI' 

188 [s 154] *A»»Ttoxos [2 202 A 193 P 43. ’Ai'TtXoxos MB^] eir. 2ti'W7ri;s 

189 [2198 A 189] AvTOiviavbs [Antoninus A] eir. ’A/iicroß 5t’ 190 ’OXuittTn'oi^ 

hio.KbvQv'^ 

191 [s 155] IlapdXtos ^TT. TTÖXews 'Av^pdirtav . . . 5td 192 ['EXirtdioi; 2 
199 A 190] biaKbvov 

193 [s 156] Ovpdviot itr. 'Ißibpwv 5tÄ 194 IlauXoi; irpeaßvrepov p.ov 

195 [S157] ’A/cd/ctos iroXews *ÄpiapaBelas 

196 [s 158] 'HpdKXetos iir. iröXews Ko/tdi'toif 

197 [s 159] ’ASöXtos TTÖXews 'Apaßiaaov 5id 198 ’A5eX0i'oi; ;i^wpe7riff/c67roi; 

199 [s 160] A6p.vos €7r. KcvKouffoO . . . 5id 200 Ev^poyiov 'irp€<Tßvripov 

201 [s 161] ’lwdi'i'ijs iv. ''ApKTjs . . . 202 TTpeffßvrepov *OTpr)iov i’Orpelov 

MB Eixjipovlov 2 192 A 183] 

203 [S162] 0eo56<rtos cir. ttöXcws Nai^ftafoO [Nafiai^fou B] 

204 [S163] ’Api<TT6p.axoi €Tr. (iröXews M) KoXwi^ctas 

205 [2 183 A 176] <!Kwpos eir. KvßlorTptop^ 

206 [s 164] *ATrpayp.6ytoi irr. iröXews Ti'ou 

207 [s 165] ^P'^i'os irr. 'lovvonoXeus [’Iwi'OTroXews B] 

208 [s 166] A^deptos €7r. Ilop.rrr}iovrr6\€tiJs ... 5t’ 2O9 ’E^rt^aWou Trpetrjöi/Tepoi; 

[209 om, Bb] 

210 [s 167] 0ep,tffTtos CTT. ’Ap,d<rTpt5os . . . 5tÄ 2ir ^iXorlßov rrpeffßvrepov 

212 [s 168] 0€65wpos eir. 'HpaicXe^as Üoi'Toi; 

213 [s 169] Pei^^ÖXtos €7r. Kpareias . . . 5id 214 E^Xo7toi; Trpctrjöi/T^poi^ 

215 [2 213 A 2O4] <[’OXi;p,7rtos irr. llpovffiddos [5td 216 Modiffrov rrpeffßvrdpov 

2 213 A 204 ^ i733> 

217 [S170] 0cd0tXos ’A5ptat'oi;7r5Xcws . . . 5td 218 rrpeffßvrepov ßov neXa7/oi; 

219 [s 171] ’EX7r/5tos irr. ‘iroXeofS tu>v 0^pMti>*' [Mi/ptKiji'Wi^ 2 171 A 164I 

220 [s 172] ’A/cuXas irr. TToXews Eü5o^td5os 

221 [S173] MuffT'^ptos dir. TTÖXews *Ap.opiov [’A/t/tuptov B] 

222 [s 174] KupiaKÖs CTT. TpoKvdbtiJV . . . 5ti [+ 223 Xpi^tr/irTroi; rrpea- 

ßvrdpQv 

224 [2 175 A 168] <[0ios cir. Tier'nviooiov'^ 

225 [s 175] AoyylvQ$ Jir. iröXcws 'OpKiarov 

226 [s 176] 2cp'^i>os [2cpt)'os B] cir. Ma^t/ttai'ouiroXews 

(39)tsi77] n^rpos cir. T-^s p.7fTporr. Tayypuv . . . irirep 227 UoXvxpoviov irr. 

Aa5t;jdpcii;)' KaJ 228 0eo5t6pov cir. ^^dipojv [0co5wpos ^irtVicoiros B^^J 

ffovpwv MB, Soronensis A 198] 
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229 [5178] eir. S/tvpi'ijs . . . 5iÄ 230 IlaiJXoi; biaKovov 

231 [S179] Euff^/3tos eir. iroXcws KXafo/iei'Äif 

232 [s 180I Ki^piaKÖs CTT. TTÖXews Aly6.7is 

233 [s 181] Md/ias eir. iröXews 'ÄvivriTtJiv V-^v^iplTOv B] 

234 [s 182] Aeöi'Tcos ^ir. Matdi'dpov 

235 [s 183] Köti'TOS eir. TTÖXeo;« ^wxai'as [0ü>Kei'aff MB] 

236 [5184] npö/cXos €7r. TTÖXews ’Apyl^wv ['AXyl^iav S 233 A 224] 

237 [S 185] 0w/ids eir. AuX/ou Ktap-ijs [OvaXevTiviapovTroXeoJs 2 227 Auliocomenus et 

Valentinianupolitanus A 218] 

238 [s i86l ’OXu/iirtos eir. GeoSoo’touTröXews [^vA^iov 2 237 A 228] 

239 [s 187] ^iXiTTTTOs CTT. N^as atfXrjs 

240 [s 188] ’Poi;0i*'os iir. vdXeus 3piovX<av 

241 [s 189] M.apK€XXlvos eTT. iröXews MijrpoiröXews 

242 [s 190] ‘Hffai'as iir. ’EXaiT^y 

243 [SI91] IlauXtPos [Paulus in. ©eoSoatouTröXews [Hepneprfv^s 2 242 A 233] 

244 [s 192I *Ioi;Xiaj>6s €7r. TröXews 'Tnalnuv [''tninuv M] 

245 [s 193] '^crepios ['^EaTTepos 2 239 A 230] in. iröXews Ihrdv-ijs 

246 [s 194] llpOTipios in. Mup^*'i;s iMvppivrfs Bl*] 

247 [s 195] BaffiXiKÖs [Basilius IlaXatds noXeios 

248 [s 196] llerpos in. noXeui Aapdan/ov 

249 [s 197] OaXdffffios in. noXeus llapiov 

250 [s 198] Aai;t5 in. ’Adpiavuv 

251 [s 199] EüXdXfos €7r. TTÖXeü/s Hiopiüjy 

252 [s 200I Hlopios in. nöXeus Tpwd5os 

253 [S20i] Maiöj/ios [p€OPiQ<T 2 241 A 232. Musonius P 80 et a. 449] in. iröXewy 

Ni)<r<ri;s 

254 [S202] 2Te0ai'os in. ^oip-api^pov iTloißapiPov M] 

255 [s 203] 0co(rc/3ios [0eod6ffioy MB var. lect. in Theodulus var. lect. in 

^TT. ’IX^oi; 

256 [s 204] 'Epp.fjs in. nöXetas *Ajöu5oi; 

257 [s 205] AapirjX in. ndXeus Aa/ii^dKou 

258 [s 206] HarpiKios in. ’Adpiapov Srjp^^ 

259 [s 207I 'MepcKpärijs in. noXeoJs Eepaffitap l^Kepaffaiiop MB] ^ 

260 [s 208] Koffffipios in. nöXeus 'lepoKaiarapeias 

261 [S209] *Apdpias in. ^aTdXup dyaXiap MB] . . . 5ia 260 Koffffipiov 

ini<TK6nov 

262 [s 210] 'HX^as in. ndXeus BXai'SoC 

263 [s 211] XIoXi^Kapiros in. {noXeios B) TaßdXiop [yaßdXiop B* 4»*^'’ A 239I 

264 [S212] llarplKios in. ndXetos *AKpaffaov 

265 [s 213] IlaOXoy in. TpinoXeus 

266 [s 214] ’Afidxios in. SerrÄv 

267 [s 215] AevKios [ScXeuKtos B] in. 'An6XX(iJpo% Upov 

268 [s2i6] Vip.€XXos in. ndXeus l^TparopiKelas 

269 [5217] ’AXKtp,'^5i;s in. ^iXdpdov [XiXdp5pov B] AvSias 

270 [s 218] Aiopifffios in. AvSbs ’ArraXeiürijs 

271 [2 273 A 264] <[’Apto’TÖKptTOs [a. 431J 'ApicrroKXeiros 2A] in. ^OXijp.nov'^ 

272 [5340] <!Ei5ö^ios eir. X(Äp,aTosl> 

273 [5341] <[IIaXXd5tos in. Kopu5dXXou]> 

274 [2 276 A 267] c^Kuptvos in. XLardpiop'^ 

275 [s 219] ^Te(j>apos in. Aip.vptop . , . diä (284) Nt/coXdov in. ^AKapaffffitop 

noXews . . 

276 [s 220] Zrj^bdoTOs in. rrjs TeXp-iffffiup [|U,i;Tpo]7r6Xec«;s xal MaKpds r^s prfffov 
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277 [S22i] ^p6vTttJv ["yLpovitav S 279 cronton A 270] ctt. t^s ttöXcws 

278 [s 222] ^tXtiriros iröXews BaXßou/jewi' 
279 [s 223] GeöSwpos CTT. TTÖXews *A*'Tt0cXXoi; 

280 [s 224] Aeöi'Ttos €ir. TrtJXews 'Apd^wi' 
281 [5225] ’A*'T/iraTpos eir. *Kai;i^ou [Kaup-wv S 283 caumenos A 274 Kapaffffaiwv 

MB] 
282 [S 284 A 275] <^KpaTia>'6s ctt. 'n.av6pp.ov'^ 

283 [s 226] ’Ai'Speas eir. rrjs TXw^wi' iröXews 
284 [S227] NiKöXaos e^r. TröXews 'ÄKpafjaov ['A.Kpa<rov B Acarasi 

285 [s 228] 'Pw/iai^is rfjs ^ovßupeuv iröXcws 
286 [5229] AoKip.d(rios CTT. TToXeufs Mapupelas 

287 [s 230] NtWas e-TT. TroXem Meydpup 

288 [S231] *A0apdffios eir. (-j- TröXeus B^) 'OttoCptos 

289 [s 232] Aoßplpo^ eir. HXaraietop [IlXaratwi' M] 
290 [s 233] ’Opriffip.os iir. *'Apyovs 

291 [s 234] Mapjcos [S 142 A 135 4* et alias; MapKiapös MB] ctt. TroXews %vpolas 

[Evßoias M^orr] 

292 [s 235] Xlepeypipos eir. iroXeoJs ^oipiKrjs 

293 [s 236] EvTvxi’Os eir. ’ASpiapovnöXeus 

294 [s 237] *KXaiü»5tos [fcXdöeos M KXadatos B] €ir. ’A7;^(e<rp,ou [’A7;i^taffp,o{) B"] 
295 [s 238] ^UTT^pixos €7r. TToXews EepKvpas 

296 [2 147 A 140] <[$iX6kti;tos iir. AuSiopris"^ 

297 [2148A141] c^^'lüjdppTjs in. *4>wTtK^s [(pptariK^s 2 pruticensis A] Sid 298 
Zr}Poßiov . . 

299 [s 239] Alopvctios in. irdXeus 'Apriox^lo.s 

300 [s 240] ’lwdppTjs in. 'AXlpd(*}p nSXeios 

301 [5241] $Xd7/ctXXos [^Xa7WXtos B] in. ’lafforov 

302 [s 242] XlanLas in. noXetas ’Eptf7;s 
303 [s 243] Aiopvaios [Sop^iff. M] in. nSXeios 'HpaKXeias Adr/iov [dXdr/iou B 

drdXp-oi; B^] 

304 [s 244] M.ipapdpos in. noXeuJS ’ÜpaKXelas ^aXßdKrji 

305 [s 245] Evneidios in. noXeus ^rparopiKelas 

306 [s 246] ’liüdppTjs in. nöXeus 'Ap.a^6pos ['Ap.v^6pos 2 320 A 311] 
307 [s 247] ^vyxdiVLOs in. iroXews ’AiroXXwi'tdSos 
308 [s 248] 0co5ct>pi;TOS [0eo5wptTos B] in. n6X€(»3S 'AXaßdphtap 

309 [s 249] '\ij3dpprfs in. Ki'tSou 
310 [5250] KaXavS^WM in. iröXews 'AXiKapvatjffov 5td 311 'louXtarou npecß^ripov 

[311 om. B^] 
312 [5251] Aai'ti^X eir. irdXews KdSwi' 

313 [s 252] Mö5e<rTos in. ndXeta^ ^eßaarijs 

(457) [2 341 A 332] <;MaT0tas in. Tijp.ei'OvOipwp (5id Hovpexlov in. AaodiKeias 

ßvrp.)> 

314 [s 253] c^HaCXos in. 'Apiariov 252 2 342 {dplanttjp) A 333 om. MB]> 
3^5 [S254] EvXdXtos in. iroXews 'S.ißXia^ [2t/3X6ias B; llißpioiv 2 340, Sibriensis 

A 331] 
316 [s 255] Xdpijs in. ALOPVffovnoXtiüs [2 343 A 334, AiopvaiovnöXem MB] 
317 [s 256] ^ItodppTjs in. Tpairefoir6Xews [TpairefoviroXews 
318 [5257] rcwdSios in. ’AKfiopiojp 

319 [s 258] Qup.df in. OeodofftovnoXetos 

320 [S259] rei»j.d5tos in. noXews M-Offvpiop 

321 [s 260] Etai^Spos eTT. TroXews AioKXeias 

322 [S261] repö^'Tios in. nöXews BaffiXipovniXeus 
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323 [5262] ’AX0ci6s iir. TToXews Mui'Sou 

324 [s 263] Aio7e>'T?s TToXews 'OpOuxnaiiov Öiä 325 OeoKriffrov irpeffßvT^pov 

[325 om. Bb] 

326 [5264] ZiüTiKoS e-jT. TTÖXews 'ApndffüJv . . . diä 327 ^iXoßeov Trpearßvrepov 

328 [s 265] Metpos [Mtpos B MyrO eir. EvXdpdpiop [B^'cr^ evXddpwp rellA 

329 [5266] XovKiapbs [MwKi/ios S 328 A 3^9^ ^oXews 'lypov 

330 [s 267] ^^XtTTTTOS €7r. TToXews Ai;<rtd5os 

331 [s 268] ’E‘Ki(f>6iPLOi kir. TTÖXews MtSatou [M, Mi;5atou B] 

332 [5269] ’A/3^pKtos €7r. 'lepas iröXews 

333 [s 270] Ki^ptaKÖs ctt. TroXews Eu/capirtas [Eu/capTretas B^] 

334 [5271] Evarroxtos [Eustathius $] ctt. ttöXcws AoKtplov 

335 [s 272] ’AKÖXas in. AvpÖKpwp 

336 [s 273] BaffiXetos c^r. NaKwXe/as 

337 [s 274] SrpaT^Vios eir. UoXi^ßoroi; [IIoXi/jÖwtou M] 

338 [s 275] NcoirröXe/iOs i‘fr. ndXetos Kdppup 

339 [5276] IlauXos €7r. TTÖXcws A^pjöijs 

340 [s 277] nXoi;7apxos in. noXeios Avarpiop 

341 [s 278] Evyipios CTT. TToXews Kdpup 

342 [5279] ’Pou^ii'Os CTT. TToXews ''TSrjs 

343 [s 280] Tifpappos in. nöXeus Ovp.apd5ü)P 

344 [s 281] ’AxoXtos in. nöXeus Aapdpdup [dXapapSdp B et Vdr. lect. in 

345 [s 282] EvTp6nio$ in. ’ASciSwi# [dXa5w>' MB^, dXapbCip B^] 

346 [5283] IlauXos €7r. 4»tXop,i;Xtoi; 

347 [s 284] riai/Xtvos in. 'Airap-eias 

348 [S285] ^eoTCKpos [Theoctistus 4»A 291] in. lüvpaelov [Ti^patou M rvpaaiov B| 

349 [s 286] 'EopriKios in. MijrpoTToXews 

350 [S287] Kupos [2 302 A 293 ^5 KvpiXXos MB] in. ^iPidpSov 

351 [s 288] AißdpLOs in. nöXetos HapXaiup [IlapaXewi' MB4»] 

352 [s 289] 'AXi^apSpos in. SeXeu/cei'as 

353 [s 290] 'OXvpmos in. 2ü>foiröXews 

354 [S291] ^oprrfiapbs [^popT. B, Frontianus Fotianus al. varr. in. ^ayaXaa- 

crov [’AyaXdffffov B*’] 

355 [S292] MeffffaXtt'os in. AaoBiKeias . . . Sicl 356 ’ASi^Xou [SaS'^rou -Itov 

B$“] ;^wp€7rt<rKÖ9rou ' 

357 [s 293] Baaawpas in. N^as TröXews 

358 [s 294] ^XbJpepTios in. 'AdpiapovnöXeus 

359 [s 295] Movffiüpios [2 310 A 301, p.ovffiap6<T MB4», M.oviap6s Schw.] in. Aip.iptop 

(474) [5402] [Md^ip,os in. Zop^iXiüp (öid 49 IIep7ap,tou in. 'Aptiox^Icls r^s Xlicridutp 

ßrjTponSXew^) ] 

360 [5296] Mapaffff^s in. OeodoffiovnbXeus 

361 [s 297] ’ludppijs in. BapyvXiov 

362 [s 298] ^Xüjpiprios in. Aiffßov Tepibov [Mi/TtX'^//7;s 2 351 A 342] 5id 363 

E^eXnCcTOv ;i^wpe7ri<rK67roi; 

364 [s 299] Tpv(l><i)p [Ev^päpTios 2 352 A 343] in. X/oi; rijs p'qffov 

365 [23S3A344] <Bapdxtos [Barachus A] in. Nd^ou> 

366 [5300] *Ena<pp65iTos in. ndXeoJi Tap.d(rov 

367 [S301] ^oJTTjpas in. ndXews QeoSoffiapijs 

368 [5302] 'HXi65(üpos in. ’Ap.adovpTos [per (367) Soterem episcopum $] 

369 [5303] AiSvpos in. AaniOov [per (366) Epaphroditum ep. $] 

370 [5304] npo^X‘®s [^, Hpocrixtos MB] in. 'ApctPorfs . . . Siä (367) ^UTTfpd in. 

371 [5305] ’EnL(j>dpioi in. SöXw)' . , . 5td (367) "ZuJTrjpa in. \_sed cf. 34] 

372 [5306]' ^wreti'is in. K.v$pup . . . diä 373 Aiopvfflov diaKopov 
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374 [3307] *liadvv7ts ctt. ttoXcus [M.ea'qvTjs B] 

375 [3308] ’D^cXijnos eir. (-|- TröXcais Te7^as 

376 [S309] Elprjyaios [EtpriviKSs 2 28 A 29] ev. TroXews ^awdKrov 

377 [5310] KupiXXos €Tr. vdXetos ^Xovßplrov i^ovßpiros MB] 

378 [S311] Fei^i^dlSios iv. iröXews Kvüjffffov 

379 [3312] ECü'ißtOi iv. ndXem ’AwoXXwwdSos 

380 [5313] ArjpTiTpios cir. Adßirrjs [XauTri/ir 2 IS7 ^ Lappes 

381 [s 314] EÄ^paras [^, El50paTos MB] in. ’EXeuÖepvijs 

382 [5315] IIouXos in. Kayrdyov . . . 6td 383 Xpvffoyiyov npeerßvripov 

384 [5316] in. n6\€<i)i ^iXlnnuv 

385 [5317] E^ffißtos in. Aoßripov 

386 [5318] Ma^ipipos in. ^eppwv 

387 [5319] NiKÖXaos eir. 2to/3ü>»' 

388 [5320] Aap5d»»tos in. BapXad [2 18, farula A 19 napXduv et varr. MB, i.e. 

EapydXu)!/] 

389 [5321] ^J<advvrji in. HapOiKOniXeus [11. om. $] . . . 5tä 390 KuptXXou 

[Cyriacum ^] npcffßvripov 

391 [5322] 'OvtiJpdTos in. nSXeios Qdffov 

392 [5323] Q€6(I>i\os in. *Apiaff<rov 

393 [5324] Neü;i> ^ir. TTÖXews 2iXXi;oi; 

394 [5325] A16S0TOS in. JToXews Avcriviutv [Avffivaitov MB] 

395 [5326] Mdpas in. noXetas KoSpovXwp . . . Sid (397) MapKcXXivov inioKonov 

396 [5327] IlavXos in. (noXeus M) n67Xü>i' [n(67Xwi' M] 

397 [5328] MapKeXXti'os in. nSXcttts 'IffivSwv 

398 [5329] MaK65ibt» in. noXews 'M.cLy()dov [MauSou B] 

399 [2 14 A 15] <|MaKdptos in. Aivov [enuntos A]]> 

400 [5330] £656^10$ in. iröXews 'ETippuv [irevüv Bt>] 

(408) [5331] [AupTjXtos in. ’A5pap,eTi7i»ös] 

401 [5332] *MapK€XXivos MapKiayis MB4*^ 2 269 A 260] in. noXeus KopaXXtay 

402 [5333] E(>yiviOi in. nSXeios Kore^'i'Wi» 

403 [s 334] ''Oßpipos in. TToXews KopaKijo-tou 

404 [5335] IIcTpos in. noXem ’Ex^viiov . . . Sid (4*^5) ^oi(f>povlov crweni- 

ffKinov pov 

405 [5335] <2w0p6vtos eir. . . .> 

406 [5336] EixTrdßiQs in. (^uX?;* A 8$) 2apaKi;i>(Si' 

407 [5337] EtJivaTCivrlvos in. iröXcws Aijpr)Tptd5os 

408 [2 361 A 352] <C.O^aX€pLaybs in. 

409 [5331] C^Avp'dXios in. 'Adpaperrjvis VASpapvrrivds M in ra5.]|> 

410 [s 338] 'Peo’Ttriaj'ös [peariapoff B, Restitutianus ^*c*'] in. 'A(j>piK7j$ [ont. #^] 

411 [2362 A353] <Ci*AvprfXi.os [avXepiia) poa, avX^pioa 2, ualerius A] in. lldnov 

[Afrus A]> 

412 [5339] ^ccßtyiapös in. Hippes [nirpac M] 

(272) [s340] [EuSd^ios eir. XiüpaTos] 

(273) [5341] [IlaXXdStos eV. KopuSdXXwi*] 

APPENDIX 

(14) Aioyiprfs in. p-r)“^poniXeuss Ki/ftKOu Kal vnip tS>v dnipTtap imaKonuJv vn’ cpe, 

TovriffTiv 

4J^3 [5342] *AXc^dv5pou TTÖXews *'^kt)s [ÖKija B] 

4^4 [^343^ Pc/u^XXoi; MeXcTouirdXews 

4^5 [5344^ Evaropylov [^iXoaropylov actio XVII 9, 183] XKij^piov 

4^6 [5345] Eätuxioi'oO BdpTjs 
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417 [S346] ’A/caWoi; ^IpOKOvviiaov {yipoKOvifffQv B] 

418 [5347] Kat Ti/ioÖcou rep/iijs 
(fvvatvCiy viriypaypa: — 

(25) QtoSuJpos in. Taptrou t^s prjTponoXews Kal vnip T<ay dnövTtiJv ini(rK67r<iJy tup 
« » » i vir €/te 

(124) [5348] SaXovartov Kwpi/Kov [KOpvKov M] 

(ii8)[S349] Kal Marpwt'tai^ou Ilo/tiriytouiröXews 

cwaivSiv vniypayl/a: — 

(47) Mapiayöi [Marinianus ctt. ^vvddwv rrjs pTfrpoTrdXeufi Kal vnep tup dndpTdJP 

evXaßeffraTwv ^iritTKÖirwi' tuv vir* ip-i 

419 [5350] 'EXXaS/ou iröXcws <C.^y>T€KTOplov [r^Kropiov M4>, reroKroplov B] 

420 [5351] IlavXov TToXcft/s *A/ua5dör<rijs 

421 [5352] Av^dpovTOs ndXeus Hpoßiffffov 

422 [5353] 'OrpibJS iröXcws Kippaßoplov [Kipaßopiov B, Kivpapoplov M] 

423 [s 354] Av^dpopTos TTÖXews Bpufov 

424 [5355] ’laKtü/Sou iröXcws npv/t*'i<i<r<ri;s 

425 [5356] Kai BaffiXelov iroXews ^'Orpou 

ffvpaipup vniypayl/a'. — 

(26) KCpos [KiJptXXos MB] eir. 'Apa^dpßov [Anazarborum rrjs /tijrpoiröXcws 

Kat uirep tup dnhpriiip cirtffKÖirwi^ twi' vir’ ip.i 

426 [5357] IIapi;70p^ov KatrraßdXijs [Kaj-Tdjöiytr MB] 

427 [5358] ’lovXiavou’AXe^avSpe^as [’AXe^dj'Spou B*^] 

428 [S359] Euffradiou AiyQv [Aegeorum ^] 

ffvpaipiüp vTriypa\l/a: — 

(48) ’OprjiTKpopoi eir. ’lKOt'tov prfTpo-zröXeus . . . Kal virep twp dnöprup etncTKÖirtap 

rCäp vir’ ipk 

429 [5360] Eu7€i'tou iroXews Bapdrup ßapdywp ßapdyyojp B] 

430 [5361] Aioß7i8ovs iröXews *AfißXd8ü)p 

431 [5362] ’Aer^ou ’ltraupoiröXews 

432 [5363] EifffTaÖi'ov iröXews SaudTpwi^ 

433 [5364] 'Hyefiopiov iröXews ^Tdappacv [Gedammao ySapavrov 

75p,-B, üSp.-B’^] 

434 ^8365] Köi'tvt'os iröXews n^prtüi' [ircpfftDt' B] 

435 [s 366] ’Ap/uartou iröXcws MiffBlas 

436 [5367] *Opr)(ripov iröXews ’lXlffTpwp 

437 [5368] *OXu/tirtou iröXews Ov<[a]>ffd5c«;v 

(21) Batr^etos eir. ScXeuKe/as /tijrpoiroXews ’laaup^as dptVas vire7pa^a Kat uirep tQp 

dir6pr(t>p vir’ ipi ciriffKÖirwi^ 

438 [S369] 'AvTiopiov Ne0eXtd5os [B^, Nc0eX/5os MB^] 

439 [5370] ’laKCVjöou ’Ai'c/twpiou 

440 [5371] Nout'c^^/ou XapdSpwi' 

441 [5372] Ata^epovTiou’^OXjQi/s 

442 [5373] ^AptupIqv Ao/tertouiröXews 

443 ^5374] Sre^di'ou AaXttrdt'dov 

444 ^5375] IlavXov’lepairöXetvs 

445 [5376] Miji'odci^pov E^piji'OviröXetvs 

446 [5377] Köpiopos Xßid'rjs [isbidae isidae bidis ßlSrfff B, ßrjdrjc M]; — 

(46) Nou»'^;i^tos ^ir. Aao8tKelas rrjs firjrpoTroXeus 6piffas vrriypaypa Kat vrrip rCop 

drr6vTit>p i'ir* ipk im<fK6ntj)p 

447 [5378] 2 vppax^ov iröXetvs 'ArroizStap 

448 [5379] $iXi;tou iröXtws Xatpardirwi» [;^apaTdirc«;^' MB, corr. M] 

449 ts 380] ’Eiri^ai'iou iröXcws KoXaffffwi» 
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450 [5381] T^va.'yopa. ttöXcws ’IXoufwi' [e^Xovfwi' M] 
451 [5382] Ztaaifiov iroXeios 0e/ii<rö'<wi'/>oi/ [ßefMiffcrov MB, Themisonii 

Themissonii 
452 [S383] ^AvtlÖXOv TToXeus ^avdwv [ffvifCLtav M, sanao 
453 [S384] ^iXa5eX0</>oi; [^iXadeX^ov MB, Filadelfio Philadelphio 

TTÖXews *ATavaar<Tov 

454 [S385] *Apaßiov [dpthfiiov B] iroXews ^vwdov 
455 [5386] ‘Hpa^cXei'ou iröXews ^vSiaffov [Kr}dLa<Tov M^orr] 

456 [5387] Taiou iröXews ’AXlwv 
457 [5388] Marktet TröXew; Tr)p.evov0vpü>v [rep.ei'ov drfpCiv Ttip-eaiavov S 341 

A 332] 
458 [s 389] ^iXi-KTfov ttöXcws IXcXtwi' 
459 [s 390] "lartavov [Tatiano rarivov MB; Titiano actio XVII, 9, 185 in 

iröXews 
460 [S390a] ^iXiTTTTov iroXcws [0iXi7r7roi»7röX€W<r MB] <Ci_'AyKvpa^ athnpo-^ 2 348 

^ 337>; — 
(34) ’OXiü/iTrtos GTT. TT7S ßfjTpOTrSXetos ’Kv'^'pov 6piffas VTreypayj/a dtd (366) ’ETra- 

(ppodlrov eir. iröXews Tap.dffov Kal virep twv dirovritip 

461 [S391] ‘Ep/ioXaou iröXews 
462 [S392] VLaprepiov TroXews [KapreptouTröXewff MB] 

463 [5393] ’Apt<rTOKX^ovs 
464 [5394] ^ißepiov TT^Xcitis [.Tiß€piavovTr6X€<tjc M, rißepiowoXewcr B, Tiberio 4»] 
465 [S395] NtKOfl'oX^wi'os [MB^a^ nicopolis $cr]: — 

(32) 'Lvp.ediVT]^ cV. ’AfilSrjs t-^s ßrjTpo'jroXtoJS V7r^ypa\pa xal inr^p twv vtt’ 

466 [5396] Evaeßiov <ClyyiXr)s [iyy^Xnff 2 120, inceles A II3]> 

467 [s 396a] Mapwydl^ov [ßapiovovTroXeioor M, ßaKpo- B, Maronio f», Maronius 

a. 458: Act. Conc. 11, V, p. 41, ii. 42, 31] TröXews 

468 [5397] KaLovßa <C^ov(j>avrjvrjs 2 121, sufaninensis A ii4> 

469 [S397a] OvaXap<T€Kov [gualaras 4», balursachius, ualarus, -ras a. 458: Act. 
Conc. II, V, p. 41, II. 42, 35] TTÖXews [ouaXapö-cKOuTTÖXews MB] 

470 [s 398] *Ttp</ctoi; [tiricio anpf-Kiov MB, turuhius, reticius a. 458, ib. p. 41, 
II. 42, 34] TTOXCÜ/S 

(33) nerpou TTpeaßvT^pQv'. ■— 

(49) Tlepydßios eir. 'Avrt.ox^^<^^ '^'>75 IltffiSwif p,i;Tp07r6Xews vTriypayj/a Kal virkp twv 

d‘jr6vTUJv $€0<f)iX€(TTdTUjp eTTiffKOnuv rrjs Trpoeiprjßeyrfs eirapxlas 

471 [5399] 'AttcXX/oi; [Apellino f»] iroXews 

472 [5400] npwro7^i'ous TTÖXews 

473 [5401] MapKeXXiVoi/TröXews 

474 [5402] Ma^^p-ou [4»cr a. 458; ßa^ißlvov MB] TröXews <CZofuXwi' S 311 A 302; 

lege Zop^lXuJv'^ 

475 ^5403] Tipo^eoi; TTÖXews 

(345)^5404] EörpOTTiou TTÖXews <|’A5d5wi»>: — 

476 [S405] ’Ap^eWou TTÖXews 

(359) [5406] MovotovLov TToXews d^Aißeywv'^: — 

(ii) 2Te0a»'os ctt. 'E^effoi; rijs p-TjrpoTröXcws <01 UTrep rwv vtt' ep,e dirovruv 

OeooeßeffrdTwv enLaKOTriop, TOvreariv 

477 [5407] EOrpOTTioi; TröXews IIcp7dpoi; 

478 [s 408] ^Xaßiapov TTöXews 'AdpaßVTTtov 

479 4®9^ Ma^ipou TröXews 'Acroov 
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480 [S410] 'ApeTiavov irdXews 'Avr6.vbpu>v [aTT&vbptav MB] 

481 [5411] yipvcoyovov TToXews [4», MB] 
482 [5412] 'AXe^di^Spoi; TTÖXews Ma7i'i;<rias 
483 [5413] Eyffradtoi; iröXews ^Ttip-ivov [Timeni re/i^pou MB] 
484 [5414] ^paKOvriov iröXews '^pvBpCjv 

485 [5415] Vevvabiov iröXews ^Trfitav [ritav MB] 
486 [5416] 'louXtai'oi) ttÖXcws Ae/3e5oi; 

487 [S417] ’AXe^d^'Spou TTÖXews KoXo0w»/os 
488 [s 418] ZuTiKov iröXews 'Avai'as 
489 [S419] ’latSwpoi; TTÖXews [Prienae irptaivrfa M, rpiaivrjff B] 
490 [5420] Ma^i'/iou TToXews TpdXXewi' [TpdXXcwi' om. B] 
491 [5421] ^aßßariov iröXews Maffrauputv [^aßßariov iroXeios om. B] 
492 [5422] 'Evffropylov rrdXewi Aibi lepoO 

493 [5423] Tepovrlov vbXeus 'ApKadiovnoXews 
(237) [5424] Oüjßd TToXcuJs AvXiov KOJßrji 
(240) [5425] 'Pou^^i'ou irdXews <[Bptoi;Xü>i'^ [om. B^] 
494 [5426] ’ludvvov TToXeus Bap^rrwi' [om. Bt>] 
495 [5425 bis] Ba<riXe/oi; iroXews *^luv [aitav M, doaiuv B, teorum reorum 

496 [5426 bis] *AX€^dv8pov ‘frSXeus M.ovavXris [fievavXria B] 

ffvvaivicrai vviypayj/a Sid (245) 'EovepLov evicrKbirov lliTdvrjs'. ■— 

‘ (27) K<i)vffTdvrios [Constantinus ^^*"1 iv. rfji fiijrpovbXewi "Bborptav Kal vnkp T<av 

VTT* ep.k d€0<piXe<TTdTb>v eviaxbiruv 

(135) [5427] nXdiCKOv [irXdKoi; B] TröXews Tepdffuv [= 2 98 A 92] 
497 [5428] Z<>Jcrvos “fröXeui'Eoßovyros 

498 [5429] MdX;)^ov TTÖXews Aii'ov 

499 [s 430] ravTou TTÖXews Ne^Xwi^ 
500 [S431] N6vvov iröXews Zepaßiyrii [Bt>^, ^epapLivrjo MB^] 
501 [5432] XlXwvoi [x^iXwvoo B] iröXews N^as iröXews 
502 [5433] *l<i)dpvov iröXcws ’'Eppiji 

503 [S434] 'loßlov TrbXeoJi Nißrfs 

504 [S435] raiavov iröXews M.riddßuv 

505 [5436] ^evripov M.a^ifnavov7r6X€<i)s 

506 [S437] 'AvaoTaaLov iröXeus Eurt/itas 
507 [s 438] SoXe/iou TTÖXews XtavoTavTiav^s [Constantianae et Constantinae 
508 [5439] Mdpa [jöd/)a B] trbXeus Aiovvatdbo^ 

(fwaiviaas vire^pa^j/a'. — 

(29) Qeobujpo^ eir. rijs p-rirpoiröXeus Aap.a(rKov Kal virep ruy utt’ e/i€ ßeo^nXeffrdroJv in. 
509 [s 440] ’lüjdpvov nöXews llaXp.6pas 

$10 [S441] Ad5a TTÖXews XoyaxdpoJv 

511 [S442] Ei!/<rejdtov iroXews ’laßpovSojy 

512 [5443] öeodüJpov nbXeus Aavdßuv [Sdßtov B^, Sdßpwy B^] 
513 [5444! 'Aßpap.Lov ['Aßpaap.iov M] iröXews 'ApXdvttJv [dpxdiov Bb] 
514 ts445] llerpov nöXcoJs KopaSeiov [KOpaSaliov MB] 

ffwaiveoas vniypayj/a'. — 

(30) ^ricpavos in. rrjs ßrjTponoXetas 'lepanoXeus Kal vnep t^v utt’ ißk 0co0cXcffTdrc«;i' 
InifTKhntay 

515 [s 44b] OvpavLov nbXetJii ^o{}pu>v 

516 [5447] 'Hdpa ndX^tiJs'ilpLßwv 

5^7 [5448] Aavi5 TTÖXews EvpcüTToD 

518 [5449] Ko<r/ia ttöXcws <[Bap/3aXt(T<ro01> 
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519 [5450] Mapi<*'t>a»'ou [{xapiavov MB, marianus (marinianus Rcorr) 4>aj 

ßapivtavov XVII, 9, 184 M] iröXews 'Po<ra0d ['Pw<ra0d M] 

ffvvaiveffas v'iriypayl/a: — 

520 [S451] rpTyvopios eir. ^AdpiayovndXeus Vom. $] 

521 [5452] ’loßiavbs [2 1$ A 16; a. 448: actio I 552; lovßevdXioar MB, om. cir. 

AißeXrov [Sijö^XXoi; MB] öpiffas vn^ypa-ij/a 

My reconstruction of F confirms the view I pointed out above 

that the number of 520 members, already cited in the Imperial de- 
cree of 452 a.d., is no invention. My list even comprises 521 entries, 
but it is quite possible that Pamprepios of Titiopolis (F 98) like 

the Egyptian bishops attended only the first session and was 
therefore not mentioned in the list of the sixth (see pp. 67-68). By 
rejecting Schwartz^s Suggestion that the two lists s and SA were 

compiled independently, we avoid a number of difficulties. 
Schwartz reflects “whether the minutes of the council were 

published before the Compilers had finished their task.” More¬ 
over he believes that the lists were constructed and arranged by 
their Compilers by means of very complicated manipulations, and 
does not consider them simply as jenumerations of bishops and 

representatives. Despite all his valuable contributions to the 
elucidation of a large number of details, the result of Schwartz^s 
research is unsatisfactory due to this preconceived idea, which 

explains neither the origin of the two chief lists nor their partial 
conformity. He himself finally admits the inadequacy of his 
explanation avowing: “Et scientiae pars est quaedam nescire.” 

If my reconstruction of F is correct on the whole, all difficulties 
disappear. To prove this, let me first try to justify the general 
arrangement of my reconstruction of F and then examine the 

details in which F differs from s and SA. 
Certainly F corresponded more closely to s than to SA, for 

doubtless it also took the hierarchical order of rank into account. 
In fact, F and s are more or less identical, if we leave out of ac¬ 
count the 30 names figuring in SA, but missing in s, It is true, 

here and there the order of s is confused, and one is sometimes 
tempted to straighten it out. But it is possible that this real or 
perhaps merely apparent disorder resulted from circumstances 
which are no longer discernible, and already existed in the original 
list. E.g., in the Greek lists we always find Amphilochios of Side 

His name is omitted in Sy but figures both in the Latin version ($) and in the 
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in the same place, namely between the metropolitans of Apameia 
in Syria and Tarsos, generally as the 2ist metropolitan/®^ but 
sometimes as i6th, 2oth, 22nd or 24th/‘*^ His suffragan bishops 

however are placed at the end of all the bishops present at the 
council (s 330-334), even after the suffragan bishops of the met- 

ropolitan of Perge, who occupies the 45th place in the list of 
metropolitans. The divergence between the respective places of 
Amphilochios and of his suffragan bishops in the list reveals that 
the Order is here somewhat confused, perhaps due to the fact that 

Side was only the ecclesiastical metropolis of a part of Pamphylia 
(S 266: UafKjivXtaq irepag), while Perge, the ecclesiastical me¬ 
tropolis of the rest, was the political Capital of the entire province 

of Pamphylia. Hence the suffragan bishops of Amphilochios of 
Side and those of Epiphanios of Perge may have formed one 
group at the council. The fact that in the enumeration of metro¬ 
politans Amphilochios occurs long before his colleague Epiphanios, 

is obviously not due to the higher rank of his see, but to his 
seniority and authority. Side retained this precedence: in the 
Notitia Epiphanii it occupies the loth place and Perge the 2 5th. 

At Ephesos in 431 a.d., i.e., before the council of Chalcedon, 
Amphilochios of Side figures as the gth metropolitan in the list 
of signatories at the session of June 22, while Berinianos of Perge 

Stands nearly at the end of the list, i.e. No. 192 out of 197; if we 
suppose that the almost complete disorder of this list of signatories 
resulted from the fact that the members signed when they arrived, 

this would mean that Berinianos arrived late.^**^ In the list of 
those present at the same session, Perge and Side occupy the 2 2nd 
and 23rd places respectively,^**^ in that of those present on 
July 22, the 2 0th and 2ist places,^**® and in the list of the signa¬ 
tories on July 22, the 8th and 2oth places;^®® thus in the list of 

Greek list of those present at the sixth session; thus he was no doubt present at the 
sixth session. V. VI. VIII. IX. 

Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 10. 
Acta Conc. Oec., t. I, vol. I, pars II (1927), p. 55-64. 
Acta Conc. Oec., t. I, vol. I, pars II, p. 3-7. This fact suggests that the list 

of those present at the session of July 22 is not copied from the corresponding list 
for June 22, as Schwartz suggests in his annotation to the text, but vice versa. For 
if, as 1 suppose, Berinianos arrived toward the end of the session of June 22, we 
should not find him in his right place in the list of those present there. 

Acta Conc, Oec., t. I, pars VII (1929), p. 84-88. 
Acta Conc. Oec., t. I, pars VII, p. 11-117. 
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431 A.D. Perge is always placed before Side except in the list of 

signatories of June 22. 
We find a similar divergence in the case of RhodosJ**^ While 

the metropolitan of the province of the Islands, which belonged 

to the Dioecesis Asiana^ Stands at the end (s 53), even after the 
metropolitans of Illyricum and Thracia, his suffragan bishops 

(s 298-299) are recorded between those of Pisidia (under the 
44th metropolitan) and those of Cyprus (under the 3oth metro¬ 
politan), the latter also being in an unusual place. In this case we 

can neither explain nor rectify the anomaly; for we know too little 
of the historical causes and evolution of the hierarchical order 

that prevailed at this time to be able to check the correctness of 
every entry in the list of 451 a.d, For this reason, I prefer, in my 

reconstruction of P, to leave such entries as those of the metro¬ 
politans of Side and Rhodos, in their places perhaps erroneously 

assigned to them in s, 
Now let me examine the details in which P differs from s. 

No. 67. Ovpdvios iv. TaßdXuv. 

In 2A he occupies the last place (2 39. A 40) among the bishops of Syria 1, whose 
arrangement is different in s. It was probably because of the resemblance of the 
names of the hishoprics Gabala and Gabbula that his name was omitted in 5 before 

60 Xlirpos in. TaßßovXa. 

No. 72. rXt/KO»' in. Kaiffapelas 5iä Zufflßov in. M.rivul5os. 

No, 73. "Zevrjpiavbs in. ^KvOoniXews. 

In the list arranged according to provinces Glykon, metropolitan of Palaestina I, is 
placed (2 123, A 116) between Juvenal of Jerusalem (= 6) and the bishops of the 
three Palestinian provinces, who in s (66-69. 71-73. 75-83) are thrown together. 

Metropolitans represented by bishops are generally registered among the metropoli¬ 
tans (s 7.10.20.30.36.37.53), while these bishops usually affixed their signatures in 
their own rights among the other bishops of their province; the only exception was 
Meletios of Larissa in Syria 11 who signed for his metropolitan (5 20) adding the 
words “and for myself” {Kal vnkp ip.ov bpicas VTriypa\j/a). I shall discuss below the 
probable place in T where Zosimos of Meno’is signed in his own right. The place 
where the name Glykon of Kaisareia has been omitted in s is all the more difficult 
to fix as the name of the metropolitan of Palaestina 11 (2 131. A 124: Severianos 
of Skythopolis) is also missing, both names figuring only in 2A. Since the metro¬ 
politan of Petra, Capital of Palaestina III, was not present at the council, none of 
the metropolitans of the three Palestinian provinces occurs in s. In any case the 
names Glykon and Severianos would have followed that of Juvenal of Jerusalem 
{s 6) and preceded those of their own suffragan bishops (5 66-83). One is tempted 
to assume that in P the entry of the two metropolitans of Palaestina I and 11 fol¬ 
lowed those of the metropolitans subordinated to Antioch as capital of the entire 
Dioecesis Oriens {s 19-29), since Jerusalem in its tum follows Antioch (5 5), and 
that they preceded the group of ‘^eparchiotaf^ of Syria I, suffragan bishops of 

“’Schwartz, ßischofslisten, p. 19. 
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Antioch as capital of the province, enjoying certain Privileges, but ranking below 
the provincial metropolitans. The fact that several metropolitans of the Patriarchate 
of Constantinople (5 11-18) are placed before those of Antioch, and others (5 31-53) 
after them, indicates that the Compiler considered the first group as direct suffragan 
bishops of Constantinople and the latter as suffragan bishops of Kaisareia, Ephesos 
and Herakleia, which in their turn ranked below Antioch. Consequently, according 
to the rank of Jerusalem, the names of the Palestinian metropolitans should be 
placed after Antioch and probably before Kaisareia, Ephesos and Herakleia, thus 
between 5 29 and 31 j ie., either before or after the name of the metropolitan of 
Cyprus (5 30). Since the bishops of Cyprus are given in a very low place of the 
list {s 300-306), we might suppose that their metropolitan was placed after his 
Palestinian colleagues who would then have been omitted between 5 29 and 30. 

But deductions of this kind are not conclusive, for, as we have seen in the cases 
of Side and Rhodos, the order of the provinces in s often differs from that of their 
metropolitans. 

Other considerations Support the supposition that the metropolitans of Palaes- 
tina I and 11 figured between the eparchiotai of Syria J and the bishops of the three 
Palestinian provinces;^“ the metropolitans of Palaestina I and II occupied the place 
next to the Phoenician titular metropolitan Eustathios of Berytos (5 65). As I have 
already mentioned, the bishops of the three Palestinian provinces are thrown 
together in s. This arrangement shows that all of them were considered as direct 
suffragan bishops of Jerusalem, notwithstanding the rights of the three provincial 
metropolitans. Jerusalem aspired to an absolute sovereignty over them similar to 
that enjoyed by Alexandria over the church of the Egyptian and Libyan provinces. 
Accordingly the two Palestinian metropolitans probably only signed as prinii inter 

pares before the other Palestinian bishops, and merely separated from these by the 
Phoenician metropolitan Eustathios of Berytos. This sequence of names clearly 
shows what was not perceptible until now, that Eustathios, as an adversary of 
Photios of Tyre and a protege of Juvenal, sat beside the metropolitans of Palestine. 
Having been reduced to a titular metropolitan on October 20, he was doubtless 
placed in T after the metropolitans of Palaestina I and II, and before the ordinary 
bishops of the three Palestinian provinces. It is well known, that Juvenal had 
formerly claimed the provinces of Phoenicia Paralos, Phoenicia Libanesia and 

Arabia, and that Eustathios of Berytos had assisted him in his struggle against the 
Patriarch of Antioch.^“ In accordance with the place assigned to Eustathios in 5, 

two bishops of Northern Phoenicia, ordained by him, viz. Antiochos of Arka (5 70) 
and Ruphinos of Bybios {s 74), are inserted among the Palestinian bishops. The 
list of the Corpus canonum of Antioch (2A) mentions, instead of them, two other 
bishops of the same cities, ordained by Photios of Tyre, their representative at the 
so-called i7th session,'^^® viz. Herakleitos (2 82 and A 76: Herakleides) of Arka and 
Peter of Bybios (2 79. A 73). The list 2A being arranged according to provinces, 
these bishops naturally figure among the Phoenidans. I do not believe that the 
Compiler of s deliberately selected the two followers of Eustathios and the Compiler 

The enumeration of the Palestinian bishops begins with Leontios of Askalon. 
According to the Plerophoriai of John of Beth Rufinä, this bishop was a “Nestorian’* 
who “pressa Juvenal de signer l’apostasie” in 451 and went later to Cyprus, because 
he did not dare to return to his see (Jean Rufus, “Pl^rophories,” ch. LII, ed. F. Nau, 
Patrologia Orientalis, VIII, I, p. 106-108). 

Schwartz, ßischofslisten, p. 45: “Eustathios und luvenal hatten ja auf der 
evdrjfxovaa 450 ihr Spiel gemeinsam gemacht.” 

Acta Chalced., XVII, 9, iio-m. 
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of SA those of Photios. I explain their choice simply by the circumstance that the 
Palestinian bishops occupied the first place in s and the Phoenician bishops the first 
in SA; thus each Compiler omitted the bishops of Arka and Bybios there, where 
their bishoprics, represented by two other bishops, occurred for a second time. The 
Compiler of SA must have been surprised at the insertion of the two Phoenician 
bishops among those of Palestine. Even recent scholars were led astray until 
Schwartz disclosed the real facts. The confusion has been increased by the accidental 
circumstance, that some old editions of the Latin minutes of the council of Chalcedon, 
e.g. that of Mansi,^“ give as equivalent for the entry ’Ai^t/oxos ev. ''ApKris: 
Antiochus episc. *Archelaidis (in the margin: *Ärcae). It is true that Mansi already 
annotated (note f): ‘^Haec lectio non est bona. Divion. & Corb. habent Archae, 

Paris. Arcis.” Nevertheless scholars have preferred to accept the spelling Arche- 
laTdis, for, contrary to Arka, a town of this name existed in Palestine. Le Quien 
already considered Arka an incorrect form of Archelai’s, and until recently subse- 
quent scholars accepted his opinion.^“ Archelaidis, which may have been a misprint 

in an old edition, does not actually appear in any manuscript. Incidentally there 
exists another passage in which the bishopric of “Arka in Palestine” is apparently 
mentioned, and here modern commentators did not hesitate to change Arka into 
Archelai’s again.“® One of the members of the avvodos evdrjßovffa of 448 a.d. is called 
Tifiodeos CTT. rrjs *ApKrjvoJv noXeios eTrapxlcLS naXai<rTtVi;s.^^® The Latin version reads 
Timotheus episc. Saracinorum civitatis provinciae Palaestinae^^'^ and Ensslin'“ 
accordingly calls him “episc. Saracenorum in Palaestina,” considering him to he the 
predecessor of John, bishop of the Saracens in 451 a.d. But we know from CyriPs 
Vita Euthymiiy^^ that there were only two predecessors of John, Peter and Auxolaos, 
both known as members of the councils of 431 and 449 a.d. It is obvious that accord- 
ing to the Greek text 'ApKrivQv iroXe^s the Latin version should read: episcopus 

\.s'\Ar\_a'\cinorum civitatis. Schwartz is right when he follows Arka by the remark: 
“falso ^irapxlas UaXaiarivra I 555,“” although he did not investigate the origin 
of the mistake. The reading of codex B, ’ApKrjviov HaXatffrivov^ gives us a key to 
the Problem: we knOw from the Syriac minutes of the Latrocinium that Timothy, 
bishop of Arkai (in Phoenicia), was actually a Palestinian, who “ought to have 
been ordained by Juvenal, bishop of ^aXrwi^ (i.e. SdXrwi^) in Palestine,”'^ but 
subsequently was translated by Domnos of Antioch “in violation of all canonical 

"'Mansi, VII, col. 141B. 

Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. III, pars II, p. 159 [418I, 25. In Schwartz’s edition 
Arcis and Arcae are also the only variants of the name. 

"®Le Quien, Oriens Christianus, III, col. 675, 
"^R. Janin, DicHonnaire dHistoire et de Geographie eccles., III (1924), col. 

1539-40. 

Janin, loc. cit. 

""“Acta Chalced., I, 555“,” Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars I, p. 148, 25-26. 
'"Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. III, pars I, p. 132, 20. 
"®W. Ensslin, “Timotheos 56,” R. E., VI A (Stuttgart, 1937), col. 1361. 

Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita Euthymii, ch. 27,” ed. Schwartz {Texte und Unter¬ 
suchungen . . . IL), p. 25, 6. 41, 12. 

'^Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 85, s. v. ''ApKrjs (2). 
Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars I, p. 148, 25 f. {varia lectio). 

Psalton is probably identical with SdXrwv (Hierocles, Synekdemos, p. 721, ii; 
Georgius Cyprius, v. 1057; ^dXror 'lepariKÖp; p. 43 and 68 of my edition). Cf. 
G. Hoffmann apud J. Flemming, Abhandl. d. kgl. Gesellsch. der Wissensck. zu 
Göttingen, phil.-hist. Kl., N. F., Band XV (Berlin, 1917), p. 178, adnot. ad p. 127, 3. 
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Order'* to Arkai in “the other” Phoenidan province;^ Domnos ordered Uranios 
(of Hemesa) “to do nothing more than to lay hands on 

No. 85. Zwffi/ios eir. 

At the sixth session the representative of (No. 72) Glykon of Kaisareia in Palestine 
probably placed bis signature in his own right among those of his fellow-bishops. 
The place of this entry in P is determined by a comparison with other lists; for 
Zosimos occurs in those of the first, third and fourth sessions ^ exactly in the place 
in 5 (No. 76) which is occupied by Natiras of Gaza, who however does not appear 
in these lists; and as Zosimos figures before Natiras in the list of those present at 
the sixth session (VI his name must have been omitted between Nos. 75 
and 76 in s. 

No. 92. Mapiaifos (2 140. Marcianus A 133) €ir. Pdfijs. 

He occurs as Natiras’s {s 76) rival bishop of Gaza, which in 2A is erroneously 
attributed to Palaestina III instead of Palaestina I. He is identical with the 
Marinianos of 449 aj).^ Natiras was already bishop of Gaza in 431 a.d. and accord- 
ing to s signed in 451 as eir. rrjs Karä Td^av. The omission in s of Marcianus, as 
Marinianos is spelled in A, may be before or after the entirely or almost homonymous 
(5 82) MapK(a»'6s eir. Fepdputf.^ 

No. 98. na/iirp^<7rt>os (irairapoa Codex F of 2, mampreus A) eir. TtTtoi;ir6Xews 

(2 67. A 61). In s he does not appear among the nine Isaurian bishops present at 

the council.^ Since their names are arranged quite differently in the two lists, it is 
ünpossible to fix the place where he may have figured in P. It is even doubtful 
whether his name was ever mentioned in this list. For Pamprepios probably left 
the council long before the sixth session. We know several details of his life from 
some passages of the Plerophoriai by the Antiochene John of Beth Ruphinä, bishop 
of Maiuma, ignored by Eduard Schwartz. John, who wrote this treatise during the 

2d\Toi;: John of Beth Rufinä, Plerophoriai^ ed. F. Nau, Patrologia Orientale, VIII, 
I, p. 100; cf. p. 177. 

“*The cities of Hemesa and Laodikeia in Phoenicia Libanensis had previously 
been mentioned. Therefore the Syriac word in question means “the other” (viz. 
Phoenician) province, and not “another” province. S. G. F. Perry, The second 
Synod of Ephesus (Dartford, Kent, 1881), p. 313, n.*) here adds the remark; 
“Arcai was, it seems, in Palaestina Prima, and Psalton nowhere”! 

^Syriac acis of Ephesos^ ed. Flemming, p. 126, 1-4. It would only iiave been 
an offense against the canons, if Timothy had really been appointed bishop of 
Salton. As bishopric however Salton is quite unknown, unless it was identical with 
the Gerara of 451 aj). (5 82). In this case, it was 2dXToi' Pc/)a<p>iTt/c6i' in Palaes¬ 
tina I (Georgius Cyprius, v. 1027) and not 2. 'lepajiKovy as had hitherto been 
assumed. 

^ Acta Chalced.y I, 3 ™ III, iIV, i 

^W. Ensslin, R, E., XIV, col. 1759, speaking about this Marinianos, says: “an 
ihn gerichtet Io. Chrysost. ep. 128 (Migne, P. G., LII, col. 638).” But this letter of 
406 AJ). (!) is addressed to a bishop Marinianos whose see is not indicated; he was 
certainly not the bishop of Gaza of 449 and 451 a.d. 

^ Conceming this Markianos, whose bishopric is called 'liordirrj in Acta Chalced.y 
IV, 9^* (= 2 139 Idiota, A 131 Diotanus)^ cf. A. Alt, Journal of the Palestine 
Oriental Society, XVII, p. 230. F. M. Abel, “L’ile de Jotabe,” Revue biblique, 

XLVII (1938), 510-538 (p. 533-5: l’evech6 de Jotabe). 
^s 87-95. Nine other Isaurian bishops were represented by their metropolitan: 

s 369-377. 
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episcopacy of Severus of Antioch (512-518 aj).), related that “Panopropios” (sic), 
bishop of the Isaurian city of “Titopolis, which was built by Emperor Titus,”"“ 
participated in the council of Chalcedon together with the rest of the Isaurian 
bishops; but when he was wamed in a vision, that the metropolitan and all the 
bishops of his province had abandoned their (Monophysitic) faith, he returned 
home by ship in the dead of night as a sign of protest. He continued to be bishop 
of Titiopolis for 17 years, i.e. until 468 aj).,"“ and suffered much at the hands of his 
metropolitan Basileios aCnd the Chalcedonian patriarch of Antioch with his ad- 
herents. His name is spelled P(a)nopropios in the Syriac Mss. of the Plerophoriai^ 
but the exact reading Pamprepios is preserved in the Coptic fragments“^ of the 
spurious Life of Dioskoros of Alexandria by Deacon Theopistos,“^ partially based 

on the Plerophoriai}^ 

"“Titiopolis, the correct name of the city, is probably derived from that of the 
Roman officer M. Titius. Cf. R. Symes apud A. H. M. Jones, The Cities of the 

Eastem Roman Provinces (Oxford, 1937), p. 209 and p. 438, n. 30. I do not con- 
sider this passage in the Plerophoriai a confirmation of my opinion that Titiopolis 
was situated on the sea-coast (E. Honigmann, Le Synekdemos d'Hiirokles [Brus¬ 
sels, 1939], p. 38 ad 709, i), for probably Pamprepios would have returned home 
by sea in any case. 

F. Nau, Pairologia Orienialis, VIII, i, 46, n. 4. 
Crum, “Coptic texts relating to Dioscorus of Alexandria,” Proceedings of the 

Society of Biblical Archaeology, XXV (1903), 272 (leaf LXX). F. Nau, “Note 
sur quelques fragments coptes relatifs k Dioscore,” Journal Asiatique, Serie X, t. II 

(1903), 182. 183, n. I. 
“^Jean Rufus, PUrophories^ ed. F. Nau, Patrologia Orientalis, VIII, I, p. 43, 12 

and n. 4; p. 180. F. Nau, Histoire de Dioscore, 6crite Par son disciple Theopiste 
(Paris, 1903), p. 148-153 = Journal Asiatique, Xe s6rie, t. I (1903), 66 flf. 

“^The Vita Dioscori, ostensibly (“ut dicitur” Assemani) written by his pupil, 
Deacon Theopistos, was already recognized by Steph. Evod. Assemani {Bibliothecae 
Apostolicae Vaticanae codicum manuscriptorum catalogus, partis I tom. III [Rome, 
1759; reprinted Paris, 1925], p. 497, cod. 208) to be a legendary fiction. F. Haase’s 
repeated attempts {Kirchengeschichtliche Abhandlungen, VI [Breslau, 1908], 141- 
233; Altchristliche Kirchengeschichte nach orientalischen Quellen [Leipzig, 1925], 
p. 203) to prove the author’s veracity and to place him in the fifth Century, should 
not have been taken seriously by Bardenhewer {Geschichte der altkirchlichen Liter¬ 
atur, IV, 78 f.) and Baumstark {Geschichte der syrischen Literatur [Bonn, 1922], 
p. 184). Haase has already pointed out many anachronisms and absurdities in this 
Story; but he considered them all “later interpolations.” The author of the Vita 
Dioscori pretended to have stayed with the banished patriarch at Gangra, the 
prindpal scene of his narration, for three years. The fact that he thought that this 
city was an Island on which he could take walks on the sea-shore, suffices to prove 
the falseness of his story. Haase {Kirchengesch. Abhandl., 1. c. p. 35, n. i) merely 
declares: “Theopist versteht unter der Insel Gangra ganz Paphlagonien,” Gangra 
is as far from the sea as Paris is, and separated from i* by several ranges of moun- 
tains. Until now it was assumed that the Vita Dioscori was published after 512 aj)., 
because it records a vision, in which Severus of Antioch appeared to Dioskoros. 
But in this vision Severus says to Dioskoros: “Suffer for God as I do,” which must 
refer to his banishment and dates the publication after 518 aj). This is important, 
because it proves that the Vita was written after the Plerophoriai. On the other 
hand, the fact that in the Vita we also find Panopropios, the erroneous form of the 
name Pamprepios, is sufficient proof of its dependence on the Plerophoriai, from 
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No. 108. rdios cir. 'Lvebpoiv. 

In SA this bishop, missing in s, occupies the first place (S 267. A 258) among the 
five bishops of Pamphylia Sidensis, enumerated in the same Order in both s and SA. 
From this one would deduce, that he should be placed before j 330, where Makarios 
of Ainos (r 399) has also been omitted (see below). But in some lists of the first, 
third and fourth sessions we find Gaios of Syedra among the bishops of Isauria 
instead of Pamphylia Sidensis, i.e., between Ailianos of Selinus {s 91) and Am- 
monios of lotape (5 94); in all these lists Ailianos of Selinus appears after 
Epiphanios of Kestroi (s 93). In the lists of the council of Nicaea, Nestor of Syedra 
is placed among the Isaurian bishops, and Stephen of Byzantium, whose Statements 
are often derived from older sources, also places Syedra in Isauria. Before 451 a.d. 

therefore Syedra was obviously an Isaurian city. In later times however, 
Hierokles and the Notitiae episcopatuum agree in attributing Syedra to Pamphylia, 
and bishop George, who took part in the council of Constantinople in 692 a.d., 

signed as iir. iröXews {^vSpewv Mansi) Trjs Xlafi^OXbJv enapxias. In the case 
of Stratonikos of Syedra in 536 a.d., the province is not indicated. The city was 
situated near the boundary between the two provinces and was separated from 
Isauria and assigned to Pamphylia in the course of the fifth Century. There is no 
bishop of Syedra among the Isaurian bishops who signed the letter to Emperor Leon 
in 458 A.D.; but it is possible that John or Datianos, the names of whose bishoprics 
are omitted in the only Latin Ms., was bishop of Syedra. Almost the entire letter 
of the bishops of Eastern Pamphylia, written by Amphilochios of Side, to Emperor 
Leon is lost, and therefore does not help us to decide to which province Syedra 
belonged in 458 a.d. Very likely however the change took place in 451 or little later. 
For it seems that the Compiler of s omitted to enter Gaios of Syedra among the 
Isaurian bishops after s 93, presumable place in the original, intending to insert him 
later among the Pamphylian bishops before s 330, but forgot to do so. 

No. I18. M.aTpafviavbi ctt. XloßTrrjiovnoXetos. 

No. 124. SaXouffTtOS CTT. l^tlJpVKOV. 

In the appendix of s these Cilician bishops are represented by their metropolitan 
Theodore of Tarsus (5 349. 348). They also figure in 2A, but according to this list, 
the latter is represented by his fellow-bishop Philippos of Adana (2 55. A 49). In 
2A their names appear respectively at the beginning and end of the group of bishops 
of Cilicia I. Thus their places in T were before s 102 and 107 respectively; but they 
were subsequently omitted in the main part of s, when the appendix was added. 

No. I3S‘ nXdKKos in. nbXewi Tepdffuv. '' 

In the appendix of s we find him among 13 Arabian bishops represented by Kon- 
stantinos of Bostra (5 427). In 2A he is the only Arabian bishop represented by 
Konstantinos of Bostra and appears at the end of the group of the Arabian bishops 
who were present (2 94-97. A 88-91), which corresponds exactly to s 112-115. 
Thus in T his name figured after s 115. 

No. 141. Herpos in. 'BvßXov ^utIov in. Tvpov. 

No. 142. 'Hpd/cXetTos (TIpaKXeiSTjs 2A) in. *'ApKr}s. 

No. 143. ’AXi^avSpos in. *Avrapd5ov. 

which the author plagiarizes in a very arbitrary way. According to Haase, the 
fragment of a letter from Pope Innocent to Severianus of Gabala, preserved only 
in an Arabic Ms., is a “splendid justification” of the authenticity of the author. 
Actually it may have been invented by the author of the Vita Dioscori or by some- 
one in dose connection with him. 

Acta Chalced., I, 3™ III, i“ IV, 1“. Cf. Schwartz, Bischofslisten, p. 53- 
^Hierokles, Synekdemos, p. 682, 9. 
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It is impossible to determine the exact place of these three bishops in r, for the 
bishops of Phoenicia I are differently arranged in s and 2A, the titular metropolitan 
Eustathios of Berytos even being inserted among the ordinary bishops of this prov- 
ince in 2A. But these names may have been placed after Paulos of Arados (5 120) 
in r. This would explain their omission in 5: as I assumed above, the Compiler of 5 
omitted the bishops of Byblos and Arka here, because he had already registered 
bishops of these cities (5 70. 74) among those of the three Palestinian provinces. 
This omission in s placed Alexandros of Antarados immediately after Paulos of 
Arados, and it was probably this homoeoteleuton which caused the further omission 
of Alexandros of Antarados. I think this is the most likely explanation of the 
omission of the three names. 

No. 165. Aavi^Xos €7r. MaKcdovoviröXeus. 

No. 166. Aa/xiavos in. KaXXiviKOv» 

No. 167. ^to^p6vios in. ^(»jyffravriyrjs. 

No. 168. ’lüjdvyrjs in. ^apaKrjvCiv. 

In 2A these four entries (2 112-115. A 105-108) follow the names of three bishops 
of Osrhoene, mentioned in s under Nos, 137-139. The third however, viz. Sophronios 
of Konstantina, also occurs in s, but erroneously among the bishops of Syria 1 
(5 61). In 2A John, bishop of the Saracens (2 115. A 108) is the last of the bishops 
of Osrhoene. As Osrhoenian bishop he also figures in Schwartz’s Prosopographia,^ 
but at the end of his work, Schwartz adds the following Corrigendum to this 
item:'®’ ^*pro VOffporjvrji 2 115 A 108] legas [HaXaicrrlvrjs ä cf. Cyrill. Scythopol. 
uit. Euthymii p. 29. 54; 'Offporjp^s 2 115 A 108 falso]; eodem loco: lineae 

ENCYCL. inter episcopos Osroenae etc. praemittas "Itadwiis (30a),” for Cyril of 
Scythopolis mentions in his Lije of S. Euthymios ^ two Palestinian pupils of this 
saint who were members of the council of Chalcedon, viz. Stephen of lamnia 
(= .s 83) and John, bishop of the Saracens. John was the third bishop of the camp 
(Parembole) of the Saracens in Palaestina I, succeeding Auxolaos. Cyril wrote the 
Ufe of S. Euthymios more than a Century after the council of Chalcedon;'®® we 
could therefore be tempted to doubt his Statement, preferring 2A which was care- 
fully compiled during or shortly after the council and places John among the 
Osrho&iian bishops. In this case we would assume either that Cyril had found the 
“bishop John of the Saracens” in tbe list of members of the council of Chalcedon 
and supposed that the Saracens of Palestine were meant — their bishop Auxolaos 
had betrayed them in 449 a.d. by participating in the notorious “Robber-Council” — 
while in actual fact he belonged to Osrhoene; or if we recept both Statements, that 
in 451 there were two bishops of the very common name John, one of the Saracens 
in Palaestina I, the other of those in Osrhoene. There is however a serious objection 
to attributing John to Osrhoene: a bishopric of the Saracens in this province is only 
mentioned in 2A, although it occurs apparently elsewhere. In Schwartz’s above- 
mentioned Corrigendum^ where he changes the entry “John, bishop of Osrhoene” 
into “John, bishop of Palaestina I,” he distinguishes him from an Osrhoenian bishop 
John in 458 a.d, This bishop is generally identified with the bishop of the Saracens 
in Osrhoene figuring in 2A. All we know about him is the following: at the begin- 
ning of the letter from the bishops of Osrhoene to Emperor Leon (458 a.d.) nine 

Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 36, s. v. Tw(ivr-»?s (30). 
Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 160. 

138 Cyril of Scythopolis, Vita S. Euthymii, ch. 27, ed. Schwartz, p. 41, 10. 
'®® In 554 A.D. or somewhat later, according to Schwartz, Kyrillos von Sky- 

thopoliSy p. 413 f. 
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bishops are enumerated without any indication of their sees while at the end of 
the same letter the names of only five bishops are given with indication of their 
bishoprics.^*^ While at the beginning two Johannis appear, the signatories only 
include John of Karrhai. It has been suggested that the John, named at the begin¬ 
ning but missing among the signatories of the letter, was the bishop of the Saracens. 
But this supposition is based on the assumption that the Compiler of SA was right 
in assigning John bishop of the Saracens to the province of Osrhoene; if not, the 
second assumption also becomes dubious, and we are at liberty to consider John 
the bishop of any other bishopric in Osrhoene not mentioned among the signatures 
of the letter. A bishopric of the Saracens in Osrhoene was neither represented at any 
other council nor is it mentioned in the Notitia Äntiochena of 570 a.d. by Patriarch 
Anastasios I of Antioch.^^ This would not be the only inexact entry in SA; e.g., 
Julian of Kos 17) is called “bishop of Kios” and erroneously placed among the 
Bithynian bishops (S 160. A 153).^“ 

I think the best way to clear this point is the following. Actually reference is 
made to the bishop of the Saracens in Palestine, but he joined the bishops of 
Osrhoene for certain personal reasons, just as we find Eustathios of Berytos among 
the metropolitans of the Dioecesis Pontica in some lists, and among those of Palestine 
in others. If this supposition is correct, John was an adversary of Juvenal of 
Jerusalem and a protege of Hibas (5 86. 2 108. A loi), the rival bishop of Nonnos 

of Edessa (5 28. 2 107. A loi), who was rehabilitated in the so-called eleventh 
Session of Chalcedon. This much is certain: Juvenal of Jerusalem and his friend 
Eustathios of Berytos were on bad terms with Hibas of Edessa. Both, Juvenal and 
Eustathios, had been among the five leaders of the Latrocinium^ who were not par- 
doned until in the fourth session of Chalcedon (October 17). When the bishops 
deliberated in Chalcedon on October 27, whether Hibas, deposed at the Robber- 

Council, should be rehabilitated, first Eustathios of Berytos produced some witnesses 
against him, and then, when the council pardoned Hibas, Juvenal in his tum could 
not refrain from referring to him as “an old man {yipovra) who out of pity 
{<t>t\avBpti)irLa) might be admitted into the church,” because “the Holy Scripture 
teaches us to admit even former heretics (rous dirb aiptriKCjv)^^^ Thus, if there 
was any antagonism between Juvenal and his suffragan bishop John of the Saracens, 
which is not sure, we could imagine that the latter sought the protection of Hibas 
in the province of Osrhoene. This however is merely a hypothesis; it should be 
mentioned that Stephen of lamnia, like John S. Euthymios’s pupil^ set among the 
Palestinian bishops (5 83). But whether John was inserted among the bishops of 
Osrhoene deliberately or by mistake, we can explain his omission in s by the follow¬ 
ing assumption: the name figured in this group in P, but the Compiler of s omitted 
it there, intending to insert it among the Palestinian bishops, and failed to do so. 

It should be added here that the bishop of a tribe of Saracens in Phoenicia 
Libanesia is to be found both in s (No. 336) and in 2A (2 91, A 8$). 

Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. V, p. 40, 8-10 (= Mansi, VII, col. 552). 
^*^Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. V, p. 41, 3-9. 
^*^Cf. my edition, Byzantinische Zeitschrift, XXV (1924), p. 73-75. 

^^For the cause of this error see Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 33, s. v. TouXta^'ös 
(3); the same, Bischofslisten, p. 20, n. 2. Andreas Wille, Bischof Julian von Kios, 
der Nunzius Leos des Grossen in Konstantinopel, Diss. Würzburg (Kempten, 1910), 
p. I ff., considered Kios the right form, an erroneous opinion accepted by E. Caspar, 
Geschichte des Papsttums, I (1930), p, 481 and 614, but rejected by Theod. 
Schnitzler, “Im Kampfe um Chalcedon,” Anal. Greg., XVI (Rome, 1938), 6, n. 4. 

Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars III, p. 18 [377], 14 f. 40 [399] 18-21. 
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After 5 139, where the four above-mentioned bishops of Osrhoene were probably 
originally recorded, Leukadios of Mnizos appears erroneously (5 140); in SA this 
bishop of Galatia I (in ^ Nos. 145-149) figures before Euphrasios of Lagania {s 149), 
and I therefore place him there in my reconstruction of T. In s Leukadios is fol- 
lowed by the Mesopotamian bishop {s 141) Noes of Kephä. In F, after Noes the 
other Mesopotamian bishops were probably recorded, and possibly in the same order 

as in SA: 
No. 170. Mdpas CTT. 'Xv^Lt (S 116; A m: Azetiniensis) or roß 'iBvovs 'Xv^irriviav 

(P 148: gentuSy gentos Enzitinensis). 
No. 171. Zißevvof in. MaprvpoiröXcws. 

(No. 466) 'Evoeßtos in. 'lyylXrjs <[5ta ^vßciüjvov iir. 'Aßidtjs fxrjrponoXeus'^. 

(No. 468) Kaiou/iÄs in. ^ov(j>avrjv^s ^vßetovov in. *AfMidr)S 

The name of Maras also occurs in the Collectio Prisca^^^ Zebennos is mentioned in 
5^ but erroneously as No. 135 together with a Bithynian bishop between the groups 
of Euphratesian and Osrhoenian bishops. In my reconstruction of F, I place him 
after Maras of Anzit. Eusebios and Kaiumas are missing in the main part of s, but 

occur in its appendix among the absentee bishops of Mesopotamia, represented by 
Symeones of Amida {s 396 f.). Their presence in SA indicates that in F their names 
were followed by the remark (omitted in SA): “represented by Symeones of Amida.” 
As it is impossible to establish the exact Order in which these four bishops appeared 
in F, I insert the last two in this part of my reconstruction giving them the numbers, 
under which they occur in the appendix. 

No. 172. M.ov<T<iJvios in. Nuffijs. 

No. 173. ^ipfMivoi in. Qepfiuv. 

These are the only bishops of Cappadocia I present at the council, and both are 
missing in s. There is no reason to assume that this province immediately preceded 
Cappadocia II (5 162 f.) in F, for in s neither the provinces of Galatia I and II nor 
those of Armenia I and II immediately follow each other. It is quite probable that 
in F the bishops of Cappadocia I came directly after those of the patriarchate of 
Antioch, i.e., after s 141, considering the pre-eminence of Caesarea. 

No. 181. Aet/Kdßios in. M.vl^ov. 

As we pointed out above, he occupies a wrong place in s. His place in F (before 
s 149) is determined by the identical Order of the bishops of Galatia I in 5 (^ 145- 
149) and 2A (2 164-169. A 157-162). 

No. 189. ’AyT<aviav6i {Antoninus A) in. ’A/ii<roß 5t’ (190) 'OXv,aniov diaxovov. 

In 2A (2 198. A 189) we find him at the head of the bishops of Helenopontos who 
are there arranged as foHows: s 155. 156. 153. 154, thus preceding Paralios of 
Andrapa. In the genuine, but carelessly arranged list of those present at the second 
Session he also precedes Paralios.^*® It is therefore probable that his name appeared 
before Paralios in F. 

No. 205. Kßpos in. KvßioTpuv. 

In 2A this eijtry follows the names of the bishops of Nazianzos and Kolonia in 
Cappadocia II (2 183. A 176); thus it was probably omitted after No. 163 in s. 

No. 215. 'OXß/iTTios in. HpovoidSoi 5iä (216) MoS^ffrou Trpeoßvripov. 

In 2A he occupies the last place (2 213. A 204) among the bishops of Honorias, 
whose arrangement here is different from that in 5 (5 168. 164. 170. 169). In F his 
name probably figured between s 169 and 170, for we find it in a corresponding 
place in the list of those present at the second session.^^'^ 

Ada Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. II, pars II, p. 44 [136], 33. 
^*®“Acta Chalced., II, 2 Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars II, p. 7 [203], 16. 

“Acta Chalced., II, 98 Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars II, p. 41 [237], 28. 
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No. 224. n^os CTT. Xlerriviffffuv. 

Among the bishops of Galatia 11, enumerated in the same Order in s and 2A, he is 
placed (2 175. A 168) after s 174. Accordingly this was probably the place where 
he figured in r. 

No. 271. *ÄpLffTOKpLTOi (’AptarOKXctTOS 2A) CTT. 'OXvp.TTOV. 

No. 274. lS.VplvOS ^TT. XlaTCipIJiV. 
According to the place in 2A (2 273. 276. A 264. 267) the omission of these two 
entries falls before s 219. The list 2A there enumerates two other bishops of Lycia 
(2 274 f. A 265 f.) who, though also missing in the group of Lycian bishops in s 
{s 219-228), are added at the end, shortly before the appendix (5 340 f.). Also in 
the list of those present at the second session,'*® Kyrinos is placed before Stephen of 
Limyra (5 219) and a group of Lycian bishops arranged as in s 223-228 (with one 
exception). In my reconstruction of F, I insert these four bishops in the places 
given them in 2A. 

No. 282. 'Kpanaybi in. UapSpßov. 

In the group of Lycian bishops which begins with the four above-mentioned names 
in 2A (2 277-287. A 268-278) and is arranged exactly as in s (s 219-228), 
Kratianos is placed before Andreas of Tlos (5 226). Accordingly this was his place 
in r. In the list of those present at the second session the same Order is maintained 
except that Kratianos follows Andreas, but the order in 2A is preferable.^ 

No. 296. ^tXÖKTijTos in. Au}5u)vr)S. 
No. 297. *l(»}dpyris in. ^[p]toTiKijs did (298) Zrjvoßiov [ßrjTponoXiTov 'Röarpiov^}^^ 

In 2A these two bishops are mentioned at the end (2 147 f. A 140 f.) of the group 
of bishops of Old Epirus. As s and 2A are arranged in the same order (5 234-238 — 
2 142-146. A 135-139), the omission must fall after 5 238. 

No. 365. Bap(i;^tos {ßarachus A) in. Nd^ou. 
In 2A he is placed (2 353. A 344) after the bishops of Lesbos (with Tenedos) and 
Chios as third representative of the Islands. Accordingly he figured after s 299 in F. 

No. 399. MaKdptos in. Atvov. 
This bishop is mentioned in 2A as well as in the CoUectio Prisca (2 14. A 15. P 124). 
The two other bishops of the province of Rhodope are inserted in different places 
in the list, each between two provinces, namely 5 176 between those of Galatia II 
and Paphlagonia, and 5 229 between those of Lycia and Achai'a. In F the third may 
haye occupied a similar place, perhaps between the bishops of Pamphylia Pergensis 
(5 323-329) and Sidensis {s 330. 332-334); for in the list of the CoUectio Prisca he 
is placed before the latter province (P 126-128). 

No. 404. Xlirpoi in. ndXeus . . . Sta ^<a(j>poviov ovveniffKonov p.ov. 
This entry in s 335 indicates an omission in both lists, for the signature of 
Sophronios in his own right is nowhere recorded and consequently, his bishopric 

^““Acta Chalced., II, 97^,” Acta Conc. Oec., ibid., p. 37 [233], 20. 
■ “®“Acta Chalced., II, 97 Acta Conc. Oec., ibid., p. 37 [233], 26. 
^See p. 48, n. 96. Le Quien, Oriens Christianus, I, col. 1032, inserted 

Kratinos among the bishops of Panemuteichos in Pamphylia, for Panormos in 
Lycia was unknown to him. He did this, because in some old editions of the forged 
list of members of the Roman council of 503 a.d., which is partly based on the list 
A of 451 A.D., the bishop is called Cratinus Panemutensis (Mansi, VIII, col. 300C) 
instead of Cr. Panormutanus (A 275: Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. II, pars II, p. 74 
[166], 31). But in other Mss. (Paris, int. suppl. lat. 840. Par. 3852) figures the 
correct form Panormitanus {Decreiales Pseudo-Isidorianae, ed. P. Hinschius, p. 678, 
20; also Migne, P. L., CXXX, col. 1025C). 

“‘Regarding this addition see my remarks in ßyzantion, XII (1937), p. 343- 
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cannot be ascertained. According to the Notitia Leonis, the see 6 ’^xivov is the 
eighth bishopric under Larissa in Thessaly and is likewise attributed to Thessaly 
both in the minutes of Ephesos in 431 a.d/“ and by Hierokles.^ Considering the 
Situation of this Thessalian city, it can never have belonged to New Epirus, to 
which province Peter of Echinos is attributed in 2A (2 151. A 144). Also in the 
minutes of the fourth session, Peter of Echinos and Eusebios of Apollonia are called 
bishops of New Epirus.^ We must therefore suppose that another bishopric of 
Echinos existed in New Epirus, though we find no mention elsewhere. Schwartz ^ 
emendated with a certain reserve 'S,o}(}>povlov into 2wTi;ptxoi/, the name of the bishop 
of Kerkyra in Old Epirus; but generally bishops represented bishops of the same 

province. 
No. 408. OvaXepiaviis eir. 3acrffiay^s. 

No. 409. AvpriXioi in. 'Adpaperrjvos. 

No. 410. 'PeffTirtai'ös {Resiitutianus in. ’A0pt*c^s. 
No. 411. *Aupi7\tos {Valerius A) in. Tldnov Afrus A). 

These four African bishops (whether the first belonged to Africa is somewhat 
doubtful) were probably placed together in V. The first and fourth names only 
figure in 2A (2 361 f. A 352 f.), while the other two are mentioned exclusively in s 

{s 331 and 338). As Aurelius of Hadrumetum (5 331) falls in the middle of the 
bishops of Pamphylia Sidensis, he, no doubt, occupies a wrong place. In my recon- 
struction of T I place him beside s 338, also inserting the names of the other two 
African bishops there. All four were among the last names in P; as to the Order in 
which they appeared, see below, pp. 79-80. In 2A the names are preceded by 
’A(j>piKris. But Schwartz ^ suggests that Bassiana (T 409) was the city of Pan- 
nonia, mentioned e.g. hy Hierokles;“^ he considers Ildnov and Afrus (T 410) as 
“corruptum utrumque.” ^ An African bishopric of Bassiana is occasionally re- 
ferred to in modern works,^^® but apart from its mention in 2A, there is no certain 
proof of its existence,^®® and its site is unknown. 

Schwartz reads both names figuring in 2A as OvaXepiayos. In A 353 the 
bishop of Papos {Afrus) is called Valerius, but in the two Syriac transliterations his 
name, contrary to that of the bishop of Bassiana, begins with the letters Au-, viz. 

*WL’RYNWS, ’WL^RYWS, which would correspond to the Greek AirXepiavos, 

AiJXepios.^®^“ In my opinion this form is probably a metathesis of AvprjXiavds or 
AvpriXios. The name of his bishopric should be read IIÖTroi; or nö7roi;<T>: for he 

^^Acta Conc. Oec., t. I, vol. II, pars II, p. 19, 21. 
^Hierokles, Synekdemos, p. 642, 5 ed. Wesseling; p. 16 of my edition. Cf. Ed. 

Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 107, s. v. ol vias ’lineipov. 

Acta Chalced., IV, 9®®, Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars II, p. 102 [298], 17. 
Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 56, s. v. IJerpos (5); p. 63, s. v. ^<a(j>poviov (2). 

^Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 51, s. v. OvaXepiavos (i); p. 86, s. v. Bacraiai'^s. 
Hierokles, Synekdemos, p. 657, 9. 

'^Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 51, s. v. Oi/aXeptavos (2). 
^A. Audollent, Dictionnaire d’Histoire et de Geogr. eccles., VI (1932), col. 1273. 
^®®Mansi, III, col. 848^: Secundianus Prisianensis (393 a.d.) ; cum adn. col. 849: 

Corbei. Brisianensis, unus Colbertinus Brisitanensis, alius Bissianensis. S. Augustini 
episcopi Enarratio in psalmum XXXVl, sermo II, 20, Migne, P. L., XXXVI, col. 
381: Prisianensis; note 13; plerique MSS Bissianensis aut Bisianensis. 

Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 51, s. v. OvaXepiavos (2); idem, Bischofslisten, 

P- S4- 
I find the name AuXeptos attested three times by Basil. Seleuc., “Mirac. S. 

Theclae, 20,” Migne, P. G., LXXXV, 601 B. C, D. 
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seems to be the same as Aup-^Xios eir. T77S oinriTaviov, read HoTnravtov = Aurelius 
episcopus civitatis Popitanae}^ Two bishops, signatories at the council of Carthago 
in 411 AJ)., and a third, mentioned in 484 a.d., also signed as episcopi Puppitani}^ 
They were bishops of Putput, the Sük el Abiad of to-day. 

No. 457. Maritas eir. Tijfj.€<Tiavov. 

He occurs in 2A (2 341. A 332), but not in the main part of s, where he is missing 
between Paulos of Aristion (5 253, supplemented in the Greek list from and 
Eulalios of Siblia (s 254). But Matthias is mentioned in the appendix of s as bishop 
of Temenothyra among the bishops represented by Nunechios of Laodikeia (5 388). 
Therefore his name also figured in T between s 253 and 254, with the addition, 
omitted in 2A, that he was represented by his metropolitan. The name Trjfxeaiavoi' 
must be another form of Trjfxevovdvpa}^ In the enumeration of members of a 
Roman council of 503 a.d., invented by the so-called Pseudo-Isidorus, which in fact 
chiefly comprises names of members of the council of Chalcedon taken from A, he 
is called Matthias Themisoniensis^^ or Themessianensis}^ 

No. 460. ^iXtiTTTOS TTÖXews 'AyKvpas ^idrjpas. 

In 2A (2 348. A 337) Philippos figures between Thomas of Theodosiopolis (=5 258) 
and John of Trapezopolis (=5 256) among the bishops of Phrygia Pacatiana, ar- 
ranged in a somewhat different Order in s and 2A (5 251-260. 2 337-349. A 328-340). 
His name is omitted in s, possibly before or after that of Gennadios of Akmonia 
(s 257). This omission is probably due to the same reason as that of Matthias of 
Temenothyra; for the name of Philippos also occurs in the appendix, though in 
such a disguised form, that until now it has not been discovered.^®’ We find under 
s 390 the following entry: 

Tariavov iroXeus ^tXtirirouTröXcü/s 

Now, there is no mention of a city of Philippopolis in Phrygia Pacatiana anywhere 
eise, and a comparison with the following 18 entries in my opinion proves con- 
clusively that it should be read: 

No. 459. [.s 390] Tariai^oO iroXews. . . . 
No. 460. [.s 390a] ^iXiiTTTOv TTÖXews <^'AyKvpas 2i5i;pasl>. 

For in all these cases the name of the bishopric is omitted, but almost everywhere 
the Word iröXeus that was once followed by the lost place-name, is preserved. 
“Philippupolis” is not the only case where a copyist erroneously joined the name of 
the bishop in the genitive form to the subsequent word iröXews, thus forming an 
apparent place-name. This toponym was then considered by a subsequent copyist 
to be the bishopric of the bishop whose name preceded it. The analogous cases of 

the Cyprian bishoprics KapTepiov'iröXeus and TijöcptfaylouTröXews (5 392. 394) should 

“®“Acta Chalced., I, 552^,” Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars I, p. 146, 22; 
1.11, vol. II, pars I, p. 20, 12. 

^^Collatio, I, 126. 187, Mansi, IV, col. 99^: Pannonius episc. plebis Puppitanae 
(cf. not. 4); col. 139B: Victorianus episc. Puppitanus (cf. not. 8); the former was 
the Catholic, the latter the Donatist bishop of P. in 411 a.d. Notitia provinciarum 
et civitatum Ajricae (so-called “Notitia of King Huneric”), ed. Petschenig, Corpus 
Script. Eccles. Latin., VII, p. 119, ii: Pastinatus Puppitanus episcopus (484 a.d.). 

^Schwartz, Prosopographia, p. 102. 
Mansi, VIII, col. 301A. This form may result from a confusion with s 382 

($ : Zosimus Themisonii, Themissonii). 

^®®P. Hinschius, Dßcretales Pseudo-Isidorianae (Leipzig, 1863), p. 678, 30. 
^®^Cf. Schwartz’s desperate attempts (adnot. ad s 389) to identify him both with 

Philippos of Peltai and Arabios of Synnaos, or {Bischofslisten, p. 54) merely with 
the latter, in whose name Schwartz considers to be a signum of Philippos. 
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be read Kaprepioi; iröXews . . - and TtjQeptou iröXews - . . , as Schwartz points out.’“ 
The same applies to the Mesopotamian bishoprics Mapwi'ouiröXews and OiaXop- 
ö-cKouiröXews {s 396 f.)- As I showed in a former article,’“ Marones and Valarsekos 
are the names of two Mesopotamian bishops who again occur in 458 a.d. in the 
letter of their metropolitan to Emperor Leon. This recognition of the names of five 

bishops gives us a consecutive series of names of bishops which, except in a few 
cases, are just followed by thfe Word ttöXcws. In two instances the copyist could 
even have supplied the name of the bishopric from the main part of s (5 404 = 282. 
406 = 29s). Here and there the Word iröXews is missing; at first, 1 supposed that in 
such cases the name of the bishop had preceded a place-name ending in -iroXts, for 
usually iröXews was then considered superfluous.’™ Consequently I thought that 
Aristokles 393 )> the only bishop of Cyprus whose name is not followed by ttöXcws, 
was the bishop of Neapolis, the only bishopric in the island whose name ends with 
-iroXts. But the fact that hishop ^üJTrjp&s iröXews 0co5o<riai'^s (.s 301. 2 357. A 348) 
attended the council, contradicted this explanation, for his bishopric is probably 
identical with the see 0eo5offid5os N^as ttöXcws rrjs Kuirptwi'.’” Moreover, in 
this series (5 390 f.) and elsewhere in s we find, on the other hand, cases where 
iröXews nevertheless precedes names ending in -iroXts. After (5 397) Katovfia the word 
TTÖXews is also missing, but for another reason: he was not bishop of a city, but of a 
district or “satrapy,” viz. ^ov^ayrjyijs (2 121. A 114). The same reason probably 
applies in the case of Eusebios (5 396), for in s his name was apparently followed by 
TvvtXiji^^s and not, as in 2A, by the city-name Tvv/Xwi^ or 'lyyiXrjs (2 120. A 113). 

Schwartz found no explanation of the omission of all these place-names after 
TToXeus, but thanks to the correction of the word ^iXiTr-n-ouTröXeus the Situation is 
now clearer. For we have now a continuous series of 20 names of bishops (5 390, 
390a etc.-406), which begins just before the end of the enumeration of the bishops 
of Phrygia Pacatiana and further comprises those of Cyprus, Mesopotamia and 
PisidiaThe loss of the 20 names of bishoprics is no doubt due to the destruction 
of the right margin of one leave of the archetype of the existing Codices M and B. 
Schwartz would certainly have accepted my explanation of the name “Philippopolis,” 
just as he agreed to that of the two invented Mesopotamian toponyms.’’® My 
explanation refutes Ramsay’s hypotheses which were based exclusively on the 

Schwartz, Acta Conc. Oec.y t. II, vol. I, pars II, p. 153 [349], 8-12. 
’“E. Honigmann, Byz. ZeHschr., XXV, 82, n. i. Cf. Schwartz, Bischofslislen, 

p. 52, n. I. 
”"5 115. 117. 236. 255. 256. 258. 269. 343. 362. 436. 

Fifa SpyridoniSy ed. Usener, Jahrbuch für protestantische Theologie (1887), 
p. 224, 3. 

Cf. s 261. 423. 432. In s 189 TTÖXews was necessary to avoid ambiguity. 
Schwartz, Bischofslisteny p. 56 reflects whether the editors of the minutes of 

the council were ordered to publish the lists, before they had finished the prepara- 
tory work and found out the sees of the bishops. 

’’*Toward the end of the list (s 449) the name of the bishopric of Kosmas 
(viz. Barbalissos) is omitted, but here other reasons must be responsiMe. In Mansi’s 
edition (VII, col. 169) the name of bishopric is not added to the following name 
(5 4S0) either, though according to Schwartz it is indicated in both Mss. (*Po<ra0a 
B. Pwffa^a M). The name of the bishopric is also omitted after s 425; it is 
BpLovXuvy for s 425 = s 188; the preceding entry ^ 424 = s 185; both entries are 
missing in Bh. 

Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. VI {Prosopographia), p. 24, s. v. 'Evoeßios (8): 
“quae secuntur Mapuyvov iröXews seorsim ponenda esse probauit Honigmann . . 
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apparent existence of a Phrygian Philippopolis. In his article on: “Phrygian Ortho¬ 
dox and Heretics 400-800 aj).” he identifies the Phrygian “Philippopolis” with 
Hierapolis, interpreting the name to mean “church of Philip the Apostle.” Accord- 
ing to Ramsay, Stephen, bishop of Hierapolis, set among the metropolitans at 
Ephesos in 449 a.d., but “favoring heresy absented himself on purpose from Chal¬ 
cedon” (p. 9). As Ruge^"^^ has already pointed out however, this Stephen actually 
was the bishop of the Euphratesian metropolis Hierapolis and attended both coun- 
cils, viz. of 449 and 4S1 a.d. Ramsay was misled by Le Quien (although he set out 
to rectify Le Quien's Statements in the paper quoted), who registered the same 
Stephanos among the bishops of the Phrygian Hierapolis in 449 among those 
of the Euphratesian city of this name in 451 Furthermore Ramsay asserts 
that there existed in 451 Tatianos, bishop of “Hierapolis Philippopolis,” one of the 
“heretics” represented by Nunechios of Laodikeia at the council of Chalcedon. It 
would have been more reasonable for Ramsay to suggest that Stephen of Hierapolis 
had died meanwhile and been succeeded by Tatianos. Besides, this Stephen was no 
more heretical than any other metropolitan in 449 a.d.; as we saw above, 39 out of 
the 43 metropolitans who attended the “Robber-Council,” occur again among the 
orthodox members of the council of Chalcedon. According to Ramsay, the mis- 
chievous heretic of 451 a.d. concealed himself behind a cover-name of his hishopric, 
his case thus being similar to that of George of S. Kyriake, “a town unknown to 
me” (Ramsay), mentioned in 869-70 aj). Ramsay pretends that George, who like 
Tatianos hid behind a cover-name for his bishopric, was George of Nikomedeia, an 
adherent of the Patriarch Photios, for in Nikomedeia a certain Saint Kyriake was 
worshipped. But in the lists of this year George of Hagia Kyriake is not placed 
among the leading metropolitans, where one would expect to find a dignitary of 
Nikomedeia. In the most carefully arranged list of the signatories of the Ignatian 
council, viz. that of the tenth session, he occurs among the Italian and Sicilian 
bishops, and his see is no doubt identical with the modern Gerace, the ancient 
Lokroi in Italy. The same applies to the case of Hierapolis. This Phrygian city 
was already a metropolis in 431 a.d. under bishop Venantios; therefore the signature 
of its metropolitan of 451 a.d. should be found among the first 53 names of the 
list Sy no matter whether he signed the minutes himself or through a representative. 
It is very unlikely that one of the ordinary bishops represented by the metropolitan 
Nunechios was himself a “concealed metropolitan.” 

No. 474* s) in. Zo<C.p'^^l\<av llepyafilov in. ’J^vriox^las 

/U77TpOir<5\€WS]>. 

According to the identical arrangement of the Pisidian bishops in 5 and 2A {s 282- 
295. 2 297-311. A 288-302), he occupied the last place of this group in T. The 
words Hepyaßlov iniffKSnov 'Avriox^ias fj.rjTpon6\€<iJS which probably followed 
his name in T, are omitted in 2A. The Compiler of s left his name out after No. 295, 
seeing that it figured in the appendix among the absentee bishops of Pisidia. 

cf. ibid., p. 46, s. V. ^laptovovy and p. 51, s. v. OvaXapciKov; idem, BischofsUsten, 
p. 52, n. I. 

ßyzantiofiy VI (1931), p. i-35- 
Rüge, R. E.y XIX, col. 2264, s. v. Philippopolis No. 3, who corrects this error 

originally made by Le Quien and repeated by V. Schultze, Kleinasietty I, p. 433. We 
find it again in F. Diekamp, “Analecta Patristica,” Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 
No. CXVII (Rome, 1938), p. 157, 

^■^Le Quien, Oriens ChristianuSj I, col. 835, No. IX. 
'™Le Quien, Oriens Christianus, 11, col. 928, No. VI. 
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In elucidating my reconstruction of F, I restricted myself to an 

examination of the differences between F and s and especially to 
the establishment of the exact place of the 30 names figuring in 
SA but missing in s, I tried moreover to discover plausible reasons 
for some of these omissions in s, On the other hand, 15 names 
recorded in s are missing in SA. In Schwartz’s opinion this fact 
serves as additional proof of his assertion, that s and SA are en- 
tirely independent of each other. In order to ascertain whether 

this is really so, let us examine these 15 omissions; 

S 134. 'Adavdffios CTT. ll^ppnjs 

The Compiler of 2A probably omitted him for the same reason that he omitted the 
two Phoenician bishops ordained by Eustathios of Berytos, i.e. because the list con- 
tained a second bishop of Perrhe, viz., Sabinianos (5 339), assuming that Athanasios 

was an erroneous entry. 
S 152. 'AvaroXtos eir. ttoXcws "ZardXwv . . . Aupodiov irpeffßvripov 

It is not impossible that the Compiler mistook the Armenian bishopric of Satala for 
the Lydian and, having already found Andreas bishop of the Lydian Satala (5 209. 
2 253. A 244), he omitted Anatolio's. 

s 167. OeßLffTios €7r. *AßdcrrpiSos . . . dtä ^iXorlßov Trpeaßvrepov 

I have not been able to find a reason for his omission; it probably falls before 2 204. 

A 195. 
S 261. VepopTios €7r. ttöXcws BaatXii'OUTroXeiüS 

He is omitted after 2 162. A 155. Schwartz explains his unusual place in s because 
he considers that his name had to be subsequently added, for at the time of the sixth 
Session Gerontios was still indicted {actio XIV, 20). This can hardly have been the 
reason of his omission in 2A, for he also figures in the lists of the first, third and 
fourth sessions. In s only two ordinary bishops of Bithynia are mentioned besides 
the three metropolitans and appear at a great distance from each other (5 136. 261). 
This fact may have contributed to the accidental omission of s 261 in 2A. 

s 262. *AX<p€i6s in. TToXews M.vp5ov 

S 263. Aioyivijs in. noXetos ’OpduJffialwv . . . OeoKrlffrov Trpeffßvripov 

S 264. ZtoriKÖs in. nSXeios 'Apndawv . . . did ^iXodiov npeaßvripov 

Schwartz explains the omission of the names of these three Carian bishops in 2A by 
declaring them to be “an inserted addition in the Standard list” [“Einheitsliste,” 
our 5]. It is true, they are grouped in a wrong place, for they ought to stand 
among the other Carian bishops (5 239-250); but we do not know when they were 
inserted. It is possible that these names figured in this unusual place already in T 

and that the Compiler of 2A intended to insert them among the other Carian bishops, 
but forgot to do so. 

S 296. Mavaffffijs in. QeoSoffiovnoXeoJs 

He was the bishop of the city of this name in Great Armenia,“^ called Erzurum 
today. He only occurs in one more list of 451 a.d. Schwartz, who considers this 

^ Schwartz, ßischofslisten, p. 54, enumerates also these cases and discusses some 
of them. 

^®^“Acta Chalcedon., XVII, 9^®^,” Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. I, pars III, p. 94 
[453] 21. Latin Version: Actionis III appendix, v. 45, Acta Conc. Oec., t. II, vol. III, 
p. 100 [359!» 15- 
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entry as an addition to s, believes that this explains its omission in 2A. Maybe, the 
Compiler of 2A, arranging the names of all the bishops according to the provinces 
of the Empire, hesitated as to the province in which to insert this bishop, because 
Great Armenia was not yet a Roman province in 451 a.d. But this was no reason 
to omit Manasses. As the bishop of Theodosiopolis he could have been placed 
among the bishops of Cappadocia I, because for ecclesiastical purposes the Armenian 
city was sometimes attributed to this province. The Compiler could even have intro- 
duced a special heading for this city, viz. 'Aptieviai In the list of the 
fathers of Nicaea, which was also arranged according to provinces, we even find a 
Persian bishop from beyond the frontiers of the Empire, who is simply added to the 
Mesopbtamian bishops.^^^ Thus it is quite possible that this entry already existed in 
r and that there are special reasons for its omission in 2A. The most probable of 
these is, that the Compiler considered this Theodosiopolis, figuring in s without 
mention of the province, as identical with another city of this name (5 186 or 

191 or 258). 
S 297. '\(t>6.vv'ri^ iir. 3a/yyv\lov 

This Carian bishop is only mentioned again in the list of the i7th session of Chal¬ 
cedon (XVII, 9, 127). In s we find his name far distant from the group of Carian 
bishops (5 239-250). Like in the case of the three other Carian bishops (5 262-264), 
this may have caused his omission in 2A. 

S 305. €7r. . . . 5iÄ ^lorrjpa eniffKonov (scil. Qeodocriayijs) 

Schwartz“* has already pointed out, that this entry probably contains an error. 
According to s {s 30) and other lists, a bishop Epiphanios, no doubt of Soloi, repre- 

sented his metropolitan Olympios of Konstantina at the council; therefore he 
cannot in his turn have been represented by another, as indicated by the entry s 305. 
Thus the addition diä 2wTi;pa €7ri<TK67rov was probably an erroneous repetition of 
that following the preceding entry {s 304). According to 2A however (2 354. A 345), 
the metropolitan Olympios was represented by Didymos of Lapithos, while Epi¬ 
phanios of Soloi does not figure at all in this list. According to s (j 303), Didymos 
of Lapithos actually attended the council, and it is therefore possible that he repre¬ 
sented his metropolitan. But according to the Latin Version ($) he was represented 
by Epaphroditos (of Tamassos: s 300). With one exception the Order of the group 
of Cyprian bishops is the same in s and 2A (5 300-306. 2 355-360. A 346-351) and 
therefore Epiphanios’s place would have been there between 2 359. A 350 and 2 360. 
A 351. The confusion concerning the entries of these Cyprian bishops may have 
contributed to his omission ih 2A. 

s 315. IlaßXos €7r. Kavrdvov 5iä 'Kpvffoy6pov irpeffßvrepov 

In s he is placed at the end of the group of bishops of Crete (5 310 f. 313-315), but 
in 2A, where their Order (2 154-157. A 147-150) is different (5 311. 310. 314. 313), 
he is for some unknown reason omitted. 

.S321. 'ludvvrjs €7r. IlapdiKOTröXeios . . . 5ta KvpiWov Trpeffßvrepov 

He is omitted among the bishops of Macedonia I (2 17-22. A 18-23. s 316-322). 
I have not been able to find a reason for his omission. 

S 331. AvpriXios eir. 'Adpaßerrjpös 

S 338. 'PeffTt<[Toi;]>Ttai'6s in. ’A<f)piKfjs 

We have already discussed the case of these two African bishops, who are left out 
in 2A, while two others, mentioned in 2A, are omitted in s. If we are right in 

A Persian bishop occurs in 451 also: the last entry of the list of the second 
Session runs Uipa-qs vniypa\l/a nepffiffrl (II, 97 Aci. Conc. Oec., t, II, vol. I, pars 
11, p. 41 [237], 32). Rectify Duchesne, Eglises Separees, p. 55. 

^“Schwartz, Bischofslisten, p. 17, n. i, and p. 54. 
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reading the name of the bishop of Papos (Putput) as Aurelios, it is possible that the 
Compiler of SA skipped from Aurelius of Adrumetum to Aurelius of Putput, thus 

causing the omission of s 33^ and 338 in bis list. 
^451. r/)iJ7<5ptos €ir. *A5piavovn6\euJS 

This metropolitan of Haemimontes is placed together with bis suffragan bishop 
lobianos (lubenalios) of Debeltos at the very end of the list 5, even after the 
appendix. He is missing in all other lists,^ and his name has obviously been added 
to s, Since however 2A also contains the bishop of Debeltos under the heading 
AlßifiSvTov, it is possible that the metropolitan also figured in P, but was acci- 

dentally omitted in 2A. 

This Investigation shows, as was expected, that the omissions in 
SA were caused by similar reasons as those in s. Though it is a 
fact that certain names or groups of names are in a wrong place 
in j and omitted in SA, this does not prove that these mistakes and 
omissions already occurred in r. In Schwartz's opinion the names, 
which are omitted in SA and appear in a wrong place in Sj are 
subsequent additions to s. I agree with Schwartz that they were 
subsequently inserted there where we find them, but hold that they 
already figured in r, and that for the following reason: one of the 
two names which follow the appendix to j and which can therefore 
without doubt be termed ‘^additions/’ also appears in SA, proving 
that there must have been a complete source, on which both, s and 
SA, are based. 

^Schwartz, ßischofslisten, p. 18 f. 



SUR LmiGINE DES ALAINS 

Par George Vernadsky 

I 

Les Alains, un peuple iranien du groupe sarmate, dont les 
Ossetes au Caucase du nord sont un des debris, ont joue un role 
tres important dans Tevolution de Thistoire du monde mediter- 

raneen durant les cinq siecles premiers de notre ere. Et cependant, 
la Science historique n’a pas, jusqu’ä present, donne aux Alains 
Tattention qu’ils meritent. Nous possedons plusieurs abreges 
generaux aussi que plusieurs etudes speciales de valeur sur dif- 

ferents aspects de Thistoire des Alains, mais pas d’ouvrage d^en- 

semble.^ C’est seulement le cote archeologique qui a ete bien 
etudie pendant ces dernieres annees, gräce aux travaux de Ros- 

tovtzeff, Alföldi, et certains autres savants.^ Mon interet pour le 

Probleme alain est associe avec mes recherches sur Torigine des 
Slaves orientaux, les Antes. Comme j’ai täche recemment de le 

prouver, les Antes ont regu les rudiments de leur Organisation 
politique, et meme leur nom, des Alains.^ 

II 

II semble bien ä-propos de commencer notre etude par une 

analyse de nomenclature. II y a deux types de nom sous lesquels 
le peuple qui nous interesse etait connu: i° Alani; et 2° As 

^ Voir: R. Bleichsteiner, “Das Volk der Alanen,*’ Berichte d. Forschungs-Institutes 
/. Osten und Orient, II (Vienne, 1918); J. Kulakovski, Alany po svedenijam klas- 
sUeskich i vizantiskich pisatelei (Kiev, 1899); Vsevolod Miller, Osetinskie Etjudy, 
III (Moscow, 1887); V. Minorsky, Hudud at-Alam (London, 1937), pp. 444-446; 
T. Täubler, “Zur Geschichte der Alanen,” Klio, IX (1900), 14-28; Tomaschek, 
Alani, RE de Pauly-Wissowa, I, col. 1282-1285. 

*M. Rostovtzeflf, Animal Style (Princeton, 1929); Skythien und der Bosporus 
(Berlin, 1931) et plusieurs autres ouvrages; Alföldi, “Funde aus der Hunnenzeit,” 
Archaeologia Hungarica, IX (1932). 

* G. Vernadsky, “Goten und Anten in Südrussland,” Südostdeutsche Forschungen, 
HI (1938), 265-279; “On the Origins of the Antae,” Journal of American Oriental 
Society, LIX (1939), 56-66 (eite ci-dessous Vernadsky, Origins); voir aussi mon 
ouvrage — Ancient Russia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1943) pp. 105 ss. 
Je suis en train de travailler k un aper^u systematique de Thistoire des Alains et de 
leur Organization sociale et je saisis cette occasion pour remercier le Social Science 
Research Council duquel j’ai re^ue une Subvention (grant-in-aid for research) pour 
ce travail en 1940. 
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(Antes). En outre il y a un type de nom compose pour designer 
une branche importante du peuple originaire: 3° Roxolani. 

7. Le nom ^^AlanV^ 

La forme grecque est ’AXavot (Flavius Josephe, Ptolemee etc.). 
II y a deux formes latines: Alani (Valerius Flaccus, Aurelius Victor 
etc.) et Halani (Ammian Marcellin, Pacatus Drepanius etc.). Des 
traces de la seconde forme peuvent etre relevees dans la toponymie 
de la Russie meridionale: Khalan\ nom d'une riviere ainsi que 
d’un village {sloboda) dans la province de Koursk. 

Le nom des Alains se trouve dans les annales Chinoises; ‘‘Alan- 
leao” dans le Heou Han Chou, chapitre 118.^ Ce peuple vivait 
pres de la mer d’Aral. II faut noter qu’une tribu turcomane dans 
le bassin d’Amou-Daria s’appelle jusqu’ä nos jours ^des Alains” 
{Alan).^ 

On a voulu voir dans le nom Alan une modification du nom 
‘^Arya.” ® Ferdinand Lot accepta cette hypothese.'^ Or, les Os- 
setes, qui sont des descendants des Alains, s’appelent ‘‘Iron” qui 
veut dire “Iraniens” ou ‘‘Aryens,” mais qui n’est pas le meme nom 
que Alan. II parait qu41 faut chercher une autre explication pour 
le nom ‘‘Alani.” On peut mentionner qu’en mingrelien Alan veut 
dire “un brave,” “un jeune heros” (en russe, molodets^ udalets)? 

Cependant on ne peut pas etre sür que ce soit justement le sens 
que les Alains eux-meme ont attribue ä leur nom. En somme, le 
nom des Alains n’a pas encore ete suffisamment elucide. 

Qu’il me soit permis de proposer sous toutes reserves une expli¬ 
cation nouvelle du nom. On sait que le cerf jouait un role important 
dans la mythologie alaine et, par consequent, on peut y voir une 
Sorte d’embleme national des Alains. Ne pourrait-on associer le 
nom des Alains au mot signifiant “le cerf” en vieil iranien? J’ai 
consulte ä ce propos M. Roman Jakobson qui a bien voulu me dire 
qu^ä son avis le mot slave pour “cerf” {jelen^ en russe olen^) derive 
de rindo-europeen eien qui devrait faire alan en vieil iranien 
{iranski pra~jazyk). 

*Toung Pao, 8 (1907), p. 195. 
®S. P. Tolstov, “Osnovnye voprosy istorii Srednei Azii,” Vesinik Drevnei Isiorii, 

1938, I, p. 197. 

®A. Cuny dans la Revue des Stüdes Anciennes, XXVIII (1926), 200. 
’ F. Lot, Les invasions Germaniques (Paris, 1935), p. 57. 
® V. I. Abaev, “Alanica,” Izvestija po otdeleniju obscestvennyck nauk de 

TAcademie des Sciences de TU. R. S. S., 1935, pp. 882-883. 
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2. Le nom 

C’est SOUS le nom de “As’’ que les Alains du Caucase, c’est-ä- 
dire les Ossetes, etaient connus au Moyen Age. II est evident que 

le nom des Ossetes eux-memes n’est qu’une modification du nom 
d’ “As.” Le nom d’ “Ossete” est un nom hybride, une adaptation 

du georgien au russe et du russe au frangais. Les Georgiens ap- 
pellent les Ossetes “Ossi” (Oswi) et leur pays, “Osseti” (Osweti). 

Nous avons donc deux formes paralleles: As et Os. Toutes les 
deux etaient de ja courantes pendant la periode sarmate. Quant ä 

la forme “Os,” Jarl Charpentier la compare avec le nom du peuple 
Osun (Wousoun) des chroniques chinoises ® Si on veut admettre 
la correction rj ao-iavoi pour Tracriavoi chez Strabo XI, 8, 2, pro- 
posee par G. Haloun,^** on devra voir dans le nom 'Kcnavot la forme 
grecque pour “Osun.” 

Le nom “As” se rencontre chez Strabo sous la forme ’'Ao-tot 
(XI, 8, 2) et chez Ptolemee sous la forme *Ao-atot (V, 9, 16). A 

mon avis le nom “As” est etroitement lie avec les noms du type 
Anti, Antes, Antsai. Ma formule est: deriverait de '^A? 

comme ylyavreq de ytya9.^^ 

j. Le nom des Roxolani 

La forme grecque qui se trouve par exemple chez Ptolemee, est 
*Pa>^oXai;ot. La forme latine, chez Tacite, est Rhoxolani. Müllen- 

hoff tient ce nom pour un nom simple et propose sa derivation du 
mot zend raokhchna^ brillant.^^ Vsevolod Miller, qui, lui aussi, 

associe le nom a la meme racine iranienne — rukhs^ lumiere — y 
voit un nom compose: Roxolani, Rukhs-Alani, c’est-ä-dire “Les 

Alains brillants.” Miller a certainement raison, et en voici la 
preuve. Cote ä cote avec le nom Rukhs-Alani on peut relever le 
nom Rukhs-As, c’est a dire “Les As brillants.” Nous lisons chez 
Ibn-Rusta que les Rukhs-As etaient la tribu la plus noble parmi 
les Alains.^^ 

On peut supposer que le meme nom Rukhs-As se trouve sous la 
forme Rogas (legon parallele, Rocas) dans la liste des peuples 

Charpentier, “Die ethnographische Stellung der Tocharer,” Zeitschrift d. 
deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellschaft, LXXI (1917), 359 f. 

“G. Haloun, “Zur Ue-tsi Frage,” ZDMG, XCI (1937), 244. 
” Vemadsky, Origins, p. 63. 
“Müllenhoff, Deutsche Altertumskunde, III (Berlin, 1892), 112. 
“V. Miller, op. eit., (v. note i), p. 86. 
“Minorsky, Hudud al-Alam, p. 445. Rukhs-As emende de *D.khs-As. 
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conquis par Hermanarich citee dans le Getica de Jordanes: 

Rocas = Roc-As (Rukhs-As).^® En outre, ä mon avis, le nom 
“Hros” mentionne dans la chronique syriaque du VIe siede 

apres J. C. dite de Zacharias Rhetor n’est autre chose qu’une 
transcription de la premiere partie du meme nom Rukhs-As. J’ose 

hasarder la conjecture que le nom des Ostrogoths (‘Tes Goths 
brillants”) est tout simplement une Imitation du nom des Rukhs- 
As (“Les As brillants’’), austr etant en ce cas une traduction de 

rukhs. 
III 

L’apparition des Alains dans les steppes Pontiques et au Cau- 
case du Nord ne fut qu’une des phases de la grande migration 
sarmate, ou, plus exactement, de la migration des Qaka, car, selon 
Rostovtzeff, les Sarmates peuvent etre identifies aux Qaka.^^ Au 

4-me et au 3-me siede avant J.-C. les Qaka habitaient les vastes 
plaines transcaspiennes, la region autour de la mer d’Aral parais- 
sant avoir ete un de leur centres. L’emigration de quelques tribus 
^aka vers l’ouest, dans la Pontide, fut en partie acceleree par les 

evenements de la fin du quatrieme siede — la Campagne d’Alexan- 

dre le Grand sur l’Oxus et le Jaxarte et l’etablissement des Grecs 
en Bactriane. Mais si certaines groupes gaka partirent ä l’Ouest, 
en quete d’aventures et de butin, la plupart resta dans leur habitat 
originaire. II est certain qu’ä cette epoque la masse des Alains n’a 
pas encore bouge. La region de Khorezm dait un de ces vieux 

centres alains. Les recherches archeologiques recentes ont revele 
le caractere sarmate des antiquites de cette region, datant de la 
Periode correspondante.^® 

Si on admet que les Osun etaient apparentes aux Alains, on peut 
chercher aussi des ancetres ä ces derniers dans la region des Osun, 

c’est ä dire dans le Kazakhstan de Test et le Semirechie. Les don- 
nees archeologiques n’ont jusque ä present apporte aucun temoi- 
gnage concluant, bien qu’on puisse voire quelques paralldes entre 
les ornements osun et ornements alains.^® 

^Jordanes, Getica^ XXIII, 116, ed. Mommsen, p. 88. 
“Zacharias Rhetor, Kirchengeschichte, tr. par K. Ahrens et G. Krüger (Leip¬ 

zig, 1899), p. 253. ^^Rostovtzeff, Animal Style, pp. 45-46. 

S. P. Tolstov, “Drevnosti Verchnego Chorezma,*’ Vestnik Drevnei Istorii, 1941, 
I, pp. 159-163. 

“M. V. Voevodski et M. P. Gryaznov, “Usunskie Mogilniki,” Vestnik Drevnei 
Istorii, 1938, 3, pp. 162-179. Voir aussi A. I. Terenozkin, “Archeologiceskie razvedki 
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Au deuxieme siede avant J.-C., des evenements importants ont 

eu lieu dans TAsie Centrale, evenements qui aboutirent ä de 
nouveaux mouvements de peuples et qui ont interesse les destinees 

non seulement du proche Orient, mais aussi celles du monde 
pontique. Nous avons id en vue la grande migration des Yue- 
tche qui fut Tun des resultats de la poussee des Hioung-Nou ou 
des Huns.^® En 177 avant J.-C., les Huns attaquerent les Yue-tche 

qu: occupaient alors la region de Kan-sou. Douze ans plus tard, 
les Huns ecraserent TEtat des Yue-tche. Ces derniers se par- 
tagdent en deux groupes. L’un, celui des “petits Yue-tche,” 

emigra vers le sud, dans la region de Khotan. L’autre, connue 
comme “les grands Yue-tche” alla vers Touest. Ces “grands Yue- 
tche” selon la relation de Tchang-Kien, comptaient de 100,000 a 

200,000 archers montes.^^ 
Penetrant en Jungarie et en Semirechie, les Yue-tche defirent 

les Osun et les Qaka, en poussant ces derniers du Semirechie vers 

le sud. Pendant une vingtaine d’annees, les Yue-tche furent les 
maitres en Semirechie, mais vers 140 avant J.-C. les Huns les 

attaquerent de nouveau. Cette fois les Huns vinrent sous le pre- 
texte d’aider les Osun contre la tyrannie des Yue-tche. Un prince 
osun aurait fui chez les Huns pour demander leur protection. 

Comme les Yue-tche n’etaient pas capables de faire face aux Huns, 
ils reculerent vers le sud, en Ferghana, deplagant de nouveau les 

malheureux Qaka, dont une partie des avant ces evenements, avait 

emigre en Kabulistan. 
Sur ces entrefaites, les Yue-tche occuperent une partie de la 

Sogdiane, et leur chef dressa sa tente au bord de TAmou-Daria, oü 
il regut, en 128 avant J. C., Tambassadeur chinois, Tchang-Kien. 

II n'est pas tout ä fait clair, si ce sont les Yue-tche eux-memes ou 
les tribus gaka deplacees par eux, qui saperent le pouvoir des 

Grecs en Bactriane, mais en tout cas, vers Tan 123, les Yue-tche 

po reke Cu v 1929 godu,’^ Problemy istorii dokapitalisticeskich obsdestv, 1935, 5-6, 
pp. 138-150. 

“Pour l’apergu general voir R. Grousset, Lempire des steppes (Paris, 1939), 
pp. 62-69. Sur les Yue-tche et la question tokhare voir les ouvrages de Charpentier 
et de Haloun citds au dessus (notes 9 et 10); A. Hermann, Tocharoi, RE de 
Pauly-Wissowa, s. v.; R. Grousset, “L’Orientalisme et les Stüdes historiques,” Revue 
Historique, CLXXXI (1937), pp. 1-39; W. W. Tarn, The Greeks in ßactria and 
India (Cambridge, 1938), Ch. VII. 

*^J. J. M. De Groot, Chinesische Urkunden zur Geschichte Asiens, II (Berlin 
et Leipzig, 1926), 16. 
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s’emparerent de la Bactriane. Apres cela, ils etendirent leur domi- 
nation jusqu’a la vallee de Pundjab, dans Finde, absorbant les 
Qaka et creant le grand royaume dit Kouchan on Indo-Scythe. 

II faut noter que, durant la marche des Yue-tche ä travers le 
Semirechie et la Sogdiane, les tribus conquises par eux n’ont pas 

toujours ete privees de leur identite respective. Elles devaient 
cependant fournir des troupes auxiliaires ä Farmee des conque- 
rants. C’est peut-etre dans ce sens que nous pouvons Interpreter la 

relation de Strabo sur Finvasion de la Bactriane, Invasion ä 
laquelle, selon lui, les Asii et les Asiani auraient pris part avec les 
‘‘Tokhars,” c'est ä dire les Yue-tche. A notre avis, les Asii sont 

les Alains et les Asiani — les Osun. Sous ce rapport on doit aussi 
se rappeller que Trogue-Pompee parle des ‘‘rois alains des To- 
khars” {Reges Tocharorum Asiani) II est evident que la dynastie 

tokhare etait d’origine alaine, ou en tout cas que cela etait dit 
implicitement ou explicitement par la source de Trogue-Pompee. 
La similarite de Fart religieux des Alains avec celui des Indo- 

Scythes et la veneration du dieu-cavalier chez ces deux peuples 
ont ete etablies par Rostovtzeff.^^ C’est seulement par Finter- 

mediaire des Yue-tche que la figure du yak pouvait penetrer dans 
Fart ornemental des Sarmates.^^ Le yak est un animal du Tibet; 
et Fhabitat originaire des Yue-tche etait aux confins de Tibet. Et 

c’est seulement par Fintermediaire des Alains que des mots to- 
khariens ont pu penetrer dans la langue russe. Or, il en est entre 
au moins un: le mot russe pour Felephant, slon^ repond au mot 

tokharien, klon?^ 
Somme toute, la poussee des Yue-tche devait avoir mis en 

mouvement presque toutes les tribus Qaka en Turkestan, et devait 
aussi aboutir ä un renouvellement d’emigration des Qaka ou des 

Sarmates — vers Fouest. 
On peut penser que c’est justement ce ressac de Femigration 

sarmate qui apporta les Alains dans sa crete et les deposa dans la 
region pontique et au Caucase septentrional. . 

Yale University. 

^ M. lunianus lustinus, Prologi in Pompeium Trogum^ 42 (ed. O. Seel, p. 32^). 
“ Rostovtzeflf, “Sarmatskie i indoskifskie drevnosti,” Recueil Kondakov (1926), 

239“257; iä., “Bog-Vsadnik,” Seminarium Kondakovianum, I (1927), 141-146. 
^ Rostovtzeff, Animal Style, pp. 104-105. 
“Je tiens ce parallMe du regrette Edward Sapir. 



ILLUSTRATION FOR THE CHRONICLES OF 

SOZOMENOS, THEODORET AND MALALAS 

By Kurt Weitzmann 

I 

The present study does not contain an account of the discovery 

of illustrated manuscripts of any of the three historians named in 
the title. The aim is, however, to prove their former existence by 
means of one of the best-known Byzantine manuscripts, into which 
a few miniatures of those illustrated chronicles, now lost, were 
taken over. These miniatures, which are very familiär to students 

of Byzantine art, and which have often been described, have not, 
as we believe, been sufficiently interpreted hitherto in relation to 

the sources whence they originated. The migration of miniatures 
from one text into another is a widespread custom in mediaeval 
book illumination and the full extent of such migrations can be 
demonstrated particularly clearly in the case of the very manu- 

script which contains the historical scenes we are going to analyze. 
The classical or mediaeval illustrator, who is faced with the 

task of enriching a text by a cycle of narrative miniatures whose 
number may vary greatly and in certain cases even reach into the 
hundreds, usually does not invent more scenes than he has to. 
Whatever subject-matter has already been fixed iconographically 

in earlier manuscripts, the copyist will use, if he has a chance, 
quite regardless, whether he finds it in the tradition of the very 
text-recension he is copying or whether he consults other text- 
recensions that contain illustrations of the same theme. If from 
this view point we approach the well known Gregory of Nazianzus 

in Paris, cod. gr. 510, a manuscript written between 880-886 for 
Basil I in Constantinople,^ and analyze the extensive cycle of 

miniatures which illustrate the 45 homilies and some letters, we 
will soon realize that only a comparatively few miniatures were 
invented specially for the Gregory text, and that the greater num¬ 
ber of them hark back to other manuscript recensions from which 
they were taken over. This borrowing was not necessarily done 

^ H. Omont, Miniatures des plus anciens Manuscrits Grecs de la Bibi. Nai., 2nd 
ed. 1929, p. IO ff., pl. XV-LX. 
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by the immediate painter of the Paris copy, but more likely by the 
illuminator of a model or even the archetype of the very picture 

recension to which the Paris manuscript belongs. 
What must be our criteria to determine whether a miniature is 

made for the Gregory text or borrowed from another illustrated 

manuscript? The first thing to examine is the degree of cor- 
respondence between the picture and the text to which it is now 
attached. This means that in cases where the Gregory text is 
sufficiently explicit to account for the details in a picture, we have 
good reason to assume that the miniature was made from the very 
beginning for this text. On the other hand, if a biblical theme is 

only alluded to in the Gregory text, one can surmise that the illus- 
tration is taken over from a biblical manuscript where it had 
originated in junction with a fuller describing text. Moreover, 
evidence of this sort can be greatly strengthened if the textual 

allusion can be supplemented by a pictorial connection, i.e. if the 

iconography of a certain biblical scene in the Gregory can be 
found to be in agreement with that of an illustrated bible itself. 

A few pictures of the Paris Gregory may be described briefly 
in Order to demonstrate the process just outlined. In the miniature 
prefacing the XVIIIth homily, the Funebris oratio in patrem^ 

we see in the lowest of its three stripes several episodes from the 
life of Gregory’s father: In the first the father lies on the sickbed 
and teils a dream to his wife, in the second he, as a catechumen 
with bent knees, approaches Leontios, the metropolitan of Caes¬ 
area, and in the third he is baptized by a bishop of Caesarea. All 

three events are described in a sufficiently detailed manner in the 
twelfth and thirteenth paragraphs of the homily,® and this leaves 
no doubt that all of them were invented for the very text-passage 
in the homily. 

On the other hand a short remark in the eighteenth paragraph 
of the XXVIII homily, entitled De Theologta II (“And Abraham, 
great Patriarch though he was, was justified by faith and offered a 
Strange victim, the type of the great sacrifice”),^ is obviously no 
sufficient basis to explain the miniature preceding this homily.® 

" Omont, op. cii., p. i8 and pl. XXX. 
®Migne, P. G., XXXV, col. looo-iooi. 
' Migne, P. G., XXXVI, col. 49. 
"Omont, Op. eit., p. 23 and pl. XXXVII. 
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Fig I. Paris, Cod. gr. 510, fol. 367^' 
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Fig. 5 Paris, Cod. gr. sio, fol 239^ 
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Here we see in the top frieze of a full-page miniature two or rather 
three scenes: in the first Abraham takes leave of the two youths 
who had accompanied him with the donkey, in the second Isaac 
carries the wood to the place of the sacrifice, followed by Abraham 
— who is related to this scene as well as to the preceding one — 
and in the third the sacrifice itself takes place. As these three 
scenes illustrate with great precision the whole episode according 
to Gew., xxii, 2-13, we presume that they originated for the book 
of Genesis and were taken over into the Gregory, though as al- 
ready said, not necessarily by the painter of the Paris manuscript 

itself, but more likely by a painter of an earlier copy. In addition 
to this textual dependence we have also pictorial evidence that 

points to the bible as the iconographical source of these scenes. 
In the Greek octateuchs, of which several illustrated copies have 
come down to us, the same three scenes occur and they occur in 

an iconography sufficiently similar to that in the Gregory manu¬ 
script so that we can be sure we are dealing with the same pictorial 
recension.® From this Situation we conclude that the Isaac scenes, 

after having originated in an octateuch, migrated into a manu¬ 
script of the homilies of Gregory. 

In this manner the painter of the Paris Codex or one of his 
predecessors adapted pictures from quite a number of texts other 

than Gregory homilies. Among the scenes preceding the XLth 
homily entilled In Sanctum Baptisma there is a representation of 
Elijah's ascension, in which the prophet tosses his mantle to Elisha, 

who eagerly grasps it.^ Again the passage in the sixth paragraph 
of the homily (“It was Light that carried up Elijah in the car of 
fire and yet as it carried him did not burn him^')® is not enough 
to form the basis for this scene and we have to turn to the fourth 
Book of Kings (ii, 11-14), in order to find the full text describing 
Elisha and the mantle motif which are not mentioned in the 

Gregory. Thus we conclude that the miniature of Elijah’s ascen¬ 
sion was invented for a Book of Kings and was later taken 
over into a Gregory. This idea finds strong support in the fact 
that the only preserved illustrated Greek Book of Kings we pos- 

® Cf., e.g,y the octateuch from Smyrna. Hesseling, Miniatures de VOctateuque 
Grec de Stnyme, 1909, pl. 27, fig. 79-80. 

"^Omont, op. cit.y p. 25 and pl. XLII. 
®Migne, P. G., XXXVI, col. 365. 
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sess, the Vatican cod, gr, 333, does indeed contain this scene.^ 
Though this manuscript was not made before the eleventh Cen¬ 

tury, there can be no doubt that earlier illustrated Books of Kings 
existed which must have served as a model for the Gregory painter. 

The greatest single- complement of scenes taken over from 

another recension are those from the Gospels. Many of them are 
connected with the Gregory text by only a brief hint, while others 

are not even mentioned at all, but carried over into the Gregory 
in the train of others. The XIXth homily, entitled Ad Jtdianum 

Tributorum Exaequatorem is preceded by a miniature whose first 
stripe is filled by the Adoration of the Magi and their dream where 
they are warned by an angel not to return to Herod.^® Paragraph 
twelve of this homily mentions only the first event (“Now the 

Magi fall down and bring gifts”),^^ but not the dream. This can 
be explained only by the use of a Gospel as a model which had as 
illustration of the second chapter of Matthew the dream following 
the adoration, both of which then were taken over together into 
the Gregory. 

Among the miniatures that had migrated from outside into the 
Gregory, of particular interest are those for which no illustrated 
copy of the model is left to us. At the beginning of the IXth 

homily, entitled Apologeticus ad patrem suum Gregorium we see 
the Vision of Isaiah, in which the prophet kneels before the Lord 
enthroned and surrounded by Seraphim.At the same time one 
Seraph is holding a live coal with a pair of tongs and laying it upon 
the mouth of the prophet. In reading the text of the Gregory we 
find at the very beginning of the homily a reference to the vision 
itself (“And Isaiah, before he had seen the glory of God and the 
high and elevated throne and the seraphim around it said nothing 
of this kind . . but no mention of the touching of the mouth 
by the coal. This motif is explicitly described in chapter vi of the 
Book of Isaiah and thus we conclude, in analogy with the previous 
examples, that our composition originated in an illustrated Codex 
of the major Prophets. Although all the illustrated Prophet-books 

*J. Lassus, *‘Les Miniatures Byzantines du Livre des Rois,” Melanges d’Arche- 
ologie et d*Histoirey XLV (1928), 64, and pl. VI. 

^®Omont, Op. dt., p. 20 and pl. XXXII. 
^Migne, P. G., XXXV, col. 1057. 
“Omont, Op. di., p. 16 and pl. XXV. 
^^Migne, P. G., XXXV, col. 820. 
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which are preserved today contain only author portraits and 

no scenes illustrating the Prophet text, the Gregory Codex gives 
the proof for the existence of Prophet books with narrative illus- 
trations, and looking through the miniatures of the Paris Gregory 
we will find many more scenes which hark back to the same source. 
For this reason the picture cycle of the Paris Gregory becomes 
very important for the reconstruction of a picture recension of the 
Prophets, which is lost in its original text. 

It is not our intention to give in the present study a full account 
of the various picture recensions involved, which even with the 
Octateuch, the Book of Kings, the Gospels and the Prophet books, 
are by no means completely enumerated. Our present concern 

will be exclusively a group of miniatures with historical subject- 
matter, for which the Gregory text, as in the previous examples, 

does not give a sufficient basis for their explanation. Consequently 
in accordance with the method briefly outlined and demonstrated 
above, we will have to search for the basic texts, with which the 

miniatures correspond most closely. If we should succeed in 
doing so, then we can assume that these actual basic texts were 
illustrated, though no illustrated copy may be preserved any 
longer; and we can conclude that the Gregory painter has taken 
them over in the same manner in which he had copied biblical 

scenes from the various illustrated books of the bible. 

II 

In the Paris codex the homily entitled Contra Arianos et de 

seipso is preceded by a miniature in three stripes (fig. i)^® each 
of which contains what looks like a very distinct historical: episode 
illustrating the persecution of the Orthodox Christians by the 
Arians. In the first we see a boat with six inmates, among whom 
a bishop is clearly distinguished from the others not only by his 
pallium, but also by the more prominent place he occupies. In the 

second scene we recognize at the left a group of Arians surround- 
ing a prominent person who, seen from the back, gives the order 
for setting on fire the buildings in the centre. An altar under a 

^*They will be published by A. M. Friend as Vol. V of The Illustrations in the 
Manuscripts of the Septuagint. 

“ MignC; P, G.j XXXVT, 213-237, where it is the XXXIIIrd homily, 
^®FoI, 367V. Omont, op. dt., pl. LII, 
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ciborium is painted separately in order to indicate that the fury 
of the Arians did not even halt before the holy altar itself. And 
finally, in the frieze at the bottom, two soldiers are represented 
torturing an old and bearded man, stripped of his cloth and blood- 
stained, lying helpless on the ground. A building at the right 
seems to suggest that this martyrdom takes place in the Street of 

a city. 
Let US first turn to the text of the homily and search in it for the 

passages which refer to the miniatures in order to find out how 
well they fit the details of the pictures. In the third paragraph, in 

which Gregory contrasts his own behavior with the atrocities of 
the Arians he exclaims, “What house of prayer have I made a 

burial-place?”/^ a phrase which can be understood as an illusion 
to the destruction of the churches in the second frieze. A further 

remark in the same paragraph, “The beloved altars are now 
despitefully treated,” would provide an explanation for the altar 
under the ciborium in the same picture. A passage in the fourth 
paragraph which reads; “What aged flesh of bishops have we 
carded with nails in the presence of those whom they taught now 
impotent to help except by tears,’’ may be related to the martyr¬ 

dom of the old man in the third frieze, and an allusion to the first 
scene with the boat can be seen in another passage of the same 

paragraph, “What presbyters have the contrary elements fire and 
water divided, raising a stränge firebrand over the sea, and burn- 
ing them up together with the boat in which they were carried out 
on the high sea?” It is obvious that these passages are so general 
in their content and leave so many distinct features of the minia¬ 
tures unexplained, that they cannot be considered the basic text, 
from which the miniatures were made up. To quote only a few 
details: we neither learn from the Gregory text the identity of the 
distinguished bishop in the boat nor the name of the man who 
gives the order to burn the churches, nor that of the martyr whose 
specific kind of martyrdom differs from the Gregory text about 
the torture of aged bishops. 

The inscriptions fail entirely to cast light on the specific situ- 
ations in the miniatures. In the frame above the boat scene there 

is an inscription which reads: Ol OPGOAOSOI EN HAOIO THO 

Migne, P. G., XXXVT, col. 2.1^. 
^^Ibid.y col. 220. 
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AP[EIANfl!N] KA[IONTAI]^''* and which reveals nothing new 

compared with what we know already from the Gregory-text 

itself. The inscription in the frame above the second scene [Ol] 
APEIANOI KATACTPE^ONTEC TA GTCIACTHPIA TON 
OP0OAOSON as well as that on the background of the third 

scene: [Ol] APEIANOI CTPONTEC APION rEPO[N]TA 
OP0OAOSON likewise do not assist us to a better understanding 
of the pictures. It rather looks as if the painter or scribe, whoever 
made the inscriptions, describes in them the actions of the episodes 

just as he saw them, not knowing himself any longer their original 
meaning. 

One fact seems to be pretty clear, namely, that the miniatures 
illustrate, indeed, episodes, and very specific ones, from the history 
of the persecution of the Orthodox. The natural place to look for 
an explanatory text would, of course, be a Historical Chronicle^ 
which deals primarily with this period. Among the considerable 

number of such chronicles we have to limit our search to those 
which take a strong stand in defense of Orthodoxy and against 

Arianism. From this viewpoint the historical writings of Zosimos, 
who has an outspoken antiecclesiastical attitude or that of Philo- 
storgios, who is noted for having written in defense of Eunomios 
and against the Orthodox and other texts along these lines, must 

be excluded. On the other hand, the most important Greek 
chronicles which seem best to fulfill the requirements of a strong 
pro-Orthodox attitude are the following three, which depend 

largely on each other: 
(1) The Historia Ecclesiastica of Socrates, writtfen in 7 books 

in the middle of the fifth Century, comprising the period from 

305-439 a.d.2® 

(2) The Historia Ecclesiastica of Sozomenos, written in 9 
books at about the same time, which covers the period from 

324-439 

“Here repeated after Omont, op. cit.^ p. 28; in the plate of his publication the 
inscription is unintelligible. The reconstruction of the Word Kaiovrai leaves room 
for speculation, since it is not clear whether the miniature really represents the 
buming of the boat. In the reproduction no flames are recognizable and it remains 
to be checked in the original — which at the present is, of course, inaccessible — 
whether they are actually represented or not. 

**Migne, P. G., LXVII, cols. 29-842. 
^ Ibid.y cols. 953-1630. 
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(3) The Historia Ecclesiastica of Theodoret, written in 5 books, 
which likewise is composed in the middle of the fifth Century, and 

deals with the period from 323-428 a.d.^^ 
It is in these three chronicles we will try to find the explanations 
for the Gregory miniatures under consideration. 

The most specific Quotation in the Gregory text is the one which 
alludes to the presbyters burning in a boat. This apparently 
refers to an episode which Socrates describes as having taken 
place during the persecution of the Orthodox under the emperor 
Valens (IV, 16). Certain presbyters, eighty in number, among 
whom Urbanus, Theodore, and Menedemus are mentioned by 

name, had come to Nicomedia with a petition concerning which 
the emperor became so enraged that he decided to destroy the 
whole deputation. He therefore charged Modestus, the prefect, 
with the execution of this order. When the Christian delegation 
had embarked on a boat and gotten out in the middle of the 
Astacian Gulf, the prefect set fire to their ship, which was entirely 
consumed with all men in it. The episode is told quite similarly 

by Sozomenos (VI, 14) though he does not name anyone of the 
Christian delegation, and also by Theodoret (IV, 21) who abbre- 
viates the story and makes it take place in Constantinople. From 
this evidence one might conclude that the miniature represented 
originally this Nicomedian episode in one of the three chronicles, 
and that some copyist, understanding the allusion of the Gregory 
text, took it over from one of the chronicles into the homily. 
However, there are some objections against this seductive theory. 
First, there is no bishop mentioned among the presbyters. Sec- 
ondly, whether or not flames are actually represented in the 
miniature, they could only be so inconspicuous that the essence 
of the Nicomedian episode, namely the consuming of men and 
boat by flames, would not be visualized too well, contrary to the 
usual concentration on the main feature so typical for miniatures 

of this period. Moreover, though the bishop and the other inmates 
express grief by their gestures, this must not necessarily be ex- 
plained as the fear of the fire, but rather can mean any kind of 
sorrow. 

Relying finally on what the picture itself teaches us visually 
about its content, we would describe it in simple terms as a voyage 

^Ibid., LXXXII, cols. 881-1280. 
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of an eminent bishop^ which, as the gestures of grief indicate, 
took place under not too happy circumstances. Assuming that the 

Gregory painter chose out of a large picture cycle of a historical 
chronicle those scenes which are particularly significant in Connec¬ 
tion with the persecution of the Orthodox, our investigation leads 

US immediately to Athanasius. No less than five times was this 
famous church father driven into exile, and all chronicles devote 
a considerable space to the events connected with the five flights, 
which briefly may be enumerated: 

(1) in the year 335-6, after the council of Tyre, when, by order 
of Constantine, he left for Treves (Soc. I, 32 & 35; Soz., II, 25 & 

28; Theod., I, 28-29), 
(2) in the year 340 when, during the reign of Constantius, he flees 
from the Arian Gregory, leaves Alexandria and hastens to Rome 

(Soc., II, II; Soz., III, 6; Theod., II, 3), 
(3) in the year 356, when Constantius ejects him a second time 

(Soc., II, 26; Soz., IV, 2; Theod., II, 10), 
(4) in the year 362, when Julian the Apostate expels him, although 

he returns secretly to Alexandria and hides himself in the city 
(Soc., III, 14; Soz., V, 15; Theod., III, 5), 
(5) in the year 365, when Athanasius, persecuted by Valens, again 

conceals himself in Alexandria (Soc., IV, 13; Soz., VI, 12). 

It seems a very probable assumption that one of these five flights 
is illustrated in the miniature and the question only remains to be 
decided, which one of the five. Only in Connection with the fourth 

flight do our chroniclers mention in particular that Athanasius 
embarked on a boat. Socrates teils us that Athanasius embarked,. 
crossed the Nile and hastened with all speed to Egypt, but then 
deceived his pursuers and returned secretly to Alexandria. So- 
zomenos is more vague, indicating neither the destination of the 

flight nor the fact that it was made in a boat, while Theodoret, 
more in agreement with Socrates in this point, reports that 
Athanasius found a boat on the bank of the river and started for 
the Thebaid, but deceived his pursuers and returned to Alexandria. 
Consequently one might be inclined to see in our miniature a 
representation of Athanasius’ fourth flight. But, although in the 
reports about the other flights a boat is not particularly mentioned, 
the text at least implies that in all of them either the sea or the 
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Nile were chosen as the way of escape, so that the boat easily 
could be understood as a painter^s Convention to represent a flight 
as such. For this reason the possibility that any of the other 
flights might be represented as well, cannot be excluded. More¬ 
over, the Story of the fourth flight still leaves unexplained the 
presence of the monk with the hood and the two men alongside of 
him, who also may be monks, to judge from their garments, 
though they wear no hood. The only place where, in the three 
chronicles, monks are mentioned in connection with any of the 
five flights is in Theodoret’s description of the third, which de- 
scription is itself mainly excerpted from Athanasius’ own Apologia 
de fuga sua, Constantius, the emperor, dispatched a military 
Commander, Sebastianos by name, to slay Athanasius while he 
was holding Service in a church in Alexandria. The commander 
surrounded the church with his soldiers and forced his way into 
the building, but the monks and some of the clergy led Athanasius 
out of the church so that he might escape. In reference to this 
Story the men in the boat alongside the bishop may very well be 
explained as representatives of the clergy and of the monks who 
saved Athanasius’ life. Thus among the various proposals for an 
explanation of the boat-scene the most convincing one seems to 
US that of the third flight of Athanasius in the year 356 a.d. as it is 
reported in Theodoret. 

Assuming that our Interpretation is correct, how, then, does the 
portrait of the bishop correspond to the pictorial tradition of 
Athanasius’ portrait in monuments which are Contemporary with 
the Paris codex? Characteristic is the white hair and a compara- 
tively short beard, slightly pointed, which frames a face not par- 
ticularly ascetic. The chief collection of portraiture for this period 
is the codex of the Sacra Parallela in Paris Ms. grec. 923,^^ which 
contains no less than nine busts of Athanasius, most of them 
medallions.^^ Usually he wears in this manuscript as well as in 
other monuments a tight cap around his head, which is typical for 
the archbishops of Alexandria, but in the first example in the 
Paris manuscript, he is represented without the cap, and this also 
has numerous parallels in other monuments, so that its omission 

Weitzmann, Die Byzantinische Buchmalerei des IX. und X. Jahrhunderts 
(193s)» P- 80» Pt LXXXVI (here further bibliography). 

=“Fols. lov, 4ir, 88r, i37r, igzr, 237^ 354^ 374''» 380^. 
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in our miniature cannot be brought forward as an argument 
against bis identification. On the other hand, length, shape and 
color of the beard in the Athanasius busts of the Sacra Parallela 
manuscript agree very well with the bishop in our miniature so 

that the latter's identification seems well supported.^® 
The second scene revolves around the destruction of several 

churches by fire. The general context of the Gregory homily 
would imply that a group of Arians is destroying the churches of 
the Orthodox. Now if we read in our three chronicles the stories 
of the excesses which are full of bloodshed and cruelties of all 
sorts, we find rarely in them any hint of a destruction of a church 
by fire, and in reality just this crime is not even likely to have 
taken place very frequently for the simple reason that the Arians 
were apparently interested to take over the churches of the Ortho¬ 

dox for themselves rather than to destroy them. And since not a 
single case of destruction of a church by the Arians, as told in the 

chronicles, fits our miniature, we must reckon with the possibility 
that the Gregory painter adapted a composition, the original 

meaning of which might have been slightly different. 
At the same time the miniature contains distinct features which 

point very obviously to a specific historical event. The most likely 
period for the destruction of Christian churches, if we take into 

consideration the time between the reigns of Constantine the Great 
and Theodosius the Younger, is that of Julian the Apostate. In 
the chronicle of Sozomenos (V, 20) we read the story of how 
Julian, angered by the destruction of the temple of Apollo in 
Daphne, which he attributed to the Christians, revenged bimself 
by ordering the destruction of Christian churches in Miletus, in 
the following words: wrote to the governor of Caria to burn 

those churches which had a roof and an altar; and to destroy to 
the foundations those buildings that were unfinished.’’ This story 
agrees quite well with the miniature, so that, in our opinion the 
passage quoted formed the very basis on which the archetype of 
our miniature could have been made up. In the central figure of 

“ In the tenth-eleventh Century, following a general tendency of this period, the 
heard becomes slightly longer as, e.g., in the well-known menologion in the Vatican 
cod. gr. löijy where Athanasius wears the cap {Codices e Vaticanis Selecti, Vol. 
VIII: II Menologio di Basilio II, facs. pl. 329) as well as in the mosaics of Hosios 
Lucas, where he is without cap (E. Diez & O. Demus, Byzantine mosaics in Greece: 
Daphni and Hosios Lucas [1931], fig. 15). 
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the crowd at the left we now recognize easily the governor of 
Caria who, seen from the back, gives the order for the destruction. 
The textual reference to the roofs and the altars is very well 
visualized in the miniature by making the men from Miletus hold 
their firebrands to the roof of the Narthex and the church proper, 
and by depicting an altar at the side. The fact that there are 
several churches likewise agrees with the meaning of the text. 

True that there are also other passages in our chronicles which 

teil about the destruction of churches, but none of them, in its 
details, seems so well in agreement with the miniature. For in- 

stance, in the time of the emperor Constantius the people of Alex¬ 
andria, instigated by Gregory, the Arian, who had succeeded 
Athanasius as bishop after the latter^s second flight, set afire a 

church of Dionysius (Soc., II, ii and 14; Soz., III, 6). But the 

fact that in both sources only one single church is mentioned and 
no altar at all, and that the commander is not named, does not 
speak in favour of this episode as basis for the miniature. Or, to 
quote another example in the time of the emperor Constantius, 

Macedonius, an Arian bishop from Constantinople, destroyed a 
number of churches, not, however, those of the Orthodox, but of 
the sect of the Novatians. The text does not say exactly that they 

were set afire, but simply that they were demolished (Soc., II, 38; 
Soz., IV, 20). Or, again, we read that Nestorius, the famous 

bishop of Constantinople under Theodosius the Younger, sets 
afire a church of the Arians (Soc., VH, 29), but in addition to the 
same objections we made previously, that only one church is 

mentioned, etc., it would not seem too likely, though not impos- 
sible, that the painter who first took over the miniature from a 
chronicle into the Gregory and who certainly must have known 
its original meaning, should have chosen just the scene in which 
the Arians are the victims instead of the destroyers. After these 
considerations we come back decidedly to our first Suggestion, 
namely, that the miniature depicts the destruction of the churches 
of Miletus by the governor of Caria, and since this story, among 
our three chronicles, is told in Sozomenos only, we conclude that 
this chronicle also existed with illustrations. 

The third scene deals with the martyrdom of an old man whom 
the inscription simply calls a yipo)v. The Gregory text describing 

the martyrdom of old bishops by means of carding with nails is 
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not quite in agreement, as we saw^ with the miniature which de- 

picts two soldiers Holding a rope that somehow is fastened around 
the ears of the victim. This looks like a very specific kind of tor- 

ture. Apparently the homily text, as in the previous cases, was 
considered to be too general by the Illustrator, so he searched in 
the chronicles for a scene of martyrdom of a famous bishop, which 
in its general context was dose enough to be introduced into the 
homily, and he did not bother much about details as long as the 
general content, namely cruelty against a Christian bishop, con- 
veyed the main idea. But it is just the detail deviating from the 
homily text which can assist us in finding the clue to the original 

meaning of the scene. 
The episode which seemingly fits best the miniature is the mar¬ 

tyrdom of Marcus, bishop of Arethusa, which, like the burning of 

the churches of Miletus, took place in the time of Julian the 
Apostate. Sozomenos (V, lo) teils the story in the following 
words: ‘The whole people rushed and seized upon him and 
dragged him through the Streets, pushing and plucking and smiting 
whatever member each happened upon. This was done by men as 

well as by women and by all ages with eagerness and wrath. They 
severed his ears with thin ropes. School boys made a game out of 
him, lifting him up and rolling him over, throwing him forward 
and catching him up and stabbing him with their styles without 
mercy. When the whole body was covered with wounds, etc. . . 
Among the manifold tortures — even more are recorded in the 
text — the strängest seems to be the severing of the ears by thin 
ropes, and it is precisely this peculiarity of the martyrdom which 
the painter has chosen for the miniature. It is true that Sozorqenos 
does not say that it was soldiers who performed the tortures: he 
mentions first the people of Arethusa in general and later the 
schoolboys in particular. But the implication that these martyr- 
doms were instigated by Julian would seem to justify the painter^s 
interpretation in representing some of the emperor’s soldiers in 
the act of torturing. The blood-stained body helplessly lying on 
the ground, and the beard characterizing an old man are likewise 
in agreement with this episode. Socrates does not mention this 
Story, but in Theodoret most of its elements are repeated in a 
similar way (III, 3). In this chronicle the fact is emphasized that 
they stripped him before they smote him and this feature of the 
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narration seems to fit the miniature even better than the passage 
in Sozomenos where Stripping is implied by the text, though not 
specifically mentioned. On the other hand, Theodoret does not 
know about the severing of the ears by thin ropes and for this 
reason Theodoret must be excluded as the original source for the 

painter. 
Thus we come to the conclusion that the first scene of the 

miniature is taken from Theodoret and the second and third from 

Sozomenos. We might have hoped to find a single model for all 
three scenes, but if the whole cycle of the Paris Gregory manu- 
script is analyzed, one will soon realize that, as a rule, at least two 

different models and often even more were used by the painter in 
Order to fill the stripes of a single page, and that those pages whose 
scenes are all derived from one and the same source are rather rare. 

III 

For each of Gregory’s two homilies Invectiva contra Jtdianum 

there is a frontispiece-miniature which is subdivided into three 

stripes with historical scenes as was the case in the miniature just 
described. They raise the same kind of problems and, therefore, 
we can proceed with their interpretation in the same manner, i.e., 
first we must find out whether the Gregory text is a sufficient basis 

from which the scenes could have been made up and, if not, we 
will again have to search in the historical chronicles. Since the 
events from the life of Julian the Apostate represented in the three 

pictures fall into the same period as those of the preceding minia¬ 
ture, we will consult again Socrates, Sozomenos and Theodoret 
as the most likely sources. 

In the upper stripe of the miniature which precedes the First 
Invective (fig. 2)^^ we recognize Julian the emperor following a 

sorcerer who takes him by his hand and leads him into a cave, 
where a winged demon, in front of a group of other figures, ad- 
dresses the new-comers. At the left is a building with two stories 
and at the right, on top of a hill, a sarcophagus. On the upper 
frame, not fully legible in the reproduction, runs an inscription 
which, according to Omont, reads: lOTAIANOC XHPArO- 
rOTMENOC TnO . . . BACKANOT . . . BAEHON TOTC 

®®No. IV and V in Migne, P, G., XXXV, col. 532-664 and 664-720. 
^■^Fol. 374V. Omont, op. cit., pl. LIII. 
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AEMONAC. It does not give us the name of the sorcerer or an 

indication as to the locality, and thus confirms again our Impres¬ 

sion that the man who wrote the inscriptions made them up merely 
from what he saw in the picture itself, having apparently no 
further literary information. The text of the homily refers, in 
Paragraph 55, to the event which the miniature represents, in the 

following words: “He [i.e., the emperor] descended into one of 
those sanctuaries which are inaccessible for most people and re- 
garded by them with fear, . . . accompanied by the man who is 
worth about as much as most sanctuaries, the Vise’ man in such 
things, a ‘sophist’; all this is a kind of divination amongst them, 
a meeting in a certain darkness and with subterranean demons 
about the future. . . . But, as the noble man proceeded, terrors 
dashed against him, continually more and more formidable ones, 

Strange noises, as they say, unpleasant smells, fiery apparitions, 
and I don't know what kinds of nonsense and trifles. Being struck 
by the unexpected, for he was still a tyro in these matters, he takes 

refuge in the Cross as in an old remedy and in the sign thereof 

against the terrors and thus makes an assistant of Him whom he 
persecuted. . . In the miniature the emperor, who raises his 
left hand as a sign of abhorrence, the wise man or sophist, who 

guides him and whose name is not revealed by the text, the demons 
in the darkness, all these figures are so much in agreement with 

the description in this passage that one is inclined to consider the 
homily-text as a sufficient basis from which the painter could have 

made up this composition. However, a few details still remain to 
be discussed for which the above quoted passage does not give a 
sufficient explanation. First, there is the building at the left which 
might stand for a temple. True, buildings of this sort are often 

used as decorative fillings in mediaeval painting and therefore 
need not be considered important enough to make the assumption 
of another literary source necessary. Less striking, but from the 
iconographical viewpoint more important is the sarcophagus above 

the cave. Space fillers were not particularly needed in this corner 
of the picture and a sarcophagus at any rate is not a very usual 
Convention for the mere purpose of decorative filling. So we may 
turn again to the chronicles and see whether they supply an in- 
telligible explanation for the sarcophagus. A problem also is the 
identity of the sorcerer. Omont calls him Maximus, the philoso- 
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pher from Ephesus, who was Julian’s teacher in his youth and, 
according to Cumont,^® apparently had introduced the emperor 
into the Mithraic cult. At the same time Omont refers to the 
demon-story in Theodoret, but neither this chronicler nor either 
of the other two mentions Maximus in this connection, so Omont’s 
identification remains a conjecture, though a very likely one. 

Theodoret (III, i) in a few words teils us that the emperor met 
a man who led him into a holy precinct and introduced him into a 
sanctuary in order to invoke the demons who frightened the em¬ 

peror so much that he made the sign of the Cross, in consequence 
of which they vanished. This report does not reveal a single new 
feature compared with Gregory’s description and certainly would 
not justify the assumption of a text other than Gregory as basis 
for the picture. 

Quite different, however, is Socrates’ description of Julian’s 

visit to the demon (III, i8), which reads as follows: ‘‘After hav- 
ing ordered the temples of the Greeks in Antioch to be opened, he 
[i.e., Julian] was eager to obtain an oracle from the Apollo of 
Daphne. However, the demon, who lived in the sanctuary, did 

not answer since he was afraid of his neighbour, the martyr Baby¬ 
las, whose coffin containing his corpse was nearby. When the wise 
emperor was informed of this, he ordered the coffin to be immedi- 

ately removed. When the Christians of Antioch, including women 
and children heard this, they rejoiced and sang psalms and trans- 
ported the coffin from Daphne into the city. . . P According to 

this description the building at the left may perhaps be interpreted 
as the temple of Apollo in Daphne, though this remains, of course, 
a conjecture. But the problem of the sarcophagus in the right 
upper Corner is solved: it is the coffin of Saint Babylas, which was 
so dose to the sanctuary of the demon that the latter’s oracular 

ability was impaired. This identification alone would suffice to 
prove that the miniature is not made up from the homily text as 
seemed possible on the first impression. On the other hand, before 
we make a hasty conclusion that Socrates may be the very source 
for the picture we should consult Sozomenos also. 

After having first told, with great minuteness, how Gallus, the 
pious brother of Julian, had ordered the transfer of the tomb of 

“F. Cumont, Textes et Monuments Figures relatives am Mysthes de Mithra, 

I (1899). 357- 
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Babylas to Daphne, Sozomenos continues (V, 19): “It is said 
that from this time on the demon ceased to utter oracles in the 

habitual way . . . and even when Julian ruied the Roman empire 

alone, the silence nevertheless continued, although he had offered 
libations, incense and victims in abundance to the demon. At last 

the Oracle spoke and proclaimed the reason for its previous silence. 
The emperor who wanted to consult the oracle, went into the 
temple, venerated the demon with lavish gifts and victims, and 
asked him whether he would grant him an answer concerning those 

things he was eager to learn about. The demon did not openly 
admit that he was unable to utter oracles because of Babylas, the 
martyr, whose tomb was in the proximity, but he said that the 

place was full of corpses and that this was the reason why he 
could not give oracles.” Then Sozomenos goes on to teil the same 
Story as Socrates, that by order of Julian the coffin of Babylas 

was removed and that the Christians brought it triumphantly into 
the city, and so on. Now, not only is the narration of the episode 

lengthened out in Sozomenos, but it is also enriched by new fea- 
tures which have a bearing on the Interpretation of the miniature. 
We learn that the demon, after all, does make an utterance, though 

a short and negative one, and this explains the gesture of speech 
of the winged demon. Furthermore, and this is the most decisive 
point, we see a number of heads and busts around the demon, 

which Omont describes as other demons, but apparently these 
represent the corpses which, in the text, are mentioned as a 
hindrance to the demon. For these reasons we definitely give 
Sozomenos the preference over Socrates as the basic text for the 
miniature. However, it should not be overlooked that neither 
Socrates nor Sozomenos mention the sorcerer who accompanies 
the emperor into the sanctuary and who, on the other hand, is 

described in the homily as well as in Theodoret. He was, perhaps, 
added after the picture was taken over into the Gregory-homily, 
but there is also the possibility that the miniature, which we 
assume to have originated in Sozomenos, passed through an illus- 
trated Theodoret as an intermediary stage, before it migrated 
from there into the homily, and that consequently the sorcerer 
may have been already introduced in an illustrated Theodoret. 

The second scene illustrates the sacrifice of bulls by Julian. 
Foliowed by two bodyguards, the emperor watches a temple ser- 
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vant who slaughters a bull with a double-axe. A second bull lies 
burning in front of an idol Standing on a pedestal before a niche 
which has two more idols in the shape of busts on its Corners. The 
emperor is accompanied by an older man who encourages him in 
his pagan activity and, to judge from his drapery and from the 
features of his face, he is apparently the same man as the guide 
in the preceding scene. Omont, therefore, calls him again Maxi¬ 

mus, and this seems indeed the most plausible Identification, 
though neither the Gregory-text nor any chronicle nor the rather 

noncommittal inscription, lOTAIANOC 0TON TOIC EIAßAOIC, 
give any hint as to the name of Julian’s companion. 

The choice of this theme by the painter is prompted by Para¬ 
graph 77 of the homily where Gregory bestows several epithets, 
none too flattering, upon Julian, such as EtScoXtavo?, Ilio-ato?, 

’AScüvato? and Kavo-travpog, i.e., the Burner of Bulls. A mere 
epithet, especially in the enumeration of several, would hardly 

have been a sufficient clue to the painter for the Invention of a 
sacrifice picture, had he not seen a composition of this theme in 
some other context, where it must have accompanied a more de- 
tailed text describing more explicitly Julian’s reintroduction of 

pagan rites. 
The clearest Statement we were able to find is in Socrates (III, 

17): “They said that on his coins a bull was struck by which the 
World had been destroyed. When the emperor was much given to 

the Superstition of demons he sacrificed bulls continuously in 
front of the altars of the idols and therefore ordered that an altar 
and a bull be struck upon his coins.” A similar, but shorter record 
is in the chronicle of Sozomenos in the same paragraph which con- 

tains also his visit to the demons (V, 19), namely that the people 
ridiculed the emperor “because he had had struck the picture of 
a bull upon his coins. They say jokingly that in the time of his 
reign the world itself had been destroyed quite as much as the 

supine bulls.” The miniature could have been connected with 
either one of these passages and it is difficult to give one a pref¬ 
erence over the other, 

One point should not be overlooked, namely, that we do not 
deal here with a specific historical episode happening but once as 
in the previous instances, but with a representation of a general 
habit of the emperor; and inasmuch as the subject-matter in 
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itself is somewhat conventional, so is its formal rendering. There- 

fore this composition as a common scheme for sacrifices suits any 
passage which would describe Julian’s reintroduction of pagan 

rite in general, regardless whether slaughtering of bulls is men- 
tioned in particular or not. The same chroniclers, Socrates as 

well as Sozomenos, speak in other places also of Julian’s adapta- 
tion of the pagan rite of sacrifice, particularly in the introductory 
paragraphs to the life of this emperor, which deal with his educa- 

tion and general character. Socrates (III, i) teils us that Julian 
opened the temples of the pagans, offered sacrifice to the idols and 
called himself Pontifex Maximus, and in another place (III, ii) 
he States that Julian offered sacrifices in public to the Tyche of 
Constantinople in the basilica, where her Image was erected. And 
similar to the first report of Socrates is Sozomenos’ description of 
Julian’s reintroduction of the pagan cult (V, 3). He is even some¬ 

what more explicit insofar as he teils not only of the reopening of 
the old temples, but also how the emperor repaired them and 
rebuilt their altars by giving money for this purpose and how he 
restored the practice of offering sacrifices. Then the description 
goes on to say that he, the emperor himself, offered libations 
openly and sacrificed publicly and honored all those who were 
performing these ceremonies, i.e., the priests, the hierophants and 

the servants of Images. With any of these passages our miniature 
might just as well have been associated originally. 

There is no passage in Theodoret which seriously comes into 
play as basis for our miniature: in the only place where he speaks 
about the opening of the temples with idols (III, 3) he does not 
particularly mention the emperor as taking part in such a rite 
himself. Thus we come to the conclusion that the sacrifice-scene 
was taken over into the Gregory homily from either Socrates or 

Sozomenos without being able to give a definite preference to any 
of the several text passages quoted above. 

In the third scene we see Julian sitting on a richly decorated 
throne, pressing a little golden idol against his side with his left 
hand, while with the right he holds a plate with gold coins which 
he offers to a group of high ranking soldiers, who reach for them. 

More gold pieces are in a round jewelled box at his side, and in 
front of the emperor Stands a brazier for incense. Two men of the 
bodyguard stand at the left in front of a building which apparently 
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Stands for the imperial palace. Paragraphs 82 and 83 of the 
homily refer to the episode represented in the picture with the 
following words: “It was the day of the imperial gift-making . . . 

and the soldiery were ordered to be present so that they might 
receive the donativum according to the merit or the rank of each 

of them. . . . Now he presided in splendour, splendidly celebrat- 
ing against [Christian] piety and thinking about his cunning 
contrivances. . . . There was placed before him incense, the fire 

was dose by and the exhorters near. And the scheme was so 
plausible because it seemed to be the expected usage of the more 

andent and more honorable imperial donativum. What then? Each 
was supposed to throw incense upon the fire and to receive from 
the emperor the recompense for their destruction [i.e., of their 

souls]. . . This reads like a faithful description of the minia¬ 
ture, so that the picture needs no further explanation and conse- 

quently it seems perfectly possible that a miniaturist could have 
made up the composition from this text. The only detail to which 
the text does not give any due in particular is the little idol in the 
arm of the emperor. Only the inscription, lOTAIANOC PßP- 

ETON EN AOAQ EXON K[E]KPTMENON EN TH XEIPI 
TO EIAOAON, refers to it and this seems again to point to the 

assumption that all inscriptions were made up under a direct visual 
Impression of the pictures themselves. If we, nevertheless, keep 
the possibility open that even the scene of the distributing of the 
donativum might have been taken over from a chronicle — pro- 

vided we find in any of them a text of equal explicitness — it is on 
the ground of analogy with all other scenes described hitherto, 

not one of which could possibly have originated in the Gregory 
homily itself. One has a natural hesitation to assume an exception 
before not all other possibilities are first exploited. 

Socrates does not narrate this episode, but in Sozomenos (V, 17) 
it is told this way: “When the time came at which the emperor 
was to give money to the soldiers (which generally took place at 
some festivals of the Romans, such as the birthdays of emperors 
or the foundation of royal cities) he bethought himself that 
soldiers were simple by nature and careless and easily overcome 
by their innate greediness for money, and he used a certain means 
by which he forced them to sacrifice. It was the custom in old 
times that those who accepted the donativum had to sacrifice. 
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Accordingly, as each of them approached, those who stood near 

the emperor commanded them to throw on incense. The incense 

and the fire were placed nearby, according to an old Roman cus- 
tom. Some of them being without fear, had the manly spirit to 

refuse to throw on the incense and to receive the gold from the 
emperor.” One small detail might be pointed out in which the 
passage differs from the Gregory text. While the latter speaks 
only of dvfiidvj i.e. throwing incense, Sozomenos speaks in addi- 
tion to dvfiLav also of dveiv, which means sacrificing in general, 
including the worshipping of the gods by means of offerings. This, 
then, might, though indirectly, justify the representation of an 
idol in the emperor’s left hand, to which the Gregory text gives no 
allusion either direct or indirect. However, it must at the same 
time be stated that the verb dveiv occurs twice in a phrase which 
does not appear in all Codices so that our evidence is still more 

weakened. Thus it becomes clear that this point is not strong 
enough to give the chronicle text a definite priority over the 
Gregory text, but as a whole the passage in Sozomenos is at least 

of equal value as a basic text for the miniature. 
Theodoret also describes our episode and this is what he has 

to say (III, 12): ^‘But the tyrant invented another subtle con- 
trivance against the truth. For when he was distributing gold 

among the ranks of his soldiery he sat on the imperial throne; 
before him, contrary to custom, was an altar full of charcoal, and 
incense on a table. He ordered each one of those who were to 

receive the gold first to throw incense upon the altar and then to 
receive the gold from his own right hand. Most of them were 

completely unaware of this trap. . . .” This description contains 
some visual features which seem particularly inviting for an illus- 
trator: the “imperial throne,” the “altar full of charcoal” and the 
“table with incense.” But just in these details, except for the 
throne, the artist does not comply with the writer’s suggestions: 

the charcoal is not on a jöa>/xo5, i.e., an altar with a base, but a 
brazier, and the table with incense is not depicted at all, while on 
the other hand there is visible a box with gold coins, which is not 
mentioned in the text. The only point in favour of Theodoret 
which one might argue about is the specific Statement that the 
soldiers received the gold from the right hand of the emperor. 

**Migne, P. G., LXVII, col. 1267-1268, note 21. 
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But even if the artist had the Sozomenos text before him, which 
speaks only of “receiving the gold from the emperor,” he hardly 
would have had another choice of pictorial expression than to 
place the gold-pieces into the emperor's right hand. Assuming that 

not the homily but a chronicle text was the basis, we would favour 
the Sozomenos passage as against Theodoret, though we must 
admit that the differences are too slight to be decisive. 

To sum up our various interpretations: all three scenes illus- 
trating the First Invectiva can be derived from Sozomenos. But 
it seems to be sure only for the first scene with the demon; the 

second with the sacrifice of the bulls has an equal chance to be 

based on a passage in Socrates and in the third, which illustrates 
the spending of the donativum, neither the homily itself nor the 
chronicle of Theodoret can be excluded entirely as another pos- 

sibility though Sozomenos seems to have a slightly better chance. 

IV 

The three scenes which precede the second Invectiva contra 
Julianum (fig. 3)^^ deal with the emperor’s death during his expe- 

dition against the Persians. First we see him riding clad in splen¬ 
did armour at the head of his cavalry, approaching a bridge which 
spans a river and leads, at the right, to a gate of a walled city, the 

obvious aim of Julian’s conquest. Outside the walls we recognize 
Persian troops armed with lances and square shields. The inscrip- 
tion above the miniature reads: lOTAIANOC AIIEPXOMENOC 
EN nE[PCIAI]. There is a cut in the upper margin so originally 
the inscription may, perhaps, have been somewhat longer and 
have contained the name of the locality. The main city where the 

final battle was fought which forced Julian to retreat immediately 
before his death, was Ctesiphon, and therefore it seems most likely 
that the painter intended to represent this city as Omont has 
already suggested. The river, then, would be the Tigris. 

Ctesiphon is also the chief place mentioned in the paragraphs 
nine and ten of Gregory^s homily, to which our scene must be 
related, and this strongly confirms the city’s identification. Here 
we read; “Now, having advanced in this way with the army 
and passed along the river’s bank, with the ships on the river 
transporting corn and carrying baggage, he approached Ctesiphon 

Fol. 409V. Omont, op. dt., pl. LIV. 
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after no small difficulty; so great was his longing for this city that 

even to be near it he considered as already a part of the victory. 
. , , Henceforth, however, like sand drawn out from under the 

feet or like a squall bursting upon a ship, things turned against 
him. Ctesiphon is a strong fortress and hard to conquer, fortified 

by a wall of burnt brick and by a deep ditch and by lagoons Corn¬ 

ing from the river. . . . But as he advanced a Persian army ap- 

peared and was steadily reinforced but did not see any need to 
stand in the front line and to run the risks without the greatest 
necessity, though they had the greater resources with which to 

prevail; but from the crests of the hüls and narrow passes, when- 
ever an opportunity offered itself, they hit and struck with arrows 
and occupied, in advance, the most vital passes and easily hin- 
dered his advance. . . In some points text and picture agree 

quite well: it is easy to recognize in the walled city at the right the 
strongly fortified Ctesiphon of the text, while Julian’s proud atti- 
tude on horseback suits well the emperor who, being near the 
city, seems so sure of his victory. Also, the river flowing down 
the picture and forming a barrier between the Greeks and Persians 
conforms to the Situation described in the text. However, it must 

be noted that the fleet which plays so essential a role in the text is 
not depicted. Moreover, there is one feature which seems contrary 
to the meaning of the text, namely the quiet attitude of the Per¬ 
sians, Standing at the bank of the river, while in the homily they 
attack from hüls and narrow passes apparently under cover, thus 
avoiding facing the Greeks openly. This incongruity justifies our 
customary doubt that the homily text could have been the basic 
text for the miniature. 

Let US therefore turn once more to the chronicles to see whether 
they provide an explanation for this particular feature. Socrates 
and Theodoret are too abbreviated in their narration of the Persian 

expedition and must be excluded as a possibility. The former 
(III, 21) teils in only a short sentence that Julian surrounded the 
city of Ctesiphon and pressed the king of the Persians so hard that 

he sent repeated embassies to him, but no river and no army of 
the Persians are mentioned. Theodoret (III, 20) is still vaguer on 
this subject and neither mentions Ctesiphon at all nor describes 
any Situation which might fit the miniature. A more detaüed nar¬ 
ration is to be found only in Sozomenos (VI, i), who has this to 
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say: “As he was journeying along the Euphrates he arrived at 
Ctesiphon, not far from the river. This is a large city where the 

Persian king has now his residence instead of Babylon. . . . But 
the Persians appeared on the banks of the Tigris with a great 
display of horses and heavy armed troops and elephants.” And 
then he goes on in great detail to teil how Julian, under the im- 
pression of this display, ordered the retreat and commanded the 
embarkation of his troops and their transfer to the opposite side 

of the river by night, and how a battle was fought after which the 
Romans returned by the river and encamped near Ctesiphon, etc. 

On the basis of this passage we can now interpret the group of 
Persians in the miniature as “the display of their army on the 
banks of the river,^^ the sight of which made Julian stop his march 

of conquest. True, there are no horses or elephants in the group, 
but the limitation to heavy armed troops can easily be understood 

as an artistic abbreviation. At any rate, this representation of the 
Persians on the river-bank is in its context apparently more in 
agreement with the description by Sozomenos than with that of 
the homily, and consequently we assume that the miniature origi- 

nated more likely in this chronicle, the very one — and this hardly 
is accidental — to which all illustrations of the First Invectiva 
could be related with a greater or less degree of certainty. 

There is but one detail for which no satisfactory answer is yet 

given and this is the bridge so prominently displayed in the pic- 
ture. Neither the homily nor any of the chronicles mention a 
bridge, which seems even contradictory to the meaning of the 

text, particularly of Sozomenos, who teils us that Julian used his 
fleet in order to disembark his troops on the other side of the 
Tigris. So one has either to understand the bridge as an invention 
of the painter who might have introduced it with the intention of 

clarifying the Situation or to leave open the possibility that some 
other literary source is involved which has not yet been discovered. 

In the second scene two nimbed bishops and a deacon approach 
an altar in order to hold a divine Service. They are followed by a 
group of monks and a second group of younger people who prob- 
ably are meant to represent novices. The altar Stands in front of 
a church and this is a typical mediaeval convention which naturally 
means that not only the altar but all participants in the Service 
are to be thought of as inside the church. The scene is surrounded 
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by a crenellated wall with towers which, because of the absence of 

any other building and because of the presence of the monks, has 
to be understood as the enclosing wall of a monastery, rather than 

the usual walled city. The inscription on the background reads; 

O AriOC BACIAEIOC ETXOMENOC KATA lOTAIANOT. 
The first of the two bishops with black hair and beard corresponds 

very well with the type of Basil whom we know from other minia- 
tures of the same Paris manuscript as well as from many other 
documents of about the same period. While this identification 
can be considered as sure, that of the second bishop is prob- 

iematical, since the inscription fails to mention him. The head 
with white hair and a white, half-long beard corresponds fairly 
well with that of the author of our homily, i.e., Gregory of Nazi- 

anzus himself as we see him depicted throughout the Paris codex 

as well as in other manuscripts. 
In the text of the second Invectiva there is nowhere a passage 

which in any respect or in the smallest degree could be related to 
the Situation as represented in the picture or which could give any 

clue to its explanation. And what is even more surprising is the 
fact that none of the three chronicles, by which every scene so far 

could be explained, contains a passage according to which Basil is 
in any way connected with Julian's death. However, there is a 

Strange episode in Theodoret (III, 19) about a monk by the name 
of Julianos who saw in a vision the death of the emperor Julian. 
Some details of this story recall so immediately a Situation like 

the one depicted in our miniature that we will give its full word- 
ing: man who in his body imitated the life of the bodyless, 
Julianos by name and surnamed Sabbas in the Syrian language, 
whose life I have described in the OtXoöeo? lo-ropta, offered sup- 
plications all the more eagerly to the God of all mankind when he 

heard about the boasts of that impious man. On the very day on 
which he [i.e., the emperor] was slain, he learned about it, while 
he was praying, although the monastery was more than twenty 
stations distant from the encamped army. It is said that while he 
was loudly imploring and supplicating the benevolent Lord, he 
suddenly stopped the flow of tears, became full of exuberance and 
happiness and his face became bright, revealing the joy of the 
Soul. When his best friends perceived this change, they beseeched 

”£.g., Omont, op. cit., pl. XXVII, XXXI, XXXIV. 
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him to teil the reason of his gladness. ‘The wild boar/ said he, ‘the 
enemy of the vineyard of the Lord has paid the penalties for the 
wrongs done to Him, and now he is dead, his treachery has been 
brought to an end.’ All who heard this leaped up for joy and sang 
the thanksgiving hymn. Biit from those who brought the news 
about the end of the emperor, they learned that it was on the very 
day and at the very hour when the guilty was slain that the divine 
old man knew it and predicted it.” If we could only Substitute 
this monk Julianus for Basil, then the miniature would fit this 
Story perfectly well. The attitude of the man in front of the altar 
could be explained by the Theodoret text as the moment when, 
during his prayers, he has the vision of the death of Julian, the 
representation of which is depicted in the scene underneath. The 
monks who form the crowd are just perceiving the expression of 
joy of the celebrating bishop and their gestures reveal a participa- 
tion in the same astonishment. Also the architectural setting 
would be perfectly suitable for the monastery which, according 

to the text, lies twenty stations from the camp where the slaying 
of the emperor took place. Although the story of Theodoret and 

the miniature apparently have something to do with each other, 
it is equally clear that an exchange of figures, if there was one, 
could not be explained as a mere mistake on the part of the painter. 

Therefore Theodoret’s chronicle cannot have been the direct 
source of our miniature and we must search for further literary 
evidence in other chronicles. 

There exists, indeed, a chronicle in which a vision of the death 
of Julian happened to Basil and this is the World chronicle of 
Johannes Malalas, who in the sixth Century wrote in eighteen 
books a populär history which, in the only copy preserved, Starts 
with the ancient Egyptians and ends with the last period of Jus- 
tinian (563).^^ In book XIII he first teils how Basil, the most 
divine bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, had a dream in which 
he saw Julian killed, and then he continues: “St. Basil, having 
called together the whole clergy, went down into the church for 
his morning prayers and told them about this mysterious vision, 
and that Julian, the emperor, had been slain and had died that 
very night. And all appealed to him to keep silence and not to 

“ Migne, P. G., XCVII, col. 65-717. 
^ Ibid., col. 497. 
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teil anybody about it. Eutropios, the very wise chronicler, wrote 

about this in bis history, but not in agreement with our account/^ 
On the basis of this text one could interpret the miniature as a 
representation of the moment after his dream (which itself is 

represented underneath in a separate stripe), when Basil, followed 
by the clergy, went into the church for the morning prayer. How- 
ever, there are certain features in the picture which do not exactly 

agree with this text either. The monks are not explained by the 
Malalas text, from which it can furthermore be inferred that 

Basil was not in a monastery at that time at all, but in the city of 
Caesarea, and consequently one would expect as an architectural 
setting, besides the church, the city of Caesarea visualized by some 
buildings, but not a simple wall enclosure which rather seems to 
represent a monastery. But these deviating features are just the 
very ones which fitted so well to the text of Theodoret. These 
incongruities can be explained most naturally by the assumption 

of a development according to which the composition originated 
as an Illustration of Theodoret^s passage of the vision of Julianos 
the monk, and was then taken over into the chronicle of Malalas 
and changed by substituting Basil for Julianos, but keeping at the 

same time the group of monks and the architectural setting from 
the model. From there the miniature migrated into the third text, 
i.e. the Gregory homily, and here again a slight change seems to 
have been made, in order to adjust it somehow to its present 

context, by inserting Gregory himself as a companion of Basil. 
No text mentions Gregory in connection with this episode, but 
since he and Basil were old friends and appear in other pictures 
of the same Paris codex side by side it may perhaps have been 
the painter^s idea to introduce him in order to give to the whole 
scene some kind of justification for its existence in front of the 
homily, whose text does not refer to this episode at all, as we have 
noticed. 

In passing, it may be mentioned that the Basil story in Malalas 
is somewhat anachronistic since Basil was not made bishop of 

Caesarea before 370, i.e., seven years after Julian’s death. No 
earlier chronicle knows anything about a relation between Basil 
and Julian, so the whole legend is probably not much older than 
Malalas. 

^ Omont, op. eit., pl. XXVII and XXXIV. 
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The death of the emperor, to which the morning prayer of Basil 

in the church is so intimately related, is represented in the stripe 
underneath. A galloping rider has pierced Julian by means of a 
lance with such vehemence that the emperor is thrown off the 
saddle and tumbles to the^round. The inscription, lOTAIANOC 
C^AZOMENOC XnO TOT AEIOT MEPKOT[PIO]T, identi- 

fies the killer as St. Mercurius. The miniature relates to paragraph 
13 of the homily, where the end of the emperor is described in 
detail with the following words: “Some say that he [i.e., Julian] 

was shot down by the Persians when he was engaged in random 
skirmishes. . . . But others narrate this story about him. When 

he had gone up to the crest of a hill so that he might have a wide 
view of his army and learn how much of it was left for continuing 
the war, and when he saw that the number was great and larger 

than expected, he exclaimed, 'How terrible if we should bring back 
all these to the land of the Romans’ as if he envied their safe 
return. Whereupon one of his officers, being sorely angry, not 

holding back his wrath and disregarding his own safety, ran his 

sword into the emperor’s viscera. Others say that this deed was 
accomplished by one of the Barbarian jesters, . . . And again 
others give this fame to a certain Saracen. However that may be, 

he received a mortal blow, salutary for the whole world. . . 
Not only is Mercurius not mentioned in the passage, but also none 

of the various ways of killing agrees with the attack of the rider 

in the miniature, and as so often, we must again conclude that 
this passage was not the basis for the painter’s Invention, but 
served merely as an instigation to insert a scene of the emperor’s 

death from another source. 
As in the case of Basil in the preceding scene, Socrates, Sozome- 

nos and Theodoret fail to be explicit and do not mention Mer¬ 
curius in Connection with Julian’s death. According to Socrates 

(III, 21) Julian, who had entered the battle against the Persians 
unarmed, was killed by a dart which an unknown soldier had 
cast at him or, as others say, by a Persian who had hurled a 
javelin at him and then fled, while again others believe that he 
was killed by one of his own men. Theodoret likewise gives sev- 
eral versions of his death (III, 20) but admits at the same time 
that the name of the killer is unknown to him. He records an 
invisible being as well as one of the Nomads called Ishmaelites, 
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and finally a soldier who could not endure the pains of famine, as 
potential killers, without, however, embarking on a discussion as 

to how the wound was inflicted. So both Socrates and Theodoret 

not only do not mention Mercurius, but like the homily text 
contain no feature which might fit at least the compositional 
scheme. In this respect only Sozomenos is different, who, among 

our chroniclers, gives the most explicit report (VI, 1-2). Describ- 
ing the battle against the Persians he has this to say: “After dark- 
ness and mist had spread around, a horseman riding at a gallop 
transfixed the emperor with the lance and inflicted upon him a 
mortal wound. After having thrown him from the horse the un- 
known rider withdrew. Some say he was a Persian; others a 
Saracen. Again others insist that he who struck the blow against 

him was a Roman soldier who was vexed at the thoughtlessness 
and overboldness with which the emperor had thrown his army 
into such perils. Libanius, the Syrian sophist and the most inti- 
mate friend of Julian, wrote the following about the person who 

had killed him; Terhaps someone is anxious to know who was 
the killer. I do not know his name. There is, however, plain 

proof that the killer was not an enemy, because none of his enemies 
claimed the honor of having dealt the blow. . . ” And then 
Sozomenos continues by making his own commentary to Libanius; 

“And in writing this way Libanius indicates that the slayer of 
Julian was a Christian and this is probably the truth. It is not 

unlikely that one of the soldiers in the Roman army conceived 
this idea. . . If we would give to the unknown soldier of this 
passage the name Mercurius the agreement between text and 
picture would be perfect. One needs only to point to the gallop- 
ing of the slayer, his distinction by means of a nimbus which 
speaks in favour of a Christian, the piercing of the emperor by 
a lance, and his fall from the horse as to the most striking simi- 
larities. 

For the Identification of Mercurius with the killer we must 
again look for a new literary source besides our three familiär 

chronicles and it hardly comes as a surprise to find the clue pro- 
vided again by Malalas. The same passage in book XIII which 
narrates the morning prayer of Basil after his vision in a dream, 
describes this very dream with the following words: “In the same 
night, Basil, the most divine bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, 
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saw in a dream the heavens open and Christ the Saviour sitting 
on a throne and saying with a loud voice: ‘Mercurius, depart and 
kill Julian the emperor and the enemy of the Christians/ St. 
Mercurius stood in front of the Lord wearing a shining coat of 
mail of iron; and after he had heard the Order he disappeared 
immediately. And having come back again he stood in front of 
the Lord and shouted: Julian the emperor is slain as you, O Lord, 
commanded, and has died.’ Startled by this loud shout Basil the 
bishop awoke in confusion. Julian the emperor revered him as a 
learned man and as an associate of his studies and wrote to him 
frequently.” Reading this passage we learn from it with regard 
to our miniature nothing more than the mere fact that Mercurius 

did kill the emperor, but it does not say how. This means that we 
are faced again with the same kind of incongruity as in the pre- 
ceding prayer scene. The solution may therefore be sought in the 

same direction, namely by assuming that the miniature was in- 
vented for the chronicle of Sozomenos, then taken over into the 

Malalas text where the inscription with the name Mercurius was 
added and finally was transmitted to the Gregory homily. But 
there is this difference from the Basil scene where we met a similar 
case of double migration in that, as far as we can judge, no formal 
changes were required when the shift from one text into another 

was made. 
The fact that two identifications, the one of Basil and the other 

of Mercurius, come from the same source, makes the assiimption 
of an illustrated Malalas alongside with the other illustrated 

chronicles all the more justifiable. However, Malalas is not the 
only source which teils the story about BasiPs dream and Mer¬ 
curius’ killing. We find it again in the Chronicon Paschale,^® but 

here it is told in so similar a way that it can hardly be doubted 
that Malalas was the source. It is, of course, by no means impos- 
sible that the Chronicon Paschale was also illustrated with the 
same miniatures, but if so we would make the assumption that 
they were copied from Malalas in the same way as was the text. 

Therefore the Chronicon Paschale would come into play merely 
as an intermediary step. Our conclusions about Malalas would 
be subject to change only if a chronicle earlier than Malalas could 
be found which contains the Basil and the Mercurius story. In 

®®Migne, P. G., XCn, col. 748, 
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this case Malalas would have to be reduced to the role of an inter- 
mediary such as we assume the Chronicon Paschale to be. 

V 

Besides the three frontispieces discussed so far which are filled 

with Stripes of illustrations from chronicles, there are a few more 
scenes from the same historical sources, interpolated with others 

which are made up from the homily text itself. For instance, the 
Oratio funebris in laudem Basilii Magni, i.e., the XLIIIrd hom¬ 
ily,is preceded by a miniature with numerous scenes in four 
Stripes (fig. 4)^^ most of which can be sufficiently explained by 
the homily text and therefore do not require the assumption of 
another outside source. To this category of illustrations belong 
the following scenes: in the upper stripe Basil with his grand- 
parents (whom the inscription erroneously calls his parents) is 

hiding in a cave in Pontus surrounded by stags and hinds (para- 
graphs 5-7); the figure of the seated Basil who writes prolifically 

on practically every theological subject (paragraphs 66-69); 
episode, filling the whole third stripe, which represents a widow, 
kneeling at an altar in front of Basil, seeking refuge from the 
persecutions of an assessor, then Basil brought before this assessor 

and being stripped of the pallium while the people are stirred and 
aroused by this crime (paragraphs 56-57) ; and finally the picture 
in the fourth stripe depicting BasiFs burial (paragraphs 79-80). 
But there are two more episodes on the same page which seem to 
contain more pictorial details than the Gregory text can account 
for and thus the question whether they were taken over from 
another illustrated text comes again into play. 

In the right half of the first strip (fig. 4) we see, in front of a 
walled city, two nimbed men and between them an older figure 
who, by his nude breast, himation, and scroll is sufficiently char- 
acterized as a pagan man of learning. Omont interprets the scene 
as the education of young Basil and his fellow Student Gregory 
of Nazianzus by the old scholar and he relates the representation 
correctly to paragraphs 15-18 of the homily which deal with the 
fruitful period of study both had enjoyed together in Athens. The 
man in the center must undoubtedly be a very distinguished 

^Ibid., XXXVI, col. 493-605. 
” Fol. i04>'. Omont, op. cü., pl, XXXI. 
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teacher but, in reading the homily text, we search in vain for a 
reference to a man of bis profession, either named or unnamed. 
The lengthy homily text deals exclusively with the debates the 
two students had with their comrades and with other episodes of 
their Student life, but they do not take us into the lecture hall. 
Thus in Order to identify the distinguished teacher we must again 
consult the familiär chronicles. The two which come into play 
are Socrates and Sozomenos. The former has this to say in a 
Paragraph which deals with Basil and Gregory (IV, 26): “When 

they were young they were the auditors of the most celebrated 
sophists of their time, namely of Himerius and Prohaeresius, and 
afterwards they went together to the school of the Syrian Libanius 

in Antioch and here they learned rhetoric to the highest perfec- 
tion. . . . Having touched upon philosophical matters by the 

side of the man who taught philosophy in Antioch, they shortly 
afterwards brought together the books of Origen and found out 

from them the correct interpretation of the Sacred Scriptures.” 
Quite similar is the Statement of Sozomenos (VII, 17): “When 

both were young they had studied in Athens under Himerius and 
Prohaeresius, the most learned sophists of their age, and after¬ 

wards at Antioch under Libanius the Syrian.” Judging from these 
passages the Scholar in the miniature could be any one of the 
three, i.e., Himerius, Prohaeresius or Libanius. Nevertheless cer- 

tain considerations seem to allow us to give a slight preference to 
Libanius. One might argue that in the case of the two Athenian 

sophists who are mentioned as a couple the painter would have 
represented them together. Moreover, according to Socrates, 

Libanius seems to have been the teacher who had the most lasting 
influence upon the two pupils. Besides Libanius is much better 

known to both chroniclers than the two sophists from Athens 
who are mentioned only in this one connection. Though we are 
quite Sure that the scene is not made up from the homily text we 

are not able to decide whether Socrates or Sozomenos was the 
source since their passages are too much alike. If only we could 
be Sure whether the scholar is Libanius or not! In the affirmative 
case we would have the proof that either Socrates or Sozomenos 

must be the actual source because they alone know of BasiFs and 

“Beside the passages already quoted: Soc., III, i; III, 17; III, 23; VI, 3, and 
Soz., VIII, 2. 
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Gregory’s study in Antioch under Libanius. According to another 

source which is more trustworthy, Basil met Libanius in Constanti- 

nople while Gregory in bis homily does not say anything about 
bis residing in Antiocb togetber witb Basil. 

Tbe second episode, whicb is below tbe preceding one and wbicb 

deals witb tbe deatb of tbe son of tbe emperor Valens (fig. 4)? 
leads US to a clearer result concerning its literary source. First we 
recognize tbe standing figure of Basil, accompanied by a deacon 
and confronted witb Valens and one of bis officers. An inscription 
reads: OTAAHC IIEPlTPEnOMENOC. Basil is represented 
before a ciborium wbicb in turn is placed in front of a cburcb. 
According to tbe conventions of mediaeval art as already recog- 
nized in tbe picture of BasiPs morning prayer (fig. 3) tbis means 

tbat tbe wbole scene is supposed to take place inside tbe cburcb. 
Tben tbere follows, underneatb tbe inscription O Y[IO]C TOY 
OTAAH TE0NHKOC, tbe representation of tbe dead son lying 

on a jewel-studded bed and, next to bim, tbe emperor is repeated 
as be writes in a scroll, and finally we see tbe expulsion of Basil 

in front of a circular building alongside of wbicb is tbe inscription 
BACIAEIOC ESOPIZOMENOC. Tbe episode illustrated in 

tbese scenes refers to paragrapb 54 of tbe bomily: ‘Tbe emperor’s 
son was sick and in pbysical pain. Tbe fatber suffered witb bim 

(for wbat can tbe fatber do?). From all sides be sougbt succor 
in tbis suffering, be selected tbe best physicians, be put faitb in 

bis prayers as never before and tbrew himself down on tbe ground. 
. . . But as no remedy could be found anywbere against tbe evil, 
be took refuge in tbe faitb of Basil; and since be did not dare to 

call him in bis own name, being asbamed of tbe despiteful treat- 
ment be bad inflicted upon bim, be entrusted tbe embassy to some 
of bis dosest and dearest friends. Without any besitation and 
witbout delay Basil was present and on his arrival tbe disease 
lessened and tbe fatber cberisbed greater bopes. And if be had 
not mixed salt water witb fresb by believing in tbe beterodox at 

tbe same time as be called for Basil, be probably would have 
received back into bis arms a bealtby and sound cbild.’^ Tbe 
meeting between Basil and tbe emperor was explained by Omont, 
on tbe basis of tbe homily text, as BasiPs arrival at tbe imperial 
palace. But not only does tbis contradict tbe text which stresses 

*®W. K. L. Clarke, St. Basil the Great (Cambridge, 1913), p. 21 and note 4. 
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the point that Valens was not eager to meet Basil personally in 
the palace, it also contradicts the pictorial evidence, because we 
noted above that the scene takes place in a church and not in the 
palace. We must therefore conclude that we deal with a scene for 
which the homily does not give an explanation. Actually the dead 
son in the center of the whole composition is the only feature 
which does fully comply with the homily text, since both the 
writing emperor and the expulsion scene are not clearly enough 
described in it, despite the remark at the beginning of the same 

Paragraph, which sounds rather cryptic: “The wicked were vic- 
torious and the decree of exile against the man was obtained.” 

All three of our chroniclers narrate the episode of the death of 
Valens' son to whom the name Galates is given. According to 
Socrates (IV, 26) Valens' wife Dominica persuades her husband 

to send for Basil and to have him pray for their son's life. But 
when Basil makes the demand that the emperor should first adhere 

to the right faith and unite the churches, the emperor rejects this 
and the child thereupon dies. It needs no further discussion in 
Order to show that this is not the basic text for the miniature. 

Somewhat more explicit is the story told in Sozomenos (VI, 16). 
First we hear again that the emperor in the extremity of his son 
Galates sends for Basil and requests him to pray for his son's 

recovery. At the same time Valens sends his prefect to Basil 
demanding his conversion to the Arian faith and threatens him 
with death in the case of non-compliance. The prefect is very im- 
pressed by Basil's steadfastness and reports in this sense to the 
emperor. Thereupon, “On the festival of Epiphany the emperor 

came to the church with his Commanders and bodyguards, pre- 
sented gifts on the holy altar and held a Conference with Basil, 
praising highly the wisdom and the good order with which he had 
performed the duties of the priesthood and of the church." And 
then Sozomenos goes on to repeat the same which Socrates has 
already told us, namely, that after his enemies had prevailed and 
Basil was condemned to banishment, the illness of the son became 
worse, whereupon the emperor dispatched again some of his near 
friends to Basil; that at the latter's arrival an improvement took 
place; and that immediately after the emperor's relapse into the 
heretic belief the son died. This text furnishes us at least with an 
explanation for the first scene of our episode which, as can no 
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longer be doubted, represents the meeting between Basil and 
Valens within the diurch at the festival of Epiphany. One might 
find in the hint to BasiFs banishment perhaps the textual basis 
for the expulsion scene, but there still remains unexplained the 
writing emperor and it is this feature that removes Sozomenos, 
although he enlarges our knowledge, as the ultimate source. 

By far the most detailed report is in Theodoret (IV, i6). He 
likewise Starts his tale by reporting how, at the point of the death 
of the emperorson, Basil was ordered to the palace; how Basil 
promised help if Valens would be baptized and how after the 
emperor’s refusal of this request the boy immediately died. 
Valens repented, and as Theodoret continues: “He came to the 
divine temple and received the instructions of the great Basil and 
offered the customary gifts on the altar. And Basil called him 
within the sacred curtains where he was sitting and talked much 
with him about divine dogmas and he listened when the emperor 
spoke. . . . But when he [i.e., the emperor] came again he for- 
got what had happened before (his mind was obstructed by those 
who deceived him), and he ordered Basil to join the party of his 
adversaries; however, not being able to persuade him, he ordered 
the decree of exile to be written. But when he attempted to sign 
the document with his own hand he could not manage to write 
even the Start of a letter, because the pen broke. And when the 
Same thing happened to the second and to the third pen and when 
he still endeavoured to sign the impious edict, his right hand began 
to shake and to tremble; his soul was full of fear and he tore the 
sheet of paper to pieces with both hands. . . From this passage 
we learn that Valens was twice in the church in order to see Basil, 
the first time willingly accepting BasiPs faith and the second time 
rejecting it. The emperor^s gesture in the miniature expresses 
clearly refusal and so does his whole Position which visualizes his 
turning away from the bishop. From this we conclude that the 
second and unsuccessful meeting is here represented, the one 
which precedes immediately the signing of the decree which is like¬ 
wise depicted in our miniature. The illustrator with painstaking 
accuracy shows even the breaking of the pen upon the scroll which 
the emperor holds in his lap. Since the signing of the decree is 
told only by Theodoret and since the church scene is better moti- 
vated in his chronicle than in Sozomenos, we have no doubt that 
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an illustrated Theodoret was the actual source of the Gregory 

painter. 
A similar case in which on the same page a scene from the 

homily text joins another from a different source can be seen in 
the miniature preceding the homily XLII, which is entitled 
Supremum vale^ coram centum quinquaginta episcopts and was 

written in the year 381 when Gregory resigned the bishopric of 
Constantinople during the second oecumenical council and left 

the Capital.^® The page is divided in two superimposed scenes. 
The lower one represents Gregory addressing a crowd headed by 

bishops, while a boat is waiting to take him to Nazianzus into re- 
tirement. This scene is an illustration of the last two paragraphs 
of the homily (26 and 27) where Gregory addresses the assembly 

of the priests and the people of Constantinople in a final farewell. 
In the upper scene (fig. 5)^^ we see three bishops, one of them is 
made prominent by his position and by the nimbus and he faces 
the emperor Theodosius who Stretches out his right hand toward 

him. Whether this gesture meant invitation or whether the hand 
held an object which the emperor was going to give to the bishop 
is not any more discernible since the picture is particularly badly 
flaked in this part. The emperor, who has just arisen from the 

richly ornamented and jewel-studded throne in order to meet the 
bishop, is accompanied by two bodyguards. In the background we 
recognize buildings painted in grisaille, which obviously are in- 
tended to represent the imperial palace in whose throne chamber 

our episode takes place. In this reception of bishops in the palace 
it is surprising to see the emperor not seated on his throne as one 
would expect in compliance to court ceremonial. The inscription 
0 GEOAOrOC CTN[AIAAEr]OMENOC BACIAEI eEOAOCIO, 
does nothing to contribute to the explanation of the scene. It 
is neither taken from the homily text nor does it describe the 
content of the scene exactly because a ‘‘conversation,” which 
in this context could only mean a theological dispute, would with 
all probability take place only between seated persons. We search 
in vain in the homily itself for an explanation, since its text does 
not give the slightest clue to a meeting between Gregory and the 
emperor at any time. The chronicles likewise do not know any- 

"Migne, P. G., XXXVI, col. 457-492. 
"Fol. 239>‘. Omont, op. cit., p!. XLI. 
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thing about such a meeting. True Gregory at the instigation of 
the emperor was elected bishop of Constantinople (Soz., VII, 7), 

but this is not a sufficient justification for this reception scene. 

However, at the beginning of the same oecumenical council 
which induced Gregory to abdicate, a famous reception of bishops 
in the imperial palace actually did take place which Theodoret as 

the only source (V, 7) describes in the following words: ^Tor this 
reason he [i.e., the emperor] ordered the bishops of only his em- 
pire to assemble in Constantinople. When they had arrived, one 
hundred and fifty in number, he forbade any one to indicate to 
him who the great Meletius was, since he wanted himself to recog- 
nize him from the remembrance he had of him in a dream. And 
after the whole throng of the bishops had entered the imperial 
palace, Theodosius, leaving aside all the others, ran to the great 

Meletius and, like a child who loves his father and has for a long 
time enjoyed sight of him, he threw his arms around him and 
kissed his eyes, lips, breast, head and the right hand that had given 

him the crown. Then he revealed to him what he had seen in the 
dream. And all the other bishops were welcomed also. . , If 

we only substitute Meletius for Basil the miniature would im- 
mediately become clear and full of meaning. The emperor’s break- 
ing of ceremonial bonds in leaving the throne would be thoroughly 

motivated though naturally we cannot expect from a Byzantine 
painter of this period the representation of the emperor in a state 
of high emotional excitement as described in the text. With his 

right hand Theodosius probably held the hand of the bishop who 
had given him the crown. The two bishops behind Meletius would 

be merely two out of the throng of the hundred and fifty whom 
the emperor received in his palace. We assume that a Substitution 
of Basil for Meletius actually did take place — just as, in one of 

the previous pictures Basil takes the place of the monk Julianos 
(p. III and fig. 3) — and that the scene was originally invented as 
an illustration of the recognition of bishop Meletius by the em¬ 
peror. The Gregory painter, then, took this composition over 
into the homily as a fixed scheme with no essential changes or 

perhaps none at all. The portrait of the bishop agrees quite well 
with that of Gregory in other miniatures of the Paris Codex. 
Whether Meletius in the model looked somewhat like Gregory or 
whether he was different and had to be changed we do not know, 
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because among the various illustrated menologia known to us 
there is no representation of Meletius, bishop of Sebaste and 
Patriarch of Antioch.^^ The reason for taking over this scene may 

have been simply formal. The archetype, which had the strict 
homily illustrations, with all probability contained — like most of 
the later Gregory manuscripts — only the farewell-scene as the 
title miniature. In order to fill a full page the painter had to look 
for a complementary picture, and since the farewell happened, as 

already has been said, during the second council, it was only 
natural that he would search in the chronicles for another minia¬ 

ture which likewise had to do with this very council. Perhaps the 
painter was even aware of the fact that it had been Meletius who 
insisted upon making Gregory bishop of Constantinople. 

With the scenes described so far we have, as we believe, ex- 
hausted all that has come over into the Paris Gregory codex from 

the illustrated manuscripts of Sozomenos, Theodoret and Malalas 
(perhaps also Socrates). But at the same time it must be made 
clear that these scenes do not include every historical episode 
represented in the Gregory, taking place in the epoch we are 
concerned with as, for instance, the full-page miniature which 

illustrates the second oecumental council of the year 381 a.d.^^ 
It precedes the homily XXXIV, which is entitled In Aegyptiorum 
adventum and is addressed to Egyptian merchantmen who had 
come to Constantinople to deliver grain and had visited the 

church of the orthodox. Not only does the content of the homily 
not refer to any council, but the text was even written one year 
before the council took place. There is no chance either that the 

miniature might have been misplaced, since the text itself begins 
on the verso of the same page which contains the miniature on 
the recto. It is therefore difficult to find a reason why the painter 

made the miniature the frontispiece of this homily. A slight clue 
at least may be seen in a few remarks where Gregory, preaching 
the Nicene doctrine of Trinity, attacks the ^^Arian madness and 
the Sabellian heresy’’ and other heterodox opinions (paragraphs 
8, IO, 12), i.e., the very doctrines which a year later were con- 

*^His day is the i2th of February and he is not to he confused with the Meletius, 
bishop of Cyprus, of whom a picture exists in the menologion of Basil II in the 
Vatican. Cf. Facsimile pl. 54. 

“Fol. 355^. Omont, op. crt., pl. L. 
“ Migne, P. G., XXXVI, col. 241-256 
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demned at the Constantinopolitan council. The miniature shows 
the emperor and the bishops flanking a rieh throne and, in the 

lower left corner, Macedonius, whose doctrines were anathema- 
tized. The lower right hand portion is completely destroyed, but, 

if we can believe an old drawing of the beginning of the seven- 
teenth Century there was at that time at least the inscription 
AÜOAINAPIEC still existing. We would therefore assume that 

Apollinaris of Laodicea, another heretic, was represented as the 
companion of Macedonius in perhaps a similar pose. 

From historical sources we learn the names of various repre- 
sentatives of these two heresies who arrived at the council, but 
neither of the two founders themselves was present. They were 

introduced into the picture merely as chief exponents of the 
heretical movements which were anathematized. Socrates (V, 8) 
as well as Sozomenos (VII, 7) are primarily concerned with the 
election of a new bishop after Gregory^s withdrawal, and The¬ 
odoret only deals more explicitly with questions of doctrines (V, 
8-9) and sums up their discussion with the final anathema; “These 

things they wrote against the madness of Arius, Aetius and 
Eunomius and also against Sabellius, Photinus, Marcellus, Paulus 

of Samosata and Macedonius. And in like manner they exeom- 
municated publicly the innovation of Apollinarius, saying ‘And 

we preserve the unperverted doctrine of the incarnation of the 
Lord accepting the definition that the dispensation of the flesh is 

neither without soul nor without mind nor without an end.’ ” 
This passage of Theodoret is the only one in our chroniclers which 
comes into play as a possible literary source for the miniature. 
But one would immediately ask why the painter out of so many 

heretics has chosen just the two he did. One would rather 
expect a text which names either Macedonius and Apollinarius 
alone or, if among others, at least treated them with a special 
prominence. 

Henri Stern in his interesting article about the representations 

of councils in the church of the Nativity in Bethlehem^® deals 
with a fifteenth-century bilingual Greco-arabic manuscript of the 
Canons of the Councils (Paris, arab. 236) whose text is preceded 

" Omont, op. cit.f p. 28 and additional plate s. n. 
H. Stem, “Les representations des conciles dans l’^glise de la nativite k Beth- 

Byzantion, XI (1936), loi ff. and XIII (1938), 415 ff. 
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by a gathering containing short resumes of the councils. Later in 
the same manuscript the resumes are once more repeated at the 
beginning of each council, the seven oecumenical as well as the 
six provincial ones. Now the resume of the second oecumenical 
council; whose text we repeat here after Stern, reads as follows; 
'H ayia SvvoSo? y] iv Koivaravrivovirok^i t5>v pv ayiov iri^ari^poiv 

Kara Ma/ceSovtov rov irvevparopdxov, rov ßka(r(f>ri/JLrj(ravro^ eh to 

Ilv{€vp)a TO dyioVj Kal ^ÄTroktvapLov tov cIttovto^ pi) €lkri(j>€vaL rov 

K.{vpto)v vovv dvOpdireivov, (TVVT\dpoi(Tdi eTrt ©eoSocrtov tov peydkov, 

*'^ipKTev 8e T] dyta SvvoSo? Kal o)pok6y7}(r€v to lLlv(€vp)a to dyiov to 

e/c TOV n(aT)p09 e/CTropevo^evov, Kvptov Kal ZcooTrotov, opoovatov 

TW n(aT)pt Kal T(p T(t)w, o'vvTrpocrKvvovpevov Te Kal (rvvSo^a^opevoVj 

Kal dvedepdTicrev Ma/ceSovtov 6Tt Te Kal ^Arrokiudpiov. In this resume 

we have the list of heretics anathematized in the first canon of this 
council reduced to the very two whom the miniature represents. 
From this evidence we conclude that the miniature was made up 

on the basis of the text of this resume and consequently we assume 
the existence of an archetype of the collections of canons in which 

the acts of each council were preceded by a frontispiece illustrat- 
ing their resume. Other council pictures probably go back to the 

same archetype as e.g. the representation of the second council at 
Nicea of the year 787 in the menologion of Basil II in the Vatican 
library.^® Moreover the very text of the same resumes fills the 

central arches of the architectural representations of the councils 
in the mosaics of the church of the Nativity in Bethlehem and 

this Supports the idea of an old connection between the resumes 
and pictorial representations of the councils. However, it would 
overstep the limits of our study to go further in collecting all the 
pictorial evidence for an illustrated edition of the council texts; 

for the present it suffices to state that the council picture in the 
Gregory manuscript of Paris is not based on Theodoret or any 
other of our chroniclers. 

For similar reasons we have also to exclude from our study the 
scenes which precede the Metaphrasis in Ecclesiasten of Gregory 
the Thaumaturge which is included among the homilies of 

C. J. von Hefele, Concüiengeschichte, II (2nd ed. 1875), 14. 
Facsimile pl. 108. 
Stem, op. dt. 

®®Migne, P. G., X, col. 988-1017. 
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Gregory of Nazianzus in the Paris manuscript. They represent 

Constantine’s dream of the inscribed cross, his battle at the Mul- 
vian bridge and the finding of the Holy Cross by Helen.®^^ The 

text to which these scenes now belong is nothing other than what 
the title suggests, namely, a paraphrase of a biblical book where 

no reference to a historical event finds any place, and we are 
unable to imagine the reason for this association of picture and 
text. Since the text Starts on the verso of the same page which 
contains the miniature no later replacement of the miniature is 
possible. But whether there is an allusion to the pictures in the 

text which we were unable to discover, or whether there is no 
Connection at all, these scenes surely are taken over from another 
source, and we have first to ask again whether it might have been 
from one of our chronicles. 

The three scenes belong iconographically so dose together that 

one is inclined to assume that all of them were derived from the 
same source. Therefore, for reasons of chronology, Sozomenos and 

Theodoret must be excluded, since the one does not Start its narra- 

tion before 324 a.d. and the other before 323, while the date of the 
first two scenes in the miniature fall in a period before these 

limits. This leaves as the only possible source among our three 
chronicles the one of Socrates which Starts with the year 305 a.d. 

Here we find indeed described all those events which we see in the 
picture, though in a rather summary way. He teils (I, 2) about 

the Vision in which Constantine saw the cross with the inscription 
EN TOT TO NIKA, and then he continues: “In the following 
night he saw in his sleep Christ who told him to prepare a Standard 
of the type he had seen and to use it against his enemies as a 
victory-bringing trophy. . . . And engaging the enemy in fight 

he vanquished him before the gates of Rome near the bridge called 
the Mulvian, Maxentius himself being drowned in the river.” 
This passage contains at least the essential features for the ex- 
planation of the first and second stripe of the miniature. The 
third stripe, subdivided in two scenes which depict the finding of 

the Holy Cross at the right and Helen enthroned and addressing 
a dignitary at the left, can be related to another passage of the 
first book of Socrates (I, 17) which reads as follows: “After hav- 
ing ordered the Statue [i.e., of Venus] to be destroyed and the 

'“Fol. 440*’. Omont, op. di., pl. LTX. 
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earth to be taken away and the place be cleared, she [i.e. Helen] 
found three crosses in the sepulchre; one of them was the most 
blessed one on which Christ had hung; the other two were those 
on which the thieves had died who were crucified with him. . . . 
But since it was doubtful ^hich was the cross they were searching 
for, the emperor’s mother showed no grief because, after a short 
while, the bishop of Jerusalem, Macarius by name, relieved her 
from it.” On the basis of this text the scene on the left in the 
miniature can be interpreted as the conversation between Helen 

and the bishop Macarius about the identity of the true cross, while 
the other shows Helen pointing to the pit in which the three 
crosses were found. 

But in spite of the congruity between these passages and the 
miniatures, and even conceding the possibility that these scenes 
might have been in an illustrated Socrates, we nevertheless remain 

doubtful whether or not this chronicle is the ultimate source for 
these scenes. The story of the finding of the Holy Cross is nar- 

rated quite frequently in the writings of that period even in greater 
detail, and there are texts devoted entirely to this theme, such as 

the enkomion of Alexander of Salamis.®^ Furthermore, there are 
other miniatures illustrating the same story and widely distributed 
in other manuscripts, even in Latin and Syriac ones, for which the 
Socrates text would not be a sufficient basis. It is a study in itself 

to collect the literary as well as the pictorial evidences connected 
with this subject matter, but for the time being it seems wiser not 
to make any decision whether Socrates or another literary source 
which we would expect to be somewhat more detailed, was the 
basic text for the Constantine and Helen scenes. 

VI 

Altogether we have twelve episodes which were taken over from 

the chronicles of Sozomenos, Theodoret and Malalas (and perhaps 
also Socrates). How they are distributed may be recapitulated by 
the following list: 

1. (fig. i) The third (?) flight of Athanasius (= Theod., II, lo) 
2. (fig. i) The destruction of the churches of Miletus (= Soz., V, 20) 
3. (fig. i) The martyrdom of Marcus of Arethusa (= Soz., V, 10) 

“Migne, P. G., LXXXVII, Pars III, col. 4016-4088. O. Bardenhewer, Gesch. 
der altkirchl. Literatur^ V (1932), 144. 
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4. (fig. 2) Julian and the demon (= Soz., V, 19) 
5. (fig. 2) Julian^s sacrifice of bulls (= Soc., III, 17 or Soz,, V, 19) 
6. (fig-2) The distribution of the donativum (= Soz., V, 17 or Theod., III, 12) 

7. (fig. 3) Julian's march to Ctesiphon (= Soz., VI, i) 
8. (fig. 3) Basil’s morning prayer (= Malalas, XIII; based upon Theod., III, 19) 

9. (fig-3) Julian killed by Mercurius (= Malalas, XIII; based upon Soz., VI, 1-2) 
10. (fig-4) The education of Basil and Gregory by Libanius (?) (= Soc., IV, 26 

or Soz., VII, 17) 

11. (fig. 4) The death of Valens' son and Basil's expulsion (= Theod., IV, 16) 
12. (fig. S) Basil and Theodosius; adapted from the meeting between Meletius and 

Theodosius (= Theod., V, 7) 

The chronicles of Sozomenos and Theodoret were written about 
the middle of the fifth Century, while that of Malalas is one Cen¬ 

tury later. But whether these texts were illustrated immediately 
or some time after we do not know. Normally a pictorial arche¬ 
type is somewhat later than the corresponding textual one, since 
usually a certain period elapses until a piece of literature becomes 

so populär that an illustrated edition would be made of it. More- 
over, the models which the Gregory painter used and whose style 

may be still reflected in the Paris miniatures must not necessarily 
coincide in date with the illustrated archetypes, but they might 
be, and in most such cases are, intermediary copies. Furthermore 

the three (perhaps four) models involved may differ in date 
among themselves. One detail gives perhaps some indication as 
to the date of the model, at least for Sozomenos. In the picture 
of Julian’s march to Ctesiphon (fig. 3) the figure of the mounted 

Julian in its Isolation, ahead of the army, makes an Impression as 
if it reflected an equestrian Statue. Conspicuous is the enormous 
helmet decorated with a plume of peacock^s feathers. This is the 
so-called Tov(f>a which Justinian wore in the famous equestrian 
Statue of bronze set up in the Augustaion at Constantinople and 
of which Cyriacus of Ancona made a drawing.^^ The rovt^a also 

appears on coins of the same emperor and notably on the gold 
medallion, now lost, of which the British Museum possesses an 
old electrotype.^^ It seems quite possible that the mounted Julian 

“ Ch. Diehl, Justinian et la civilisation ßyzant. (1901), p. 78 and fig. ii. — J. 
Ebersolt, Les arts somptuaires de ßyzance (1923), p. 126, fig. 59. — Rodenwaldt, 
Ärch. Anz., XLVI (1931), 331. — Downey, in Procopius, Vol. VII of the Loeb Class. 
Libr. (1940), Append., p. 395. 

Wroth, Catal. of imperial ßyz. coins in the ßrit. Mus., I, frontispiece and 
p. XC and 25. 
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of our miniature was influenced by the equestrian statue of Jus- 

tinian and if this is true, it would date the model of the miniature 
in Justinian's time or somewhat later. Considerations of more 

general nature would, for the model of Theodoret also, favor the 
Justinian era as the likely period. The reception of the bishops 
in the palace of Theodosius (fig. 5) with its ceremonial character 
reminds us of the mosaic in S. Vitale of Ravenna, in which the 
figure of Justinian in the stiff chlamys, which causes the body 

beneath it to disappear and stresses the two dimensional appear- 
ance, is not unlike that of Theodosius in the miniature. And also 
the predilection for richly jewelled and pearl studded columns fit 

this period of pronounced splendour very well. But of course such 
arguments are in no way conclusive and still leave the possibility 
open that the model either goes back perhaps even to the fifth 
Century or on the other hand to the period after Justinian, which 

apparently carried on the peculiar ceremonial style for quite a 
while. Since the Gregory manuscript in Paris is made for Basil I 
and obviously is a product of the imperial scriptorium of Con- 
stantinople, it seems very likely that the chronicles the copyist 
used as models were actually in the imperial library and were 

perhaps themselves likewise written and illustrated in the im¬ 
perial scriptorium. 

Having, as we believe, established the existence of illustrated 
chronicles in the Early Byzantine period, the question must now 
be raised, what do we in general know about this special branch of 
secular book Illumination, and where do the chronicles of Sozome- 
nos, Theodoret and Malalas fit in this general picture? 

There is one single illustrated Greek chronicle known to us at 
the present and it is only a late Byzantine copy. This is the history 
of Johannes Scylitzes which is preserved in a fourteenth Century 

manuscript in Madrid, Bihl. Nac, cod, 5-j N-2^ containing more 
than 400 miniatures.®® Comprising the period from Michael 

Rhangabes (811) to Nicephoros Botaneiates (1079) it was writ¬ 
ten in the second half of the eleventh Century and illustrated, 
perhaps, not very long thereafter. However, two more illustrated 

chronicles are known in Slavonic translations and there can 

“G. Millet, La coüection ChrÜienne et Byzantine des Hautes Etudes (1903), 
p. 26, No. B 369-375; p. 54, No. C 869-1277. — Schlumberger, Uepopie Byzantine^ 
Vols. II and III, passim. 
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hardly be any doubt that not only their text but also their pictures 

go back to a Byzantine archetype. One is a Bulgarian translation 

of the world-chronicle of Constantine Manasses now in the Vati- 
can library cod. slav. 2, which is to be dated in the middle of the 

fourteenth Century.^® This chronicle Starts with the creation of 
the World and ends with the death of Nicephoros Botaneiates 

(1081) and its illustrated archetype falls probably in the same 
period as that of the Scylitzes chronicle, perhaps a little later, 
i.e. the end of the eleventh or the beginning of the twelfth Century. 
The other is a Russian translation of the world chronicle of 
Georgios Monachos, otherwise called Hamartolos, which is now 
in the museum of the ancient Lavra of the Trinity at Sergiev, cod. 

100, and belongs to the end of the thirteenth or perhaps the be¬ 
ginning of the fourteenth Century.®^ This world chronicle com- 
prises the history from Adam until the death of Theophilos in 842 

and was written in four books in the time of Michael III (842- 
867). There is every chance that its picture cycle, the Byzantine 
origin of which is still recognizable in the Russian copy, goes back 
to an archetype much earlier than those of the chronicles of 

Scylitzes and Manasses, perhaps even so far as the period in which 

our Gregory manuscript of Paris was illustrated, i.e. the end of 
the ninth Century. 

Krumbacher distinguishes two categories of historical writ- 
ings, one being the history in the classical sense, the other the 
chronicle. In the former, the historian has more or less the 
ambition to write the events of his own period or of the time 

immediately preceding it in a scientific way, addressed to a 
selected and learned public, while in the latter the writer deals 
with larger periods, very often starting with the creation of the 
world and going down to his own time in a very popularized man- 

ner intended for a larger and unsophisticated public. It is by no 
means accidental that Scylitzes, Manasses, and Georgios Hamar- 

"B. D. Filow, “Les miniatures de la chronique de Manasses ä la Bibi, du Vati- 
can,” Codd. e Vaticanis selecti, vol. XVII, Sofia, 1927 (facsim.). 

“'N. P. Likhachev, Materialy dlja istorii rmshogo ikonopisamjay II (1906), 
pl. 361, Nos. 718-719; pl. 379, Nos. 770-773- D- Ainalov, “Letopis Georgija 
Amartola,” Compte-rendu du congris international des Etudes ßyzantines 
(Beigrade, 1927), p. 127 with 10 plates. N. Izmajiov, UArt byzantin chez les 
Slaves. Üancienne Russiey Ili^“« Rec. (1932), p. 45, note 2, and fig. 23. 

^Geschichte der Byzant. Literatur (2nd ed. 1897), p. 219 ff. 
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of our miniature was influenced by the equestrian statue of Jus^ 
tinian and if this is true, it would date the model of the miniature 

in Justinian’s time or somewhat later. Considerations of more 
general nature would, for the model of Theodoret also, favor the 
Justinian era as the likely period. The reception of the bishops 
in the palace of Theodosius (fig. s) with its ceremonial character 
reminds us of the mosaic in S. Vitale of Ravenna, in which the 
figure of Justinian in the stiff chlamys, which causes the body 

beneath it to disappear and stresses the two dimensional appear- 

ance, is not unlike that of Theodosius in the miniature. And also 
the predilection for richly jewelled and pearl studded columns fit 
this period of pronounced splendour very well. But of course such 

arguments are in no way conclusive and still leave the possibility 
open that the model either goes back perhaps even to the fifth 
Century or on the other hand to the period after Justinian, which 
apparently carried on the peculiar ceremonial style for quite a 
while. Since the Gregory manuscript in Paris is made for Basil I 

and obviously is a product of the imperial scriptorium of Con- 
stantinople, it seems very likely that the chronicles the copyist 
used as models were actually in the imperial library and were 
perhaps themselves likewise written and illustrated in the im¬ 
perial scriptorium. 

Having, as we believe, established the existence of illustrated 
chronicles in the Early Byzantine period, the question must now 
be raised, what do we in general know about this special brauch of 
secular book illumination, and where do the chronicles of Sozome- 
nos, Theodoret and Malalas fit in this general picture? 

There is one single illustrated Greek chronicle known to us at 
the present and it is only a late Byzantine copy. This is the history 

of Johannes Scylitzes which is preserved in a fourteenth Century 
manuscript in Madrid, BibL Nac, cod. 5-j N-2^ containing more 
than 400 miniatures.^'^ Comprising the period from Michael 

Rhangabes (811) to Nicephoros Botaneiates (1079) it was writ¬ 
ten in the second half of the eleventh Century and illustrated, 
perhaps, not very long thereafter. However, two more illustrated 

chronicles are known in Slavonic translations and there can 

^ G. Millet, La colleciion ChrStienne et Byzantine des Hautes Etudes (1903), 
p. 26, No. B 369-375! p. 54, No, C 869-1277. — Schlumberger, Uepopee ByzantinCy 
Vols. 11 and III, passim. 
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hardly be any doubt that not only their text but also their pictures 

go back to a Byzantine archetype. One is a Bulgarian translation 

of the world-chronicle of Constantine Manasses now in the Vati- 
can library cod. slav. 2, which is to be dated in the middle of the 
fourteenth Century.'^® This chronicle Starts with the creation of 
the World and ends with the death of Nicephoros Botaneiates 

(1081) and its illustrated archetype falls probably in the same 
period as that of the Scylitzes chronicle, perhaps a little later, 
i.e. the end of the eleventh or the beginning of the twelfth Century. 

The other is a Russian translation of the world chronicle of 
Georgios Monachos, otherwise called Hamartolos, which is now 
in the museum of the ancient Lavra of the Trinity at Sergiev, cod. 
100, and belongs to the end of the thirteenth or perhaps the be¬ 
ginning of the fourteenth century.^^ This world chronicle com- 
prises the history from Adam until the death of Theophilos in 842 
and was written in four books in the time of Michael III (842- 

867). There is every chance that its picture cycle, the Byzantine 
origin of which is still recognizable in the Russian copy, goes back 
to an archetype much earlier than those of the chronicles of 

Scylitzes and Manasses, perhaps even so far as the period in which 
our Gregory manuscript of Paris was illustrated, i.e. the end of 
the ninth Century. 

Krumbacher distinguishes two categories of historical writ- 

ings, one being the history in the classical sense, the other the 
chronicle. In the former, the historian has more or less the 
ambition to write the events of his own period or of the time 
immediately preceding it in a scientific way, addressed to a 

selected and learned public, while in the latter the writer deals 
with larger periods, very often starting with the creation of the 

world and going down to his own time in a very popularized man- 
ner intended for a larger and unsophisticated public. It is by no 
means accidental that Scylitzes, Manasses, and Georgios Hamar- 

“B. D. Filow, “Les miniatures de la chronique de Manassfes ä la Bibi, du Vati- 
can,’* Codd. e Vaticanis selectiy vol. XVII, Sofia, 1927 (facsim.). 

“'N. P. Likhachev, Materialy dlja istorii russkogo ikonopisanijay II (1906), 
pl. 361, Nos. 718-719; pl. 379, Nos. 770-773. D. Ainalov, “Letopis Georgija 
Amartola,’* Compte-rendu du congris international des Etudes Byzantines 
(Beigrade, 1927), p. 127 with 10 plates. N. Izmajlov, L’Art byzaniin chez les 
Slaves. VancUnne Russie^ Rec. (1932), p. 45, note 2, and fig. 23. 

^Geschichte der ßyzant. Literatur (2nd ed. 1897), p. 219 flf. 
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tolos belong, all three, to the second group of writers. The more 
episodical style of their narration and their great interest in 
legends and miracle stories were much more inviting to an Illus¬ 
trator than the scientific type of history. If we look from this point 
of view at the illustrated chronicles whose existence we tried to 
prove in this study, it is obvious that Malalas in particular belongs 
to the category of populär writers. Sozomenos and Theodoret are 
not quite of the same type, though they are by no means scientific 
in the classical sense either. They stand more or less between the 
two categories at a time when history and chronicle had not yet 
become quite separate branches of historical transmission. How- 
ever, it is interesting to notice that between the chronicles of 

Socrates and Sozomenos which are textually so closely related 
to each other, the painter seems to have given preference to 
Sozomenos who deals much more elaborately with legendary anec- 
dotes, though on the other hand we must admit that our examples 
are too few to allow such generalizations. 

The fact that in the period of Justinian to which we ascribe the 
pictorial archetypes of Sozomenos, Theodoret and Malalas, chron¬ 
icles with illustrations did actually exist cannot be doubted. Gen- 

erally known is the Alexandrian world chronicle of which a few 
fragments from a papyrus codex have come down to us and are 

now preserved in the Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow.®® It de- 
scribes events which reach to the year 392 a.d. and the actual 
remains, mostly with marginal illustrations, seem to have been 
written some time in the fifth Century or perhaps a little later. 
Until fairly recently this was the only known fragment of this 
type of chronicle, but in the last few years two new important 

discoveries have been made which enlarge our knowledge of this 
field considerably. One is a papyrus leaf in Berlin, StaatL Museen 
No. i32g6, from a codex of the end of the fourth or the beginning 
of the fifth Century and thus definitely older than the Moscow 
fragments. According to Lietzmann, who first made known this 
fragment, the text is an abbreviation of the so-called Barbarus 
Scaligeri. It is written in two columns and comprises the period 

A. Bauer and J. Strzygowski, “Eine alexandrinische Weltchronik,” Denk¬ 
schriften der Wiener Akademie, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, Vol. LI, fase. 2, 1903. 

H. Lietzmann, “Ein Blatt aus einer antiken Weltchronik,” Quantulacumque, 
Studies presenied io Kirsopp Lake (1937), p. 339, with plate. 
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from 251-336 A.D. with the miniatures interspersed. The second 
valuable contribution was made by Koehler in his publication of 

half a parchment leaf in the Domkapitel of Merseburg No, 202, 
containing a section of the Annals of Ravenna from the years 

411-454-®^ II is a leaf from an eleventh Century codex, but there 
can be no doubt, as Koehler has shown, that it copies faithfully 
an early model, keeping the features of an archetype of the end 
of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth Century. This material is 
now sufficient in order to get at least a very general idea of the 
character of the earliest chronicle illustration. In all three docu- 

ments the scenes are very concise and limited to the most essential 
features, reducing them occasionally to mere Symbols which stand 
for larger scenes. This is in conformity with the earliest illustra¬ 
tion of narrative cycles in general and has to do with the narrow 
writing columns which are the heritage from the ancient papyrus 
roll and which do not allow a lateral expansion of scenes. It is not 

accidental but in line with this papyrus tradition that the Berlin 
fragment has two writing columns and the Merseburg leaf even 

three. Furthermore, neither would any marginal illustration like 
that of the Alexandrian world chronicle permit more space for a 
single scene. Only after the codex was invented does a tendency 
arise gradually to fuse two or three columns of writing into one and 
only then was the possibility given for more expanded miniatures. 
This new type of miniature which runs across the whole page 

develops quite early and to judge from manuscripts like the 
Vatican Virgil and the Milan Iliad, was already known when the 
papyrus chronicles of Moscow and Berlin and the archetype of 
the Merseburg leaf still used the older scheme of narrow column 
pictures. 

The archetypes of Sozomenos, Theodoret and Malalas obvi- 
ously belonged to the new type of illustration whose miniatures 
fill the full width of the page as is the case in the late Scylitzes 

manuscript. In the light of the preserved chronicles the three new 
ones we know from scattered miniatures in the Gregory manu¬ 
script of Paris, help to bridge over the gap between the rather 

primitive early papyrus chronicles on the one hand and the late 

Bischoff and W. Koehler, “Eine illustrierte Ausgabe der Spätantiken Raven- 
nater Annalen,” Medieval Studies in memory of A. Kingsley Porter^ I (1939)) 
P. 125 ff., üg. 1-2. 
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Byzantine and Slavonic copies on the other. If we would search 
among the various extant Byzantine manuscripts for further his- 
torical miniatures which might, in a way similar to the Paris 
Gregory manuscript, have been taken over from another text, we 
may be able to detect still more illustrated chronicles of which no 
copy with its illustrafions has come down to us. 



THE DATE OF JUSTINIAN’S EDICT XIII 

By Gertrude Malz 

The date of Justinian’s Edict XIII, which directs the reorgani- 
zation of the administration of Egypt, has been accepted by 

scholars in general as 538/539* Although the end of the edict, 
where the date is regularly giVen, has been lost, two references 

within the body of the text show that it was issued in a second 
indiction. Mention is made of “the second indiction of the past 

cycle, fifteen years ago” and of “the just past first indiction.” ^ 
There were only two second indictions in Justinian^s reign, 538/ 

539 and 553/554. The earlier date was accepted by Zachariae 
von Lingenthal in his edition of the NoveUae in 1881,^ but in his 
second edition of Edict XIII ten years later he concluded that 

553/554 was the correct one.^ His conclusion was rejected by 
Kroll in his edition of the NoveUae ^ and by Geizer,® Cantarelli,® 
Rouillard,^ and Hardy,® all of whom adopted the date of 538/539. 

I believe that the additional evidence furnished by the papyri of 
Dioscorus of Aphrodito confirms Zachariae von LingenthaFs final 
dating of the edict. 

The strongest argument in favor of 538/539 is the fact that the 

edict is addressed to John, the praetorian praefect of the East. 
The notorious John of Cappadocia, who feil in disgrace in 541, is 
the only praetorian praefect of the East of that name known in 
the reign of Justinian. He held the office during the eight or nine 

^ Edict XIII, is (p. 788, 10); 24 (p. 793, i). The text is that of Schoell-Kroll, 
Corpus Iuris Civilis^ Vol. III, NoveUae, 5th ed. (Berlin, 1928). 

^ Justiniani NoveUae, ed. C. E. Zachariae von Lingenthal (Leipzig, 1881), I, 529. 
® De dioecesi aegyptiaca lex ah Imp. lustiniani anno 554 lata, ed. C. E. Zachariae 

von Lingenthal (Leipzig, 1891), Praef., p. $ f. 

* Schoell-Kroll, op. cit., p. 795. Completed by Kroll after the death of Schoell. 
®M. Geizer, Studien zur byzantinischen Verwaltung Aegyptens (Leipzig, 1909), 

pp. 21-28. 

®L. Cantarelli, “La serie dei prefetti di Egitto, III,” Atti della R. Accademia dei 
Ltncei, serie quinta, memorie della classe di scienze morali, storiche e filologiche, 
XIV (1913), 386. 

^ G. Rouillard, VAdministration Civile de V£.gypte ßyzantine, 2nd ed. (Paris, 
1928), pp. 20-25. 

®E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates of ßyzantine Egypt (New York, i93i)> 
pp. 17-18, 31. 
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years before bis downfalL® Areobindus was the praetorian prae- 

fect in April 553 and Peter in June 555 and it is not known who 
was in office in the intervening months. If Edict XIII belongs to 
554, it is necessary to assume that a second and otherwise un- 
known John was praetorian praefect in that year or that the 

address is erroneous. 
The edict has been preserved in only one manuscript.^^ It 

begins: 7rpo5 ^lo)dvv7}v t6v ivSo^orarov virap^ov 

t6)v dvaToXiKcüv vepSiv irpairoiploiv'. — vd/^o? Trept tQ>v *AXe^ai/8pea>i/ 

Kal T&v AiyvTTTLaK&v eTrapytSiv}^ Zachariae von Lingenthal sug- 

gested that this heading was the later addition of an ignorant 
scribe/^ but the librarian of St. Markts who examined it at Canta- 

relli’s request declared that it was by the same hand as the text 
without any later additions or corrections.^^ If it is correct and 
not a mistake due to the scribe of the extant manuscript or its 

Prototype, the evidence in favor of dating the edict in 553/554 
seems to me to preclude the Identification of John with John of 
Cappadocia. 

Part of this evidence is to be found in section 15 of the edict. 
The contributions to the expenses of Alexandria which were 
formerly furnished by the export taxes are explained with the 
comment, “this System remained not only in the administration of 

the most glorious Strategius but also up to the second indiction of 
the past cycle, fifteen years ago.” If the reckoning is from 
553/554, Strategius must have been in office before 538/539. A 

Strategius is known to have been Count of the Sacred Largesses 
in 536 and 537.^® Kroll believes that the office referred to is not 

that of Count of the Sacred Largesses but Augustalis of Egypt 

® For an account of the fall of John of Cappadocia and the sources relating to 
him see J. B. Bury, History of the Later Roman Empire (London, 1931), 11, 55 flf. 

“Novella 147, cf. 145, 146; i59- 
^For a description of this ms. {Codex Marcianus Graecus 17g) and its contents 

see Schoell-Kroll, op. cit., praef., pp. ix-xi. This is the Codex Veneius of Zachariae 
von Lingenthal, op. cit., praef., pp. 3-6. 

^ Ibid., p. 9 corrected to rhfxov irepl r^s A. (sc. iroXews). Cf. Zeitschrift der 
Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte, Romanistische Abt., XV (1894), 371. 

^Zachariae von Lingenthal, op. cit., praef., p. 6. 
See note 6. 

^Schoell-Kroll, op. cit., p. 788, 10 f.: tovto t6 fxeipai ov fxovov 
rrjs ^TparTjylov tov ivdo^ordrov dpx^s, dXXä Kal bevripas tov 

kvk\ov TTjs TTpb €TWi' TTePTeKaibeKa. 

^®Novellae 22, subscriptio, 10$, 136, The last shouM perhaps be dated in 535. 
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and he places Strategius in that office before 524.^^ But export 

taxes were paid into the treasury of the Count o^ the Sacred 
Largesses and it is to be expected that any disposition of them 
would be identified with his name rather than with that of the 
Augustalis. 

Two other officials mentioned in Edict XIII must be consid- 
ered. Beginning with section 23, Justinian takes up the adminis- 
tration of the Thebaid. In section 24 he names as the first duty 
of the duke of the Thebaid the shipment of grain to Alexandria 
for delivery to the Augustalis of Alexandria. The grain from the 
Thebaid destined for Constantinople is to be received in Alex¬ 

andria by September 10, that for the alimonia of Alexandria by 
October 15. The duke of the Thebaid is responsible for the com- 
plete and prompt delivery of the prescribed amount. The edict 
continues: ‘‘Nor do we make any innovation^ demanding anything 

not done hitherto. For we know that also John, the most glorious 
son of Kometes of magnificent memory, before the completion 
of the month August of the just past first indiction brought all 

the grain to Alexandria and then delivered it to the one hold- 

ing the office of Augustalis. This same thing did also the one who 
is now holding the same office in his stead, the most glorious 
Horion.” 

Horion, duke of the Thebaid, is mentioned in P. Lond. F, 1708.^^ 
This papyrus is a lengthy arbitration in a family dispute written 

in the cursive hand of Dioscorus. It is one of the documents 
drawn up in Antinoopolis by Dioscorus during his stay in that city 
and brought by him to Aphrodite on his return to his native vil- 
lage. The beginning is fragmentary but it contains the words “of 

the first indiction^’ (3) and “of the second year” (6). It has been 
established that Dioscorus sought refuge at Antinoopolis in 566 

Schoell-Kroll, op. eit., p. 795. 
“See Seeck in Pauly-Wissowa, R. E., IV (1900), 672. 
“Schoell-Kroll, op. dt., p. 792» 31 ff-* ^al ovde Kaitfl^o/x^v ri tuv 

yevoßivbjv €7ri^rjTOvvT€s. *'lOfj.€v ydp, äis Kal *l<ij6.vvrjs 6 ivSo^oraros Ko/iijrou <[ro0> 

fM€ya\o7rp€7rovs ßvrfßrjs iraii irpb r^s avßnXrjpihaews tov aCyovoTov ßijvös rijs äpri 

vapeXOovaris TrpiOTrjs i'friveßriaews tÖv ndvTa (tItqv ela'^veyKcv eis rrjv ’AXe^apSpetov xal 

t6 TTjpLKaOra rrjv avyovffraXiav TrapiduKCP dpx^v- Tauri tovto ^irpa^e 

Kal 6 PVP TTjs avrijs dpxvs dprexoßepos, rovreffrip ’Oplufp d epdo^Sraros. 

^ Greek Papyri in the British Museum, V, ed. H. I. Bell (London, 1917). 
Maspero, “Les papyrus Beäuge,” Bulletin de Vinstitut franQais d^archeologie 

orientale, X (1912), 140 ff. Cf. P. Lond, V, p. 56. 
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and the latest date preserved on his papyri written there is 570.^^ 
Therefore, as Bell points out in the introduction to P. Lond. V, 
1708^ the first indiction, which is almost certainly the current one, 
fixes the date of the papyrus between May, 567 and May, 568 
and if the second year is the regnal year, though this is doubtful, 
the date can be more narrowly limited as between May and No¬ 

vember 13, 567. 
The important lines for our consideration are 79-87. The 

defendant Psates in opposing the Claims of his sisters to an in- 
heritance from their parents explains that their mother died during 

the second year of office of Apion, seventeen years ago, and that 
their father died in the second year of Marcianus’ term, after 

becoming blind in the time of Horion.^® This places Apion in 
office about 550. The mother of Psates is said to have died before 
the father (29 f.) and apparently her death preceded his blind- 

ness also. Horion then held office some time after 550. The office 
used for the purpose of dating is not named, but Bell shows in his 

note on line 79 that it is undoubtedly that of duke of the Thebaid. 
The wording used is *A7rta>i/o5 tov ivSo^ordrov TrparrovTo^ 

(80) and MapKLavov tov ivSo^{ordrov) TTiviKavra irpdrrovTo^ (83)- 
TLpdrroiv is used in the same sense of administering (the rule) in 
P. Lond, Vy 1674^ 92 in Connection with duke Athanasius and 
Trpdrroiv Trjv dpxrjv in P, Masp, //, 67166, 8 to describe John, who 

I believe is also duke.^^ A different phrase is used in Connection 
with Horion: *Opta>i/o5 rov TrporifYr]<Tapivo{y^ evayxo5 ra^iap- 

XtK^v t6t€ iTrexovTo^ k^ovorlav (86 f.). Bell comments; “probably 

the meaning is Vho had recently (f.e., before the second year of 
Marcianus, when Apollos died) been in office, holding the author- 
ity of taxiarch.' ” This translation is doubtless correct. The diffi- 

“P. Masp. — J. Maspero, Papyrus Grecs d*Mpoque ßyzantine, in Catalogue 
gSn^ral des antiquiUs ^gyptiennes du musSe du Caire, Cairo, 1911-1916, 3 vols.— 
11, 67151» 67152. 

“In 160 f., 173 f. the father is said to have died seventeen years before but, as 
Bell suggests, tov iraTp6s is obviously a sUp for rrjs firjrpos, 

“ He is called arabarches, since that office was held previously, just as the duke 
Cyrus is called referendarius in P. Masp. I, 67002, ii, i. This John is to be identi- 
fied with the John, duke of the Thebaid, to whom is addressed the poem by 
Dioscorus in Berliner Klassihertexte V, ed, Schubart and Wilamowitz-Moellendorflf, 

Griechische Dichterfragmente (1907), xi, 3, not with the John of Edict XIII (p. 

792, 32). 
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culty Bell feels as to “the awkward method of expression, naturally 

suggesting two different offices’’ is removed if Edict XIII is dated 

in 553/554 Horion is recognized as the one who held the office 
of duke of the Thebaid when the power of that official was in- 
creased and he was made duke and Augustalis. The phrase ttiv 
ToiiapxtKTjv t6t€ eTre'xoi^o? e^ovo-tav is used to distinguish the 

period of Horion’s term before the issuance of the edict, when his 
authority was more limited, whether taxiarch refers to him as the 
head of the ducal staff but still subordinate to the Augustal prae- 
fect or emphasizes his military authority in comparison with his 
weaker civil power. 

Bell recognizes that the mention of Horion supports the date of 

553/554 for Edict XIII, but he assumes that there were two dukes 
of the Thebaid of that name since “Gelzer’s arguments seem 
conclusive.’’ These arguments for 538/539 are based on Jus- 

tinian’s activity in administrative reform in 535 and 536, on 
the evidence of P. Aphro. Cairo i (= P. Masp, /, 67002), and 

on the necessity of re-establishing order after the religious 
strife in Alexandria following the death of the patriarch Timo¬ 

theus.^® 

In 535 changes were made in the administration of Galatia, 
Pisidia, Lycaonia, Thrace, Isauria, Helenopontus, and Paphla- 
gonia^® and in 536 in Cappadocia, Arabia, and Palestine,^^ and 
their governors were given both civil and military authority. 

Geizer sees in this a planned reversal of Diocletian’s System of 
the Separation of powers and considers that Egypt was reorganized 
in 538/539 in line with the same plan. But the Situation is not 

parallel in spite of certain similarities. Through Edict XIII the 
governors of Alexandria and Aegyptus, Libya, the Thebaid, and 
presumably Augustamnica and Arcadia also, were granted both 
civil and military powers and were made of equal rank, all directly 

subordinate to the praetorian praefect of the East. In Egypt there 
were now five provinces, each with its own governor, in place of 
one diocese under the direction of the Augustal praefect, whereas 
the reforms of 535 and 536 strengthened the authority of a single 

” See note 5. 
“Novellae 8, 24-29. 
®'Novellae 30, 102, 103. 
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governor in each province and in some cases united two smaller 

provinces into one. 
Masp. I, 67002, addressed to Athanasius, duke and Augustalis 

of the Thebaid, was written by Dioscorus at Antinoopolis soon 
after a fifteenth indiction (i, 10). Geizer places the indiction in 
551/552, the inevitable conclusion of a scholar limited to the 

papyri of Dioscorus known before 1909. The papyri published 
since then have made it clear that the year referred to is 566/567.^® 

On the death of Timotheus on February 8, 536 the quarrel 
between two groups of Monophysites broke into violence, with 
one side supporting Theodosius as the successor to the Patriar¬ 

chate, the other Gaianus. This period of disorder and rioting 
lasted well over a year, until Paul was named patriarch by Con- 

stantinople to bring Egypt back to orthodoxy and was given 
authority over even the highest officials/® Geizer believes that 
Paul came to Alexandria in 538 and that the poIitical reform of 

Edict XIII was contemporaneous with and prompted by the 
measures adopted to settle the religious disturbance. He under- 
stands that the confusion in the collection of taxes in Egypt, 
which is mentioned in the introduction of Edict XIII as respon- 
sible for its promulgation, was connected with the ecclesiastical 

conflict. However, the Statement about the disturbed condition of 
affairs is worded in a general manner and refers to all of Egypt. 
There is nothing in the edict which links it specifically with the 

religious Situation in Alexandria. 
The passage from section 24 quoted above enables us to date 

Edict XIII by month and year as well as by indiction, if Zachariae 
von LingenthaFs change of the unintelligible manuscript reading 
rov avrov fir]v6g to rov Avyovo-rov firjvog is correct.®^ Since Horion, 

like John, has already brought all the grain to Alexandria before 
the end of August, the edict can not be earlier than August of the 
second indiction. Nor can it be later, as the third indiction begins 
September i. The date of the edict is then August, 554 a.d. It 

“ See note 21. 
®Cf. Rouillard, op. cit., pp. 17-20. 

Schoell-Kroll, op. cit., p. 780, 9 ff.: roLvvv, ws eirl twp ^ßirpocrOep 
ei Kai rd dXXa twv dyf/MocrCup eiffTrfid^eiop eSofcei ttws reT^x^tti, dXX’ ovp Karä ttjv 

AlyvTTTiaKijp SiolKTjoriv oCtus ^p ffvyKex^fJ'^pa, loarre fjLTjde 6 ri Trparrerat Karä 

epravBa yipwffKeffOai, [icai] iOavfidaafxep Trjp fxdxP^ npayfiaros dra^Cap. 

^Ibid., p. 793, I. 
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may well be, as Zachariae von Lingenthal suggests,^^ that occupa- 

tion with the pragmatic sanction of August 13, 554 concerning the 

reorganization of Italy led Justinian to turn bis attention to Egypt 
also. 

Sweet Briar College 

“Zachariae von Lingenthal, op. cit.y praef., p. 6. 



THE MAIDEN’S STRATAGEM 

By Campbell Bonner 

The ancient tale to which I venture to give this name has been 

treated in the past by two eminent scholars, Pio Rajna and Georg 
Voigt, and eighteen years ago I called attention to an unedited 
Version of it and some unnoticed echoes in later literature. The 

paper then presented was not published, partly because I hoped 
that other relevant material might come to light, but chiefly be¬ 

cause of other obligations which have only lately been discharged. 

Recently Dr. G. Levi Deila Vida has rendered a valuable Service 
by Publishing a Moslem Version of the tale and showing its rela- 
tion to various Christian stories; and the appearance of his work 

has reminded me that my own contribution to the subject should 

no longer be delayed.^ 

^ In studies of this kind, more perhaps than in any other, each investigator 
Stands upon the shoulders of his predecessors; and I trust I shall not seem to make 
light of my debt to the authorities named in this note if I acknowledge my Obliga¬ 
tion to them briefly and once for all. The first important work on the sources of 
the story here discussed was done in 1876 by Pio Rajna in his book Le Fonti del- 

VOrlando Funoso\ second edition, to which I refer, in 1900 (pp. 459-463)* Georg 
Voigt’s article “Die Lucretia-Fabel und ihre literarischen Verwandten” {Berichte 
der Sachs. Akad.^ phil.-hist. KL» XXXV, 1883, 1-36) seems to me to be open to 
criticism in that it incorporates the “Euphrasia legend,” with its relatives, in a 
complex which should be more strictly circumscribed; but in his treatment of our 
Story (15-30) he adds much valuable matter to what Rajna had brought together. 
N. Y. Marr, Antioch Stratigf Plenenie lerusalima persami v 614 {The Capture of 
Jerusalem by the Perstans in 614) St. Petersburg, 1909 {Teksty i rozyskanija Po 
armjanogruzinskoi filologii, IX); the author publishes the Georgian version and 
the Armenian fragments, and in connection with the episode of the nun makes use 
of Voigt’s work. G. Levi Deila Vida, “A Christian Legend in Moslem Garb” 
{ßyzantion^ XV, 144-157), deals with an unnoticed Moslem variant of our story, 
points out the probable literary sources of al-Makln’s form of it, and calls attention 
to the importance of Marr’s work in The Capture of Jerusalem, besides giving a 
useful general view of the problem. In later notes these four works will be cited 
merely by the author’s name with page reference. 

My preliminary paper was read before the Middle West Branch of the American 
Oriental Society in 1924, and an abstract (of only a few lines) was included in the 
report of that meeting {JAOS XLIV, 1924, 176). In the earlier stages of my work 
helpful suggestions and useful information came to me from G. L. Kittredge, Dean P. 
Lockwood, and A. H. Krappe. Recently I am under great obligations to Robert P. 
Blake, who has most generously taken the trouble to make English translations of 
the Georgian and Armenian forms of our story, and has put at my Service his 
knowledge of Marr’s work, which is unfortunately inaccessible to me. 
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For the moment it will suffice to state the theme of the tale in its 
simplest form, as follows. A chaste woman who has fallen into the 
power of a brutal captor delays his advances by promising to give 
him a magical herb or salve that will make him invulnerable. She 
rubs her neck with the feigned drug and bids him strike with his 
sword to test the power of her magic. Thus she tricks him into 
beheading her, and frustrates his designs upon her virtue. Post- 
poning discussion of the story-pattern, we may first consider the 
unpublished Greek Version. 

It was found in a manuscript belonging to the University of 
Michigan (No. 82 ), a synaxarion of the Orthodox Church covering 
the whole year (September-August), and apparently lacking only 
a single leaf at the end. The book once belonged to the monastery 

of Kaisariane, a few miles from Athens at the foot of Mount 
Hymettos, as appears from an inscription in a bad modern hand, 

scrawled on the last leaf of the manuscript, a fly-leaf added after 
the loss of the last leaf of the text: “This book belongs to the holy 
monastery of Kaisariane, and if any man removes it from the 

monastery he shall have the curses of the 318 holy and inspired 
Fathers who assembled in the Council of Nicaea.” 

Further evidence that the manuscript once belonged to this 

famous monastery is to be found in several entries on the front 
fly-leaf, in which various men and women certify that they have 
dedicated to the monastery certain properties, usually fields or 

olive-orchards, occasionally sums of money. 
The monastery of Kaisariane has long been a ruin. Only its 

church and one or two other decayed buildings still stand; and in 
place of an abbot and a throng of monks there remained in recent 
years — who knows its fate now? — only a single priest, who 
served the Offices of the church on Sundays and holy days for a 
little flock drawn from neighboring hamlets and the nearer suburbs 

of the city. After Service the congregation was wont to linger 
under the shade of a great plane-tree by the spring to break its 
fast and sip coffee or ouzo. It was a welcome resting-place for 
travellers who took this peaceful nook on their way to the top of 
Hymettos, towering above the green glen that hides Kaisariane 

from the city. 
The books of the monastery, like its lands, have long since 

passed into the hands of others. Who first braved the curse and 
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took this volume from its place is not known.^ In time it came 
into the library of the fourth Earl of Ashburnham, and later into 
the possession of a famous dealer, Mr. W. M. Voynich, from wliom 
the University of Michigan purchased it in 1922. 

The manuscript measures 29.2 by 20.5 cm. and has a modern 
pigskin binding. There are 329 leaves of paper, with the text in 
two carefully ruled columns. Elaborate rubricated headings are 
placed at the beginning of each month, and red is used for occa- 
sional Ornaments and initials, especially when a new day begins 
or the life of a new saint is taken up, and also to begin the crude 
iambic verses that are prefixed to the narratives. No thorough 
palaeographical study of the manuscript has yet been made, but 
two scribes writing quite similar hands appear to have executed 
the work in the fourteenth Century. The writing is small and is of 
a type that is evidently derived from good manuscripts of the 
tenth and eleventh centuries. 

In its Contents and their arrangement the book clearly belongs 
to that dass of synaxaria to which Delehaye has assigned the 
Symbol M*, and which is the later and inferior of the two great 
divisions into which the manuscripts fall;^ furthermore, it seems 
— though a thorough study might alter this impression — to be 
more closely related to the standard-bearer of this dass, M (Paris. 
1582) than to any other representative of the group. Synaxaria 
of the M* dass are characterized by a different arrangement of 
their matter, by a different selection of saints^ lives, and especially 
by the Insertion of various long narratives of the edifying kind 
that are not found in the other principal family. These marks are 
present in our manuscript, and it also has peculiarities of its own, 
which have not been investigated systematically, though they may 
prove to be worth study, especially since the manuscript covers 
the entire church year. Among the special features that I have 
noted, a very few will serve to illustrate the aberrant character 
of the selection. Under the commemoration of St. John the Apostle 

® Careless or avaricious abbots seem to have permitted the sale of books as early 
as the seventeenth Century. Interesting facts bearing upon the dispersion of the 
library will be found in J. Gennadios’ monograph 'H Kaiffapiavrf (Athens, 1930), 
P. 39 f-» PP- 43-45- 

^ Propylaeum ad Acta Sanctorum Novembris: Synaxariutn Ecclesiae Constanti- 
nopolitanae . . . Opera et studio Hippolyti Delehaye (Bruxellis, apud socios Bol- 
landianos, 1902). See especially columns XXXVIII ff. and LII. 
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(September 26) there is introduced a long narrative that is based 

upon the apocr5^hal Acts of John ascribed to Prochorus;^ and 
this is followed by several testimonia about the death of John, 
apparently drawn from the Chronicon of Georgius Monachus (II, 
447-8 De Boor). Under August 31, among other entries peculiar 
to this manuscript, there is the beginning of an account (mutilated 
by the loss of the last leaf of the text) of a conflagration in the 
church of the Virgin on the Acropolis (the Parthenon), 'Vhich 
happened in our own times.” The opening of this narrative touches 
in a summary fashion upon a story of the foundation of the 
church which differs in some details from that given in the Anony¬ 
mus Vindobonensis.® 

Still another story, which has not been reported from any other 
synaxarion, is the occasion of this paper. It teils of an otherwise 
unknown virgin martyr, Anna of Jerusalem, and appears under 

May 7. The commemorations proper to that date are listed in the 
following Order: i, the appearance of the Cross in the heavens 
under Constantius; 2, Cyril of Jerusalem; 3, Acacius; 4, Bar- 
barus; 5, Gainnus and Gaius; 6, Anna; 7, the 318 Nicene Fathers, 

The text of the legend of Anna follows: 

OLvrfj rifiepa: fjLvrjfjiri tt]? ayia*; oo-LopdpTUpo^ 

^'Avv7}v Tt9 prf davpacret rrfv dptcrrea, 

VLKOJcrav TrXdprjv roprjv ^icrSvvra] 

Avtt) 7} dyia TrapOivoq rjv eU €v t&v yvvaLK€LO)v povacrryiployv ttJ? 

dyta? TToXecü? ^l€povcraAr]p iv t& dyio) opei t&v iXauav ore 8e /card 

(rvyx(ü>pri(TLV 0€ov Trdcra rj UaXaLO-Ttm) ei*; Ilep(rd>v irapeSodri, 

Kal avTq 7} dyia 'qXo) Trap"" avrotg, Kal irdvra rd tur/cT/riypta Kal ol 

7rapdevS>ve*; Kal eis (f>6opdv Kal npovoTjV tols 

ddeoLS Uepo-ais StSoi^rat Trapd Oeov, 8^d ras dpaprias Tfp&v. a-vveXi](j>07} 

Be Kal avTT) 7j paKapiris irapd tlvos Uepcrov t&v i7n(nrjpo)v. 171^ Be 

evei^S irdw Kal dipaiordTT) rd re crd)pa Kal TTjV ijjv)(y]v. eKrevi} ovv 

TTpoo'evx'fJv perd iroXXidv 8aKpvo)v irpos tov BecriroTTiv ^ptcrrov eTrote'iTO 

BLTjveKoys äo-re Bia(f>vXd^aL avr'^s TTjV TrapOeviav d<f)6opov. aKovei rijs 

Seija-eciys avrijs 6 Öed?, Kal eis Tripas dyei ttjv atrTjCTLP avrijs- w? ovv 

^ Published by Th. Zahn, Acta Johannis, Erlangen, 1884; not to be confused 
with the Leukian Acts in Lipsius and Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha, 11, i. 

^Cod. theol. graec. N. 252, fol. 29-32; published by L. Ross, Archäologische 
Aufsätze, I, 251 ff., and by C. Wacismuth, Die Stadt Athen im Alterthum, I, 

739 ff. (§ II). 
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kveKeiTO 6 atx/AaXwTto-a? avr^v Tiepcry)*; TV(f>ß'Yjvai avrij? avv to acafia 

Kal TTjv yjjvxn^y Tavrqv 6 ßeo^ a>9 T7jv dvSpetMTdryjv ^lovSlß Kard 

rrjs *0\o(j>€pvov ropawiSo^ Kal d/coXao-ta? (ro<f>La'a^ Kai c^cri -jrpo? 

avTov 81* ipp7iv4(x)^ OTL Tt5 poL SaKTCL Tov SecTTTOTov pov d^toißyjvaL 

o'vvewov yev4<yßai\ dXX’ eTretS*^ ctTro tov vvv /cdyw a>? Seo'TrorTjv dyaTrw 

o-e, ßovKopai ßapprjo-ai (tol npdypa napdSo^ov, napd 'Pcopatot? 

TToXXot? yivcotr/copevov. /cat ffyqo-iv eKeivo^, etTre. 17 8e dyia TrapÖevo? 

(j>7}(rLv, eo-TL Tt5 ßordvT] irapd TroXXot? dyva>o'T05j 17V edi/ rt? \dß'j[j Kal 

TavTTjv Xedva^ e/c tov ottov to a&pa xpto-ag, ov/c dv Trore 0-1817^05 

TOV trcoparo? e/ceii/ov d\jj€TaL, 6 8e d/coXacTTO? e/cetvd? vvv tov epov 

O'/COTTOV TrX'i'jpcüo'ov, /cai evKalpcos 8et^ov poi Trjv ßoTdvT\v. 7} 8e, 

d8vvaTov TavTqv \.7}(l>ß7}vaL napd i(j>ßappev7}q yvvat/cdg, dXX’ ef 

dTretpoydp-ov Kal d(j>ß6pov eirel ei prj tovto yevijTat, ovk evepyet to 

TrapdSo^ov tt}^ Trpo? tov (riSripov pdx7}^. tcal Srj Trapaxcopet avn^v 

TavTjf) TT] eo-Trepq,. eco^ev 8e Xeyei 7rpo5 avri^v, 8evpo Set^dv pot t^v 

ßoTOirqv. T) 8e poKapla dTreXßovcra crvv avr^), eo'^TjpaTto'aTo t'i^v 

ßoTajrqv^ /cai Xeyci, t8ov, avTTj Icttiv. 6 8e ßdpßapoq €^17, Kal Troßev 

8'^Xov,* Tf 8e (f>7)(rLj TpLijjov Kal ^to'ov pepo5 tov (xcopaTO? (rov Kal 

SoKlpacrov pCTa ^i(f>ovs, Kal oxjjei Trjv evepyevav. 6 Se <^ei8dpevo5 avTov 

OVK T7vecrxeTo. 17 8e tov Xpto'Tov vvpt^Tj Trpd? avTov ^vp^wreo)^ 

eTTtÖvpovo'a, Tpißei t^v ßoTairqv Kal eavT*^? avx^va^ Kal 

(l>7}(rL TTpbs TOV ßdpßapovj KpdT7}crov Tat? 8i«rt ft<^o? /cat 

809 Trdajj Svvdpet, /cat 6^ epycov avrwv paßricrji ttJ? ßoTdvrj^ rrfv 

8vvaptv. 6 8e Tot? Xdyot? avTrj? Treto'Öet? /cat vopicraq ex^tv Ttvd 

Tretpav 6v /catpo) TToXepov, Xa^d>v to ^t<^o? ndcrr} 8vvdpet Tratet /caTO. 

TOV avxevo? avTT]?' /cat e^ avrij^ Trjs TrXiTy*^? dTreTepe t^v paKaplav 

avrfjs /cet^aXTijv. et? oT/vato'pTjo'tv oSv eXPd>v t'^? yevopevi]? avrfi 

xXevi7?, -^p^aTo jÖpvxetv tov? dSdvra?, dXX’ ov8ev tovtov wvr/o'e. 

/cat ovTCü? eTrXTjpcüÖi] avTT]? tj papTvpia, 

The language and style call for little comment. The orthography 
is fairly good; the few cases of itacism and confusion of o and co 
are here corrected without further comment, and accents and 

punctuation have been made to conform to modern use. The 
iambic trimeters (or choliambics?) at the beginning were prob- 

®* In 1. 14 of the Gk. text above (not counting the verses), ffo^iaas is an emenda- 
tion introduced by Professor Gregoire; the manuscript reads ao^Lffavros. I have 
allowed <To<f>L<Tas to stand, rather than make a troublesome change in proof, but 
believe that the genitive should be retained, in view of the irregularity of participial 
constructions in late Gk. (Jannaris, 2145). [My correction really is d 0cös d . . . 
<To4>l<Tas. H. G.] 
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ably bad to begin with and have suffered some corruption; dpicrria 

must have been meant for dpurTetav, and eurSvvra is probably 
corrupt as well as barbarous. The manuscript omits the final v 

of 'irpo<T€vxn^ and the final 5 of d/coXao-ta?. For Scäo-et it has S&o-ai. 

There are the usual abbreviations of nomina sacra. Three gram- 
matical points may be worth mention; the use of irapd with dative 
to express agency, as in Trap’ airolq (Jannaris, Hist. Gram.^ 1632), 
the use of crw with accusative, (tw to o^wpa Kal Tjjv (Jan¬ 

naris, 1670), and the use of rt? with future indicative to express a 
wish. with dv and optative introduces a wish several times in 
classical poetry, as in Aesch. Agam. 1448, Soph. Ajax 879, O.C. 

1160. The use of n&q in wishes, in classical Greek with dv and 

Optative, later with the subjunctive, is more common; for the latter 
construction, cf. Marc. Ant. 9. 40. 

A translation follows: 

Commemoration of the Holy Martyr Anna 

Who marvelleth not, beholding Anna’s deed, 

Who feit the sword, but gained the martyr’s meed? 

Thb holy virgin was in one of the nunneries of the holy city Jerusalem, on the 
holy Mount of Olives; and when by the permission of God, all Palestine was given 
over into the hands of the Persians, this holy city also was captured by them, and 
all the monasteries and the nunneries were taken, and given over by God to the 
godless Persians for rape and pillage, because of our sins. Now this blessed maid 
also was seized by one of the Persian nobles. She was very fair to look upon, and 
most beautiful both in body and in soul; so to her Master, Christ, she made 
eamest and continuous supplication, with many tears, that she might keep her 
maidenhood inviolate. And God heard her entreaty, and brought her prayer to 
fulfilment. 

So when the Persian who had captured her was pressing upon her for the 
Wounding of her soul as well as her body, God gave her wisdom, even as to Judith, 
the bravest among women, when he made her wise to destroy the oppression and 
the lewdness of Holophernes. And she spoke to him by an Interpreter, saying, 
“Would that I might be thought worthy to be the bedmate of my lord! But since 
henceforth I love thee as my master, I am minded to entrüst to thee a wondrous 
thing, known to many of the Greeks.” And he said, “Speak.” And the holy maiden 
said, “There is a certain herb, unknown to many, which if one take and pound in a 
mortar, and anoint bis body with the juice thereof, iron shall never hurt his body.” 
And the lewd man said, “Do my will now, and in good time show me the herb.” 
She said, “This herb may not be got by a corrupted woman, but only by a maid 
unwed and inviolate. For it be not so, the wonder of its battle with the Steel 
worketh not.” And so he excused her for that evening. 

In the moming he said to her, “Come show me the herb.” And the blessed maid 
went with him and made as if she had found the plant. And she said to him, 
“Behold, here it is.” The barbarian said, “How shall I know that?” She said, 
“Crush it, and anoint some part of thy body, and try with the sword, and thou 
shalt see its power.” But he was fain to spare himself, and would not endure to 
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try it. Then the bride of Christ, desiring to be espoused to her Lord, bruised the 
herb and anointed her own neck. She said to the barbarian, “Take thy sword with 
thy two hands and strike with all thy might; and from the deed itself thou shalt 

learn the power of the herb.’’ 
Believing her words, and thinking that he had a test (i.e. of a protection?) in 

time of war, he took the sword and struck upon her neck with all his might; and 
with that very stroke he cut.oflf her blessed head. Then, perceiving that he had 
been mocked, he began to gnash his teeth, but it availed him nought. And thus was 

fulfilled her martyrdom. 

To aid in the consideration of its relationships, the following 

points in this story should be observed. The place is Jerusalem, 
the time 614, when the city was captured by the Persians. The 

fact that the heroine is called by a very common name, not found 
elsewhere in connection with similar stories, shows that she was 
originally nameless. Noteworthy is the vivid conversation between 
Anna and her captor, which differs not a little from the sober style 

of most such narratives, and the fact that she does not scruple to 
pretend a ready consent to his wishes in order to deceive him. 
The magic substance in this story is an herb which must be sought 
out of doors, and the girl goes through the form of searching for it; 

it is not something that she already possesses or makes from 
ordinary domestic materials. Particularly important, because it 

may be an original element in the story, is her warning that the 
charm will be ineffective unless she is kept inviolate until she finds 
the herb. This detail, which occurs in no other early version 
known to me, has an ancient and genuine sound, since the impor- 

tance of chastity in magical operations is well known.® On the 
whole, it is evident that we are dealing with a novella which may 

go back at least to the Hellenistic period; somebody has given it 
the appearance of a Christian martyrdom by assigning a definite 
date and place to the incident, and by introducing familiär phrases 
of Christian piety. The value of this version, as we shall see, con- 
sists in the fact that it preserves more of the coloring of the ancient 
populär tale than any of its kindred; but since it is not attested at 
as early a date as another story, which we shall next examine, we 
may refer to it for convenience as Version B. 

The narrative which we shall call Version A, is further removed 
from the original populär tale, but is preserved in a text that was 
written at an earlier date than Version B. It is found in the 

® Much matter bearing on this point will be found in E. Fehrle’s moncgraph, 
Die kultische Keuschheit im Altertum (RGW VI, 1910). 
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Chronicon of Georgius Monachus, who wrote in the reign of 

Michael III, 842-867. The passage is rather long (p. 478, 6 — 
479j 12, ed. De Boor), and most of it may be Condensed without 
losing anything of importance, since it is written in the author’s 
usual florid style. The incident is told in connection with the 
persecution of the Christians under Diocletian and Maximian 
(303). A beautiful woman, vowed to virginity, was required to 
offer a pagan sacrifice, and refused; whereupon order was given 
that she should be surrendered to the lust of a soldier, and if she 

then persisted in her refusal, should be beheaded. She turned in 
her perplexity to Anthimus the bishop of Nicomedia, afterwards 
martyred, who admonished her that the preservation of her faith 

was more important even than the chastity of the body; as one 
would submit to robbery of a garment rather than of the body 
itself, so it is better to give the body to insult rather than lose the 
purity of the soul. The remainder of the story is closer to Ver¬ 

sion B, and certainly nearer to the unpretentious style of the 
original novella. I give a translation only, since the Greek text is 
accessible in a modern edition: 

But divine grace, which gives ways^ of help in trouble, then kept the girl’s virtue 
inviolate by a very clever scheme. When she was shut in a room she deceived the 
soldier, saying, “Do not wrong me, man, and I will pay you a fee worthy of the 
favor you do me. Since I am skilled in drugs, I will give you a drug that will make 
you immortal; if you anoint your whole body with it, you will be invulnerable 
among your enemies. If you wish to have proof of it now, let me prepare this 
drug.” He was very glad to allow her to do so, and the blessed maid took wax, 
mixed oil with it and kneaded it for a long time, then anointing her own neck said 
to him, “Strike as you have might, and you will see the working of the ointment, 
for you will neither wound nor kill me.’* And he lifted his sword on high, and 
hringing it down upon her, he straightway cut off her precious head. And thus 
overcoming the wickedness of her enemies, she put on the twofold crown, of martyr- 
dom and of purity. 

It is clear that the nucleus of this story is the same populär tale 

that was used in Version B; and in the conversation between the 
girl and the soldier, where the narrator spares us his stylistic Orna¬ 
ments, there are some similar turns of expression. Yet even here 
there are slight differences. In place of pretending to accept her 

Situation gladly as in Version B, the girl proceeds as if she hoped 
to save herseif from outrage by bribing her captor; and in place 

’The Word is irpo<^dör€<s; for this and other late developments in the meanings 
of see my note in AJP LXII, 457-9, 
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of a pretended magical herb she uses a salve made of wax and oil. 
The differences are more marked in the introductory part of 
Georgius’ narrative; the girl, nameless, is not a nun in a convent, 
and her danger is not due to capture in war, but to a persecution 
represented as official. The place is not specified, but the mention 
of Anthimus seems to show that Nicomedia is meant,® and the 
time is that of the persecution under Diocletian. The casuistic 
discussion with Anthimus is obviously no part of the original 

pattem. 
Georg Voigt ® appears to have been the first to call attention to 

Georgius Monachus as the earliest Greek source for Version A. 
Before that Pio Rajna had used a story in Georgius Cedrenus 
(ca. 1100), which was drawn directly from Georgius Monachus 

with a few insignificant verbal changes.^^ Still later, at the begin- 
ning of the fourteenth Century, Nicephorus Callistus Xanthopulos 
told the same story in different words.^^ There is no Variation in 
the incidents, and the only new feature is that the hitherto name¬ 

less Virgin is now addressed by the bishop Anthimus as Euphrasia. 
Nicephorus, however, was not the first to give this name, which 

must have been attached to the heroic maiden before the year 
1000; for in the Menologium of Basil II,written at about that 
time, under the date January 19, Euphrasia is commemorated as a 
martyr in Nicomedia under Maximian, and her story is the same 

as that related by Georgius Monachus, though it is told in simpler 
language, and there is no mention of Anthimus. As in Georgius’ 
narrative, the girl does not pretend to yield without reluctance to 

the man’s desire, but tries to buy her freedom by a charm against 
wounds. This is called merely a (f>dpfiaK0Vj and the Condensed 
story in the Menologium says nothing of its nature or preparation. 
It is not even said expressly that the girl went through the motions 
of anointing her neck; when the man demands proof of the power 

of the drug, she simply bids him strike it with his sword, and so 

® Cf. Euseb. viii.6.6. 
* See Note i; p. 16. 

In discussing the episode of the death of Isabella, p. 461. Even in his second 
edition Rajna did not note the priority of Georgius Monachus, and Deila Vida has 
also overlooked it. 

^ CSHB XXXV, 465-6. 

^Eccl. Hist. VÜ.13 (PG CXLV, 1229-31). 
^ Cod. Vatican. Graec. 1613^ p. 333. 
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saves herseif from shame. In spite of the baldness of the narrative 
it is clearly an abbreviated form of Version A. A story differing 

only in verbal details is to be found in the ordinary synaxaria 
linder Jan. 19, and it appears even in the Michigan manuscript, 
notwithstanding the fact that the longer story which we call Ver¬ 
sion B appears elsewhere in it. 

So far as I know, no other Greek sources for this story have 

been found; but since Greek writings have transmitted so many 
ancient populär stories to other peoples, it is a reasonable assump- 
tion that these or other Greek versions of the maiden’s stratagem 
have supplied the Originals from which various Oriental versions 

have been derived. We must next examine some of these non- 

Greek forms of the story. 
There are three that are closely related among themselves and 

also related to the story of Anna in the Michigan synaxarion, that 
is, our Version B. They are all episodes in a longer work, The 

Capture oj Jerusalem by the Perstans^ which included not only 
the narrative of the barbarities committed by the captors, but also 
passages of a hortatory character drawing lessons from the suf- 

fering and the heroism of the martyrs. It has been regarded as a 
homily, perhaps rightly. The text of the story that interests us 
exists in an Arabic and a Georgian version of this Capture of 

Jerusalem^ the original language of which was almost certainly 
Greek, and in an Armenian version excerpted from the same work. 
Of these the Arabic version was first brought to the attention of 
scholars in 1896 by Couret/^ and afterwards published from a 

better and more complete manuscript by Peeters.^® The Georgian 
Version and the Armenian fragments were published by N. Y. 
Marr in 1909.^® For the Arabic form of our story I have used the 

translation made by Dr. Deila Vida for his article on the sub- 
ject;^^ for the Georgian and Armenian forms I am greatly indebted 

Couret’s notice of the manuscript, with a translation by Broyde, was published 
at Orleans in 1896 in the M^moires de l’Academie de Sainte-Croix; this is virtually 
inaccessible, though Deila Vida found that a reprint was in the Princeton University 
Library. Broyd^’s translation with the original text was printed also in the Revue 
de VOrient ChritieUj II (1897), 125-164. 

AfSlanges de VUniversitS Saini-Joseph {ßeyrouth), IX, 1--42; see also the 
same author’s article in Analecta Boüandiana XXXVIII, 137-147. 

“ See Note i. 
Deila Vida, 153-4. 
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to Professor Robert P. Blake, who has very kindly translated both 

from Marr’s text. 
In common with Version B, all these stories place the scene of 

the incident in Jerusalem at the time of the Persian capture in 
614, and at a convent on the Mount of Olives; and all three give 
a detail which may wfell be a part of the primitive novella, namely 
that the girl suggests that her captor use the charmed drug and 
then allow a blow to be aimed at him with the sword; this he has 
not the courage to do, and so she all the more easily deludes him 
into killing her. This feature of the conversation between the nun 

and her captor is not found in Version A. On the other hand there 
are differences between these non-Greek versions and Version B. 
All three say that the nuns seized by the Persian soldiery num- 
bered four hundred; no number is given in B. The Armenian 

Version says the convent was called P^arah (sheepfold), a detail 
not elsewhere attested. All the three versions agree in represent- 
ing the magical substance not as an herb that must be found, but 

as an oil or ointment which the nun already possesses and which, 
as it would seem, she carries on her person. Further, all agree in 
representing the offer of the magical drug as a bribe, by means of 
which the nun hopes to save her virtue. Here, as in Version A, 

a feeling of religious propriety seems to have modified the form — 
the original one, as I think — in which the girl feigns readiness to 
comply with her master’s wishes, and offers the charm merely as a 

gift to prove her good will towards him. Finally, the girl is name- 
less in the three eastern versions, as she was doubtless in the 
primitive novella. In the narrative of the Michigan synaxarion 
the name Anna was chosen at random. 

A Word must be said about the origin of The Capture of Jeru¬ 

salem^ although it has been treated elsewhere by those who are 
competent, as I am not, to deal with the languages in which the 
narrative has been preserved. The heading of the Georgian version 
describes the narrative as written by a monk of the monastery of 
St. Saba named Stratiki. Marr recognized that the Georgian and 
Arabic versions of the Capture were ultimately derived from a 
Greek original, although the immediate source of the Georgian 
narrative appears to have been Arabic. The name ‘‘Stratiki’’ he 
took to be the Greek Strategos (or Strategios), and decided that 
that must have been another name (the secular name) for 
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Antiochus of St. Saba. Peeters, however, shows that this identifi- 

cation is very unlikely.^® Antiochus was the abbot, not merely a 
monk, of St. Saba, and there is no evidence that the name Strategos 
ever belonged to him; and further, in the Arabic text published by 
Peeters, the author of the Capture is ‘'Isträtiyüs,'' which may 
represent Eustratios — a person, it is true, who is otherwise un- 
known in connection with St. Saba. The Armenian excerpts that 

contain the story of the nun and the Persian soldier are obviously 
derived from the same narrative, but were probably translated 

directly from the Greek original. 
The Problem of the authorship of the Capture of Jerusalem is 

not of primary importance in connection with the history of our 

Story. No matter who wrote the narrative, he can scarcely claim 
either to have invented the story or to have been the first to 

record it. All that the narrative proves is that the story of the 
nun was well known in the seventh Century, since the Capture was 

doubtless composed soon after the event; and that the incident 
came to be associated with the sack of Jerusalem in the minds of 
many people, so that in time a more primitive type of the story, 

such as Version B, was affected by it and given a date and place 
to correspond. There is little doubt that after each notorious 

persecution Christian chroniclers made it a point to record out- 
standing examples of fortitude in prospect of outrage and death; 
and where the circumstances of actual martyrdoms were lacking 

in picturesque and dramatic interest, the authors turned to ancient 

populär Stories of heroic courage that were adaptable for their 
purpose. Thus it comes about that in Nicomedia, in connection 
with the persecution under Diocletian, and in Jerusalem after the 
Persian sack of the city, the same story is told with slight differ- 
ences of detail. 

Of the Arabic, Georgian, and Armenian forms of the story, 
which we may call for convenience Version C, it is the Arabic that 
seems to be told with the greatest economy and simplicity, so far 
as I can judge from Dr. Deila Vida’s translation. If Marr is right 

in his belief that the Georgian was translated from an Arabic text, 
that would partly account for the greater length of the Georgian, 
for translators usually employ more words than their models; but 
it seems to me that much of the extra length of the Georgian story 

^ Analecta ßollandiana, 141-3; M^langes St. Joseph^ 8-10. 
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is due to nothing more than pious padding and careless verbosity. 
On account of its length I refrain from reproducing it here, al- 
though it might be desirable to do so for the sake of completeness. 
I give Mr. Blake’s translation from the Armenian/® which seems 
to deserve attention not only because of its moderate length, but 
also because it is. thought with good reason to have been derived 

directly from a Greek original: 

There was a cloister on the Mount of Olives whose name was P*arah (ovile). 
In this were living four hundred nuns. When, however, the Persians came against 
the city of Jerusalem and laid siege to it, then they led forth the four hundred 
maids and divided them up for ravishment. But a certain insolent and heartless 
one of tbem, when he wished to ravish the lamb of Christ, was laudably deceived — 
the licentious one in appearance like the devil. When he approached to ravish, the 
bride of Christ said to him: “Grant me as a boon my maidenhead, and I shall 
bestow upon thee oil, which, however many arrows and swords thou mayst receive, 
will not let them touch thee.” And he in amazement said unto the holy one: “Bring 
me such a substance and I shall not touch thee,” thinking this to himself, that “if 
I get this, then shall I do whatsoever I wish”; but the overweening one was dis- 
appointed in his vain hope. For the wise maid produced from her raiment a vial of 
holy oil and said to the lawless one: “Take this and anoint thy neck, and I shall 
smite with the sword, and then shall thou believe what a gift I have bestowed upon 
thee.” And he said: “No, but on thy neck will I try this”; that which the holy one 
had been praying for, what she intended and desired, that she might deceive 
through her wisdom, so that she might not become the prey through the snare of 
the seducer. She chose to receive bodily death rather than that of the spirit, where- 
fore filled with joy at the words of the impious one^ fearlessly, with joyous counte- 
nance and great readiness, she anointed her neck with that vivifying oil and bending 
down she said to that stupid Persian: “Smite with power and learn what this oil 
is.” He, however, beholding her fervent desire, in the belief that he had heard the 
truth, the unclean one, was ignorant that by leaving his vileness she was hastening 
to Christ; the foe smote mightily in the just hope (i.e. naturally expecting) that 
her neck would be untouched by the sword. When he saw her precious head cut 
oflf and cast upon the ground, he knew that he, the harsh and the shameless, had 
been defeated by a woman. 

O marvellous ruse, O good deceit, O praiseworthy prevarication 1 Hearken unto 
this, O ye women, and be like in modesty unto her who, despising the life here, 
inherited the kingdom of the heavens, yearning for the immortal bridegroom Christ! 

A form of our story was current among the Christians of Egypt, 
and has come down to us through three versions, all in the Arabic 
language. They have been fully treated by Deila Vida, and only 

the essential points need be repeated here. First, it occurs as an 
episode in the History oj the Patriarchs oj Alexandria, by Severus, 
compiled at the end of the tenth Century.^** The portion that com- 

^*Vark’ srboc' haranc' (i Venetik 1855), I, 461-2. 
“Text edited and translated by B. Evetts, Patrologia Orientalis, V, 162-4. 
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prises the story of the nun is based upon a biography of the Patri¬ 
arch Michael (eighth Century) by his secretary John the Deacon. 

The Story appears also in Abü Sälih^s The Churches and Monas- 
teries of Egypt (early thirteenth Century)and in the chronicle 
(JHistoria Saracemca) of al-Makin (Elmacinus) this last Ver¬ 
sion, according to Deila Vida, is an abridgement from the work 
of Severus, and may now be disregarded. These sources agree in 
representing the incident as having taken place when the caliph 
Marwän II had been defeated and driven into Egypt (750-1), in 
making the heroine of the story a nun seized at the sack of her 
convent, and in representing her as trying to save her virtue by 
offering a magical substance capable of making the user invulner¬ 
able. On the whole, the Egyptian version looks like an adaptation 
of Version C; for the change in place and time is natural, and no 
importance can be attached to the circumstance that in Severus 
and Abü Sälih the number of nuns seized is thirty instead of four 
hundred as in C. In Severus the magical substance is “oil blessed 

by holy men,” in Abü Sälih it is oil taken from the lamp burning 
in the nun’s cell before the image of the Virgin; both details were 

developed under ecclesiastical influence, and there is no reason to 
think, as Deila Vida does, that the latter has a more genuine 

Sound. Oil blessed by holy men, as well as oil from lamps in the 
shrines of saints, was highly valued, and devout persons might 

carry it with them in small flasks.“^ 

Both Severus and Abü Sälih report one feature of the nun^s 
conversation which does not appear elsewhere, but which might 
well have been a part of the original novella; that is, the nun, by 

way of strengthening her story about her drug, says that her 
ancestors were mighty warriors who kept themselves unscathed 
through many battles by using this secret protection. But in the 

study of traditional stories one cannot be sure whether plausible 
though unnecessary particulars, such as this, belong to an early 

form of the story, or have been added by some later teller of the 
tale who happened to have a gift for vivid and imaginative 
narration. 

^Edited and translated by Evetts in Anecdota Oxoniensia, Semitic Series, Part 7, 
240-242. 

Georgius Elmacinus, Hisioria Saracenica (Leyden, 1625), p. 99. 
^See F. X. Kraus, Real-encycl. der christl. Altertümer, I, 522, § 4; 524, § 9. 
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There are some differences between the narratives of Severus 
and Abü Sälih which, though not without interest, are of no impor- 
tance for our purpose. The nun is called Febronia by Abü Sälih, 
the plundering soldiers are not Marwän’s but Bashmurites, and 
the conversation is somewhat more lively and dramatic than in 
Severus. The last point suggests a closer connection with a popu¬ 
lär tale, but again it may be only a mark of a more vigorous 
narrator. 

Much more interesting than these Stories of Christian Eg5^t is 
a Story, entirely Moslem in its atmosphere, which Dr. Levi Deila 

Vida has made the starting-point of his study, “A Christian Legend 
in Moslem Garb.” Here also, to avoid repeating what Deila 

Vida has set forth in full, I confine myself to an outline. The 
fourteenth Century Egyptian scholar Ibn as-Subki teils the inci- 

dent in connection with the Tatar capture of Bagdad in 1278. The 
caliph’s widow, who is not named, avoided violation by the Tatar 
conqueror Hülägü through a Variation of the stratagem with which 

we are familiär. She told Hülägü that the caliph^s sword, which 
she had kept, had the marvelous property of wounding nobody 

unless it were wielded by the caliph himself; and she proposed to 
try it on her maidservant in the presence of the conqueror. The 
girl, previously instructed by her mistress, raised a terrible out- 
cry; whereupon the lady, ridiculing her fears, told the maid to 

take the sword and strike at her. Thus she escaped disgrace by 
death. It is probably significant that the chronicler mentions an 
earlier writer who had related the story about “a pious woman’’ 

and a ruffian. Deila Vida is doubtless right in his belief that the 
Moslem story is derived from a Christian legend; but the readi- 
ness with which the formula is applied to different times and cir- 
cumstances shows that the Christian legends could have been 

adapted just as easily from some pagan story of the voluntary 
death of a noble captive woman. 

It is very stränge that a story from central Europe should re- 

semble Ibn as-SubkFs narrative about the caliph’s widow in just 
the particular which sets it apart from the usual pattem of our 
story, namely that the magical power is connected with the 
sword. Voigt gives in summary an episode from Nicolaus von 

^ Deila Vida, 145-6. 
“ Voigt, 22-23. 
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Jeroschin's rhymed German translation of Peter von Dusburg’s 
Chronicle of Prussia; both writers belong to the first half of the 
fourteenth Century. Jeroschin interpolates an episode, not found 

in Dusburg, about a nun whose virtue was threatened by a savage 
Lithuanian. She promises to make him invulnerable, has him 
bring a sharp sword over which she says supposedly magical 
charms, and bids him strike her to prove the power of the spell. 

There is no need to consider the possibility of a literary connection 
with Ibn as-Subkl; in both stories a variant form of the primitive 
Story has been used, and the importance of the German narrative 
consists simply in this: it proves that the old pattem was widely 

diffused, in one place suffering typical modifications and varia- 
tions, in another remaining faithful to the original outline. 

Almost Contemporary with this German example is one that 

Voigt cites from an unpublished manuscript;^® it is a work by 
Giovanni Malpighini, a younger Contemporary and protege of 

Petrarca, and is mentioned as Historia Elysiae or Narratio vio- 
latae pudicitiae. Voigt’s abstract is as follows; 

Die Ravennatin Elisa, stolz auf ihre Schönheit, lasst sich in die Diebesbande 
eines Mannes verstricken, der schlimmer und roher ist, als sie glaubt. Er weiss sie 
bei Seite zu ziehen und droht ihr Gewalt anzuthun. Sie aber, um ihre Ehre zu 
retten, spiegelt ihm vor, sie sei durch den Saft eines Wunderkrautes unverletzbar 
geworden, und durch diese List bewegt sie ihn ihr den Kopf abzuschlagen. 

The mention of a magical herb seems to bring the story into a 
relationship with our Version B, as it occurs in the Michigan 
synaxarion. The connection is still clearer in the story told by 

Francisco Barbaro in his De re uxoria (1416) of the noble 
Brasilia 

Ea enim Dyrrachii nobilibus parentibus nata, ut a certis auctoribus traditur, 
hostium excursione capta paene violata est. Haec profecto vultu pulcherrima, in 
summo periculo, ingenio, virtute, magnitudine animi, pudicitiam pie incorrupteque 
tutata est: multis enim verbis impetum Cerici victoris placavit, furorem cohibuit; 
si castam se servaverit, mercedis instar, ut nullis militaribus armis caedi possit, 
unguento quodam magico facturam se recepit. Ingenuae et modestae mulieris 
oratio et magiae deditissimus locus fidem vindicavit. Collocatis ab eo custodibus, 
cum aliquot radices generosa virgo colligeret, exitum rei anxius expectat. Tum ea 
naa^o animo militem convenit, se non verbis sed herbis periculum facturum 
poUicetur. Dehinc, ubi cervicem succo perunxit, jugulum praebet. Cericus vero, 

“Voigt, pp. 26-27. 

Francisci Barbari de re uxoria über . . . nova edizione per cura di A. Gnesotto 
(Padova, 1915), pp.85-86. 
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quasi tuto temerarius futurus, ense caput eximit, et pudicissimae mentis testimonium 

admiratur. 

This Story also, with its magical herb gathered by the girl under 

giiard, seems to be related to Version B; but it is probably based 
upon a populär tale,-for Barbaro’s “certi auctores” mean nothing 
in the absence of particulars. The names Brasilia and Cericus are 
new; the latter looks a little like a corruption of some adjective 

of nationality. 
It has long been agreed among scholars that this narrative of 

Barbaro's is the source from which Ariosto drew his famous story 
of the death of Isabella in the Orlando Furioso (Canto 29, 8-27). 

This heroine escapes from the violence of Rodomonte by deceiv- 
ing him with a brew of herbs which, as she declares, will make the 
User of it invulnerable. The language of stanza 15 is worth noting, 
for a special reason. 

Ho notizia d’un erba, e l’ho veduta 
venendo, e so dove trovarne appresso; 
che bollita con elera e con ruta 
ad un fuoco di legna di cipresso, 
e fra mano innocenti indi premuta, 
manda un liquor, che, chi si bagna d’esso 

tre volte il corpo, in tal modo l’indura, 
che dal ferro e dal fuoco l’assicura. 

Some details of the prescription for preparing the magical herb 
are undoubtedly of Ariosto’s own Invention, for they are not to be 
found in Barbaro’s brief narrative. But one point, “fra mano 

innocenti indi premuta,” reminds one of the story that Anna teils 
the Persian in Version B — that, to be effective, the herb must be 
gathered by an inviolate maiden. Ariosto may have developed 
this idea from the clause, “si castam se servaverit” in Barbaro, 
although in its context it only means that if Cericus spares her 

honor she will make him invulnerable. He may have supplied it, 
as he added other details, because it was generally known in 
Renaissance times, as in the ancient world, that virginity, or at 
least temporary continence, was requisite for many magical oper- 
ations. Finally, he may have known a variant populär tradition 
as well as the story in Barbaro; for as we have noted in Connection 
with other forms of this novella, populär oral tradition may again 
and again have modified the literary transmission of the story. 
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Voigt deals briefly with an impudent borrowing of the Isabella 
Story by a late eighteenth Century writer, Gaetano Cioni. He used 

the plot for one of a collection of novelle which he wrote and tried 
to palm off as the work of a fifteenth Century author, Giraldo 
Giraldi, suggesting that Ariosto had drawn from that source. 
Neither Voigt nor Rajna mentions the use made of the death of 
Isabella by a great English author. My attention was drawn by 
the late Professor G. L. Kittredge to the fact that in the Second 
Part of Tamburlaine the Great (Act IV, Scene 2) Christopher 
Marlowe has used a similar story; he teils it of Theridamas, lord 
of Algiers (Rodomonte) and Olympia (Isabella). There are some 
differences; Olympia is the widow of a conquered Opponent of 
Theridamas, not a maiden. The magical substance is not an herb, 

but an ointment which Olympia already possesses. The latter 
Version is more convenient for dramatic purposes, since there is 
no need to gather simples and prepare them. But on the whole the 
resemblance between the scene in Marlowe and the corresponding 

passage in Ariosto is less dose than might have been expected. 
EUis-Fermor in his edition of Tamburlaine the Great remarks 

drcumspectly that “if he used Ariosto at all it must have been 
either through a report of the tale or from a memory of it recur- 
ring from a perhaps not very recent reading.’’ 

A very curious parallel to the story that we have been examining 
appears in an unexpected place. In 1910 the novelist and story- 
writer Jack London published a book called Lost Face^ a collection 
of short Stories taking its name from the first of the group, which 

is the one that concerns us. It teils of a Polish adventurer who 
joined a band of Russian fur-thieves, and along with them feil 
into the hands of a tribe of Alaskan Indians in the days before the 

American purchase of the territory. His comrades were tortured 
to death; and in Order to insure himself a quicker and more honor- 

able end, he employed the ancient trick, telling the chief of his 
captors that he would prepare a brew that would make him invul¬ 
nerable. So he concocted a mess of various ingredients, rubbed 
his neck with it, and then told the Indian to take his axe and strike 
with all his might, which was done. The author adds many details 
in nis vigorous and rather gruesome style, especially in describing 
the manner in which the Pole beguiles the suspicious Indian. 

** Introduction, p. 45. 
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Apart from these touches, the interest of the story for our purpose 
consists in the fact that it has been adapted for a man as the chief 

actor instead of a woman. 
I ventured some years ago to inquire of Mr. London's widow 

whether she knew anything of the source of the story. She an- 
swered the inquiry very graciously, but could give no help beyond 

the general statement that her husband was a great reader of 
Strange stories of every sort. Whether his literary interests may 

have led him to read Tamburlaine or a translation of Ariosto, it 
is vain to conjecture. He may have known the tale from some 
book of lives of the saints; but Euphrasia is an obscure martyr, 

not mentioned in the more populär works of that sort. I am more 
inclined to believe that it came to him from some oral tradition 

gathered in the course of his wanderings among men of many 
countries. 

Some general observations based upon this study may be useful, 

though merely as a warning not to expect too much from an 
Investigation of this kind. It is easy to show that a group of 
stories is linked together in such a way that all must be descended 

from a single primitive form, and it is not hard to prove that some 
one of the narratives in literary form is derived from another. 
One may also argue plausibly that this or that version, because 
of the naturalness and propriety of its development, seems to be 
nearer than another to the original pattem. But to establish a 

definite stemma for the recorded versions of a populär novella is 
difficult, if not impossible, because of the repeated modifications 
produced by literary and oral versions upon each other. In the 
stories examined above, the account of the martyrdom of Anna in 

the Michigan synaxarion (Version B) seems to be dosest to the 
original novella, though we may be sure that in the old novella the 
heroine was nameless, the time pre-Christian, the place anyTvhere; 
but in addition to the Christian coloring we find that this primitive- 
sounding story (Version B) has been /connected with a definite 

historical incident. On the other hand the documents that record 
this historical incident, namely the versions of The Capture oj 
Jerusalem, use our story merely as an Illustration of pagan atroci- 
ties, and use it in a form less “primitive” than Version B. We saw 
that in Barbaro's story of Brasilia, with its mention of the gather- 
ing of herbs, and possibly even in Ariosto, with the significant 
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requirement of chastity on the part of the herb-gatherer, there 
may be a return to details of a primitive Version centuries after 
some literary versions had omitted these points as of no impor- 
tance. Finally we must remember that with a simple and adaptable 
story-pattern, certain variations are potentially present from the 
beginning. In this story some details would vary according as it 
was told of a maiden or of a loyal wife or widow. In the latter 
cases the question of virginity would either not be raised or the 
Story teller might substitute a requirement of continence for a 
stated time. 

The University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor 

POSTSCRIPT 

Not long after the foregoing artide was sent to the editor, I learned from Dr. 
Deila Vida (by letter of July 5, 1942) that he had recently seen another version of 
the Maiden’s Stratagem. It was found along with some other pious stories in a 
fragmentary Arabic manuscript written about 1300 aj)., now in the library of the 
Theological Seminary at New Brunswick, New Jersey. Dr. Deila Vida has now pub- 
lished an account of the manuscript in the Ännuaire de VInstitut de Philologie et 
histoire orientales VII (1943); but he has generously sent me a translation of this 
story and allowed me to refer to it here. The narrative, which is quite short, agrees 
with versions B and C against A in giving the place as Jerusalem, and the time is 
evidently that of the Persian conquest; it also agrees with B and C in making the 
nun suggest that her captor try the drug himself, which he refuses to do. It agrees 
with B against A and C in that the nun says that the drug will be useless unless 
procured by a virgin. On the other hand it agrees with A and C against B in repre- 
senting the drugs as prepared from oil, while B makes it a wild herb. The net result 
is to emphasize the dif&culty of working out any scheme showing the descent of the 
individual stories from one primitive tale. 

Dr. Deila Vida has also suggested, with great probability, in my opinion, that 
still another form of our story may be detected in one of the additions to the 
Leimonarion of Johannes Moschos, which Nissen edited in ßyz. Zeitschrift, 
XXXVIII, 351-376. Unfortunately it is the last in this group of additional narra¬ 
tives (371-2) and the end of the story is missing. Several sentences in the intro- 
ductory part of the narrative are strongly reminiscent of the beginning of versions 
B and C; but if this introduction led up to that story, it was enlarged by details not 
recorded elsewhere. Here the nun starves herseif, hoping to avoid the shameful fate 
of the rest of the sisterhood, many of whom are said to have reconciled themselves 
to becoming the concubines of their captors. The final attempt upon the chaste nun 
took place at a banquet which she was forced to attend; when she refused to yield 
to her Persian master, she was beaten. There the manuscript ends, but the narra¬ 
tive may have gone on to teil how, in despair, she pretended to consent and then 
resorted to the trick with the feigned magical drug. 



AN ALLEGED PORTRAIT OF HERACLIUS 

By Otto Kurz 

The Ms, I B i8 oi the Biblioteca Nazionale of Naples contains, 

in its present fragmentary state, a Coptic version of the Book of 
Job (from chapter xl to the end) and the first three chapters of 

the Book of Proverbs, On the last folio of the Book of Job, im- 
mediately below the end title, is a pen drawing representing four 

human figures. The figure of a bearded man is distinguished by 

his size as well as by the halo surrounding his head. To his left 
three ladies are standing. The man is wearing a lorica over his 
tunica, his cloak is fastened on the right shoulder. On his head 
he wears a jewelled diadem. The three ladies are likewise richly 

dressed. The one on the extreme right wears a jewelled diadem 
and the two others also wear jewelled head-dresses. All three 

wear ear-rings and jewelled collars and belts. 
This drawing has achieved a certain fame, if the word fame is 

permissible in connection with a Coptic drawing. It has fre- 
quently been illustrated and is discussed in most books on Byzan- 
tine and Early Christian art.^ It figured among the treasures 
shown in 1931 at the Byzantine exhibition in Paris.^ 

The date of the manuscript is not under discussion. It is gen- 

erally thought to date from the seventh Century or thereabouts. 
But opinions differ as to the subject of its illustration. With re- 

gard to its contents, it seemed obvious to interpret the drawing as 
a representation of Job with his daughters. As such it was pub- 
lished for the first time in 1810 by G. Zoega.^ This Interpretation 

was widely accepted. D. Ainalov was the first to challenge it.^ 
He pointed out that the drawing had no connection with the story 
of Job as told in the Bible. It was the portrait of an Imperial 
family, similar in type to the mosaics of San Vitale in Ravenna. 

Such Imperial portraits were usual as frontispieces of Byzantine 
t 

^ For the bibliography see H. Buchthal and O. Kurz, 4 hand list of illuminated 
Oriental Christian manuscripts (1942), No. 203. 

^No. 645 of the catalogue. 
® Caialogus codicum copticorutn manu scriptorum qui in Museo Borgiano Velitris 

adservantur (1810), p. 178. 

* EllinistiÖeskija osnovy vizantiskago iskusstva (1900), p. 42, pl. I. 
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manuscripts.® In this particular case a monk would have copied 
one of the official portraits, usually sent from the Capital to the 
different provinces. This Interpretation was accepted by a num- 

ber of sAolars.® One of them — R. Delbrueck ^ — goes even 
further than Ainalov. He says; “Zoega thought the drawing 
represented Job and his daughters, but as Job never appears in 

the robes of an Emperor, this must be regarded as out of the 
question. One might think of one of the Hebrew Kings, of David 
or Solomon, but the ladies accompanying him exclude this pos- 
sibility, therefore the drawing must represent an Emperor and his 

family.’’ Having reached this conclusion, Delbrueck proceeds to 
the identification of the Emperor. “There are no bearded Em- 

perors before Phocas, who wore a pointed beard. Heraclius is the 
first Emperor who, up to 630, wore a short circular beard. Most 
of his co-regents and successors followed this fashion. From 630 
onwards, Heraclius wore the long flowing beard of a patriarch. 
Among this group of Emperors, Heraclius is the only one who had 

daughters. The Empress might be Martina, his niece and second 
wife, whom he married in 613; the older princess would be his 

sister and mother-in-law Epiphania the Eider, while the younger 
would be his daughter from his first marriage, Eudoxia, born in 
611; this would date the miniature around 620.” 

This sounds so convincingly circumstantial that it won general 
acceptance for Delbrueck’s interpretation of the drawing.® At the 

Byzantine Exhibition at Paris the drawing was labelled “PEm- 
pereur Heraclius et ses enfants/’ There does not however seem to 
be any explanation for the appearance of the Imperial family in 

the middle of a Coptic manuscript between the Book of Job and 
the Book of Proverbs. 

The Solution is simple. Job in royal garments has no place in 
the Story of Job^s affliction as told by those versions of the Bible 

which are familiär to us. The Coptic text, at the end of which the 
problematic drawing appears, is however a rendering of the Sep- 

®The passage from St. John Chrysostom (Migne, P. G., LI, 71) adduced by 
Ainalov refers to Imperial portraits in general, not to book miniatures. 

® J. Strzygowski, “Eine alexandrinische Weltchronik,” Denkschriften d. K. Akad. 
d. JViss. in Wien, Phil-hist. Kl. LI (1905), p. 189. — O. Wulff, Altchrisiliche und 
byzantinische Kunst (1914), I, p. 286. 

Die Consulardiptychen (1929), pp. 270-274. 
® G. Duthuit et F. Volbach, Art Byzantin (1933), p. 69, pl. 77. 
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tuagint, Here the Book of Job contains a final chapter which is 
to be found neither in the Hebrew original, nor in the Vulgate, 
nor in any of the European versions. In this chapter it is said that 
Job’s name was originally Jobab and he is identified with Jobab, 
King of Edom {Gen. xxxvi, 33).® 

Thus the meaning of the drawing as illustration of the text 
preceding it becomes clear. We are not looking on Job the pious 

sufferer, but on Job-Jobab, the King of Edom. At his side appear 
his three daughters, Hemera, Kasia and “’A/xaXöata?’* (/06, 

xlii, 14). 
Exit Heraclius. The drawing is no portrait of a Contemporary 

Emperor, yet this error contains some truth. The Coptic monk 
visualized the Biblical king with the regalia of a Contemporary 
ruler. 

xlii in fine: Kal ovtol oi ßacrtXeis oi ßaaiXeCffavres iv . . . ’lojßäß 6 

KaXovfxeyos *l<^ß. 



THE LIFE OF ST. THEODORE OF EDESSA 

By A. Vasiliev 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

The hagiographic literature of the mediaeval Christian Orient 
possesses profound interest and great value, and is a truly original 
feature of Byzantine civilization. Generally speaking, educated 

Byzantine men, particularly in the Capital and the most important 
Centers of the Empire, were closely concerned with the works of 

classical writers treating of Hellenistic civilization and ancient 
mythology. They tried, very often slavishly, to Imitate these 

models and as a result created an artificial, verbose, and sometimes 
dull literature unconnected with reality and disjoined from the 

Interests and tastes of the masses. A brilliant exception to this 
trend is historical writing, which produced a great number of 
eminent historians and important memoirists. But in the remote 

provincial towns, and especially in monasteries, both in the terri¬ 
tory of the Empire and in the regions which passed under the 
power of the Arabs in the seventh Century, the monks devoted 
themselves eagerly to literary work. They had little education, 

but they were filled with keen religious enthusiasm and well ac- 

quainted with the tastes and tendencies of their own monastic 
communities and the mass of the people. They compiled, accord- 
ingly, a large number of lives of saints. In these writings they 
intermingled reality with fantasy, historical facts with fairy tales, 

preserving at the same time many details of the daily life of eitles, 
towns, villages, and convents which were omitted as insignificant 
by historians and chroniclers. 

“Realism and romanticism,” L. Brehier well says, “these two 
tendencies of modern literatures, manifested themselves in Byzan- 
tium, and they are both a reaction against the superstitious Imita¬ 
tion of classical antiquity. It is in these long disdained works such 
as lives of the saints and dramatic homilies that the mediaeval 
Greeks have best affirmed their originality. . . . The monks 
represent in Byzantine society, which was so well organized and 
so conservative, an original and almost a fantastic element {la 
fantaisie). Breaking with a past that seemed to them dead, they 
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renounced plagiarism from classical authors and, ten centuries 
before our romanticists, they tried to replace the fastidious decora- 
tion of pagan mythology by Christian marvel, a fertile source of 
literary emotion. It is for this reason that the work of Byzantine 
monks deserves to be studied, and it is due to them that the medi- 

aeval Greeks had a truly national literature, whose growth was 
unfortunately checked by the disasters of the Empire.” ^ 

However similar to each other at first sight many of these writ- 
ings may seem in general composition, almost all, even the too 

lengthy and too rhetorical, have historical, literary, and cultural 
importance. They are now popularly called “hagiographic novels” 
(roman hagiographique)But some of these ‘'novels” are price- 

less mines of Information on the customs, manners, and political 
and religious ideas that we vainly try to discover in other evidence. 

The charm of their delightfully naive presentation of facts, cus¬ 
toms and manners, and religious achievements and exploits fasci- 
nated the simple minds of the monks and people in the middle 
ages, and continues to fascinate the Imagination of scholars in our 

own day. 
The Lije of Theodore of Edessa, with which I propose to deal, 

without doubt belongs among these “hagiographic novels.” Com- 
piled in the East, on territory formerly Byzantine but in the ninth 
Century, when Saint Theodore lived, belonging to the Arabian 

Caliphate, this story in some parts reminds us of the tales of the 
Thousand and One Nights, where historical details are generally 

overshadowed by entirely fabulous elements, but where the his¬ 
torical kernel is undeniably present. It is extremely tempting as 
far as possible to Strip off the layers of legend and fairy tale and 
disclose the historical basis beneath the naive embellishments and 

pious ejaculations. Success in this task is not always attainable. 
But even so the Lives of the Saints will always preserve a cultural 
significance from their depiction of monastic and hermitic life and 
their reflection of the customs and manners^ of the regions where 
the saints performed their exploits. The Lije of Theodore of 
Edessa has been severely, perhaps too severely, criticized.^ Other 

^L. Br^hier, *‘Le romantisme et le r^alisme ä Byzance,’^ Le Correspondanty 
Janvier 1922 (Paris), p. 333. 

^See P. Peeters, “La Passion de S. Michel le Saba'ite,” Analecta ßollandiana, 
XLVIII (1930), p. 91. A. Vasiliev, Byzance et les ArabeSy I (Brussels, 193S), 38, n. 4. 

®See P. Peeters, loc. cit.y pp. 81-82. 
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critics have praised its interest, historical importance, and “spiee’’ 

(eine Würze)} Accordingly, I believe a new study of the Lije will 
be not without value, and that we may reach some conclusions, 
unfortunately tentative, on the basis of evidence which has not yet 
been fully utilized by scholars. If I am not mistaken, nothing has 
heretofore been written in English on the Life of Theodore of 
Edessa. 

I 

The “Life” of Saint Theodore of Edessa and its Significance 

In 1886 the Russian Byzantinist V. G. Vasilievski published a 
fragment from the Greek text of the Life of Theodore of Edessa 
concerning the Situation of the Christians and Christian shrines in 
Palestine immediately after its conquest by the Arabs. Vasilievski 
took the fragment from a manuscript of the Synodal Library in 
Moscow, which, according to a scribe’s note at the end of the 
manuscript, was copied in 1023. At the dose of the Life, as 
Vasilievski observed, is an account of the relations of a caliph 

supposedly converted to Christianity by Theodore with the Byzan- 
tine Emp)eror Michael and his mother Theodora. The Greek text 
of the fragment was accompanied by a Russian translation.® 

In 1893 in an article on the famous Greek monastery (laura) 

of St. Sabas in Palestine, a German Scholar, A. Ehrhard, mentions 
Theodore of Edessa, a monk of that monastery, as is clear from 
the title of his Life, which was compiled by his nephew Basil, 
bishop of Emesa. Unfortunately, Ehrhard writes, the Vita of 

Theodore of Edessa is not yet published; therefore further investi- 
gation is impossible. From various printed catalogues Ehrhard 
knew of several manuscripts containing the Life of Theodore of 
Edessa, among them those of the Synodal Library in Moscow.® 
The fragment published by Vasilievski he did not know. 

But when this article was printed in 1893, the complete Greek 
text of the Life of Theodore of Edessa had already been published 

* See N. Bonwetsch, “Die Vita des Theodor, Erzbischofs von Edessa,” Byzan¬ 

tinisch-Neugriechische Jahrbücher, 11 (1921), 286-287. 
®V. Vasilievski, “Epiphanius’ Account of Jerusalem and the Places lying within, 

compiled in the first half of the ninth Century,” Pravoslavny Palestinsky Sbornik, 
number ii (vol. IV, 2). St. Petersburg, 1886, appendix IV, pp. 263-265. 

®A. Ehrhard, “Das griechische Kloster Mar-Saba in Palestina,” Römische 
Quartalschrift, VII (1893), 53-54- 
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in Russia by a Russian philologist, J. V. Pomyalovski/ Pomya- 

lovski's edition is based on two Greek parchment manuscripts in 
the Moscow Synodal Library, numbers XV and XVIII according 
to the old catalogue of Matthaei, or numbers 381 and 126 accord¬ 

ing to the more recent catalogue of the Archbishop Vladimir.® 
MS. XV (381) consisting of 367 folios was brought to Moscow in 
the seventeenth Century by Arsenius Sukhanov from the Georgian 

monastery (Iviron) on Mount Athos, and contains twelve pieces, 
mostly hagiographic in character. The Life of Theodore of Edessa 
occupies folios 227 r-2 8s v. From a note on the last folio we learn 

that the manuscript was copied by the humble and sinful The- 
ophanes in June 1023 a.d.® The other Ms. XVIII (126) con¬ 

sisting of 198 folios, which was also brought to Moscow by 
Arsenius Sukhanov from the Laura of St. Athanasius on Mount 

Athos, contains thirteen pieces, hagiographic and edifying in 
character, and was compiled partly in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries, partly in the fifteenth. The Lije of Theodore is to be 

foundon folios 112-181 
Pomyalovski knew that the second part of the Lije (beginning 

with p. 54, 1. II of his edition) was also preserved in a manuscript 

of the National Library in Paris.^^ Later when the text of the 
Lije had already been printed, he learned that A. Papadopoulos 
Kerameus had copied the first half of the Lije from a paper manu¬ 

script at the Library of the Monastery of Our Lady on the island 
of Chalce near Constantinople. Papadopoulos Kerameus gave his 
copy to Pomyalovski for comparison, and in the introduction to 

^ The Life of our holy Faiher Theodore^ archbishop of Edessa^ published by 
J. Pomyalovski, according to two manuscripts of the Moscow Synodal Library 
(St. Petersburg, 1892), pp. XVIII + 147. The title, introduction, and notes to the 
indices in Russian. 

® Matthaei, Accurata codicum Graecorum MSS. bibliothecarum Mosquensium 
Sanctissimi Synodi notitia et recensio. Lipsiae, 1805, I, p. 32 (No. XV) and p. 34 
(No. XVIII). Arch. Vladimir, Ä Systematic Description of the Manuscripts of the 
Moscow Synodal Library (Moscow, 1894), part I. Greek manuscripts, p. 574 (No. 
381) and p. 123 (No. 126). In Russian. 

** Pomyalovski, op. cit., pp. I-IV. 
On p. I of Pomyalovski’s introduction is a misprint: XIII for XVIII. XVIII 

is correctly given on p. IV. 

“Pomyalovski, op. dt., pp. IV-VII. 

^ Fabricii-Harlesn Bibliotheca Graeca, X (Hamburg, 1807), p. 335: Theodori 
Sabaitae vitae pars. Paris, in cod. DCCLXXVI, no. 7. The number of this manu¬ 
script is now 776. H. Omont, Inventaire sommaire des manuscrits grecs de la 
ßibliotkeque Nationale (Paris, 1886), I, 143. I have seen this manuscript; beginning 
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his edition the latter published its variants. The text of Chalce is 
closely related to the Moscow manuscript number XVIII (126); 
the end of the Life is missing.^^ 

Several other manuscripts of the Lije of Theodore of Edessa 
exist. Düring my work at the Monastery of St. Catherine on 
Mount Sinai in 1902 I consulted among oüier Greek manuscripts 
Codex number 544 (saec. XIV), which contains the text of the 
Life of Theodore of Edessa (fob'os 59-206 v.). This text is 
dose to that of the first Moscow manuscript which was used by 
Pomyalovski, and in my opinion this manuscript is identical with 
his second Moscow manuscript.^^ I have seen another manuscript 
in Paris, Suppl. 441 (saec. XVII).There are manuscripts in 
Turin, 147, saec. XVI,^® and in Rome, cod. Angelic. B 1. 8, saec. ii, 
fol. 219-265.^^ 

Some philological emendations to Pomyalovski’s text were made 
by P. V. Nikitin.^® In their edition of the Greek texts of Stories of 
the Forty-two Amorian Martyrs Vasilievski and Nikitin several 
times referred to the Greek text of the Life of Theodore of 
Edessa.^® 

with p. 54, 1. II of Pomyalovski’s edition, it goes only to the opening lines of 
chapter LXIV, p. 63, and ends with the words Kareyoyyv^ov rov kiovItov (fol. 29 v.). 

“Pomyalovski, op. cit.y pp. VIII-XVIII. See also Dr. Jos. Doyens, “Catalogus 
codicum hagiographicorum graecorum Bibliothecae monasterii Deiparae in Chalce 
insula,’^ Analecta Bollandiana, XX (1901), 66: Codex 82, fol. 33-94. Only the title 
of the Ufe is given. In marg. inferiore fol. 94 v. scriptum est: Xe^Tret rä 

“ A. Vasiliev, “Notes on some Greek manuscripts of Lives of the Saints on 
Mount Sinai,” Vizantisky Vremennik, XIV (1907), 331-332 (in Russian). See also 
V. Gardthausen, Catalogus codicum graecorum sinaiticorum (Oxford, 1886), 
p. 132 (number 544). 

“H. Omont, op. cit., part 3 (Paris, 1888), p. 261, Suppl. 441, folios 1-S9. See 
also H. Omont, Inventaire sommaire des manuscrits du Supplement Grec de la 
ßibliotheque Nationale (Paris, 1883), p. 50. 

“J. Pasinus, Codices manuscripti Bibliothecae Regii Taurinensis Athenaei, I 
(Turin, 1749), 238 (cod. CXLVII). 

” Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur (Munich, 1897), p. 152 
(Ehrhard). P. Franchi de’Cavalieri e G. Muccio, “Index codicum graecorum 
bibliothecae Angelicae,” Studi italiani di filologia classica, IV (1896), 132, no. 86 
(B.1.8), fol. 219-265; also “Addenda et corrigenda,” fö., 184 (Pomyalovski’s edition 
is indicated). 

“P. Nikitin, “On some Greek texts of Lives of Saints,” Memoirs (Zapiski) of 
the Academy of Sciences. Historico-philological Section. Vlllth series, I (1897), 
pp. 63-67 (in Russian). See some laudatory notes on this study in Analecta Bol¬ 
landiana, XVI (1897), 186. 

“V. Vasilievski and P. Nikitin, Stories of Forty-two Amorian Martyrs (St. 
Petersburg, 1905), pp. 138, 142, 211, 241, 251 (in Greek and Russian). 
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It is incomprehensible why Archbishop Sergius in his priceless 

Complete Menologion oj the Orient wrote that Pomyalovski in 
1892 published the Life of Theodore in a Russian version from a 
Greek manuscript of the Moscow Synodal Library.^® As we know, 
Pomyalovski published the Greek text only, and from two, not 

one, manuscripts of the Synodal Library; he gave no Russian 
translation. S. Vailhe also mentions Pomyalovski’s non-existent 
Russian translation.^^ 

A little bibliographical information on the Life of Theodore of 
Edessa can be found in some hagiographic handbooks or bulletins.^^ 

The Greek text of the Life has been rendered into Modern 
Greek.^^ 

It is interesting to note that the Life of Theodore of Edessa was 

well known in Slavonic literature. Long before Pomyalovski’s 
publication of its Greek text a Slavo-Russian version was published 
in St. Petersburg in 1879-1885.^^ Unfortunately this Slavonic text 

gives almost no interesting variants from the published Greek text. 
Some other manuscripts of the Slavonic version of the Life exist 

in Moscow. The older texts of the Slavonic translation go back 
to the fourteenth Century. Some South-Slavonic versions may also 
exist.^® A brief note of Theodore’s life and writings based on the 

Slavonic version of the Life is to be found in Russian church- 
historical literature.^® 

Archbishop Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient (Sec. ed., Vladimir, 
1901), n, part 11, 263 (in Russian). 

S. Vailhe, “Les 6crivains de Mar-Saba,” Echos d’Orient, II (1898-1899), 

43, n. I, 

^ See for example ßibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca. Editio altera (Brussels, 
1909), p. 247. M.-Th. Disdier, “Bulletin bihliographique d’hagiographie byzantine 
et neo-grecque (1918-1931),” Echos d^Orient, XXXII (1933), 115. 

^ The rendering into Modern Greek, published originally in the Greek book 
m ü-oXoKaipivri was reprinted in K. X. Aoi/kAkijs, M^as (Athens, 
1893, July), pp. 263-282 (under July i9th). 

®^The Life of Theodore of Edessa from a manuscript which belongs to Prince 
Viazemsky, numher LXXXIX, has been copied with lithographical ink upon trans¬ 

parent paper by Theodore Eliseev, St. Petersburg, I (1879); (1880); III (1885). 
Publication of the ObUestvo lubitelei drevnei pismennosti, numbers XLVIII, LXI, 
and LXXII. 

*®See V. J(agic), in his review of Pomyalovski’s edition, Archiv für slavische 
Philologie, XV (1893), 611. 

^ Filaret, An Historical Study of Church Fathers (St. Petersburg, 1882), III, 
231-234 (§§ 270-277). Arch. Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient (sec. 
ed. Vladimir, 1901), II, 2, 262-263. Dobrotoljubie, supplemented in a Russian ver¬ 
sion (Moscow, 1889), in, 345-346. All these books in Russian. 
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Theodore himself was the author of several theological writings, 

some of them not yet published. His best known work is the 
Hundred Chapters oj Ascetic Life {Ke^aXaui 7rpa/crt/ca) which 
was published in the seventeenth Century by P. Possinus in his 
Thesaurus asceticus (Paris, 1684, pp. 345 sq.) but not reprinted 

in Migne’s Patrologia Graeca.^'^ Chapter XL of Pomyalovski’s 
edition (p. 35) explains that Theodore's edifying and instructive 
talks with the monks of the laura of St. Sabas were written down 

on the spot by a scribe and divided into a hundred chapters (see 
above). N. Bonwetsch observes in this connection that, since 
Pomyalovski did not include the Hundred Chapters in his edition, 
it is impossible to establish how much they have in common with 
the analogous writings of Theodore of Studion.^® Bonwetsch’s 
Statement is not strictly correct, because, as I have noted, Theo- 

dore’s Hundred Chapters were published by Possinus, and there- 
fore material for a comparison between the two works is available. 
Among other writings of Theodore of Edessa we may mention 

AtScur/caXta mpi TTtcrreco? bpOoho^ov and Aoyo5 TTttTreco? Kal 
8/ < 29 

ta/cptcreo)? aiperiKiav. 

In content the Ltje of Theodore is not particularly interesting 

from the historical point of view. Of course, Theodore himself, 

who was a native of Edessa, a monk in the Laura of Saint Sabas, 
later bishop of Edessa, and who finally ended his life in his 
favorite monastery of Saint Sabas, is an historical personage. 

Some scattered chronological indications in the Life give us more 
or less approximately several dates. The most important informa- 
tion that we have in the text (ch. LXXXIV, p. 89) is the account 
of his visit to Constantinople during the reign of Michael III, the 

last representative of the Amorian dynasty, and his mother, “the 
blessed” Theodora. We know that their joint rule of the Empire, 
beginning in 842, ended on the fifteenth of March, 856, when, 
after the assassination of the Prime Minister Theoctistus, Theo¬ 

dora was deprived of her political power and shortly after ordered 
to retire with her daughters to a convent where she lived for many 

^ k Slavonic Version of this work was published in Dobrotoljubie (Moscow, 
1889). See the preceding note. 

®N. Bonwetsch, “Die Vita des Theodor, Erzbischofs von Edessa,” Byzantinisch- 
Neugriechische Jahrbücher^ II (1921), p. 289. 

®®See Krumbacher, p. 152 (Ehrhard). S. Vailhe, “Les teivains de Mar-Saba,” 
Echos d^Orient, II (1898-1899), 43. 
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years. Even if one is too skeptical to believe that Theodore went 
to Constantinople, — in my opinion he did — the mention of 
Michael and Theodora is an unmistakable indication that Theo¬ 

dore lived in the middle of the ninth Century. 
Before the publicatign of the Greek text of the Life of Theodore 

there was striking confusion as to the dates of his life. Le Quien 
thought that Theodore lived under Justin II, Tiberius II, and 
Maurice (565-602), when the city of Edessa still belonged to the 
Roman emperors, at any rate before the Arabian epoch (ac saltem 

ante Saracenica tempora).^^ Fabricius called Theodore an arch- 
deacon of Edessa famous at the beginning of the twelfth century.^^ 
Assemani stated that Theodore, bishop of Edessa, was, at the 

beginning of the thirteenth Century, among those bishops 
who caused trouble in the Syriac church after the death of the 
jacobite patriarch, Athanasius, in 1207.®^ In his History of 

Edessa R. Duval does not mention the name of Theodore among 
the bishops of Edessa either in the sixth, ninth, or twelfth cen- 
tury.^^ 

The title of the Life runs in an abridged version as follows: 

The life of Theodore (whose memory is celebrated) on July 19, 
famous for his asceticism in the Laura of St. Sabas, later arch- 
bishop of the city of Edessa, written by Basil, bishop of Emesa, 
I shall summarize the contents. His parents, Symeon and Maria, 

were a wealthy couple of Edessa. After several years of marriage, 
Maria gave birth to a daughter whose son, Basil, bishop of Emesa, 
was later to be the author of his uncle’s Life]^^ but she had no son. 
After many prayers to the martyr Theodore in which her husband 

joined, Theodore and the Apostle Paul appeared to them in a 
dream and announced that Maria would give birth to a son (ch. 

®®Le Quien, Oriens Christianus., II (Paris, 1740), 966. 
^FabricU-Harlesii ßibliotheca Graeca, X (Hamburg, 1807), 387. 

Assemani, ßibliotheca Orientalis, 11 (Rome, 1721), 231; 370-371, 
R. Duval, Histoire politique, religieuse et litUralre d’Edesse jusqu^ä la Premiers 

Croisade (Paris, 1892). See the Üst of bishops from 510 to 603 (p, 197). This book 
was originally published in Journal Äsiatique, 1891. In the index^of proper names 
of Chronique de Denys de Tell-Mahri, part IV, by J. B. Chabot (Paris, 1895), 
p. 205, the name of Theodore, bishop of Edessa, is indicated; but this is a misprint. 
The reading is properly Theodosius of Edessa, bishop in the ninth Century, brother 
of the historian Dionysius of Teil-Mahre. See p. XIX. R. Duval, op. cit., pp. 
264 fol. 

^ avvoiKovaa ry dv8pl ßvyarpos pku fiiäs fxvrijp €y€y6vei, rijs 57}\or6Ti TeKoi^arfS 

(ch II, p. 3). 
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III, pp. 2-4). The son was born painlessly and was baptized 
Theodore. When he was five years old, his parents engaged a 
teacher to instruct him in the Scriptures, and two years later they 
sent him to school, where, however, the child revealed neither zeal 

nor capacity for learning until the local archbishop dedicated him 
as a reader. After that Theodore became wonderfully successful 
in various branches of knowledge. One of the teachers of Edessa, 
the Sophist Sophronius, taught him grammar, rhetoric, and phi- 
losophy. At the age of eighteen Theodore lost his father, the next 
year his mother. He divided his property between his sister and 
the poor, and went to Jerusalem. He was then twenty years of age. 
He spent a week visiting the sanctuaries of Jerusalem and then 
retired to the Laura (monastery) of St. Sabas, whose abbot, 
Joannes, consecrated him a monk (ch. IV-X, pp. 4-8). After 

Joannes’ death Theodore retired to an isolated cell where with 

many privations and religious exercises he spent twenty-four years 
(ch. XI-XV, pp. 9-12). Düring this time he wrote “books in- 
spired of God,” which have been preserved in the Laura as a great 
treasure. The fame of his ascetic practices spread wide, and from 

all quarters people came to him to seek advice and consolation. 
Among them was a young man from Edessa who decided to stay 
with Theodore, and became a monk under the name of Michael 
and one of Theodore’s most fervent disciples. Michael, an expert 

in rope and basket work, sometimes went to Jerusalem to the 
hospice of the Laura to seil his handiwork and brought back the 
money gained to the monastery where the abbot used it for the 
needs of the Laura or distributed it to the poor (ch. XVI-XX, pp. 

Then follows the story of the Arab conquest of Phoenicia 

and Palestine. The author of the Life assigns as the chief cause 
of this, human sinfulness and the impiety of the Emperor Con- 
Stans (641-668), Heraclius’ grandson, who embraced the Mono- 

thelite doctrine, killed his own brother Theodosius, exiled Pope 
Martin to Chersonesus (et? Xepo-wm), mutilated the sainted mar- 
tyr Maximus, etc. We know that these crimes are historical facts. 
The author of the Life also knows that under Heraclius (610-641) 
the Persians were thoroughly defeated and Jerusalem after its re- 
capture as well as Phoenicia and Palestine in general enjoyed 
peace and good order. Then Muhammed appeared, and the Per- 

^ ßepos TÜ avrov eßfj de ßrjTpi 5oi)s (ch. VII, p. 7). 
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sians along with the Arabs with an innumerable army drew near 
Damascus, which was unsuccessfully defended by two commanders 
of the Orient (ot o-TpaTTjyol dvaroX'^g), Baanes and Basilis- 
kos. Phoenicia and Palestine, including the holy city of Jerusalem, 

were conquered. Then follows a description of the oppression of 
the Christians and the misuse of Christian churches in the Orient 

(ch. XXI-XXIII, pp. 1S-17)- 
It would of course be futile to expect historical accuracy from 

the author of the Lije. It is well known that the appearance of 
Muhammed and the conquest of Palestine and Syria by the Arabs 
took place at the time not of Constans but of Heraclius. But a 

document like the Life of Theodore, written to edify, required a 
cruel and impious emperor to receive a divine Visitation such as 
Muhammed’s invasion: Constans was such an emperor. In addi- 

tion the Lije attributes the conquest of Palestine and Syria by the 
Arabs solely to Muhammed, who as the founder of an impious 
religion entirely eclipsed those orthodox caliphs who achieved a 
long list of brilliant Arab conquests. Let us note here that the 
Byzantine general Baanes mentioned in the Life is also named in 
Byzantine sources.^^ I have been unable to find the name of the 

other Byzantine general, Basiliskos, in this period. This name, 
then, is a definite new contribution, though slight, to our historical 
knowledge of the epoch. 

The author of the Life then relates at length the martyrdom of 

Theodore^s disciple Michael (ch. XXIV-XXXIV, pp. 17-30). 
According to the legend, a Persian king, Adramelekh ASpafieXex) 
and his wife Seida (Set?) came from Babylon, i.e., Baghdad,^® to 
Jerusalem; he treated the Christians mildly and even liked to 
enter into discussion with them. Düring their sojourn in Jerusalem 

Michael made one of his customary trips to seil his handiwork. 
Seida saw the handsome young monk and used all means to tempt 
him but in vain; angered, “the new Eg5q)tian wife”®® sent 
Michael in chains to her husband, accusing the monk of insulting 
her and demanding his death. Adramelekh, struck with^MichaePs 

In the Slavic version Joan = Joannes (p. 45). See above, n. 24. 
See Theophanis Chronographia, ed. de Boor, I, 337-338. 

“See the Life, p. 72: AneXdeiv eis ^aßvXuva tji napä Uipffais vvv KaXovp.evr} 
3aySdS. 

“See the Life, p. 18: p-^XP^ Ovpas toO Karayatyiov rrjs veas Alyv-irrias. This 
of course suggests Potiphar’s wife. Genesis, XXXIX. 
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wise rejoinders, tried through “an eloquent Jew learned in the 
Law” to convert him to Muhammedanism. Thereupon Michael 

and the Jew conducted a debate on the Apostle Paul and Muham- 

med, which ended in MichaePs triumph to the great enjoyment of 
the Christian scribes and doctors who attended the debate/^ This 
interesting detail has historical basis, for the caliphs are known 
to have had at their court many Christian doctors, and learned 
men both Jews and Christians who instructed the Arabs in Greek 
philosophy and other fields of Science as well as furnishing them 
with Greek manuscripts.^^ Michael was then tortured; although 
fire and poison failed to hurt him, he was finally beheaded. His 
remains were buried in the Laura on July 19 by the monks of the 

monastery of St. Sabas. 
The Story of the martyr Michael is an independent legend 

which the author of the Lije rather clumsily connected with the 
time of Theodore of Edessa. The author himself says that he in- 

cluded this digression because of its very great edification.^^ In 
reality it has no connection with the ninth Century. The legend of 
Michael occurs separately in ancient Russian literature.^^ A 

Georgian version exists of the Passion of Saint Michael, which we 
shall discuss later, especially in connection with the study of Paul 
Peeters. This legend has some historical background. The name 

of Adramelekh in the text is a distorted form of that of Abd-al- 
Malik (685-705), the very well known Umayyad caliph.^^ Abd- 

al-Malik^s tolerance towards Christians has been noted. He 
permitted Athanasius, a very wealthy and influential Christian, 

*®The Zi/e, p. 22: Tt,va ^^ßpaiov oIkcIov aury vofxofxaBri Kat Xd7toi'. 

In another place in the Life^ Christian doctors and scribes at the court of the 
caliph are mentioned (ch. LXX, pp. 73-74). 

“See G. Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen, 11, 281. Cf. W. Muir, The Caliphate^ its 
Rise^ Decline and Fall (London, 1892), p. 463. Ph. K. Hitti, History of the Arabs 
(London, 1937), p. 355. 

*^Tavrr)v fxev ovv rijv TrapeKßaTiKtoTepov KareVa^a tw irapSrn X67W 

nepiffaoTepas c&0eXe^as (Ch. XXXV, p. 30). Cf. the opening lines of ch. 
XXXVI, p. 31. 

^Loparev, “Byzantine Lives of the Saints of the eighth and ninth centuries,” Viz. 
Vremennik, XIX (1912-1915), 46. In Russian. 

“ See my review of Pomyalovski’s edition, in Journal of the Ministry of Public 
Instruction, CCLXXXVI (1893), 203. Loparev, op. cit., p. 62 (both in Russian), 
P. Peeters, Anal, ßoll., XLVIII (1930), 84. In the Georgian version of St. Michael’s 
Passion, translated by Peeters, not only the name of Abd-al-Malik is given, but also 
that of his father Marwan: Abdalmelik Maruani filius (p. 67, 2). 
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to rebuild at Edessa the magnificent basilica of the Holy Virgin.^® 
Religious debates between Christians and Muhammedans were 

often staged in his presence.^^ 
After this excursus on the life and martyrdom of St. Michael, 

the Life comes back to Theodore telling of his asceticism with all 
its privations and self-restraint as well as of his edifying conversa- 

tions with the monks, one of which is given in the text (ch. 
XXXIX, pp. 32-35). These instructive discourses, as we have 

noted above, were written down by a scribe who attended 
the audience, and were divided into one hundred chapters (ch. 
XXXV-XL, pp. 30-35). They have come down to us entire. The 

Life then proceeds to a very interesting passage which has in my 
opinion great historical significance. 

“At that time,” during the Passion Week and the Easter period, 
the Patriarch of Antioch accompanied by his bishops was in 
Jerusalem. He came to worship at the Holy Sepulchre as well 

as to arrange “some ecclesiastical matters.” During his sojourn 
at Jerusalem, the clergy and laymen of Edessa addressed a petition 

to him and to the Patriarch of Jerusalem begging for a new bishop 
for their city; they complained that their city had no spiritual head 
and that various heresies were flourishing dangerously. After 

careful Investigation, the two Patriarchs and the members of the 
synod unanimously decided that Theodore should be appointed 
bishop of Edessa. The Patriarch of Jerusalem wrote Theodore to 
come immediately to Jerusalem, without explaining the reason for 

the summons. When Theodore arrived, the decision of the Patri¬ 
archs and the synod was announced to him. He at first declined 
to take such a high post, but later, yielding to their unanimous 

desire, accepted it, and on Holy Thursday of the Passion Week he 
was ordained by the Patriarch of Antioch. During the religious 
Service, according to the Life^ a white dove descended upon the 
head of the new bishop, and the two Patriarchs, the bishops and 
the priests, seeing this miracle, praised God. After having spent 
Good Friday, Holy Saturday,^® and Easter Sunday With the Patri- 

Duval, Histoire Politique, religieuse et litUraire d'Edesse (Paris, 1892), 
p. 256. 

*^See Hitti, History of the Arabs, p. 354. 

* TOVTo Se Kal did rcvas iKKXrjaiaffriKäs virodeffeis (Ch. XLI, p. 3$). 
T€ fxeydXrjv irapaaKcvrjy rh äyiöp re adßßarop (ch. XLII, p, 38). 
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archs and other clergy, Theodore left Jerusalem, on Monday of 

Easter week,^° for his beloved Laura of St. Sabas in order to take 
leave of its community of monks. After saying farewell with deep 

emotion he returned to Jerusalem and there spent the Sunday 
after Easter Sunday.^^ The next day, probably, he left the Patri- 

archs and bishops and went to Edessa, accompanied by the author 
of the Life, his nephew Basil of Emesa, and two other brethren 
(ch. XLI-XLIV, pp. 35-39)* 

This section of the Life is of great historical value. The text 
says that during the Passion Week and Easter the Patriarch of 

Antioch accompanied by his bishops was in Jerusalem, worshipping 
at the Holy Sepulchre as well as arranging “some ecclesiastical 
matters.” What were these ecclesiastical matters? To my mind 
there is no doubt that they included the Compilation by the three 
Orthodox (Melkite) Patriarchs in the Orient, those of Jerusalem, 
Antioch, and Alexandria, of a letter to the Emperor Theophilus 
on his iconoclastic policy. The Life mentions only two Patriarchs 

present at that time in Jerusalem, those of Jerusalem and Antioch. 
Why the Patriarch of Alexandria was not mentioned we shall 

explain later in a special chapter devoted to this letter. The year 
and month of its compilation are given in the title of the letter, 

April, 836.®^ Easter in 836 feil on April 9, so that the events of 
the Life fall into the following order. On Holy Thursday, April 6, 

Theodore was ordained bishop of Edessa; Good Friday, Holy 
Saturday, and Easter Sunday, April 7, 8, and 9, Theodore spent 
at Jerusalem; on Monday of Easter week, April 10, he left for the 

Laura of St. Sabas; Sunday after Easter Sunday, April 16, he was 
back in Jerusalem; and probably next day, Monday, April 17, he 
left Jerusalem for Edessa.^® 

Let US resume the exposition of the content of the Life. As we 
have seen, Theodore, accompanied by Basil of Emesa and two 

Sevrepq, rijs diaKivrjffifMov npös t^p XaCpap {ibidem). *H hiaKiPTitripLO^ 
= btaKaLpyicriixo^. This was the name of the week following Easter Sunday; it 
comes from the adjective Kaip6s — Kaiprj ißSoßds, i.e., new week, week of renovation. 

T^v viav KvpiaK^p cKeiffe reXeaas (ch. XLIII, p. 39). For the adjective piap 
cf. the preceding note. 

“See the latest edition of the text of this letter, with an Italian translation, by 
L. Duchesne, “L’iconographie byzantine dans un document grec du IXe siede,” 
Roma e Oriente, Anno III, V (November 1912-April 1913), 225: ßr)pl 'A'n-piXXiip, 
IpdiKTiiovos irovs srfih' (6344), 

“On the letter of the three Patriarchs to Theophilus see chapter V. 
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other brethren, left Jerusalem for Edessa. Düring the first part 
of bis joumey, before reaching the Euphrates, Theodore was 
overwhelmed with poignant sorrow and even decided to flee back 
to his favorite laura, but a celestial vision comforted him and he 
gave up this intention. Beyond the Euphrates the new shepherd 
was joyfully welcomed by the population of the city of Harran 
(Karrhai) and the neighboring regions. Finally he reached 

Edessa; the representatives of the church and of the lay adminis- 
tration as well as masses of people streamed out of the city to 

meet their new bishop. Immediately on his arrival Theodore 
visited the Cathedral of Our Lord and was overjoyed to see that 
in beauty and size it was in no way inferior to the Church of the 

Resurrection in Jerusalem; then he visited all other local shrines 
and finally rested in the episcopal building (ev eTTwr/coTrct^), 

which became his permanent abode. Finding some deeply rooted 
heretic doctrines in the city, Theodore on an early Sunday de- 
livered a very lengthy sermon instructing his new flock to hold 

fast to the decrees of the first six Ecumenical Councils and of the 
Seventh Council, which had recently been held at Nicaea and had 

condemned iconoclasm. Theodore named the most important 
heretics, Arius, Macedonius, Nestorius, Eutyches, Sabellius, and 
others, and discussed and refuted their doctrines. This sermon 

clearly reveals Theodore’s attitude towards the holy images whose 
worship was first restored in 787 at the Seventh Ecumenical Coun¬ 

cil. Theodore discloses himself as an ardent iconworshipper, and 
some passages in the sermon mention “all-sacred” icons, especially 
in Connection with the decrees of the last Ecumenical Council of 
787. Finally Theodore exclaims, ‘‘Who does not anathematize 

(among many other heretics indicated in the sermon) those who 
disregard the worshipping of sacred and holy icons?” This 
sermon was delivered in 836, shortly after Theodore’s ordination 
as bishop of Edessa, which took place as we know in April of that 
year. It would not be amiss to point out that neither the emperors 

“See pp. 44 (ch. XLVI), 45, 47 (ch. XLVII); see also p. 92 (ch. LXXXVI), 
which describes Theodore’s return from Constantinople to Baghdad, bringing a 
cross and a holy icon of Christ. In this connection, I do not well understand a note 
inserted by the editors of the French edition of my book ßyzance et les Arabes^ 
which runs as follows: “It is remarkable that in the Life of Theodore of Edessa, a 
hagiographic novel of the time of Michael III, there is no question of icons but 
much of the cross.” A. Vasiliev, Byzance et les Ärabes, I (Brussels, 1935), p. 38, n. 4. 
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of the second iconoclastic period, Leo V the Armenian, Michael II 

the Stammerer, and Theophilus, Theodore’s contemporaries, nor 
the final restoration of iconworship in 843 by Theophilus' wife, 

the “blessed” Theodora, are mentioned in the Theodore's 
whole Sermon pulsated with zeal for Orthodoxy and hatred of 

heretics and iconoclasts (ch. XLIV-LIII, pp. 39-52). 
Several shrines at Edessa are mentioned in the Lije. The most 

important church was the Cathedral of Our Lord,®® which in the 
seventh Century was visited by the Emperor Heraclius.®^ There 
was also the Church of the Holy Apostles, where Theodore's 
mother had prayed for a son,®® and the chapel or martyry {Mar- 
tyrion) dedicated to the Great Confessors, Gourias, Samonas, and 
Abibas,®® whose relics were seen in Constantinople in 1200 by a 
Russian pilgrim, Antony, the archbishop of Novgorod.®° There 
were many other churches whose names are not given in the Life.^^ 
In addition, in the vicinity of Edessa was a nunnery with a very 

strict rule and the Church of Saint George, the burial place of 
the stylite Theodosius, who spent most of his life on a pillar in 

its vicinity.®® It is worth noting that the famous axetpoTrotr^ro? 
(not made with hands) Image of Christ, which in 944 was trans- 

ported from Edessa to Constantinople, is not mentioned in the 

“ The name of Theodora is given in the Life later, in connection with Theodore’s 
visit to Constantinople (p. 89, ch. LXXXIV). 

^ elf rö KvpiaKÖv a<f)lK€TO, t^v KaßoXiK^y, iKKXijfflav. Ch. XLV, pp. 40—41. 
R. Duval, Histoire d*Edesse, pp. 239-240. 

t6v Selov Ttüv 6.vocrT6Xti)v vabv. Ch. III, p. 3. 
TTphf rb p.apTvpiov dir^ei rtov ßey&Xuv bßoXoyrjTUv Vovpla, ^aßovd Kai ’Aßlßov. 

Ch. XLV, p. 41. 
^ The Journey of the Archbishop of Novgorod^ Antony^ to Tsargrad^ ed, by 

P. Savvaitov (St. Petersburg, 1872), p. 151; ed. by Ch. Loparev, in the Palestinsky 
Sbomik, 51 (St. Petersburg, 1899), 31; 60; 89. Both in Old Russian. Itindraires 
russes en Orient, traduits par Mme. ß. de Khitrowo, I, i (Geneva, 1889), p. 106. 
“Le Livre du Pterin d’Antoine de Novgorod,” trad. par Marcelle Ehrhard, 
Romania, LVIII (1932), 61-62. On Gourias, Samonas and Abibas see Arch. 
Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient (Sec. ed. Vladimir, 1901), II, 2, 
p. 471 (November 15). In Russian. The Greek text of their Lives hy Symeon 
Metaphrastes, in Migne, Patr. Gr., CXVI, 127-162. On Syriac versions Duval, 
Op. cit., pp. 132-134. 

^ räf XoiTTOLS 5c TrepKpaveis Kari8ü>v eKKXrjaias, Ch. XLV, p. 41. 
“ Ch. LXII-LXIV, pp. 62-63. 
“Pp. 67; 69; 91; 117. 
“ The legend of the Image of Christ still survives among the people of Edessa. 

See for instance, H. von Moltke, Briefe über Zustände und Begebenheiten in der 
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We need not wonder that Theodore, as we have noted above, 
was so pleasantly surprised on his arrival in Edessa at the beauty 
and size of the Cathedral. It was a remarkable piece of architec- 
ture and in the middle ages was considered one of the wonders of 
the world. Arab geographers unanimously praise the beauty of the 
church. Masudi, Ibn-al-Faqih, and Maqdisi (Muqaddasi) write 

that this church belongs among the “four” wonders of the world.®^ 
Ibn-Khurdadhbeh, Ibn-Rustah (Rosteh), Ibn-ahFaqih (in an- 

other place) say that no other monument of stone can surpass in 
beauty the church of Edessa.®® Al-Istakhri and Ibn-Hawqal state 

that in the whole empire of Islam there is no greater church than 
the church at Edessa.®^ A later Arabian geographer, Abulfeda, 

writes that Edessa, in his time lying in ruins, once was a great 
city with a large church and over three hundred Christian monas- 
teries.®® A German traveller in the second half of the nineteenth 
Century remarks that the beautiful mosque at Edessa, Ulu Djami, 
may be the site of the church that the older Arabian geographers 

and travellers praised as one of the wonders of the world.®® 
In 825, a little before the arrival of Theodore in Edessa, the 

governor of Mesopotamia, Muhammed-ibn-Tahir, according to 
R. Duval, ordered all newly built churches of Edessa to be demol- 
ished, i.e., the church of the Forty Martyrs, the sacristy and 
treasury of the Cathedral, the northern chambers of the Baptistery, 

the basilicas, and the nunnery of Orthodox nuns.^® The text of 
the Life gives no indication of any such destruction. 

One day Theodore made an expedition into the surrounding 
country. He was struck by the sight of many well constructed 
pillars, and asked their purpose from the priests who accompanied 

Türkei (6. Auflage, Berlin, 1893), p. 242 (Gesammelte Schriften und Denkwürdig¬ 
keiten des General-Feldmarschalls Grafen H. von Moltke, VIII). 

^Masudi, Tenbih. ßibliotheca geographorum arabicorum, ed. de Goeje, VIII, 
144. Magoudi, Le livre de Vavertissement et de la revision, trad. par B. Carra de 
Vaux (Paris, 1897), p. 198. Ibn-al-Faqih, Bibi. geog. arab., V, 106. Maqdisi, ib., 
III, 141, 147. Magoudi, Prairies d*or, ed. Barbier de Meynard, II (Paris, 1863), 

p. 331- / 
“ Ibn Chordadbeh, Bibi, geogr. arab.., VI, 161 (Arabic text) and 123 (French 

translation). Ibn-Rosteh, ib., VII, 83. Ibn-al-Faqih, ib., V, 134. 
Al-Istakhri, ib., I, 76. Ibn-Haukal, ib., II, 154. 

^Geographie d^ÄboulfMa, trad. par Stanislas Guyard, II, part II (Paris, 1883), 

p. 52. 
Ed. Sachau, Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien (Leipzig, 1883), p. 194. 
Duval, op. cit., p. 267. 
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him. He was told that they had been erected at the time of the 

pious Emperor Maurice and had at various periods been the 
dwelling places of many stylites. Now one stylite only remained, 
an old man named Theodosius; his age was unknown but he had 
reputedly been living on the pillar for ninety-five yearsJ^ Theo¬ 
dore returned to his episcopal abode; but next morning, accom- 

panied by a few servants, he again left the city to visit the stylite. 
They had a number of long conversations. Theodosius predicted 
to Theodore his conversion to Christianity of a Persian king, and 
told him a legendary story of a rieh man, Ader (’'A8ep), who gave 

up all his wealth and settled in the Laura of Saint Sabas under the 
name of Athanasius; his youngest son occupied the patriarchal 
throne in Jerusalem for seven years.^^ Finally the stylite told him 
the Story of his own life. He had, he said, lived and prayed on the 
pillar for forty-nine years (cf. p. 53, 1. 6 of the text: 95 years). 
At Theodosius’ Suggestion Theodore visited a nearby nunnery. 

Theodore submitted to the stylite a plan to go to ^‘Babylon, which 
now by the Persians is called Baghdad” to meet the king and 
explain to him the desperate Situation of his diocese because of 

the wide spread of heresy. Theodosius gave his full approval to 
the idea (ch. LIV-LXX, pp. 52-73). This section of the Lije 

gives US very interesting Information as to the number of stylites 
formerly living in this region, whose memo ries had been preserved 

in numerous pillars still standing at that time. 
H. Delehaye, the author of an excellent monograph on the 

Stylites, is of course perfectly familiär with Pomyalovski’s edition 

of the Lije of Theodore of Edessa. In one place he writes, “If one 
may rely on Information taken from the curious Lije of S. Theo¬ 

dore, bishop of Edessa, a great number of pillars must have been 
built in the neighborhood of this city during the reign of the 
Emperor Maurice, and many stylites at various epochs must have 

lived there.” In another passage he places more credence in the 

^P- 53j 1. 6: &KrtKoivai irap' aitrov. This seems to mean he heard from him. But 
cf. p. 67, 1. 15: 49 years. 

^®Two patriarchs of Jerusalem occupied the throne for seven years: John III 
(517-524) and Arnos (594-601). Loparev, “Byzantine Lives of the Saints of the 
eighth and ninth centuries,” Viz. Vrem., XIX (1912-1915), 50 (in Russian). 

eis BaßvXwva tj} napä Hipaais vvv Ka\ovp.4pr} Ba75d5 (Ch. LXIX, p. 72, see 
above). 

Delehaye, Les Saints Stylites (Brussels-Paris, 1923), p, CXXIII. 
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Life. We read: “Upon one of the pillars which stood at the out- 
skirts of bis episcopal city, Theodore of Edessa remarked an old 
stylite who had been there, it was said, for ninety-five years. The 
Bishop visited him, became his friend, and confided in him. The 

old man had ascended the pillar more than fifty years previously. 
He died at a very advanced age and was buried by the Bishop in 
the church of Saint George.” 

We know that stylites lived in the region of Edessa long before 
the time of Theodore. In the second half of the fourth Century 
under Theodosius the Great, a stylite, Theodulus, in the vicinity 

of Edessa stayed on his pillar forty-eight years.^® In the eighth 
Century another stylite, Thomas of Tela, lived between Nisibis 
and Edessa.^^ The Life accordingly gives corroboration of an 

earlier intensive religious life in the region of Edessa, one mani- 
festation of which was the very stränge method of saving one’s 

soul and attaining heavenly bliss by spending one’s life on top of 

a pillar. Loparev’s Suggestion that the pillars around Edessa 
might originally have been fortified places is quite unnecessary.^® 

One rather puzzling point arises in this Connection. The Life 
States that these pillars were erected at the time of the pious 
Emperor Maurice. Maurice was the third emperor after Justinian 

the Great and reigned from 582 to 602, in other words about two 
hundred and fifty years before the time of Theodore of Edessa. 
In respect to his religious policy it is usually said that he, his 
two predecessors, and his murderer and successor, Phocas, were 

firmly orthodox, Perhaps we may now modify this Statement 
somewhat. 

The tragic death of Maurice and all the members of his family 
left a deep impression on the masses of the people. At the Orders 
of Phocas, the five sons of the fallen emperor were slain in their 

father's presence, and then Maurice himself was killed. Their 
bodies were thrown into the waters of the bay while their severed 
heads were exposed to public view in Constantinople. Maurice^s 

Delehaye, op. dt., p. CXXIX. Delehaye does not name the stylite; b^jt he is 
undoubtedly the Theodosius mentioned many times in the Life (see pp. 52; 79; 80; 
117). Delehaye makes no attempt to resolve the discrepancy already noted as lo 
the number of years the stylite spent on the pillar. 

'^udem, p. cxvnr. 

^^Idem, p. CXXVI. 
■®Loparev, loc. cit., p. 48. 
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widow Constantina and her three daughters were placed in a con- 
vent and later (605) put to death/® But there is a tradition that 

one of Maurice^s daughters and his sister escaped the massacre 
and took refuge in Jerusalem. An epitaph discovered on a mosaic 
in Jerusalem giving the name of Anatolia of Arabissos, which was 
Maurice's native city, may be that of the sister of the unfortunate 
emperor.®® Her name is not elsewhere given us. In the Greek 
Menologion under November 9 we have the commemoration of 
^‘Saints Eustolia and Sosipatra (Sopatra), daughter of the Em- 
peror Maurice.” No doubt the Eustolia of the Menologion is the 
Anatolia of the epitaph; and as these two names, Eustolia and 
Sosipatra, are connected in the Menologion and Sosipatra is speci- 
fied as daughter of the Emperor Maurice, we may well conclude 

that Anatolia (Eustolia) was the name of Maurice's sister. 
The tragic death of Maurice and the bravery he revealed in his 

last hours excited great compassion for him, and the bloody rule 
of his murderer Phocas strengthened this feeling. Legends began 

to arise. One of him is reported by John of Antioch. It seemed 
to Maurice that he was Standing in one of the halls of his palace 

and a divine voice asked him if he wished punishment for his sins 
in this life or the next. Maurice chose this life and the voice told 

him that he would be delivered over to a soldier, Phocas.®^ This 
Story is related by Theophanes with more embellishments.®® The 
Story of another sign predicting the manner of Maurice’s death is 
told in the Life of Saint Theodore Sykeotes, Maurice's contempo- 

” On this date see Yvonne Janssens, “Les Bleus et les Verts sous Maurice, Phocas 
et H^raclius,” ßyzantion, XI (1936), 519; 521. 

A. Couret, La Palestine sous les empereurs grecs, 326^36 (Grenoble, 1869), 
p. 213. H. Vincent et F.-M. Abel, Jerusalem. Recherches de topographie, d^arch6- 
ologie et d’histoire. Vol. 11. Jerusalem nouvelle (Paris, 1914), p. 921. See the epi¬ 
taph in Revue biblique, XXXIV (1925), 375; according to the inscription, Anatolia 
breathed her last on October 21 of the third indiction, which falls on the years 615 
and 630 {ibidem^ 376-377)- 

®^Arch. Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient, II, i, p. 348. Sergius 
gives even the dates of their deaths: Eustolia died in 610 and Sosipatra about 625. 
These two holy women are mentioned in the Russian book of Filaret, Podviznicy 
vostocnoy cerkvi (Holy Women of the Oriental Church), 1871. I have not seen 
this book. 

“Joannes Antioch., Fragmenta historicorum graecorum, ed. C. Müller, V, i 
(Paris, 1870), 36, fr. 218 d. Also Theophanes, ed. de Boor, 285; a few words in 
Anastasii Chronographie Tripertita, ed. de Boor, 174-175. 

“Theophanes, 284-286 = Anastasii Chron. Trip., 175-176. On these legends see 
Kulakovski, History of Byzantium, 11 (Kiev, 1912), 494-496 (in Russian). 
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rary.^^ Legends predicting the tragic end of Maurice and his fam- 

ily as well as the actual details of their cruel fate passed from 
Greek into Russian sources and were given in some detail in The 
Russian Chronograph of the Version of the Year 1512 under the 

reign of Phocas ‘‘the Tormenter,” as well as in The Russian 
Chronograph of the Western Russian Version^ which was compiled 

approximately at the beginning of the second half of the sixteenth 

Century.®® 
As a result of his martyr’s death Maurice became a saint in the 

Greek Orthodox Church. November 28 is the day of the com- 

memoration of the “Orthodox Tsars Constantine and Maurice 

and their Children.” According to Archbishop Sergius Constan¬ 

tine is Constantine II who reigned for a few months in 641.®^ The 
Life of Theodore of Edessa offers corroboration by stating that 
under “the pious Emperor Maurice’’ many pillars were erected in 

the region of Edessa and stylites thereupon performed their 
Strange religious exercises. 

But was Maurice strictly Orthodox? Recently a very interest- 
ing question has been raised by Yvonne Janssens concerning the 
political faction on which Maurice relied. From her conscientious 
study we learn that the Greens were his favorite faction and that 

they finally betrayed him.®® Her thesis, sharply criticized by 
Fr. Dölger and vigorously supported by H. Gregoire,®® is in my 

opinion quite justifiable. Her evidence, a scholium to Theophylact 

Simocatta in the Vaticanus Graecus 977, a scholium to Procopius 

®*0€o0/\oi; *l(i)dypov Mvrjßeia 'AytoXoyiKd (Venice, 1884), pp. 468-469. I do not 
quite understand why L. Brdhier calls Theodore Sykeotes pere spirituel of Maurice. 
Histoire de VSglise. . . . A. Fliehe et V. Martin. 5. GrSgoire le Grande les Etats 
barbares et la conquHe arabe par L. Brehier et R. Aigrain (Paris, 1938), p. 15. 

Complete Collection of Russian Chronicles {Polnoe Sobranie Russkich Leto- 
pisei)^ XXII (St. Petersburg, 1911), 301-302 {Russian Chronograph, part I). 

^Ibidem, XXII, part 11 (Petrograd, 1914), 117-118. On its dating see p. I. 
®’Arch. Sergius, op. cit., 11, i, 369. In a Greek Synaxarium the name of the Em¬ 

peror Maurikios is given as Nerikios. The Constantine just mentioned is perhaps 
not Constantine 11, whose reign lasted a few months only, but Constantine IV 
(668-685), who in 680 convoked the Sixth Ecumenzeal Council. See Arch. Sergius, 
ri, I, 269 (under September 3). 

Yvonne Janssens, “Les Bleus et les Veits sous Maurice, Phocas et Heraclius,’^ 
ßyzantion, XI (1936), 499-536. 

®®Fr. Dölger, in the Byzantinische Zeitschrift, XXXVII (1937), 542-543. H. 
Gregoire, “L^empereur Maurice s’appuyait-il sur les Verts ou sur les Bleus 
Annales de Vlnstitut Kondakov {Seminarium Kondakovianum), X (1938), 107-111. 
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in the Vaticanus Graecus 152,^** a passage in the Chronographia 
of Theophanes,^^ and especially the locus classicus in the 
Ecclesiastical History of the Syrian writer John of Ephesus,®^ is 

abundant and valuable, derived from various sources, and cannot 
be neglected or discarded. Maurice was favorably disjx)sed 
towards the Greens. The factions in Byzantium represented not 
only political and social elements of prime importance in the 
internal life of the Empire, but also specific religious Interests, 

and the Greens were always connected with the Monophysitic 
doctrine; we may hence conclude that Maurice was favorably 

inclined to the Monophysites. These considerations are important 
to me because they help to explain a document so far neglected. 
I refer to a legendary history of Maurice written in Syriac, pub- 
lished and translated into French by F. Nau.®^ 

This piece of literature was compiled by an anonymous Syrian 
writer, a Jacobite, that is a Monophysite. The title follows; 

A History of Saint Maurice, the Emperor of the Romans,The 
Syrian Jacobite or Monophysite Church thus considered Maurice 
a saint. In his preface to the edition F. Nau remarks: “Maurice, 
the Oriental Emperor, 582-602, continually maintained dose rela- 

tions with the See of Saint Peter, and it is stränge that the 
Jacobites claim him and make a martyr of him.” This History 

of Saint Maurice first describes his virtues, especially as a judge, 
and gives the distribution of his time: “the first three hours of the 

S. P. Maas, “Metrische Acclamationen der Byzantiner,’* ßyzant. Zeitschrift, 
XXI (1912), 29, n. I (the older editions of the scholia are indicated). Y. Janssens, 

op. cit., 499-500. 
Theophanes, 287. 

®*See H. Gregoire, op. cit., iio, n. 6. 
R. Payne Smith, The Third Part of the Ecclesiastical History of John, ßishop 

of Ephesus (Oxford, 1860), 360 (V, 21). E. W. Brooks, Johannis Ephesini Historiae 
EcclesiasUcae Pars tertia (Louvain, 1936), p. 206 {Corpus scriptorum christianorum 

orientalium. Scriptores syri. Versio. Series tertia. Tomus III). 
“Les legendes syriaques d’Aaron de Saroug, de Maxime et Domece, d’Abrahara, 

maitre de Barsoma et de l’empereur Maurice.” Texte syriaque edite et traduit par 
F. Nau, Patrologia Orientalis, V (1910), 695 (287)-778 (370). 

Patrologia Orientalis, V (1910), 773 (365)-778 (370). 
®®Nau, ibidem, 698 (290). L. Brehier, paraphrasing Nau’s Statement, writes, “It 

is not clear why the Syriac legend made this emperor a saint since he was always 
in communion with Rome.” Histoire de VEglise depuis les origines jusqu’ä nos jours, 
publUe SOUS la direction de A. Fliehe et V. Marlin. 4. De la mort de Theodose ä 
VSlection de Gregoire le Grand par P. de Lahriolle, G. Bardy, L. Brehier, G. de 
Plinval (Paris, 1937), p. 489. 
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day he devoted to rendering judgments, the next two to matters 
of state, two more to listening to reports and giving Orders, the 
eighth and ninth to taking food, three hours to prayer, and four 
hours to sleep. As to the remaining eight, he attended divine 
Service with diligerjce and recited (the psalms) of David.” Grow- 
ing old, he often prayed God to punish him on earth for his sins 
and not to deprive him of the perfect recompense of heaven. After 
he had once prayed to this effect three hours, an angel appeared 
to him saying: “Thou hast fatigued God by thy prayer long 
ago. . . . If thou wishest to have the most elevated recompense 

(above) and be punished here below, thy punishment will be as 
follows: thou willst lose thine empire, thy children will be mas- 

sacred before thine eyes, and finally thine enemies will burn thee. 
Choose what thou wishest. In twenty days I shall return to see 

thee and what thou choosest shall befall thee.” At the end of 
twenty days the angel appeared and asked Maurice his decision. 
The Emperor answered that he had chosen earthly suffering and 

death, and the angel left him. Two days later Phocas’ revolt 
broke out. Phocas said to the Romans: “If Maurice or one of his 
children lives, the Roman Empire will be without strength, and 
its enemies will not be subdued. If you listen to me, we will 

destroy him with all his family and make him perish the last.” 
All the Romans answered unanimously and said to him, “Do what 
thou wishest; we are with thee.” Then follows the story of 

Maurice’s death. Maurice was captured, and in his presence all 
his sons were slain. A story well known in our Greek sources of 
the attempt of a nurse to save the youngest son is also told in 
Syriac tradition. The end of the Syriac story differs from the 
Greek tradition. The Syriac version follows. “Phocas and the 

nobles had a boat brought and put wood within it. They poured 
naphtha on the wood, then brought Maurice with bound hands 
and placed him in the middle of the vessel. They set fire to the 
wood around Maurice and launched the boat. The fire blazed up 
swiftly. The flames increased behind Maurice and burnt tj:irough 
the bonds that fastened his hands and he lifted his hands towards 
heaven, thanking God aloud that He had judged him worthy of 
that grace (of earthly punishment). The inhabitants of Constanti- 
nople remained in their dwellings and heard the praises that 
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Maurice was addressing to God. Such was the end of his life, and 
his battle was won.” 

In the Syriac version, as I have noted above, some details differ 
from Greek tradition. The anonymous author, as Nau writes, 
dramatizes the story by the intervention of an angel and assumes 
that Maurice was burnt alive; he does not know the legend of the 
survival of Maurice’s oldest son, Theodosius, nor that of the sur- 
vival of the youngest son who was supposedly saved by his nurse 
and who died at Sinai.®® This legend was written by a monk of 
Sinai, Anastasius, who wrote some time after 650.®® A monk, 
extremely reserved and silent, took up his residence at Sinai. No 
one knew who he was. After two years he died and was buried. 
Next day another monk died. When the tomb was reopened in 
Order to bury him, the corpse of the monk who had been buried 
the preceding day had disappeared. He had been carried off by 
God to heaven. It was then thought that he was Maurice’s young¬ 

est son, saved by his nurse’s sacrifice of her own child, when the 
tyrant Phocas killed the rest of Maurice’s sons in the Hippodrome. 
When he grew up, the nurse told him his story, and he consecrated 
himself to God as payment for the one who had been put to death 

in his place.^®® 
I have dwelt on the Syriac text at some length for two reasons. 

First, if I am not mistaken, it has never been considered by those 
scholars especially interested in the reign of Maurice. Secondly, 

”Nau, Op. eit., 778 (370). 

®®Nau, op. eit., 767 (3S9)- 
F. Nau, Les rScits inSdits du moine Anastase. Contribution ä Vhistoire du 

Sinai au commencement du Vlle siede. Traduction frangaise (Paris, 1902), pp. 30- 

31. This is an offprint of the study printed in Revue de Vlnstitut Catholique de 
Paris, VII (1902), 1-26 and 110-151. The Greek text is published in the Oriens 
Christianus, II (1902), 58-89. 

“®The same tradition is recorded by the Christian Arabian historian of the tenth 
Century, Eutychius of Alexandria. Eutychii Patriarchae Alexandrini Annales, ed. 
L. Cheikho, I (Beirut-Paris, 1906), 215 (Arabic text). Corp. Scr. Christ. Oriental. 
Scriptores arabici. Textus, serie tertia. T. VI. A Latin translation in Migne, Patr. 
Gr., CXI, col. 1082. N. Adontz’s article Les Upendes de Maurice et de Constaniin V 
empereurs de ßyzance has no relation whatever to the legend which is being dis- 
cussed in this study. Adontz deals with a very debatable question on the Armenian 
origin of Maurice. Annuaire de Vlnstitut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales, II 

(Brussels, 1933-1934)- Müanges Bidez, pp. 1-12. See also A. Merk’s Review of an 
Armenian book of H. K. Ter Sahakean, “Die armenischen Kaiser von Byzanz,” ßyz. 
Zeitschnjt, XIX (1910), 547-550. 
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I think this text gives good Support for the thesis of Miss Y. 
Janssens and H. Gregoire that Maurice favored the Greens, i.e. 
the Monophysites or Jacobites. This entirely answers the doubts 
expressed many years ago by F. Nau and recently by L. Brehier, 

as to why Maurice was considered a saint by the Jacobites. He 
has the very rare distinction of being considered a saint by both 
the Greek Orthodox and the Monophysitic Churches. The Life 
of Theodore of Edessa in its relation of the pillars erected during 
Maurice’s time gives a reflection of an Orthodox tradition. The 
legendary Syriac History of Saint Maurice shows traces of a 

Monophysitic tradition. 
In chapters LXX-CXI (pp. 73-116) the Life teils a most inter- 

esting Story of Theodore’s journey to Babylon (Baghdad) to the 
Persian King Muawiyah (Mavta?), the latter’s conversion to 

Christianity, Theodore’s journey to Constantinople, his return 
to Babylon and later to Edessa, and the martyr’s death of the 
new convert under his Christian name of loannes. I shall discuss 
this Story in detail in the third section of my study. 

Through a vision Theodore learned of Muawiyah's (loannes’) 

death; some time later a deacon arrived from Babylon and told 
Theodore the details. A few days later the old stylite Theodosius 
died. The local bishop brought his body down from his pillar and 

piously buried it in the Church of Saint George. Theodore feit 
deep grief at the death of these two dose friends and did not long 
survive them. Three years after Muawiyah’s death he appeared 

in a dream to Theodore and beckoned him. Theodore assembled 
his flock, took leave of them, and departed first to Jerusalem arid 
thence to the Laura of Saint Sabas to his former cell. There three 
weeks later he breathed his last. The abbot (higumen) of the 

Laura immediately informed the Patriarch of Jerusalem of Theo- 
dore’s death. The Patriarch came to the Laura and took part in 
the solemn funeral Service. On July 19 Theodore’s body was 
buried near the grave of “his kinsman and martyr” Michael.^®^ 
The Life ends with the Statement of Basil, its author, that he has 
performed his task to the best of his ability but inadequately tor 
the dignity of the subject (ch. CXII-CXV, pp. 116-120). 

At the beginning of the twelfth Century, the first Russian pil- 
grim, Daniel, on a visit to the monastery of Saint Sabas saw there 

rov avyyepovs avrov Kai fidprvpos. 
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the relics of many saints, among them Saint Theodore of Edessa 

and his kinsman Michael. According to Daniel, “the relics are 

in a state of perfect preservation and exhale an undefinable 
fragrance.” 

The commemoration of Theodore of Edessa by the Greek 
Orthodox Church is held on July 9 and July 19. In the Complete 
Menologion of the Orient for July 9 is written “(Commemoration) 
of Saint Theodore, bishop of Edessa, and along with him other 
saints in the ninth Century (842-857).”^®® For July 19 in the 
Menologion we read only, “(Commemoration) of Theodore, 
bishop of Edessa,’’ with a reference back to July 9.^®^ According 
to the Life Theodore was buried on July 19 so that July 9 may 
have been the day of his death according to church tradition. 

From the date of the Life Loparev tried to establish a more or 
less plausible chronology of Theodore’s life.^®^ According to 
Loparev Theodore was born about 793, baptized in 795, began his 

education in 798, lost his father in 811 and his mother in 812; 
in 813 he retired to the Laura of Saint Sabas where he lived a very 
strict monastic life tili 836. In this year he became bishop of 

Edessa. He made his journey from Baghdad to Constantinople 
between 850 and 856 and died in the sixties of the ninth Century. 

In one of his notes Loparev weites that a certain Father Augus¬ 
tine gave him another chronology of Theodore’s life. Born in 
800, he began his education in 806, was ordained in 808, became 

monk in a monastery in 820, anchorite in 823, bishop in 856, and 
died in 867.^**'^ This chronology is much less acceptable than that 

established by Loparev. As we have seen above, Theodore was 
made bishop of Edessa in 836 and as such went to Constantinople 

“Chozdenie Daniila” {The Pägrimage of Daniel)^ ed. by Venevitinov, Pales- 
tinshi Sbomik, I, part 3 (St. Petersburg, 1884), 55 (in old Russian). ItinSraires 
russes en Orient, trad. par Mme B. de Khitrowo, 1, i (Geneva, 1889), 34; ch. 
XXXVIII. Archbishop Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient (sec. ed., 
II, 2, Vladimir, 1901), p. 263 (in Russian). 

^“Sergius, op. cit., II, i, p. 207; also II, 2, pp. 262-263. On p. 207 are some 
interesting references to Slavonic sources. 

^ Ibidem, p. 218. 

Loparev, “Byzantine Lives of the Saints of the eighth and ninth Centuries,” 
Viz. Vremennik, XIX (1912-1915), 47 and 61-62 (in Russian). From Loparev 
L. Br6hier, “L’hagiographie byzantine des Vllle et IXe siecles, hors des limites de 
I’Empire et en Occident,” Journal des Savants (1917), pp. 16-17. 

do not know the identity of this Father Augustine. 
^®^See Loparev, op. dt., 62, n. i. 
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before 856, when Theophilus’ mother, the Empress Theodora, 
whose name is mentioned in the Lije, resigned her power and 

retired to a convent. 
The legend of Theodore of Edessa was very well known and 

affected later legends. In this respect one text is worth noting 
which, as far as I recollect, has never previously been quoted. 
In 1890 a Russian Scholar, L. N. Maikov, discovered a Slavonic 
manuscript containing the description of a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, 
Mount Sinai, Alexandria, and finally Constantinople which pos- 

sibly was written down by a priest of Novgorod, Gregory Kalekas 
(about 1321-1322). This text was carefully examined by Chr. 
Loparev, who in 1898 published a very interesting study on the 

subject/**® According to the text an unnamed prince paid a visit 
to Constantinople. This prince could not be a Byzantine Emperor 

because he was not familiär with Constantinople; a Slavonic 
prince is also improbable. One possibility only remains: an Ori¬ 
ental prince who adopted Christianity. Several legends on such 

princes I shall mention later. According to Loparev the legend 
under consideration is based on several traditions; but the main 

legend is based on the Lije of Theodore of Edessa, whose Slavonic 

versions were known in Mediaeval Russia.^**® The anonymous 
Pilgrim, though he took for model the bishop of Edessa and the 
Persian king whom he converted, changed the data of Theodore’s 

life to suit his own time. The Laura of Saint Sabas in Palestine 
became the monastery of Saint Andrew the Simple in Constanti¬ 

nople; the baptism of Manichaeans and other heretics in the Lije 
of Theodore is replaced by the baptism of Franks (Friazi). The 
tragic martyr’s death of the Persian king in Theodore’s Lije is 
omitted by the Anonymous; it was enough for him that the king 

was converted to Christianity. Some details approximate closely 
to those in Theodore’s life.^^** 

^®®Chr. Loparev, “An Anonymous Russian Description of Constantinople {ca. 
1321),” Izvestija Otdelemja Russkago Jazyka i Slovesnosti, HI, book 2 (1898), 

339-357 (in Russian). 
Referring to my review of Pomyalovski’s edition, Loparev says that I st^ted 

that the Russian pilgrim Daniel used a Slavonic Version of the Uje of Theodore 
of Edessa (p. 344). I made no such statement. I wrote only that at the beginning 
of the twelfth Century the first Russian pilgrim, Daniel, saw Theodore’s relics in 
the Laura of Saint Sabas (my review, p. 208). 

^^®The description of Constantinople given by the Anonymous Pilgrim is very 
interesting. It was used neither by J. Ebersolt {Constantinople Byzantine et les 
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It is interesting to note that the Life of Theodore of Edessa was 
known in ancient Russian literature. An epistle exists from Joseph 
Sanin, abbot of the Volokolamsk monastery, often referred to as 

Josif Volotski, to Boris Vasilievich Kutuzov/^^ At that time, at 
the end of the fifteenth Century and at the beginning of the six- 
teenth, under the Russian Grand Prince Ivan III (1462-1505), 

the so-called “heresy of the Judaizers” was spreading in Russia 
and Joseph Sanin was a brilliant and energetic leader of the anti- 
Judaizing party.^^^ In his epistle to Boris Vasilievich Kutuzov, 
Joseph Sanin refers to Saint Theodore, bishop of Edessa, who 
endured many evils from heretics; they even came to kill him and 

seize the church property. But Theodore had gone to Babylon to 
an infidel king from whom he received help; so he preserved the 
holy churches intactJ^^ This passage in Joseph Sanin’s epistle is 
merely an abridgment of the Greek text in Pomyalovski^s edition, 

chapter LXIX, pp. 71-72. 
Later, in the seventeenth Century, Archpriest {Protopop) 

Avvakum, who was burned for his Opposition to the religious 
reforms of Patriarch Nikon, mentions Theodore of Edessa in his 

autobiography, one of the outstanding works of Old Russian 
literature. In order to prove that God can act even through vile 

tools, Avvakum recollects that Saint Theodore of Edessa was 
regenerated by a prostitute. He writes, “Read the Life of Theo¬ 
dore of Edessa, thou willst find: a prostitute has restored to life 

a dead man.” I have not yet been able to identify this reference 
in Pomyalovski’s Greek text. 

Voyageurs du Levante Paris, 1918) nor by myself (“Quelques remarques sur les 
Voyageurs du moyen äge ä Constantinople,” MSlanges Charles Diehl, I, 293-298). 

I am greatly indebted to Prof. G. V. Vernadsky, Yale University, for his help 
in the identification of these two persons, The printed text of the epistle reads, 
“In an epistle of the abbot (igumen) Joseph to Boris Vasilievich.” 

^“See G. Vernadsky, “The Heresy of the Judaizers and Ivan III,” Speculum, 
VIII (1933), no. 4, 440-441 (excellent bibliography). 

Drevnjaja rossiskaja vivliofika, ed N. Novikov. Sec. ed. Part XIV (Moscow, 

1790), 187. 

The Life of Avvakum {2itie Ävvakuma), ed. Y L. Barskov, Pamjatniki istorii 
staroobrjadcestva XVII veka, I, i. Russkaja Istoriöeskaja ßiblioieka, XXXIX 
(Leningrad, 1927), 30. The Life of Archpriest Avvakum compiled by himself^ ed. 
N. K. Gudzi (Leningrad-Moscow, ed. Academia, s.d. [1936?]), p. 96 (in Russian). 
A very good French translation of Avvakum’s autobiography by Pierre Pascal now 
exists (Paris, 1938). Also P. Pascal’s monograph Avvakum et les d6buts du raskol. 
La crise religieuse au XVIIe siHle en Russie (Paris, 1938), XXV + 618 p. In this 
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II 

Arabian Version of the “Life” of Saint Theodore of Edessa 

One of the Arabic manuscripts of the National Library of Paris 

contains an Arabian version of the Life of Theodore. In the Cata- 
logue of that library no. 147 is entitled: “Vie du saint pere Abba 
Theodore qui par sa devotion et par sa mortification, pendant qu’il 

etait moine, dans la laure de S. Saba, merita d'etre eleve au Siege 
episcopal d'Edesse. Cet ecrit a pour auteur Basile disciple de 
Theodore et eveque de Manbadj (Bambyce, Hierapolis). On 

trouve dans cette notice (folio 196 v et suiv.) une longue et 
singuliere histoire de la conversion du Calife al-Mämoün au 

christianisme par Theodore et du martyre de ce prince.” 
In this description two things are to be noted; (i) the Compiler 

of the Lije^ Basil, bishop of Emesa, is called Basil, bishop of 

Manbidj (Mabboüg, Mampetze, Hierapolis); (2) the converted 
caliph is called not Moawiyah, but al-Mamun, i.e. the famous 

caliph who ruled from 813 to 833. 
Many years ago I consulted this manuscript and copied some 

fragments for collation with the Greek text, especially the story 

of the caliph's conversion. Unfortunately for the time being I am 
deprived of access to the manuscript. As far as I remember the 
Arabian version contains some important variants. But generally 

speaking it is an abridgment of the Greek text, though it reflects 
in many cases the origin and psychology of the Christian trans- 
lator. The Substitution of the name of al-Mamun for Moawiyah 
is very interesting. Apparently the translator was not satisfied 
with the conversion of the caliph Moawiyah, who was unknown 

to him, and found a remarkable substitute in the person of the 
famous caliph al-Mamun. 

book the Life of Theodore of Edessa is not mentioned. S. F. Ternovski, Study of 
Byzantine history and its Prejudiced Application in Ancient Russia (Kiev, 1875), 
p. 174 (in Russian). 

le baron de Slane. Catalogue des manuscrits arabes de la Biblioth^ue 
Nationale (Paris, 1883-1895), MS, 147, p. 33. The catalogue was published after 
the author’s death by H. Zotenberg. I have already printed this passage in my 
review of Pomyalovski’s edition, Journal of the Ministry of Public Instruction, 
part 286 (March, 1893), 208. P. Peeters in his study La Passion de 5. Michel le 
Sabdite referring to the Arabian version quotes Arabe 215, catalogue de Zotenberg, 
p. 55; Analecta Bollandiana, XLVIII (1930), 85. 
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I give here in an English rendering the story of the conversion 

of al-Mamun. As I have mentioned above, my copy of several 

pages of the Arabian version was made many years ago, and I 
am now unable to understand some words in my own copy. But 

these few omissions will not prevent us from gaining an idea of 
the real character of the version. I shall give first in an English 
translation the account of Theodore’s journey to Baghdad and his 

meeting with al-Mamun who at that time was desperately ill. 
Then I shall give the story of al-Mamun’s conversion. 

fol. rg6 V. After many days (Theodore) arrived in Baghdad, where 
Pomyalovski, p. 73. at that time (ruled) al-Mamun. He came into a church of 

the Christians and said a prayer for the Metropolitan 
(Katholikos). Then he remained in the church, because he 
had no other place (to stay). On Sunday, after the end of 
the Liturgy, he was kindly received by the Metropolitan, 
who asked him the cause of his arrival. The blessed Theo¬ 
dore sighed from the bottom of his heart and started to 
relate what pains the heretics had inflicted upon him, how 
they had wished to kill him, and in what grief his flock was 
shrouded. As if the Creator wished to manifest His power, 

fol. 197 there were, in the Metropolitan’s assembly, some Christian 
Pomyalovski, p. 74. scribes and doctors of the King. When the Metropolitan 

had heard Theodore’s narrative, he became very sad and 
begged the scribes and doctors who were present to report 
his story to the King. But they said to him: “At this time, 
it is impossible, because the King is dangerously ill . . . and 
his eyes are already veiled. He is on the point of death, so 
that no one can come to see him but his chief doctor to 
treat him,” Then the blessed Theodore answering them said; 
“Who knows, it may happen that God would grant him 
good health through me.” When the chief doctor heard his 
words, he feit no malice but answered him saying; “If thou 
hast experience in medical science, relief may come (to the 
King) by the aid of God; and the whole of thy demand will 
be fulfilled according to thy wish.” Next morning the chief 
doctor came to see the King as usual to treat him, and after 
having treated him he said to him: “Oh, King! The Bishop 
of the City. ar-Ruha (Edessa) has come here to our city. 
He has excellent knowledge of the art of medicine. Order, 
Your Majesty, that he be brought (here). Perhaps he will 
do his best for the benefit of Your Majesty.” And (the 
King) immediately ordered the Bishop brought in. The 

fol. 197 V. Bishop took in his small bag some dust from the Holy 
Pomyalovski, p. 75. Sepulchre, and went his way praying, relying on the aid of 

the Most High, being under the protection of the God of 
Heavens, and singing hymns. He reached the palace and 
entered in to the King. He found him looking anxiously at 

“*The MS. reading of this word is not clear to me. 
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Pomyalovski, p. 76. 
fol. 198 

fol. 199. 
Pomyalovski, p. 78. 

him in hope of his aid. Then (the King) addressed him in 
a weak voice saying: “Oh, Bishop! If thou canst help me 
and be useful to me, do it quickly in Order to assuage the 
violence of my unbearable suffering. 1 am near death.” The 
blessed Theodore bent his knees and raised the eyes of his 
heart towards heaven praying. And the Lord was near, and 
His power was revealed in sending to the King aid and 
speedy recovery through his saint. Then Theodore asked 
for water in a clean vase, threw into it some dust and 
made the King drink a part of it; with the rest he anointed 
all his body and ordered no one of his family or servants 
to remain with him. All his attendants left him, and the 
doors were locked. A long sleep enveloped the King. . . . 
Immediately all pain and illness disappeared; his eyes began 
to see, and the fever changed into perspiration. And I say 
that he returned from the doors of death to life. After a 
long sleep (the King) awoke and saw himself recovered and 
cured. And he called Theodore, the miraculous doctor. . . . 
A few days later the King asked Theodore saying: “Oh, 
man of God, inform me of the cause of thy Corning to my 
city, and what dost thou want? I am ready to fulfill thy 
demands.” And Theodore answered him saying: “As to 
myself, oh King, when I was elected by the Patriarch of 
the city of Great Antioch to be bishop of the city of 
ar-Ruha (Edessa),^ which is under thine empire, I found 
on my arrival there a great number of heretics. (Then 
follows his description of violent actions of heretics against 
the churches of Edessa and against himself.)“* When the 
King had heard his relation, he wished no repetition of the 
story. Immediately he called one of his nobles, made him 
governor of the city of ar-Ruha (Edessa) and ordered him 
to go (there). Along with him he sent letters which in- 
cluded his instructions on this subject. Here is the title: 
“From al-Mamun, caliph of the city of Baghdad, to the 
inhabitants of the city of ar-Ruha and its surroundings. On 
the arrival of the governor appointed by our Majesty, ac- 
cording to our mandate, all the wealth that was taken from 
the church of al-Ruha shall be returned to the Christians 
with its revenue. The sects of Manichaeans who disagree 
with . . . and Arians^ who oppose the Christian faith 
must retum to the doctrine of the church of the hishop 
Theodore; in this case they shall dwell in our city. But if 

“’Presumably this is the dust from the Holy Sepulchre, but the Arabian word 
is not clear to me. 

In the Greek text (p. 77) we read, “The Patriarchs of Antioch and Jerusalem 
ordained me bishop of Edessa against my wish and desire.” The Arabian versi^n 
mentions only one Patriarch, and omits Theodore’s Statement that he did not wish 
to accept this high nomination. 

“®In the Greek text, pp. 77-78. 
^ In the Greek text there are ot Nc<rTo/)ta»'o/ and Eyruxta*'iff'rat 

(p. 78). 
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they adhere to their doctrines, they shall be deprived of all 
their property and leave the city in all contempt. Thus the 

' new governor must act, according to our Order. As to the 
former governor, he must present himself before our Maj- 
esty for punishment for his base acts. Greetingsl”^ 

Then follows the story of al-Mamun’s conversion. 

fol. 201. When the blessed Theodore entered, he sat in the King's 
Pomyalovski, p. 81. presence. The King said to him; “God knows that I do not 

wish to separate from thee, because my soul loves thee 
much.” When the bishop Theodore heard his word, he 
made the sign of the cross on his forehead and said: “In- 
deed, oh King, I see between me and thee an open door and 

fol. 201 V. neither can I go out of it nor thou come through it; (it is) 
as if the door were closed. And my soul is sad of this.” 
The King said to him: “What is this door? Explain to me 
the meaning of it.” Then the bishop Theodore said to him; 
“Two men wished to go to the imperial city to see the King. 
One of them was rieh and had a great numher of servants. 
And he followed a paved, large, and wide road. The other 
man was poor and had nothing; he walked on a narrow 
mountain path. These two roads were not far away from 
each other, so that each man could see his companion. The 
rieh man began to advise the poor man to leave the narrow 
path and go with him on the wide road. And the poor man 
said to him: ‘The day is already nearing the evening, and 
we shall arrive when the chief gate of the city is closed; 
and we shall spend the night outside the gate. And brigands 
will lie in ambush for us and take away our clothes, and 
wild beasts will devour us. But take my advice and climb 

Pomyalovski, p. 82. with me on this narrow, rough but short mountain path. 
fol. 202 We shall be a little tired, but we shall reach the small door, 

where guardians constantly keep awake waiting for all 
comers and open it to them, no matter at what hour of 
night they come.’ But the rieh man did not follow his 
advice; he preferred the wide and easy road and continued 
on it. And he happened to reach the city after the coming 
of evening, and he found the gate closed; so that he himself 
and those who were with him remained ovemight outside 
the city. And wild beasts came and killed six of them. As to 
the poor man, he, tired after his long walk along the narrow 
path, reached the small gate. The guardians opened it to 
him, and joyfully he entered (the city), rested from all 
fatigue, and avoided obscurity, night, and danger.” Then 
the King said to him: “Indeed that rieh man was very 
stupid, walking along the road he did not know; he did not 
accept the advice of the poor man, who suggested to him 
Salvation. But he was himself the cause of his own destruc- 

ln the Greek text this letter is missing; there is no reference to the fate of the 
former governor. 
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tion and that of those who were with him. I ask thee to 
explain to me and to Interpret the first and the second 
parables.” . . . Thereupon the Bishop drew out of his 
bosom the Holy Gospel and said: “This is the source from 
which if thou drinkest thou willst not die. This is the door! 
This is the road, if thou art anxious to reach that which is 
life. Draw (water), drink it and go along the road which 
will lead you to the open door and introduce you into the 

fol. 203 life where is no death. And thou willst live for ever, for 
this is the only road of life, and there are no other roads,” 

This edifying speech is continued at some length (Greek text, 

pp. 82-83). Theodore ends as follows: 

fol. 203 V. “But if thou dost not believe and if thou adherest to thine 
Pomyalovski, own faith, thou willst be cursed and delivered to the fire of 

pp. 83-84. Gehenna, to endless darkness and constant pain, which will 
have no end. Behold! before thee there is life and death. 
I am here to persuade thee to prefer life to death and re- 
nounce the faith of . . . {lacuna)^ the obedient precursor 
of Antichrist. If thou belongest to our faith and our God, 
Jesus Christ, thou willst be like that wise man who found 

fol. 204. one pearl of great price; and he sold all that he had, and 
acquired it.” The bishop Theodore was successful in his 
speech and perfect in his presentation, because he knew the 
Greek, Persian, and Arabic languages;^^ he was clear and 
skillful in using them. The Caliph was like good and excel- 
lent earth that has received celestial seed, and the eyes of 
his heart were enlightened. Thereupon he took the Bishop 
by the hand, immediately brought him to his inner room 
(treasury), closed the door after them, and asked Theodore 
to read to him the Holy Gospel from the beginning to the 
end and to explain to him obscure points of his mysterious 
conversation. After that the Caliph studied the matter 
several successive days, wishing the Bishop to advise him; 
so that (the Bishop) became doctor of the Caliph’s soul. 
When the King heard the last words of his speech, he said 
to him: “I already believe in the Father, the Son, and the 

Pomyalovski, p. 8$. Holy Ghost. But now teach me what I have to know and 
believe. ... I obey thee in whatever thou mayst Order and 
teil me.” Thereupon (the Bishop) wrote out for him in the 
Arabian language ^ the Orthodox Creed with prayers to be 

^The Arabian translator here omitted only one word, Muhammedy unwilling 
and perhaps afraid to call him the precursor of Antichrist. The Greek reads: rijs 

Xac-irXiivov OprjffKeias diroffrijvai tov Miodßed, Öffrts iffrl rrpöSpofios tov dvrixpif^Tov 

(P-84). 
^ Matthew, XIII, 45-46. 

^ The Greek text adds the Syriac: €V(f>vu>$ yap tbp.i\€i rrfv riov re Kal 

^vpu)v Kal *l(rßar)\iTUVy npös de Kal Hepa^v yXuxrcrav (p. 84). 

^ In Greek “in the Syriac language.” QeöSwpos Sl^uariv avrtp iyypAtpios ry 

^vpiddi yXüJTTT} TO a^fißoXov t^s itiVtcws (p. 85). 
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made, and the psalms of David; he also edified him for many 
days and taught him the path of faith and true belief.^ 
Some days later, the King accompanied by the Bishop rode 
out of the city towards the river of Tigris. The King 
ordered no official to follow him except three devoted ser- 
vants who had already been converted to the true belief.^ 
Thus they reached a remote place on the bank of the river. 
And he said to the Bishop; “Oh, my spiritual father, here is 
water and an empty place; and there is no one to see us 
and prevent us from baptism.” And with these words he 
took off his clothes and the three servants did the same 
thing. The Bishop addressed prayers appropriate to divine 
baptism, haptized them in the name of the Father, the Son, 
and the Holy Ghost, anointed them, and called the King 
Joannes (Youhana). After they had left the water and put 
on their clothes, the Holy Ghost descended upon them. 
Their countenances were transfigured, and the Hand of the 
Most High changed the colour of their faces. Then all of 
them rode back and returned to the palace. On that day the 
Bishop celebrated divine Service in the place which had been 
arranged for their prayers and solitude, and administered 
to them the communion of the body and blood of the Lord. 
And they rejoiced a spiritual joy, according to the word of 
the Prophet Isaiah: “1 will rejoice in the Lord.”^ 

From the mention of the Arabian version of Theodore^s Life 
which I gave in my review of Pomyalovski’s edition, scholars of 

various countries have later raised several times the question 
whether the original text of the Life was Greek or Arabic. If I 
am not mistaken, none of them studied the Arab manuscript itself. 

Most of them were not Orientalists. 
The Position of Ch. Loparev in this case is not very clear. He 

remarks: “It seems this Life was originally written in the Arabian 
language. M. Vasiliev discovered an Arabic text; but the Greek 

versions do not mention being translations. The Greek text may 
have been penned by the author himselfOf course the second 
half of this passage is strikingly contradictory to the first half. 
In his study based on Loparev’s work, L. Brehier saw this contra- 

The Arabian translator omits here Theodore’s attack on the erroneous doc- 
trines of the Arabs and Persians, and his demand that the Caliph anathematize 
Muhammed and his extraordinary and mythical nonsense as well as the heresies of 
the Arians and Manichaeans (p. 85). 

^According to the Greek text, these three servants were Alans: "AXavdv 
Karayofiivovs (p. 85, ch. LXXXII). 

^ Isaiah, LXI, 10. 

^Ch. Loparev, “Byzantine Lives of the Saints of the Eighth and Ninth Cen- 
turies,” Viz. Vremennik, XIX (1912-1915), 41 (in Russian). 

Pomyalovski, p. 86. 

fol. 205. 
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diction and omitted the first half of the Statement, saying, 
“Vasiliev discovered an Arabic text of this Life; but there is no 
indication whatever that the Greek text was translated.’’ But 
five years later in 1922 the same scholar apparently changed his 
opinion and wrote that the Life of Theodore of Edessa was prob- 
ably originally (d'abord) composed in Arabic.^^^ After some 
hesitation P. Peeters in the same year, 1922, casually mentions 
the Arabic original of Theodore’s Lije}^^ Later in 1930 advancing 

his theory of the dependence of Theodore’s Life of the Passion of 
Michael the Sabaite (of Sabas), which I have discussed above, 

he writes: “One can provisionally lay aside the Arabian Life of 
Theodore which was mentioned by A. Vasiliev. It could not 

modify to any considerable extent the conclusion which is impor¬ 
tant for the moment, nor in addition would it be of such a nature 

as to throw light upon the composition of the Greek Li/e.” 
I myself believe there is no ground whatever for presuming 

that the Arabian version was the original text of the Life. The 
original text is the Greek one which very probably has come down 
to US from the pen of Theodore’s nephew, Basil, bishop of Emesa. 

The question of the interrelation between various Greek versions 
preserved in the library of Mount Sinai and several European 
libraries and not yet published, has not been elucidated. The 

publication of these Greek versions is not justifiable; they would 
not give us much new material. But it would be very desirable to 
have the Arabian version of the Life printed. It might furnish us 
with some data on the personality of the translator, his psychology, 

and his attitude to the Muhammedan authorities, as well as to the 
Situation of various Christian groups in the Near East. 

“®L. Brehier, “L’hagiographie byzantine des Vllle et IXe siecles, hors des 
limites de l’Empire et en Occident,” Journal des Savanis, nouv. sMe, ise annee, 

1917, P. 16. 
Br6hier, “Le romantisme et le realisme ä Byzance,” Le Correspondant, 1922 

(Paris), p. 327. 
Peeters, “Traductions et traducteur dans I’hagiographie orientale ä l’epoque 

byzantine,” Analecta ßollandiana, XL (1922), 262. 
^*^P. Peeters, “La Passion de S. Michel le Sabaite,” Analecta ßollandiana, 

XLVm (1930), 8s. ' 
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III 

CONVERSION OF THE ArAB PrINCE MuAWIYAH 

Without doubt, the most interesting and curious story included 
in the Life of Theodore is that of the conversion to Christianity 
of the Persian king, Muawiyah (ch. LXX-CXI, pp. 72-116). 
It is told at full length with many details, and is the central point 
of the Life. Rudakov writes of Theodore of Edessa, “The son of 
a wealthy citizen of Edessa, who lived an ascetic life in Palestine, 

is known by the legend of his conversion to Christianity of the 
Babylonian king Mawiya.” Brehier calls this story “a most 
romantic episode” {fTepisode le plus romanesque^'^')}^^ 

Legends of the conversion and baptism of Oriental kings or 

princes are very widespread in Byzantine and thence in Old 
Russian literature. Saint Cosmas and Saint Damian supposedly 
converted the Roman Emperor Carinus (283-285).^^'^ In the 
sixth Century the Saracen prince Alamundar was baptized.^^® I 

suppose this legend refers to al-Mundhir III (505-554), the 
king of Hira on the Euphrates under the Arabian dynasty of the 

Lakhmites.^®® The son of a Persian king was baptized under the 
name of Onuphrius, and became famous in Egypt for the sanctity 
of his life.^^® The nephew (di/e|fto?) of a ruler of Syria, who had 

For the sake of uniformity 1 shall use the form Muawiyah throughout. 
Mawiyas (Maufas) is the spelling given in the text of the Life and in other Greek 

sources. 
^“A. P. Rudakov, OutUnes in Byzantine Culture based on data front Greek 

Hagiography (Moscow, 1917), p. 260 (in Russian). 
Brehier, loc cit., p. 17. 

^See L. Deubner, Kosmas und Damian. Texte und Einleitung (Leipzig and 
Berlin, 1907), pp. 214-225. See Ch. Loparev, loc. cit.., p. 64. Arch. Sergius, The 
Complete Menologion of the Orient (2 ed. Vladimir, 1901), II, i, p. 196 and 11, 2, 
p. 239 (in Russian), According to church tradition, Cosmas and Damian the 
Anargyri, the Free Doctors, endured martyrdom under the Emperor Carinus in 
284. Their commemoration is given on July first. 

^”Ch. Loparev, op. cit., p. 64. Alamundar is al-Mundhir. 
^ See Histoire de VLglise depuis les origines jusqu’ä nos jours publiee sous la 

direction de A. Fliehe ei V. Martin. 4. De la mort de ThSodose ä VHection de 
Grigoire le Grand, par . . . L. Brehier . . . (Paris, 1937), pp. 519-529 (bibUog- 
raphy is given). I think Loparev is wrong in attributing Alamundar to the seventh 
Century {op. cit., p. 64). See also R. Aigrain, s.v. Arabie, Dictionnaire d'histoire et 
de gSograpkie eccUsiastiques, III (1924), coli. 1225-1226 (excellent article). Al- 
Mundhir is Alamundar in Byzantine sources. 

^“Loparev, op. eil., p, 64. Idem, “A Russian anonymous description of Constan- 
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been sent to Egypt, wished to be baptized there; but the priest 
was afraid of bis uncle’s anger and sent him to Sinai where the 
archbishop baptized him under the name of Pakhumius. Later he 
returned to Syria in Order to convert his uncle. The Saracens 

stoned him to death so that he earned a martyr’s crown.^^^ An 
Egyptian king, Minaz (MtmO, according to the report of the 
Patriarch of Alexandria, Joakeim (1529-1566), was secretly 
baptized and left Egypt for Sinai where he died.^^^ An anonymous, 

probably Oriental, king visited Constantinople and adopted Chris- 
tianity; this legend has come down to us in an anonymous Russian 
description of Constantinople, written down probably by a priest 

of Novgorod, Gregorius Kalekas (c. 1321-1322). I have already 
analyzed it/^'^ A wealthy and dissolute nobleman, Alexander, a 

senator’s son, or according to an old Slavonic source, King Alex¬ 
ander, was converted and made bishop of Alexandria.^^^ Theodore 

of Edessa himself in his pastoral activities emphasized the conver- 

tinople {ca. 1321)^' Izvestija Otdelenija Russkago Jazyka i Slovesnostiy III, book 2 
(St. Petersburg, 1898), p. 346, n. i. 

“^Loparev, op. cit., p. 64. Idem, A Russian anon. description, p. 346 and n. i. 

See Sancti Gregorii Decapolitae Sermo. Aoyos i<TTopLK6s Trepl öirraffias, ns 
^aßpaKrjvos irorc idoJv cWffrei/o’e, ßapTvprforai diä t6v 'K.vpiov ifßiov *lrjffovp XptffT<5v. 

Migne. Patr. Gr., C, 1201, 1205, 1212. This work is probably spurious as it is falsely 
attributed to Gregory the Decapolite. See J. Pargoire, Ueglise byzantine de 527 ä 
847 (Paris, 1905), p. 376. A Slavonic version exists of this story. See A. Veselovski, 
“Amfiloch (or Amfilog) —Evalakh,” Journal of the Ministry of Public Instruction, 
April, 1889, pp. 377-378; reprinted in A. Veselovski’s “Investigations in the field of 
Russian spiritual poetry {Issledovanija v oblasti russkago duchovnago sticha), part 
V (St. Petersburg,. 1889), 341-342 {Sbornik Otdelenija Russkago Jazyka i slovesnosti 
Akademii Nauk, XLVI, no. 6). But whether genuine or spurious, the piece should 
have been mentioned by F. Dvornik in his La vie de saint Gregoire le Decapolite et 
les Slaves MacSdoniens au IXe siede (Paris, 1926), esp. on pp. 28-29, where he men- 
tions another dubious work attributed to Gregory the Decapolite, “a treatise against 
Saracens.” 

^*®Loparev, op. cit., p. 64. Idem, A Russian anonymous description, p. 346, n. i. 
“^Loparev, A Russian anon. description, 343-346. 
^^Loparev, A Russian anon. description, 346, n. i. Eusebii Alexandrini Vita, 

auctore Joanne Monacho, ejus notario. Migne, Patr. Gr., LXXXVI, i, coli. 297-309. 
ßibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca (ed. altera, Brussels, 1909, p. 88) merely mentions 
him without giving the time of his life or day of his commemoration. In all prob- 
ability Eusebius of Alexandria never existed and is merely a product of the Imagina¬ 
tion, and his biographer Joannes, according to Bardenhewer, was a literary cheat 
{ein Schwindler). O. Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Literatur. IV 
(Freiburg im Breisgau, 1924), pp. 87 and 90. In a Slavonic version Alexander is 
called king. See Ch. Loparev, Description {Opisanie) of the manuscripis of the 
Society of the Amateurs of Ancient Literature {Lubitelei Drevnei Pismennosti), 
part II (St. Petersburg, 1893), p. 364, no. CCXXXVI, fol. 105. 
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sion to Orthodoxy of pagans and heretics. His predecessors on the 
see of Edessa had acted similarly, as Theodore and his biographer, 
Basil of Emesa, knew. One of Theodore’s predecessors, Bar- 
simaios, converted a pagan priest, Sarbilos, who later perished 
for his new faith.^^® 

In spite of Theodore’s paternal attitude towards his flock he 
had a number of enemies among local heretics, who strongly dis- 
approved the ardent zeal of the new bishop in Orthodoxy. In order 

to frustrate their guile Theodore decided to go to Babylon, i.e., 
Baghdad, whose king at that time was Muawiyah (Maviag). 
Theodore was accompanied by Basil of Emesa and other priests 
and deacons. In Baghdad he was welcomed by the Orthodox 
metropolitan.^^® Theodore explained the cause of his arrival and 
asked to be announced to the king. The king was at that time so 
dangerously ill that all the doctors had given up hope of saving 
him. But Theodore appeared before the Oriental potentate and 
cured him by prayer. Afterwards they often met and conversed 

together, and the result of this intercourse was the complete resto- 
ration of Orthodoxy in Edessa and the surrounding region; the 
property which had been taken away from the church was re- 
stored; the heretics who persisted in the errors were killed or 
exiled; many, however, reembraced Orthodoxy. ‘^And,” says the 

Lf/e, “the Christian (xpto-rcüi^v/^o?) people of Edessa became one 
flock under one shepherd, except the people of Agarenes” (p. 78). 

The Life then describes Theodore’s visit to a hermit who lived in 
the neighborhood of Baghdad, in order to deliver a letter from 
Theodosius the Stylite (ch. LXXVI-LXXVIII, pp. 79-81). The 
Life passes on to the most interesting but enigmatic episode of the 
conversion of Muawiyah to Christianity. Düring their frequent 

A. Dmitrievski, Description of liturgical manuscripts preserved in the libraries 
of the Orthodox Orient, I (Kiev, 1895), 46: (under January 30) Tou äyiov 
^apffifxaiov eTritTKOTrov ’Edeo’ö’i;?. tov piorLcravros '2i6.pß’i^\ov tov upia rQ)v 
Under Jan. 30 the name of Barsimaios is induded in the Greek liturgical calendar. 
See Arch. Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient, 2 ed., II, i (Vladimir, 
1901), p. 29. Also Loparev, Byz. Lives, p. 64 (in Russian). 

Cf. Assemani, ßibliotheca Orientalis, 11 (Rome, 1721), 123-124. He mentions 
a Jacobite patriarch, Philoxenus-Basilius, who lived in Baghdad at the outset of 
the ninth Century, as well as others; about 851 Theodosius was the Jacobite 
Patriarch. Cf. P. K. Hitti, History of the Arabs (London, 1937), p. 355: The Nes- 
torian patriarch or catholicos had the right of residence in Baghdad, a privilege 
which the Jacobites had always sought in vain. See also Peeters, “La passion de 
S. Michel le Sabai'te,” ^«<2/. ßollandiana, XLVIII (1930), 90-91. 
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conversations Theodore tried to prove the superiority of the Chris¬ 

tian religion. Finally he produced the Gospels and with inspired 
eloquence declared that the only way to salvation was the 
Christian faith. Theodore read and interpreted the Gospels to 
Muawiyah, which were not difficult for the king to understand 
as he spoke Greek, Syriac, Arabic {rijv ’lo-fiarjkLT&v ’yk&cro-av) 
and Persian. The next day Muawiyah expressed a desire to be 

baptized. Theodore gave him the Creed written in Syriac, the 
Trisagion, and the Paternoster; whereupon Muawiyah became a 

Christian and anathematized Muhammed and his doctrine (ch. 
LXXXI, p. 8s). Shortly after in the presence of Basil of Emesa 
only, on the banks of the Tigris, Theodore baptized Muawiyah 
and three Alan servants. Muawiyah was given the name of 

Joannes ; Basil stood his godfather. Moved by re- 
ligious enthusiasm the new convert asked Theodore to get him a 
particle of the life-giving Cross, “upon which my Redeemer was 
crucified for my sake’’ (ch. LXXXIV, p. 88). For this purpose 

Theodore carried a letter from Muawiyah to Constantinople, 
where at that time Michael was reigning together with “the 

blessed” Theodora, his mother. Theodore was cordially welcomed 
at the Capital. He effected miraculous healings; among others, 
curing the Empress Theodora herseif of a cataract. The Emperor 

Michael gave Theodore a golden casket adorned with precious 
stones which contained a particle of the life-giving Cross and a 
sacred image of the Savior, wrote a letter to the converted 
Muawiyah and dismissed Theodore with great honor. Theodore 

by way of Edessa safely arrived in Baghdad and was enthusiasti- 
cally met by Muawiyah (ch. LXXXIV-LXXXVI, pp. 88--91). 
The Situation of the Christians was constantly improving. This 
provoked the envy of the Jews. Finally a wealthy and influential 

Jew was allowed to arrange a religious debate. The debate was 
held in the presence of Muawiyah, a great number of his attend- 
ants, judges, and many other people, and resulted in a complete 
triumph for Christianity. The originator of the debate, at Theo- 

dore’s invocation, was suddenly stricken dumb and regained the 
gift of Speech only after he had sincerely repented his unbelief 
and received baptism (ch. LXXXVI-XCI, pp. 91-97). Next, ac- 
cording to the Life, Muawiyah together with Theodore, Basil, and 
three newly converted servants, visited a hermit, the former com- 
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panion of Theodosius the Stylite. This hermit told Muawiyah 
among other things that in the deserts of India on the shores of 

the Red (Erythraean) Sea at the mouth of the Ganges River 
(rayT}5 6 TTora/xo?) near the lofty mountains of Arcan and Hyrcan 
(ev fiedopioL^ t5>v peyicTTOiv 6peo)v ^ApKavov Kal 'Tp/cavov) were to 
be found enormous jars (ttWol) which did not stand straight up 
but lay on their sides, the work of ancient men; and many noble 
and wealthy Christians, after giving their property to the poor, 
lived ascetic lives in these jars (ch. XCII-XCIX, pp. 97-107; 
the Story about the jars, ch. XCV, pp. 101-102). This rather 

puzzling passage at once suggests the Indian stupas, topes, or 
sacred cupolas, a specific type of Buddhist religious building, con- 
sisting of a solid mass of masonry, built above a receptacle 
containing a sacred relic. In the seventh Century A.D. several 

thousand stupas, each about a hundred feet high, were built along 
the banks of the sacred River Ganges. “Although Buddhism at 

that period was visibly waning, the monks of the Order were still 
numerous, and the occupants of the monasteries enumerated by 

the pilgrims numbered nearly two hundred thousand.” This 
is of course only an hypothesis that flashes into one’s mind at first 
sight of this passage; I have no serious ground for substantiating it. 

In the spring Theodore left his new spiritual son and, carrying 
rieh treasures for distribution to the churches of Jerusalem, Edessa, 

and other places, left Baghdad. Basil of Emesa followed him. 
After a short visit to Edessa, Theodore arrived in Jerusalem, 
richly endowed the Church of the Resurrection, the Laura of St. 

Sabas and other churches, and then by way of Antioch returned 
to his flock at Edessa (ch. C-CV, pp. 107-113). After Theodore’s 
departure, Muawiyah (loannes, John) was visited by a presen- 
timent that death was near. He ordered heralds to assemble 
the people on the parade ground and on May 30 in the pres- 

V. A. Smith, The early history of India front 600 B.C. to the Muhammedan 
conquest (Sec. ed. revised and enlarged. Oxford, 1908), 152-153 (time of Asoka 
Maurya, 272-231 b.c.) ; 318 (the reign of Harsha, 606-648 a.d.). The Cambridge 
History of India, I (New York, 1922), pp. 624-625; for reproductions of stupas 
see plates XX, XXI, XXII. 

^^€1' r<p ‘jrediu riov ’AdvovßiuJv (p. 113, ch. CVII). ^ASvoiLißiop = ad nomen, 
muster; diroypap^ ovoß&Tuv. In the index of proper names Pomyalovski gives the 
nominative plural of this word rd ’ASrovßia for rd 'Advot>ßia (p. 121). 

Mafw TpiaKoarfi (p. 115) ; according to MS. B: rptaKatSe/cdri;, i.e. on the 
thirteenth of May {ib., n. 10). 
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ence of all prodaimed himself a Christian. The furious crowd 
arose and killed him; thus he earned the martyr’s crown. His 
remains were given Christian burial (ch. CVI-CXI, pp. 113- 

116). 
I have told this interesting story at length as it is given in the 

text of the Lije. It is of course legendary. Nonetheless it has in 
my belief some historical basis. The basis of fact is so veiled and 
distorted that complete solution of the problem is difficult if not 
impossible. But some explanation must be attempted and some- 

thing has already been achieved. 
It is well known that no caliph of the ninth Century was named 

Muawiyah. Indeed no caliph on the Arabian throne bore this 
name, except the founder of the Umayyad dynasty, Muawiyah/^** 

and Muawiyah II, who ruled only three months in 683 and left no 
successor. As we have seen above, the Arabian Version of the 

Life of Theodore gives the name of al-Mamun instead of the 
Muawiyah of the Greek text. 

In my review of Pomyalovski’s edition published in 
tried to find some analogy to Muawiyah’s conversion in a Syriac 
writer of the second half of the twelfth Century, the Patriarch of 

Antioch, Michael the Syrian, who died in 1199.^^^ In 1893 the 
original Syriac text of his Chronicle had not been published, and 
I used an abridged Armenian version in a French translation. 
Michael, according to this version, includes the following episode 

in his Story of the Caliph Mutasim (833-842), al-Mamun’s 
brother, i.e. a Contemporary of the Byzantine Emperor Theophilus 
(829-842). “Abussahol (Mutasim) discovered a plot hatched by 

his nephew Abbas, who had made an alliance with the Romans in 
Order to destroy the power of the Dadjiks (Arabs) and ascend the 
throne, after having embraced Christianity. Abussahol (Mutasim) 
arrested him and starved him to death. The story of his crime 
was published by the Caliph’s Order all over the empire of the 
Dadjiks (Arabs); this is why the Dadjiks (Arabs) detest and 
curse Apas (Abbas).” 

Cf. P. Peeters, “La Passion de S. Michel le Sabaite,” Analecta ßollandiana, 
XLVIII (1930), 96. Peeters does not try to explain the appearance of the name of 
Muawiyah in the Greek text of the Ufe. 

The Journal of the Ministry of Public Instruction^ part 286, March, 1S93, 
pp. 209-210 (in Russian). 

Chroniqiie de Michel le Grand, patriarche des Syriens Jacobites, iraduite pour 
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This Story is based on an historical fact. Abbas was the son of 
al-Mamun (Siß^-Sßß). After al-Mamun’s death Abbas was pro- 

claimed caliph by some of the troops. He was at that time viceroy 
of Northern Syria and Mesopotamia and had already distinguished 
himself in the struggle with the Byzantines. But al-Mamun’s 
brother, Mutasim, succeeded in gaining rule over the whole 
country (833-842). Later, when Mutasim was occupied with a 

war on Byzantium, some troops and courtiers plotted to put 
Abbas on the throne. The plot was nipped in the bud; the par- 
ticipators were severely punished, and Abbas himself forced to 
die of thirst.^®® 

In my article just referred to I conjectured that the historical 
Abbas from the story of Michael the Syrian might be identical 
with the legendary Muawiyah of the Greek Life and al-Mamun 
of the Arabian version. In his note on my review, E. K(urtz) 
pointed out that the Compiler of the VitUj Basil, according to his 

own Statement, accompanied Theodore to the court of Baghdad 
and was an eyewitness of the events there; therefore it seemed to 
Kurtz hazardous (gewagt) to dismiss BasiFs Statements as mere 

legend.In 1894 an anonymous reviewer of Pomyalovski's edi- 
tion, after saying in connection with Muawiyah^s conversion that 

it is not always easy to verify BasiFs assertions, adds, “M. A. 
Vasiljevski tried to do so as far as the conversion of the Caliph 

Muawiyah is concerned; but his attempt, according to Byz. 

Zeitschrift (II, 349), is very conjectural.” The anonymous 
reviewer had not read my review and, it seems to me, ascribed to 
E. K(urtz) Statements he did not make. In 1897 in his brief 
sketch of the Life of Theodore of Edessa, A. Ehrhard writes, 

‘^Vasiliev calls attention to an Arabian translation and enlarges 

la Premiere fois sur la version armenienne du pretre Ischök par V. Langlois (Venice, 
1868), p. 275. 

^ See G Weil, Geschichte der Ckalifen, II (Mannheim, 1848), pp. 296, 316-320, 
W. Muir, The Caliphate, its rise, decline and fall (sec, ed., London, 1892), pp, 508, 
512. A new edition now exists, revised by Weir. Edinburgh, 1915. A, Vasiliev, 
ßyzance et les Arabes, I. La dynastie d’Amorium (Brussels, 193S), pp. 121-124, 
165-166, 17s (Russian edition, St. Petersburg, 1900, pp. 101-104, 133-134, 140). 
P. Hitti, History of the Arabs (London, 1937), p. 318 (a few words). 

^Byzantinische Zeitschrift, II (1893), 349. 
^ By a curious error the reviewer here gave me the name of the famous Russian 

byzantinist, my teacher, V. G, Vasilievski. 
Analecta Bollandiana, XlII (1894), 60. 
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upon the Caliph of Baghdad, Muawiyah, who is mentioned in 

the 
In 190S the third volume appeared of the French translation 

of the original complete Syriac text of the Chronicle of Michael 
the Syrian, It is of course extremely interesting to compare with 
the Syriac original the extract given above from the abridged 
Armenian version. The corresponding passage in the Syriac text 

reads as follows: “When Abu Ishaq (i.e., Mutasim) had taken 
Amorium and destroyed it by fire, he learned that his nephew 
(son of al-Mamun) Abbas was preparing to kill him. He arrested 
Abbas’ secretary and his doctor, a Nestorian, who revealed to him 

Abbas’ plot and all those who took his part. They communicated 
to the King the treaty which Abbas had made with Theophilus, 
the Emperor of the Romans, and the pact which he had agreed 

upon with the people of Baghdad: when they learned that Abu 
Ishaq (Mutasim) was killed, they were to proclaim in the streets 

and in the mosques that Abbas was King, and massacre whoever 

resisted. Thereupon Abu Ishaq ordered Abbas and the General 
Udjeif to be arrested and brought in chains upon camels. . . . 

Abbas died at Mabbug of torture and hunger. The King (Caliph) 
wrote a letter ^that everyone might know that Abbas, son of al- 
Mamun, was the enemy of our Empire, and that he had been 
ready to surrender the camp of the Taiyaye (Arabs) into the 

hands of the Romans. Therefore let him be cursed by every¬ 
one 

Unfortunately I have no access to the original Armenian and 
Syriac texts of the Chronicle of Michael the Syrian; I must con- 
tinue to limit myself to the French translation of the two passages 
which in my opinion refer to Muawiyah’s conversion. The first 

point to notice is that the original Syriac text makes no mention 
of Abbas’ decision to embrace Christianity as a result of his alli- 

ance with the Romans. The Syriac text mentions merely the 
treaty between Abbas and Theophilus. Historically it is practi- 
cally certain that Abbas, who, we know, organized a plot against 

the reigning Caliph, his uncle Mutasim, must have made some 

Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteraiur (Sec. ed., Munich. 
1897), p. 15a. 

^ Chronique de Michel le Syrien, trad. par J.-B. Chabot, III (1905), p. loi. 
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agreement with the Emperor Theophilus but there is no his- 

torical ground for imagining that Abbas pledged himself to be- 
come a Christian. 

When in 1893 in my review of Pomyalovski’s edition I used 
the abridged Armenian version of the Chronicle of Michael the 
Syrian, and when later in 1905 I became familiär with Chabot’s 
French translation, I thought like many others that the Armenian 

Version was an abridged translation of the Syriac original. I was 
therefore surprised that such an essential detail in the Armenian 
Version as Abbas’ intention to embrace Christianity did not appear 
in the complete Syriac text. But now a more recent critical study 
of the Armenian version has shown us that it is not a translation 
but an adaptation. The adaptors have treated the original text 
very freely, adding and subtracting at their pleasure in order to 
make their work more suitable to Armenian readers.^®® Thus the 

passage on Abbas’ intention to embrace Christianity was evidently 
added by the Armenian adaptors. 

This identification of Muawiyah with Abbas is a mere hypothe- 

sis which personally I now believe untenable, the more so as it 
involves a chronological difficulty. Abbas was killed by Mutasim, 

who died in 842; that is, Abbas was killed before 842. But as we 
have seen above, Theodore of Edessa made his trip to Constanti- 
nople between 842 and 856; thus Muawiyah was still alive after 
842. 

Let US consider another and more plausible attempt at an his- 
torical identification of Muawiyah. 

The Caliph Mutasim was followed by his two sons who reigned 
in succession, al-Wathiq (842-847) and al-Mutawakkil (847- 
861). The latter had several sons of whom the two older became 
caliphs: al-Muntasir (861-862), al-Mutazz (866-869), al-Mu- 

See A. Vasiliev, Byzance ei les Ärabes, I, 166 and n, i (cf. Russian ed. p. 134 
and n. i). See a hint of the relations of Abbas’ adherents with the Greeks in Tabari, 
Annales^ III, 1249; in French and Russian in A. Vasiliev, op. cii., p. 166 and 305 
(French); p. 134 and appendix, p, 40 (in Russian), 

See E. Tisserant, “Michel le Syrien,” DicHonnaire de theologie catholique, 
X, 2 (Paris, 1929), coli. 1711-1719 (excellent article); on the Armenian version 
col. 1717. Tisserant based his Statement on F. Haase, Die armenische Rezension der 
Syrischen Chronik Michaels des Grossen, Oriens christianus, new ser., V (1915)» 
60-82, 271-281. 
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tamid, al-Muwayyad, and al-Muwaffaq.^®^ Here first appears an 
historical person, al-Muwayyad, a Contemporary of Theodore of 
Edessa, whose name is almost identical with that of Mavta? of the 
Life. Under al-Mutazz al-Muwayyad was regarded as the heir 
to the throne. But the Caliph was informed that al-Muwayyad 
was plotting against him and was supported by the body of Turk- 
ish soldiery, who at that time were very powerful in the Caliphate. 
Al-Mutazz accordingly imprisoned his brother. The Turks at- 

tempted al-Muwayyad’s release. Then al-Mutazz resolved on his 

brother’s death, which seems to have been accomplished either by 
freezing in a bed of ice or by smothering in a downy robe. After 

death the body without mark of violence was exposed to indicate 
that death had been natural.^®^ According to an Arabian source, 

al-Muwayyad died on August 8, 866.^®^ In Arabian tradition 

there is no hint whatever that all-Muwayyad had Christian sym- 
pathies. But one point must be emphasized: our sources clearly 
express the element of martyrdom; al-Muwayyad died like a 

martyr. Such a tragic death may have profoundly affected the 

exalted Imagination of Mesopotamian Christians. It is even pos- 
sible that when al-Muwayyad was governor of Syria he showed 

tolerance to the Christians of that region, which would quite rea- 
sonably account for the rise of a legend portraying him as a 
Christian martyr. 

In Connection with the Life of Theodore the name of the Arabian 
prince al-Muwayyad has already several times been mentioned in 

See for example the genealogical tables in W. Muir, The Caliphate: it’; me, 
decUne, and fall (London, 1891), p. 528 and J.-B. Chabot, Chronique de Michel le 
Syrien^ III (Paris, 1905), 525. In the genealogical tables given by S. Lane-Poole, 
The Mohammedan Dynasties (London), p. 14 (Russian translation with com- 
mentary and Supplement by W. Barthold, St. Petersburg, 1899, p. 10) and by 
Ph. Hitti, History of the Arabs (London, 1937), p. 466, the name of Muwayyad is 
omitted. 

^®*See Tabari, Annales, III, 1668-1669 = Ibn-al-Athir, ed. Tornberg, VII, 115- 
116. Ma^oudi, Les Prairies d’or, texte et traduction par C. Barbier de Meynard, VII 
(Paris, 1873). 393-394. Ahu’l-Mahasin ibn Tagri Bardi, Annales, ed. T. G. J. 
Juynboll et B. P. Matthes, I, 2 (Leyden, 1855), 769-770. N. Abbot — Chicago, 
“Arabic papyri of the reign of Ga'far al-Mutawakkil ala-Iläh (A.H. 232-47/A.D. 
847-61),” Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, XCII (Neue 
Folge, Band 17), 1938, p. 93. See also G. Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen, II (Mann¬ 

heim, 1848), 373-374; III» 400. W. Muir, The Caliphate: its rise, decline, and fall 
(London, 1891), pp. 528 and 582. In his History of the Arabs Hitti does not men- 
tion al-Muwayyad’s story. 

^“Ma^oudi, op. cit., VII, 394: Thursday on the 22d of Ragab 252. 
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literature. In 1912-1915 in his Study oj Byzantine Lives oj the 

Saints oj the eighth and ninth centuries^ Ch. Loparev briefly teils 

the Story of al-Muwayyad, whom he calls Moawid, and unexpect- 
edly States that the chronicles say nothing about the cause of 
al-Muwayyad's assassination. We have seen, however, that our 
sources clearly emphasize the plot against al-Mutazz which was 
the real cause of his violent death. Loparev after this error re- 
marks, “Possibly he was killed precisely because of his conversion 

to Christianity.” I cannot on the basis of the sources agree 
with Loparev’s supposition, though I admit the possibility of 
al-Muwayyad’s sympathetic attitude to the Christians. In 1921 

N. Bonwetsch wrote; ‘^Mavia (of the Lije) might have been al- 
Muwayyad; his accessibility to Christian influences seems pos- 
sible. Because of his antagonism to his brother, relations with the 
Byzantine court might have been desirable to him.” In 1933 

Fr. Dvornik wrote: “One finds in the Lije of Saint Theodore of 
Edessa the story of the conversion to Christianity — of course, a 
legendary conversion — of the Caliph Moaviah. The legend refers 

to our epoch/^^ for the hagiographer seems to confound his hero 
with the son of Mutawakkil, Moavide.’’ I think this confusion 

of Mavta? of the Lije with the historical al-MutawakkiPs son, 

al-Muwayyad, represents in reality the influence al-Muwayyad’s 
death and Christian sympathies exerted upon the Christian popu- 

lation of the Near East under the Arabian power in general, and 
upon Basil, bishop of Emesa, author of the Lije of Theodore, in 

particular. This I think gives a plausible explanation of the “con- 
version’^ episode from the Lije of Theodore of Edessa. 

We should not fail to mention that Greek Orthodox tradition 
honors the memory of the martyr Moaviya. In the Complete 

Menologion oj the Orient for May 3 we read, “The assassination 
of the great and holy martyr Moaviya, in baptism Joannes, a 
Persian king, the pupil of Theodore of Edessa, with three ser- 
vants.” Under May 4 is another brief note, “Assassination of 

Chr. Loparev, “Byzantine Lives,” pp. 62-63. 
Bonwetsch, “Die Vita des Theodor, Erzbischofs von Edessa,” Byzantinisch- 

Neugriechische Jahrbücher^ 11 (1921), 288. 
Dvornik means here the ninth Century A.D. 
Fr. Dvornik, Les Legendes de Constantin et de Methode vues de ßyzance 

(Prague, 1933), p. 107. 
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Joannes, the Persian king.” Muawiyah’s story is also men- 
tioned in The Russian Chronograph in the Western Russian 
Version, which as we have pointed out above was compiled ap- 
proximately at the outset of the second half of the sixteenth 

Century. In the Chronograph we read, “Under those (i.e. the 
Emperor Michael and his mother Theodora), Theodore, arch- 
bishop of Edessa, baptized Maaviya, the Persian King, and named 
him in holy baptism loan, who suffered martyrdom for the sake of 
Christ; he was killed by the Persians, and along with him his 
three servants.” 

It may not be mere accident that Moawiyah in the Life was 
christened Joannes. It was customary to give a new convert the 

name of the nearest bishop. If this custom was followed in this 
case, Moawiyah was converted and baptized under the Patriarch 
of Jerusalem, Joannes VI (John VI), who probably occupied the 

patriarchal throne from 847 to 851.^^® Digenis Akritas’ father, 
the famous emir of Tarse, Musur (Movaovp) was also named 
Joannes at his baptism.^^^ 

IV 

The Legend of Saint Michael 

I have already emphasized the fact that the legend of Saint 
Michael the Sabaite has no connection with the Life of Theodore 

and was included merely because of its edifying character. It is a 

separate legend and as such was known in Old Russian literature. 
As yet no complete Greek text of MichaePs legend has been dis- 

Archbishop Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient (Sec. ed. Vladi¬ 
mir, 1901), II, I, pp. 130 and 132, with references to Slavic material, both manu- 
script and printed (in Russian). In these sources the memory of Moaviya — 
Joannes — is sometimes mentioned on July 9. As we have seen, according to 
Arabian sources, al-Muwayyad died on August 8, 866. The July 9 is the date of 
the death of Theodore of Edessa. 

Complete Collection of Russian Chronicles, Vol. XXII, part II (Petrograd, 
1914), 152 (The Chronograph in the Western Russian version). 

See Loparev, op. dt., Viz. Vrem., XIX (1912-1915), 62. Some writers are 
dubious about the actual existence of the Patriarch Joannes VI. Arch. Sergius, 
Op. dt., II, 2, 689. 

Les exploits de Diginis Akriias. Epopöe byzantine du dixieme sUcle, publiee 
pour la Premiere fois d’apr^s le manuscrit unique de Tröbizonde par C. Sathas et 
E. Legrand (Paris, 1875), livre IX, vv. 3068-3071 (p. 252; French translation, 
p. 2S3). This passage does not occur in the Grotta-Ferrata manuscript, and is a 
late interpolation. 
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covered, if indeed one exists in addition to the story told in 
Theodore’s Life. But a Georgian Version, which I have already 
mentioned, gives material for a new and stimulating hypothesis 

advanced by P. Peeters and supported by all bis wide knowledge 
and remarkable perspicacity. 

In the Summer of 1898 a Russian scholar, N. Marr, along with 
the famous Russian archaeologist, N. P. Kondakov, undertook a 
scientific expedition to the monasteries of Mount Athos. Marr 

devoted most of his time to the study of Georgian manuscripts in 
the Iberon. Among those containing lives of saints he discovered 
under date of March 20 “the martyrdom of Saint Michael, who 
was in the Great Laura of Our Holy Father Sabas.” Referring 
to this note P. Peeters wrote in 1911, “An Iberian Version, unfor- 
tunately unpublished, has revealed to us the existence of a Saint 
Michael, monk of Mar Sabas and martyr, about whom Greek 

texts say nothing.” In 1912 S. Vailhe notified P. Peeters that 
the Story of this same Michael was inserted in the biography of 
Theodore of Edessa published by Pomyalovski. Accordingly it 

was a settled fact that Saint Michael was known in Greek 
tradition.^^^ 

In 1930 P. Peeters published his interesting study “The Pas¬ 
sion of S. Michael the Sabaite.” At the beginning (pp. 66-77) 

he gives a Latin translation of the Life of S. Michael from the 
Georgian text edited by M. C. Kekelidze (Monumenta hagio- 

graphica georgica, pp. 165-173) and remarks that “in all prob- 
ability the Georgian tradition derives from an Arab version” 
(p. 65). If we compare the Georgian and Greek versions (the 

latter as it is given in Theodore’s Life)j there is no doubt whatever 

Marr, “Hagiographie materials according to the Georgian manuscripts of 
the Iberon,” Accounts {Zapiski) oj the Oriental Section oj the Russian Ärchaeological 
Society, XIII (1901), 63, no. XXXVII; the Georgian title is given under no. 35. 
See N. Marr, “From a journey to Athos,” Journal oj the Ministry oj Public Instruc¬ 
tion, 1899, March, pp. 1-24, where a preliminary survey of Georgian materials on 
Athos is given. 

Peeters, “S. Romain le neo-martyr (-j- i^r mai 780), d’apres un document 
georgien . . . Analecta ßollandiana, XXX (1911), 407. 

”^P. P(eeters), “La version georgienne de l’autobiographie de Denys l’Ar^o- 
pagite,” Analecta ßollandiana, XXXI (1912), 7. Idem, “La Passion de S. Michel 
le Sabaite,” ibid., XLVIII (1930), 77. 

^^®P. Peeters, “La Passion de S. Michel le Sabaite,” Analecta ßollandiana, 
XLVIII (1930), 65-98. 
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that both versions teil the same story. The story takes place 
under the reign of Abd-al-Malik, according to the Georgian Ver¬ 

sion/^® and Adramelekh, according to Pomyalovski’s text. As 
long ago as 1893 I pointed out that Adramelekh was a distorted 
form of Abd-al-Malik. The same identification was made by 
Loparev in I9i2“i9i5.^^^ Accordingly the name of Abd-al-Malik 
in the Georgian version only confirms my old supposition.^^® 

P. Peeters observes with perfect correctness that the Lije of 
Theodore of Edessa has not yet been thoroughly examined. From 

his own study he has reached an unexpected and striking conclu- 
sion. He compares Theodore’s Lije with that of Theodore Abu 

Qurra and decides that “Theodore of Edessa is nothing but a 
double of his celebrated namesake. A great number, perhaps 

most of the exploits, adventures and miracles that the author 
attributes to Theodore are purely fabulous. No less fabulous are 
the supernumeraries and accessories who surround the principal 
hero, such as the stylite Theodosius of Edessa, who supposedly 
lived upon a pillar for nearly a Century. After all this jantasma- 

gorie is eliminated, there remain the lineaments of a figure whose 

traits are borrowed from the life and historical role of the cele¬ 
brated bishop of Harran, monk of Mar-Sabas, bishop, contro- 
versialist, itinerant doctor, Champion of Orthodoxy in an heretical 
country and at the court of the caliph of Baghdad.^^® And it is 

very probable that the list of these flagrant inventions would be 
much longer if the life and legend of Abu Qurra were better 
known to us” (p. 82). 

We know that the biographer of Theodore of Edessa was named 
Basil. Basil was also the name of the man who supposedly heard 
the story of Michael from Abu Qurra (p. 82).^®® Through the 

anachronisms and impossibilities with which his Lije is filled, it is 
clearly to be seen that some years before the end of his career 

Theodore sojourned in Byzantium at the court of Michael III the 
Drunkard (842-867), before the retirement of the Emperor’s 

Peeters, op. cit., 67, § 2. 
See above. 
Cf. Peeters, op. cit., 84. 

At Abu Qurra's time the caliph of Bagbdad was al-Mamun. See Peeters, 
op. cit., 95-96. Cf. the Arabian version of the Life of S. Theodore of Edessa. 

Peeters writes, “Comme lui encore, il 6tait eveque d’Emese” (p. 82); also 
p. 80. I was unable to find this information in the Georgian version. 
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mother, Theodora (856). Accordingly Theodore’s nephew and 
biographer probably wrote about 860, that is to say at the earliest 
about forty years after the death of Abu Qurra (+ circa 820). 
This time may be lengthened by some years more if Basil heard 

the Story when the future bishop of Harran was still a monk in 
Mar-Saba (p. 83). Peeters says that he can spend no more time 
on “unravelling this patchwork” {ce centon). It is clear that the 
episode of the martyr Michael as told in the Life of Theodore of 
Edessa contains many more inadmissible details than the inde¬ 

pendent form of the Passion/®^ With the possible exception of 
discourses and dialogues, where the Georgian translator occasion- 

ally omits an essential part of a phrase, the text of the Passion 
indisputably deserves preference. The Greek version differs from 
the Georgian only by variants and omissions equally unfortunate; 
Basil of Emesa “seconde fagon^^ wherever he appears spoils the 

Work of Basil of Emesa “premiere fagon.” The historical 
knowledge of the Passion is partially replaced by substitute or 

additional details marked by very poor invention (p. 83). I have 
already mentioned that the Georgian version gives the correct 
name Abd-al-Malik for Adramelekh in the Greek text.^®® The 
Greek text even changes the nationality of the martyr. He no 

longer originates from Tiberiade but is born in Edessa and 
belongs to Saint Theodore’s family. Basil of Emesa excuses him- 
self for having ventured upon the digression of telling MichaePs 

Story. According to Peeters, this formula is almost an avowal of 
plagiarism, “for one discovers a little too frequently in hagiogra- 
phers of a later epoch that when they admit they are wandering 
from their subject they are trespassing on another’s property” 
(p. 84). The Passion of Michael the Sabaite is of earlier date 

than the Lije of Theodore of Edessa and, not without rather 
grave alterations, was fraudulently introduced into it. Among 

Peeters means here the Georgian version of the Passion which he translated. 
Basil of Emesa “premiere fa^on” is the author of the Georgian version, and 

Basil “seconde fa^on^^ is the author of the Greek version incorporated in the Life 
of Theodore of Edessa. 

r regret that for the time being I have no access to the Arabian version, so 
that I am unable to discover what form of the name is used there. 

Georgian version, ch. 13 (Peeters, p. 75): “ut autem hic {i.e. the sick brother 
of the Laura of St. Sabas, Theodore) audivit patris Moysis discipulum Tiberiadenum 
{i.e. Michael) martyrem factum ex urbe allatum esse . . see also ch. 3 (p. 67) 
and ch. 6 (p. 70). 
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other things the prologue was shortened. According to Peeters, 
the biographer of Theodore of Edessa undoubtedly read the pro¬ 
logue of the Passion of Michael, and perhaps this prologue sug- 
gested to him the idea of including this story in the Lije he was 

writing (p. 85). 
The most important result of Peeters^ study is his thesis that 

the supposed author of the Passion of Saint Michael, Basil of 
Emesa, in compiling the Lije of the fictitious Theodore of Edessa 
repeated the Lije of the famous bishop of Harran (Karrhae), Abu 

Qurra, with some changes and additions. But it must be pointed 
out — and Peeters admits this himself (p. 82) —that the life of 

Abu Qurra, his activities, and the legends about him have not yet 
been thoroughly studied/®® Düring the last few decades only have 

scholars begun to devote some attention to his literary work, 
partially preserved in two languages, Greek and Arabic. The 
latter was apparently more familiär to him. Theodore Abu 

Qurra,^®® who has usually been callled Abukara, was born in 
Edessa ca. 740. He spent many years in the Laura of Saint Sabas 
as a monk, wliere he probably became acquainted with the works 
of John of Damascus, which he highly esteemed. From the Laura 

he was called to be bishop of Harran (Karrhae) in Mesopotamia. 
In 813 the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Thomas, laid upon him the 
task of compiling an invitation to monophysite Armenians to 

accept the Chalcedonian creed. He held disputes with heretics, 
Jews, Muhammedans, and was always an ardent defender of Or- 
thodoxy. Our sources teil nothing about him after 813. He died 
probably about 820. 

It is true that both Theodore Abu Qurra and Theodore of 
Edessa were born in Edessa and were for some years monks in the 
Laura of Saint Sabas. To this extent their lives were identical. 
But later their careers diverged considerably. Abu Qurra became 
bishop of Harran, Theodore bishop of Edessa. Edessa as well as 
the Laura of Saint Sabas produced a great number of eminent 
representatives of Orthodoxy. Fabulous exploits, adventures and 
miracles analogous to those introduced into the Lije of Theodore 

See a very useful sketch on the life, writings, and bibliography of Theodore 
Abu Qurra in O. Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Literatur, V (Freiburg 
im Breisgau, 1932), pp. 65-66. 

^His sumame Abu Qurra means in Arabic Father of comfort, full of refresh¬ 
ment-, this is a flattering Arabian name. 
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of Edessa can be discovered in very similar form in many other 
lives of saints. And in spite of their fabulous and unlikely char- 
acter all these exploits, particularly the miracles, are often ex- 
tremely important for our scanty knowledge of customs and 
manners; they sometimes even furnish new data on social and 

economic conditions in the mediaeval Christian East. I cannot, 
therefore, agree with Peeters in thinking that the similarities 
between Theodore of Edessa and Theodore Abu Qurra prove their 
identity. Two facts especially which are mentioned in the Life of 
Theodore of Edessa prevent me from identifying him with Theo¬ 

dore Abu Qurra: his ordination as bishop of Edessa by the Patri¬ 
arch of Antioch in Jerusalem in the presence of the Patriarch of 

Jerusalem with exact chronological dating (836), and his journey 
to Constantinople before 856. These two facts give Theodore of 
Edessa the right to be regarded as an historical personage, abso- 
lutely independent of Theodore Abu Qurra.^®^ Basil of Emesa, 

author of the Life of Theodore of Edessa, was very probably 
acquainted with the life and deeds of Theodore Abu Qurra. Ac- 

cording to the Georgian version of the Passion of Saint Michael, 
Theodore Abu Qurra narrated to Basil the story of this martyr 
which Basil later introduced into the Life of his uncle, Theodore 

of Edessa. 
A Work of urgent necessity now presents itself, a thorough and 

as far as possible complete study of the life, works, and deeds of 
the bishop of Harran, Theodore Abu Qurra. 

Saint Michael the Sabaite is included in the Menologion of the 
Orient where we read under May 23, “(Memory) of the Holy 
Martyr, Michael, a monk in the ninth Century, disciple and kins- 

man of Saint Theodore of Edessa.’’ As we have already noted, 

“^See a brief note on Peeters’ study by A. E(hrhard), Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 
XXXIII (1933), 432-433; in this note the reviewer does not even mention Peeters’ 
bypothesis of the Identification of Theodore of Edessa with Ahu Qurra. 

Peeters, “La Passion de S. Michel,” Analecta ßollandiana, XLVIII (1930), 
66, § i: “Haec narravit nobis pater Basilius presbyter S. Sabae”; p. 67, § 2: Tune 
Abucura haec nobis narravit. 

“®Arch. Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the Orient. Sec. ed. (Vladimir, 
iQOi), II, I, p. 154 (under May 23); II, 2, p. 193 (in Russian). The Georgian 

Version of St. Michael’s Passion translated by Peeters gives March 20 as the day of 
bis martyrdom. Peeters, op. cit., Analecta Bollandiana, XLVIII (1930), 66; cf. 
p. 78: no synaxarium or Greek calendar has preserved the memory of Michael the 
Sabaite. 
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at the beginning of the twelfth Century, the first Russian pilgrim, 
Daniel, on bis visit to the Laura of Saint Sabas, saw there the 
relics of Theodore of Edessa and his kinsman Michael.^®^ 

V 

Letter of the Three Oriental Orthodox (Melkite) 

Patriarchs to THE Emperor Theophilus 

We have noted above that the Letter of the three Oriental Or¬ 

thodox (Melkite) Patriarchs is exactly dated in April, 836. The 
history of this document is very peculiar. In the seventeenth 

Century Combefis published the text of the Letter to the Emperor 
Theophilus concerning Holy and Venerable Images in his Manipu- 
lus rerum Constantinopolitanarum, ex Regio cod, 2503. In 1712 

the celebrated Scholar Le Quien in his excellent edition of the 
Works of John of Damascus printed this letter among the works 

of that famous writer (II, 629-647). Le Quien, however, realized 
clearly that a letter addressed to the Emperor Theophilus, who 

was reigning in the ninth Century, could not be written by the 
famous writer of the eighth Century. Le Quien’s text of the Letter 

was reproduced, also among the works of John of Damascus, in 
Migne, Patr. Gr,, XCV, 345-385. This text of the Letter has been 
used by most historians down to our own day, although I shall 
show a little later that it has long been proved spurious and 

apocryphal.^®^ 
The original and authentic text of the Letter of the three Ori¬ 

ental Orthodox (Melkite) Patriarchs to the Emperor Theophilus 
was printed over seventy-five years ago, though, stränge to say, it 
has been overlooked by most historians of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. 

In 1864 a young Greek scholar, librarian of the Monastery of 

Patmos and director of the Greek school in that island, I. Sak- 
kelion, published the text of the Letter, first in several issues of a 
Greek magazine, ’E/cKkrjo-tao-rt/co? and then in the same 
year, 1864, as a separate pamphlet. Sakkelion's edition was based 
on two manuscripts, both belonging to the famous monastery of 

'®®For reference see above, n. 102. 
L. Duchesne, Revue critique (1875, i), 326 (“cette epitre apocryphe”). 

V. Grumel, “Recherches recentes sur Piconodasme,” Echos d’Orient, XXIX (1930), 
99 (“le document postiche”). 
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St. John in Patmos. These two editions remained entirely un- 
known to scholars. The first who tried to call general attention to 

this interesting publication, years after Sakkelion’s edition, was 
L. Duchesne. In his review of the text he emphasized the impor- 

tance of the document for the iconoclastic epoch and the history 
of Byzantine archaeology. He ended his review with the following 
words; “Both ecclesiastical history and general history will find 
there new and interesting data.” His review, however, although 
printed in the very well known and widely circulated French 

Revue critique remained almost entirely unnoticed. We should 
remark that in this review, probably by misprint, Sakkelion’s 

edition was erroneously dated 1874 instead of the correct year 
1864.^®^ From Duchesne this error found its way into Ch. Bayet^s 

book,^®^ and from the latter to Vincent and Abel’s,^®^ and later 
into GrumeFs article ImagesP^ 

Finally, thirty-seven years after he published his review of 
Sakkelion’s edition, Duchesne in 1912-1913 in order to make the 

text more accessible than it was in rare Greek editions, reproduced 
Sakkelion^s Greek text, accompanied it with an Italian translation, 
and wrote an interesting introduction telling once more the story 

of the first edition and pointing out again the historical and 
archaeological significance of the document.^®® And still, in spite 

of this new edition and the Italian translation, historians have 
continued to refer to the early spurious text and ignore Duchesne^s 

reproduction, even after V. Grumel emphatically pointed out in 
1930 the amazing neglect by scholars of such an important 
document.^®^ 

I give here some examples from studies on iconoclasm which 

Duchesne, Revue critique (1875, i), 325-327. He made the same misprint 
later in 1912-1913 in Roma e VOriente. Anno III, vol. V, 222. 

^ Ch. Bayet, Recherches pour servir ä Vhistoire de la peinture et de la sculpture 
chrUiennes en Orient avant la quereile des iconoclastes (Paris, 1879), p. 77. Bayet 
was the first to refer to Sakkelion’s edition in his book, and he gave a French 
translation of the passage on the mosaic of Bethlehem. Bayet did not see the edition 
itself but borrowed his data from Duchesne’s review. 

Vincent et F.-M. Abel, ßethUem. Le sanctuaire de la Nativite (Paris, 
1914)» p. 128, n. I. 

Grumel, Dictionnaire de thSologie catholique, VII, i (1922), col. 769. 
L. Duchesne, “L’iconographie byzantine dans un document grec du IXe 

siede,” Roma e VOriente, Anno III, vol. V, November, 1912-April, 1913, 222-239; 
273-285; 349-366- 

^ V. Grumel, loc. cit., p. 99. 
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appeared after Sakkelion^s edition of 1864, in Order to show that 
practically all writers on the iconoclastic epoch were familiär with 
neither Sakkelion’s editions nor Duchesne^s reproduction. 

In his very well known History of the Councils in 1879 Hefele 
refers to the spurious text published by Le Quien among the works 
of John of Damascus and ascribes the Letter to the opening years 
of Theophilus^ reign, i.e., soon after 829J®® In 1882 the French 

Abbot Bauzon in his new edition of General History of Sacred and 
Ecclesiastical Authors by Ceillier also refers to the text published 
by Le QuienIn 1897 Ehrhard-Krumbacher mentions the 

Letter appearing among the writings of John of Damascus and 
refers to Migne, Patrologia Graeca?^^ In 1899 Dobschütz at- 

tributes the Letter c. 836 or before 836 and refers to the apocryphal 
text.^®^ In 1912-1915 Chr. Loparev without giving any reference 
correctly dates the Letter as of April 836, if I am not mistaken 

for the first time in literature.^®^ Loparev was very familiär with 
modern Greek literature and might have known Sakkelion’s edi¬ 
tion ; chronologically he might also have known Duchesne’s edition, 
which appeared in 1912-1913. In 1922 Emereau in his article on 

iconoclasm refers to Migne and dates the Letter 845,^®^ i.e., after 
Theophilus’ death. In 1926 Leclercq in his article on Images, 
referring to Combefis and Mansi, writes that the Letter was pre- 

sented to Theophilus shortly after his accession to the throne (cf. 
Hefele).^®^ In 1929 Ostrogorsky in his very valuable book on 

iconoclasm knows only the spurious document published by Le 
Quien and reproduced by Migne.^®^ The same document is quoted 
by Martin in 1930 in his general history of the iconoclastic con- 

J. von Hefele, Conciliengeschichtey IV, sec. ed. (Freiburg im Breisgau, 
1879), p. 104. There is no mention of Sakkelion’s edition in the French enlarged 
edition of this book, where many additions and corrections were made. 

Dom Remy Ceillier, Histoire gSn^rale des auteurs sacHs et ecclesiastiques. 
New ed. by M. TAbbe Bauzon, vol. XI (Paris, 1882), p. 84. 

Krumbacher, ßyz. LH., p. 166, 3 (Ehrhard). 
Ernst von Dobschütz, Christusbilder. Untersuchungen zur christlichen Legende 

(Leipzig, 1899), PP- 122 and 200. 
^ Chr. Loparev, “Byzantine Lives,” p. 47. 
^ Vacant-Amann, Dictionnaire de theologie catholique, VII, i (1922), col. 594. 
^ Dictionnaire d'archeologie chretienne et de liturgie, VII, i (Paris, 1926), col. 

284. In Mansi, Conciliorum collectio, XIV, 114-120, is reproduced only a portion 
of the Letter. See Hefele, op. cit., IV, 104, n. 2. 

^ G. Ostrogorsky, Studien zur Geschichte des byzantinischen ßilderstreites 
(Breslau, 1929), p. 33, n. 3. 
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troversy and he dates it circa 847,^**® i.e., five years after Theophi¬ 
lus’ death. In the same year, 1930, appeared GrumePs article 
mentioned above^ where once more the author called the attention 
of the scholarly world to Sakkelion’s edition and Duchesne’s 
reproduction. But GrumePs article has not produced its due effect, 
and even after 1930 historians have continued to refer to the 
apocryphal document reproduced by Migne, ignoring Sakkelion 
and Duchesne’s editions. In 1931 Runciman refers to Migne.^**"^ 
In 1932 Bardenhewer gives the same reference but mentions the 
correct date of the Letter (April, 836).“®^ In 1936 at last Ch. 
Diehl quotes GrumePs article and refers to Duchesne’s text in 
Roma e VOriente?^^ In 1940, G. Ostrogorsky, in his History of 
the Byzantine State, also refers to Duchesne’s publication.^®®“^ 

The spurious letter gives a brief sketch of the development of 
iconoclasm; it gives neither its dates nor the names of the Patri- 
archs who addressed the letter to Theophilus. Before Sakkelion’s 
edition became known, the names of the Patriarchs who compiled 
the letter were found in the so-called Narration on the image of 
Edessa,a work probably not written by the Emperor Constan- 
tine VII Porphyrogenitus himself but doubtless composed during 
his reign and at his instigation, that is in the tenth CenturyIn 
the Narration we read, “Jointly the three Patriarchs, Job of 
Alexandria, Christopher of Antioch, and Basil of Jerusalem wrote 
down (the document) and decided to write to the Emperor The¬ 
ophilus who insulted holy icons.” This text both in older edi- 

“®E. J. Martin, History of the Iconoclastic Controversy, London (1930), p. 14; 
see also his bibliography, p. IX. Cf. Ostrogorsky^s Review of Martin’s book, Byz. 
Zeitsch., XXXI (1931), 383. Here Ostrogorsky writes that the Letter was compiled 
not in 847, five years after Theophilus’ death, but shortly after his accession to the 
throne. Cf. above, Leclercq. 

See Runciman, “Some remarks on the image of Edessa,” The Cambridge 
Historical Journal, III (1931), 247; there in n. 26 he gives an erroneous reference 
to Migne, XCIV, for Migne, XCV. 

** O. Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Literatur, V (Freiburg im 
Breisgau, 1932), p. 56. 

**Ch. Diehl, Le monde oriental de ^95 0 (Paris, 1936), p. 303 and n. 59. 
G. Ostrogorsky, Gesch. des byz. Staates (Munich, 1940), p. 99, n. i. 

Constantini Porphyrogeniti Narratio de imagine Edessena. Migne, Patr. gr., 
CXIII, 441. Dobschütz, Christusbilder, II (Leipzig, 1899), p. 69“. 

A. Rambaud, VEmpire grec au dixieme siede. Constantin Porphyrogende 
(Paris, 1870), pp. 105; III. Dobschütz, op. cit., II, 9sxx-96’i’i. 

Tpets 6fMov Trarpidpxctt, ’AXe^avdpeias, "KpiffTOpdpos 'Amoxdas, Kai 

BaalXeios 'lepoffoXvßiop dreypa^par, Kai ovrtos ravra lyvtiypicav, 0eo0tXü> 
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tions and in a more recent and better edition by Dobschütz con- 
tains an error: Job was Patriarch of Antioch not of Alexandria, 
and Christopher Patriarch of Alexandria not of Antioch. 

The three Oriental Orthodox (Melkite) Patriarchates were 
under the Arabian sovereignty. Düring the eighth Century the 

Melkite hierarchy was reconstituted in the three Oriental Patri¬ 
archates, in Jerusalem in 706, in Antioch in 740, in Alexandria in 

744. From those dates regulär elections took place to fill each 
vacancy, and patriarchs succeeded one another in an uninterrupted 
line, though not without difficulties as they were sometimes obliged 
to seek for support at the court of the caliphs, often using Chris¬ 

tian doctors as intermediaries. They occasionally succeeded in 
holding some modest synods. They did not cease to perform their 
ecclesiastical functions. They continued to correspond with Rome 
and they prevented iconoclastic doctrines from becoming estab- 

lished among their flocks. Under the influence of John of Da- 
mascus, the Oriental Patriarchs became one of the principal Centers 
of Opposition to iconoclasm. Many of John^s disciples, following 
his example, ardently defended the cause of images. A most 

vigorous and active defender of icons was Theodore Abu Qurra, 
of Edessa, a Melkite bishop of Harran in Mesopotamia, whose 
name has many times been mentioned in this study.^^® 

One such synod was held at Jerusalem in April 836. This date 

is given in the title of the document published by Sakkelion in 
1864 and reproduced by Duchesne in 1912-1913. In this study I 

use the latter edition. The title reads as follows: “The Letter of 
the most holy Patriarchs, Christopher of Alexandria, Job of 
Antioch, Basil of Jerusalem, to Theophilus, the Emperor of Con- 

stantinople, written in the Holy City of Jerusalem, in the Church 

of the Resurrection, concerning holy, honored, and venerated 
icons, and having at the beginning a holy picture of the All Holy 

ypdL\l/avT€s T<p ßaaikel ras lepäs etVöi'as e^vßpLKori.. Migne, P,G.y CXIII, 441; Dob- 
schütz, II, 69*^. 

^See A. Fliehe et V. Martin, Hisioire de VEglise deptds les origines jusQu’ä nos 
jours. 5. GHgoire le Grand^ les 6tats barbares et la conquete arabe {590-757) par 
L. Brehier et R. Aigrain (Paris, 1938), pp. 483-484 (L. Brehier). It is much to be 
regretted that the first volume of C. Charon’s Histoire des Patriarcats Melkites 
{Älexandrie, Antioche, Jerusalem), which was to deal with the Middle Ages, has 
never appeared; the three volumes that have appeared (Rome, 1909) deal with 
modern times. The province of Edessa (ar-Ruha) now contains eleven bishoprics 
(Charon, III, 228). 
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Mother of God, Mary (Maria), holding on Her lap the Saviour, 

when (the Patriarchs) assembled in the Holy City, with a great 

synod of 185 bishops, 17 igumens (abbots), 1153 monks, in the 
month of April, indiction i4th, year 6344.” The year 6344 and 
the fourteenth indiction give the year 836; the synod at which 

the Letter to Theophilus was compiled was thus held in April, 
836. The approximate chronology of the Patriarchs mentioned in 
the title of the Letter follows. Christoph er of Alexandria occupied 
the patriarchal throne from 805 tili his death in 836.^^® Job of 
Antioch was patriarch from 813 to 843.^^® The dates of Basil of 
Jerusalem are very uncertain: according to Eutychius of Alex¬ 
andria he occupied the patriarchal throne twenty-five years, from 

820 to 84s; according to Archbishop Sergius from 836 to about 
842 or 847;^^^ according to the list of the patriarchs of Jerusalem 
from the sixth Ecumenical Council to the year 1810, which was 
published by A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, from 832 to 857.^^® We 

Duchesne, “L^iconographie byzantine,” p. 225. 
”^See Eutychii Alexandrini Annales, ed. L. Cheikho, pars posterior (Beirut; 

1909), p. 52, ir-i8 {Corpus script. Christ, orientalium. Scr. arabici. S. tertia, VII). 
Migne, Patr. Gr., CXI, col. 1128. Arch. Sergius, The Complete Menologion of the 
Orient. Sec. ed., vol. II, 2 (Vladimir, 1901), p. 685 (mostly following Le Quien, 
Oriens Christianus). P. B. Gams, Series episcoporum Ecclesiae Catholicae (Ratis- 
bonae, 1873), p. 460. A. Palmieri, Christophe, patriarche d*Alexandrie, article in 
Dictionnaire de theologie catholique, II, part 2 (1923), col. 2418: Christopherus dates 
are 805-838, from the chronicle of Eutychius of Alexandria (?); Letter to The¬ 
ophilus is dated 830; reference to the text published in Migne, vol. XCV. 

Eutychii Alexandrini Annales: In the first year of the caliphate of al-Mamun 

(813) Job was constituted as Patriarch of Antioch; he occupied the throne thirty- 
one years (ed. Cheikho, 11, p. 57, 11-12; Migne, P. Gr., CXI, col. 1132). Sergius, 
op. cit., II, 2, p. 687: 813-843. Cf. Gams, op. cit., 433: Jobus, 818-30? Gams’ 
dating is incorrect both as to the beginning and end of his patriarchate; he puts an 
interrogation mark after the date of Job’s death. In his German article Christo- 
phorus Patriarch v. Alexandrien, V. Grumel mentioning the Letter to Theophilus, 
erroneously uses Jakob (James) v. Antiochien for Job. Lexicon für Theologie und 
Kirche. Zweite, neubearbeitete Auflage, II (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1931), coli. 936- 

937- 

Eutychii Annales: After the death of the Patriarch Thomas, Basilah, his 
disciple was appointed Patriarch of Jerusalem, in the seventh year of the caliphate 
of al-Mamun (820); he occupied the see twenty-five years (ed. Cheikho, II, p. 57, 
8^11; Migne, P. Gr., CXI, col. 1132). Sergius, op. cit., II, 2, p. 689 (according to Le 
Quien and the History of Jerusalem by Gregorios Palamas, published in 1864). 
Gams, op. cit., 452: died about 842. 

Papadopoulos-Kerameus. *Av6ik€KTa TepoffoXu/utTtK^s 2x0x^0X07105, III (St. 
Petersburg, 1897), 7: 25 years; p. 9; Basil died in the isth year of the reign of 
Michael III, i.e. in the year 857; the years of his patriarchate accordingly should be 
832-857. But cf. another Hst of the patriarchs of Jerusalem, ibidem, 129: Basil was 
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can be certain that all three Patriarchs were occupying their sees 
in 836 when the Letter to Theophilus was compiled. Christopher 
of Alexandria died this same year, but apparently had time enough 
to sign the Letter. 

The author of the Life of Theodore, as we have seen above, 
mentions only two patriarchs who came to Jerusalem to worship 
at the Holy Sepulchre as well as to arrange “some ecclesiastical 
matters.” No doubt one of these ecclesiastical matters was the 
Compilation of the Letter to the Emperor Theophilus. Here the 
chronological indications given by the Lije and the Letter perfectly 
agree. The Lije says that the two Patriarchs of Antioch and 
Jerusalem met in Jerusalem during the Passion Week and spent 
Easter together. The names of the Patriarchs are not mentioned. 
From the Letter itself published by Sakkelion and reproduced by 
Duchesne we know that the synod at which the Letter was written 
was held in April, 836. In this year Easter feil on the ninth of 
April. 

At first glimpse some contradiction exists between the Lije and 
the Letter. The Lije mentions without giving names only two 
patriarchs, those of Antioch and Jerusalem, who met in Jerusalem 
“to arrange some ecclesiastical matters.” The title of the Letter 
gives the names of the three Patriarchs of Jerusalem, Antioch, and 
Alexandria, who compiled and signed the document. But Christo¬ 
pher, Patriarch of Alexandria, was unable personally to attend the 
synod; he had been stricken with paralysis several years previ- 
ously, and since then, unable to move, had been carried “by the 
hands of men” from place to place. Peter, a bishop, was appointed 
to fill the patriarchal throne and ordain bishops in Christopherus 
place.^^® As we have noted above, Christopher died in 836, the 
same year that the Letter was composed. He lived long enough, 
however, to send his signature to Jerusalem. 

The scholars who first called attention to the Letter regard it as 
a very interesting and important source. Duchesne writes that 

Patriarch ten years, or, according to other, fifteen. See a brief article by R. Janin, 
Bastle, iveque de JSrusalem, in Dictionnaire d’histoire et de geographie ecclesiastiques. 
VI (1932), col. 1141: Basirs dates are 820-838; Janin refers to the Letter published 
in Migne, vol. XCV. 

Eutychii Alexandrini Annales, ed. Cheikho, II, p. 52, 11-19; Migne, P. Gr.. 
CXI, 1128. Cf. A. Palmieri, in Dictionnaire de theologie catholique, II, part 2 
(1923), col. 2418. 
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both ecclesiastical and general history as well as archaeology and 
art will find in it new and precious data.^^** Grumers opinion is 

that this Letter deserves careful study because of the information 
it gives as to the final state of iconoclasm^ which was nearing its 
end at the time of the Letter. 

I do not intend to give here a detailed study of this interesting 
and undeservedly neglected document. But I wish to call attention 
to some rather puzzling points. The first is the enormous number 
of members of the Synod of 836. According to the title of the 
Letter, 185 bishops, 17 igumens (abbots), and 1153 monks as- 
sembled ot attend Üiis “great Synod’’ SwoSov), which 
was held in the Church of the Resurrection in Jerusalem.^^^ We 
must not forget that this large assembly took place not in the 
territory of the Byzantine Empire but in a city belonging to the 

Caliph. The Patriarch of Jerusalem, Basil, who probably presided 
over the Synod, and Job, Patriarch of Antioch, were so-called 
Melkites, and the Melkites often tended politically to Support the 

Byzantine emperors. Next there is an apparent contradiction in 
attitude. The Letter is addressed to the iconoclastic Emperor 
Theophilus but is full of highest praise and eulogy for him; his 
empire is called pious and supported by God. The following lines 

are not short of amazing: “Though we may be separated from 
you in the territory of a tyrannical empire, we are not severed 
from the divine power. We, under the power of barbarous enemies, 

exhausted, sorrowfui, and grieving, we nonetheless pass all our 
time supported by divine hope, anticipating the return to our 
former happiness under the imperial power and to our peaceful 

life.” Such outspokenness seems unbelievable unless the Letter 
was to be kept completely secret, which is very improbable. 
Duchesne rightly says that if this document had come to the 
knowledge of the Muslim authorities, its authors would not have 
long kept their heads on their shoulders.^^^ I cannot agree with 
Duchesne’s thesis that it was a Byzantine custom not to blame an 

^Duchesne, Revue critique (1875, i), 327; Roma e VOriente, anno III, vol. V 
(1912-1913), 224. 

^ V. Grumel, “Recherches recentes sur riconoclasme,” Echos d^Orient, XXIX 
(1930), 99-100. 

Duchesne, “L’iconographie byzantine,” 225. 
^Duchesne, op. cit., 225-226; 231; 232; 233; 236; 366. 
^Ibidem, 223-224. 
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emperor for his religious error. The emperor is supposed, writes 
Duchesne, to be the adversary of the error which is being fought. 
^When emperors permit themselves some enterprise against the 
doctrinal tradition of the church, the bishops always found means 
of assigning this fault to a less exalted person, upon whom their 
anathemas fall. The emperor was always supposed to be Orthodox 
and the defender of Orthodoxy.” But there were more than a 
few ecclesiastical writers who openly accused emperors of, and 
warned them against, religious errors. 

Particularly under Theophilus would such a letter have been 

dangerous. Political relations between the Empire and Caliphate 
at that period were exceedingly tense. Almost uninterrupted war 
was raging in Asia Minor, and in 838 the Phrygian fortress of 

Amorion, the native city of the Emperor himself, was besieged 
and taken by the Arabs. 

According to some sources, the political sympathies of Job, 
Patriarch of Antioch, would make it impossible for him to sign a 

letter that practically expressed the desire and hope of the Patri- 
archs to secede from the Caliphate. Eutychius, Patriarch of 

Alexandria, writes that Job at the request of al-Mamun about 820 
crowned the rebel Thomas, who had revolted against the Emperor, 
and in 838 accompanied the Caliph al-Mutasim on his expedition 
to Asia Minor and there addressed the people of the local cities in 
Greek, urging them to surrender to the Arabs and pay them 

taxes.^^® 
In his introduction to the text of the Letter Duchesne remarks 

casually that the Patriarchs, if they met at all, perhaps met in 
Jerusalem for a feast.^^^ The Life gives positive confirmation to 

this supposition: the Patriarchs of Antioch and Jerusalem met in 
Jerusalem to spend Passion Week and Easter together (ch. XLI, 

P-3S)- 
There is no doubt that the Letter deserves special study, par¬ 

ticularly in Connection with the iconoclastic period. The descrip- 
tion of the mosaic of Bethlehem, the miracles at Lydda and in 

^Ibidem, 224 

^ Eutychii Alexandrini Annales, ed. Cheikho, II, p. 60, 8-10; Migne, P, Gr., 
CXI, ii34‘ Mednikov, Palestine from Hs conquest by the Arabs to the Crusades. 
Supplements, II, i (St, Petersburg, 1897), p. 285 (Russian translation). 

^Duchesne, op. cit., 224. 
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Cyprus, and the image of St. Andrew in Lemnos, the passage on 

the Image of Edessa, and many details as to the iconoclastic move¬ 
ment in general give fresh and interesting material. The most 
important question of all perhaps is whether or not the Letter is 

an authentic document in the form that has come down to us. 

Madison, Wisconsin 



THE GOSPELS OF BERTHAY: AN OLD-GEORGIAN 

MS. OF THE TENTH CENTURY 

By R. P. Blake and Sirarpie Der Nersessian 

Those of US in the scholarly profession who are engaged in the 
study of manuscripts have been haunted by the unhappy feeling 
that war has once more cut off access to the repositories of docu- 
ments wdth which we deal, and that many important lines of 
Investigation have been closed to us for an indefinite period. 
Fortune, however, sometimes smiles upon the depressed scholar 
even under the most adverse circumstances, and the substance of 
the present article, we venture to think, will prove to be a most 
striking instance of the truth of this asseveration. 

In October 1940 Blake received a letter from Reverend Richard 
D. Pierce, Associate Librarian and Curator of the Museum of the 
Andover-Newton Theological School, cordially inviting him to 
come out to Newton to inspect a Georgian Gospel which had 
recently been deposited there, and which, according to a note in 
the Codex, was said to be of the i2th Century.^ Dr. William W. 
Rockwell had suggested Blakers name to Mr. Pierce. A few days 
later Blake paid a visit to the library of the School, and to his 
complete amazement was shown a magnificent MS. written in 
capitals, which could not be later than the loth Century, both from 
the script and the miniatures which it contained. The colophon 
was incomplete, nor was the part of it which remained easily 
legible: the surviving section contained no specific ,^0:^^0(^6030^60 
k^oronikoni or date by the paschal cycle, but various dignitaries 
were mentioned, whose names, it appeared, would enable us to 
fix the period within which the MS. was written. Mr. Pierce kindly 
consented to have the codex loaned for a time to the Harvard 
College Library, whither it was transported a day or two after 
the necessary official Steps had been taken. Permission was also 
obtained subsequently from the American Board of Commissioners 
for Foreign Missions, to whom the MS. belongs, through the kind 

^ In his letter of October 21, 1940. We take this opportunity of jointly expressing 
our heartiest thanks to Mr. Pierce, to Dr. Enoch F. Bell, to Dr. K. D. Metcalf and 
to the Staff of the Harvard College Library for aid freely and generously given in 
furthering our researches. 
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Offices of Dr. Enoch F. Bell, the Editorial Secretary, to have the 
necessary photographs made and to deliver a preliminary com- 
munication, which was read at the meeting of the Society for 
Biblical Literature and Archaeology in New York on December 2 7, 
1940. This in revised and expanded form underlies the present 
paper. 

Mr. Pierce summarized the circumstances which led to the 
discovery of the codex and also those under which it had been 
obtained abroad. In 1939 the American Board of Commissioners 
for Foreign Missions sent out on deposit a ehest of drawers to the 
Andover-Newton Theological School; the key to this had been 
lost. When Mr. Pierce had this opened, he discovered a number 
of Oriental MSS.,^ some diaries of missionaries and certain other 
records. The majority of the MSS. were Nestorian Syriac, but 
among the others were these Gospels which had been obtained by 
the American missionaries Smith and Dwight during a visit to 
Kars in 1830.^ Mr. Pierce kindly called our attention to the book 
which they published later on about their travels,^ but there is no 
mention of the MS. in the account of their stay at Kars; the codex 
must, however, have been obtained at that time. 

®The total number of MSS. was about thirty. Of these eight were Syriac. A 
Photograph of one of these, a New Testament of 1195 a.d., will figure in Professor 
W. H. P. Hatch’s fortheoming Album oj Dated Syriac Manuscripts, now in course 
of publication by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (Plate 168). The 
other MSS. were three Armenian, nine Arabic, one Slavic, and also some in Malay, 
Chinese, Hawaiian, Sanskrit, and Tamil. 

®This information comes from a note on fol. 2V which runs as follows: “This 
Georgian Manuscript of the Four Gospels was found by Messrs. Smith and Dwight, 
American Missionaries, in the Armenian Church of Cars, June 28, 1830. It was 
brought thither from Gouriel, and is supposed to be of about the i2th Century.” 

^Eli Smith and H. G. O. Dwight were sent out by the Board of Commissioners 
on a reconnaissance trip to Armenia in the years 1829-30. They published an ac¬ 
count of their expedition under the title: Researches of Eli Smith and H. G. 0. 
Dwight in Armenia; including a Journey through Asia Minor and into Georgia and 
Persia with a visit to the Nestorian and Ckaldean Christians at Oormiah, Boston 
1833, 2 vols. in 120. An account of their stay at Kars is given on p. 166 ff., but no 
mention is made there of having obtained this MS. Some cursory investigations 
made with the object of discovering the original diaries of the travellers have so 
far met with no success. 
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Description of the Codex ® 

The manuscript contains the four Gospels written on parch- 
ment in asomPavrtdi (capital) characters,® preceded by miniatures 
of the four evangelists and three folia with canon archesJ Dimen- 
sions of the pages 262 x 218 mm. The trim is somewhat irregulär 
on the lower margin, curving up towards the edge of the sheet, but 
is even on all the pages. Space occupied by the script 190 x 150 
mm. Written in two columns, each 190 x 68 mm. (measuring from 
the guide lines), with a space of 18 mm. between them: 20 lines to 
each column. Ruling done lightly with a sharp point and on the 
hair side with prickings in the margin. Single vertical guide lines 
for each column: horizontal lines go straight across the page. 
Peculiar in this connection are the five or six closely ruled lines 
(ca. 2.5 mm. apart) for the Ammonian index at the foot of each 
column.® 

The parchment is of medium good quality, rather stout and of 
Caucasian make, cream-colored; for the most part it is somewhat 
yellowed and shiny on the margins. In some cases the ink has 

® The original communication bore the title (cf. Journal of Biblical Literature LX 
(1941), pt. I, p. iii): “A Georgian Gospel Manuscript in the Andover-Newton 
Theological Seminary Museum.” It has been customary, however, in discussing 
Georgian MSS., to name them either after the monastery where they were written 
(if they are localized) or eise after the place where they were later kept; in accord- 
ance with this it has seemed proper to denominate it by the appellation employed 
in the present title. 

®The Georgians employed three alphabets: 

(a) asomVavruli (from asoy “member,” “limb,” 

“letter,” and 80)535(00 mVavari “chief”). This was in general use until the end 

of the tenth Century and sporadically thereafter in MSS. It was used until a much 

later time in inscriptions. 

(b) hgggfoo khurJuri (from khudesi “priest”). This is a 

minuscule form of the preceding, is found in the colophon of the Sinai MS. of 862 
(now No. 32 + 57 + 33 = Tsagareli 83), and is regularly used in theological MSS. 

from the iith to the igth Century. It is sometimes called 6gl)b^(6o nuskhuri 

(from the Arabic )• 

(c) 8^3^(og^o mkhedruli “warrior” or “knightly hand” (from 8^3055(00 

mkhedari “horseman, knight”). This is the ancestor of the modern Georgian 
alphabet. The oldest dated MS. is of 1245 a.d., but there are sporadic adscriptions 
and documents of an earlier date. 

^3585(050 kamaray from the Greek Kafxdpa “vault.” 

®We have never seen any rulings of this type in any Oriental MSS., nor could 
Professor E. K. Rand adduce any parallels in Western Codices. 
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flaked or worn off on the skin side, leaving merely furrows. 257 
folia, not numbered. 

The quaternions consist of 8 folia (with the exceptions noted 
below), marked with Capital letters as signatures with two tri- 
angles of points to the right and to the left of the character, and 
with a sign of contraction (rtrXo?) above, in the centres of the 
upper margin of fol. and of the lower margin of fol. 8'^ in the cus- 
tomary Georgian manner, Quaternions = 1-32 are pre- 
served. 

Contents of the MS. 

Fols. 1-5 appear not to have formed part of the original Codex, 

as they are exclüded from the quaternion count. They will be dis- 
cussed in detail below (p. 2 58ff.); here we need only to note that 
they contain miniatures of the four evangelists (fols. 1^-2*^), canon 
tables (fols. ys'") and some later adscriptions (fols. 2""). 

Fol. 6*^ inc. Gospel of Matthew, and also quaternion .s“ = i, 

which now consists of 7 leaves: the text, however, shows no lacuna, 
so a guard leaf at the beginning has probably been lost; the stub 
is still visible. Des. Matthew fol. 86^2: the text tapers off in a tail, 

as do the other gospels, which is the usual thing in Old Georgian 

gospel (and other) MSS.® Fol. 86*^a and"" are blank. 
Fol. 87^1 inc. Gospel of Mark; des. (with Mark 16,9) fol. i30'‘2; 

fol. 130'' is blank. 

Fol. i3i*'i inc. Gospel of Luke; des. fol. 203‘‘i. At end adscrip- 
tion in the hand of the scribe in scarlet nuskhuri.^^ Fol. 203*^2 and ^ 
are blank. 

Fol. 204*^1 inc. Gospel of John; des. fol. 2$fK fol. 257*’2 blank. 
Fol. 2 57''i-2 Colophon (defective at the end and in part barely 

legible). Written by another hand in nuskhuri closely akin to 
those in the Athos Old Testament (a.978 at 0§ka)^^ and to that 
of the mravaWavi of Iskhan (MS. No. 95 of the Tiflis Ecclesiasti- 
cal Museum — s.X), but somewhat more angular than either of 

these Codices in its ductus. Quaternion = 32 is now a trinion, 

* See the endings of the Gospels in the phototypic facsimile of the Adysh Gospels 
{Materidly po arkheologn Kavkaza, XIV, Moscow, 1916), plates loob, is6b, 198a. 

^®This adscription will be discussed below (p. 232). 
“See Harvard Theological Review, XXII (1929), 39-40 and plate opposite to 

P. 33. 
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and has no signature preserved at the end; two folia have been 
lost there; this must have taken place at a fairly early date; the 

surviving stubs are badly discolored. 
The MS. is written, as we noted above, in capitals (asomP- 

avrtdi). In Matthew the script is large and bold, not unlike in its 
ductus to the inscription'of the abbot Sophron of Satberd in the 
Adysh Gospels/^ but in John it is smaller and rounder. Measure- 
ments with a caliper gauge showed an oscillation in the height of 

the letter g e, which was taken as a norm, from 5.5 mm. to 3.8 mm. 
It is notoriously difficult to distinguish different scribes in a Capi¬ 
tal MS., where letters are drawn rather than written,^^ but our 

Impression is that three scribes have worked on the codex.^^ To 
distinguish their work and to indicate the precise breaks is almost 

impossible, as the hands seem to blend into each other impercep- 
tibly. Plate VIII shows the only clear case we found of a definite, 

abrupt change. 
The letters are imposed upon the line. ^ do 

not have closed heads Pav-sekrtdi) such as we 
find in the most ancient MSS. and inscriptions, where a hair-line 

joins the top of the loop to the hasta.^^ The heads of y 9, and 5 

b are not infrequently found nearly closed, but without any hair- 

line leading to the hasta. ; x almost no head at all, and 
h kh and ^ kh have the horizontal hair-lines inclined somewhat 
downwards. The dots which function as serifs tend to be large — 

squarish or ovoid in shape. The letters are of rectangular design, 
not square, which leads in some cases to a flattening of the heads, 
thus y q and 5 ü are often squarish, while z g also so appears.^® 

“See Materialy po arkkeologii Kavhaza^ XIV, plates 199-200. 
“ We adhere to this point despite the interestmg observations of S. Fairbanks 

and F. P. Magoun, Jr. On Writing and Printing Gothic {Speculum XV, [1940], 
313-330). The Isolation of the characters and the lack of any cursive Connection 
between them made the formation of letters a slower and more leisurely process 
than was the case with Greek minuscules, though we admit the cogency of their 
observations (pp. 316-317) that the scribe in many instances made a fairly complex 
stroke without raising his pen from the parchment. 

“Professor E. K. Rand also thought he could discern three hands in the MS. 
“ The historical and paleographic implications of these closed letters have been 

discussed in detail elsewhere; see Harvard Theological Review, XXI (1928), 

.370-371. 

“The flattening of heads is observable in other MSS. written in this district; 
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Paragraphs and TrepiKOTrai are marked by large plain capitals in 

the margin: in the case of large-bellied letters they are not infre- 
quently inscribed tangentially between the guide lines, especially 
in the second column. The letter d has often almost the shape 
of an amphora. 

The ink varies in color from dark brown to light sepia. Some 
Initials, the Ammonian TrepiKOTral at the sides of the text, the sigla 
of the Gospels in the apparatus at the foot of the column, and a 
couple of words (in a few instances) at important breaks in the 
text where a colored initial precedes are written in cinnabar, as 
are also the Gospel headings, which are set off from the text with 
lines of asterisks/^ of which the cross-bars are in red and the dots 
in black. 

The Codex is bound in brown leather over rather thin boards; 
the binding is not very old, and adorned with linear and strap 

designs, the latter repeating a conventional motif. It has been 
repaired at the back more recently with lighter brown leather, 
and bears an English title in gold capitals (star above) Georgian 
MS,/Four Gospels/i2th Century, On the inside of the front cover 
is a tag of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis¬ 
sions. Both in the back and in the front cover are pasted pages 
from a Latin theological book (Italian lyth c. ?), with Hebrew 

words here and there in the text, and numerous references to the 
Old Testament (St. Jerome?). There are no traces of clasps. 

Apart from the colophon there is but one Contemporary adscrip- 
tion in the MS. This is in the hand of the scribe (?), and is found 
at the end of Luke (fol. 203’'!). It is written in cinnabar in angular 

nuskhuri of the Athonite type in four lines, preceded by a row 
of ten asterisks: 

cf. MS. Athos Iviron g (written at Oska in 977 a.d,: Revue de VOrient Chretien, 

XXVIII [1932], 130-140), and the plate reproduced from it in N. Marr. losif 
Arimafeiskii: Skazanie 0 postroenii pervoi cerkvi v gorode Lidde (Teksty i 
Razyskanija po armjanogruzinskoi filologii, 2 (St. Petersburg, 1900), plates i and 
2 (after p. 24). 

^"^This is a characteristic phenomenon in Tao Klardjet’ian MSS. See R. P. Blake, 
Epiphanius de Gemmis (Studies and Documents 11, London 1933) Introduction 
p. liii, note 2. 

^By Athonite is meant an angular nuskhuri with accentuation of the slope in 
either direction (1. or r.) of the different parts of the character. It is often affected 
for colophons, especially in Athos MSS., but was undoubtedly practised elsewhere. 
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^6 (sic)^® ‘^Christ, have mercy 

8oia,«Öicpo 59oI) upoii the ktijtwp of this 
^ sacred Gospel, Gabriel 

355^003^0 their (5«:) con- 

^05 y"6o 3^0353^60 a^coBo (sic)^^ gregationsP' 

On fol. i*" at the back of the folium with the miniatures of the 
evangelists, is a long adscription in 30 lines, written in a squarish, 
slightly rounded and inclined nuskhuri. 

In the original but little can be deciphered, as all the right-hand’ 

(outer) ends of the lines are heavily stained. The quality .of the 
ink also leaves much to be desired. This type of hand is very 
difficult to date. The twelfth Century seemed possible when it was 

first examined, but it could also be placed with some probability 
anywhere between that date and the i6th Century. The orthog- 
raphy appears to favor the later period, as also do a number of the 
words employed. 

The task of deciphering it was attended with considerable diffi- 
culty and has not been crowned with complete success. In over- 
coming the obstacles we were greatly assisted by the help and 
counsel of Mr. W. A. Jackson, Assistant Librarian of the Harvard 

College Library and Director of the Houghton Library. Some 
additional words could be made out from photographs taken on 
slow commercial and on panchromatic film, but the most success- 
ful procedure proved to be the combination of an ultraviolet ray 

machine together with a 6" double condenser lens, mounted in 
bull’s-eye fashion. With these aids a good many lines could be 
deciphered in their entirety, and some coherent sense made out 
of the text. All of this progress was achieved subsequent to the 

presentation of the original communication, but even then it had 
been possible to recognize a number of place names, which indi- 
cated that we had to do with a brief synaxarial or hagiographical 

“930^yb^6 (imperative 2 pers. sing.) should not be written with a final 

6 ey = TI. 

“80583353^0 momgebeli is a difficult expression to translate without cir- 

cumlocution. It denotes a person who has something done for himself and is in 
form (a present participle) and meaning the exact equivalent of the Armenian 
UmtuyiuLq^ stacawy. The Byzantine kttitup approximates it in meaning. 

®^855;;o6o malnij a vox nihÜi^ is clearly a scribal error for S^odBo mat'ni 
“their.” 
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text rather than with an ordinary memorial. We adduce the text 

so far as it can be deciphered and a translation which in many 

places is perforce provisional; 

ro^cnobßa):^ ^"^ob5 . 3oboa)b 3g 

goybg 

gbg o5ß 8ßofogb5 fobb 8g bo^y%ß 8<^ogcctb . . . oo:ir(^)gb 

3^ . . . . 6 . . . . 

^58o:ib(o5^ß ß^’Sob,^ g^^’foob ooif^w56ob.'> 5ofooD.>b^ 

bfob 

o6“?:^3b ^gfodccißOD g.s6 bb^;) G^mg^^nb oc)o:i C^'^B B'"63“B 

SobiB^o^b b(^b ^<Tib(^56öo6g äög^g (o5 ^gc^^'b^ 

fo'^gb 8b 

5bgf6g5o5 o^wo^^o^g b^yoofoob^ gbB </‘b ^"^obb g'^ob g^B oo5 

9gf68g 365b 

bgb 6o36o fo“9^b5 ogf^b^ o“gb 9g 35^0 80^^583 

^“bo . , g'^B 

366300 g^fo b^gfobcobb 585b 8öfo'”j^6oof) ggfodociß ogcbcfi 

6g ggSoBoB ?05 -^^0836563 505 5^0055636 ocifoBo 88560 

3 B60 56 

tpfoob g05 otJ^ßfooc^B 0)5 5^)085656300 ^5 ^5fbg85e6or)g6oof) 

Bfoopo^c^g 

oogoT) ggfodc^ ^05 800^036000 3"gg5 836300^6 b'" öc^^g^^^o 

• ■ 8 - 8 

b a'^oo g'"oo5 3"'5 og'^Bo 65^05^^35^06 ^5 836 gBgoo ^5636300 

^g?^b5 8gf68g 8o0gofo<Ti ^86 o^^n ogo:i g'^o 00^005^00:^6005 

g56 85806 gB 

g65 6o36o 03^065 85b g^^o ^tp^ggooo ^5 ^58“bg6g0) 
oogb5fooo5 
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5ofol)b; t'" ^>^0^5)50 50foo 030 a>b (38^6o 

8ol)6o 

gofo(3b65 dbcn ^'"gb 80^^589856 go5 655b565 

0Dgb5foa>5 

50 89goi55b5 3:^bö563 30ifo3o:ib96obb5 505 80^30^)05 

63 3o:ifo3o:ibg6o bo?:;[>355a ^"'ob5 ^'"gb 8o:i^58ob5 ^5 oboco5 ^5 

b^]oogp3öt9b to"5 o'^ 

fo30ibg6856 585b g^oi^c^b a)gb5f6oD5 800535(0 800^589 

ö)5 3580056065 6'”6b^8'"6 bb"5o 3^^]Qg (o^^b5 l(o^go56 5560 

30(05 oogB oBgoo ^]05b5g6g55Q or)gb5(oor)5 800535(6 800^583 

856 8"'b 39 8go]oo65b5 3^bö563 3oo(63o:ibgBob5b5 005 356g6o6.> 

8'"85i:ooo5 8'"oo 6'"6oo5 33(606 3^^6005 ^5 3006(65 3""^ ^^SO^ooo 

Vp5 

■ 9l)5fogoD 8o3^58gl)5 goi oyggBoo) gg^goDig 

aggoÄ’of” 

505 bggBgof) gbf^^iobßgic^’go^c^’ODi ß^Bobi g^f^ob 

6.ac?" 
b58oiQ ß)b gfooDO to^oD 3g.^“q g^o. 

• ■ ?ob 

abggÖgc? ß>^ bfoßbjoi 30^03 . . . g)5 goBßb 

bb^^Bo ^ob^bcbcjiBgoD oD^^Bßi gigfocobcob^io ood[ 

. . . C^gBoo): . ; . 

In the name of God and by the aid of St.s.®' I,- 
the ascete Esaia (Isaiah)^® some brief word shall ans wer. 

“ l.i The end of the line is badly stained. It is not clear what the name of the 
second supernal instance is: at the end of the line it is possible that we should read 

9g ^i>^]OOg(6 30^53 “I became desirous.'* 

^1.2 gbg 050 “this lay” is almost certainly an error for gb505o Esaiay 

“Isaiah.” A St. la figures in the Greek martyrologies (B. H. G.^ 761: August 6), 
hut would not fit in here because she was a lady (m. ca. 360 a.d. in Persia: last 
edition of her acta by H. Delehaye in Patrologia Orientalis, II (1905), 453-473). 
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and the coming up of our f rom the banks of the Jordan, 

which is by Jerusalem, in that place where Christ our Lord was 

baptized, and having come . . . to Bizantia,^^ that is Constanti- 
nople,^^ and seven years he served the patriarchal throne and 
St. George. Then he beheld signs < in which he saw > the ancient 
John the Baptist who said that I am the witness of Christ, who 
have appeared to you in a vision (?) at this throne on the right 
hand. Arise, O ancient, and fear not, and set forth and take thy 

two brethren, Andria and Ilarion, and proceed to the north, and 
come whither I shall desire, but. .. . at that time they had arrived 
(?) at Salajuari,^^ and there they desired to repose. In ... . year 

then the time was disturbed by the barbarians; then he showed 

signs to the ancient [that] Arise and proceed to T’ukhart’a, 
which is on the bank of the Corokh. The ancient, however, arose 

and his brethren and proceeded whither the martyr of Christ 
commanded them, and came down to T’ukhart’a in the reign (or 
kingdom) of Vakhtang Gorgosen,^^ and Vakhtang Gorgosen came 

to see the holy martyr of Christ, and beheld him and praised God 
and the martyr of Christ. And Vakhtang Gorgosen said: ‘‘This 

^M.3 3:>6o: guaris kacH would be the usual orthography. The guari 

in the mediaeval Georgian social structure was the second territorial unit in size, 
comprising several villages; cf. on this W. E. D. Allen, A History of the Georgian 
People (London, 1932), 222-224. 

^1.5 Bizantias: I do not rememher having come across this form 

in Georgian sources. 

Lit. which. 
^For read poles. 

®At the end of the line we should probably read ^‘he has 

served.” 
^1.7 Something like this has fallen out of the text. 
^1.6 John the Baptist] We assume that it was he rather than St. John the 

Divine who is meant, as the latter was taken up to heaven when alive. In this 
Connection it is important to note that the monastery of Oska was dedicated to 
St. John the Baptist and that of Iskhan to St. John the Baptist and to the Blessed 
Virgin. So, too, was Opiza (Vakhust Geogr. p. iio) where the gullet of St. John 
was preserved. 

®^l.i2 Salajüars'l We cannot locate this place; juari 

“cross” is frequently compounded in place-names. 

“1.13 mimgiro] Not in the lexicons and translated by guess. The 

reading is clear, so the word may be corrupt. 

®^l.i6 Gorgasenissa] The form of Vakhtang’s appellation 

varies very considerably in the tradition. Gorgasal and 

Gorgaslan are also found. 
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one shall be called the archmartyr of Tukhart’a;” and fire 
pointed out another cliff which they called Tanigara.^^ There the 
archmartyr desired repose at T’ukh[a]rt'a.and in the 
same reign of Vakhtang Gorgosen. And he assigned estates of our 

XOipiraij and told them that Be ye here and serve the martyr of 
Christ and be blessed if ye shall enter for aye to the departed of 

our .seventy and one.and St. 
George.blackened nor.and whosoever 
eise shall do other things, do ye too with due exactitude.^®. 

We have in this description a tale which is obviously related to 
the saga of Vakhtang Gorgaslan. This royal personage, though a 

historical figure (450-510 A.D.), is surrounded in the Georgian 
Chronicle by a haze of legend.^^ He is portrayed as one of the 

Titans (bumberazi, narPi) akin to those which figure in the epic 
tales derived from Persian sources, such as the Amiran-Dare- 

janiani.®® The youthful king overcomes his antagonists, who are 
of superhuman stature and of demoniacal strength. He crushes 
the Ossetes, he undertakes a victorious struggle against the king 
of Persia, and later goes far afield to help the latter in their cam- 

paigns against the inhabitants of India and Ethiopia {Habashi). 
Into this legend complex are woven as well elements from hagio- 

graphic literature, such as the coming of the Syrian pilgrims, and 
it is with this latter Strand that our tale seems to be connected. 

Let US see what can be extracted from the story. A monk whose 

name is probably Esaia (reading Esaiay for gbg o>yaese iay 
of the MS.) came from Palestine to Constantinople where he 

served for seven years in connection with one of the metropolitan 
churches. We deduce that he brought with him some relics of 

St. John the Baptist and also that he was a native of the Caucasian 
district to which he ultimately returned. After seven years stay in 

“I.21/22 ^56050^05 Tan/gyra] The first four letters are uncertain. 

“1.27/1.28 

“I.29 Probably 1. 

^ The story of VaÖitang is given in great detail in the Georgian Chronicle, ed. 
Brosset (Text 87-126 = Translation 148-200). 

“ On the Amiran-Darejaniani see K. Kekelidze, Kart*uli literaturis istoria II 
(Tiflis, 1924), 44-63 and Harvard Studies in Philology and Literature^ XV (I933)^ 

32. 
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“Bizantia” he received a command in a vision from the saint to 
return to the Caucasus. Here he and his two brethren, Andria 

and Ilarionj stopped at Salajuari where after the lapse of (more 
than one) year, a barbarian Invasion disturbed them, and the saint 
commanded him to proceed to T^ukharisi, on the bank of the 
Corokh. They arrived here during the reign of Vakhtang Gor- 
gaslan. He viewed the relics and commanded that a church be 
bnilt called that of the archmartyr of T'ukharisi. The miraculous 

appearance of fire pointed out another crag called Tanigara as the 
place where the archmartyr desired repose. The remainder of the 
adscription is too fragmentary to yield much connected sense. 

Such seems to be the meaning of the confused and carelessly 

written text. No parallel could be traced in any available printed 
sources, but it seems obvious that we have here a Stijtungslegende 
of a church at T’ukharisi, which seems to be connected with one 
of the local monasteries. 

Further confirmation of this is afforded by the mkhedruli ad¬ 
scription on f. 92V which we adduce below (p. 247). Though it 

does not yield any connected sense, it does mention the ‘^arch- 
martyr of T’ukharisi,” and this in turn appears to imply that the 

MS. remained at this place until a relatively late date. 
This locality is mentioned several times in the Georgian Chron- 

icle. The form there used is T^ukharisL The ending 

•ist or ~esi is a frequent one in Georgian town names, e.g., Tp’ilisi, 
K'ut’aisi, Nekresi, Manglisi, etc., and is clearly a formation from 

the genitive singulär declined as a nominative, while Bert’ay is 
based on the genitive plural. The form T^ukhart^a 
(genitive or dative plural) which is found in our text would imply 

a nominative Vukharni^ but Georgian town names are generally 
not employed in the plural. I should take it therefore as applying 
to the district, for which use Armenian affords cogent parallels. 

It appears to have been a mountain on which ,a castle had been 
built, and this undoubtedly had a settlement of some sort cluster- 
ing around it. In the CJeorgian Chronicle T^ukharisi is men- 

®®E(1. Brosset, p. 20: “This OclzraWios constructed two castle-cities, OdztaWi^ 
and T’ukharisi”; p. 102: “And he (Mirdat — fourth Century) constructed churches 
in the castle of T’ukharisi, since in the valley of Klardjet’ia there was no church, 
and in it he appointed priests as primate^ of the Klardjians”; p. 132: ‘And when 
(Vakhtang Gorgaslan) came to T’ukharisi, he beheld and was enamoured of the 
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tioned as a frontier point at which a castle was built by OdzraWios, 
one of the sons of Mc’khet’os, the eponymic heroes of OdzraWie 
and Mc'khet’ respectively. A church was built there by Mirdat, 

the 2 6th king of Georgia, with primacy over Klardjet'ia, while 
Vakhtang constructed a castle there. The locality was also known 
through the Chronicles to Vakhust in the i8th Century, who de- 

scribes it briefly in his Description of Georgia}^ 
T’ukharisi is also mentioned in a document cited in full by 

D. Z. Bak’radze, Arkheologiceskoye Putesestviye po Gurii i 
Adcare (Sankt-Peterburg 1878), pp. 79 ff. This document is en- 
titled: : The editor 

had at his disposal two complete and one partial copies. The title 
can be translated: ‘The pastorate of the kat^alikozi in the district 

of Samc’khe-Saat^abego.’ It contains a (partial) list of the noble 
clans of the district, its episcopal sees and other divisions. 

Vakhust obviously had had access to a kindred document. At the 
end (p. 80) we read:a)gbbfo^^9;p6o b5boig^oißa)5(leg. b^bbg^-) 
8oi65b^fooa)5 gob ^^5foob ‘They of T^ukharisi with a 
cemetery, a monastery and a church of the court’ (Bak’radze 

translates: s pridvornoyu tserkov^yu). The date of the document 
is uncertain, but we should note that, at least when it was com- 

piled, T’ukharisi was not an episcopal see. 
The exact geographical location of T’ukharisi is a matter of 

considerable dispute. Armenian sources, such as the Geography 

of ps. Moses of Khorene,^^ place this locality in Tayk’ (Geor. 

Taoy) and on the Corokh, as do the Armenian historians Levond 
and Step’anos Asotik.^^ Vakhust puts it on a side affluent of the 
Corokh, the SaPle, and on the north bank, opposite to TbeP which 
must therefore be on the south bank.^^ Our text clearly belongs 

castle and said: ‘Verily art thou a castle.' This atrocious populär etymology is 

based on the words O)^ t’u khar “that thou art”! 

^p. 132: “Over against Tbet’ on the north side across the river is the castle of 
T’ukharisi, which was first built by Odzrakhos the son of Mc’khet’os; later King 
Mirdat built a church in the castle; then after being destroyed by (Marwan the) 
Deaf, the bishop of Tbet’ rebuilt it, but it got its name from the strength of its 
fastness; ‘thou art a castle and naught eise.' ” 

ed. Soukry p. 35. 
^P. 26. 

124. 

See above, note 40. 
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to that branch of the tradition represented by our Armenian 
sources, as it locates the place on the bank of the Corokh. We 

must therefore assume with Hübschmann that either there are 
two distinct places, or eise infer that Vakhust made an error in 

his placing of the locality.^® The name seems to have gone out of 
use, and I have been unable to locate it on any modern map. 

The language of the adscription differs considerably from the 
ordinary ecclesiastical phraseology, and closely resembles that of 
the Georgian Chronicle. 

Apart from those discussed above, the adscriptions in the manu- 
script are relatively late in date. The majority of them are massed 
near the beginning of Matthew, but scattered ones are met with 
throughout the text. They fall into three distinct groups; 

(i) A series WTitten in ‘Gothic’ (angular, slightly sloping) 

nuskhuri, mostly in black ink and in hands quite similar to each 
other. They contain a long list of names with considerable repeti- 

tion, followed in almost every case by the formula 3(3(Tbto39)l> 
^o(83f6a)35)6 “May God forgive him! (or, them).” The names are 

written with orthographical errors, and seem to the writer to have 

a west-Georgian cast, which lends Support to the Statement of 
Smith and Dwight that the MS. had been brought to Kars from 
Guria. I am inclined to attribute the hands to the i7th Century. 

Three or four notices which contain other formulae appear also 

on palaeographical grounds to be somewhat earlier in date. 
(2 ) A series of illiterate scrawls in the script known as 8a)ogv]?o 

mViuli or ‘mountain’ hand. The writer has never mastered this 

script, and though possible names appear in some cases, the read- 
ing is never certain. 

(3) There are several mkhedruli adscriptions which appear to 
belong to the i6-i7th centuries. None of these afford any his- 

torical data or mention any names of persons who played a role, 
however minor, in Georgian history. 

After some hesitation we decided that it was worth while to 

adduce in the order of their occurrence the entire group of names 
which occur in these later adscriptions. The orthography is 

*®H. Hübschmann, Die altarmenischen Ortsnamen (Leipzig 1904), pp. 356-7 
and 360. 

This seems the likelier alternative, as VakhuSt’s description of Samc’khe in 
general is very confused. 
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peculiar in numerous instances, and in several cases the names 
seem to be repeated. The appellations are partly masculine, 
partly feminine. In a number of cases the words are simply 
juxtaposed without the intercalation of the copula da ‘and’ or by 
the omission of the inyocation ^089^00)856. We infer 
that there are family connections by marriage or by parentage in 
these instances. The feminine name apparently precedes in some 

places. 
We obviously have to do with a body of the local inhabitants. 

A strong Mohammedan strain appears in the nomenclature. Per- 

sian or Turkish equivalents can be identified only with difficulty, 
in view of the unstable orthography. In adscriptions written by 

the later hand patronymics are almost wholly absent. The, list 

resembles greatly that published by Marr from the Gospels of 
ArtVin,^^ but the names vary considerably. The possibility is by 
no means excluded that this MS., like the one just mentioned, 

may have acquired miraculous potency in the populär mind. 
In the translation of these adscriptions we do not repeat the 

formula 39g6^]039b ß)89foor)856 “May God forgive!” every time it 
occurs. This particular Georgian verbal form demands an object 
in the dative case; in older Georgian this ends in -hb ^sa in nouns, 

but in proper names, especially those ending in a vowel, it usually 
terminates in -b -s. As the names are all in the dative case, it is 
uncertain whether the regulär Georgian nominative form in con- 

sonantal stems, which ends in -o -i, should be employed here. We 

ther^fore merely adduce the names recorded, unless the formula 
varies, when we translate in full. Where the name is written under 
contraction, the vocalization, if certain, is indicated by italics, but 

if not, the word is transcribed without expanding. Fragments of 
names not clearly identifiable are omitted in the translation. 

FoL 2^ Adscription at top in ornate mkhedruli; two lines of which 

the first is illegible through staining while the second reads: 

b ^]o?59b5 3"b 5ß)^g<Ti8ob5b5 ^5 9^.^ 

... the day of the Resurrection and El. 

Fol. 2^ Remains of nine adscriptions in various hands. 

(i) in nuskhuri\ 59bo3b After Besiki faint traces 

*^Cf. the Work of N. Marr dted below (note 60), Dnevnik, pp. 189-201. 
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of a coarse mfiuli inscription (three words) can be made out in 
the Photograph. 

(2) mnuskhuri] 

oäfoß^bo'b^b 33o^ol)5ß 3^6b 

3“6b ^"^6 

8b8bb;il) .... 3o:ifo5ol)(sic)3"6b ß)^r> 

larazizassvili Adznadar, Melik\ Gorgi(sic) 

(3) Two lines of quasi 

^09po5 . , 3gg6cQ6gl) b'"(sic) 

.^ggBojBgl) ß^'^B ^""(sic) 

Philipe 

(4) Bold nuskhuri and very black ink: 

Marc’ual Jojikisdze 

(5) Four lines in faded and stained sloping nuskhuri: 

CQ^Öß co'^hb 300^(^30!) o33Bgb 8oi.8ßh..fo.b 

. . . . toBo 8oidc)'"f6o o..e>S.. g)b o.. o...('B 

foß.^ 0)53300 ho8o:ißo.of)5 ..o 353o:il)5...^35b 

8'"a) ^100^^533 oo^o^eoc^b 3300^5^3.. 5 

Doladze Picigro(?) 

(6) Two lines in much worn 

^BbBobb 33.^ ^3a)obo 

^036goB3b ß^'^B 5 - 

Anania the son of Davit' 

(7) On same level as No. 6: nuskhuri much like that of No. 5 
in six short lines: 

3f6...3c)al) gbg 

Cd”5q 83. 
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o.fo0 o.ejBob 5 

630^5 . 3b:. fob 

. ... So btgcpßb 

After this follows (8), the English inscription cited above (note 3) 

(9) At foot of page in small nuskhuri: 

ol)8bogb(^l) co'^B:. 

. . , fooobbß 

Ismaip’ar 

Fol. In outer margin five lines in mPiuli partly trimmed off. 

bbco?0 

OD^gb 

.bS^bgb 

ra 

Fol. 6^ Five lines of nuskhuri in lower margin: black ink: 

BbfooB ö)‘”a) g'A*'’ol)b5g^5)l) S'^Bb 

yg^5)'"Bb obmbS^bgb 3"=6b B'^Bbb 9333^06 Ögfob 3"^Bb 

.bcob b^haobQbfob 3'"b ß^'^B b'^B bbßogy^b'^B b6a3b«a)Bb 

3'”6b ß^'^B 

9 ... Bo ößT^'^Sb 3"^6b ß^'^B bbß^^^oßib ^“’ßj^^iobab a'^Bb co'^6 

ggfo^o 3B. ß^'^B (trimmed off) b.'^Sb . . fob63f6b S'^Bb 

ß)-6 

Narin, Davit’, Elisabed, Qed'^n Iat’am<d>ze, N'^na Muskeln the 
monk, Azmaip’ar, Saluqzan, AnuSkhflt’wn, G«lk’an, Akh'^lb^d, 
G«ldam, Gurji. 
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Fol. Five lines of nuskhuri in lower margin: black ink: 

3“6b ß)"6 

BöfooS^b 333^36^b 3^obgb S'^Gb 

foböo^o^b 5?3^5o6bbcD6b 3^ 6b Sb'^foÖ^b gcj’bgb S'^Bb 

c^'^B . . . 60)0^5 .... 

o3b 3‘”6b (8 crossed out)a)85(iSb 3‘”b ^"’B 

goigoBbb ^100^535^060 3‘”Bb ^o‘”6 

^56o^53^3b a)3or)o5b 3‘”Bb to'^B 8b‘”fogo9:nb 3585B^bb 3‘”6b 

8bfo5"^^b . . B5or)oi5b ‘bgf655 8‘b3^5^b 3‘”6b ß^'^B 

Elia Bek(ms. bedks), Giorgi Marine, Narima Kekluc'a, Elise, 
Rabida, Despinakhat’wn, Makharebdi, Elene, ]nat’obi, Grigoi, 
T’amar, Gogic^a Dilavarni, K^anidavle T’et’ia, Makharebeli, 
Samand^kh^, Makharebeli, jnat’obi, Zurab, Mzek^ali. 

Fol. 7^ Six lines oj nuskhuri in lower margin: black ink; trimmed 
off at bottom: 

oejbgb o5a)58^3b 3^6b to'^B c^fo^ogoob 5b3653^53f6b 3‘”6b 
öö'^eo^b Öcpg'^Bb 3^6 to'^B abB5a)oi5b d'^Bb 

b?[05o35B‘”b ^5 g^g3oo5b 3‘”6b to'^B 35‘b5f6o:ib 3‘”coo63b 3‘”6b 
ß^'^B oB^oo^^mb 3^ob553ft^b d^h to'^B 

g'^gob b55:^”d3b o'^bob 3‘”^o56?Q5f6b 8oba)5 Q6‘”b^a)5 
3oQ3?::o5^of)5 3'”Bb 

Bo^d^^foaBb 3^B5or)<Tib d'^Bb foc^S'^Bgob 3[‘”6]b to'^B 
^580)b 65f6'^ü6b 3?:?^o5b 5T53o5g5cbb 3‘”6b 

55o5or)5f6b 3“Bb ^o“6 oB^ocib a^^abgh d'^Bb to'^B 3fo‘”3bb 
555Bob^ ... 6 c)o:iBo5b 

(one fourth of line trimmed off) .... Bc^b 3‘”Bb ß^'^B 

^56oc^‘”3^3 o5b"^a)6b b"^^g35^56b 3‘”Bb. 
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losep' Iat’am(d)ze, Orghut', Asmnajavri, Gabriel Baduc’i, Esna- 
tobi, S«laiman and Ulumpia, Qazaro, Marine, Indol, Elisabed, 
Giorgi Saladze, loseb, Gwliandar with bis living and deceased, 
No§/rvan Gulnat^o, Rom'^ngi, Camt’ Narubn, Elia, Azmiap'ar, 
Abiat’ar, Indo, Elene, Markoz, Babnis, Ghonia, K’anidavle 
Iakhat^«n, Saluqazan. ’ 

FoL 8*' Five lines of nuskhuri in lower margin: black ink; end of 
last line trimmed off: 

(38ßor)5 gl)6ba)<Ti5l) S^bob . . 
0D56cp5fbb S'^Bb to'^B 

^‘bf^gb gc]?g6^ob d'^Bb to'^B Sg^^^fob ^b^ocnbfbb d'^Bb 
q'^B gocnyg^b^b . . d'^Bb . . 

oBgb d'^Bb to'^B S'^Bb to^B 8bfb‘”5^b ^^^o^bgfb^ob 
a'^Bb ^“’^bb ^5^0. g'^Bb cj'^B 

^j'^cDb of^oBgb S'^Bb c^'^B ^^o^ÖoBbb S'^Bb to'^B 8bfb‘”5^b 

b'^Bb a^^bfo^b 8e6Bgb S'^Bb [c^'^B] 

^g'^cnb g^ob^Sg^b ^5 S'^Bb to'^B gofbgob 8ob 

.... ^g^b gob S^obcn^Brnbfbb S'^Bb c^'”b o^b'^Bb bT58b^_[ 

The brothers Gul Esnat’ob, Khakhuta Mzist’andar, Lazare El- 
g«ndi, Mgrckhar, Lalit’ar, PMt’qula, loane, Pavle, Makharebelf, 
Dilavardi, K'^ka Lali, DaviP and Irine, Jobina, MakharebeU, 
A"n, Sak’ara, Marine, Davit’ Elisabed and Elr'^dg^la, Girgi, 
Mzist’andar, lason, Azmad. 

FoL 8'" At top mt’iuli adscription — not decipherable. At foot 
nuskhuri adscription: six lines in black ink; the last line is almost 

wholly trimmed off: 

böß foob8gb 8«6b ß)”B oo^böb 8^gcnb 
3"c:^o5Bco5f6b a^’Bb ß^'^B bößb g^ßoo^^bfob ^“’Bb j^^B 

g^’gob 5Bgbo5b 8“’6b ß^'^B ‘bgfo^Öo^b ^^^foBobb 
3"6b ß)"^B ^]ooi3ßoof)o5fob obbb^oD.b 3®Bb ß^^’B 

gßoobb oDaßoo^b 3«Bb ß^«6 g«gob 3fooBgb 3”Bb ß)«B: 
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Then in another hand in gray ink, earlier than the first part of 
the line. 

3‘”6l) 

g0f596ca^l) 85f^o6gl) ß^'^B 9ß[>obb gßj^gBgb S'^Bb ß)”6; 

Then in gray ink. 

bß[>5o856b 8f66gb 3“Bb ß^'^B 

oc^bgÖ 358b6^gbb 3‘”ß[>Q56oo:i‘bb ß)‘”6(sic) ^o(obd 

foa3b5 063"ßob 3” 6b ß^'^B 

]fob f6585ßi5Bb ä6[ 

Sflbay Risme, loseb Zak’“ra, Mik’el, Gwliandar, Sabay G«liazar, 
Giorgi, Anusia, Qazana Zuraba Darc’ia, Dovlet’iar lakhat’^w, 
Elia T’mlik’, Giorgi, Marine, Gulp’aniot’e, Germanoz, Marine, 

Elia, Elene, S«laiman Marine Vardzul, loseb and §amand«kh^ 
Gwlp’anioz, Abram, Ru§kha, Ingol,.Ramadan. 

Fol. Five Itnes of nuskhuri in lower margin: black ink: the last 

line is trimmed off at the end: 

gßoobb 8gßo^o^b6b S'^Bb ß)‘”6: o‘”6gb S'^Bb ß^'^B 

ößj>9^ob 3«6b ß^'^B BfoBgb 3'”030b a'^Bb ß^'^B 

mgg^ocibg fobo^gogBb S'^Bb ß^'^B o8foo6ß)Oib f>S‘”3‘b;>b b“ßooD5 

858bb 3«6b ß)"6 3ßj>36ab d'^Bb ß^'^B 

bVfoobb b%d(Q^h a'^Bb ß^'^B ofooBgb d'^Bb ß^'^B 

^^38^^b ^ßog35o5b S'^Bb ß^'^B mgfobBb 8fo6^o:ib[ 

Elia MulkMjan', loane G«lp’aik, Goc’a G«lmais, Lask’ar Marine, 

Giorgi, T^evdose (several), Imrindo R'^vza Sultan Mama, Elene, 
Azflria, Azm^p’flr, Irine, lavel, Ulumpia, T'uran, Mr"ndo (?). 

Fol. Three lines in nuskhuri in lower margin: black ink; last 

line trimmed at beginning. In line 1 coarse hand and gray ink: 

gfo'^gßob foo^B'^Bgob S'^Bb ß^'^B ofooBgb d'^b fo'^B 
g'^Bb ß^'^B 
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3”l3f65^l) SoQb ß^'^B 
8‘”bfo5c^b gcj>3ßob or)g8ofoo:ib o-b 

.^b 3b^:?Ä5b 8“fo6;;b ^'^Bb c^'^B ^3^f^ob 

3"^ 6b ß^'^B 

Grigol Romangi, Irine, Qazanp'ar, Makharebeli, GuWazax, T’ev- 
dore, Gulmais, §io, Makharebeli, Gwlmais, T'emiroz, Sak^ara, 
Marine, Lfl§k’ar, Grfgol. 

FoL 10^ Three lines oj nuskhuri in lower margin: ends of lines 

stained: 

ofoßy'Bgb ^“’gob ß^bSd'^fob 3‘”6b ß)‘”6 g'^ß^oob 3‘”foo6gb 
yoi^oßoob^ß oc^oBgb S'^Bb ßj'^B 

35^^ß5b g'^ßo^^Bb 3”b ^o'^B 5ß)^5o:i8obb 3” 6b ß^'^B 

b^Ößb (four 11. erased)6ß)Oi S'^Bb ß^'^B y^B^gfobßoob obß^b3.^ 

(three II. erased) S'^Bb ß^'^B 

Irine(ms. IrDnes), Giorgi Ghamsar, Gwlbis who was Marine, 
Irine, Kakuc’a, Gwlk’an, Aghdgomia, Gwlp^aik, Sabay, Qandurali 

Iagha§a. 

Fol, 16^ Four lines oj nuskhuri in the lower margin: the last two 
are trimmed off at the beginning, 

5b5ßpbfob o^BoB^o^b S'^Bb ß)^6 bo^fiSbbB BgfoB.'^bb B'^Bb 

ß^'^B 5b‘”o^5g^b a)0i85Oß)5Bb 3” 6b ß^'^B 

Bofobäb s'^ßi’^Bb B'^Bb ß^'^B BoBäbgb 5'”ß[>o56c4'^cob 

g^fog^b ob0)5fo yfi^b B'^Bb ß^'^B 

gß[>o5bco(stain) B'^Bb ß^'^B 5^^gBc;b g'^ßj^oob gcoo^b 

3‘”ß[>56tpfob B6b ß)“6 

In the last line only 3‘”Bb ß)"B at the end can be clearly made out. 
Asalar lamindo, Sorzan, S^vrmaz, Akhalbed, T’omaidan, Mirza 
G«lk’fln, Minase, Gwliandar, P’arua, lat^ar q'^rs, Eliazar, Baduc'i 
G«lbis, Erik’, Gwliandar. 
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Fol. if Two lines oj nuskhuri in the lower margin: the last two 
are trimmed off at the beginning: 

9"" 6 bgoDO^l) giobb 3"" 6 

Demetre, SutMk bis sister and parents, Kirakoz. To the left two 
semi-illegible words. 

Fol. ii^ One line oj nuskhuri in lower margin: 

oc‘:il)5b a)b^.sfoh‘”6l) 3'"61) ß^'^B 3ß?;’06gl) S'^Bh 
h'^Bhßncn^Bh 3"^6h ß)"^6 

loseb Tajarkhfln, Rostom, Elene, Khan S«lt’an. 

Below mt’iuli inscription in two lines, mentioning 50^(050 Gorgi, 

Fol. iz'" Another mt’iuli inscription. 

Fol. MtMuli inscription in one line in the upper margin^ and 
another in two lines in the lower margin mentioning 

ägöfoo^crj olibg ggggB 

Petriko, Isak, Evgen. 
A series of mfiuli inscriptions now follows: ff. ißr/v, 14V, isr/v, 
i6r/v, 17V, i8r/v, 23V, 29V together with some scrawls. 

Fol. 84^ In nuskhuri in the lower margin: 

O God, forgive the souh of sundry Giorgios. 

Fol. 86' At the end oj Matthew in the jree space is a jive line 
mtMuli inscription. 

Fol. Q2' In lower margin adscription oj jour lines in scrawly 
mkhedruli (s.i6) It Starts with an uncertain character; then: 

bbhgßooco^:* ß)8f6or>ob50D5;* 8b8ol)5:* dob^:* ß'5 bgßoob^cDb 

.^5 fob8^ . . ^5 gg^fiSS^B 3530)5856 a)gb5f>)a)5 

80)535(0 8oi^83b5 858gßn5o 83 g85ßnB3b ß)5 56g 

sgyoib 3(ogßoo5 g3Bob58^3 

In the name of God, of the Father, of the Son and of the Spirit 
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and.the race of men at the archmartyr of T’ukharisi 
(T’ukhart’a in ms.) shall conceal the properties and or (w) he 
shall be for us a captive unto eternity. 

FoL 100^ MtMuli adscription in five lines. 

FoL X02^ In small nuskhuri upstde down in lower margin: black 
ink: 

O Lord God, have mercy on Ro- 
manoz. Amen. Here also the drawing of a cross upside down. 

FoL 118'' Two words in mPiuli. 

FoL 12^'^ Five lines in mtHidi. 

FoL 130'^ On blank page jacing incipit of Luke three lines of 
sloping Gothic nuskhuri (s. 16/17); black ink: 

^30^^59:00 Ö^oDoBodg ^536)3600 

Soho 33 ßh<Tlf035ßl)5 <330)5 050)0)5 9”6l) 

ß)"^6 5"^6 30635 336” yc^o) o)^'"635 ß)"^B 5"^ 6 

O Christ God, have mercy on Lavrenti Bat’inidze and his consort 
in both lives. Amen. May God forgive their children. Amen. Ye 
whosoever shall give {lit. make) forgiveness, may God forgive you 
also. Amen. 

In the same hand after a gap of four lines: 

0?3^5^0 ^o6583c^‘”fol)5 3‘”6 to'^B 5‘”6 

May God forgive the higumen Ep’t’üme Devardze. Amen. 

FoL 134^ In small ornate mkhedruli in lower margin: black ink: 

85351)5 5301)5 (sic) bg?:oof)58o5(ol) 33^6^)33!:) fo'^B 5‘”6 

May God forgive my father Sult’ambars. Amen. 

FoL 143'^ Partial nuskhuri alphabet {Gothic) in lower margin. 

FoL 183'^ Coarse drawing of a human figure in the margin, tagged 
050)0 Matthew. 

*® Fol. 130V. The expression cinamdzghuari is Hterally “preceder,” equivalent to 
the Greek vpoffTdriji, or the Russian npeABOAHTejit. It is used both of clerical 
and secular dignitaries, but the clerical seems more likely here. 
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Fol, 203^ At end oj Luke adscription oj scribe discussed above 
(^p. 232). In the other column a coarse drawing oj a cross on a 

stand oj plaited work. Below in angular nuskhurii 

fooi96oil) 

^oo>l) CQä opg^b8b85a)5 8ol)a)b ^"’Bl) ß^'^B ^‘"B 

May God forgive Romanos and his parents. Amen. May God 

forgive Davit’ and his parents. Amen. Under this are a mtHuli 
scrawl and some crosses. 

Pol, 203^ On the blank page jacing the incipit oj John are the 
remains oj several adscriptions: the surjace oj the parchment has 

been somewhat scarified: 

(1) In highly ligatured 

.... of)o6 

(2) In nuskhuri: 

o<Til)fo8b6gl) ^"’Bl) to'^B 

The sinful Iosrmane(?). 

(3) ln nuskhuri', 

ohöh 8^63gfol) ,85a)gl) ^5)^ 8obo.^"B 

The soul of loseb Mangur... Mat’e and his_ 

(4) In coarse nuskhuri', 

g^ßbfo^bo 

O God, have mercy on the soul of Elaz'^ra. 

(5) Ten mfiuli characters. At foot coarse drawing of a cross. 

Fol, 226^ Very angular nuskhuri and black ink in upper margin: 

go^bgB S'^B to'^B doh 8ggß)^gl) 856085351) S'^B 

855f6gcr> 8«6 to'^B 5'”6 3^6 ß^'^B 5'”6 

P’ilsun, his consort Manisaka, Gabriel, Ela“zar. 
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FoL 2j6^ Angular süghtly rounded nuskhuri: greenish-black ink: 
in the lower margin oj pages en regard: 

8oioa)boi3g J'^gbg‘”6 d^b<^<y)pba eodgcig^oDbo go5 g)o^o 

^35^0^050 bg^i^oDb (D^b:- 

On the opposite page {joL 2jf): 

35foor)Cj;^5<T) o^y^b 8ßj5[?[^o 3o3o 3go^b boy'^^fo'j^l^obbß 

goci^go^bäß 30b 3g oo^f^^^Bgb 3® to'^B:- 

May God forgive lordane. O servant of Christ, have mercy and 
obtain for me forgiveness of sins and great compassion for our 
souls. Justly saith the apostle: “Fear createth love” — for a cer- 
tain sinful lordane. 

Fol. 2jo^ Irregulär rounded nuskhuri: black ink; in lower margin: 

gBoib(sic) n ^gf^d^goom 3b8b6^g^b 

3‘”6b c^'^B 3bf6gc/pbb gcjj^gß^ob 3‘”6b to'^B 

.. . . with length of days may God forgive Samandu^At. May God 

forgive Mkhiaruli Elg«ndi. 

Fol. 2^y Rough cross in outer margin. 

Fol. 2§f Several drawings of crosses in outer and lower margin. 

The implication to be drawn from these adscriptions appears 

to be that the MS. in the i6/i7th Century had been in some rela- 

tively accessible place, perhaps in a village church. The majority 
of the monasteries of Tao-Klarjet'ia had been abandoned by this 
period, as is shown by the history of sundry MSS., which had been 
written there, and are now elsewhere in the Caucasus. The evi- 

dence also preponderates to localize this second habitat some- 
where in Guria. 

We now turn to the colophon. Though this important document 
is incomplete, lacking as it does the date, which was almost cer- 

Fol. 250'^. Mkhiaruli means joyful, glad, and may be used here in the sense 
of the Greek (xaK&pios^ German selig, in speaking of the departed. If so, it is a very 
uncommon expression; we have never seen it used as a name. 
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tainly added at the end, and despite the fact that the script has 
suffered defacement and rubbing, what is preserved is still 

legible. Colophons in Georgian MSS., like those of their Armenian 
congeners, frequently tend to be extremely lengthy. They often 

Start off, as in this case, with a series of invocations — ‘by the aid 

of/ etc. The first column is rather illegible, but the various powers 

and personages mentioned can be ascertained. 

05001)500)5 ^5 00 
« 

^03600)5 dob5ßO)5 ^05 05^^00)5 

bg?:^^ol)5 ^'"ob5ßa)5 50ob 

^"ob5 b5055ob5 a)5y356ob b5 

g0809:nob5 0Oi055Pt3'0OOa)5 ^5 

85goy«oo)5 ^'"ob5 ^5 

^05g?:^ob5 ß)”a)ob 83oi505:oob5 

8"b ^^c]?^g^ob5 85foo58oboa)5 ^5 

8c^o3f605oo)5 ßboci30^b 8yoi 

g05[oob5 55(^OOib6ob5 ^'^00)5 

g05 ^^ob5 80)535^6 5650CJ>O5bob5ß 

0)5; ^5 ^“ob5 00^563 65 

o>5i:oob 0ß003c:j;iob5ßO)5 505 ^“a)5 

8Q^?:^a)5ßOf)5 ^05 ^“o)5 ^065 

^y?^’0D5ßa)5 ^5 ^'"0)5 00^^500 

O>5Q0f)5 ^5 ^“a)5 0£O^]O0^a) 00^ 

0^og5foo)5ßa)5 ^>5 ^^^0)5 05 

050)500)5 ^5 ^‘”ob5 050ob5 B'"6ob5 

b555oboOf)5 ^5 ^"^0)5 ^“^0)5 

^]05 60Oob 8yOig0^O)5 0oba)5 

80Olb05oOf)5 

^0 5^0^000^ g05 00 

3c?^?0 ^0^0 ß)ofob 30^00600) 
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^3o^5)ol)b b3ob bs 

b^fogÖob^ ^äßfobb^ 3o65 

^5)og)bb Ög^ocobb bb^oi^ga^bb 

^"^ob5 ß)'"of)ob 33ca5gs^?:^ob5bb 

bb^ocieaa^^^Q Sosaw^ b'^Bod^ 

bg355(5 a^ob 

OD^aob^ ODjb 5p5 330^0)5 8'"od 

0D5 on^b ^^ßOCDob (Djb g05 

ö^^fo^^ob oD^b cpä bb^oigaa 

a)b3ob5 B'^Bobb (D^b 

330^0)5 B'^Ba)^ cr>^h 80^53^ 

ob (Ojb ^]05 85f0058ob (O^b 

onbggB^ßb oD'^b cob 3g35B 

ob oD^b: gob b5^o:iö33^5go 

bg^b^i 83oi5a^^^ B^Bobb^ go[5] 

830^0)5 B'"Bof)5b5; 

fooib(5oi3ob a)5b gob ^5^ 

3ofogob^ob a)5b go5 ^^63^1 

The first column of the colophon reads: “By the mercy of the 

Father and the aid of the Son and the grace of the Holy Ghost, of 
this venerable Trinity and the grace of the saintly and wholly 

glorioüs Mother of God, the ever Virgin Mariam, and by the power 
of the life-giving and venerable Cross, and of the holy archangel, 

and of St. John the Baptist, and of the holy apostles, and of the 
holy prophets, and of the holy martyrs, and of the holy arch- 
prelates, and of all the fathers, and of our holy father Sabay, and 
of all the saintly ones and of those doing his will through inter- 
cession’^; here the second column begins. This is all legible. We 
translate this also: 

“I, the lowly Gabriel and my consort,®® we have become worthy 

” ^83^^8 “ hence she is certainly his lawful consort. 
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of having this sacred Gospel written in the great lavra oj Bert^ay, 

the abode of the Holy Mother of God, so as to pray for our 

kings,^^ Sumbat, Prince of Princes, and for his sons, for Davit' 
and for Bagrat (and) as a prayer for ourselves and for our sons 

Mik'ael and Mariam and for T'agunay^^ and for Susani, for the 

souh of our parents (and)^^ for our sons Rostom and Georgi, for 

Mirdat and for all the depar/ted . . Two pages are missing 
from the MS. 

The dosest parallel which we have found to this text from the 
point of view of form is the colophon of the Gospels of Djruc, 
which were written at §atberd in the year 936. Of this unfortu- 

nately we have only available the text as published by B rosset 
{Voyage archeologique au Caucase^ 12® livraison (St. Petersburg, 
1851), pp. 83-5. It is now in the library of the Georgian Sodety 
for History and Ethnography (no. 1667 according to Baltrusaitis; 

see below, note 151). The MS. was brought to Tiflis by E. 
T'aqaisvili in 1920, when Blake made a fleeting examination of it. 

The text reads, discounting some obvious neologisms: 

Cjofoh 30^896 83 3^0030^^ 

355^603^ 8^^g)3^a)b 65foB33ol)b(ß)a)5 

83^31)5 ^081)5 l)385b(8)l) 

9D5 8389030^8^50 83o^ 

539^0)5 8ooS85ßol) OO^b OO^^gGb^^nob 

(I)^®, Gregory have be- 
come worthy of writing 

this holy gospel through 

the hand of Gabriel the 
lowest of priests first as a 
prayer to my king Sum- 

bat and afterwards for 
my parents Mirmac' and 

Queer, for Sumbat was never king, and is here called by his proper title 

“prince of princes.” There seems to be no g)5 “and” in the MS. 

“To be taken here in the sense of “children.” 

“Peculiar name: possible we should read Ragunay (t‘ for r), feminine of 

Raguen, a name which occurs among the Bagratids at this epoch. T’agunay should 

mean a little mouse (from 0:153:5 t’agü), yet the colophon of the Djruc Gospels 

gives US the name T’agunal — also feminine. 

®^Apparently traces in the MS.; this should be supplied, as the children are dead. 
“ Armenian Mihrdat — Mithridates. 

“83 is added by D. Bak’radze, Sak’arVvelos istoria^ Tiflis 1889, p. 233. It is 

not quite clear if he recollated the text. 

bg8Ö5^b is in capitals. 

“8ofo85Qob seems most suspicious: I am inclined to think we have here a 

mistake or a misreading for üoco^o^^ob Mirdat; and ß are easily confused 
in nuskhuri. 
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0)5 ^bcr>i> BgOoDb 

0)5 ^05 a)565Qtca3f095g^ol)5 B980I) 

50)5 l)53l)fo5^]0 ^]05 333^05^00)5 hb 

0^5fo00i6ol) 0)5!) ^05 

^53g^ob 0)5!) ... 

^50^9^05 ^8o^]05ß gl)g I)5l35f0955ß 

^3C?’oo)5 3605^5) 

8Bl)fog3g^ob5 35Sfoo0^ol)5 0)565 

39^93600)5 ^5 80^^)35^9500)5 

355foo9?::^ol)5(ß)o)5 ^5 390^^6301)00)5 

^65890)3 OQO^O 33C!J>b 80^^306955(0) 

85639691) ^8o^5l)5 580b b5b5f6 

95ob5 505^9f65b5 . . , 

TO5b5558o^356 ^9C]?6o oy369b 6^8 

^0^^60^6030^60 oyoi ^663 

T^agunali and for my 
brothers and sisters and 
for my life’s companion 

as an expiation of sins and 
in memory of the deceased 
Ilarion and Dasei. 

This holy Gospel was 
written at Satberd by the 
hand of the ignorant scrib- 

bler Gabriel and with the 
aid and efforts of Gabriel 

and Georgi, for great zeal 
did they manifest me in 
the writing of this Holy 
Gospel. 

The years from the cre- 
ation were 6540; the pas- 
chal cycle was 156. 

What do we learn from the colophon of our MS.? In summariz- 
ing the facts, we shall endeavor to comment on and to explain 
them. 

(i) The KTrjTOip of the MS. does not mention his family name: 

he is married and has children. Whatever were his rank or dass, 

O)53365^ob; see above, note 53. One might think that the holy father 

Sabay in the Bert’ay colophon might possibly be the Sabay, abbot of Iskhan, who 
is mentioned in the life of St. Gregory of Khandzt’a (Peeters, Histoires monastiques 
gSorgiennes, AB XXXVI-XXXVII, 237, 238, 250). Saba is to be dated at Iskhan 
around 833; it is there that St. Gregory hears of the death of King Asot (833). 
This conjecture has some Support through the fact that the ktetor of the Bert’ay 
gospels has a daughter T’agunay, while the mother of the scribe of the Djruc Gos¬ 
pels is called T’agunali. If the Bert’ay Codex belongs to the ninth Century, these 
persons might be identical. This is indeed possible, for -ali is used in Lazo- 
Mingrelian as a feminine ending, but the identification runs into other difficulties 
which are set forth above in the text. It seems more natural to assume that Sabay 
is the abbot of Bert’ay. At the same time it appears highly probable that some 
family connection exists between the groups of persons mentioned in the two 
colophons. 

“ a)565ßbt‘:i3f653^ob5 698ob5a)5] Brosset’s rendering of this is clearly 

wrong. He translates it: “pour les miens propres,” making it refer to sins. The 
Word can only mean “who has lived together with,” and necessarily implies a wife 
or a concubine. Compare the consort in our MS. The construction is somewhat 
awkward, which is not uncommon in colophons. 
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he holds sway over a considerable area, and over groups of per- 
sons who are termed “gatherings"’ The fact that 

he is married does not exdude the possibility of his having been 
an ecclesiastic, as chorepiscopi at this period in the Caucasus fre- 

quently had families, and in one instance at least, the son suc- 
ceeded his father in the see.®^ Documents are scarce for this 
period, Charters are non-existent, and our chief source of informa- 
tion is a hagiographical text, the life of St. Gregory of Khandzt’a, 

written ca. 951.®^ A careful perusal of this document does indeed 
reveal two persons named Gabriel,®® but not enough data are given 
on either of them to enable us to identify him with our KTqroip. 
His wife is not mentioned by name, and three of their children 
appear to be deceased. The ovofiaata shows a distinct Armenian 
tinge, which is to be expected for the place and period. 

(2) This MS. was written during the lifetime of “our kings 

{mefet^a) Sumbat, prince of princes {erist’avfa erisVaviy^ and 
his sons Davit’ and Bagrat.” The complicated genealogy of the 

Georgian Bagratids at this period has been studied by Marquart 
and by Javakhisvili.®^ Though not all the stemma is certain, we 

stand, it would seem, on reasonably secure ground in the case of 
the two Sumbats who alone come into the picture.®® Both of them 

®^See the Georgian Chronicle ed. Brosset (Text p. 197-Translation 278) for the 
mention of Kvirike and P’adla. 

Edited by N. Marr, tiiie sv. Grigorija ChandzViskago (Texty i Razyskanija 
po armjano-gruzinskoi filologii, VII, St. Petersburg, 1911) from the unique MS. 
(Cod. 2) at Jerusalem. Latin translation by P. Peeters in Histoires monastiques 
gSorgiennes (Analecta Bollandiana, XXXVI-XXXVII), Brussels, 1923, 207 ff. 

Gabriel Dananc’ul, pp. 92-95; Gabriel the teacher {modzghuari), p, 150. 

** 0tool)a)b^‘^o erisVavi, lit. “head of the people.” On this term see I. Dzavakhov, 

Gosudarstvennyi stroi drevnei Gruzii i drevnei Armenii (Texty i Razyskaniya, VIII, 
St. Petersburg, 1905), 67-70; W. E. D. Allen, 1. c., 237 ff. 

“J. Marquart, Osteuropäische und ostasiatische Streijzüge (Leipzig 1903), 
pp. 431 ff.; I. Javakhisvilij K*art*vel eris istoria, 11 (Tiflis, 1913), 708. 

A succinct but clear discussion of the sources of the Georgian Chronicle 
{K^arVlis C'khovreba — Life of Kart’li) is given by C. Toumanoff, “On the Rela¬ 
tionship between the founder of the Empire of Trebizond and the Georgian Queen 
Thamar,” Speculunt, XV (1940), 299-312, especially pp. 311-312. The earlier 
section was pieced together in the i8th Century from two documents: (i) a chron¬ 
icle written in the iith Century by Leonti Mroveli, which dealt with the earlier 
section of Georgian history and (2) the chronicle of Sumbat Bagratuni, the son of 
Davit’, which treats of the history of the Bagratid dynasty. The discovery of the 
so-called MS. of Queen Mariam, where the texts are still undivided, has enabled 
US to separate out the component elements. The Information which we derive from 
the chronicle of Sumbat on the history of Tao-Klardjet’ia in the lOth Century is 
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had sons of these names, and both were princes of Artanuj. The 
elder died in the year 889 a.d., while the younger (his grandson) 
passed away in the year 988 a.d. We incline to the younger of the 

two in view of the following considerations; 
(a) The younger Sumbat's sons were, in Order of age, Davit’ 

(d. 1012) and Bagrat (d. 988, a few months after his father); in 
his grandfather’s case, the order is reversed.®^ 

(b) The younger Sumbat, we know, became prince of Artanuj 

after the death of his distant cousin Gurgen, the lord of Quel (941), 
and then assumed the title of prince of princes.®® His father Davit’ 

had borne the title of mamp’ali — ®® tanuter. 

(c) We have no evidence for the existence of the cloister of 
Bert’ay where the MS. was written, in the days of the earlier 

Sumbat (see below). 
(d) The character of the script and of the parchment points to 

the loth Century rather than the gth (see above). 
(3) The MS. was written “as a prayer for . . . Sumbat . . . , 

Davit’ and Bagrat.” The Georgian form ^^>^0^0335:0590 saloc^velad 

is termed by the native grammarians the supine, and implies, as it 
were, an act of prayer. The use of this expression reinforces the 

suspicion that the /crT^rcop was an ecclesiastic. 
(4) The monastery of Bert’ay (lü. yepovroiv — a genitive 

plural declined as a nominative in the Georgian style) is a well- 
known cloister; its ruins have been visited and described by 
N. Marr.^® The cloister is mentioned in the life of St. Gregory of 

Khandzt’a as among those lying near Khandzt’a. It lies on the 
other side of the Imerkhevi NW by N from Artanuj. The only 

exceedingly scanty, being hardly more than a dry epitome of genealogical facts. 
Most of our Information comes from the life of St. Gregory of Khandzt’a (cf. supra 
note 30), and the rest from Armenian and Byzantine sources. 

®^See the chronicle of Sumbat as edited by E. T’aqaisvili, IS.oOo 

(Tiflis, 1890), pp. 62-64 = Queen Mariam MS. ed. TaqaisviÜ Tiflis 

1906, 348 = ed. Brosset, 192-3 and 200. 

“Cf. the stemmata in Marquart and Javakhi^vili, 11. cc. 

“The term 858o]59^o mamp^aXi appears to be an older equivalent for 

8585l)5h^ol)o mamasakhlisi, ‘the head of the clan,’ and the counterpart of the 
Armenian tanuter', see Djavakhov, Gosudarstvennyi stroi, loo—io6. 

'^®N. Marr, Dnevnik putehstvija Po SavseViju i po Tao-Klardzet’iju, in the 

Life of St. Gregory of KhandzVa, pp. 168-71 and plate 56. The expression 53(^0 

beri is frequently used in Georgian for monk: cf. Bert^ubani “the Street of the 

ancients,” a cloister in the area east of Tiflis. 
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other MS. which we know of as having been written there are the 

Gospels described by Kondakov and Bak^radze in 1890 and which 

at that time was in the monastery of Gelat’i {Opis^ pamyatnikov 

etc., pp. 44-7)* This MS. is relatively late in date, to judge by the 
description of the miniatures. 

The textual importance of the MS. is considerable, but less than 
we had hoped. Its relations with the other Contemporary MSS. 

are likewise less simple than they had appeared at the time of the 
first communication.^^ 

The Gospels of Bert'ay, which we here denote by C, is not akin 
to the Adysh Gospels (a. 897 at Satberd), but represents a stage 
intermediate between the Gospels of Opiza (a. 913) — A and 
those of Tbet’ (a. 995) — B. The textual affiliations in the indi¬ 
vidual Gospels, however, are not identical, and it is possible that 
a complete collation will uncover further Variation, so that any 

Statements made here must definitely be considered as provisional 
in their nature. 

In Matthew, Luke and John the text of C is much closer to B. 
The majority of the larger variants in B are represented in C, but 

in a number of small points C agrees with A. In the Gospel of 
Mark the Situation is exactly the reverse; here the major variants 

go with A, but there are a number of minor agreements with B. 
The numerical proportion is about the same in both categories to 

judge by some partial checks. The simplest hypothesis to explain 
this state of affairs appears to be to assume that we have two 

different MSS. as the archetype of C. In Matthew, Luke and John 
it was an A type MS. revised by a B type, while in Mark it was 

the other way round. A itself was not the direct archetype, as 
none of its errors appear in C, and B's date excludes it also, as it 
is certainly later than C. C, moreover, exhibits a number of singu¬ 

lär readings, which appear to me for the most part to be stylistic 
and verbal in their nature rather than textual. A full discussion 

of these points, however, must be deferred to another time and 
place. 

At that time the deductions had been made on a considerable section of the 
text of Mark, but a study subsequently made of sections of the other Gospels 
materially modified these tentative conclusions. 
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The Miniatures 

Fols. Portraits of Evangelists. (PI. I, fig. 1-2) The minia¬ 

tures are framed by a plain band, painted purplish red on folio i'" 
and indian red on The evangelists stand in pairs on a dull 
green ground, turned slightly towards one another, holding the 
closed book of the gospels in their left hands. Matthew rests his 
right hand on the book; Mark, Luke and John are blessing. The 
upper part of the background, as far down as the shoulders of the 

evangelists, is ultramarine, and on it may be seen the names of 

the evangelists, painted in white Capital letters which show some 

of the characteristic forms used by one of the scribes of the manu- 
script. These names are written again on the gold nimbuses in a 
minuscule of later date. From the shoulders of the evangelists 

down to the hem of their garments, the background is in a heavier 
layer of indigo blue. Matthew is clad in a dark brown chiton and 
a lighter brown himation; Mark has an indigo blue chiton and an 

olive green himation; Luke's chiton is of the same brown as that 
of Matthew and his himation of the same shade of green as that 
of Mark; John’s chiton is also olive green and his himation is 
red-violet. The nimbuses are gold, with an indian red border on 
folio and a vermilion border on folio 2^ 

There are obvious evidences of repainting. The indigo blue 
background covers part of the original ultramarine; although the 

bare parchment appears wherever the paint has flaked off, brush 
strokes of indigo blue overlap the ultramarine where the two 
colors meet. At the time of repainting the background was prob- 

ably extended, leaving only a narrow Strip of green below, since 
in other manuscripts the foreground usually occupies about one- 

fifth of the total height of the picture; in the Adysh Gospel, of 
the year 897, it takes up almost half the height of the miniature. 

(PL II, fig. 3.) 
Folio (PI. I, fig. i) has suffered more at the hand of the re- 

storer than folio 2^ The heads of Matthew and Mark differ in 
shape from those of Luke and John; they are narrow and long and 
fit awkwardly on to the thin neck. The cheeks and the hair are 
barely modeled, the features are stylized; dark shadows form a 

Folio iv measures 16.8 x 21.5 cm.; folio 2, 17 x 21.3 cm. 
” Materialy, XIV, pl. I-II. 
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decorative pattem around the eyes and a sharp triangle above the 

bridge of the nose; heavy red and black lines prolong the eyelids 

and give a stränge appearance to the faces. The narrowness 
of Matthew’s head is partly due to the flaking off of the paint 
above the right ear and partly to repainting; to the left of the 

present outline of the head one can detect traces of the earlier 
painting and the gold leaf of the nimbus has cut off the left cheek 
and forehead. The proportions of the body have also been 
slightly modified. The indigo blue background overlaps on 
Matthew's right arm, from the shoulder to the elbow; it covers 
up part of Mark’s left shoulder and the outer edge of his chiton, 
along the right leg, thus reducing the width of the figures. The 
main lines of the folds and their general direction have not been 
changed, but the numerous high lights and small shadow lines 
were probably added by the restorer. Markts draperies have been 
entirely repainted. 

The portraits on folio 2*^ (PI. I, fig. 2) give a better idea of the 

original appearance. Luke's head, rounder in shape, rests firmly 
on his shoulders; the neck is correctly drawn with a curved out¬ 

line instead of the straight diagonal line which seems to cut into 
the jaw in Matthew^s portrait. The face is more carefully mod- 
eled; the eyelids are less sharply drawn and they are not prolonged 

in the exaggerated manner of the preceding examples; the shadows 

are not as deep and sharp nor do they form a conventional pattem. 
The gold nimbus is circular and not slightly oblate; it is bordered 
with the vermilion used in the canon tables instead of the muddy 
red of the opposite page. The body, with its broad shoulders and 

easy pose, gives an Impression of stability lacking in the portraits 
of Matthew and Mark. The figure of Luke seems to have been 
retouched rather than repainted. High lights and shadows are 

added once again to the draperies; but the earlier painting ap- 
pears without any alterations in some parts, for instance, in the 
left foot. The portrait of John, although less well preserved, best 

retains the original form. The head is round and solid, with a 
broad forehead. The contour line of the face, on which we see the 
green underpainting, curves down to the chin instead of being a 
straight line as in the portraits of Matthew and Mark; the neck 
is correctly drawn and the whole figure gives the same Impression 
of stability as that of Luke. The hands, particularly the left one, 
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are well drawn; the broad solid shape is in marked contrast with 
the long boneless fingers of Matthew’s right hand. The chiton 
has been repainted but the himation appears to be virtually un- 
touched; the paint is thinner and most of the high lights differ 
from the heavy white lines on the other portraits. 

Wherever the original painting seems to have survived, the 
colors are similar to those used in the canon tables: for instance 

the ultramarine of the upper part of the background; the red- 
violet of John’s himation; the vermilion border of the nimbuses 
of Luke and John. This would indicate that the portraits were 

painted at the same time as the canon tables. The style, so far as 
it can be detected under the repainting, resembles that of tenth 

Century paintings. The figures are slightly more elongated than 
those of the ninth-century Adysh Gospel but not as much as 
those of eleventh-century Byzantine and Georgian manuscripts. 

They may be compared to the evangelists in Paris Gr. 70 or 
Vienna, Cod. Theol. gr. 240^"^ though they lack the elegance of 
these Constantinopolitan works. The round head-shape of John 

has its dosest parallel in the portraits of the younger prophets in 
the Turin Manuscript, Univ. Libr. Cod. B 1.2?^ It is impossible 

to assign a date to the repainting, which may have been done any 
time after the fourteenth Century. 

The iconography also points to the tenth Century. The Standing 
evangelist virtually disappears from Byzantine manuscripts after 

this date but it is retained in a few Armenian examples: Venice 
San Lazzaro No. 887 of the year 1007 (PI. II, fig. 4);^® Etchmi- 
adzin no. 362 of the year 1057.^^ The seated evangelist is the usual 

eleventh-century type in both countries.^® In Georgia, the Adysh 

H. Omont, Miniatures des plus anciens manuscrits grecs de la ßiblioMque 
Nationale (Paris, 1929), pl. 79; H. Gerstinger, Die griechische Buchmalerei (Vienna, 
1926), pl. IX. Also some of the prophets in Chigt R. VlU, 54: A. M. Friend, Jr., 
*‘The Portraits of the Evangelists in Greek and Latin Manuscripts,” Art Studies^ V 

(1927), fig. 41-43* 
^®K. Weitzmann, Die byzantinische Buchmalerei des g. und 10. Jahrhunderts 

(Berlin, 1935), fig. 210. 
Weitzmann, Die armenische Buchmalerei des 10. und beginnenden ii. 

Jahrhunderts (Istambuler Forschungen IV. Bamberg, 1933), pl. IX, 31-32. The 
Standing type appears even in a late twelfth Century manuscript, Venice S. Lazzaro 
no. 961, dated 1181. 

F. Macler, Miniatures arminiennes. Vie du Christ^ Peintures ornementales 
au XF/c siecle (Paris, 1913), pl. XIV, 27. 

For the Armenian examples see A. M. Friend, Jr., “The Portraits of the 
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Gospel shows the mixed type; Mark seated, Luke and John Stand¬ 
ing/® (PI. II; fig. 3.) The only tenth-century manuscript with 
evangelist portraits is the Djruc Gospel written in 936 at Satberd, 
a neighboring monastery to Bert’ay; unfortunately no description 

or reproductions of these miniatures are available.®® In all 
eleventh-century Georgian Gospels we find the seated portrait 
type.®^ 

The Bert'ay evangelists, Standing in pairs and turned slightly 
towards one another; repeat the attitudes of Luke and John in the 
Adysh Gospel. In the ninth and tenth-century Byzantine manu- 

scripts the evangelists are always represented separately, Stand¬ 
ing full face or in profile, each one opposite the first page of his 
Gospel.®^ The evangelist portraits of Armenian Gospels of the 
tenth and early eleventh centuries are closer to the Georgian 

Evangelists in Greek and Latin Manuscripts,” Part 11, Art Studies, VII (1929), 24- 
26. Most of the manuscripts mentioned are of the twelfth Century, or later, but the 
change began in the eleventh Century, as evidenced by Venice, S. Lazzaro no. 1400 
(Weitzman, Die arm. Buchmalerei, XI, 39, XII) and other manuscripts hitherto 
unpublished. 

Materialy, XIV, pl. I-III. This type, with two evangelists seated almost in 
front view, has been identified by Friend as the Antiochene (Art Studies, VII 
[1929], pp. 4-9). In addition to these portraits in the Adysh Gospel, there is a 
quatrefoil with the busts of the evangelists between the lobes (Materialy, XIV, 
pl. III). 

M. Brosset, Rapport sur un voyage archiologique dans la Giorgie et dans 
VArminie execute en 1847-1848 (St. Petersburg, 1850-1851) ize rapport, pp. 83-84. 
He does not speak of the evangelists but they are mentioned by Kondakov and 
Bak’radze, Opis* Pamjatnikov drevnosti v nekotorich khramach i monastyrjach 
Gruzii (St. Petersburg, 1890), pp. 153-154. 

Mestia Gospel, written at the monastery of Oska in 1033 [Materialy, X, 
149-150); Lafskhali Gospel (Ibid., p. 150-153, fig. 84-86; for the correct dating 
see Appendix, p. 16); Alaverd Gospel written in 1054 at the monastery of Kalipos 
in Bithynia (Th. D. 2ordania, Opisanie gruzinskich rukopisej Ti^iisskago Cerkovkago 
Museja Kartalino-Kakhetinskago Duchovenstva, II [Tiflis, 1902], 46-51; Materialy, 
VII, 10-20); Pizounda Gospel (W. Stassoff, Vornement slave et oriental d’aprh les 
manuscrits anciens et modernes [St. Petersburg, 1887], pl. CXLIX, fig. 25); 
A. A. Tsagareli, Svedienija 0 pamiainikakh gruzinskoV pismennosti, I, 22-23); 
Gelat’i Gospel (N. Pokrovski, “Opisanie miniatjur gelatskago evangelija,” Zapiski 
otd. russk. i slav. arch. Imp. russk. arch. oblcestva, t. IV, pp. 255-311). One may 
mention also the miniatures added to the Tbet’ Gospel of the year 995 even though 
these were imported from Constantinople (R. P. Blakers photographs). 

Friend has pointed out that the evangelist standing in profile is probably de- 
rived from the “Presentation type,’’ in which he was shown advancing towards 
Christ and offering Hirn the book of the Gospels. The only surviving Greek example 
of this type is the eleventh-century manuscript of the Vatican, Gr. 756 (Friend, 
Art Studies, V [1927], 133 and fig. 84-^5). 
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types. They are painted at the beginning of the manuscript, 
usually two on one page,^® occasionally all four together.®^ The 
full face pose of these tenth-century examples may be due to the 
fact that the figures usually stand under an arcade and are sepa- 
rated from one another by a column; in the Gospel formerly in 
the Sevadjian collection* no, 5 and in Etchmiadzin no. 362^^ 

where all four evangelists are represented on the same page, they 
are turned slightly towards one another. Such works as the sixth 
Century ivory panels of the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, 

the Rabbula Gospel of the year 586, the seventh-century painted 
book covers of the Freer Gallery in Washington,®^ show that this 

manner of grouping the evangelists in pairs goes back to an early 
date. Armenian and Georgian painting, being very conservative, 

has retained this primitive type which disappears from Byzantine 

Gospels, though it still survives in an eleventh-century manu- 
script of the Acts, Epistles and Apocalypse {Vat. gr. 1208), where 
the authors are grouped in twos and are sometimes turned slightly 
towards one another.®® 

Another conservative trait of the Bert’ay Gospel appears in the 
portrayal of John as a young, beardless man. This iconographic 
type, known by the Syriac Gospel of Rabbula,®® is never used for 
the evangelist portrait by Byzantine artists, although in New 

Testament illustrations, for instance in the Crucifixion, the Last 
Supper and other scenes, John continues to be represented as 

beardless. In Georgia, the youthful evangelist occurs in the Adysh 

^Etchmiadzin 22g of the year 989; Baltimore, Walters 537 of the year 966; 
Jerusalem 2555-, New York, Morgan 78g\ Venice, S. Lazzaro 887 of the year 1007. 

Vienna, Mekhitharist Libr. 6g7. The page is divided by a horizontal line; two 
evangelists stand above, two below (Mader, Min. arm., pl. VIII, 16); Sevadjian $ 
(Mader, Documents d*art arminten. De arte iüustrandi. Collections diverses [Paris 
1924], pl. VI; Jerusalem 1024: the four evangelists are represented twice, on fol. 
6^ and fol. 7V; Etchmiadzin 362 of the year 1057 (Mader, Min. arm., pl. XIV, 27). 

See note 84. The evangelists stand under arches but, in spite of the difference 
in the setting, one may recognize a type similar to that of the Bert’ay Gospel: 
Matthew rests his right hand on the book of the Gospels; Mark and Luke are 
blessing; John differs, he is shown holding out his book to Luke. The Mlk’e Gospel 
can be induded in this general group even though each evangelist is represented on 
a separate page, for when the manuscript is open they appear in pairs, turned 
towards one another. Weitzmann, Die arm. Buchmalerei, pl. III. 

“Mader, Min. arm., pl. XIV 27. 
®^Friend, Art Studies, V (1927), fig. 21-24; Ibid., VII (1929), fig. 1-2. 
“Friend, Art Studies, V (1927), fig. 92-94. 
“Friend, Art Studies, VII (1929), fig. i. 
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Gospel but not in any of the eleventh Century manuscripts. 
Armenian works of the tenth Century have the Byzantine, elderly 

figure; however the eleventh-century Gospel of Etchmiadzin, no. 

shows that the beardless type was known in this region until 
a fairly late date, even though it was not generally used. 

Thus, the Bert'ay evangelists are similar to tenth-century ex- 
amples both in style and iconography and must be Contemporary 

with the manuscript. The place which has been assigned to them, 
the grouping in pairs, bring them closer to Armenian works than 
to the Byzantine. Georgians and Armenians were familiär with 
two traditions of evangelist portraits; the mixed Antiochene type 
of the Rabbula Gospel followed in Georgia in the Adysh Gospel 
and in Armenia in the Mlk^e Gospel; the Standing Alexandrian 
type used in the Bert’ay Gospel and in the majority of Armenian 
manuscripts of the tenth and early eleventh centuries.®^ 

Folios 3-5^ (PI. III-VII.) The canon tables are inscribed 
under decorative arcades formed by a large semicircular arch 
supported by two columns.®^ The number of each canon, the 

Initials of the evangelist and the first pericope are written in red 
ink; the other pericopes are in a light sepia ink similar to that used 

for the text of the Gospels. Vertical red lines, often carelessly 
drawn, separate the rows of pericope numbers from one another, 
but the titles in red ink are the only means of marking the passage 

from one canon to the next, when more than one is written in the 
same column. 

The distribution of the tables is as follows; folio 3""'', canon I; 
folio 4"^, canon II from pericope 216 to the end; folio 4^", canons III 

and IV; folio 5"^, canons V and VI; folio S"", canons VII to X 
(Matthew and Mark). Three folios are assuredly missing: A, 
between folios 2 and 3, which must have had the letter of Eusebius 
written on the recto and verso; B, between folios 3 and 4, with the 

^Matenaly, XIV, pl. I-II. 
®^Macler, Min. arm., pl. XIV, 27. 

®^Friend, Art Studiesy VII (1929), 22-24; see also above notes 83 and 84. 
The arcades are not exactly uniform in size. The following measurements indi- 

cate the width from the outer edge of one column to that of the other, and the 
height from the crown of the arch to the bottom of the base: fol. 3^, 12.5 x 20.2 cm.; 
fol. 3V, 12.5 X 20.3 cm.; fol. 4*’, 12.5 x 20.5 cm.; fol. 4'', 12.5 x 18.5 cm.; fol. S*“, 
12.7 X 19.S cm.; fol. S'", 12.5 x 18.3 cm. There are variations also in the height of 
the arch itself: fol. 3*" and 3^, 6.5 cm.; fol. 4^, 8 cm.; fol. 4V, 6.2 cm,; fol. 5^ 6 cm.; 
fol. 5V, 6.1 cm. 
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beginning of canon II; C alter folio 5, with the second half of 
Canon X on the recto, that is, the pericopes from Luke and John. 

Folios I and 2, 4 and 5 form each a conjugate; the stub of a 
leaf is visible on the recto of folio 3, so that the folios must have 
been grouped in a most unusual manner. 

I 2 A 
I 

I 

__I L 

I shall attempt to explain this grouping after I have described 
the decoration. 

Folio 3^ (PI. III, fig. 5.) The arch, slightly flattened from the 
semicircular, is decorated with two meanders of twisted ribbon 

painted blue and red-violet, which, meeting at regulär intervals, 
form a succession of curvilinear lozenges; long leaves with up- 

turned tips and small dots are painted in the intervals against the 
blue background. Narrow gold and vermilion bands, separated by 
thick black lines, border the arch on both sides; similar bands 

constitute the architrave. The lunette is decorated with a gold 
cross, inscribed in a circular vermilion band, which is flanked by 
two birds, now half effaced; the background is ultramarine. The 

arch is crowned with a basket of fruit, framed by half-acanthus 
leaves and confronted birds. Large tulip-like flowers spring from 
the outer rim of the arch; an acanthus leaf, with a bird perched 

on it, forms the acroterion motif on each side. The heavy ultra¬ 
marine columns, with a cushioned base, rest on a narrow vermilion 

band drawn across the width of the page; the Corinthian capitals 
are light red-violet and have a golden abacus. 

Folio 3"" (PI. IV, fig. 7) is similar in its general design to the 
preceding page, differing only in some of the ornamental detail. 
The arch is decorated with red-violet, blue, green beads and ver¬ 
milion dots; the narrow bands which frame it and those which 
form the architrave are yellow and vermilion. The background 
of the lunette is vermilion with dark red dots; the birds at the 
sides of the blue medallion with inscribed gold cross appear to 
have been repainted. The columns are red-violet, the capitals 
gold with blue abacus. 

Folio 4^ (PI. V, fig. 9.) The arch, wider than the previous ones, 
is filled with a row of upright acanthus leaves whose tips bend to 
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the left. Proceeding from left to right, these acanthus leaves are 

painted in a regulär sequence of ultramarine, red-violet and green 
against an ultramarine background. The arch is crowned with a 
bunch of flowers in a small vase and large red dots are painted at 
haphazard around it. From its outer rim, two formal palm trees 
project diagonally; the usual acanthus leaves and birds form the 

acroteria. Instead of an architrave, we see five small arches, 
separated from the rest of the lunette by a light blue line drawn 
between two darker ones. The indigo blue of the lunette, as well 
as the red and black lines which border the small arches and give 
them a horseshoe shape, seem to be the work of the repainter. 
There may have been only three arches originally; the narrow 
misshapen ones at each end are probably due to the repainter who 
has brought down the curved lines instead of letting them lean 

against the large arch, as they do on the verso of this same folio. 

The repainting of the narrow bands may also be responsible for 
the horseshoe Silhouette of the inner rim of the large arch, for the 
original red band, visible on the right side, follows the semicircular 
contour of the outer rim. The columns are vermilion, the capitals 

appear to be repainted; they are indigo blue with white dots. The 
abacus is gold. 

Folio 4^. (PI. V, fig. IO.) The arch, slightly flattened from the 

semicircular, is set in and overhangs the supporting columns; it is 

decorated with a pomegranate rinceau and bordered with yellow 
and vermilion bands. The crowning motif is composed of a stylized 
leaf framed by half palmettes with birds perched on them. Green 
cones, with olive green lines drawn diagonally across them, project 
from the outer rim of the arch. Birds and three-lobed leaves, 

which rest on bases imitating those of chalices, touch the tips of 
these cones. The usual acroterion motives of the acanthus and 

bird project from the extended base of the arch. Instead of the 
architrave we see once again small arches opening into the lunette 
which, in this case, has the shape of a golden half-dome with traces 
of red radiating lines. The columns were ultramarine; the capitals 

red-violet with gold abacus. 
Folio 5". (PI. VI, fig. II.) The wide arch, slightly flattened from 

the semicircular, is set in from the supporting columns and rests 
partly on the architrave. It is bordered with gold and vermilion 
bands, and decorated with a half effaced geometric design formed 
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of alternating swastikas in ultramarine and red-violet, and ultra¬ 
marine triangles. The golden cross of the lunette, unlike the pre- 
ceding ones, has arms of unequal length and is inscribed in an 
almond-shaped medallion; three long leaves are painted sym- 
metrically on each side against a dark red background. Small 
half-acanthus leaves project from the outer rim of the arch which 
is crowned by a circular construction flanked by two large pea- 
cocks. This small building has red-violet pillars, a gold architrave 
and a conical double roof the lower part of which is green, the 

upper part ultramarine. The birds on the acanthus leaves prO' 
jecting from the base of the arch are larger than usual. The 
columns are ochre; the capitals have a diaper of light green lines 

painted on a dark bluish-green background. The abacus is gold. 
Folios''. (PI. VII, fig. 13.) The general composition follows that 

of folio 4". The arch is decorated with a series of five long leaves 
grouped in a fan shape; the colors are alternately: blue, green, 

red-violet, blue, green; and green, blue, red-violet, green, blue. 
The small building, identical in shape with that on the recto, has 
gold pillars, a vermilion architrave, a red-violet lower roof and 
green upper roof. It is flanked by two small cocks. Around the 

arch are birds and tulip-like flowers which rest on conical motives 
like those of folio 4''. The columns are green; the capitals gold 
with ultramarine abacus. 

As may be seen from this brief description, and from the illus- 

trations, the arcades may be divided into two groups: some have 
an architrave, some small arches opening into the lunette. In the 
former, the rectangular space limited by the supporting columns, 

the architrave and the base band may be divided into as many 
pericope-columns as needed. In the latter, the number of pericope- 
columns is governed by the number of small arches: three on 
folios 4'' and s'" and the same number on folio 4", if we are right in 

thinking that the small arches on the sides are later additions. 
These pages would consequently be suited only to canons II, III, 
IV in which three Gospels are compared. This is actually the case 
on folio 4^, with canon II, and on folio 4'', where the shorter 
canons III and IV are written one under the other. On folio s'", 
however, there is a marked discrepancy between the text and the 
decoration, since this page with its three-column division is devoted 
to canons in which two Gospels are compared: canons VII, VIII 
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and the beginning of canon IX fill the first two intercolumniations; 

the end of canon IX and part of canon X are written in the third 
intercolumniation and in the space between the last arch and the 

supporting column on the right, thus disturbing the harmony and 

logic of the composition. This fact, in addition to the crowded 
aspect of the last two pages, indicates clearly that the distribution 
of the canon tables does not follow the plan devised by the person 
who painted the canon arcades. 

The present arrangement is unusual in many ways. First of all 
the number of pages, which must have been nine when the manu- 
script was complete, is exceptional. Byzantine and Armenian 
manuscripts of this period devote either seven or eight pages to 
the canon tables; a ten-page type appears about the middle of the 
tenth Century and is generally adopted from the eleventh Century 

on.^^ The crowding of the last pages in the Bert’ay Gospel might 
be explained by the omission, for some unknown reason, of the last 
arcade of a ten-page type; but the decoration of our canon tables 
differs fundamentally from that of the ten-page group and follows 

the general scheme of Byzantine and Armenian manuscripts with 
seven or eight pages. The crowding is the direct result of the 

spacious arrangement of canons I and II which spread over five 
pages, while the remaining eight canons are confined to four pages. 
Such an uneven distribution does not occur in other manuscripts; 

not even in the ten-page type, are five pages devoted to the first 
two canons.®® The fact that canon II occupies three pages, and 
not two, may be the reason why there are nine pages in all instead 

of eight. 
So far as can be judged from the present state of the manu- 

script, the miniaturist of the Bert’ay Gospel does not seem to 

have conformed to the general custom of harmonizing the decora¬ 
tion of pages facing one another. We can see this from folios 4'^ 
and 5*", which are the two opposite pages of a conjugate, but have 
different types of arcades. Strangely enough the arcades which 

would harmonize best are drawn on the recto and verso of the 
Same folio: the decoration on folio 3^ and 3^ is almost identical; 

folio 4" and 4"" has small inscribed arches and trees or tree-like 
motives; folio f and 5"" has the small circular building as a 

Nordenfalk, Die spätantiker Kanonentafeln (Göteborg, 1938). pp. 57'5S- 
Ibid.j vol. I, table A. 
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crowning motif. It would seem as if the entire series, or at least 
pari of it, had been shifted so that arcades which were meant to 
face one another are now on two sides of the same folio. This 
might have happened if, in adding a third page for canon II, the 
painter had repeated the arcade of the previous page and continued 
to copy his model from canon III on, placing on the recto and 
verso of the same folio the arcades which, in the original, were on 

the verso of one folio and on the recto of the following one. How- 
ever, this does not seem to be the correct explanation, since the 
arcade on folio s"" would still be unsuited to the canon for which it 

would have to be used.®® 
Another possibility might be considered. The order of the folios 

may have been disarranged at the time of writing the pericopes 
under arcades which had been previously painted. If we fold the 

conjugate folio 4-5 inside out, so that folio 5 precedes folio 4, and 
if we place folio 3 after it, the stub on its recto would be the rem- 
nant of a folio which, passing under the conjugate, came before it. 

If we now consider the appropriateness of the decoration to the 

different canons and insert the missing folios as required, we ob- 

tain the following temion: 

A B 5 4 C 3 

Ml Ml 

I_ 

a more logical disposition then the one actually used: 

A 
I 

I 
I 

I_ 

B 
I 
\ 

I 

4 5 C 
I 
\ 

The double folio 1-2, with the evangelist portraits, remains 
unchanged. The proposed arrangement of the folios is in keeping 
with the customary manner of folding parchment leaves: the hair 

sides face one another and so do the flesh sides. The canon tables 

could be distributed as follows: folio 5*^, canon I; folio S^-4S 
canon II; folio 4^, canons III, IV; folio O, canon V; folio C'", 
canons VI, VII; folio 3*^, canons VIII, IX, X (Mt.); folio 3^", 
canon X (Mk. Lk. Jn.). Such a distribution may be found in two 

^ Canons III and IV would be written on folio 4^ as they are now; consequenlly 
folio 5V would have a group of canons in which two Gospels are compared. 
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Armenian manuscripts of the eight-page type; Jerusalem nos. 
2555 ig24?’^ It fits with the decoration of the surviving 
arcades since folios 5^ and 4*^-'', which have a three-column ar- 
rangement, would be used for canons II, III, and IV, the only 
ones in which three Gospels are compared, while the rectangular 
space of the other pages could be divided into the number of 
columns required by the other canons, or groups of canons. Folios 
5'^ and 4*', which face one another in this new arrangement, have 
the same type of arcade and thus present the customary harmoni- 
ous composition; the arcade of folio 5" has the confronted pea- 
cocks often used for the first page.®® (PI. VI, fig. 11-12.) 

Two points remain to be considered; what was represented on 
folios A and B and how do we now happen to have nine canon 
pages instead of the eight of our hypothetic arrangement? The 
canon tables would naturally be preceded by the letter of Eu¬ 
sebius; if three pages, folios A'", had been set aside for it, as 
is customary in the oldest manuscripts, and had the scribe of the 
Bert^ay Gospel used only two, he would have had an ornate page 
available for the canon tables, giving him thus nine pages in all. 
The recto of folio A may have been blank, to correspond to folio 
2^ which faces it; or it may have had a decorative cross such as 
those in Armenian and Byzantine manuscripts, though none of the 
surviving Georgian Gospels have a cross before the letter of 
Eusebius.®® 

In presenting this hypothesis of folios which have been folded 
and used differently from the way in which they had been orig- 
inally intended, we are assuming that the initial quire had been 
previously decorated and the pericopes added later. Judging from 

‘"For Jerusalem 2555 see Nordenfalk, op. dt.., table A; Jerusalem ig24 has 
exactly the same distribution. So did Sevadjian S, judging from the remaining folios. 
For variants of this type see also Nordenfalk, table A. 

®® Folios 4^ and 5^ do not harmonize so well as far as the sizes are concerned, 
for folio 4^ is 20.5 cm. high and folio 5'^ only 18.3; however, discrepancies in size 
occur between all the arcades and the arch of folio 4*' being higher than any of the 
others, the same disproportion would appear in conjunction with any of the re¬ 
maining folios. Peacocks are used more frequently for the first page of the letter 
of Eusebius than for the first page of the canon tables, but we have an example of 
this in Paris Coislin gr. 20 (Nordenfalk, op. dt., pl. ii). It is perhaps more signifi- 
cant that the peacocks are never used for any of the later pages of canon arcades. 

I am not considering the small temple which occupies an entire page in the 
Adysh and several Armenian Gospels, since it comes after the canon tables. 
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the evidence available, canon tables do not seem to have formed 
an indispensable part of tenth-century Georgian Gospels. They 

are lacking in the Opiza Gospel written at Opiza in 913/°® in 
Sinai no. 15 written on Mount Sinai in 978, and Sinai no. 16 writ¬ 
ten in Jerusalem in 992.^®^ They were added at some later date to 
the Cqarost’avi Gospel and to the Tbet^ Gospel of the year 995. 
For the latter, the Information is given by an adscription on folio 
2. Samuel, bishop of Tbet\ writes that the manuscript “was de- 

void of pictures and arches. And I became inspired with zeal; at 
great expense and (5/c) I obtained these pictures and arches from 

Greece, from the Imperial city, and inserted them in these sacred 
Gospels.” In the Djruc Gospel of the year 936 the canon 

arcades were added four years later. The following sentence is 
written at the end of the canon tables: “The pascal year was 

160 ( = 940). Christ, have pity on Theodore the scribe of these 
kamara.” Thus in the majority of the surviving tenth-century 
Georgian Gospels the canon arcades are omitted or inserted later. 

Those of the Bert’ay Gospel, as well as the evangelist portraits, 
may have been painted separately, perhaps at some other monas- 

tery, and incorporated into the manuscript at the time of the 
copy. The script of the pericopes of the Bert’ay Gospel is closely 
akin to that of the running concordances in the lower margin of 

the text; therefore the canon tables are presumably Contemporary 
with the text of the Gospels. The fact that canon tables were not 
commonly used in Georgia may also explain the unusual distribu- 

tion we find in the Bert^ay Gospel as well as in the Adysh Gospel 
where there are only five pages.^°® 

The arcades of the Bert^ay Gospel have a fine monumental 
aspect. The columns imitating marble or porphyry are of uniform 

P. Blake, “Catalogue des manuscrits georgiens de la Bibliotheque de la 
Laure d’Iviron au Mont Athos,*’ Revue de VOrient ChrStietiy ße serie, IX (XXIX), 
no. 3-4, pp. 265-267. 

^“^Tsagareli, op. cii., II, 56-57. 
2ordania, Opisanie, II, pp. 116-117. 
From the forthcoming publication by R. P. Blake, “The text of the Gospel 

according to St. John” {Patrologia Orientalis). See also R. P. Blake, “The Old 
Georgian Version of the Gospel of Mark,” Patrologia Orientalis^ XX, 3 (1928), 

P- 443. 
M. Brosset, Voyage archiologique, i2e rapport, pp. 83-4. The Greek word 

Kafidpa is used also in Armenian to designate the canon arcades. 
Materialy, XIV, pl. I, IV. See also Nordenfalk, op. cit., pp. 113-114. 
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width^ as in the Greek manuscripts, instead of tapering up slightly 
as they do in Armenian examples. The imitation of works of 

architecture appears also in the pages with small inscribed arches; 

the semi-dome, which seems to be resting on a semicircular arcade, 
recalls the exedrae in churches such as San Vitale. However, the 

structural logic is not carried through everywhere; there are thin 
lines instead of columns under the small arches and the large arch 
does not rest squarely on the capitals. This manner of setting-in 
the arch, and allowing the decoration around the outer rim to 
come above the capital, may be seen in other manuscripts of the 
second half of the tenth Century.^®® 

In his important work on the decoration of canon tables Norden¬ 

falk suggested that in the earliest examples there was a separate 
arch for each canon, which resulted in two or three adjoining 
arches on the same page according to the number of pericope 

columns required; this is the so-called M type. At some date 
after the fourth Century the separate arches were probably united 
under a large arch, creating the so-called M-N type; somewhat 

later still the separate arches were eliminated leaving only the large 
arch, the N type.^®^ Whether this hypothetical scheme of evolu- 

tion is correct or not, all three types appear in Byzantine and 
Armenian manuscripts of the ninth and tenth centuries. In 
Georgia the Adysh Gospel offers an example of the M type;^°® the 

N type is followed in the Bert’ay Gospel. The intermediary 
column which survives in Armenian manuscripts of the N type, 
even when only one canon is written under the arcade, has here 

disappeared. In this respect the design is closer to that of several 
Byzantine manuscripts: Paris Gr. 70; Paris Coislin igs; Athos 
Lavra ig; Megaspileon I; Vat. Palat. gr. 220.^^^ 

Only the folios with the small arches differ from all other canon 

arcades. These small arches seem to Support the half dorne of the 
lunette and thus the general effect is that of an exedra, like those 

^^Marc. I 8, (Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 8-10). Nordenfalk mentions also the first 
page of the Etchmiadzin Gospel (Ibid., pp. 96-97 and pl. 15) but the arch with the 
rainbow motif, instead of being the outer Ornament of the smaller arch decorated 
with acanthus leaves, may very well be considered as the main arch while the 
smaller arch wouM be an inner Ornament. See pl. VI, fig. 12. 

Nordenfalk, op. cit., p. 74-83. 
Materialy, XIV, pl. I, IV; on folio 4*' (pl. IVO we have the single arch. 
Weitzmann, Die byz. Buchmalerei, figs. 87-88, 57, 252-253, 90, 402. 
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of the church of San Vitale. This exedra differs from the solid 
niche covered with a half dorne, of which there are numerous 
examples in late classical art and which is sometimes used in 
Byzantine illumination as a background for evangelist or other 

portraits.^^^ Even those examples, where the lunette of an arch 
is decorated with a shell,^^^ follow a different architectural type, 
for the straight architrave joining the columns destroys the illu- 
sion of a concave surface which is conveyed by the curved base of 

the half dorne in the Bert’ay Gospel. The dosest analogies, out- 
side architecture, are offered by the mosaics of the church of 

Saint George in Salonica and those of the Great Mosque at 
Damascus. In the former, the exedrae with small arches support- 
ing a half dorne are exact reproductions of the architectural 

form which is rendered less ably in the Bert’ay Gospel. At 

Damascus the general design is slightly different: the columns 
are not joined by arches but by means of an architrave on which 

rests the shell-niche.^^^ In the general evolution of decorative 
arcades the monumental character gradually diminishes; the 
Imitation of an exedra cannot therefore be considered as an inno- 
vation on the part of the tenth-century miniaturist, it is a unique 

survival of an early type. 
Some of the ornamental motives duplicate those used in Byzan¬ 

tine and Armenian manuscripts. The bead and dots on folio 3'' 
may be compared with similar examples in Etchmiadzin 22g, 
Jerusalem 2555, Vienna Mekhitharist Libr. ögy}^^ The Mlk’e 
and Etchmiadzin Gospels (PI. III, fig. 6; PI. IV, fig. 8) offer the 

Maria Bratschkova (Britschkoff), “Die Muschel in der antiken Kunst,” 

Bulletin de Vlnstitut Archeologique Bulgare, 11, i (1938), pp. 1-131. 
^Friend, Art Studies, V (1927), figs. iii, 150; Weitzmann, Die byz. Buchma¬ 

lerei, fig. 302. 
^ Rabbula Gospel (Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 142), there is no architrave strictly 

speaking but a thin horizontal line; Milan, Ambros. E 4g-5o (Weitzmann, Die byz. 
Buchm., figs. 548, 552); Vat. gr. 354 (A. Grabar, “Miniatures greco-orientales,” 

Seminarium Kondakovianum, IV [1931] pl. XIV, 2; XVI, i); II Menologio di 
Basilio II (Cod. Vaticano Greco 1613) II, Tavole (Turin 1907), passim. 

M. van Berchem et E. Clouzot, Mosaiques chretiennes du IVe au Xe siede 
(Geneva, 1926), figs. 70-72, 78, 79; Ch. Diehl, M. Le Tourneau et H. Saladin, 

Les monuments chritiens de Salonique (Paris, 1918), pl. I, II.i. 
K. A. C. Creswell, Early Muslim architecture (London, 1932), vol. I, pl. 44 c. 
Macler, Uivangile armMen. Edition phototypique du manuscrit no. 22g de 

la bibliotheque d’Etchmiadzin (Paris, 1920), fol. 3^, 4r; Macler, Min. arm., pl. II, 
3; Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 20, 28, 30, 32a. 
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dosest parallels for the large tulip-like flowers.^^® Among Byzan- 
tine manuscripts only the Vatican Gospel, Pal. gr. 220, of Anatolian 

origin, has similar flowers drawn with equal freedom;^^'^ usually 
the form is much more stylized.^^® The double meander of twisted 
ribbons, which meet to form oval shapes, is to be seen in a Greek 
manuscript of the Pierpont Morgan Library/^® 

Armenian manuscripts may provide us with an explanation for 
the cones drawn around the arches on folios 4"" and 5'^. In Vienna 

Mekhitharist Libr. 6gy the flowers and plants projecting from the 
arch have a small triangulär base, as though the stem had been 
divided into halves;^^® this base is enlarged and stylized in 
Jerusalem no. 2555 and decorated with two angular Strips, one 

inside the other. (PI. VII, fig. 14.) But whereas these motives are 
absolutely flat, the Georgian artist has drawn high lights diagonally 

across the triangle and given to it the appearance of a cone. 
The geometric design which Alls the arch of folio 5^ differs from 

similar examples of the Christian East in two respects: the swas- 
tika alternates with a triangle; both are drawn in perspective. 

In the Rabbula Gospel and several Armenian manuscripts 

squares or rectangles appear between the swastikas and these 
motives are always flat. (PI. VII, fig. 14.) Simple geometric forms, 
such as cubes or circular bands, are sometimes represented in 

perspective by Byzantine miniaturists but never the double 
fret. The isometric treatment of the interlacing double frets, 
which form swastikas, occurs in a number of Carolingian Gos- 

Mader, Uevangile armenien, fol. 2^, 3^, 4V, 5r, 5V^ 6v, 7r; Nordenfalk, op. cit., 

pl. 18, 19, 22-24, 35b; Weitzmann, Die arm. Buchmalerei, pl. II, 4. They are a little 
more stylized in the Rabbula Gospel (Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 144-147) and in 
Vienna 697 (Mader, Min. arm., pl. 11, 4; III, $; VI, ii). 

Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 14 b. Thej^ are drawn with even greater freedom in 
the sixth-century manuscript London 5111 {Ibid., pl. 4). 

^^Jbid., pl. 9-10. 
Morgan ^48, Xlth Century: fol. 6^, canon arcade. Belle da Costa Greene and 

Meta P. Harrsen, The Pierpont Morgan Library. Exhibition of Illuminated Manu¬ 
scripts held at the New York Public Library. Catalogue of the Manuscripts (New 

York, 1933-1934), P- IS- 
^ Mader, Min. arm., pl. II, 4; III, 5; VI, ii; Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 33a-b. 
“^Rabbula Gospel (Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 142); Jerusalem 2555 {Ibid., pl. 

33 b, Weitzmann, Die arm. Buchmalerei, pl. VII, 25); Vienna ögj (Mader, Min. 
arm., pl. III, 6; IV, 7); Etchmiadzin 22g (Mader, Vev. arm., fol. 6^-7^). 

^ Vat, gr. 1522 and Paris Coislin igy (Weitzmann, Die byz. Buchmalerei, fig. 

22, 57). 
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pels/^^ but the resemblance between the Georgian manuscript and 

these Western works is due to a common derivation from late 
antique examples, The Greek meander and other geometric shapes 
are shown in perspective on Roman mosaics;^^^ in two instances 

the whole design is very dose to the one used in the Bert*ay 
Gospel. On one of the Antioch mosaics, a fifth-century pavement 
from a villa at Daphne-Yakto, an octagonal frame is decorated 
with swastikas alternating with trapezoidal forms.^^^ On a mosaic 

of earlier date discovered at Nimes, truncated triangles are placed 
between the swastikas, thus adapting the design to the circular 
frame,a principle which is followed also in our Georgian 

manuscript, 

To find a dose parallel to the acanthus motif on folio 4, we 
must turn once again to earlier monuments, for those which deco- 

rate the arches in Armenian and Byzantine manuscripts are 
highly conventionalized (PI. VI, fig. 12). A slightly more natural- 

istic form appears on consular diptychs of the fifth and sixth cen- 
turies,^^^ on Byzantine silver work of the sixth Century and on 
the sculptured decoration of Syrian buildings;^®® but the leaves 

^ Nordenfalk, op. dt., pl. 56, 57b, 71, 80, 84, 89-90, 100, 104a, io6a, 107b, 108, 

113, In some of these examples there is a simple meander instead of the double fret, 
but it is always drawn in perspective. 

M. E. Blake, “The Pavements of the Roman Buildings of the Republic and 
early Empire,” Memoirs of the Academy in Rome, VIII (1930), 71-73. 

^Antioch on ihe Orontes II. The Excavations igjj-igjö (Princeton, 1938), 

pl. 28, nos. 37 and 38. 
^ Inventaire des mosaiques de la Gaule piiblU sous les auspices de VAcademie 

des Inscriptions et Beiles Lettres. vol. I Narbonnaise ei Aquitaine par G. Lafaye 
(Paris, 1909), no. 310, see plate in fase. 2. 

^ M. Alison Frantz, “Byzantine Illuminated Ornament” {The Art Bulletin, XVl 
[1934], 63-64, pl. XV, 5-13; XVIII, 8-11). Some of the examples in Vat. gr. 1613 
are treated with a little more naturalism, but the leaves are always joined at the 
base and form a running border {II Menologto di Basilio II, pp. 219, 229, 277, 303, 
329, 415). For Armenian examples see: Etchmiadzin 22g (Macler, Uivangile arm., 
fol. 4'^-S*‘; Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 22-24); Vienna 6g7 (Macler, Min. arm., pl. I, 
i; II, 4; III, 5-6; IV, 7; Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 31, 32b). Sometimes the half 
acanthus is disposed in opposite directions and forms a kind of rinceau (Macler, 
Min. arm., pl. VI, ii; Nordenfalk, op. cit., pl. 15, 33a; ll Menologio, p. 411). 

^R. Delbtueck, Die Consulardiptychen (Berlin-Leipzig, 1929), pl, 7, 22, 43. 55, 
64. See also the ivory plaque of the Archangel from the British Museum, 

^L. Mats ule witsch, Byzantinische Antike. Studien auf Grund der Silbergefässe 
der Ermitage (Berlin-Leipzig, 1929), p. 108, fig. 24 and pl. 31. 

^“M. de Vogüe, Syrie centrale. Architecture civile et religieuse du ler au Vlle 
siede (Paris, 1865), pl. 31.4, 71, 76, 100, 121, 127.3, 129, 146; H. C. Butler, Early 
Churches in Syria (Princeton, 1929), p. 135, fig. 141; p. 223, fig. 231 A, B. 
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are always rigid, placed upright or head down. The acanthus of 

the Bert’ay Gospel, with their bent tips, recall those which are 

carved on capitals of the fifth and sixth centuries; some are 

placed almost diagonally, as if wind-swept;^®^ others curve slightly 
and only their tips are bent.^^^ Similar forms appear on a Roman 
sarcophagus, usually dated in the third century.^®^ 

The small building of folio s*" and 5"" is unusual both as regards 
the place which has been assigned to it and its shape. A small 

ciborium or a basilica is sometimes painted on the H shaped 
title head of Byzantine manuscripts but the Mestia Gospel, 
written in the monastery of Oäka in 1033, offers the only other 
example of a building used as the crowning motif of an arch. In 
this case we have a domed basilica, with nave and apse extended 
and resting directly on the columns of the arcade/^^ A circular 

building occupies the entire page after the canon tables of the 
Adysh Gospel and some Armenian manuscripts; similar construc- 

tions, often of smaller size, are used by Byzantine artists as a 
frame for the titles.^^® In all these examples, however, the Sup¬ 
ports are columns instead of pillars and the double roof does 

not appear, though occasionally the concave sides of the conical 
roof slope upwards at the base as in the Bert^ay Gospel.In 

Kautzsch, Kapitellstudien. Beiträge zu einer Geschichte des spätantiken 
Kapitells im Osten vom vierten bis ins siebente Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1936), pl. 28, 

nos. 457, 458, 460. 
^Ibid., pl. 28, nos. 453, 455, 456. 

P. Gusman, Üart d^coratif de Rome (Paris, 1914), t. III pl. 153. On other 
monuments of the Roman period the acanthus, standing upright or head down, is 
used for borders. Gusman, op. dt., I, pl. 39, 40; V. Spinazzola, Le arte decorative 
in Pompei e nel Museo nazionale di Napoli (Milan, 1928), pl. 23; Th. Wiegand, 
Palmyra. Ergebnisse der Expeditionen von igoz und igij (Archäologisches Institut 
des deutschen Reiches. Abteilung Istanbul-Berlin, 1932) pl. 51. 

Berlin, Cod. Philipps i538\ Athos, Iviron 27; Athos, Lavra 86 (Weitzmann, 
Die byz. Buchmalerei., fig. 104, 100, 320). 

^ Materialy, X, p. 150, fig. 79 
Etchmiadzin 22g, Vienna ögy, Jerusalem 2555 (Macler, Uev. arm., fol. 5'^; 

Id., Min. arm., pl. VI, ii; Strzygowski, Ein zweites Etsch. Ev., pl II, 2; Norden¬ 
falk, op. cit., pl. 24, 33). Adysh Gospel {Materialy, XIV, pl. V; Nordenfalk, op. cit., 
p. 115, fig. 5). Paris gr. yo, Venice Marc. I 8, Athos Iviron 27, Athos Stavronikita 
rj, Athos Dionysiou 34 (Weitzmann, Die byz. Buchmalerei, fig. 79-82, 92-93, 99, 
^25, 187-190; Nordenfalk, op. cit., pp. 102-108). 

In a tenth-century manuscript in Leningrad, Public Libr. gr. 33, the circular 
building, painted in the background of John’s portrait, has rectangular pillars but 
the dorne is spherical (Weitzmann, Die byz. Buchmalerei, fig. 70). 

Venice, Marc. I 8-, Athos, Stavronikita 13 (Weitzmann, fig. 92, 125). 
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some Byzantine miniatures, when small houses or churches are 
represented, the tiles, drawn out of scale and carefully outlined, 
produce the Impression of a double or triple But the only 
building, which has clearly a double roof with curved sides and 
upturned base, appears on the mosaics of Damascus.^^® 

The pomegranate rinceau (folio 4^^) does not seem to have been 
used in other manuscripts though it occurs in sculpture and in 

mosaics.^^^ The upper border of a Byzantine plaque in the Kaiser 
Friedrich Museum in Berlin offers the dosest parallel;slightly 
different forms may be found in Armenia where it appears to have 

been a favorite motif. Pomegranate branches were carved on 

the churches of Zwart^notz, Bana and A§tarak;^^^ the scroll, some- 
times alone, at other times combined with the vine, appears on the 
Church of the Apostles at Ani and especially at Att’amar, both 

in the paintings and in the sculpture.^^^ 
The decorative pages of the Bert’ay Gospel have an eclectic 

character; some motives are highly conventionalized; others, on 
the contrary, are drawn with greater freedom and naturalism than 
in most tenth-century manuscripts.^^® Yet these contradictory 

traits appear side by side on the same page and cannot be at- 
tributed to different hands. Many signs point to a model which 
had retained, in part, the style and form of a late antique example. 

Athos, Esphigmenou 14, fol. 294, 389^, 390, 412, 414'^, 415'’ and v, 416; Athos, 
Iviron 27, fol. 413'^; Athos, Lavra Ai$, evangelist portraits; Vatican gr. 752 
(Photographs of Professor A. M. Friend, Jr. and Dr. K. Weitzmann). 

^^Creswell, op. cit., pl. 44 b. 
G. Duthuit, La sculpture copte (Paris, 1931) pl. LIIIc, LIVd; de Vogüe, 

Op. cit., pl. 76.1; Wiegand, Palmyra., pl. 78. 
Antioch on the Orontes //, pl. 74; M. Avi-Yonah, “Mosaic Pavements at 

El Hammäm, Beisän,” The Quarterly of the Department of Äntiquities in Pales- 

tiney V (1935), pl. XIV-XV. The branches of a vine trellis form medallions, and 
pomegranates are represented in some of the interstices between the medallions. 
At Jerusalem the pomegranates are added to the acanthus scroll, combined in 
garlands with other fruits, or placed on a leaf: Creswell, op. cit., pl. 21c, 24c, 30a, 
31b; see p. 189 n. 2 for the pomegranates on the mosaic pavement of the Russian 
convent on the Mount of Olives at Jerusalem. 

^■“L. Brehier, La sculpture et les arts mineurs byzantins (Paris, 1936), pl. VIII 2. 
^**J. Strzygowski, Die Baukunst der Armenier und Europa (Vienna, 1918), I, 

fig. 113, 115, 128, 328, 462. 

I have found no other examples, either in later classical or medieval art, of 
the long leaves tied like a ribbon bow of folio 5V and the three lobed leaves with the 
chalice-like base of folio 4^. 
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It is interesting to observe, however, that the Bert'ay Gospel, or 
at least those pages which have survived, have none of the charac- 

teristic motives, such as the rainbow or the colored discs, which, 
according to Nordenfalk, go back ultimately to the Eusebian 

Prototype.The Bert’ay Gospel is the copy of an early work, 
differing somewhat from the model which has survived in the 

majority of Byzantine and Armenian manuscripts. It is difficult 
to say whether this early type was followed in Georgia. The 
simple arcades of the Adysh Gospel, the only other example 

known so far, resemble those of the Armenian Gospels of the 
Lazareff Institute in Moscow, a manuscript written in 887 in 
Vanand, the Western part of the province of Ayrarat,^^® that is in 
a region which is fairly dose to the monastery of Satberd in Tao- 
Klarjet’ia where the Adysh Gospel was copied. 

Despite the presence of motives which occur more frequently in 
monuments of an earlier date, the painted folios of the Bert’ay 

Gospel must be assigned to the tenth Century, because of the style 

of the evangelist portraits and the many similarities between the 
canon arcades and those of tenth-century manuscripts. It is diffi¬ 
cult to indicate an exact date; it seems probable that the decoration 

is Contemporary with the copy of the text or only a little earlier 
than 941-988. The distant prototype was obviously a Greek work, 

but the immediate model of the Bert'ay Gospel must have been an 
Armenian manuscript; one could not understand otherwise those 
features which are closer to Armenian than to Byzantine examples. 
The conservative character of part of the decoration also militates 
in favor of an Armenian intermediary, for late antique motives 

often survived better in this country than in Byzantium, where 
there was a more continuous evolution of forms. The Alexandrian 

theme of a crocodile hunt, decorating two of the canon arcades of 
the Mlk’e Gospel, is a telling witness of the conservatism of 
Armenian artists.^^® 

A few remarks about Georgian tenth-century Gospels may be 

useful in order to show other similarities with Armenian manu¬ 
scripts as well as some of the differences. With a few exceptions, 

Nordenfalk, op. dt., pp. 88-93. See pl. IV, fig. 8; pl. VI, fig. 12. 
EvangÜe traduit en langue armenienne andenne et ecrit en Van 887 (Moscow, 

1889). 

Weitzmann, Die arm. Buchmalerei, pl. I, 1-2; pp. 5-6. 
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the text of the Gospels is unadorned in Georgia as it is in Armenia. 
Title heads appear only in the Sinai Gospel no. 16 of the year 

992;^^° this may be due to the Byzantine influence, strenger in 
Jerusalem where this manuscript was written, rather than to a 
change occurring in the latter part of the tenth Century, for there 

are no title heads in the Tbet’ Gospel of 995. Ornate Initials 
have been used in the Djruc Gospel of 936 and in the P^arkhal 
Gospel of 970.^^^ In the latter, decorated bands are placed at the 

end of the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke, and small crosses 
are drawn, in red ink, in the margins of the Ornamental 
crosses of plaited work, painted red and black, appear after the 

Gospels of Matthew and John in Sinai 15; before Matthew and 

at the end of Luke in Sinai The use of decorative crosses in 
Gospels goes back to the early Christian period, witness the sixth 
Century manuscript of the National Library in Vienna, no. 847}^^ 

Similar crosses, enclosed in an ornate medallion, are drawn before 
the Canon tables, or before the letter of Eusebius, in two Byzantine 

manuscripts: Athos, Lavra A 23 and Vat. Pal. gr. 220.^®® The 

same practice is followed in the Armenian manuscripts of Jerusa¬ 
lem, nos. 2555 and but in the tenth-century Mlat’i Gospel 
and in Venice, S. Lazzaro no. 887 of the year 1007,^^® the crosses 
are placed after each Gospel, as in the Georgian manuscripts, and 

those of MlaCi are in plaited work, a form reminiscent of the 

^Tsagareli, op. cit., II, p. 56. Notes of R. P. Blake. 
Baltrusaitis, Etudes sur Vart medieval en Giorgie et en Armenie (Paris, 

1929), p. 27, fig. 38. Id., Art sumSrien^ art roman (Paris, 1934), p. 72 n. 3, MS. 
no. 1667. 

^ Materialyy XII, p. 140, fig. 83. Blake, Harvard Theol. Rev., XXI (1928), 
290 n. 2ib. 

^ Materialy, XII, p. 141, fig. 84, 86; p. 142, fig. 88. 
^ Notes of R. P. Blake. The Mestia Gospel of 1033 also has a cross in plaited 

work {Materialy^ X, p. 150). 
Nordenfalk, op. dt., p. 157, fig. 18; p. 159, fig. 19. F. Wickhoff, “Die Orna¬ 

mente eines altchristlichen Codex der Hofbibliothek” {Jahrb. Kunstsamml. Wien 
XIV, 1893, pp. 196-213). 

^ Nordenfalk, op. dt., p. 159, fig. 20-21; Weitzmann, Die byz. Buchmalerei, 
fig. 6; Id., Die arm. Buchmalerei, pl. V, 14). 

Jerusalem 2555, fo!. before the letter of Eusebius, cross in a circular 
medallion; Jerusalem 1924, fol. 8*", before Matthew, cross of plaited work in a rec- 
tangular frame. 

^ Photographs of R. P. Blake of Mlat’i Gospels. For Venice 1007 see Weizt- 
mann, Die arm. Buchmalerei, pl. IX, 30. There are crosses also on folios 216^ and 
280V that is after Mark, Luke and John. 
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Grosses painted in Coptic Codices of the ninth and tenth centuries. 
It has already been noted that in Georgia, as in Armenia, the 

evangelist portraits are on a separate quire, before the text/^® but 

the multiple frontispiece of Armenian manuscripts — comprising 
New Testament scenes and sometimes the Sacrifice of Abraham 
and representations of Christ and the Virgin — does not seem 
to have been used in Georgia. New Testament scenes appear only 
in the Djruc Gospel. Brosset's description reads: “En tete des 
Evangiles de St. Marc de St. Luc et de St. Jean sont des miniatures 

representant le miracle de Taveugle-ne, du possede et du para- 
lytique et le nom de Jesus-Christ est ecrit en capitales georgiennes, 
armeniennes et grecques. Derriere un portrait de la Vierge on lit: 
Sainte Mere de Dieu aie pitie d’Oulatha et sauve-Ia et rejouis 

Grigola.” If the words “en tete” were interpreted literally we 
should have to suppose that these scenes form a title-head to each 
one of the three Gospels, a type of Illustration which does not 

appear in Byzantine manuscripts before the eleventh Century. 
Perhaps Brosset meant “at the beginning,” in which case these 

miniatures might be facing the first page of each Gospel. Konda- 

kov and Bak’radze do not give any Information about their place 
but they list, among the miniatures, the evangelist portraits which 

are not mentioned by Brosset.The choice of subjects is quite 
unusual. Miracles are not given special prominence in Byzantine 
and Armenian painting of this period; the single scenes selected for 
each Gospel are: the Nativity for Matthew; the Baptism for 

Mark; the Birth of John the Baptist or the Annunciation for Luke; 
the Descent into Limbo for John.^®^ 

A complete change occurs in the eleventh Century and Georgian 

miniatures can hardly be distinguished from the Byzantine. The 
spread of Constantinopolitan influence throughout the Christian 

In Armenian manuscripts, even when the canon tables and the text have been 
decorated by the same painter, the numbering of the quires begins with the first 
page of Matthew; thus the initial quire seems to be considered as an independent 
unit. 

Etchmiadzin 22g^ Vienna ögy, Jerusalem 2555 and ig24. The Mlk'e Gospel 
has only the Ascension but several folios are missing. 

“^Brosset, Foyage archeologiquey i2e rapport, p. 83-84. 
Kondakov and Bak’radze, op. cit., p. 153-154. The miniatures of this manu- 

script seem to be later additions. 
S. Der Nersessian, Manuscrits armeniens iUustres des Xlle, Xllle et XlVe 

Stieles de la ßibliothlque des Peres Mekhitharistes de Venise (Paris, 1937)) p. 80. 
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East at this time is well known. In Cappadocia Byzantine types 
replace the earlier Syrian iconography; Armenian manuscripts 
such as the Gospel of Gagik, the last king of Kars/®^ Venice, 
S. Lazzaro 1400^^^ or the Gospel written in Sebastia in 1066,^®® 
are very dose to the Greek models. The Byzantine imprint is 
even stronger in Georgian works, for the Georgian monasteries on 

the Black Mountain near Antioch, on Mount Olympus in Bithynia 
and especially the lavra of Iviron on Mount Athos were important 
Centers of Greek influence. Near Constantinople itself, at Ro- 

mana, in the valley of Hromani, the monastery of Sokhasteri had 
been founded at the time of Basil Stephane, a monk of 

Satberd, had brought to Romana a copy of the original Gospel 
manuscript of George the Athonite and, though both these Codices 

are lost, we can see from the Gospel of Vani, which in turn copied 
the manuscript of Stephane, that the illustration was purely By¬ 
zantine in style/®® The same is true for the Alaverd Gospel written 

in 1054 at the monastery of Kalipos in Bithynia, brought to Con¬ 
stantinople and carried thence to Georgia in 1059 by Ivan 

Orbeli/®® The canon tables and evangelist portraits of manu¬ 
scripts illustrated in Georgia are as Byzantine in style as the work 
done in Georgian monasteries within the boundaries of the empire; 

among the important examples should be mentioned the Mestia, 
Lafskhali and Pizounda Gospels/'^® The richly illustrated Gospel 
of Gelat’i and the twelfth Century Codex of Djruc are faithful 

copies of the well known Paris gr. 74 or of its prototype/^^ 

S. Der Nersessian, op. cit., p. 84 and passim. For reproductions see A. Tcho- 

banian, La Roseraie d'Armenie (vol. III, Paris, 1929). 
Weitzmann, Die arm. Buchmalerei, pl. XI-XIV; S. Der Nersessian, op. cit., 

p. 84 and passim. 
Der Nersessian, op. cit., p. 85 and passim; Archbishop G. Hovsephian, 

Khalbakians and ProHans (in Armenian, Valarsapat, 1928), pp. 176-177, figs. 
74 and 75. 

Takaichvili, “Antiquit6s georgiennes. L’evangile de Vani,” ßyzantion, X 
(193s)) 657. The relics of St. Hilarion the Georgian were brought here in 876 
(P. Peeters, “S. Hilarion d’Iberie,” Analecta ßollandiana, XXXII, pp. 241-2). 

""^Takaichvili, op. cit., p. 655-663, pl. XXXVIII-XL. 
2ordania, Opisanie, 11, p. 46-51; Materialy, VII, p. 10-20. 
Materialy, X, p. 149-153; Appendix, p. ii and 16; Stassoff, Uornement slave 

et oriental, pl. CXLIX, 25. 

"^N. Pokrovski, Zapiski Otd. russk. i slav. arck. Imp. russk. arch. Obscestva, 
IV, pp. 255-311; G. Millet, Recherches sur riconographie de VEvangile aux XlVe, 
XVe et XVIe siecles (Paris, 1916); Baumstark, “Eine georgische Miniaturenfolge 
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Georgian sculpture differs from Georgian illumination both in 
style and choice of motives. Our information is inadequate for 

the tenth Century; but so far as can be seen from a few reproduc- 

tions of the monasteries of Iskhan, Thet\ Oska, Dolisquana in 
Tao-Klardjet’ia/^^ interlaced designs predominate; animal and 
floral forms are subordinated to geometric patterns and the prin- 
ciples which govern the stylization differ from those followed in 

manuscript illumination. The rieh and beautiful carvings of the 
eleventh Century show a further development of tenth-century 
forms there is a continuity here which contrasts with the sharp 
change of style observed in painting. In Georgia, as in Armenia, 
the influence of Byzantine models was more strongly feit in manu¬ 
script illumination, while the national style developed with greater 
freedom in monumental works. 

Byzantine influence, which came directly to Georgia in the 
eleventh Century, had previously passed in part through Armenian 
channels. This is in keeping with the literary tradition. Düring 

the first period, that is from the fifth to the middle of the eighth 
Century, Georgia was predominantly under oriental influence and 
the translation of Christian documents was made primarily from 

Armenian.^^^ In spite of the split between the two churches in 607 
and the Armenophobe tendency which arose towards the end of 

the tenth Century, there was no overt break until the time of the 
Georgian Athonite school. Not only is the original translation of 

the Gospels made from the Armenian but the later version also 
seems to be dependent on Armenian prototypes. It is with St. 
Euthymius the Athonite that we have a revision based directly on 
the Greek text.^^^ Writings of the Greek Church fathers were like- 

zum Matthäusevangelium,” Oriens Christianus (1915), pp, 140-147; Id„ Eine 
georgische Miniaturenfolge zum Markusevangelium (0. Ch., 1916, p. 152-161). 

Baltrusaitis, Etudes sur Vart medievaU pl. LXVI, LXXIII; p. 44, fig. 68; 
p. 46, fig. 74. Materialy, III, pl. XXXVIII, XLIV-XLVII, p. 72, fig. 44. 

Numerous reproductions in Baltrusaitis, op. cit.; in Materialy, especially 
vol. III, IV and VII; see also Taqaishvili, “Four Basilican Churches in the Qvirila 
Valley,” Georgica I 2-3 (1936), 154-173, pl. I-XXVI; Id., “Antiquities of Georgia,” 

Georgica, I 4-5 (1937). pl- V-VII, X. 
R. P. Blake, “Georgian Theological Literature,” Journal of Theological Siudies, 

XXVI (1925), pp. S2-S3- 
R. P. Blake, “The Old Georgian Version of the Gospel of St. Mark,” Patrologia 

Orientalis, XX 3, pp, 445-447, “The so-called Alaverd Gospels contains the State¬ 

ment that its text is that of St. Euthymius the Athonite, There is no reason to 
doubt this, but such brief inspection of the text as has been made shows that it is 
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wise translated from the Armenian: the commentary of the Song 
of Songs by St. Hippolytus; the discourse of St. Athanasius against 
the Arians; the commentaries on the Psalms by St. Epiphanius.^^® 
The latter was translated by a monk living in Tao-Klardjet'ia in 
the first half of the tenth Century.There are Armenian inscrip- 
tions in the Djruc Gospel and in a tenth-century Hymnal; the 

scribe Beray who copied the Satberd manuscript in 973 signed his 
name in Armenian.All this indicates continued literary rela- 
tions between Georgia and Armenia and also that the Armenian 
language was still known by Georgian monks of the tenth Century. 

It is natural that Armenian influence should have been particu- 
larly strong in Tao-KlardjetMa, for this border land had passed 

to and fro from Armenian to Georgian rule. Parts of this region 
are included in the Armenian provinces of Tayk’ and Gougark^; 
among the “cantons^’ of Gougark^ is Klarjk’ with Artanuj as its 

chief city/'® the same Artanuj which had been founded by the 
Georgian prince Vakhtang Gorgoslan and later became the Capital 
of the Georgian Bagratids, a branch of the Armenian ruling 
family.^®® 

The cities of Ardzen, Erzeroum and Kars, all wealthy and 
prominent in the tenth Century, are fairly near Artanuj and were 
doubtless in commercial intercourse with Kars had become 

almost identical with that of St. George the Athonite. This latter text, probably 
to he dated between the years 1040 and 1050, became the vulgate of the Georgian 
church” (Blake, Harvard Theol. Rev. [1928], pp. 292-293). 

P. Peeters, “Traductions et traducteurs dans l’hagiographie orientale,” Ana- 
lecta Bollandiana, XL (1922), 278-280. 

In a letter addressed to Stephen, first bishop of Tbet’, the translator Daci 
admits that he did not understand the Greek of St. Epiphanius. P. Peeters’ com- 
ments on this are of particular filterest: “Mais on aurait tort de voir dans cet aveu 
autre chose que le regret intelligent de n’avoir pu atteindre le texte original. A le 
bien entendre, il prouve plutot qu’ä cette epoque il y avait encore des livres 
armeniens ä Satberd et qu’on les y comprenait” (4. ß. XL [1922], 280. See also 
A. B., XXXVI-XXXVII [1917-1919], 210). 

Peeters, A. J5., XL (1922), p. 279. 
Bnaskharhik ßararan (Venice, 1900), pp. 316-318; J. Marquart, “Eransähr 

nach der Geographie des Ps. Moses Xorenac’i,” Abhandl. der kön. Gesellschaft der 
Wissenschaften zu GÖttingen, Phil.-Hist. Klasse III (1899-1901) p. 116; H. Hub- 
schmann, Altarmenische Ortsnamen, p. 356. 

Taqaishvili, “Georgian Chronology and the Beginnings of Bagratid Rule in 
Georgia,” Georgica 1 i, pp. 23-25. Alot I, the great curopalat established his resi- 
dence at Artanuj. 

^®^The historian Aristakes writes about Ardzen: “This city, by its splendor and 
magnilicence, stood out among all those of the provinces. The merchants built and 
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the second Capital of Armenia at the time of king Abas (929-953) 

and an independent kingdom during the reign of his successor 

Ashot III. Both rulers were interested in rebuilding the churches 
and monasteries which had been destroyed by the Arabs and 

under Abas of Kars the artistic activity was even greater. From 
Erzeroum and Kars, as well as from the neighboring monasteries, 
richly illuminated manuscripts could easily be carried to Artanuj 
or to the monastic centers of Tao-KlarjeFia and some had cer- 
tainly remained from the time of Armenian occupation. 

Several of the oldest Georgian manuscripts were copied in 
monasteries which bear Armenian names and may have been earlier 

Armenian foundations. Satberd, for instance, is the Armenian 
Word Mitznadzor is Iskhan is 
PjuuM%^ the birthplace of the catholicos Nerses III, known as 

“the BuildeF^ because of his numerous foundations.^®^ We read 
in the life of St. Gregory of Khandzt'a that Nerses had erected 

the church of Iskhan which St. Gregory found in ruins in the 
ninth century.^®^ It is in fact extremely interesting that this 
information, which is not given by any of the Armenian historians, 
should appear in a Georgian text. Oska may also be an Armenian 

name, slightly deformed, if the identification between Eosk (which 

is the same place as Oska) and Asunk can be accepted/®® 

embellished the churches, they housed and welcomed the monks, they charitably 
fed the poor and the entire population rivaled in works of piety. Thus its mer- 
chants were famous and the kings of nations were the protectors of this city.” 
Cf. Aristagues de Lasdivert, Histoire d’Arminie (Paris, 1864) pp. 79-80. According 
to Matthew of Edessa {Chronique, ch. LXXIII) there were eight hundred churches 
at Ardzen. 

^®®The church and monastery of Satberd were built by St. Gregory of Khandzt’a 
(P. Peeters, Ä. B., XXXVI-XXXVII (1917-1919), 248-249). 

Mitznadzor is dose to the monasteries of Opiza, Bert’ay and Cqarost’avi. 
Satberd was a little further removed but maintained dose relations with them 
ilbid., pp. 301-302). 

“^Only Sebeos says that he was a native of Iskhan (Armenian edition, [Tiflis, 
iQiß]» P- 228). Asolik, John Catholicos and Vardan write that he came from the 
province of Tayk’. The foundations of Nerses mentioned by the Armenian writers 
are: the chapel of St. Sergius; the chapel on the site of Khor Virap; the church of 
Zwart’notz; the catholicos’ palace next to this church. 

“®P. Peeters, Ä. B., XXXVI-XXXVII (1917-1919), p. 250: “Deinde europa- 
lates Ischanum adiit, comitantibus viris beatis patre Gregorio et patre Saba. . . . 
Divino numine Sabas Ischani factus est episcopus in ecclesia catholica (olim) a 
Narsete catholico aedificata, et in huius sede quae per multos annos viduata fuerat.” 
See also ibid., p. 237. 

Brosset, “Inscriptions georgiennes et autres recueillies par le P. Nerses 
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Asunk is mentioned by the historian Vardan in connection with 
Sahak Mrut, bishop of Tayk^, the author of the answer sent by 
the council of Sirakavan to the patriarch of Constantinople, 
Photius, who was urging the Armenians to adhere to the Chalce- 
donian doctrine/®^ Sahak Mrut resided at Asunk and had fled 
from the Byzantine religious persecutions to eastern Armenia. 
If the identification of Asunk-Oska is correct, then Oska, one of 
the most active centers for the copy of manuscripts/®* was the 
Seat of the Armenian bishop of Tayk' as late as the middle of the 
ninth Century. 

Though Connections were maintained, Armenian influence 

gradually yielded to Georgian in the tenth Century because 

of the dearmenization of Tao-KlarjetMa. Several factors were 
responsible for this. The region had suffered greatly from the 
Arab devastations and we know from the biography of St. Greg¬ 
ory of Khandzt^a that it was very scantily populated in the ninth 
Century.^®® Some of the inhabitants also had left because of the 

pressure brought upon them to accept the doctrines of the council 
of Chalcedon; those Armenians who were converted and who re- 
mained were gradually hellenized or georgianized, adopting with 

the religious faith the language of the church. There was, further- 
more, an influx of Georgian immigrants who, protected by their 

rulers, took the place of the Armenians. 
As the country became stabilized, prosperity increased. Con- 

stantine Porphyrogenetus writes that “the citadel of Ardanutzion 

(Artanuj) is very strong and has ramparts suitable to the Capital 

of a district; it is the centre of all the business of Trebizond, of 
Iberia, of Abkhazia, of all Armenia and Syria, and it does an im¬ 
mense commerce with all these countries. The country or ‘arzen’ 

Sargissian,” Memoires de VAcad. Imp. des Sciences de St. Peiersbourg, 70 s6rie, 
VIII (1864), fase. IO, pp. 5-11. For the Armenian text see ßasmavep (1864), 
pp. 155-160. 

^^History of Vardan Vardapet (in Armenian, Venice 1862), p. 85. 
^Several of the manuscripts which John C’ordvaneli, called T’ornik, ordered 

for the lavra of Iviron were written at Oäka: R. P. Blake, “Catalogue des manu- 
scrits georgiens,’’ Rev. de VOrient chretien, XXVIII (1931-1932), 291, 301-304, 
329-339. 

^P. Peeters, A. B., XXXVI-XXXVII (1917-19), 227. At the time of the 
foundation of Khandzt’a, Opiza was the only monastery of the region. 
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of Ardanutzion is large and fertile; it is the key to Iberia, Ab- 
khazia and Meskhia.” 

These commercial relations with all the surrounding territories 

fostered cultural relations as well. Thus the historical circum- 

stances, the evidence of literary connections add weight to the 
conclusions reached through stylistic and iconographic studies and 
give US further reason to assume that the model of the Bert’ay 
Gospel may have been drawn from Armenia. 

The Illustration of the Bert’ay Gospel not only adds to our 
knowledge of Georgian painting in the tenth Century, but it opens 
up a new chapter in the history of canon table decorations. It 
would be rash, at present, to try to assign a date or place of origin 
to the remote prototype which may be discerned through this 
manuscript, and which differs from the other canon arcades known 
so far. We can only call attention to the fact that several of the 
less common motives point to the eastern provinces, rather than 
to Byzantium. 

^W. E. Allen, A History oj the Georgian People (London, 1932), p. 58. 



THE STRIFE AMONG THE PALAEOLOGI AND 

THE OTTOMAN TURKS, 1370-1402 

By Peter Charanis 

The most important development in the history of the Balkan 
peninsula in the second half of the fourteenth Century was the rise 

of the Ottoman Turks to a position of world significance. In their 
rise to power, the Turks owed much to their vigor, to the states- 
manship, energy, and genius of their leaders, but they owed as 

much, if not more, to the demoralization of the peoples of the 
Balkan peninsula. The civil strife among the Greeks, which they 

exploited with wonderful skill, proved to them particularly ad- 
vantageous. It is well known how the wars between John Canta- 
cuzenus and John V Palaeologus enabled them to establish them- 

selves in Europe. And the strife among the Palaeologi during the 
second half of the fourteenth Century was not a minor factor in 
the expansion of the Turks, but here considerable confusion still 
reigns. However, new Information recently made available makes 

now possible the removal of some of this confusion.^ 
The rivalry between John V Palaeologus and John Canta- 

cuzenus ended in December, 1354, when the latter definitely 

renounced the throne. Four years later Matthew Cantacuzenus 
too abandoned the imperial title and swore allegiance to John V. 
John V was now sole emperor, but if his personal position had 

improved, that of the empire had worsened.^ For the Ottoman 
Turks, who had taken Gallipoli in 1354, had, by 1364, deprived 
the empire of virtually all Thrace, including Adrianople and 
Dedymotichon. Moreover, it had become evident that their ad- 

vance could not be checked without outside help and it was in 

’ Giuseppe Cammelli (ed), Demetritis Cydones: Correspondance (Paris. 1930); 
S. Lampros and C. I. Amantos, Bpaxea xpot'i/cd in 'AKadrjuia 'AOriviap. yivruxela r-rjs 
eWrjptKrjs 'Jcrroplas, T6ßos A' (Athens, 1932-33), 

®There is no special monograph on John V and the reason is not far to seek. 
During the early years of his reign he was overshadowed by his powerful rival, 
John Cantacuzenus, while the later years of his career were dominated by his bril- 
liant son, Manuel, and for the period in between there is hardly any information, 
For a bibliography of the period of the Palaeologi see my article, P. Charanis, 
“Internal strife in Byzantium during the fourteenth Century,” ßyzaniion, XV 
(Boston, 1940-41), 208, n, i. 
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Order to get this help that John V visited Rome, where he became 

converted to Catholicism in 1369, after he had failed in his nego- 

tiations with the Serbs to whom he had sent the patriarch Callistus 
at the head of an embassy in 1364, and with the king of Hungary 

whom he had visited himself in 1366. It was while John V so- 

journed in Rome and northern Italy trying to find allies for the 
empire that the first of a series of quarrels broke out between him¬ 
self and his eldest son, Andronicus, who had been left in Charge of 
the government in Constantinople. These quarrels were skillfully 
exploited by the Ottoman Turks to weaken the empire beyond the 
hope of recovery. 

The first conspiracy of Andronicus against his father is shrouded 
in obscurity. It is mentioned by no Contemporary source; and of 
the later Greek historians only Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles 
make reference to it.^ According to the account of Phrantzes, 
Andronicus, who had been left in Charge of the government in 
Constantinople and fervently desired to continue in charge, ignored 
the pleas of his father, sojourning in Venice, to send him money 
with which to pay his creditors and to meet the expenses of the 

voyage home. However, Manuel, the younger son of the emperor, 
raised the money and went to the assistance of his father in Venice. 
Chalcocondyles differs from this account only in one respect. He 

adds that John V was retained by his creditors and was not per- 
mitted to leave Venice until he paid his debts. Modern historians, 

beginning with Gibbon, have repeated this account as the most 
striking illustration of the abject conditions into which the em¬ 

peror of the once powerful Byzantine empire had fallen.^ Re- 
cently, however, a distinguished Polish Scholar studied the prob- 
lem in detail in his brilliant book dealing with the voyage of 
John V to Rome and came to the conclusion that the Statements 

of Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles are not true.® He makes the 
following arguments: (i) that Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles are 

rarely accurate when dealing with the events of the fourteenth 
Century; (2) that, according to the Venetian sources, John V, far 

* Phrantzes, Chronicon (Bonn, 1838), 52 f,; L. Chalcocondyles, Historiarum 
Libri decem (Bonn, 1843), 50 f. Darko’s edition of Chalcocondyles and that of 
Phrantzes by Papadopulos were not available to me. 

^Edward Gibbon, The history of the decline and fall of the Roman empire, 
edited by J. B. Bury (London, 1900), VII, 90. 

®0. Halecki, Vn empereur de ßyzance ä Rome (Warsaw, 1930), p. 334 ff. 
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from being humiliated, was received by the Venetians with all due 
honor and that, when he was about to leave Venice, he was given 
an outright gift of 4000 ducats and provisions for the trip home; 
and (3) that Andronicus was actually in Italy with his father and 
not in Constantinople. as Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles assert, 
and as proof of this he offers the treaty concluded between John V 
and Venice in Rome in 1370, where an Andronicus Palaeologus is 

mentioned as one of the witnesses. 
Now to examine these arguments. It should be conceded at once 

that Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles are often inaccurate and con- 
fused when dealing with the events of the fourteenth Century, but 

it must be also pointed out that their inaccuracies are chiefly in 
matters of chronology. While they confuse events of different 
dates they seldom mention anything that did not actually take 

place, and unless it can be shown by reference to Contemporary 
and trustworthy sources that they are inaccurate, their testimony 

cannot be rejected. In this case two such sources are offered: 
(i) the chronicle of the Venetian John Caroldo, written really 
toward the end of the fifteenth Century, but worthy of serious 
consideration, for it is based on official documents from the 

archives of Venice;® and (2) the treaty between John V and 
Venice concluded in 1370J 

According to the account of Caroldo, the Venetians received 
John with courtesy and all honors due to his rank. John informed 
the authorities that he had important matters to discuss with them 
and a deputation was designated to confer with him. What John 
wanted to discuss with them were matters of a financial nature. 
He had previously borrowed from the Venetians and as security 

for this loan he had deposited some of the imperial jeweis. He 
now proposed to cede the Island of Tenedos to the Venetians if, in 
turn, they would release the imperial jeweis, furnish him with six 
transports, and, in addition, give him 25,000 ducats, a small por- 
tion of which was to be paid in advance in order that he might 
meet his daily expenses. The Venetians accepted these terms and 
advanced him 4000 ducats in anticipation of the cession of Tene- 

®Caroldo’s chronicle is still in manuscript form, but the important passage 
relating to John^s stay in Venice has been reproduced by Halecki who is the first 
Scholar to make use of it. Ihid., p. 385. 

Diplomatarium Veneto-Levaniinum, ed. G. M. Thomas (Venice, 1899), no. 89. 
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dos. John now asked for another loan of 30,000 ducats and offered 
as Security other imperial jeweis. Finally, when he was about to 

depart, the Venetians gave him outright the 4000 ducats, which 
they had advanced to him as partial payment for Tenedos, and 
considerable provisions for his journey back home. They also 
gave 300 ducats to Manuel. 

What this document proves is precisely the opposite of what it 
is intended to prove, for the striking thing about it is not that the 
Venetians advanced or gave outright 4000 ducats to the emperor, 
but the extreme misery in which the emperor found himself in 
Venice, misery which is attested also by a letter of Cydones, cited 
by F. Dölger in his support of the account of the Greek his- 
torians.® John was so badly in need of money that he was willing 
to part with Tenedos in order that, among other things, he might 
be advanced a few ducats with which to pay his daily expenses. 

It is indeed difficult to understand the logic of an argument that 
seeks to show the inaccuracy of one document by citing another 

that says exactly the same thing, for Caroldo confirms a part 
while denying nothing of what the Greek historians say. If he 
does not speak of John’s correspondence with Andronicus and the 

latter’s refusal to send him money, that was because he probably 
knew nothing about it, for he drew his information from official 
Venetian documents which necessarily dealt only with the nego- 
tiations between the emperor and Venice. These negotiations 
were long and tedious — John stayed ten months in Venice — 

and there is no reason why John could not have written to An¬ 
dronicus for money pending the conclusion of his agreement with 
the Venetians. It would have been unusual indeed if he had not 
done so. 

Then there is Manuel. Admittedly Manuel made the trip to 
Venice, braving ‘‘the violence of the waves and the sea in the 
Winter,” as his father puts it, in order to come to him in Venice 
and help him with his affairs. It is hardly probable that Manuel 

made the special trip to Venice to help only in his father’s nego¬ 
tiations with the Venetians. There must have been a more pressing 
reason and what eise could this reason be than his father’s finan¬ 
cial embarrassment? Manuel went to Venice in order to bring 

®F. Dölger, “Johannes VII, Kaiser der Rhomäer, 1390-1408,” Byz. Zeitschr., 
XXXI (Leipzig, 1931), 22, note 2. 
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money to his father and once there he doubtless helped him also 
in his negotiations with the Venetians. But neither the sum 
brought to him by Manuel nor that of the 4000 ducats advanced 
by the Venetians was sufficient to enable John to meet his expenses 
in Venice. This is shovrä by the fact that when he departed from 
Venice he left Manuel behind to serve as voucher for the many 
expenses of his trip, increased, as he says himself, by the mean- 

ness of the merchants.® 
Two of the contentions of the Greek historians, John’s want of 

money and ManueFs voyage to Venice, are confirmed by Caroldo, 
not to mention the other documents to which reference has been 

made. Objections may be still raised to the Statement of Chal- 
cocondyles that the creditors of John V actually prevented him 
from sailing from Venice. In denying the truth of this Statement, 

it is contended that Caroldo and other Italian chroniclers not only 
fail to mention this, but assert on the contrary that John was 

received by the Venetians with courtesy and all honors due to his 
rank. But there is nothing either in Caroldo or in Chalcocondyles 

that makes their Statements mutually exclusive. That the Vene¬ 
tians received John with the honors that his rank required can 
hardly be doubted, for it would have been a flagrant violation of 
international practice if they had failed to do so, but that after- 
wards they insisted upon his settling his obligations before they 
could make him any further financial advances is also possible. 

The Statement of Chalcocondyles is really not hard to understand. 
Since John was not able to leave Venice on his own resources, any 
difficulty that he may have had with his Venetian creditors could 
be interpreted in Constantinople to mean that he had to stay in 
Venice until he settled his differences with his creditors. 

There now remains to examine the objection to the assertion of 

the Greek historians that Andronicus had remained in Constanti¬ 
nople and refused to send to his father the financial help which he 
asked. 

The treaty of 1370 between John V and Venice, where an An- 

® K. E. Zachariae von Lingenthal, “Prooemien zu Chrysobullen von Demetrius 
Cydones,” Sitzungsberichte der Koeniglich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
zu Berlin (Berlin, 1888), 1420; iyyvrjrijv 5^ Kal r^s €v 

i<r6ß€vov, i^v ijixiv if tCjv efxiröpujy fi^ßcpoXoyla. Von Lingenthal (ibid., p. 14^5) 
interprets this as confirming the Statements of the Greek historians. Halecki {op. 

cit., 336) considers this passage “Porigine de toute la legende.” 
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dronicus Palaeologus is mentioned as one of the witnesses, is 
offered as proof that there is no truth in this assertion. Obviously 
if this personage is the son of the emperor, then Andronicus accom- 
panied his father in Italy and there can be no truth in the State¬ 

ment that he stayed in Constantinople and later disobeyed his 
father. But this Andronicus was not the son of John V, as Dölger 
has pointed out/** for in the treaty he is described as an uncle, 
avunculus, of the emperor. Moreover, of the four witnesses to the 
treaty only Andronicus is referred to without a title, and yet the 
son of the emperor had already been invested with the imperial 
title. That the son of an emperor, himself already emperor, would 

be relegated to the third position among the witnesses to an official 
treaty, called a simple relative, and given no official title is ex- 
tremely improbable.^^ Therefore, the treaty of 1370 öfters no 
evidence justifying the rejection of the testimony of the Greek 
historians according to which Andronicus remained in Constanti¬ 

nople while John V sojourned in Italy. Nor is there any evidence 

at all disproving their contention that he conspired against his 

father. 
In addition to the testimony of Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles, 

there is now a short chronicle which suggests that all was not well 
in Constantinople while John V was in Italy.^^ According to this 

chronicle John V, upon his return from Italy, caused the arrest of 
several high personages, namely Glabas, John Asan, Manuel 
Bryene, Zamplaco, and Agalo. Within a year and a half Androni¬ 
cus himself was a fugitive before his father, but this was for an- 
other reason. It is not stated that there was any relation between 

the arrest of these high personages and the disobedience of 
Andronicus, but it is not improbable that they had aided and 
abetted Andronicus in his defiance of his father. Zamplaco had 

been an important partisan of Cantacuzenus,^^ and John Asan had 
once urged Matthew Cantacuzenus to proclaim himself emperor 
against the wishes of his father.^^ Nor is it impossible that the 

Church had a hand in the disobedience of Andronicus. In his 

“Dölger, op. cit.y p. 22, note 2. 
P. Charanis, “An important short chronicle of the fourteenth Century,” 

ßyzantion, XIII (Brussels, 1938), p. 353, note i. 
“ Lampros-Amantos, op. cit., p. 81. 
“John Cantacuzenus, Historiae (Bonn, 1818-32), III, 74, 237. 
“ Gregoras, ßyzantina Historia (Bonn, 1829-30), 797, 798 f. 
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reply to his father Andronicus claimed that he was not permitted 
by the Church to use its treasures and there exists a synodical act, 
dated c. 1370, prohibiting the alienation of Church property.^^ 
The Church had no particular enthusiasm for the activities of 
John V in Italy for it opposed the rapprochement with Rome. 

In the meantime, while John V was sojourning in Italy and 

Andronicus was defying his authority, the Ottoman Turks took 
another important Step in the conquest of the Balkan peninsula. 

For on September 26, 1371, they inflicted a terrible defeat on the 
Serbian army under the command of Ugle§a and their victory 
opened the way for the conquest of Macedonia. Scholars have 

been puzzied why the Greeks, who a few years before had actively 
sought the help of the Serbs against the Ottomans, had now failed 
to cooperate with them in this important battle.^® It has even been 

asserted that the Greeks, under the leadership of Manuel, actually 
helped the Ottomans by ceding to them Gallipoli,^^ but this asser- 
tion has no foundation as it will be shown below. It is not easy to 

determine the reason why the Greeks failed to cooperate with the 
Serbians, but it is not improbable that their failure is related to 
the internal Situation in Constantinople. John V had not returned 
from Italy yet, while it is quite possible that Andronicus and his 
faction befriended Murad as one of the means of maintaining 
themselves in power. In his later revolts against his father An¬ 

dronicus always relied upon Turkish help. And this may be one 
of the reasons why John V, upon his return from Italy on October 

28, 1371/® hastened to come to an agreement with Murad. De- 
spite his conversion to Catholicism, John must have realized that 

no immediate help could be expected from the west, while the 
Turks, by their decisive victory over Uglesa, had grown stronger 

than ever and might endanger his own throne by throwing their 

“Fr. Miklosich and J. Müller, Acta et Diplomata Graeca, I (Vienna, 1859), S^S- 
The possible relation between Andronicus’ refusal to send money to his father on 
the ground that he was not permitted to use the treasures of the Church and this 
act was noted by Zachariae von Lingenthal, op. cit., p. 1415. But one cannot insist 
upon this relationship, for the act really bears no date. I have followed von Lingen¬ 
thal in dating it ca. 1370. 

^®See for instance H. A. Gibbons, The Foundation of the Ottoman empire (Ox¬ 
ford, 1916), 123. Gibbons’ chronology here is wrong. 

Halecki, op. dt., p. 246. 

“ Lampros-Amantos, op, cit., p. 81. See also P. Charanis, “An important short 
chronicle of the fourteenth Century,” p. 340. 
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Support to his ambitious and disobedient son. The agreement 
between John V and Murad was reached probably sometime in 
1372, for by the spring of 1373 Byzantine troops were fighting 

with the army of Murad in conformity with the provisions of the 
agreement 

In 1373 Andronicus tried again to seize the throne. According 
to the traditional view the second revolt of Andronicus was 
prompted by his fervent desire to overthrow his father because, 
as punishment for his first conspiracy, he had discarded him from 
the throne in favor of his younger son Manuel whose loyalty and 
Service he had publicly acknowledged in a chrysobull. All the 
responsibility, therefore, for the political crisis that this change 

in the order of succession provoked lay originally with Andronicus. 
A more recent opinion,^** based on the belief that Andronicus did 
not conspire against his father in 1370, puts the responsibility on 
John V who, it is urged, provoked the crisis because of his per¬ 
sonal attachment to Manuel. What really happened confirms 
neither the one nor the other view. It is not known what measures 
John V took against his disobedient son upon his return from 

Italy, but it seems improbable that he contemplated an immediate 
change in the order of succession. This is shown to some extent 

by the fact that one of his immediate acts upon his arrival to 
Constantinople was to confirm Manuel as despot of Thessalonica.^^ 
Moreover, it seems probable, according to Phrantzes and Chalco- 
condyles, that once again John V entrusted the government of 
Constantinople in the hands of Andronicus while he accompanied 
Murad in an expedition in Asia Minor What really determined 

John to discard Andronicus from the succession to the throne was 
the latter’s revolt. Andronicus began his open defiance of his 
father on May 6, 1373 and it was not until he was forced to 
surrender that Manuel was definitely designated the successor of 

“Phrantzes, op. cit,^ p. 49 f.; Chalcocondyles, op. cit.y p. 40 f. The date results 
from the fact that it was during this expedition that the revolt of Andronicus and 
Saudchi took place. 

Halecki, op. cit., p. 302 ff. 
*^Zachariae von Lingenthal, op. eil., pp. 1409-1422. 
^Phrantzes, op. cit., p. 50; Chalcocondyles, op. cit., p. 41. 
^ Lampros-Amantos, op. cit., p. 81; R. Loenertz, “La premiere insurrection 

d'Andronic IV Pal6ologue (1373),” Echos d'Orient, XXXVIII (Bucharest, 1939)1 
340. 
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John V, for Manuel was crowned emperor on September 25, 1373.^^ 
The revolt of Andronicus is associated with that of Saudchi 

Celebi, Murad's eldest son, against his own father. The sources 
that mention this affair, none of which is really Contemporary 
with it, are confusing. According to Ducas the two princes, 
both young and ambitious, agreed to cooperate and overthrow 
their fathers, seize the power themselves, and then conclude an 
alliance with each other. But Murad discovered the plot before 
it could be executed, seized and blinded his son and then demanded 
that the same punishment be inflicted on Andronicus. Mignanelli 
of Sienna agrees substantially with this account, but Phrantzes 
and Chalcocondyles give another version.^® They state that the 
two princes were left by their fathers in Charge of the government, 
Saudchi in the European possessions of the sultan, Andronicus in 
Constantinople; that Murad, accompanied by John V, undertook 
an expedition in Asia Minor against certain rebellious vassals; 
that the two princes found this the opportune moment to revolt 
against their fathers; and that Murad crushed the revolt ruthlessly, 
put his son to death and demanded that Andronicus be blinded. 
The Turkish historians place the rebellion of Saudchi in Asia 
Minor and make no mention of Andronicus.^^ To these accounts 
there must now be added that of a short chronicle, included in the 
Lampros-Amantos collection,^® according to which Andronicus 
fled from Constantinople, a fugitive before his own father, and 
joined Saudchi, himself also a fugitive before his own father al- 
ready for over ten months. Angered by this action of Andronicus, 
John V aided Murad to transport his forces from Asia Minor to 
Europe and then helped him to crush the revolt. Among these 
various accounts that of Phrantzes, Chalcocondyles, and the short 
chronicle agree on a number of things: (i) that during the revolt 
Murad and his army were in Asia Minor; (2) that Saudchi was in 
Thrace where the revolt took place; and (3) that during this time 
Andronicus was in Constantinople from where doubtless he co- 

Lampros-Amantos, op. cit., p. 81; Charanis, “An important short chronicle of 
the fourteenth Century,” p. 340. 

“Ducas, Historia Byzantina (Bonn, 1834), P- 43 ff- 
“Loenertz, op. cü.j p. 337; Phrantzes, op. cit., p. 49 ff.; Chalcocondyles, op. cit., 

p. 40 ff. 
“^Loenertz, op. cit., p. 340. 
“Lampros-Amantos, op. cit., p. 81. 
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operated with Saudchi. What the short chronicle includes which 
is not found in either Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles, that An- 
dronicus fled from Constantinople and actively joined Saudchi ten 
months after the latter began his revolt, means simply that instead 

of submitting to his father after the latter's return from Asia 
Minor he chose to continue the struggle by actively joining 
Saudchi. It seems to the writer that the account to follow as most 

plausible is that of Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles, supplemented 
by the short chronicle of the Lampros-Amantos collection.^® 

Murad ruthlessly crushed the revolt and cruelly put to death 
Saudchi and his companions. Andronicus who had surrendered in 

the meantime was put in prison by his father, together with his 
wife and his infant son John, known in Byzantine history as John 
VII. Murad insisted, however, that he should be blinded and 
John V gave his consent, although not very willingly, but the 

Operation was not completely successful so that Andronicus re- 
tained, at least partially, his eyesight. The same treatment and 
with the same results was given to his infant son, who according 

to Ducas was scarcely yet able to talk. Moreover, John V now 
decided to discard Andronicus from the succession to the throne 
and on September 25, 1373 he crowned Manuel, who now became 
his colleague and designated successor. 

His failure in the revolt of 1373 and his consequent punishment 

did not end the ambitions of Andronicus. Partially blinded and 
in prison he still looked for an opportunity to challenge the power 
of his father. His opportunity came in 1376. In that year John V 
ceded to the Venetians the island of Tenedos. Tenedos dominates 
the Dardanelles and the Genoese, whose commercial interests in 

the Black Sea would be endangered by the Venetian occupation, 

“R. Loenertz has tried {op. cii., p. 340 ff.) to discredit the Greek historian. His 
Principal argument is based on grounds of topography. He thinks that the Turkish 
historians who place the struggle in Asia Minor are the more accurate and explains 
that Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles must have confused the Thracian towns of 
Didymotichon and Pikridion, where, according to them the struggle took place, 
with Demetoka and Peges (Spigas) respectively, both of which are located in 
Phrygia. But the topographical data of the Greek historians are confirmed by the 
short chronicle of the Lampros-Amantos collection. It is extremely improbable 
that three persons, or at least two, if it is assumed that Phrantzes and Chalcocon¬ 
dyles used the same source, which is not certain, would make the same mistake. 
And Hammer, who generally follows the Turkish authorities, has in this case pre¬ 
ferred the Version of the Greek hbtorians. J. de Hammer, Histozre de Vempire 
Ottoman (Greek Version) (Athens, 1870), I, 366. 
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were determined to prevent this Island from falling into the hands 
of their commercial rivals.^® Since John V was favorably inclined 
toward the Venetians and could not be expected to reverse his 
policy to their advantage their first move was to bring about his 
overthrow. Accordingly tbey helped Andronicus to escape from 
prison, treated his eyes for the improvement of his sight and 

agreed to help him regain the throne if in return he would cede to 
them the island of Tenedos. But the success of this attempt de- 
pended also upon the attitude of Murad and to gain his help 
Andronicus made important concessions. He promised him his 
sister in marriage, an annual tribute, and the surrender of Gal- 
lipoli. With the Support of such allies, the success of Andronicus 

was assured. He entered Constantinople on August 12, 1376, 
seized his father and his two brothers, Manuel and Theodore, and 
shut them in the tower of Anemas, where he himself had been 

kept a few years before. He also imprisoned a number of Vene- 
tian merchants and seized their property.^^ Eleven days later he 
signed an act ceding Tenedos to the Genoese and early in the 
next year he surrendered Gallipoli to the Turks. 

Gallipoli had been captured by the Turks in 1354, but it had 
been restored to the Byzantines in 1367 by Amadeo of Savoy who 
had recovered it from the Turks in the course of his crusade of 
the previous year. This was a serious blow to the Turks, for with 

both Constantinople and Gallipoli in the hands of the Greeks it 
was difficult for them to move their forces from Asia to Europe or 

vice versa. Quite naturally they were anxious to recover their loss. 
It has been asserted that just before the battle of Maritza in 1371 
they sought and obtained from John V the cession of this impor¬ 
tant fortress. It has been urged further that the faction in Con¬ 

stantinople favoring the surrender of Gallipoli was headed by the 
emperor’s son, Manuel, while those in the Opposition were led by 
Demetrius Cydones.^^ The facts of the matter are quite different. 

** Cydones, Correspondance, edition Cammelli, p. 59: toU Se Vevovßiaois ovk 

dvCKTÖv, TTfu Teyedov twv avTirex^^v clvtovs otovrat yäp ovrus 

rrjs OaXdffffrfi Kal tuv TrovTiKiov KGphtav eXaÖiJö’eo’Öat, 5 avrols tov Kal rrjs 

TraTpidos eKneaeiv ßiaadivTaf. 

®^There is ample source material concerning this revolt of Andronicus. See 
Charanis, “An important chronicle of the fourteenth Century,” p. 353, n. 3, where 
the Principal authorities are listed. 

Heyd, Histoire du commerce du Levant (Leipzig, 1936), I. 519. 
“ Halecki, op. cit., p. 243 ff. 
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Gallipoli was not surrendered to the Turks in 1371; Manuel was 
not in Constantinople to urge its surrender; nor had John V 
yet returned from Italy.^^ Demetrius Cydones indeed made a 
Speech against the surrender of Gallipoli in which he pointed out 
the Strategie importance of this fortress and urged the acceptance 
of the Serbian offer for an alliance against the Turks, but this 
Speech was made several years later.It has been supposed that 
the Serbian embassy which made the offer of alliance must have 
been sent to Constantinople by Uglesa in anticipation of his war 
with the Ottomans and it is for this reason that the speech of 
Cydones has been dated as of 1371. It is true indeed that Uglesa 
entered into negotiations with Constantinople, but these negotia- 
tions were chiefly ecclesiastical in character, although questions 
of a political nature may have been also discussed.^® But there 
is no indication whatsoever that the particular embassy mentioned 
by Cydones, and by him alone, was sent by Uglesa. Cydones 
delivered his speech early in 1377, after he had learned of the 
intentions of Andronicus to surrender Gallipoli to the Turks, for 
Gallipoli was surrendered early in 1377 and in his speech Cydones 
implies that he expected it would be surrendered, since, as he 
says, the majority of the inhabitants and the majority of the 
council favored giving it up.^^ But the initiative in the matter was 
taken by Andronicus who had already agreed to surrender Gal¬ 
lipoli in return for the help of the Turks to depose his father. 
This is clearly stated by Cydones in a letter to his friend Caloph- 
eros in which he announces the actual surrender of the fortress.^® 
A part of this letter is so descriptive of the deplorable Situation in 
which the empire was reduced that it is worth quoting in full. 

^'Know then,” Cydones writes to his friend, “that personally I feel well, but I 
suffer in common with the city about which one reports nothing good. For the old 

®*John V returned to Constantinople on October 28, 1371 and for the source of 
this see note 18. Nor is it probable that Manuel arrived there before his father, for 
he did not leave Venice tili after the departure of his father. See Zachariae von 
Lingenthal, op. cit.^ p. 1420. 

Cydones, Oratio de non reddenda Callipoli in Migne, Patr. Gr., CLIV (Paris, 
1866), 1009-1036. For an analysis of this speech see Halecki, op. eit., p. 244 f. 

The question involved was that of reestablishing the jurisdiction of the Patri¬ 
arch in the realm of Uglesa. See Miklosich and Müller, op. di., I, 553, 560-64. 

Cydones, Oratio . . . , p. 1009: Kal t6 ye irXeiarop t^s noXeios, Kal cvfx- 

ßovXeveiv €l<j3B6T(»}Vy (f>aal bdv ij5r) SiSovai. 

Cydones, Correspondance, pp. 58-60. 
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scourge, the Turks, pushed to arrogance by the alliance which they conduded with 
the new emperor against bis father, have become more terrible for us. Although 
they received GalUpoli as compensation and seized many other things belonging to 
US, and in addition exacted such an amount of money that no one can count easily, 
they still claim that they are not sufficiently paid for their aid. They command 
everything and we must obey or eise be imprisoned. To such a point they have 
risen in power, and we reduced" to slavery. To this has been added the differences 
between the Genoese and the Venetians. For the emperor promised Tenedos to the 
Genoese while he was among them after he escaped from prison. But the Venetians, 
anticipating this, seized the island, and now, after securing it and its fortress with 
walls, provisions, men and everything that makes a fortress impregnable, they 
have gone home, hoping to return in the spring with many triremes. But the 
Genoese cannot bear to keep the peace while their rivals hold Tenedos, for they 
believe that they would thus be deprived of access to the sea and the Profits of 
maritime commerce, a thing which is more terrible to them than if they were driven 
by force from their own country. Therefore they aim to invest the island with 
triremes, ships, engines of war and everything that those who go to war invent. 
And they compel the emperor to cooperate with them, for otherwise, they say, he 
would connive with the Venetians in their steal and prefer them to the Genoese. 
The emperor, in Order to avoid all suspicion, has agreed to ally himself with them 
and now, in the midst of so much misery, he is preparing arms, munitions, engines 
of war and ships, and is forced to hire troops, a thing which for him is more diffi- 
cult than flying. But what makes one consider these evils light, although they are 
grave indeed, are the ills of within. For the father and the brothers [of Andronicus] 
still live shut up in places whence there is no escape. . . , For these reasons men 
expect in the evening to hear of new things with sunrise, whereas the day makes 
them fear that night will bring some grave misfortune. So that everyone, as in a 
tempest, runs the risk of sinking. . . . Against these evils we have had one hope, 
the alliance of the Church and the Christians [of the west], and this we had to 
renounce because, it seems, of the malevolence of some divinity or our sins. . . 

The hostilities between Venetians and Genoese of which 
Cydones speaks in this letter refer to the Chioggia war which 

broke out in the spring of 1377, and this definitely fixes the date 
of the surrender of Gallipoli. For as the letter was written before 

the spring of that year, Gallipoli must have been surrendered 
either late in 1376 or early in 1377, but probably in 1377. A short 
chronicle written in the sixteenth Century states definitely that 
Murad took Gallipoli in 1377.^® It is interesting to note also that 

Cydones had abandoned all hope of any assistance from the west- 

Lampros-Amantos, op. cU., 77: iwripev 6 aovXräi' Movpdrrjs d vlos roD 'Opx^^^v 
T^v KaXtoi/TToXtv eli tä (i377)‘ eKelvov rhv Kaipbv eir^pev ttjp ^epßiav. 

Obviously this chronicle is of a later date but there is no reason to doubt its 
accuracy, for it agrees with the chronological data given by Cydones. Its reference 
to a Serbian defeat suffered at the hands of the Turks about the same time shows 
in what dangerous Position that nation was and it is not at all improbable that the 
Serbian embassy referred to in the Oratio of Cydones was sent to Constantinople 
at this time. 
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ern Christians against the Turks. That the Western Christians 
might help the Greeks against the Turks had always been his 
hope and the abandonment of that hope explains why he urged 
an alliance with the Serbs. It is additional evidence for the view 
that his Speech against the surrender of Gallipoli was composed 

in 1377 and not in 1371, for in 1371 he must have still believed 
that Western Christendom would come to the relief of Constanti- 
nople. Did not John V successfully negotiate with the papacy? 
It is quite evident too that Cydones was hostile to Andronicus. 
Andronicus indeed tried to win the support and the Services of 
Cydones, but the latter bluntly replied that under no circumstances 
would he participate in his administration.^^ 

The reign of Andronicus was short. He had been placed on the 
throne with the aid of foreign powers and his position was secure 
only as long as he kept the support of these powers. He could 
rely upon the Genoese for their interests were to some extent 
associated with his, but he could not be sure of the Turks. Mean- 

while the Venetians had refused him recognition and were anxious 
to bring about his downfall. In 1379 they aided John V and his 
Sons to escape from prison, but the old emperor sought the protec¬ 
tion of the Turks, for he knew well that without their aid he could 

not possibly regain his throne. It is said that Murad sent a repre- 
sentative to Constantinople to determine the wishes of the people 

and on the basis of this investigation decided to support John V. 
It is not improbable that Murad actually did this in order to justify 

his defection from the cause of Andronicus, but the wishes of the 

people of Constantinople were not the decisive factors in his 
decision. He was influenced by more tangible considerations. For 

John V offered him a considerable annual tribute and agreed to 
furnish him a contingent of 12,000 men every spring.^^ In addi- 
tion Murad asked and obtained the cession of Philadelphia, the 

Byzantium was divided on foreign policy. There were those who believed 
that the salvation of the empire could be achieved only by an understanding with 
the Latins, and those who sought to unite the orthodox peoples of the Balkan 
peninsuIa against the Turkish danger. Demetrius Cydones was one of the leaders 
of the former. See Cydones, Oratio pro subsidio Latinoruniy Migne, Patr. Gr. 
CLIV, 961-1008. 

Cydones, Correspondance, p. 56. 
*^Ducas, op. cit., 45 f.; Phrantzes, op. cit., 55 f.; Chalcocondyles, op. cit., 62 f. 

For the date, see Charanis, “An important short chronicle of the fourteenth Cen¬ 
tury,” 3S4. 
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only Greek city in Asia Minor that was still free. Philadelphia, 
however^ was not actually occupied by the Turks tili late in the 
year 1390 when it was taken by Bayazid.^^ Aided by Murad and 
the Venetians, John V and his son Manuel entered Constantinople 
on July I, 1379* Andronicus did not offer any resistance, although 
his Genoese allies fought desperately. But in the final Settlement 
Andronicus was not completely deprived of his powers. On the 
insistence of the Genoese and probably also on that of Murad, 
who hoped doubtless to profit further by future dissension among 
the Palaeologi, Andronicus and his son John, the future John VII, 

were recognized the legitimate successors of John V. Manuel was 
thus discarded. In addition Andronicus was invested with the 

actual administration of the Thracian towns of Selymbria, Hera- 
clea, Rhaedestus and Panidus. This arrangement was officially 
sanctioned by the patriarch Nilus in May, 1381,^^ and was in- 

cluded in the treaty which the Genoese signed with John V on 
November 2, 1382.^^ The Genoese still associated their interests 
with the imperial fortunes of Andronicus and his rights to inherit 
the throne was one of the points they insisted upon in their nego- 
tiations with John V. But they agreed also to refrain from doing 

anything that might lead to a rupture between John V and An¬ 
dronicus, and promised, if necessary, to Support him against all 
his enemies, including Andronicus and his son, but not including 

Murad with whom they wanted to keep in peace. Andronicus did 
not live to inherit the throne. He died in 1385, shortly after suf- 
fering a defeat at the hands of his father.^® Meanwhile Manuel 
returned to Thessalonica to take Charge of the administration 

while Theodore was made despot of the Morea. Theodore took 
possession of Morea in 1383; but exactly when Manuel arrived 
in Thessalonica is not known. 

The agreement which had settled the quarrel between John V 

*®It is quite possible that Philadelphia was not only occupied by, but was also 
ceded to the Turks in 1390. For Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles who mention the 
cession of Philadelphia in connection with the overthrow of Andronicus in 1379 
confuse this event with the struggle between John V and Manuel on the one hand 
and John VII on the other which took place in 1390. The date of the capture of 
Philadelphia by Bayazid will be justified below. 

Miklosich and Müller, op. cit., II, 25; Ducas, op. dt., 46. 
*®Heyd, op. dt., I, 525; DÖlger, op. dt., p. 26. The original document was not 

accessible to me. 

Charanis, “An important short chronicle of the fourteenth Century,” p. 355. 
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and Andronicus was least satisfactory to Manuel, since it deprived 
him of the imperial title and succession. Manuel left for Thessa- 
lonica in secret and against the wishes of his father, which is suf- 
ficient proof that he was openly displeased with it.^^ That father 
and son had now come to the parting of the ways is also stated by 
Cydones, whose affection for Manuel never diminished.^® Manuel 
must have feit resentment also against Murad who was probably, 
at least in part, responsible for the reinstatement of Andronicus. 
Once established in Thessalonica his hostility against Murad broke 
out in the open. Manuehs aim, it seems, was to recover Mace- 
donia, and he actually occupied important places, including the 
city of Serres.^® The results of his policy, however, were disas- 
trous, for it not only widened the breach of the already estranged 
relations with his father, whose one aim was to keep the peace 
with Murad, but aroused the ire of the Turkish Sultan. Murad 
commissioned Haireddin Pasha to carry the war to Manuel. 
Haireddin not only recovered the territory which Manuel had 

occupied; he attacked also Thessalonica which finally surrendered 

in 1387 after a siege of four years.®® 
It is often repeated, following Chalcocondyles and Phrantzes, 

that Manuel, who had fled from Thessalonica, turned to his father, 
but the latter, fearing a break with Murad, refused to receive him; 

that Manuel then turned abjectly to the Turkish Sultan and asked 
his forgiveness; and that the latter received him with honors, 

forgave his transgressions and recommended him to his father.^^ 
This Story is not strictly accurate as is shown by the letters of 
Cydones. John V was indeed furious at the insubordination of 

his son and the consequent loss of Thessalonica. He called a 
special council, from which, however, all the friends of Manuel, 

including Cydones, were excluded, to decide the fate of Manuel 
and, as the latter was subsequently exiled to Lemnos, it may have 
been here that this decision was reached.^^ In the meantime 
Manuel, who had fled to Lesbos, was in a dilemma, not knowing 

R. Loenertz, “Manuel Paleologue et Demetrius Cydones,” £.chos d'Orient^ 

XXVI (Paris, 1937), 475- 
Cydones, Correspondance, pp. 86, 91. 

“‘Phrantzes, op. cit., p, 47 f.; Chalcocondyles, op. dt., p. 46 f. 
Charanis, “An important short chronicle of the fourteenth Century,” p. 359 t- 
Phrantzes, op. dt., p, 48; Chalcocondyles, op. dt., p. 46 f. 

“Cydones, Correspondance, p. 83 f. 
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which way to turn. He thought of going to some foreign land; or 
he might go to the Morea where his younger brother, Theodore, 
was in Charge. He wrote to Cydones for advice. Cydones replied 
to him in a tender and affectionate letter. He must not quit his 

country for some stränge land. The road there is long and tedious 
and the people he will meet indifferent to his lot. For, ignoring 
his rank, they would treat him as a vagabond or as one in need. 
Nor must he go to the Peloponnesus; its resources are few and 

insufficient even for those who already dwell there. There will be 
war between himself and his brother if he and his companions 

went there. Indeed the Turks will be greatly pleased if they hear 
that he has gone to Morea; they will even send him help to fight 

his brother, for in such an event they will profit themselves. He 
must rather come home to his father, beg his forgiveness and ac- 

cept whatever punishment he may intend to impose upon him. 
But he was sure his father would forgive him.^^ Manuel, however, 

did not return to Constantinople immediately. He first visited 
Murad, however, not abjectly as Phrantzes and Chalcocondyles 

relate, but after he became convinced by an exchange of embassies 
that the latter would receive him; then, after affecting a reconcili- 
ation with the Sultan, he went to Constantinople.^^ But his father 

refused to forgive him; instead he exiled him to the island of 
Lemnos.®^® As Thessalonica surrendered to the Turks in April, 

1387, ManuePs exile to Lemnos must have begun late in that year 

or early in 1388. 
It is not until the spring of 1390 that Manuel appeared again, 

actively playing a political role. For the interval between the year 
of his exile and this year nothing is known about him, but it is not 
improbable that he remained in Lemnos,^® for it was from Lemnos 

^Ibid., p. 84 ff. 
®*Loenertz, op. dt., p. 118. 
^ Ibid.j p. 119 ff. 
“Loenertz {ibid., p. 122 ff.) says that Manuel was back in Constantinople by 

the autumn of 1388. His argument is as follows: On August 27, 1388, the Serbs 
inflicted a defeat upon Murad’s forces and in a letter to Manuel, Cydones mentions 
a defeat suffered by the Turks and regrets that Manuel was not present, for had 
he been present the Greeks might have played a part in the victory. Thus Manuel 
was still in Lemnos on August 27, 1388, for the defeat suffered by the Turks at the 
hands of the Serbs is identified with that referred to by Cydones. But according 
to another letter written by Cydones to Manuel {Correspondance, No. 35) both 
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that he returned to Constantinople in response to his father’s 
appeal in the spring of 1390.^^ John V had again lost his throne, 
this time to his young grandson John,^® the son of Andronicus, 

who entered Constantinople on April 14, 1390. This young man, 
now about twenty years of age, claimed the throne as belonging 
to him by right. He had been crowned emperor by his father in 
1378 and although, together with his father, he had been deposed 
in the following year, his Claims to the throne had been officially 
recognized by John V and the Church. But John V does not seem 
to have accepted this settlement as final. This may be the reason 
why he continued to have trouble with Andronicus until the lat- 
ter's death in 1385. His real intention was that the throne should 
pass to Manuel. Cydones makes this plain. Writing to Manuel in 
1387 he declared that despite his present difficulties with his 
father it would be he who would succeed him.^® But there was still 
John, the son of Andronicus. Chalcocondyles relates that Manuel 

sent John to Genoa ostensibly in order to solicit the aid of the 
Genoese against the Turks, but in reality in order to get rid of 
him^ for he had secretly requested the Genoese to put him in 

Manuel and Cydones are in Constantinople and the former is about to be reconciled 
with his father. This letter then must have been written after Manuel’s return 
from Lemnos. Now it is possible to establish the date of this letter by a reference 
to another letter of Cydones to a friend sojourning in Italy (Correspondance, No. 3). 

According to this letter Cydones had promised his friend the previous winter to 
join him in Italy and a year has passed without carrying out this promise. He 
offers two reasons for the delay: the plague that raged in Constantinople and the 
insistence of the emperor that he should not leave the city. The emperor here is 
identified with Manuel and as there was a plague in Constantinople in the winter 
of 1389, it is concluded that Manuel must have returned from Lemnos late in 1388 
or early in 1389, at which time Cydones wrote letter No. 35. There are two 
elements of weakness in this argument: (i) the Turkish defeat alluded to by 
Cydones is not necessarily that suffered by the Turks on August 27, 1388; and 
(2) the plague referred to in letter No. 3 is not necessarily the plague of 1389. 
Indeed it seems more probable that letter No. 3 was written in 1374, for in addi- 
tion to the plague Cydones refers also to a civil war, perhaps a reference to the 
revolt of Andronicus in 1373 and the plague that broke out in the winter of 1373/74 

(Ducas, p. 51S). 
The exact date of Manuel’s return from Lemnos is known, Holy Thursday, 

March 31, 1390, and the reason for his recall was doubtless the revolt of John VH, 
which began before Easter. See Ignatius of Smolensk, tr. by Mme B. de Khitrowo 
in Itineraires Kusses en Orient^ I, i (Geneva, 1889), 142 f. See also Charanis, “An 
important short chronicle of the fourteenth Century,” p. 356, n. 6. 

“On the life and activities of John VII see the important work of F. Dölger, 
“Johannes VII, Kaiser der Rhomäer 1390-1408,” cited above n. 80. 

“Cydones, Correspondance^ p. 86. 
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prison, and that the Genoese imprisoned him.®® The story is 
plausible. It is indeed probable that Manuel, at the time of the 
siege of Thessalonica, expecting no help from Constantinople, sent 
John to Genoa to solicit the aid of the Genoese who themselves 
had important interests in Thessalonica. Manuel was anxious to 
find outside help and it is known that he sent an embassy to the 
pope and another to Venice for that purpose.®^ But after the fall 

of Thessalonica and his reconciliation with his father he may have 
contrived to keep John indefinitely in Genoa so that he might 

inherit the throne without difficulty. That John spent some time 
in Genoa there is no doubt, for it was from Genoa that he came in 
the spring of 1390 to overthrow his grandfather.®^ Like his father 

in 1376, John turned to the Ottomans for help and Bayazid, who 
followed his father’s policy in creating dissension among the 
Byzantine princes, furnished him with the necessary forces. Al- 
though he was able to enter Constantinople, his victory was not 

complete. John V managed to keep the fort by the Golden gate 
long enough to enable his son Manuel, who was now recalled from 
Lemnos, to gather the forces necessary to recover the city. John, 
now John VII, was finally driven from the city on September 17, 

1390. He fled to Bayazid who invested him with the city of Selym- 
bria which he had occupied in the meantime. 

Bayazid apparently did not aid John VII after his initial suc- 

cess for otherwise it would be difficult to understand the final 

success of John V and Manuel. This was doubtless because he was 
engaged in Asia Minor throughout the summer of 1390 against 
the various Turkish emirates. But if he reconciled himself to the 

failure of John VII that was because he feit sure that John V and 
Manuel would be as amenable to his wishes as John VII. No 
sooner were John V and Manuel reestablished in Constantinople 
that they received word from Bayazid, who probably was now 
back in Brussa, demanding the tribute which they were accus- 
tomed to pay and an expeditionary force headed by Manuel him¬ 
self to participate in the expedition which he was about to 
undertake against Pamphylia (the emirate of Tekke). John V, 
hopelessly powerless to resist, acceded to the demands of Bayazid 

“ Chalcocondyles, op. eit., p. 83. 
*"Loenertz, ikcho^ dVrient, XXXVII, 108 f. 

Lampros-Amantos, op. eil., No. 15. 
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and sent his son Manuel and some troops to do his bidding.®^ 
Doubtless John VII, now in the camp of Bayazid, also participated 

in the expedition against Tekke. As to the date of this expedition 

there can be no doubt. It took place between September 17, 1390 
and February 16, 1891, the date of the death of John V, when 

Manuel returned to Constantinople. This is confirmed by Phrant- 
zes who says that Bayazid moved against Tekke in the fall of 
1390.®^ 

Was it during this expedition that the Byzantine princes helped 
Bayazid to take Philadelphia? The question is not easy because 
the chronology of Bayazid^s activities in Asia Minor is confused. 
Both the Turkish and Greek authorities agree that Bayazid, after 
he had established himself on the throne, undertook to subdue 
the various Turkish emirates in Asia Minor.®^ Sa’deddin and 

Phrantzes say that Bayazid first moved into Asia Minor in the 
spring after the death of his father, i.e., in 1390. This is probably 

correct; for Bayazid must have needed some time to settle the 
affairs in Europe and to gather the necessary forces for his expe¬ 
dition in Asia Minor. But there is no agreement as to the order of 
his conquests.” According to Sa’deddin Bayazid made two expedi- 
tions in Asia Minor. In the first one he took Philadelphia, Aydin, 

Sarukan and Mentese; in the second, he took Gernian and then 

Tekke. Other Turkish historians leave some doubt, however, 
whether Gernian, Tekke and Mentese feil during the first or 
second expedition. According to Ducas Bayazid first took Gernian, 
Mentese and on the way back, Sarukan and Philadelphia. Then 

came the expedition to Tekke. Phrantzes makes Bayazid first 
go along the Pontus, then against Sarukan and Mente.se and 
finally in the fall against Tekke. In the account of Chalcocon- 

dyles Bayazid first takes Philadelphia, then strikes along the 
Pontus and finally moves against Aydin, Sarukan, Mentese and 
Tekke. Of this contradictory mass of material only one thing 
seems certain: that Bayazid made two campaigns in Asia Minor 
in 1390, one in the spring and summer, and the other in the fall. 

“ Ducas, op. cit., p. 47; Ignatius of Smolensk, p. 142 f. 
Phrantzes, op. dt., p. 82. 

“ Their testimony has been analyzed in detail by Paul Wittek, Das Fürstentum 
Mentesche. Studie zur Geschichte Westkleinasiens im 13-is Jh. (Istanbul, 1934)» 
p. 78 ff. 
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Now, if it is true, as Chalcocondyles asserts, that the Byzantine 
emperors —- Manuel and John VII are meant — helped Bayazid 
to take Philadelphia,®® then that city was taken in the fall of 1390. 
For in the summer neither Manuel nor John VII was with Bayazid. 
John VII was in Constantinople while Manuel was trying to gather 
sufficient forces — he went as far as Rhodes — with which to 

dislodge him.®^ 
It was then during Bayazid^s second expedition in Asia Minor 

in the fall of 1390 that the Byzantine princes, Manuel and John 

VII, helped the Turks to take Philadelphia. In the meantime 
John V, in order to protect the Capital against any possible assault, 
began to restore its fortifications. He strengthened the Golden 

gate by constructing two towers on either side; in addition he 
fortified the space between the Golden gate and the sea for a 

possible final refuge. But when the news concerning these fortifi¬ 
cations reached Bayazid he immediately demanded that they be 
torn down and threatened to blind Manuel if John V failed to 
accede to this demand. The latter, weighed down by age and 
disease and solicitous for the welfare of his favorite son, yielded 
and tore down the new fortification. He did not survive this 
humiliation long, for on February 16, 1391 he breathed his last.®® 
He had reigned, with some interruptions, for fifty years and his 

was a stormy and tragic career. When he came to the throne in 
1341, the empire was still a considerable power; by the time of his 
death it had lost everything except Constantinople and the des- 

potat of Morea. In 1341 the Ottoman Turks were insignificant; 
by 1391 it was evident that they would control all the lands once 

ruled by the empire. 
In the meantime Bayazid had returned to Brussa and it was 

there that Manuel heard the news of the death of his father. He 
immediately rushed to Constantinople, escaping by night and 
without the knowledge of Bayazid. He doubtless feared that 
Bayazid might detain him or even do away with him while he took 

Constantinople himself or restored it to John VII who must have 
been in Brussa also. Bayazid, although probably displeased, 

Chalcocondyles, op. cit., p. 64. 
Lampros-Amantos, op. cit.j pp. 32, 33; Ignatius of Smolensk, p. 142 f. 

“Ducas, op. cii.f p. 47 f.; Ignatius of Smolensk, p. 143. For the date of the 
death of John V see Charanis, “An important short chronicle of the fourteenth 
Century,” p. 357. 
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acquiesced to the new regime in Constantinople, but doubtless not 

without the promise of Manuel that he would do nothing to change 
his father’s policy toward the Ottomans. The story that Bayazid 
laid siege to Constantinople immediately after the accession of 
Manuel to the throne is without foundation. The siege of CoD' 
stantinople did not come tili several years later. 

For three years following his accession to the throne as sole 
emperor, Manuelas policy toward Bayazid was that of appease- 
ment, not antagonism. Düring this period Manuel took part in 
another military campaign conducted by Bayazid in Asia Minor. 
The exact date of this expedition is not known, but it can be 
definitely fixed with the help of certain Venetian documents, inci- 
dents in the life of Manuel whose chronology is known, and cer¬ 
tain references in the letters of the emperor. 

According to a Venetian document it was known in Venice on 
July 14, 1391 that the emperor was about to leave Constanti¬ 
nople in Order to participate in an expedition under Bayazid; it 

was anticipated that this expedition would be long. If Manuel 
actually left Constantinople, he was back in the city by February 
II, 1392, for on that date he and his wife were officially crowned 

by the patriarch Anthony.'^® Another Venetian document, dated 
April 26, 1392, speaks of the preparations of a large fleet by 
Bayazid, who was about to attack Sinope by sea. It says further 

that Manuel was to participate in this expedition. But according 
to still another Venetian document, dated July 20, 1392, Manuel 
did not leave Constantinople.^^ The expedition of Bayazid in 
which Manuel participated was directed against the Isfendiarides 
of Qastamuni and Sinope, as Manuel himself says in a letter 
which he addressed to Cydones during this expedition.^^ And by 

the fall of 1392 the Ottomans had become masters of Qastamuni. 
On the basis of this chronological data there can be no other con- 
clusion than that the Ottoman expedition in which Manuel par- 

Max Silberschmidt, Das orientalische Problem zur Zeit der Entstehung des 
Türkischen Reiches nach Venezianischen Quellen (Leipzig, 1923), p. 74. 

Ignatius of Smolensk, 143; Silberschmidt, op. cit., 75; N. Jorga, “La politique 
venitienne dans les eaux de la Mer Noire,” ÄcadSmie Roumaine: Bulletin de la 
section historique, 2® ann6e (Bucharest, 1914), p. 321. 

^ Silberschmidt, op. cit.j pp. 78, 81; Jorga, op. cit.^ p. 322 f. 
”See below, note 77. 
” E. Zambaur, Manuel de genSalogie et de Chronologie Pour Vhistoire de Vlslam 

(Hanover, 1927), p. 149. 
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ticipated was that mentioned by the Venetian document, dated 
July 14, 1391. The expedition was long and doubtless extended 
to the beginning of winter, 1391, for the weather conditions to 
which Manuel refers in this letter are those of late fall or early 
Winter. This expedition .took place, therefore, between the end of 
Summer and the beginning of winter, 1391. 

It is doubtless to this expedition that Cydones refers in his 
letter to Theodore Palaeologus written after his return from 
Venice in 1391/^ Here again Cydones, whose concern for his 
country had remained undiminished although he had abandoned 

its religion, gives such a vivid picture of the public demoralization 
of the Greeks that his letter is worth quoting almost in full. 

“The plight in which I found the city upon my return,” writes Cydones, “is 
such that she least needs the Science of men; only the aid of God can possibly 
help her. Everything is upset and it is difficult to find anywhere in the world an 
example of the chaos that reigns here. The barbarians have seized everything found 
Outside the city and they are responsible for all her misery. The tribute they 
impose is so large that the entire public revenue will not suffice to pay it. It will 
be necessary to levy a tax in specie even on the very poor if we are to meet, at 
least in part, their insatiable demands. But everyone thinks that this is impossible 
and that their cupidity will never be satisfied. Therefore one looks toward slavery 
as the only means capable of removing the internal ills. Moreover, the old evil 
which caused the general ruin still rages. I mean the dissension between the 
emperors over the shadow of power. For this they are forced to serve the bar- 
barian; it is the only way of being able to breathe. For everybody admits that to 
whomever of the two the barbarian gives his support that one will prevail in the 

Cydones, Correspondance^ No. 5. The date of this letter is certain. The 
allusion to the strife between the emperors refers without a doubt to the struggle 
between John VII and Manuel in 1390, but with the implication that that episode 
was over, but that the emperors continued to be competitors, each one trying to 
win the support of Bayazid. The reference to the arrival of Cydones to the city 
means his return from Venice. It is known definitely that Cydones was in Venice 
in January 1391, for there exists a Venetian document of that date granting the 
Privileges of Venetian citizenship to Cydones as long as he would stay in Venice 
(R. Loenertz, “Demetrius Cydonfes, citoyen de Venice,” £.chos d^Orient, XXXVII, 
25). The expedition of the barbarian referred to in this letter can be no other than 
that undertaken by Bayazid late in the summer of 1391. Cydones, therefore, re- 
turned to Constantinople while this expedition was under way and it was then 
that he wrote this letter, i.e., autumn of 1391. G. Cammelli, who edited this letter 
(Cydones, Correspondance^ p. 9), thinks that the allusion to the strife between the 
emperors refers to the outbreak of the second civil war between John Cantacuzenus 
and John V and dates the letter as of 1353. For this reason he makes Manuel 
Cantacuzenus and not Theodore Palaeologus the recipient, for the letter is addressed 
simply to the despot of Morea. This view reveals its author appallingly ignorant 
of the history of the Byzantine empire in the fourteenth Century, a serious matter 
for an editor of the letters of Cydones. 
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future. Therefore the emperors by necessity become bis slaves before the citizens 
and live according to bis injunctions. And today both emperors, each one with 
wbat remains of the troops, receive bis Orders, follow bim and help him to seize 
the cities in Phrygia and the Pontus. Thus the city, deprived of its garrison, lies 
exposed, a prize, ready for those who may wish to seize it. And within the city the 
citizens, not only the ortiinary, but indeed also those who pass as the most influ- 
ential in the imperial palace, revolt, quarrel with each other and strive to occupy 
the highest Offices. Each one is eager to devour all by himself, and, if he does not 
succeed, threatens to desert to the enemy and with him besiege his country and 
his friends. This is a tragedy greater than any one related by Homer and all the 
poets.” 

It was during the expedition of 1391 that Manuel had the dis- 
cussions with a Muhammedan theologian over the respective merits 
of Christianity and Islam which he later committed to writing for 
the benefit of his younger brother Theodore. As Manuel himself 
remarks in the introduction these discussions took place in the 
winter in Ancyra while he was with Bayazid during a military 
expedition in Asia Minor. The only expedition known in which 

one can possibly fit these facts is that of 1391. The discussions 
were later written in the form of dialogues and these dialogues 
are of considerable importance. They show first of all the theo- 
logical interests of Manuel; secondly, that educated Moslems and 
Christians exchanged ideas and were tolerant toward each other; 

and finally they give a vivid picture of the barbarous luxury of 
the Sultan's court and the misery of the Byzantine emperor. 
Unfortunately they cannot yet be fully utilized for they have 
been only partially published.^^ 

During this expedition Manuel also wrote a number of letters 
of great historical value. These letters reveal the delicate nature 
of their author and the spiritual agony which he experienced for 
having to serve the barbarian. Manuel was spiritually never 
reconciled to the servile policy that he was forced to follow toward 

the Turkish Sultan. He could stand the fatigue and the priva- 
tions that this policy imposed upon him, but he could not bear the 
thought that he was contributing to augment the power of the 

Turks. The fatigue and the privations he wrote “we suffer in 
common with the rest of the army; but one thing is unbearable 
for us: we fight with them [the Turks] and for them, and this 

These dialogues were partially published by C. B. Hase, Notices et extraits 
des mss. de la ßibliotheque Royale, VIII (Paris, 1813); they were reprinted by 
Migne with Hase’s introduction, Patr. Gr., CXVI (Paris, 1866), 111-174. 
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means that we increase their strength and decrease ours.” In 
another letter Manuel describes at length the sufferings and priva- 

tions that he and his army had to endure and gives a vivid picture 
of the decadence into which Asia Minor had fallen since the 
Byzantines were driven out. This letter is one of those documents 

which should be repeated almost in fuW^ 

^^Your letter/^ he writes to Cydones, “has travelled over many lands; it went 
past mountains and rivers; and scarcely caught up with us in a certain plain which 
is surrounded on every side by chains of craggy mountains, as the poet might have 
said. This plain is very small, hardly sufficient for the army camp; it appears and 
is very wild. Except for wood and some water not very clear it cannot fumish 
anything, for it is deserted. The inhabitants have fled into the caverns, forests, 
and on the high peaks, hoping thus to escape a death from which there is no escape, 
a death most cruel and inhuman, imposed without recourse to justice. For every 
mouth that opens to justify itself is at once shut up by the sword. Neither the 
most tender age nor the weaker sex is spared. Even those who, either because of 
old age or of disease, cannot use their feet to flee, fall victims to the murderous 
scimitar. . . . 

“The plain we occupy must have had a name in the prosperous times when it 
was treaded by the Romans and obeyed their rule. But today, when I wished to 
leam what that name was, it was as if I searched for the wings of a wolf, according 
to the proverb. There is no person to inform me. Cities there are a lot, but none 
possesses that which makes the splendor of a city and without which it cannot be 
a city. I mean men. Most of these cities lie in ruins, a pitiable spectacle for the 
descendants of those who once possessed them. They have not even names, the 
destruction being already old. And when I asked what were their names, those 
around me replied: *we have destroyed them and time destroyed their names.’ 
Immediately I was seized by sadness, but I sorrowed in silence, being still able to 
control my emotions. But when we reach a city whose ancient name has been 
changed into some stränge and barbarous one, then 1 lament aloud, for no longer 
can I restrain myself, however I may desire. 

“Since I cannot clearly indicate in what parts of the earth we are (for how can 
one indicate in writing the location of places that have no names?) I shall try 
another method: I shall try to the extent that that is possible, to give you an idea 
of where we are by mentioning those places in the neighborhood which are still 
known by name. 

“You have heard of Pompeiopolis, that great, beautiful and marvelous city; or 
rather it was such in the days gone by, for today even its ruins are hardly visible. 
It is located on the bank of a river which is spanned by a bridge of stone, adorned 
with porticoes, marvelous for their size, beauty and art. Did not this city while it 
flourished justify the surname of great which the Romans gave to its founder and 
which was confirmed by numerous trophies? After we left this city and that of 
Zeno we marched for many days, having Sinope at our left, the river Halys at our 
right and the sun as our guide. For it is necessary, they say, to look at the sun’s 
rising and then march straight forward, if one does not wish to lose his way. 

“Do now you wish to know the objective of the one who commands the army? 

™^^mile Legrand (editor), Lettres de Vempereur Manuel Paleologue (Paris, 
1893), p. 29 (letter t0'). 

Ibid., 21-25 (letter is'). 
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His aim is either to enslave or reduce to vassalage a certain satrap, Peitzas by 
name, whose domain, some territory, a few small towns and a population not 
large, borders on Sinope and Amisus. He aims at this in Order to surround Sinope 
from every side and thus subdue Spentare (this is the name of the one who 
govems Sinope), or force hira to accept and respect the oaths that he may impose 
upon him; and finally in order to strike with all these trophies the ruler of 
Sebastia and the Scythians. When he will have accomplished these things as he 
plans he will retum home, he says, and, with the aid of God, we can do likewise. 

“It is not easy to bear these things; the scarcity of provisions, the excessive 
cold; the disease which, in striking many of our men, has smitten my Soul and 
many other things which the rules of letter writing forbid to enumerate, not to 
mention the thought that our aflfairs at home may have suffered some harm, as is 
probable, since we have already been gone a long time. And it is unbearable not to 
see anything, or to hear anything, or to do anything of those things which contribute 
to the formation or perfection of our souls. This is neither in our education, nor 
in our customs, nor in our nature. Nothing more pleasant can happen to us than 
to be delivered froro such a Situation. . . 

The letter ends with the following note which shows how thor- 
oughly Manuel disliked the Company of Bayazid: 

*‘But I stop, for well nigh do I see those who come to call us to join the chief. 
Perhaps he wishes again to drink a health and to force us take our fill of wine 
from his manifold golden bowls and drinking-cups. He thinks thus to assuage our 
grief brought on by the ills I have described. But, had we been of good cheer, this 
alone would be enough to sadden us.” 

The reference to Spentare definitely fixes the date of this letter 
and that of the expedition during which it was written. The 

Spentare mentioned here is no other than Sulaiman II of the 
dynasty of the Isfendiarides, the rulers of Qastamuni and Sinope. 

Sulaiman was actually killed by Bayazid late in 1392 and his 
territories came under the domination of the Ottomans who held 

them until 1402.^^ But Manuel did not participate in this cam- 
paign as is pointed out in the Venetian document which has already 
been cited. Consequently the campaign during which this letter 
was written is that of 139I; for the only other campaign in Asia 

Minor undertaken by Bayazid and in which Manuel participated 
was not directed against Sinope. This is confirmed by another 
letter of Manuel, obviously written during the same expedition, in 
which he expresses concern about the pestilence which raged in 
Constantinople while he was still there.'^® It is known from an¬ 

other source that a pestilence raged in Constantinople throughout 
the Winter and Summer of 1391and, it will be recalled, Manuel 

Zambaur, op. cit.y p. 149. 
Legrand, op. cit.y p. 31 (letter k). “ Ducas, op. cit.y p. 516. 
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left Constantinople toward the end of the summer of that year. 
Evidently Bayazid had found it difficult to take Sinope by land in 
1391 and it was doubtless for that reason that, in the following 
year, he organized the sea expedition, referred to in the Venetian 
documents, against thatcity. 

In their peregrinations throughout Asia Minor Manuel and his 
companions doubtless often found it necessary to employ the 

Turkish language if they wished to communicate with the inhabi- 
tants of the country. For the depopulation and the ruined cities, 
referred to by Manuel in his letter, were not the only evidence of 

the destructive nature for hellenism of the invasion of Asia Minor 
by the Turks. The use of Greek, especially in the central regions 

of Anatolia where its hold was weak, was also disappearing and 
not only among those who abandoned Christianity for Islam, but 

also among the Christians. The abandonment of Greek place 
names for Turkish ones noted by Manuel may be cited as proof 
of this, but more conclusive is a Statement contained in a memo- 
randum which was drawn up in Munich on July 30, 1437 and 
designed to inform the Council of Basel (1431—1438), which, 
among other things, took up the question of the Union of the 

churches and of the conditions of the Greek church. “It is to be 
noted,” runs the Statement, “that in many parts of Turkey {in 

multis partibus Turcie) one finds priests, bishops and archbishops 

who wear the garments of the infidels and speak their language. 
They do not know how to say anything in Greek except to sing 
Mass, the evangel and the epistles. But in other matters of speech 

they use the Turkish language.” Although it is not specifically 
stated in the document, the mültae partes Turcie doubtless refer 
to Asia Minor for it was too early yet for Christians of European 
Turkey to have abandoned their own language, something which 
actually never happened among the Christians of the Balkan 
peninsula.®^ But in Asia Minor there were Christians who spoke 

LamprOS, 'Tirö/iPij/ia irepl tu>v eWrjyiKtop iKKXrforioiv Karä t6v 

hcKarov TreßTTTov alutva^ in Neos 'WKXrivop.p'qpnapj VII (Athens, 1911), p. 366: 
Notandum est, quod in multis partibus Turcie reperiuntur clerici, episcopi et 
arciepiscopi, qui portant vestimenta infidelium et locuntur linguam ipsorum et 
nihil aliud sciunt in greco proferre nisi missam cantare et evangelium et epistolas. 
Alias autem orationes multi dicunt in lingua Turcorum. 

^ Some Turkish speaking Christians may be found along the Black Sea coast 
of Bulgaria but they really came from Asia Minor. See S. A. Hudaverdoglu- 
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only Turkish until 1922; they were found chiefly in the districts 

of Konia, Sebastia^ Ancyra and Qastamuni and it is doubtless 
these regions that are meant by the multae partes Turcie of the 

document.^® In 1390 and 1391 Manuel traversed virtually all 
these regions, 

Despite his hardships and humiliation, Manuel maintained his 

policy of appeasement towards the Ottomans as long as he be- 
lieved that he could thereby save Constantinople and what other 
territories were still in the possession of the empire. But by the 
spring of 1394 he became definitely convinced that Bayazid 
aimed at nothing less than the complete destruction of the family 
of the Palaeologi and the occupation of what remained of the 
Byzantine empire. In May, 1394 Bayazid summoned to Serres 
Theodore, the brother of Manuel and despot of Morea; Manuel 

and the remaining Serbian princes were also there. Theodore was 
ostensibly summoned in order to answer the charges of Paul 
Mamonas, a magnate in the Morea and a tool of Bayazid, that he 
had been illegally deprived of his possessions and the governor- 

ship of Monenvasia. But the real purpose of Bayazid was to get 
the Palaeologi together and then put them to death in order to 
clear “his fields from the thorns,” as Manuel himself puts it. 

Indeed it was only an accident that saved the Palaeologi, for 
Bayazid had actually ordered Ali, the son of Haireddin-Pasha, to 
put them to death, but the latter, for personal reasons, delayed the 

execution, while in the meantime Bayazid changed his mind and 
decided to limit himself only to the occupation of the Morea. 
Manuel was permitted to return to Constantinople while Theodore 
escaped in time to prevent the surrender of the forts of the Morea 
to the Turks. The Byzantine princes now decided to break defi¬ 
nitely with Bayazid and began to turn their eyes to the West for 
possible assistance. In his turn Bayazid sent an army under the 
command of Evrenos-Beg to ravage the Morea, while he himself 
laid siege to Constantinople. This was in the spring of 1395 and 

Theodotos, 'H TovpKo^topos eWrjpiKri <f>L\o\oyla, 'Kirerrjpls 'Eraipe^as ^v^aPTiP<2p 

SttovScDv (Athens, 1930), p. 301, n. i. 
Bogiatzides, ’E^roupKiff/ios Kai e^i(T\aßiffp.6s tojp '’KWrjPiOp Kurä top 

Meffaiwpa, in Hapeinffr'^mop OeffaaXopiKTjs, ’'Eiria‘T'ijßOPLK7j ''KTrerripCs (Thessalonica, 
1932), p. 98. 

^ On the date of the Conference of Serres see D. A, Zakythinos, Le despotat 
Grec de Moree (Paris, 1932), p. 153 f. 
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for nearly eight years Constantinople lay under siege.®® In the 
meantime Manuel visited Western Europe vainly seeking help 
from the Western powers. Help came from another quarter, from 

Timur. The battle of Ancyra in 1402 gave Manuel a chance to 
breathe more freely and to recover some lost territories but this 
belongs to another chapter of the history of the empire. 

Rutgers University 

® Lampros-Amantos, op. cit., p. 32. 



STOJAN NOVAKOVIC ON THE SO-CALLED 

^'SERBIAN ALEXANDER” 

By Francis P. Magoun, Jr. 

FOREWORD 

In the present paper I have translated three passages selected 

from §§ 3 and s of Stojan Novakovic’s instructive introduction to 
bis critical edition of the so-called “Serbian redaction” of the 
legendary history of Alexander the Great it is hoped that these 
items may prove both of interest and use for those students of the 
legendary history of Alexander for whom modern Serbian may 

not be a comfortable medium; of the other sectioiis of the Intro¬ 
duction only the headings are given. The text or text-type here 
represented, with its numerous slightly differing versions, is, for 

the spread of the story in Balkan and Slavic lands, comparable to 
the equally basic text of one Leo, a tenth-century archpresbyter 
of Naples, and its later interpolated (/) redactions (the so-called 

Historia de Preliis Alexandri Magni, abbreviated HdPr) in West¬ 
ern Europe.^ Folklorists may be interested in Novakovic^s dis- 
cussion of certain clear instances of the cross-fertilization of 

folk-tradition and the Alexander story (pp. 332 ff., below). 
In addition to translating Novakovic I have added certain 

supplementary material, chiefly bibliographical, in the way of 

footnotes; most of the footnotes are mine. I have also silently 
expanded, where necessary, bibliographical references in the text 
where the latter are so abbreviated by the Serbian author as to 

make their identification in one way or another difficult or incon- 
venient. The nature of these supplementary notes varies some- 
what with the section (§) translated or briefly commented upon. 

§ 3 (pp* 3^7 below), devoted to a description of various 
manuscripts, I have tried whenever possible to indicate where 
these manuscripts are, or rather were in 1934-5, when I wrote to a 

^ Pripovetka o Aleksandru Velikem u staroj srpskoj Knjiievnosii: kriticki Tekst 
i Rasprava, published in Vol. IX of Glasnik srpskog ucenog druHva, 2d ser., Bei¬ 
grade, 1878. 

^See my Gests of King Alexander of Macedon (Cambridge, Mass., 1929), pp. 
40 ff.; not to be confused with the “Serbian redaction” are the Bohemian, Polish 
and Russian translations of the Historia de Preliis (7^), noted in op. cit., pp. 53-5- 
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number of librarians in Serbia, Croatia, and elsewhere for the 
latest information available. In this same connection I have given 
references to catalogs of certain libraries, not printed when 
Novakovic was writing in 1878. Elsewhere, and in general, I 
have tried to increase the usefulness of Novakovic^s introduction 
by reference to more recent editions of works cited, by reference 

to certain additional items, by cross-references to parts of the 
introduction not translated and to his edition of the Serbo-Slavonic 

text itself. Italic Capital roman numerals refer to the pages of 
Novakovic’s introduction. 

Titles in the Cyrillic alphabet have been transliterated accord- 

ing to Croatian orthography or in an adaptation of the same that 
will, I hope, not prove ambiguous. 

In conclusion it would be gratifying to think that the present 
partial revival of Novakovic^s sound scholarship may interest 
some competent Slavist in translating the Serbo-Slavonic text 

itself; such a translation would do much to broaden the base of 
scholarship centering on the legendary history of Alexander the 
Great.^ 

[Novakovic^s Introduction, pp. /-XL//] 

§ I 

Indications of the chief characteristics of the story of Alexander 
[pp./-///] .^ 

® Apropos of the general desirability, here suggested, of translations of important 
Alexander romances composed in out-of-the-way languages, I am glad to report 
that the translation of the Armenian Alexander, referred to in my GesU. p. 25 
(in n. 2 from p. 24), has been completed and is included in Joseph Skinner’s The 
Alexander Romance in the Armenian Historians (unpublished Harvard diss., 1940). 

^On the Alexandrine Greek background (Pseudo-Callisthenes) and the main 
text-types see in general Adolf Ausfeld, Wilh. Kroll, ed., Der griechische Alexander¬ 
roman (Leipzig, 1907), pp. 1-28; Wilh. Kroll, ed., Historia Alexandri Magni 
{Pseudo-Callisthenes)^ Vol. I: Recensio vetusta (Berlin, 1926), pp, III-XVI; and 
for bibliographical material my Gests, pp, 22 ff., supplemented hy H. R. Patch, 
Speculum, V (1930), 118-20. 

With particular reference to the background of the Slavonic texts the following 
may be observed: in a study of the sources of the Serbian Alexander in his monu¬ 
mental Iz Istorii Romana i Povesti, I (St. Petersburg, 1886), 131 ff., A. N. Veselovski 
makes use of the Greek chapbook of Venice, 1852 (see op. cit., p, 132, n, 2, and cp. 
n. 50, below). A vastly superior Greek text has since that time been edited by 
V. M. Istrin: Istorija serbskoi Aleksandrii v russkoi literature. Pt. i. Btos 'AXe^dvSpov, 
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§ 2 

Something of the fate of the story of Alexander in the Middle 
Ages [pp. III-VI]? 

§ 3 

The South-SIavonic manuscripts of the story of Alexander. — 
The Bulgarian (earlier) and the Serbian (later) translation is 
clearly distinguishable, though the existing forms have been little 
analysed [pp. T/-XX//]. 

The number of Slavonic manuscripts through which we today 
know the story of Alexander is not small. Vatroslav Jagic sur- 
veyed some of these in his edition of the Croatian text published 
in Starine {Antiquities) of the Jugoslavenska Akademija Znanosti 

i Umjetnosti (South-Slav Academy of Sciences and Arts^ Zagreb), 
III (1871), 203-331; of these the South-Slavonic texts which have 
hitherto been identified (Nos. 1-6, below) will only be briefly 
enumerated, namely: 

I. National Library (Beigrade, Narodna Biblioteka), M^. 
It was presented to the library in 1864 by Simo Andrejevic 

Igumanov, a patriotic business man who, having lived for a long 
time in Odessa, at a later date settled in Beigrade. As the distin- 
guished discoverer of the manuscript personally informed me, he 
found it in the monastery of St. Mark, an hour beyond Prizren, 

below the monastery of Korisa; Hilferding writes about this 

monastery in Bosnija, etc., 3d ed., pp. 152-4.^ It is one of the 

published in Letopis istoriko-filologiceskago ObUestva, XVI (Odessa, 1910), 1-164, 
also printed separately. Nothing further of Istrin’s promised work seems to have 
appeared up to the time of the author’s death in 1937. 

® On the later translations and adaptations of the basic Greek texts see, inter alia, 
V. N. Istrin, Aleksandrija russkich Chronografov (Moscow, 1893), pp. 1-68; Fr. 
Pfister, Der Alexanderrom des Ärchipresbyters Leo (Heidelberg, 1913), pp. 35-9, 
41; Magoun, Gests, pp. 24 ff. passim. For a somewhat curiously assorted but not 
uninteresting bibliography see A Tentative Classification of Books, Pamphlets and 
Pictures concerning Alexander the Great and the Alexander Romances from the 
Collection of Julio ßerzunza, University of New Hampshire (privately printed, 

1939), esp. pp. 75-101. 
®Now Ms. No. 521; Ljubomir Stojanovic, Katalog narodne Biblioteke u 

ßeogradu, IV (Beigrade, 1903), 383; see ibid.y pp. vii ff., for a concordance of old 
and new manuscript numbers. 

^ I.e., A. F. Hilferding, ßosnija, Gercegovina t Staraja Serbija (= Vol. III of his 
Sobranie Socineni, St. Petersburg, 1873). This work first appeared as “Pojezdka po 
Gercegovine, Bosnii i Staroi Serbii,’^ Zapiski imperatorskago russkago geograficeskago 
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better texts of the story that we today possess. In bis edition of 
the Croatian text Jagic recorded variants and also filled out certain 
lacunae from this manuscript. In Primert Knjizevnosti i Jezika 
staroga i srpskoslovenskoga (Specimens of the Old and the Serbo- 
Slavonic Language and Literaturen Belgrade, 1877), pp. 445- 
55,® I printed one excerpt from this manuscript.'** It bas been 

made the basis of the present edition; accordingly, a little more 
will be said about it later.^® a is the siglum which Jagic gave this 
manuscript, and I shall use Jagic’s sigla. 

2. National Library (Beigrade, Narodna Biblioteka), Ms. 
i4g}^ It agrees so closely with Ms. a (No. i, above) that it is clear 

that at some earlier date both manuscripts had a common source; 
in other respects this manuscript is quite inferior, rather carelessly 

written, and the text is here and there, and indeed very [p. VII~\ 
often, corrupted to complete nonsense, which, even with the help 
of a, can scarcely be made out.^^ V. Jagic designated it with the 

letter b}^ 
3. Serbian Learned Society (Beigrade, Srpsko Uceno Drustvo), 

Ms. 50M ‘‘Of the last (i.e., eighteenth) Century. The text of this 
manuscript is even more corrupt than b. The scribe probably had 

a bad exemplar before him, and much of it is unintelligible. Ac- 
cordingly, there is in the manuscript a great deal of nonsense. The 
language of this manuscript has been markedly revised in the 
direction of vernacular speech.” Jagic gave this manuscript the 

siglum c}^ 

4. Mihanovic Collection, Ms. Ill.a.zjn now the property of 

Obsöestva, XIII (St. Petersburg, 1859), where the pertinent passage occurs on pp. 
219-20; also issued separately in 1859 with the same pagination but under the 
title later used in the 1873 edition. 

® 2d ed., Beigrade, 1889, pp. 458-68. 
® Ed. cit.^ pp. 460 ff., corresponding to Novakovic’s present edition (hereafter 

cited “Novakovic”), Bk. i, ch. 22-4, pp. 26-41. 
"«Novakovic, pp. XXXIII~IV. 
“Now Ms. No. 487, fol. 104V ff.; Stojanovic, Katalog, pp. 348-9. 

Jagic, Starine, III (1871), 210-11. 
See further Novakovic, pp. XXXVIII-IX. 

^^Now merged with the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences (Srpska Kraljevska 
Akademika Nauka), where this is Ms. 118; see Ljubomir Stojanovic, Katalog 
Rukopisa i starih stampanih Kniga. Zbirka srpske kraljevske Akademije (Beigrade: 
Srpska kraljevska Akademija, 1901), pp. 200-1 {Ms. 118 [50]). 

^®I.e., the spoken language vs. Serbo-Slavonic. 
Starine, III (1871), 211; see further Novakovic, p. XXXIX. 
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the Jugoslavenska Akademija Znanosti i Umjetnosti. “Alongside 
of a this is the very best text of the Alexander story in Serbo- 
Slavonic. In the main its text agrees with a and b and seems to 
have had the same source as they.” Miklosich used it in his 
linguistic works and cites it in his dictionary as ''Alex-Mih'' 
Jagic gave it the siglum w, which I, too, have employed. I have 
made significant use of it in the present edition, as will be seen 
below.^® 

5. Gaj Library (Knjiznica Gajeva) Ms., in Zagreb.^® In Jagic’s 
opinion it dates from the seventeenth Century. The language is 
thoroughly vernacular. Jagic gave it the siglum 

6. Lobkowitz Library Ms. VI.Fe.40, Raudnitz on the Elbe 
(Roudnice), Bohemia, written in Bosnian Cyrillic letters, in the 
cfl-dialect. Jagic made it the basis of the Croatian text.^^ Lest 
anyone should think that this manuscript, of which mention is 
made in Glasnik drustva srbske slovesnosti, ist ser., VII (1855), 
329, and which in transcript was presented to the Srpsko Uceno 
Drustvo,^^ is at all an independent manuscript, I may now explain 
here that I have examined this same copy, presented to the Society 
in 1854 by the late G. I. Gavrilovic, and found that it was made 
from this (Lobkowitz) manuscript. Gavrilovic obtained his tran¬ 
script in Prague which he visited in the summer of that year. 

These are the manuscripts which Jagic used for his edition, 
chiefly for the selection of variants and matter supplementary to 
his (basic) text cited under No. 6, above. 

Now we shall continue the list [p. 
7. National Library (Beigrade, Narodna Biblioteka), Ms. 

122?^ On the front cover is written: ‘‘This is the book of Jero- 

Jagic, Starine, III (1871), 211-2. 
“Franz von Miklosich, Lexicon linguae slovenicae veteris dialecti, Vienna, 1850; 

rev. ed., Lexikon pdlaeoslovenico-graeco-latinum (Vienna, 1862-5), I, iii (“Com- 
pendia”). 

“Novakovic, pp. XXXIII, XXXIX-XL. 
“The Gaj Lihrary is now incorporated in the library of the University of 

Zagreb — Dr. Ivsic, 4 Jan. 1935. 
^ Starine, III (1871), 212; Novakovic misprints this as d, the siglum which, in 

fact, he uses for No. 7, below. 
^ Starine, III (1871), 209-10. 
®I do not find this transcript entered in Stojanovic's catalog. 
^Now Ms. No. 522 \ Stojanovic, Katalog, pp. 383-4. 
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monah Mitrofan Paicic, monk of the monastery of Ribnik.” The 
manuscript was written in the seventeenth Century in language 
quite similar to Ms. b (No. 2, above).^^ 

8. National Library (Beigrade, Narodna Biblioteka), Ms. 
750,^® written in a large script on paper, demi-quarto. This copy 

belonged to Simeon Gjorgjic, Sarajevo schoolteacher, and was 
made in Sarajevo in 1782. V. Jagic mentions this manuscript in 
Starine, III (1871), 212, asa text of special source and redaction, 
of which I shall speak below; however, after studying it closely, 
I have come to a contrary conclusion (to Jagic’s) and think 

that this manuscript is merely a free and abridged reworking of 
rather late date, but that its source cannot be other than the 

present known redaction (i.e., of Jagic’s and Novakovic's edi- 
tions). The order of the narrative is quite the same; often very 

sentences recur in passages where both texts are parallel; and the 
proper names, though here and there much distorted, likewise 
reveal a common source. Only, in a passage where mention is 

made of the prophet Jeremiah, this manuscript speaks of Joada 
(cp. HdPr.'.Iaddus); this, however, the scribe himself explains in 

a heading on fol. 17'', which runs: 

To the lover and the reader of pious stories! In certain books about Alexander 

which are found among us it is written that the prophet Jeremiah was alive at the 
time Alexander entered Jerusalem. However, in Muscovite and in Latin books it 
is not written in that way, rather that Joada was high priest there and that Jeremiah 
had died two hundred years before.^ But believe as thou likest; we shall write 

according to our belief. 

At the end the scribe himself had already forgotten about this 
and writes again, keeping to the text which he had before him, 

“Jeremiah.^’ This heading is to this extent significant that it 
shows that the story of Alexander, Aleksandrija^ was not yet a 
rare book in 1782. In other respects the language of this manu¬ 

script is, except for certain Russianisms in the phonology, purely 
that of the vernacular. 

9. Monastery of Velika Remeta (in Fruska Gora) Ms., written 
in 1719 and mentioned by P. J. Safafik (J. Jirecek, ed.) in his 

Geschichte des serbischen Schrijthums (Prague, 1865), p. 236. 

“ See further Novakovic, pp. XXXVll-VlU. 
®^Now Ms. No. 488j fol. !*■ ff.; Stojanovic, Katalog, p. 349. 
^ On laddus see Historia de Preliis {P, P and P) ch. 26-8; also ch. 24 of I~, on 

the bones of Jeremiah. 
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10. Ms. of the Library of the Patriarchate (Patrijar§iiska Bib- 

lioteka) at Karlovci (Karlowitz nr. the Danube), written in 
Russo-Slavonic, which is mentioned by Safafik, op. eit., p. 236, 
and by Jagic in Starine, III (1871), 212. This manuscript was 

found on July ii, 1739, on the battlefield near Bolc, below Bei¬ 
grade, and afterwards came to the Karlowitz library. It is a copy, 
done into Russo-Slavonic, of the same redaction of the Alexander 
Story as is printed here [p. /X]. Having secured this manuscript 
through Archimandrite I. Ruvarac of Grgeteg (in Fruska Gora), 

to whom I here express my thanks, I am in a Position to give here 
a more detailed description. The book is in-quarto^ written in 
uncial {ustav) letters of Russian type. It seems that it lacks both 
the beginning and the end; but since blank folios have been left 
at both beginning and end and since blank spaces have often been 
left within (the manuscript) to be filled out, the scribe must have 

had in his hands some sort of damaged Serbo-SIavonic text and 
have left the blank spaces in each instance with the intention of 
filling in the lacunae later. On fol. i there is the heading: 

In the year of Christ the Redeemer 173g on July iith a very great battle was 
fought between the Imperial and the Turkish armies at Grocka, where many 
prominent members of the Imperial nobility perished and the Turkish Pasha suffered 
heavy losses, and the armies of both sides counted a great number of slain. And 
this book was found on the battlefield at Bolc. And since we found it then on our 
feast-day, July iith—-by Roman reckoning the 22A — Aleksander Raskovic (not 
Ratkovic, as in Starine, III, 212), son of the colonel, presented it to me, 

The writer signed the heading with so elaborate a monogram that 

I have been quite unable to decipher it.^® 
11. Ms. of the library of Dorpat University in Russia,^® which 

A. K. Vostokov describes in his work, A Description of Russian 

and Slavonic Manuscripts of the Rumjancev Museum {Opisanie 
russkich i slovenskich Rukopisei Rumjancevskago Museuma, St. 
Petersburg, 1842), pp. 216-8, under Ms. No. CLXXV (fol. i ff.), 

where a transcript of the manuscript is described. No one has 
described this (Dorpat) manuscript (itself), but from Vostokov’s 
notes in the above-mentioned book it can be stated that it belongs 

to the seventeenth Century. An excerpt from the beginning of the 

®On this manuscript see further Novakovic, pp. XXXIX-XL. 
^ Later Ülikooli Raamatukogu (University Library), Tartu (Dorpat), Esthonia, 

Mns. //; in 1920 it was sent to an unknown destination in the Soviet Union; so 
Fr. Puksor. Librarian at Dorpat, 8 Jan, 1935. 
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Rumjancev Museum transcript (Ms. No. 175), which Vostokov 
does describe, was printed by A. N. Pypin in his Outline of the 
Literary History of Old Russian Tales and Stories (Ocerk liter- 
aturnoi Istorii starinnych Povestei i Skazok russkich), pp. 303-6.^° 

12. Ms. of the Kirillo-Belozersk Monastery,^^ Serbian redac- 

tion, written in 1497. This is known from A. N. Popov’s book, Sur- 
vey of the Chronographs of the Russian Redaction (Obzor Chrono- 
grafov russkoi Redakcit)^ I (Moscow, 1866), 120-1. On the 

basis of the two passages from this manuscript which are known 
in their entirety Jagic in Starine^ III (1871), 213, wrote that the 

text of this manuscript — at least in the two passages now known 
— did not correspond to that text which is in Jagic’s or my edition, 
and that the text of our editions is fuller than this manuscript. On 

the basis of these same passages I should express the opinion that 
in these at least it is not different from this redaction (i.e., Jagic's 

and mine), rather that the text [p. X] in this manuscript has been 
abridged and worked over. Accordingly, it is clear how worth- 

while it would be to become acquainted with it.^^ 
13. Ms. of the St. Petersburg Academy of Arts (Duchovnaja 

Akademija),^^ Serbian redaction, written in 1492. I learned of 
this from Jagic’s article in Starine, III (1871), 213. No further 

characteristics are known. 
14. Ms. of the (St. Petersburg) Imperial Public Library, 

XV.Q.4§^^^ Bulgarian redaction, written in 1562, on the order of 

Grigorii, metropolitan of Sucav and Nemec, for the monastery of 
Nemec at Vlaska. Jagic has reported on this manuscript in 
Statine^ V (1873), 22-7; making what use I can of this manu¬ 
script on the basis of Jagic^s report, I designate it with the 

siglum 

Published with independent pagination as the second main article in Ucenyja 
Zapiski vtorago Otdelenija imperatorskoi Akademii Nauk, IV (St. Petersburg, 1858), 
1-360. On this manuscript see Novakovic, p. XL. 

*^Now Leningrad, Publicnaja Biblioteka, Ms. Kirillo-Belozersk 11/1088; in 1935 
this manuscript was being studied by Dr. Vladimir Maikov of the Public Library. 

“For more on this see pp. 326-327, below. 
“ Later merged with the Publicnaja Biblioteka, Leningrad. 
®*Now Leningrad, Publicnaja Biblioteka, Ms. XV.Q.45. The late Mme. Dobias- 

Rozdestvenskaja of the Library wrote to me in 1935 concerning this manuscript to 
this effect: It is bound in brown tooled leather, 247 folios in a fine uncial {ustav); 
the entire manuscript is devoted to the story of Alexander, with the title: Kmga 
Aleksandra Makedonskago. The date, given in the explicit in a hand Contemporary 
with the manuscript, is A.D. 1562, of the world 7071. 

”See further pp. 330-331, below, and Novakovi6, p. XXXIX. 
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15. A Pec (Ipek) Ms., of which there is a summary in Ms. 255 
of the manuscript collection of the Srpsko Uceno Drustvo.^® It is 

a Chronograph and a Chronicle of the Three Emperors {Tricarstav- 
nik), in which Russian princes, too, are mentioned. The manu¬ 
script now begins with the story of Alexander, and whatever part 

of the Chronograph may have preceded it, this, as is obvious, has 
been lost. The manuscript itself is at Pec in the possession of a 
townsman,®^ but a summary of it, quite awkwardly written, was 
submitted in 1868 by Paja Popovic, at that time a Pec school¬ 

master. In this summary there are eighty section-headings from 
the Story of Alexander, and from these and from the Order in which 

they occur I can imagine that it belongs to another redaction, not 
to this of ours now under discussion. Such is § 15 “On the Defeat 
of Pausanias SolounjaninJ'^ where all our texts, now edited, read 
Ana{k)saPh{osy''such is § 21 “On the Taking of Fija and of 

other Greeks,^’ which makes one think of (= Teba, 

“Thebes”), which likewise is not mentioned in the text known to 
us;^'** such is § 26 “On the Relics of Jeremiah the Prophet,” and 

this immediately after Alexander arrived in Egypt, about which 
our texts have nothing at this point;^® such is § 27 “On the Taking 

of the Cities by Alexander,” which at this point assumes the story 
of the taking of Gaza and Tyre (see Julius Zacher, Pseudocallis- 
thenes: Forschungen zur Kritik und Geschichte [Halle, 1867], 
p. 121, § 35), about which our texts likewise know nothing 

such is § 50 “Alexander goes himself to Porus,” and § 54 
“Alexander’s Horse likewise falls,” at a point where the war 
against Porus is narrated, about which, too, our texts know noth- 

ing.^^ The story of the Brahmins in the Pec Ms. follows on the 
story of the struggle with Porus, though in our hitherto known 

manuscripts it precedes it.^^ The Brahmin leader is in our [p. XI~\ 

®®Now Serbian Royal Academy, Ms. 131; Stojanovic, Katalog, p. 207 {Ms. 

[255]). 

®^Dr. A. Belic, Secretary of the Academy, informed me 31 Dec. 1934 that noth- 
ing is now known about this manuscript. 

King of Pelagonia, northern Macedonia. See Novakovic, Bk. i, ch. 16, p. 18, 
1. 1$, and nn. 10, ii; cp. HdPr, § 24 {Pausanias), and Veselovski, Iz Isiorii, etc. I. 

163-S- 
®Cp. HdPr., §§ 39 ff- *'Cp. ibid., §§ 25-8. 

Cp. Bdpr., P, § 24, ed. A. Hilka, p, 6i, 1. 2g-p. 62,1. 7. ^ Cp. n. 44, below. 
Cp. HdPr., § 120, where Bucephalus dies of an illness. 
So Novakovic, Bk, ii, ch. 26 ff., pp. 86 ff. {Jefant*); Bk. ii, ch. i ff., pp. 93 ff. 

(Porus) ; cp. HdPr., § 85 ff. (Porus), § 98 (Brahmins). 
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manuscripts called ''Jejanf (i.e., Evander)/^ but in the Pec Ms. 
''Dandamije'' (i.e., Dandimis, Dindimus) and called ''igoumen'' 
“abbot,” whereas our manuscripts call Jefant “czar.” From all 
this the marks are clear of a special redaction and of a translation 
from a Greek text older than that which was used as the original 

of the basic version of the redaction now known.^"^ It is unfortu- 
nate that the Srpsko Uceno Drustvo has not succeeded in ac- 
quiring this manuscript, for no further information can be ob- 

tained about it. 
16. Ms. from the monastery of St. Janicije of Devickog, now 

(1878) in the possession of M. D. Kovacevic, aged schoolteacher 
of Pristina, at this time a Serbian of&cial at Vranja. Kovacevic 

showed me his facsimile copy, from which it seems from one 

heading that the manuscript belongs to a period before the second 
half of the eighteenth Century. The redaction is the same as ours.^® 

17. In conclusion here I shall report that one redaction of this 
Story of Alexander has through modern Greek literature penetrated 

our Contemporary (i.e., nineteenth-century) Serbian literature 
and is widespread in printed form. This is: The Origin^ Birth and 

Life of the Brave^ Famous^ Marvellous and Immortal Greek Em- 
peror, Alexander the Great {ProishoMenie, RoMenie i Zitie 
hrabrog, slavnog^ cudovitog i bezsmertnog Velikog Aleksandra, 
Car ja greceskago)^ translated from Greek into his mother-tongue 

by Georgi Dimic^ in Novi Sad (Hungary), 1844 ... in 8vo, 
148 pp. The work had already been translated in 1832, as appears 

from the signature to the preface, though it (the work) remained 
in manuscript until 1844. In a second edition this book appeared 
under the title: History of Alexander the Great^ Macedonian Em- 

peror^ which describes his Birth^ Life and Immortal Glory {Istorija 
Aleksandra Velikog^ Cara makedonskog^ koja opisue niegovo 

Rogjenje, Zivot i HrabrosF bezsmrtnu); and also it was printed in 
1851 in Beigrade by one Gjorgje Ciric Pirocanac with trifling 
changes in language. Besides this there follows a Bulgarian trans¬ 
lation with the title: History of the Great Macedonian^ Alexander, 

^Novakovic, p. 86, 1. 6. 
HdPr., passim, “Dindimus rex^ also “Dindimus didascolus.'^ 
See n. 4, above. 
Later the Serbian Royal Academy. 
In 1935 the Narodna Biblioteka of Beigrade knew nothing further concerning 

this manuscript. 
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which describes his Birth^ Life, Youth and Death {Istoria na 
Velikü Aleksandra^ Makedonca^ kojato opisuva negovoto Roz- 

denie, ^ivot, Junacestvo i Cmurf)^ translated front Greek by the 

Karlovo Slavonic-Bulgarian Teacher, Christo P. Protopopoviö of 
Karlovo, Bulgaria, Beigrade , . . 1844, 60 pp., in 8vo.^® 

In all of these the text is the same, which in the Order of events 
and in the main characteristics agrees point for point with our 
edition, excepting mere editorial details and a greatly abridged 
text. With regard to this Bulgarian book [p. XII] Jagic has al- 

ready noted this in Archiv für slavische Philologie, II (1877), 27, 
where it appears “that the essential contents of both works is the 
same and is narrated in the same Order; the agreement is, however, 
not verbal. Rather the present-day Greek chapbook has, in com- 
parison with the medieval Greek text which must be assumed as 

the basis of our Slavic romance,^^ the character of a faithful 
digest.” 

Since Jagic has already occupied himself with the first six manu- 

scripts (Nos. 1-6, pp. 317-319, above) in connection with the edi¬ 
tion of the Croatian text, and since this present edition, too, is 

based on manuscripts from this large group, accordingly a relation- 
ship in the text of these manuscripts has been established and it is 

quite clear that they all have as a source a single translation (from 
Greek). Having continued studies on this subject from the point 
where Jagic stopped them on completing the work of his edition, 

I am in a position to add that to this same family of manuscripts 
belong also the manuscripts listed above under Nos, 7, 8, 10, ii, 
14 and 16. 

As for Mss. Nos. 9 and 13, it is not known either approximately 
how one Stands in relation to the other or (how) both (stand) in 

relation to the other manuscripts. As for the manuscript of the 
Kirillo-Belozersk monastery (No. 12), this much only is known, 
that it does not altogether agree with the redaction now known; 

^ Perhaps raerely a later edition of this chapbook is Isioriata na Aleksander 
Veliki, makedonski Car, v kojato se opisva negotovo Razdanie, Zivot, JunaUvo i 
CmWt; Perevod ot Greceski, Iv. K. Bozinov, Sofia, 1901, pp. 121 -j- v. 

For further references to Bulgarian, Rumanian and modern Greek texts of the 
Alexander story see Magoun, Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Litera- 
ture, XVI (1934), 121-2, n. 7; there are still other editions of the Greek chapbook 
in Athens, namely, in the Gennadeion, in the Library of Parliament (BtßXioO-nnv 
TTjs BovXrjs), and in the National Library CBBviKi) BcßXioBrfKri). 

See n. 4, above. 
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this may be very significant when enough is known about it so that 
it will be possible to pronounce a reliable judgment on the true 
character of the manuscript. Further, compare, by the way, what 
I have previously written about this (p. 322, above). 

Likewise, though so litüe is known about the manuscript under 

No. is (Pec), it is, however, obvious that it does not belong to a 
redaction now known. Apropos of this, the question might be 
asked: with what is this manuscript connected, which does not 

agree with the hitherto known editions (e.g., Jagic^s and mine) — 
Nos. 9 and 13, they are so completely unknown that we say 

nothing (about them)—and how in relation to this (No. 15) 
stand the manuscripts which without any doubt form a single 
family, i.e., Mss. Nos. 1-8, 10, ii, 14 and 16, and probably No. 
12? But until, then, this manuscript (No. 15, Pec) has been 

worked through in detail, it will not be possible to answer the 

question precisely.^^ 
Suffice it that today in the Serbian manuscripts we can see that 

in the Slavic South at least two redactions were known — and 

that will be tantamount to two translations (from Greek) —of 
the Story of Alexander. The obscure features of what we now 
know about Ms. No. 15 (Pec) show us, however, that the text of 

this manuscript is, nevertheless, much nearer to the older [p. 
XIII~\ Byzantine types, types B' and than is the text of this 

and of Jagic’s edition. . . 

[p. XVIII^ The Kirillo-Belozersk Ms., which is cited (p. 322) 

above in our list of manuscripts under No. 12, Jagic in Archiv für 

“ To the manuscripts of the “Serbian redaction,” listed here by Novakovic (and 
Jagic), attention may now be called to a few others: an illuminated Ms. cited by 
Pypin (see my Gests, p. 38, n. i): Carpatho-Russian Mss. of the type edited by 
Ivan Pan’keviC (see Studia Germanica tillägnade tili E. A. Kock [Lund, 1934k 
p. 182, n. 2); and Ukrainian Mss. of the type edited by Stepan Gaevs’kii (see 

Speculumj VI [1931], 308-10). 
“Edited by Carl Müller as an appendix to Fr. Dünber, ed., Arriani Anabasis et 

Indica, Paris: Didot, 1846; for further bibliographical notes see my Gests, p. 23, 
n. 3 and pp. 37-8. See also n. 4, above. 

^ I omit here most of pp. XlJl-XVllJ, in which Novakovic discusses the 
Alexander material based on, and found in, the chronicles of John Malalas and 
George Hamartolos. For a superior and very detailed study of this matter see 
now V. N. Istrin, Aleksandrija, etc., cited n. $, above; further, my Gests, p. 36, n. i. 
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slavische Philologie^ II (1877), 25-6, adduces as a third redaction 
(according to him the second in a series)^^ of the story of Alex¬ 

ander and as Serbian, since this manuscript is of Serbian origin of 
the year 1457. Since I am not in a position to determine either 

approximately or exactly whether it is a special translation (from 
Greek) and how, in general, this redaction Stands in relation to 

the two discussed above, Bulgarian and Serbian,^® I shall leave 
this task to those who are in a position to know more about the 
Kirillo-Belozersk Ms. Meanwhile, since we have for the Bulgarian 
(Chronograph) translation concluded definitely (as far as is pos- 
sible according to the present material that is at hand) that its 
origin is not later than the first half of the thirteenth Century, we 
shall try to ascertain if as much can be determined concerning the 

Serbian translation, be it the one we have in this and in Jagic’s 
edition, or the one of which the Kirillo-Belozersk manuscript is a 
representative and with which we are not familiär. 

In the Lije of King Stefan Decanski which is in Archbishop 
Danilo II^s (1323-38) Lives of the Serbian Kings and Archbishops 

(^ivoti Kraljeva i Arhiepiskopa srpskih)^ which might have been 
written at the beginning of Stefan Dusan^s reign (1331-55), ac- 
cordingly, in the second quarter of the fourteenth Century, I have 

found undoubted signs that Serbian literature at that date knew 
the Story of Alexander. The author of the Lije^ in telling of the 
war with the Bulgarian czar Mihail Sisman (d. 1330), says: 

“When they reached that place where the most exalted king be- 
came famous [p. XIX] with his very mighty host, then they began 
with their strong and sweet words to take council^ Uke the mighty 
Macedonian emperor when he made war on the Persian emperor 

DariusT And, a little farther on, a comparison diverts him 
again to the story of Alexander, which, it would seem, flickered 
up vividly in his memory, and {ed. eit., p. 187) we read the words: 

^^And how at a certain time the mighty Macedonian emperor Alex¬ 
ander, making war against the Persian emperor Darius and the 
Indian emperor Porus and destroying them, took with his own 
hands their bodies and, lovingly lamenting them, ordered them to 

According to jagie’s arrangement we have: (i) the Version of Malalas (Bul¬ 
garian); (2) the Kirillo-Belozersk Ms. (Serbian); (3) his own (Croatian) edition. 

Especially on pp. XUI-XVllI^ omitted here; see n. 54, above. 
‘‘’Djuro Danicic, ed., (Belgrade-Zagreb, 1866), p. 183. 
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be buried with honor.” It is significant that both (allusions) 

should, indeed, occur right in this text, for Alexander’s words to 
his warriors, of which the quotation from ed. eit., p. 183 (see n. 57, 
above), reminds us, can be found in Bk. ii, ch. 5 and 6 of this edi- 
tion (Novakovic, pp. 53-8), and these are, specifically the second 

(cp. Novakovic, p. 56, 1. 23-p. 57, 1. ii), really such that they 
might remain in the reader’s memory. The passage about honor 
paid to a ruler, which Alexander did not deny his slain enemies 
Darius and Porus, of which with so much pride and nobility the 

author of the Life of Stefan Decanski reminds us, can likewise be 
found in this text with reference to Darius in Bk. ii, ch. 14 (Nova¬ 
kovic, p. 72, 11. 10-16),^® and with reference to Porus in Bk. iii, 

ch. 5 (Novakovic, p. 106, 11. 7-8).^® At that time, accordingly, 
when the Life of Stefan Decanski was written, (at least) one text 

of the Story of Alexander was known among us (Serbs). The true 
state of affairs might be thought of as this: that the (Alexander) 
text was known to the author of the Life through a Greek original, 

but even if this were (the case) and even if this (Greek) original 
had so deeply penetrated the spirit of the writer that he remem- 
bered it in the Life of Decanski, written (as it was), for a wide 
public, we should have gained still more for literary history. For 

the date of the translation (of the Alexander story) into Serbo- 
Slavonic could not be moved far from that time. A second hy- 
pothesis might be that the author (of the Life) could have known 
about Alexander through that very Bulgarian translation about 
which I have just spoken.®® I should, however, reject this hypothe- 

sis with the Statement that hitherto, in general, in Serbian manu- 
scripts little trace has been found of copies from earlier historical 
translations of Bulgarian literature. Just in the fourteenth Cen¬ 
tury, independently and as a special branch encouraged by vigor- 

ous historical developments of the national life itself, did historical 
literature develop in Serbia. At that time George Hamartolos was 
translated, although the Bulgarians [p. XX] had translated him 
long before;®^ at that time John Zonaras was translated;®^ at that 

“ Cp, Veselovski, Iz Istorii, etc., I, 249. 
^ Ibid., pp. 388-9. 
“ See n. 54, above. 

Matthias Murko, Geschichte der älteren südslawischen Lüteraturen (Leipzig, 
1908), p. 78, for an eleventh-century date of the translation of Hamartolos into 
Bulgarian. Ibid., p. 148. 
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time work on the Serbian Annah {Srpski Letopisi) begins.®^ How- 
ever, Bulgarian historical work shows closer affiliations with Rus- 

sian than with Serbian, for among us is found neither anything of 
Malalas’s chronicle,^*^ nor of the Hellenic Annals {Ellinskü Leto- 
pisiY^ — the first Chronographie compilations about which it seems 
to me definite enough that its beginning is in Bulgaria —, nor of 
other historical works translated in the first, Symeon period of 
Bulgaro-Slavonic literature.^® Serbian historical literature of the 

Middle Ages developed, according to my observations, in the direc- 
tion of the form which is now known independently under the 
influence of the vigorous social life, by which in the fourteenth 

Century an influence is exerted on literature in an historical direc- 
tion. These are ihe reasons for which I think that the Serbo- 
Slavonic translation of the Alexander story originated in the 
fourteenth Century and, apparently, already in the first half of 

the same. The work of Constantine the Philosopher (of Kos- 
tenec)®"^ on the Ltje of the Despot Stefan (Lazarevic^ 1389- 

1427),®® likewise establishes the point that the life of Alexander 
was widely known in our literature at the time when this work 

originated (1431). This appears in ch. 12 (Jagic, ed. cit., p. 248) 
and ch. 27 (ibid., p. 264), even though the allusion is not such that 
it could show US anything about the form of the work on Alexander 

(lying behind it). So, too, the memoir {Turkish History) of 
Mijail Konstantinovic of Ostrovic,®® written at the end of the 
fifteenth Century, in which are reminiscences from the middle of 

that Century, testifies clearly how well the Alexander story was 
at that time known in the Balkan Peninsula. In Konstantinovic^s 
work there are other indications that testify that Serbian literature 

at that time was known to him, and I do not doubt that he is like¬ 
wise recollecting Alexander from a knowledge gained from native 
literature, about which the passage in Safafik, ed. cit., p. 169, is 
for me decisive. 

Ibid., pp. 164 ff. 
Ibid., p. 78. 
Ibid., p. 79: see also Popov, Obzor (cited p. 322, above), I, i ff. 

®®Murko, Op. cit., Index, s.v., “Symeon, Zar.” 
Ibid., pp. 162-3. 

®®Ed. V. Jagic, Glasnik, ist ser., XLII (1875), 223-328; cp. Murko, op. cit., 
pp.162-3. 

®®Ed. J. äafarik, Glasnik, ist ser., XVIII (1865), 25-188 {‘•'Jsiorija Ui Ljetopisi 
iurski”). Ibid., p. 142, esp. p. 169. 
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It has already long been known, namely, from copies of this 
translation (of the Alexander story) which were circulating in 
Russia, surely in the fifteenth Century, that one translation, 
namely, that translation of the text which is in this edition, origi- 
nated among the Serbs. To this Vostokov has already referred in 
his above-mentioned Description of Russian and Slavonic Manu- 
scripts^ etc., p. 216 (p. 321, above), and from this Jagic in Starine, 

III (1871), 216, notes (the following passages): “and they gave 
it [Alexander’s horse] the name ^Dram^ which in the Serbian 
language is called ^Runner,’ ” And in a second passage: “and 
they named it [the city] [p. XXI'\ Osjenos\ which the Serbians 

call, the ^single-hearted meeting.^ ” And in a third: “The Maka- 
roni, then, are called in the Serbian language the ‘blessed.^ 

The Word “Serbian” in these (above-cited) sentences is kept in a 
very large number of manuscripts, even in the Russian copies. 

The Croatian scribe of the manuscript (No. 6, above) which 
Jagic printed in Starine, III (1871), 218-329, has in one place 
(the second passage above) “our” instead of “Serbian,” but in 

another (the first and third passages above) has kept the adj. 
“Serbian.” Russian scribes ignorantly put “Siberian” in place of 
“Serbian,” and in one place “Slavonic.” The scribe who in 1562 
copied the Alexander story for the Nemec monastery at Vlaska 

(No. 14) put in all three places the adj. “Slavonic” instead of the 
adj. “Serbian.” For this reason Jagic, reporting on this manuscript 

in Starine, V (1873), 23, raised the doubt whether a Serb really 
translated this Alexander text, as he had affirmed in Starine, III 
(1871), 215, and as Vostokov had in this sense expressed himself 
{loc. cit., p. 321, above). In view of everything which hitherto has 
been said about a Serbian and a Bulgarian translation, in view of 

the so numerous genuinely Serbian manuscripts of this text, in 
view of what is certain from the older manuscripts of the four- 
teenth and fifteenth centuries, as Jagic himself thought, this trans¬ 

lation penetrated Russia, and there this adjective (“Serbian”) 
was kept — I myself am convinced that the significance of this 
“Slavonic” in the 1562 Ms. (Nemec-Vlaska) should be compared 
with the Croatian translator's “our” and the Russian’s “Siberian” 

^ Cp. Starine, III (1871), 229-30, and p. 230, n. 1; cp. Novakovic, p. 14, 1. 16. 
"^^Cp. Starine, III (1871), 247, nn. 12, 13; cp. Novakovic, p. 37, 11. 8-9. 

Cp. Starine, III (1871), 284, 1. 32; cp. Novakovic, p. 88, 11. 25-6. 
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and “Slavonic.” “Serbian^’ stood in the original, and the Bulgarian- 
Vla§ka scribe merely showed a greater understanding of the work, 

when, in deference to the taste or the habits of his readers, he put 
“Slavonic.” 

One question still remains: did, indeed, this text (Nemec- 
Vlaska) come from the Serbian translation of the Alexander story 
in the first half of the fourteenth Century? Suffice it (i) that the 
above-quoted sentences with the adj. “Serbian” occur in this edi- 
tion;"^^ (2) that with this the reminiscence of the author of the 
Life of Stefan Decanski completely agree;"^^ (3) that the spread 
in Russia presupposes that the translation might have been worked 
over in Serbia, in any case at least in the first half of the fifteenth 
Century; and (4) that, in view of this, nothing prevents this text 
from representing precisely that (Serbian) translation of the first 
half of the fourteenth Century, since it (Ms. Nemec-Vlaska) could 
in any event scarcely be put later than the first half of the fifteenth 
Century. 

In this survey a critical analysis of the text which is preserved 

in the hitherto known manuscripts will very obviously help us. 
According to this critical analysis, which [p. XXII] is set forth 
more fully in § 6 of this Introduction (pp. XXXIII ff.; see p. 338, 

below), all the Serbian manuscripts which were sufficiently acces- 
sible to me so that I could appraise their text, fall into two types, 
an earlier and a later. The earlier is represented today by one 

manuscript of the National Library (of Beigrade), Ms. 117 (sig- 
lum) a (No. i, pp. 317-318, above), which is made the basis of 

this edition; the later is presented by all the others, whose very 

best representative is the Mihanovic Ms. of the Yugoslav Academy 
at Zagreb (siglum) m (No. 4, pp. 318-319, above). This second 
(later) type, which is some sort of reworking of the first, with the 
idea of approaching a more vernacular style, is also represented in 
Ms. / of the Petersburg Imperial Public Library (No. 14, p. 322, 
above). Since, therefore, they were still copying in 1562 in Bul- 
garo-Slavonic this later type, a reworking, this may testify that the 

date of the translation (from Greek) of the older type is scarcely 
to be placed at a time later than 1450. Therefore, the final trust- 
worthy result of the Investigation shows us (i) that the Bulgarian 

See nn. 71, 72, 73, above. 
’®See pp. 327-328, above. 
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translation (see p. 326 and n. 54, above) cannot be later than the 
first half of the thirteenth Century, and (2) that the Serbian trans¬ 
lation must originate in the fourteenth or, at the very latest, in the 
first half of the fifteenth Century. On the basis of this second result 
two Serbian translations must be looked for, not one. The present 
uncertainty, however,* can be cleared up only when as much is 
known about all the text-t5^es as is now known about this text 
(here edited). 

§ 4 [pp. XXII-VII^ 

The Serbian (later) translation (viewed) in the light of the 
known Byzantine redactions of the text of Pseudo-Callisthenes. 

Its original is today not known, but it is the very one from which 
the modern Greek redaction derives; from certain indications it 
appears that the redaction of the Byzantine original cannot be 
older than the thirteenth Century/® 

§ 5 [pp. XXVII-XXXII] 

Material from the story of Alexander, blended with vernacular 

literary products. 

The large number of Slavonic manuscripts and copies (of the 

Alexander story) — in the Slavic South itself only a little under 
the number in which Greek manuscripts are known to us — and 

the popularity of Alexander, which, among the same semi-educated 
masses, provided so many buyers and readers of the printed trans¬ 
lations from modern Greek of this story of Alexandersufficiently 
indicate how wide-spread the Alexander romance has long been 
among our people. But apart from this we have other even more 

direct proofs of this spread. There are various little sparks from 
this literary work which are blended with vernacular products 

and Stories. 
Already in his Ocerk (OutlineY^ Pypin by a few citations 

proved how interesting the story of Alexander can be even for 
[p. XXVIII] the study of populär traditions: 

For a far better discussion of this matter see Veselovski, Iz Istorii, etc., I, 131 ff., 
and note Istrin’s Greek text, cited n. 4, above. 

"^See No. 17, pp. 324-32S, above. 
cit., p. 322, above. The excerpt is here translated directly from Pypin’s 

Russian {op. cit., pp. 49-50). 
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The wise answers of the Brahmins"'® to Alexander’s questions®® were carried by 
the readers into the orbit of their own tales; the word “Brahmin” even passed 
into populär Story; in one tale the invention and the first cultivation of gardens is 
attributed to Alexander;“ in another it is related that Alexander enclosed Gog and 
Magog in the mountains and that they will emerge from the mountains and lay 
Waste the Earth“ 

To this I can add a few notes which I collected while preparing 
this edition. Thus, in his Lexicon Serbico-Germanico-Latinum 
(e.g., 4th ed., Beigrade, 1935), under 'Hama'* (“darkness”) 
V. S. Karadzic recorded a story about the “Land of Darkness” 
{tamni vilajet) with these words; 

It is told how a certain emperor, having come with an army to the boundary of 
Light, penetrated the Land of Darkness, where nothing can ever be seen. Not 
knowing how he will get back, he leaves there a foal apart from a mare, so that 
the mare may lead them out of that darkness. When they came to the Land of 
Darkness and entered it, all feit under their feet some kind of small stone and from 
the darkness something cried out: “Whoever carries this stone will regret it, and 
whoever does not carry it will regret it.” Many thought: “Since we shall regret it, 
why should we carry it?” and many: “Let us carry at least one.” When they re- 
turned from Darkness into Light, then (they discovered) it was all precious stone. 
Then those who had not carried it began to regret that they had not, and those 
who had carried some (regretted) that they had not carried more. 

Perhaps Karadzic was thinking of this darkness, final remi- 

niscences, when he sings: 

And the fighting continued on the level plain of Kosovo 
Until the sun went to rest in the darkness.®^ 

While resident in Montenegro Archbishop N. Ducic noted and 
published in Srpsko-Dalmacki Magazin^ XXII (1863), 62, a vari- 

ant of this same story: 

In the older (Bulgarian, Chronograph) translation are Rahmani, Brahmani, 
“Brahmins,” where our later (Serbian) translation lias nagomudre, “naked-wise,” 
and makarone, “blessed.’’ Here, too, vernacular tradition confirms our conjecture 
abcut the later (Serbian) translation. The Bulgarian story, translated later (see 
No. 17, pp. 324-325, above), lends still further confirmation. 

See Novakovic, Bk. ü, ch. 23, pp. 81 ff., and Veselovski, Iz Istorii, I, 265 ff. 
®^Th. I. Buslaev, “Russkija Poslovicy i Pogovorki,” in N. Kalacov’s Archiv 

istoriko-juridideskich Svedeni, 11, ii (Moscow, 1854), 45. 
For the Germanic hero, Walter of Aquitaine, as a gardener in the Chronicon 

Novaliciense (Novalesa, Italy) see H. M. Smyser and F. P. Magoun, Some Survivals 
in Old Norwegian from Medieval English, French and German Literaiure, together 
with the Latin Versions of the Heroic Legend of Walter of Aquitaine (Connecticut 
College Monograph No. i, Baltimore, Md., 1941), p. 152. 

“J. G. Kohl, Reisen in Südrussland (2d ed., Dresden, 1847), II, 190-1; for 
further Gog and Magog material in the Alexander story see my Gests, Index, s.v. 

®^Quoted from a ballad (see loc. cit. supra). 
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Lesander [i.e., Alexander] was great and he had conquered the whole universe 
{vasu vaselenu). Finally he went with an army to the boundary of Light, up to 
Darkness, and there he found some kind of wonderful stone. But Lesander said to 
his followers: “Take some of this stone, but know this: whoever takes it, will regret 
it, and whoever does not take, will regret itJ” Accordingly, some take and some do 
not. But when they returned hom^, then it is recognized that the stone is a precious 
stone. And those who had not carried away any regretted it and beat their breasts 
because they had not taken any. But those who had taken some regretted it and 
beat their breasts because they had not taken more. And so each and all regret it. 

After reading through this populär story, which appears in Bk. ii, 

ch. 29 of this edition (Novakovic, p. 90),®^ one will be in no doubt 
that this folk tale got to the people through this work (Alexander 
Story). Therefore, it is very valuable that we have both the above- 

mentioned notes from such reliable persons and from regions so 

removed from modern literary influence, which could by no chance 
have penetrated so far. Indeed, the very language of the Monte- 
negran story, the archaism vasu vaselenu (‘Vhole universe’’), 
points obviously to an old literary source. Already in his History 

of the Literature of the Croatian and Serbian People {Istorifa 
Knjizevnosti Naroda hrvatskoga i srbskoga) (Zagreb, 1867), 

p. 95,®® V. Jagic in a note recorded a Bulgarian variant of this very 
Story, which the brothers (Dimitri and Konstantin) Miladinov 
published in their Collection of Bulgarian folk-songs (Bulgarski 
narodni Pjesni, ist ed., Zagreb, 1861), p. 526;®^ 

The emperor Alexander went to get Water of Immortality. And whoever went 

out did not come back, for he had to joumey to it for three days in the darkness of 
night, and then everybody would lose his way and would not be able to return to 
the light of day. Emperor Alexander took with him, accordingly, a mare and a foal 
and then left the foal and the mare behind in the darkness within reach of the 
voice until they all got as far as the Water of Immortality; this was between two 

mountains that opened and closed. With terrific speed Alexander filled one bottle 
(with Water of Immortality), then went back, aided by the voices of the mare 
and foal. He places the bottle with Water of Immortality by the window with the 
intention of drinking his fill Sunday and Orders his sister to take care by no means 
to upset it. But the sister, while putting the room in Order, inadvertently broke it. 
When he heard of this, Alexander becomes frightfully angry, and his sister, fleeing 
his wrath, springs into the sea and is changed into a dolphin, which, as soon as it 
hears the name of Alexander, hastens to the depths of the sea.®® 

Cp. Istrin, Aleksandrija, etc., p. 200, and Veselovski, h Istorii, etc., I, 228. 
There is also a Russian translation of this work: Istorija serbsko-chorvatskoi 

Liieratury (Kazan, 1871), pp. 114 ff, (“Alexander”), esp. p. 116. 
^ 2d ed., Sofia, 1891, pp. 530-1. 
®®Translated here directly from the Bulgarian of the Miladinovs' 26. ed. On this 

material, found first in Alexander’s letter to Olympias (Land of Darkness, Land of 
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The “Water of Immortality” of this Bulgarian story our (Ser- 
bian) populär songs and tales call “Water of Life,” and this 

occurs frequently in them, though Alexander is never mentioned 

in Connection with it, and its source may well be [p. XXX^ in 
some other place. However, this Bulgarian tale certainly derives 
from some other redaction of the Alexander (than Novakovic’s). 

In our redaction, to be sure, there is a story about the “Land of 
Darkness” {t^m^nou zemlju) (Novakovic, Bk. ii, ch. 29, p. 90, 11. 
13-4) and a story about a lake (jezero) of the “Water of Life” 
(Novakovic, Bk. ii, ch. 30, p. 91, 11. 2, 5), but the conception is 
different and has no connection with this Bulgarian story, although 
Bk. ii, ch. 29, which got into our (Serbian) folk-tale, agrees well 

with it. And this, I think, might serve as a confirmation of (the 
existence of) two redactions and two translations, Serbian and 
Bulgarian,®*" 

I was not a little surprised to discover one story about Darius 
and Porus taken from oral populär tradition, and especially (with) 

the location on account of which the story was noted down. Stojan 

Obradovic, describing the antiquities of the Uzice district and the 
district itself,®® notes; 

In the village of Tubic there are two very old fortification-walls a quarter of an 
hour’s distance away, one of which is calied “Grodma” (“Castle Ruins”), the other 
^^Zlostup^^ (“Hard-to-get-at”). Farther off, below this, is a Roman cemetery with 
big tomb-stones with inscriptions. Concerning these fortifications the inhabitants 
relate that they were Roman and beneath them are buried two emperors, Darije 
and Porije. The combat was exceedingly fierce, for both had a numberless army, 
but the defeat and death of both emperors happened quite accidentally, because 
they were allies and go and meet one another and proceed against a third, namely, 
Alexander of Macedon “ But in a fog through lack of precaution they struck one 
another and perished. 

Here, accordingly, as is evident, an uncontaminated reminiscence 

of names (from the Alexander story) has been carried over and 
blended with other material. But for us, however, this testifies 

the Blessed, Water of Immortality, etc.), see 1. Friedländer, Die Chadhirlegende und 
der AlexanderrOman (Berlin, 1913), esp. Appendix A, § 29, pp. 331-2 (“Precious 
Stones”), also A. H. Krappe, “The Realm of Darkness,” Philol. Quari.j XXI (1942), 

335-346. 

See n. 56, above. 
®®“Opisanije Okruzija uziCkog,” Glasnik, ist ser., X (1858), 326-7; the excerpt 

is here translated directly from Obradovic’s article. 
” With reference to Alexander, the style of the inscription does not show to 

which it belongs, whether to a notary scribe or to populär legend. 
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that from this literary work (about Alexander) at one time items 
more extensive than that which is about the Land of Darkness 
were being told among the people. 

I have still something to note which likewise shows the popu- 
larity of the heroic story'of Alexander. In the monastery of St. 

George of Temska near Pirot there are by the place of honor to 
the right of the portal where one goes into another old gyngeconitis 
representations of the torments of for example, of one who 
gives false measure, who ploughs [p. XXXI~\ over a furrow (on 
another’s land), etc., and like these (is) Eve, then ^^Car Alexandr^ 
Car Daria, Car Pora, Car AvadounosorP 

By the same token I do not think it fortuitous that here in Bk. ii, 
ch. II (Novakovic, p. 64, 11. lo-ii), with which Bk. ii, ch. 31 

(ibid., p. 91) must be compared, in a description of Darius^s palace 
occur the words: “Four stones were at the four corners of that 

palace, which at night blazed, indeed, like fire instead of lamps,” 
and that our folk-song puts in the pockets of (Stefan) Dusan, 

wooer of Roksanda, a maiden from the town of Legjan, rings with 

pearls and precious stones, by which, in the darkness into which 
the Latins (i.e., Romans) had taken Todora Roksanda, the room 
seemed shining with the stones.®® It is not fortuitous that many 

other folk-songs know of stones of this sort and that the poem 
about the wedding of Maksim Crnojevic {^^^enidba Maksima 
Crnojevica^'^Y'^ relates in words which describe what there is on 

the bridegroom’s shirt: 

On the collar is embroidered a serpent, 
And the head is brought down under the throat; 

It is done as though it were alive . . . 
In its head is a precious diamond 
When the young man goes with the maiden 

®^Also a very familiär theme in old medieval literature, which populär poetry 
developed in the (Montenegran) poem: Ognjena Marija u Paklu {The Feasi of 
Mary in Hell, July i7th) with its variants. For a text of this poem see V. S. 
Karadziö, ed., Srpske narodne Pjesme, 4th ed., 11 (Beigrade, 1932), 11-14 

Noted from an (unpublished) report of M. Rahic on a Journey around Mon- 
asteries in Districts liberated in the War of 1877-78, submitted to General K. S. 
Protic, Chief of Staff of the High Command. 

“The Wedding of Dusan” {‘^^enidba Dtisanova*') in Karadzic, op. cit. sicpra, 
II, 123-41. 

I.e , Teodora. 

“The Wedding of Dusan,” 11. 51-7, loc. cii., p. 124. 
Karadzic, ibid., pp. 484-518. 
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Into the bedchamber, so that he may carry no candle, 

(But) may let the predous diamond serve as light,®* 

Likewise, it can scarcely be fortuitous that, in the same Dusan 
poem which mentions this stone, the name of Dusan’s bride is 
Roksanda, a name that does not accord with (Serbian) history 
but does accord entirely with the text of the story of Alexander, 
whose wife is also called Roksanda.^® 

Furthermore, in folk-tales isolated episodes from this (Alex¬ 
ander) Story are often alluded to. Alexander puts Cleopatra^s 

ring on his hand when he wishes to render himself invisible. In 
Bk. ii, ch. 29 (Novakovic, pp. 144-5), people come to Alexander 
and announce to him the death of the prophet Jeremiah, and im- 

mediately afterward the inhabitants of his city of Alexandria 
(Egypt) come and say to him that they cannot live in the city that 
he built. When Alexander asks them why, they answer him that 
many snakes come from the river Nile and [p. XXXIbite and 

kill people. He answered them to the effect that they should 
immure in the form of a cross in the city-wall the bones of the 

prophet Jeremiah, jor his prayer will appease the wrath of the 
serpents, “Since that time,” the story continues, “in Alexandria a 
snake cannot bite a man” (Novakovic, p. 144,11. 18-9). This item 

I have not found in what Müller and Zacher have collected 
from the contents of the old (Greek) texts of Pseudo^Callisthenes 
nor in our translations of the modern Greek text.^**^ Therefore, I 

point to the populär tradition about Jeremiah Day (in Karadzic, 
Lexicon, cited p. 23, above, 5.^. ^^Jeremijev dän^^)y where it ap- 

pears that in Grbalj one who desires that no snakes bother him 
that year, on the morning of Jeremiah Day (May ist), striking 

on a pan around his house, says: “Jeremiah into the field, and all 
snakes into the sea!” This same thing M. Gj. Milicevic noted 
even in the eastern districts, in Sjenica, Zajecar, Podibar and 
Kopaonik,^**^ communicating further variants of a song which is 

11. 791-8, p. 506. 
Roxana, daughter of Perus; see Novakovic, p. 73, 11. 1-2, et passim; see 

HdPr., § 73 ff. ^^Op. cit., n. 53, above. ^^Op. eil., p. 323, above. 
^°^Cp., however, Ausfeld, op. cit. (note 4, above), pp. 48 (i, 32), 139? ser- 

pents as guardian spirits of Alexandria; also Veselovski, Iz Istorii, etc., I, 365 If., for 
further material on the exorcising of snakes in connection with the present passage. 

Glasnikj ist ser., XXII (1867), 97 (Sjenica, Zajecar); ibid., XXXVII (1873), 
117-8 (Podibar, Kopaonik). 
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sung in this form and with quite the same idea. I do not eite this 
with the intention that I had a little earlier (pp. 333 ff., above), 
namely, of showing that these customs grew out of the story of 
Alexander, since on account of their so great extension among the 

people I regard them as.older among us than this (Alexander); 
rather (I eite this) to show that the Alexander story thus received 
this to itself from populär belief and story, whether from our 

(Serbian) or from Byzantine or in eommon from ours and Byzan- 
tine, whiehever may be the first, as if it was enriehed by itself, 
transmitting the tales from one people to others. 

Beside everything presented hitherto, it would be wrong not to 
mention how (Ivo Fran) Gundulic (1558-1638) in Osman^ Canto 
iii, stz. 14, 11. 65-8, as he begins to list the series of heroes of Ser¬ 

bian national poetry, sings thus: 

Accordingly, in them is still kept 

What was written in song long ago 
Of Lesandr the Serb, 
A glorious emperor above all emperors.’^^ 

In Rad jugoslavenske Akademije^ XXXVII (1876), 128, Jagic 
thinks that Gundulic listed Lesandr among the other heroes by 
poetic licence. But since almost all the others whom Gundulic 

mentions in this passage are today heroes of populär poetry, and 
since today we find traces of Alexander still in populär tradition, 
some further consideration might at least still be given to this 

matter before it is finally attributed to poetic licence. 

§ 6 [pp. XXXIII-XLII] 

A report on the edition and on the manuscripts on which it is 

based.^°® 

§ 7 [pp. XLIII-LVIII] 

Outline of the text of the story of Alexander which is published 

in this edition. 

Harvard University 

^®*Jovan BoSkovic, ed. (Semlin-Zemun, 1889/90), p. 36. 
In § 6 Novakovic further describes certain of the manuscripts discussed in § 3 

(p. 317, above) and indicates the varied use made of these in the edition (pp. 
XXXIII~XL). Pp. XL~XLII are devoted to a brief, final survey of the principles 
on which the text (Novakovic, pp. i ff.) is constructed and to a discussion of typo- 
graphical details. 
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